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A 
 

a¹  [2]  pron.  her (short object pronoun 
preceding consonant; cf. ará³): A tíṇ bo  
Call her here.  

a²  [2]  pron.  her (short possessive, 
inalienable): a yéi her husband   

a³  [3]  pron.  she (short subject pronoun 
preceding consonant; cf. ará²): A bóyemi  
She is coming. 

a4  [4]  (ya after i, ị; wa after u, ụ)  emph.  
(adds emphasis to exclamations): Ọ sóoo, 
dụụ wa!  All of you, a story! (story-teller’s 
call for attention) 

a5 (ya after i, ị; wa after u, ụ) (shortened form 
of akí ̣nàá): bíḅị ya kịmị bii =bíḅị akị nàá 
kịmị bii  ask someone for an explanation: 
árụ wa ye saị =árụ akí ̣ nàá ye saị load 
something into a canoe 

-a6 (-ya after i, ị; -wa after u, ụ)  conj. if; when: 
Burú Èke koromọ́à, fí ̣ fị sụọgha  When 
Yam threw Rat, (he) could not manage to 
eat (him). 

aáà¹ (yaáà after i, ị; waáà after u, ụ, aáàn 
after nasalized vowel)  emph. (adds 
emphasis to questions): I bódọụ wàáà?  
Have you come?: Emí yàáà?  Is it 
there?/Are (you) alive/living? : Áràụ́ 
boyemi à aáàn? [or yaáàn?]  Ínyò  Is she 
coming?  Yes. 

aáà² (yaáà after i, ị; waáà after u, ụ)  emph.  
(adds emphasis to words used in addressing 
someone): Ọtọ́kọ̀ aáà!  Mud!: Ebitimí 
yàáà!  Ebitimi!: Kosú wàáà!  Kosu! 

áàa  excl.  exclamation of pain 
áaà  excl.  exclamation of surprise 
aáàn  excl.  expression of agreement: Bó èé!  

Aáàn  Come!  O.K. 
áaan  excl.  call to attract attention of a group 

of people: Áaan ìẓọ́n! O Nzọn! (rallying cry 
when I �� ��zọn people are gathered together for 
a purpose) 

áàíṇ  excl.  no, (it is) not so 

áàn-án-bìḅị  n.  uncalled-for trouble: Áàn-án-
bìḅị ị gban bọ́ọ  Let no uncalled-for trouble 
befall me! 

aánsà  excl.  of course; as a matter of fact 
abá¹  n.  most highly-valued fish (Gymnarchus 

niloticus  Cuvier GYMNARCHIDAE); abá 
ịfịyọụn juvenile Gymnarchus 

Abá² (=Ọbá)  n.  Ọba (of Benin): Abá àma  
Benin (esp. in folk stories): Abá fìṛị wẹnị 
baị kị, Abá fìỵaị fị baị  The day you work 
for the Ọba is the day you eat the Ọba’s 
food. 

ába  conj.  if; when: U boghá aba, ebighá  If 
he does not come, it is not good. 

abaá  n.  heron (Ardea spp.); bou abá  Purple 
Heron (Ardea purpurea); dirima abá  
Black-headed Heron (Ardea 
melanocephala); píṇa àba  Grey Heron 
(Ardea cinerea) (all ARDEIDAE) 

abaaraí ̣ [5]  v.t.  A. tie ends of cloth behind 
neck in informal dressing, usu. bịdẹ́ 
àbaaraí ̣; B. hang object by string over head 
and one shoulder: akpaá àbaaraí ̣ hang bag 
in this way 

ababá kọ̀rí ̣  v.p.  be in a state of indecision 
abábùrú  n.  cassava (Manihot esculenta 

Crantz EUPHORBIACEAE): abábùrú 
ùngbou cassava stem [Abá² + bùrú Ọba’s 

yam] 
ababụ́  n.  place where bark of tree encroaches 

on what should be solid wood; (fig.) bára 
àbabụ tụa  exaggerate 

abadá¹ [4]  n.  wax block print (cloth) [cf. Igbo 

àbàdá ‘Dutch print’, Ẹdo àbádà ‘skirt, part of a 

garment’ Imasuen 1998/99:43] 
Abadá² [4]  n.  female personal name 
abadabídà  n.  a complete fool; an idiot 
abadí ̣  n.  ocean; sea 
abadị-aká  n.  sea-coast 
abadị-arụ́  n.  ocean liner; sea-going vessel 
abadịbení  n.  seawater 
abadịdọọ́n  n.  seasickness 
Abadị-eré  n.  female personal name [‘sea-

woman’] 
abadị-ẹfẹ́rụ̀  n.  sea breeze 
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abadị-indí  n.  sea fish 
abadị-okólàị  n. bird, the curlew (Numenius 

arquata CHARADRIIDAE) 
abadị-okólàị  n.  seabird, probably a tern 

(Sterna spp. STERNIDAE) [???] 
abadị-ọdụọ́ ̀n  n.  ocean waves  
abadị pẹlẹ́  v.p.  cut (wood/stick) slantwise 
abadị-ugú  n.  money [‘ocean-iron’] 
abaghaí ̣  v.i.  turn or move round in confusion, 

or in a state of dizziness: Kama abághàị kị 
abaghaịyémèé (S/he) is moving about and 
muttering in confusion or annoyance (like a 
bee buzzing near a source of nectar). 

abálà  n.  sapwood, i.e. soft wood newly 
formed under the bark 

abálaba  n.  “turner”; large wooden spatula or 
paddle used for stirring starch and gari 

abálagbùdu  a.  numerous (as of casualties): 
Sụụbọ́ f ì ̣ otumọ abálagbùdu The people 
who died in the fight are very many. 

abalígùe  n.  kind of hoe 
abalị pẹlẹ́  v.p.  cut a (concrete) object in a 

slanting way 
abamụ́  n.  A. ceiling of house; B. shelf in 

yam-barn 
Ábamụ  n.  male personal name 
abáneri  n.  bonga-fish or bonga shad, from 

brackish-water areas, sold on racks 
(Ethmalosa fimbriata Bowdich CLUPEIDAE) 
(=ofoló =kígbo²) 

abedí  n.  Nile Monitor Lizard, ‘iguana’,  
(Varanus niloticus VARANIDAE) 

abeí  v.i.  move slowly with some sort of pride 
abélebei  n.  the leaves of the plant whose stem 

is called uté, used for wrapping food; eré-
abelebei (Sarcophrynium  ?prionogonium 
(K. Schum.) K. Schum., and S. 
brachystachys (Benth.) K. Schum.); ịzọ́n-
abelebei  (Marantochloa purpurea (Ridl.) 
Milne-Redh. and M. leucantha (K. Schum.) 
Milne-Redh.); owéi-abelebei (Halopegia 
azurea (K. Schum.) K. Schum., all 
MARANTACEAE); póu-abelebei  variety of 
above with red underside to leaves, used to 
cover corpse of those who die accidentally 

aberéi  n.  basket to contain fish freshly caught 
in a lake 

abiata  n.  third-generation slave; agbaịde  n.  
fourth-generation slave; kpákpò  n.  fifth-
generation slave; mulukútùbú  n.  sixth-
generation slave 

abiesénì  n.  African lungfish (Protopterus 
annectens Owen POLYPTERIDAE), a fish of 
bad omen 

ábì ̣  excl.  you! (used in addressing a man 
without using his name, esp. when it is 
forgotten or unknown) 

abịrí ̣  n.  foot-rot; tinea pedis (= bụ́ọ ẹfẹn) 
abịrịwá [4]  n.  a song of joy or sorrow known 

only by a few (contrasting with dúma, a 
generally known song): abịrịwá gbà sing 
such a song 

abíỵọụ  n.  name for the dead; abíỵọụ fịyaị  
food without salt and pepper (for ritual use) 

abóoò!  excl.  oh! (expression of surprise at a 
wrong interpretation of an event) 

aboróu¹  n.  light membrane covering eye or 
sore 

aboróu²  n.  cobweb along a bush path 
Abọ́¹  n.  Aboh, a town on the Niger south of 

Onitsha and north of Umuoru 
abọ́²  n.  an oblong basket made of cane-rope 

[screwpine?] with a wooden base [cf. Igbo 
ábọ́ ‘cane basket with long rectangular 
wooden base’] 

ábọ̀  n.  thumb-piano; sanza 
abọọ́  n.  scabbard; sheath 
abulúkù  n.  kilt worn by men for wrestling 

and processions (egelé): sụụ abúlukù  war-
kilt 

adaá¹  n.  paint 
adaá²  n.  backwater with the surrounding soft 

mud 
adáda  v.i.  grope in the dark; adáda(à)dada 

be groping 
adadáà  id.  empty, null, and void because 

something expected is not found there 
adagbafẹrẹ́  n.  big heavy breakable dish from 

which several people could eat 
adákà  n.  fierce, strong animal like lion 
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adakádà  n.  nonsense: Béi yè gbanghịbị, 
adakádà This thing you want to say, it’s 
nonsense. 

adákàyú  as in adákàyú adákàyú kàámèé full 
of complaints about this or that 

adámà  n.  common rafter 
adamálìḳá  n.  unexpected entanglement: Arí ̣ 

ma bei èsebọọ tẹ́ịgha o, adamálìḳá kì ̣ 
páadọụ wòó!  I cannot escape this problem; 
it’s an inextricable situation! 

adamú  n.  convulsion(s) 
adáyaị  n.  tree used for yam stakes and for 

carving canoes (Pachystela brevipes (Bak.) 
Baill. ex Engl. SAPOTACEAE) 
(=fọ́ụnbụrọteri) [check] 

adedéè  id.  wide, broad 
Adegbe  n.  A. chief deity of Ogboin ibe, 

whose seat is at Amasómà; B. lake in which 
the deity resides 

adégìṇá  n.  tree (Cercestis afzelii Schott. 
ARACEAE) 

adié  n.  A. inland swamp; adie bení  water 
collected from the marshlands in the dry 
season for religious purposes; B. (fig.) 
colony; place rich in fish, prawns, etc: indi 
adíè/opúru adie  colony of fish/prawns 

adíebèlebe  n.  crisis; upheaval; uproar; great 
confusion 

adígbà (=adígba)  n.  fool 
adírimà  n.  black type of ọgbọ́lọ̀, found on 

pepper plants 
adíạdị  n.  head (used in wise sayings): Ọgọnọ-

ofónì ba bó pọnị timidaaba, kíri-ofòni 
ẹ́rịdaaba, kíri-ofòni adíạdị pìṇịméèé  
When a wild bird has been killed and is 
being plucked, and the chicken has seen it, it 
gets a headache. 

adịí¹̣  v.i.  spin; rotate; whirl (e.g. of tops) 
adịí²̣  n.  dug-out channel connecting a river to 

the inland swamps, in which crustacea are 
caught with lobster-pots when the water is 
high; adị bọlọ́ụ  entrance to channel from 
river; adị diín  clear channel as water begins 
to rise; adịí ̣ pẹ̀lẹí ̣  begin to recede (of flood-
water from a channel): Adịí ̣ pẹ̀lẹíḍọ  The 

water has receded from the channel (and it is 
time to remove the lobster-pots); adị pịtẹ́  
fish in a dug-out channel; adị soú  dig a 
channel (work done by men, especially in-
laws); adị sụọ́  (of water) enter a channel: 
Adịí ̣ sụọdọ  Water has entered the channel 
(and it is time to set traps). 

adịká¹  n.  a dance from ụkwụanị in Delta 
State that flourished in the 1940s 

Adịká²  n.  male personal name 
adịrịkaá  id.  very difficult; extremely difficult 
adoó  n.  basket without flat base 
afánfan  n.  corkwood; umbrella tree 

(Musanga cecropioides R. Br. 
CECROPIACEAE) 

afií  n.  noose secured by knot 
afí ¢¢ ¢¢là  n.  whitish-yellow type of ọgbọ́lọ̀, very 

rare; if damaged or lost the culprit would 
formerly pay the owner an agreed number of 
tops continuously till the District Officer 
arrived) 

agáda  n.  dane-gun, shorter than asángba 
Agáda  n.  nickname for Ekpétiama ibe 
agadagbá  n.  large clupeid, a larger fish than 

isóun (Odaxothrissa mento Regan 
CLUPEIDAE) 

Agadagbábòu  n.  important historical site 
from where most Kolokuma towns migrated 
to their present settlements (=Oruamábòu) 

agakú  see  agokú male agama lizard 
agalá  n.  javelin 
agáụ̀  n.  smaller axe used in hollowing out 

wooden mortars and plates (= bíḅị-dụnụ-
ogou) 

agáụ̀n¹  n. used in: Agáụ̀n ghọ tẹ́ịdọ  (He is) 
free from further attempts (in the game of 
ogólo) (said when a third player 
successfully spears the ogólo while it is still 
in motion, when two other players have 
already made one hit each) 

Agáụ̀n²  p.n.  female personal name 
agbá¹  v.t.  come alongside (another boat or 

land); collaborate 
agbá²  v.t.  attack; agbá tèrí  attack militarily 

or otherwise 
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agbá³  n.  calabash; gourd; (fig.) agbá yọọrọ  
become full (of moon) 

agbá4  n.  plate of food, usu.  fíỵaị agba; (fig.) 
agbá teri  entertain a dance group with 
things 

agbaá¹  n.  trigger 
agbaá²  n.  protective “medicine” for war: 

agba ghọ bọọ́  become the exception(s) in a 
group who suffer some injury, such as a 
wasp-sting or a hit by a bullet or missile  

agbaá³  n.  funnel-entrance fish-trap 
agbaarụ́  n.  long slender fish (Erpetoichthys  

calabaricus  (syn. Calamoichthys 
calabaricus Smith) POLYPTERIDAE) 

agbábụ̀ (=gbábụ̀)  n.  wooden cramp for 
holding sides of canoe together 

agbábụgbabụ̀teereé  n.  bird sp., the Piping 
Hornbill (Bycanistes fistulator 
BUCEROTIDAE) 

agbadá  n.  large shrimp; “lobster” 
(Macrobrachium vollenhovenii); agbada 
ịsọ́ụ  young “lobster”; owéi àgbadá  male 
“lobster” (contrast eréwèrí for female with 
eggs) 

agbádà¹  n.  rib (human or animal) 
agbádà²  n.  bier made of a bamboo mat, used 

for wrapping the bodies of children, witches, 
and those who die of various serious 
diseases, etc. 

agbaí¹̣ [5]  v. acc.  be in love; make love 
agbaí²̣ [5] n.  love: agbaị kọ́rì ̣  be in love 
agbáị (=ọgbáị)  n.  missile: agbáị gbein  fight 

by throwing fresh sticks cut by women (esp. 
between two quarters or towns); agbáị pẹlẹ  
cut sticks for missiles (by women, who 
stand behind men to supply them); idúmu 
agbaị empty palm-bunch after extraction of 
nuts 

agbaị-áràụ  n.  girl-friend; (female) lover 
(=téi-aràụ) 

agbaị-ówèi  n.  boy-friend; (male) lover (=téi-
owèi) 

agbaịtọ́bọ̀ụ  n.  child born outside wedlock; 
love-child (=téitọbọ̀ụ) 

agbaịde  n.  fourth-generation slave  

agbaká  n.  shoe; beni-wẹnị-ágbàka  rainboot; 
tíṇ-agbaka  wooden shoe; clog; sabot 

agbalaá  (=agbalalaá)  see  supposed sticky 
substance 

agbalalaá  (=agbalaá)  n.  supposed sticky 
substance; (fig.) difficult situation; 
agbalakịmí ̣  image in folk-tale to which 
Tortoise gets stuck (equivalent of the Tar-
baby in the Brer Rabbit story) (=alagbalaá 
?) [?= agbalálà] 

agbalakókò  a.  spotted: agbalakókò obiri  
spotted dog 

agbalálà¹  n.  herb used as ear medicine 
(Cleome rutidosperma DC. CAPPARACEAE) 

agbalálà²  n.  sticky resin from the ọkọlọ́lọ̀ 
tree, Symphonia globulifera  

agbalalaá  (=agbalaá)  n.  supposed sticky 
substance; (fig.) difficult situation; 
agbala(la)kịmí ̣  image in folk-tale to which 
Tortoise gets stuck (equivalent of the Tar-
baby in the Brer Rabbit story); (used fig.): 
Erí mu ni àgbalala kịmị kí ̣ gbọ̀lụmí ̣  He 
has gone to box a Tar-baby (i.e. he has taken 
on an adversary who will never let him go). 

agbaná  n.  matches [cf. Urhobo àgbùnà 
matches] (=masíṣì ̣ = kpárakayè) 

agbára  v.a.  be wild, rascally 
agbárabou  n.  burial-ground for anyone 

whose life is suddenly cut short, through 
suicide, accident, or any outside agency 
(ụwọ́ fị), but not through sickness (=seiboú) 

agbárakà  n.  oracle; the act of consulting it: 
agbárakà gbein  cast an oracle and interpret 
it 

agbararagbúrurù  n.  thunder 
agbaranmuú  v.i.  get choked; be half-done; be 

half-dead (of wood) [check; or 
agbaramuú?] 

agbaramụụ́  v.i. or id. ?  as in agbaramụ fịí ̣  
be almost dead, withered (of plants, crops) 

agbatọrụ́ [5]  n.  fog; mist 
agbéì  n.  coconut shell used as cup (cf. okoó) 

[?agbá³ ‘calabash + yé ‘thing’] 
Agbíạ ẹdeịn (=Ọgbíạ-ẹdeịn)  n.  dagger 

(=ọgịẹ́n =ọgịán) 
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Agbobiri  n.  the headquarters of Ọkọ́dịa ibe 
in Northern Nzọn 

agbobú  n.  chest; bosom; courage; six feet 
(measured against the chest); agbobú kụ̀rọ́  
be courageous 

agbobudirí  n.  Dutchman’s pipe (Aristolochia 
spp. ARISTOLOCHIACEAE) [‘chest-
medicine’] 

agbobutítì  n.  influenza [‘chest-striking’] 
agbunú [4]  n.  open rectangular clap-net; 

agbunú ìmbi  fish with clap-net 
agbuú  v.t.  force or propel water with the hand 
agedeú [4]  n.  trawl-net; agedeú kọ̀n  fish 

with trawl-net 
agịrịmagí ̣  id. short, sturdy and bouncy (of 

person) 
agokú [4] (=agakú)  n.  male agama lizard 

(Agama agama Linn.) 
agóyà  n.  processional dance type (egelé) 
agué  n.  bay 
agúì  n.  crocodile; praise-name or title for 

someone who is strong (=igeré) [< Igbo 

ágụ́-íyī ‘crocodile’] (cf. igeré, atú, segí 
(archaic), túgu) 

agumpé [4]  n.  rectangular box-drum used for 
dancing 

agun-agún [4]  a.  purple: Bịdẹbí ̣ àgun-agún 
bèni ki nanamị  The cloth has a purple 
colour. [aguún x 2] 

agúsi (=ẹgúsi, egúsi)  n.  egusi, “melon”, used 
as an ingredient of soup (Cucumeropsis 
mannii Naud. CUCURBITACEAE) [< Yoruba 
ẹgúsí] 

aguún  n.  purple  
agụá¹  n.  “bean(s)”; cowpeas (Vigna 

unguiculata (Linn.) Walp. LEGUMINOSAE: 
PAPILIONOIDEAE) 

agụá²  n.  weakness caused by supernatural 
power: Kímịbị àgụá kọ̀rịdọọ́.  The man has 
been seized by supernaturally-caused 
weakness. 

agụarí ̣  n.  arbitration; agụarìṣụọ́  conduct 
arbitration; settle a misunderstanding [< 
Urhobo àgùàrè ‘court’] 

Agụdama  n.  a town in Ekpétiama ibe of 
Northern Nzọn 

áìin  v.i.  go in large numbers; troop out en 
masse, e.g. people 

áiyà  excl.  oh! (when something is 
remembered) 

aíṇ  n.  butterfish (Schilbe spp., including 
Schilbe mystus and S. intermedius 
SCHILBEIDAE); aịn ịngọ́lẹ̀ị  juvenile aíṇ (cf. 
ekpélà, ekpéla) 

aká¹  n.  tooth; aká dei  lose milk-teeth; aká fị  
grind teeth; aká ovuru  space between two 
front teeth; aká tuu dọọ̀ ́n/serí  have 
toothache: Wo aká tùu dọọnyemí  He has 
toothache; aká tụa  replace tooth that has 
fallen out; apálị aka  two teeth growing 
from the place of one [?]; buru fị ákà  first 
four milk-teeth; ukuka aká  molar tooth 

aká²  n.  edge; side: aká baị  turn under the 
edge (of a cloth); hem (a cloth) 

aká³ [4]  n.  corn; maize (Zea mays Linn. 
GRAMINEAE); Nzọ́n aka  Nzọn maize.  Its 
parts are: aká àpụra  corn shuck or sheath; 
aká bọ̀lọụ  tip of cob; aká ìẉẹsị  silky 
thread in cob; aká pòmu  leaf; aká sẹ̀lẹ  
grain; aká tùu  base of cob; aká ùngbou  
empty maize-cob; aká wàrị  cob 

akaán¹  [5]  n.  White-nosed or Putty-nosed 
Monkey (Cercopithecus nictitans 
CERCOPITHECIDAE) 

akaán² [5] n.  bitter kola (Garcinia kola 
Heckel GUTTIFERAE) [cf. Urhobo ákán 
bitter kola] 

akaán³  n.  a hero 
akáan  n.  bird, the Yellow-casqued Hornbill 

(Ceratogymna elata BUCEROTIDAE) 
akaanlá [4]  n.  root of a plant (Aframomum 

sceptrum (Oliv. & Hanb.) K. Schum. 
ZINGIBERACEAE) used in weaving the weft 
(cf. ogúzòú, the fruit) 

akabá¹ [4]  n.  base of leaf-stalk still attached 
to stem of palm-tree 

akabá² [4]  n.  type of fish container made of 
rattan (ụkpá) 
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akadákà  n.  tree with thorns both on the bark 
and the stalk of the leaves; the roots taken 
medicinally in gin are said to clear the 
system 

aká-fì-̣ofoni  n.  bird, general name for 
francolins and quail which come to feed on 
crops [aká² + fí ̣eat + ofóni bird]  

Akaịbiri  n.  town in Ekpétiama ibe of 
Northern Nzọn 

aká-ì ̣la  n.  Job’s Tears, a grass with sharp-
edged leaves and seeds which are used as 
beads by children (Coix lachryma-jobi Linn. 
GRAMINEAE) 

akáịn  n.  “thatch” (i.e. thatching-mat, many of 
which are used to thatch a house) 

akákaịndà (=kákaịndà) n.  A. face-mask 
worn by leader of a group of youths, who go 
around houses stealing dried fish, etc., or 
sugarcane from nearby farms, to chew while 
a masquerade is playing in the area; B. 
heavy tribal marks as represented on such a 
mask 

akalụ́ [4]  n.  A. moon (=díiye = finyé = 
=ọgọneí =ọgọnọyé =tọnịyeé):  

Akalụ́ lọ̀kọ-lọkọ-lọkọ  
Kụ́raị kụraị yè iné ẹrị yo! 

Moon of peace 
May I see you every time!: 

Akalụ́ lọ̀kọ-lọkọ 
Bó baị kị, ineé ùkie 
Mú baị ya, ineé ùkie kụ́mọ 

Moon of peace 
When you come, think of me 
When you go, don’t think of me! 
(children’s songs on the appearance of the 

new moon);  
B. month (=díiye =finyé = mụ́ntụ̀ =ọgọneí 

=ọgọnọyé =tọnịyeé) [Do all these mean 
‘month’ as well as ‘moon’?] 

akaná  v.t. go round; encircle; hence, avoid; 
evade 

akanaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  turn round; rotate 
akangá [4]  n.  two-headed barrel drum played 

with stick in right hand and left palm on 

membrane, producing the sound kpangbú; 
bass drum (=kpangbú èze) 

Akanranbiri  n.  town in Opokumá ìbe of 
Northern Nzọn 

akara  n.  fried bean-cake [<Yoruba, Urhobo 
àkàrà] 

akára  v.t.  glance off; lightly touch and leave: 
Ine gbeín ìngbekebi wárị akpàkpa kị 
akara bọ́ọmị  The stick that I threw barely 
hit the wall. 

akáraka  n.  horse grass (Setaria megaphylla 
(Steud.) Dur. & Schinz GRAMINEAE) 

akaramú  n.  glutton; gourmand 
akarángbèlengbe (= akaráìngbelengbe) n.  

bird, the hammerkop (Scopus umbretta 
SCOPIDAE) (=ọtụ́nọgọ̀kí)̣ 

akása  n.  a kind of coarse cloth 
akasí ̣  n.  chair; seat 
akásịị  n.  edible fungus; sclerotium of 

Lentinus tuber-regium 
akásọkịye  n.  toothpick  [aká + sọ́kị pick out 

+ yé thing] 
akásọ̀ụsọụ  n. yam cultivar 
akáta  n.  fish, the sailfin or bichir (Polypterus 

spp.), one of the strongest fish; ebi akátà  P. 
senegalus Cuvier; sei akátà  P. ansorgei 
Boulenger, P. endlicheri Heckel, all 
POLYPTERIDAE 

akáyènghibáụ  n.  praying mantis 
(MANTIDAE) 

akií  n.  tree which provides good firewood 
(Cynometra vogelii Hook.f. LEGUMINOSAE-
CAESALPINIOIDAE, or possibly Parinari 
excelsa Sabine CHRYSOBALANCEAE) 

akíròro  n.  a wise man; a philosopher; a leader 
of thought 

akí ̣  v.t.  A. take: Erí Òlógbòsí nàmamọ 
akịmị.  He took Cat’s animals; B. use: 
Wónì abábùrú àkị nị ọkpụ́nkọ̀rọ 
mịẹyémi. We use cassava to make cassava 
fufu; C. (in rather vague sense, often 
followed by naá, in a sequence of verbs; can 
only be translated by ‘and’ or not at all): 
Erí kẹ̀nị égbèri gba nị akí ̣ nàá ụ̀ pịrịmí ̣.  
He told him a story. 
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akíạkịà  n.  blood from a slaughtered animal 
collected and cooked with the food (usu. 
plantain, cut into three) called námafịyaị 
(=asosoú) 

akịrịkpọ́kpọ̀  n.  smallpox (=ịgánran dọọn, 
ọgọnọ dọọn) 

akíṛịkụa¹ [4]  n.  variety of water-yam with red 
under the peel 

akíṛịkụa² [4]  n.  coloured maize 
akíỵọụ̀ ́   n.  bile; gall-bladder 
akó  n.  edgeways: akó tịẹ  stand edgeways 
akolóu  n.  slipknot 
akoó  n.  a fish (Mormyrus rume C. & V. 

PANTODONTIDAE) 
akóto¹  n.  snuff-box 
akóto²  n.  game played with many tops 
akpaá  n.  A. bag; sack; pocket (general term; 

cf. akpụ́rụ̀) ; B. belly (of humans); opu 
akpá  stomach of animals (cf. opu furóu) 

akpaaraá  n.  full-grown green mamba (long 
green snake) 

akpaí ̣  v.i. fret; be shy 
akpaịnkóro  n.  nickname for edible snail 

(osií) [< Abọ] 
akpáka (=ọkpáka) n.  shell or carapace (of 

tortoise or turtle) 
akpákpa¹  n.  wall (of house), usu. wárị 

àkpakpa; hence, page (of book), usu. fún 
akpakpa; (fig.)strength: Béi kịmì ̣ kọ́kọ nì ̣ 
akpákpa nanamị  This person really has 
strength. 

akpákpa²  n.  wooden clappers 
akpakpaí ̣  v.i.  be versed in evil-doing; be 

notorious 
akpálà  v.t.  eat (food) in different places to get 

one’s fill, because not enough is available in 
one place 

akpálakpa  n.  plank 
akpálụ̀  n.  frog; fúnberi-palị-akpalụ  n.  

small tree-frog (Hypenolius, family 
RHACOPHORIDAE) [‘leaf-sticking-frog’] 

akpangbú  n.  improvised play-gun prepared 
with the stem of the Indian bamboo 

akpamúkù  n.  empty kerosine tin 

akpárabìṣá (=ọkpọ́rọbìṣá)  n.  a walker; a 
person who is fond of walking 

akparakịtíỵaị (=kparakịtíỵaị) n.  plant which 
produces yam stakes; its fruit is bou-ivín 
(Trachyphrynium braunianum (K. Schum.) 
Bak. MARANTACEAE) 

akpárakparà  n.  large stiff mat woven with 
the pith (pínì) of the bamboo palm (boyá) 

akpárambàsị  n.  iron used by priests of 
deities; sceptre 

akpáravìạ  n.  sponger; someone who goes to 
inappropriate places in search of food 

akpekpéè  id.  very large; of considerable size 
akpíị̀ ̣  n.  biting louse; tick; obiri akpí ̣  tick 

(found on dogs) 
akpóbìrisi  n.  tree revered by the Nzọn.  It is 

medicinal, and not commonly seen by 
people. 

akpórogù  n.  long dug-out trough used for 
mashing palm fruits 

akpotú  n.  trouble (=eseé) [any more 
synonyms?] 

akpoú [4]  n.  fishnet; akpoú imbi/kọọn  fish 
with akpoú 

akpọọ́  see ọkpọọ́  world; life [<Urhobo àkpọ̀ 
‘world, life’] 

akpúkè¹  n.  a kind of fish (Hemichromis 
fasciatus and (?) Chromidotilapia guentheri  
(syn. Pelmatochromis guentheri) 
CICHLIDAE) 

akpúkè²  n.  kind of yellow water-yam 
akpụ́rụ̀  n.  bag; sack (cf. akpaá) 
akúsì  n.  power of staying alone and receiving 

sustenance by reason of old age, primarily of 
an old python (“boa constrictor”), which is 
believed to remain in one place with its 
mouth open ready to snap closed on 
anything that enters: Uturoówèibi akúsì 
nanadọ́  The “boa constrictor” has the 
power to receive whatever comes its way; 
(fig.) of old people who remain in the house 
and are supported by gifts: Kósubọbị àkúsì 
nanadọ́  The elderly person is being 
supported by gifts. 

akuú  n.  girth; width 
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akụ́¹ [3]  v.a. be bitter 
akụ́²  n.  tree with strong wood, often used for 

canoes; “oak-tree” (Panda oleosa Pierre 
PANDACEAE) 

akụ́bo  (=akí ̣ bo) v.t. bring [‘take come’] 
akụ́là  n.  leech 
Akụmọnị  n.  town in Ọkọ́dịa ibe of Northern 
Nzọn 

akụnakụ́nà  n. harlot; whore; prostitute; tart 
[cf. Igbo àkwù �� ��nàkwụ́nà ‘prostitute’] 

akụ́ratà  n.  shrub known for its bitterness, 
used as chewing-stick  

alá¹ [3]  v.a.  A. be far, distant; alá dụ  distant 
place; B. remain for a long time  n.  distance 

alá² [3]  n.  distance 
alá³ n.  used in: alá fị  enjoy a position of 

lordship and leadership [< Eastern I¢jo¢ ála, 
corresponding to o ¢¢ ¢¢lá] 

Alábọkọlọ �� �� (=Lábọọkọlọ= Lábaọkọlo)  n.  
oldest deity in Kólokùmá ìbe, whose seat is at 
Okóloba 

alabúmà  n.pl.  silt (contrast obúdu) 
Aláere  n. female personal name [ala³ + eré 

woman]  
alagbá [4]  n.  gun (= suboí) 
alagbátìṇ  n.  timber tree (Milicia excelsa 

(Welw.) C. C. Berg, formerly Chlorophora 
excelsa MORACEAE) (cf. suboi tíị̀ṇ/tịíṇ) 
[alagbá + tíṇ tree] 

alagbalaá  n.  paint; gum (e.g. from ọkọlọ́lọ̀) 
(=agbalaá) ? 

alalá [4]  n.  A. aluminium or enamel plate; B. 
“zinc”; corrugated iron sheet(s) 

alaláịndà  n.  orange; alaláịndà tin  orange 
tree (Citrus aurantium Linn. and C. sinensis 
(Linn.) Osbeck) [<Port. laranja] 

alálị (=ọlálị)  n.  feast; fiesta; alálị fị  feast 
alámọ  v.cs.  drag out; lengthen [alá1 + mọ 

causative] 
Aláowei  n. female personal name [ala³ + owéi 

man] (=O ¢¢ ¢¢láowei) 
alápa  n.  jellyfish 
alápaogidi (=alápụ-ogidi)  n.  sword (= 
ọgbọdọ́) [cf. Nembe alapụ ogidi sword 
=‘chiefs’ matchet’] 

alegí  n.  crafty, cunning, artful, wily person 
(=ikégi) 

alelé  n.  tail-feathers of cock 
alí ̣  n.  the hairless portions at both sides of the 

forehead 
alọọ́  (=ọlọọ́)  n.  white cotton fabric, shirting 

[calico?] 
alụkpụ́kpà  n.  red earth or laterite, used for 

renovating mud walls 
Alúku  n.  the title for Kólokùmá ìbe 
amá  n.  town; village; settlement amá dọu  

search the town when looking for suspects; 
amá fị  live as harlot; indulge in 
prostitution; amá kpụn perform a ritual in 
which a red-feathered fowl (asịn-ofónì) is 
tied to palm-fronds and dragged from north 
to south of the town to cleanse it from evil 
spirits before the farming season begins: 
Amá ì nimi kụ́mọ Let the town(speople) 
not know me (said when someone is trying 
to deceive people): Amá gbẹdịbọ kịmị kị 
àkị bólou ghọ tụanìmí The person who 
abuses a town has a particular person in 
mind. 

ámà¹  n.  medicine or charm believed to have 
magnetic force to direct one to one’s 
destination, or to detect poison or find lost 
property 

ámà²  excl.  you! (used in addressing a woman 
without using her name, especially if it is 
forgotten or unknown) 

-ama  indef.  (marks the indefinite plural): 
kíṃịama  people 

amaá¹  n.  adultery; ama dọụ́  A. be highly-
sexed; B. commit adultery; ama siín  
confess adultery or other crimes before the 
elders at the ancestral shrine (Kiríye wàrị); 
ama wẹní ̣  be a prostitute 

amaá²  a.  right; ama angá  right side; ama 
bará  right hand: (fig.) Te bará à? Ama 
bará! How was it?  Victory/Success! 

amádaa-owei  n.  chief of a town recognized 
by Government [‘town-rule-man’] 

amádii-owei  n.  sanitary inspector [‘town-
inspect-man’] 
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Amadọ́sụ̀  n.  chief male deity of Ekpétiama 
ibe 

amá-ì-nimi-kụ́mọ  n.  grub (dọụ́ ̀n) which 
inhabits young live wine-palms; (fig.) 
somone who does things secretly, claiming 
not to be known (=loí) 

amákiri  n.  ground, soil, land of the town: 
amákiri fẹẹ carry a sickly child to a priest 
who for a fee mixes earth with water and 
marks the child’s forehead (=amá-ogbo) 
[‘town-land’] 

amákọtọkọ  n.  clay for moulding 
amámịẹmịẹye  n.  customs and accepted 

institutions of a town [‘town-do x2-thing’] 
amánanaaraụ  n.f.  female head of village, 

responsible for women’s affairs in the town; 
queen [‘town-own-female’] 

amánanaowei (=amánanoowei)  n.  the oldest 
bẹ́rẹ tọbọụ in the town, responsible for 
ancestral rites [‘town-own-man’] 

amá-ogbo  n.  land of the town (=amákiri) 
amá-ogbokịmị  n.  an indigene of a town 

[‘town-land-person’] 
amá-ọdọgụma  n. domestic duck 
amaraíṇ [5]  v.i.  turn round and round on the 

spot 
amarán¹  n.  paddle (= yọwẹí)̣ [< Igbo àmàlà 

‘paddle’] 
amarán²  n.  trace 
amásẹẹ̀diri  n.  herb used for curing headaches 

(Hyptis lanceolata Poir. LABIATAE) [lit. 
‘town-whole-medicine’] 

Amasómà  n.  headquarters of Ogboin ibe in 
Southern Nzọn 

amatá [4]  n.  married woman who has been 
circumcized; any woman who has been 
circumcized; amatá ìkirika  older married 
women; amatá ì ̣la bead worn by married 
woman when she goes to her husband’s 
house; amatá ìṣọụ  wife who has borne two 
or three children; amatá sụ̀ọ  become 
amatá 

amátẹmẹsuo  n.  collective spirit of a town, 
expressed in its formal praise-title [amá + 
tẹ́mẹsuo collective spirit]  

Amátòló  n. town in Ogboin ibe of Southern 
Nzọn 

amátọrụ  n.  rainclouds 
amá-ùboumọ  n.  sacrificial ceremony 

performed before the ancestors to mark the 
beginning of the planting season.  On the 
day of the ceremony, nobody is allowed to 
go to bush.  The belief is that the gods and 
the ancestors do their first bush-going on 
that day. 

ambáụ  his/her daughter 
ambírèí  his/her “brother” (cf. wo bịnáòwei, 

his “brother”; ará bịnaowei, her “brother”) 
ambụ́ràụ́  his/her “sister” (cf. wo bịnáàraụ, 

his “sister”, ará bịnaaraụ, her “sister”) 
ámẹ̀ẹẹ́ ̀ (in older works sometimes ghámẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀) 

conj.  that (introducing reported speech): 
Erí gba amẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀: “Kíṃịmọ bodọụ wèé”  He 
said: ‘The people have come’:  Erí gba 
amẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀, erí bonghimi  He said that he would 
come: Áràụ́ gba amẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀, ụ tịn bó èé  She 
said that (someone) should call him. 

ghámẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀  conj.  that (introduces reported 
speech)  

angbaá¹  n.  cheek 
angbaá²  n.  barrel 
angbalókù  n.  mumps 
aminikaá  n.  antelope species, probably the 

Yellow-backed Duiker (Cephalophus 
sylvicultor CEPHALOPHINAE), now almost 
extinct in the area (probably = ịsagháị-tùu-
nama= ódèé) 

amú  n.  dizziness; giddiness 
amudé  n.  bird, the African Green Pigeon 

(Treron calva COLUMBIDAE) 
amúsù  n.  A. “vampire”; nocturnal bird which 

enters and makes a noise inside roof of 
buildings; B. hence, a bird believed to be 
housing the spirit of a witch; when shot 
down, it is not to be touched but burnt to 
ashes, after which the witch is believed to 
die within a few days [cf. Igbo ámúsu, 
ámóosú ‘witch(craft)’] 

Ánàkiri  n.  village in Ọkọ́dịa ibe of Northern 
Nzọn 
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andá¹  v.acc.  wrestle  
andá²  n.  wrestling; andá bii  invite someone 

to wrestle: andá mọ òwou mọ́ with struggle 
and strain 

andarí ̣  v.i.  roar 
andeí [4]  n.  small tsetse-fly 
andí ̣  n.  face; front of head; grimace; visage 
andụ́  v.t.  twist; bend 
angá¹  v.t.  A. live in a place, usu. yọ́ anga; B. 

live as husband and wife, usu. wárị ànga 
angá²  n.  side; place; spot; (tech.) plane; face 

(of figure) 
angaá  n.  egg; roe (of fish); berry (of shrimp, 

etc.) 
angábọlọụ  n.  name given to the internal part 

of the body behind the ribs 
angála¹  n.  charcoal 
angála²  n.  mangrove 
angalangaá tùngboí (=tùngbeí)  v.p.  

somersault: Erí àngalangaá tùngboíyemi.  
He is turning a somersault. 

Angálapẹlẹ  n.  a masquerade [mangrove-tree 
cutter]  

angaluú  id.  eyeing somebody with 
disapproval: Angalu kí àkị i diiméèé  He 
looked at me disapprovingly. 

angásaraị  n.  side of ribs 
angeré [4]  n. agama lizard (Agama agama 

Linn.); eré angere  female agama; owéi 
angere  male agama (=agokú)?? 

ánghàíṇ  see ẹ́nghẹ̀íṇ  no 
angíriì  id.  coming in a group 
angí¹̣  v.t.  always fúròú àngị draw in stomach 
angí²̣  n.  sedge (Kyllinga erecta Schum. 

CYPERACEAE), also called eré angị [‘female 

sedge’]; óru angị (Mariscus sp.) [‘gods’ 
sedge’]; owéi angị (Cyperus distans Linn. f. 
CYPERACEAE and Mariscus alternifolius 
Vahl CYPERACEAE) [‘male sedge’]; 

angí ̣lì ̣  n.  smallest size of pellet for gun (cf. 
gbọ́lụ̀, ọfụrụ́, ụkpárù ¢¢ ¢¢, okpókìrikpó) 

ángìṛị  n.  auger [<English auger] 
angó  see  angógo 

angógo  (=angó)  n.  tree used for carving and 
for chewing-sticks (Carapa procera DC 
MELIACEAE) 

angólo  n.  A. grass (general); B. (specifically) 
= berisọọnléi (Eleusine indica (Linn.) 
Gaertn. GRAMINEAE) 

anií¹ [4]  (=ẹnií) that; anií dùo ni  as a result of 
that; anií dìiya  instead; instead of that; 
aniíghà  not that [<anị/ẹnị iyé ‘that thing’] 

anií² [4] (=ẹnií) int. so: Anií, yé pàa barabị.  
So it happened. 

anị  (=ẹnị) dem. that (cf. sụọ); anị ába  that 
being so; anịbí ̣  that is; anị kọọ́ ̀, anịghá kpọ̀  
if not; anị kpekẹnị barabí ̣  in the same 
manner; anị kí ̣ nì ̣ anị ẹ́bẹ kpọ  even if it is 
so; anị kpọ́  even then; anị ní ̣  so; therefore 

anịá [4]  int.  so; then; now; anịá timiya  if not 
so; but for that 

anịọ́  see  ọnịọ́  [not in; meaning?] 
aníọ̣̀  see ọníọ̣̀  female opúru 
aníỵaịn  his/her son  
apaán  n.  A. basket used for storage, which 

can be completely sewn up; B. large wicker 
trap to keep fish alive in river; C. small 
basket for keeping tops, usu. ọgbọ́lọ̀-apan 

apaíṇ  n.  vow; promise; apaíṇ tụ̀a  vow; 
promise; make an undertaking before a deity  

apálà  n.  slap; apálà famụ  (give a) slap  
apálị  (=ọpálị)  n.  twin (of plantain), usu. 

apálị beriba; apálị puu  ceremonially break 
tie between living and dead before burial 

apapá [4]  n.  groundnut (Arachis hypogaea 
Linn. LEGUMINOSAE-PAPILIONIOIDEAE) 

apapátùo  n.  herb  (Desmodium adscendens 
(Sw.) DC LEGUMINOSAE-
PAPILIONIOIDEAE) [‘groundnut-herb’] 

apatímà  n.m.f.  simpleton 
apíe  n.  A. “cane-rope”; rattan-palm; B. one of 

the plants from which “cane-rope” or rattan 
is derived (Calamus deeratus Mann. and 
Wendl. PALMAE); other plants are bóru and 
ụkpá 

apíe-ẹngẹlẹị  n.  the remains after preparing the 
cane-rope for use 
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apíe-furou  n.  pith removed from apíe cane-
rope, used inside pot before boiling Nzọ́n-
odu overnight, to prevent it sticking to the 
pot 

ápìlé (=ápùló)  n.  cart-wheel; ápìlé fin  turn a 
cart-wheel [tone?] 

apíạnpịan  n.  bird, the African Pied Hornbill 
(Tockus fasciatus BUCEROTIDAE) [cf. Igbo 

ápíạ́ [‘Black-and-White-Tailed Hornbill’, 
Urhobo ápiápiá ‘hornbill’] (=ẹgụ́lẹgụlẹ̀) 

apíṇà  n. A. pinkish ọgbọ́lọ̀; B. (fig.) fair-
skinned person: Apíṇàbị dọụ mú wèé Go to 
the fair-skinned man [< píṇá ‘be white, 
light’] 

apó  excl. oh! (expressing surprise) 
apolóu  n.  shoulder 
apoó [4]  id.  flat (e.g. of hungry belly) 
apóo  n.  scoop for bailing canoe (made of 

plantain stem, etc.) 
ápùló  see  ápìlé 
apụ́ra (=ọpúra)  n.  skin; bark; peelings 
ará¹  pron. her (possessive, alienable): ará fun  

her book 
ará² [3] pron. she (short subject  pronoun  

preceding vowel), cf. a³ 
ará³ [4] pron.  her (short object  pronoun 

preceding vowel; cf. a¹) 
araghaí ̣  v.i.  be restless; be over-active 
aranráàn  id.  shallow; not deep; (fig.) not 

intensive 
aránran  v.t.  pass (smoked fish) lightly over 

the fire to warm up  
áràụ́  pron.  she (indep. pronoun) 
(araụ)  n.f.  (female agent; never used alone); 

bọ́lọụaraụ  elder sister; eréaraụ  woman; 
nanaaráụ  female owner 

arawarí ̣ [5]  n.  period before the umbilical 
cord has dropped off 

arawarí ̣ [5]  the short period of about three 
days from the time a child is delivered to the 
time the umbilical cord remains fall off.  
During this period, the woman is expected 
to put a small object in her mouth to warn or 
ward off those women who suffer from 
eréamịnị dọnyo. [sp?]  It is believed that if 

such a woman talks to the newly delivered 
woman, the disease is communicated to her. 

areré  n.  profit; gain; arere sụọ́/paá  make 
profit (of trade): Fọ́ụbị àrere paamí ̣/sụọmí ̣  
The trade made a profit. 

areréè  id.  feeling empty, as of someone 
recovering from a sickness 

arẹíṇ (=arịíṇ)n.  pocket knife; penknife 
ári  (=éri)  n.  trick 
áriaan (=áriyaan) [4]  id.  huge 
árigidi  n.  Kano cloth; handwoven cloth from 

the North, used as “cover-cloth” or worn 
over shoulder 

arigó [4]  n.  African nutmeg (Monodora 
myristica  (Gaertn.) Dunal ANNONACEAE) 

arí ̣ [5]  pron.  I (indep. pronoun) 
árì ̣  pron.  you (singular, indep. pronoun) 
arịíṇ  (=arẹíṇ)n.  pocket knife; penknife 
árụ  n.  canoe; boat; vehicle; árụ beni sin  bail 

water out of a canoe; árụ akị  bring home 
unfinished canoe from the bush; árụ igbe  
moor canoe; árụ kiri kọrì ̣  (of canoe) go 
aground; árụ zuu  unload canoe; bálà-arụ  
sailing boat; canoe with sail; beké-àrụ  
European boat, ship; dụ́wẹị-arụ  canoe 
carrying corpse; fin-arụ́  aeroplane; Igbon-
arụ/Ikétè-arụ  Northern canoe with 
rounded woven roof; ofóni-arụ  canoe with 
thatch or zinc roof on top; óru-arụ  
sacrificial canoe with music and dancing; 
ọkọ-arụ́ canoe used for hiring out; ọmụ́ụ-
arụ  war-canoe; sẹ́ị-arụ  dance-canoe; tára-
ukou àrụ  three-seat canoe; [what of 4-seat 
canoe??] tọ́rụ-yọụ-arụ canoe used for 
trading: Árụzàụ bará zàụ bará, tára ukou  
However small a canoe is, it must have three 
seats: Tẹ́ịn arụ̀ nimi kọ́rì ̣ káamị  (said 
when someone finds that a person who has 
suffered a loss or injury finds out that the 
person responsible is a relative or friend, 
and lets him go free). 

árụ-aka  n.  edge of canoe 
árụbiri  n.  middle of canoe: Sụ́ọmọ nì ̣ ị saí ̣ kì ̣ 

árụbiri The person who asks to be carried 
in a canoe sits in the middle. 
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árụgbọlụ  n.  bird, any woodpecker (family 
PICIDAE) [‘canoe-chisel’] 

árụ-ịgba  n.  rope for mooring canoe; árụ ịgba 
kaka  tie rope to mooring-post 

árụ-ịgbaaị  n.  chips from ịgbụmú 
árụkiri  n.  floor of canoe 
arụ́sà  excl.  greeting for a woman who has 

recently given birth to a child 
árụtoun  n.  bottom of canoe which touches 

water 
árụ-ukou  n.  canoe seat 
árụ-ukure  n.  stern of canoe 
árụ-ụkụlọụ  n.  bow of canoe 
árụ �� ��-ụpịrị  n.  space between seats of canoe 
árụ-zuu-uru  n.  drink offered by traveller on 

his return to those who help him unload 
asaá  n.  side of the river which comes down 

steeply, subject to erosion, opposite to the 
sandbank side (itóbo) 

asaalaá  n.  A. bushbuck; harnessed antelope 
(Tragelaphus scriptus); B. female sitatunga 
(Tragelaphus spekii) (both BOVIDAE) (cf. 
ụtụ́bụ̀rá, male sitatunga) 

asába  v.i.  stand astride; asába bẹịn  step 
across 

Asába-bẹịn-uge  n.  Feast of Passover 
asábalaba [4]  n.  paddle-wheel 
asáìṇ (=ọsáìṇ)  n.  grove or hut containing war-

medicine 
asákà  n.  insect which enters wood floating on 

water 
asakalá  n.  straw hat; boater 
asakíṛìḅụ́mọụn  n.  sole (probably 

Cynoglossus senegalensis Kaup 
CYNOGLOSSIDAE) 

Asangbá  n.  male personal name 
asángba  n.  dane-gun, longer than agáda 
asángbafịnị  n.  gun-caps (=suboifịní ̣ = 

kíạpìṣị) 
asanghá  n.  seed-pod of ogírizì (Newbouldia 

laevis (P.Beauv.) Seemann ex Bureau 
BIGNONIACEAE) 

asará  n.  stage of oil-palm at which it has to be 
harvested with ladder (cf. lí ̣ị) 

asasá  n.  expert; an adept 

asíạ  see  ọsíạ 
asịíṇ  n.  blood (general term, as opposed to 
ọbará, human blood from wounds, or 
akíạkịà or asosoú, blood from a 
slaughtered animal collected and cooked 
with the food); blood relationship; genetic 
inheritance 

asịn-ofónì  n.  fowl with feathers of a deep red 
colour [‘blood-fowl’] 

asíṃa  see  ọsụ́ma work as blacksmith 
asíṃaopopo  [4]  n.  bird, any small bright-

coloured kingfisher (Ceyx, Alcedo and 
perhaps Halcyon spp. ALCEDINIDAE) 

asịnọ́ (=ọsịnọ́)  n.  bird, the Black-Winged Stilt 
(Himantopus himantopus 
RECURVIOSTRIDAE) (=kẹnị-bụọ́ ̀-tíẹ̣) 

asịsá  n.  umbrella 
asosoú n.  blood from a slaughtered animal 

collected and cooked with the food (usu. 
plantain, cut into three) called námafịyaị 
(=akíạkịà) 

asú  n.  bamboo pole for punting 
asụ́baị  see  ọsụ́baị  hoe 
asụ́ma  see  ọsụ́ma work as blacksmith 
atábala  n.  clapnet 
atáịnkọlị  see  ịtáịnkọlị something which 

comes to nothing after a long struggle 
atáịnzèlé  n.  galena [cf. Igbo ọ̀tánjélé 

‘galena’] 
atála  v.i.  fish with a lift-net formerly woven 

of strips of ụkpá and cane-rope (by two 
people, usually from a canoe) 

atála-arụ  n.  canoe with four or five seats, big 
enough for lift-screen fishing  

atálei (=atélei)  n. lift-net  [atála + yé ‘thing’] 

 
atáma  n.  medicinal herb (Rinorea sp. 

VIOLACEAE) 
atámàmí  n.  any water spirit that enriches 

human beings) (=mamíwọ̀tá) (cf. benipẹrẹ́) 
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atamatámà  n.  spider 
atamatámàwarị  n.  spider’s web [‘spider-

house’] 
atángbà  magical poisoning;  atángbà tein  

poison magically 
atangbalá [4]  n. black ant, one of the castes of 

soldier ant (Dorylus) 
atangbalá-ànga  n.  rice (= ọrọ́sì ̣ =sịkápà) 

[‘ants’ eggs’ (joking name from its 
appearance) ]  

atángbara  n.  club (long) 
atánịbolou  n.  armpit 
atárị  n.  farmland left fallow for a year; atárị 

barị  plant farmland for a second year in 
succession before allowing it to lie fallow 

Atásàí ̣  n.  Atịsa (Atissa) ibe in Northern Nzọn 
atélei  see  atálei  lift-screen 
atí ̣là (=atụ́là)  n.  mudskipper (Periophthalmus 

koelreuteri PERIOPHTHALMIDAE) 
atíṛà  n.  damask 
atú  n.  crocodile (poetic, cf. igeré, agúì, segí 

(archaic), túgu) 
atútà  n.  constipation; Atútà ụ kọrịmí ̣  He 

suffered from constipation; owéi atuta  
severe constipation 

atụ́  n.  net fastened to a round framework of 
ụkpá, supported by sticks shaped like a 
dome; atụ́ pou  fish with atụ́ 

aún  v.i.  yawn 
áụ imbiowei  n.  Red-lined Snake 

(Bothropthalmus lineatus  Peters 
COLUBRIDAE) [any beliefs about it?] 

avarán  n.  hole or cavity in a tree, or a hole 
covered by a light skin 

aváràn  n.  (anat.) anterior surface of axilla 
avaranváàn  id.  skinny 
avíaranyoro-ọgbọlọ  n.  o ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢ whose inside 

has been scraped out after removing the 
flesh, resulting in a very light top. 

awá  n.  tree with hard wood (Rinorea 
breviracemosa Chipp VIOLACEAE, or 
possibly Massularia acuminata (G.Don) 
Bullock RUBIACEAE) 

áwà  n.  hour [< English hour] 
awaán  n.  coconut fibre cut up for loading gun 

awabụ́  id.  (of tree) easily split or broken 
awalá  n.  ritual object displayed in war canoe 
awánràn  n.  “August break”; dry spell in rainy 

season from late July to August: Awánràn 
bíẹ̣nyemi  It is raining (said only in the 
“August break”; lit. ‘Awánràn is 
defecating’): Awánràn fụ́rụyemi (The 
bush) smells of Awánràn (referring to the 
smell of rotting vegetation when the water 
recedes during Awánràn). 

awérè  n.  oxbow lake; awérè imbi  fish in an 
oxbow lake 

awúrù  n.  gourmand; glutton 
Awụ́sa  n.  Hausa (cf. Igbon, Ikétè) 
ayá  v.a.  be new; ayá kụraị  New Year 
ayáà  n.  name given to a new-born baby [< 

ayá ‘be new’] 
Ayamábẹ̀lẹ  n.  town in Ọkọ́dịa ibe of 

Northern Nzọn 
ayámpìṭí ̣  n.  small black flat frog which is 

seen during rain, especially the first rain of 
the dry season (found in small streams) [?< 
Abọ] 

ayán  n.  face (= kóro) 
ayánfaran-bara-dii (=ayánfanran-bara-dii) 

n.  shrimp type, “prawn” (cf. opúru) 
ayápìṭí ̣  n.  newborn baby 
ayátọ̀bọụ́ n.  baby [‘ new child’] 
ayáụụ̀ ́ n (=ayáụ̀n ?) n.  first new yam of the 

yam harvest season; ayáụụ̀ ́ n-pù-eké praise-
name given to it when it is first seen 

Áyè  n.  male personal name 
Ayíba  n.  God (= Wóyenghi, Áyòú, 

Ogínaaraụ, Súoaraụ /Soaráụ Tẹ́mẹaraụ, 
Zibaaraụ) 

Ayibabiri  n.  town in Kólokùmá ìbe of 
Northern Nzọn 

Ayíbadìgíèneni  n.  female personal name 
[‘God’s pity’?]  

ayibo  n.  imbecile person; nincompoop 
ayó  emph.  marks emphasis (usually placed at 

the end of reported speech): Áràụ́ mọ kị 
gbàmị ayó!  This is what she said! 

áyò  excl.  shout of fear, sorrow, regret, 
surprise 
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ayóro  n.  newly-circumcized woman or boy 
(esp. used to address them) 

Áyòú  see  Áyù  God 
ayọ́¹  n.  earthen pot 
ayọ́²  n.  black headtie 
Áyù (=Áyòú)  n.  God (= Wóyenghi, Ayíba, 

Ogínaaraụ, Súoaraụ /Soaráụ Tẹ́mẹaraụ, 
Zibaaraụ) 

ayumú lẹ̀lẹmọ fí ̣  excl.  what a sponger! 
azarí ̣  see  ọzarí ̣ champion 
azaríẉarị  n.  place or period of suffering 

(opposite of ẹdẹ́ẹrẹ) 
azé (=ezé) v.i.  roam about aimlessly 
azúzu  n.  fan (for people, as opposed to 

fọ́nfọnbàụ for fire) [cf. Urhobo àdjùdjù] 
azụ́à  n.  hook on punting-pole; forked stick 

(?=ọkọ́ba-tu 11 11a-asu) 
 
 

B 
 
baá [4]  n.  abura, a timber tree (Hallea 

ledermannii (K Krause) Verdc. or H. 
stipulosa (DC.) Leroy RUBIACEAE) 

báa  v.t.  A. kill; báa tụa  kill in vengeance or 
retaliation: Báabọ mọ baabọ mọ  The killer 
dies with the killed; B. capture piece in 
game; ọgbọ́lọ̀ baa; capture a top in the game 
of ikóso 

baáàn  id.  full to the brim (of discrete flat 
objects, in a large container, spread out 
evenly) (cf. utú seri, bíḅị pẹlẹ ?) 

báabou  n.  virgin land; primary forest 
Báabọ  p.n.  female name [shortened from 

Indibaabọ́, ‘Fish-killer’ or Námabaabọ 
‘Animal-killer’] 

Báakịbìṇá  p.n.  female name [‘The 
(fish/animal-) killer attracts relations’] 

báan¹ (=bán)  [3]  v.a.  be blind, usu. tọ́rụ 
ban; inda baán  have very poor sight 

báan²  v.i.  be angry (usu.. bólou ban, báan 
tèrí) be annoyed, angry 

báan³  n.  juvenile or smallest size of the fish 
Heterobranchus bidorsalis and H. longifilis  

(CLARIIDAE) (sizes: 1 báan, 2 poyounbaụ́  
3 toriyeé) 

baaraá  n.  dry season, roughly from January to 
May 

baara-angbá  n.  traditional form of compound 
interest, in which the amount borrowed is 
doubled at the end of every year; (tech.) 
compound interest at any agreed rate 
[‘interest-barrel’] 

baarayé  n.  lending with interest, usu. 
compound [‘interest-er’] 

bababaá  id.  spellbound; dumbfounded; 
flabbergasted 

bábala¹  v.t.  proceed by trial and error; attempt 
to do something 

bábala²  n.  bamboo mat used as blind to close 
verandah, or for drying kernels, palm-nuts, 
etc. 

bábarabàbara  id.  doing things in a confused 
way, with uncertainty 

bádị  v.i.  subside, contract (as when a swelling 
on the body decreases): Ará oin timi barabị 
badịyemi.  Her hand that was swollen is 
going down. 

badịyọọ́ ̀¹  v.i.  subside (of swelling): Oóin timi 
bàrabị bó bàdịyọọ́ ̀dọ́ụ  The swollen arm 
has gone down. 

badịyọọ́ ̀²  v.i. lose one’s sense of taste: Ọfíṛị 
fịyàịbị ine bịbí ̣ mìẹ̣ badịyọọ́ ̀  The hot food 
has made my mouth numb. 

báfụ̀  n.  basin [< English bath?] 
báị¹  v.t.  A. hit; beat thoroughly; B. crush so as 

to fray (plantain midrib or peduncle, etc.); 
C. crack; ivín baị  crack palmnuts; ivín baị 
bara  hammer; iron tool for cracking 
palmnuts; ivín baị masịnị  machine for 
cracking palmnuts; ivín baị yenghi  log on 
which palmnut is set for cracking 

báị²  v.i.  dawn; arrive (of day): Eréin bai ¢¢ ¢¢do ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢ 
wèé  The big day has come! 

báị³  n.  day; báị pèkéì  early morning; anị baí ̣  
that day; bíribaị  the third day of the four-
day week; bọụ baí ̣  the ‘weak days’ (second 
and fourth) of the four-day native week, 
associated with female activities, on which 
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one can go to all farms, forests, lakes, etc.; 
fọ́ụ baị  market-day (=Ẹkẹnbaí)̣; kụrọ baí ̣  
the ‘strong days’ (first and third) of the four-
day native week, associated with male 
activities, on which one can go to only 
certain farms, forests, lakes, etc.; túka baị  
next day; another day; ví baì ̣  day before 
yesterday 

báịmọ [3]  v.cs.  keep overnight; báịmọ benì  
A. water kept in the house overnight, which 
is cool; B. (fig.) applied to a person who is 
cool and collected: Erí baịmọ benì bara kị 
emi  He is cool and collected: báịmọ fịyàị  
food kept overnight 

baíṇ, baịnpẹléi  see  banghí ̣, banghịpẹléi 
báịnghịtìmi  n.  period before daybreak (about 

4 a.m. to 6 a.m.) 
báka  v.i.  be confused, confounded, 

bewildered, puzzled 
bákabàka  id.  in a confused way  
bákala  v.t.  twist; bend; distort; bíḅị 

bakala/egberi bakálà  distort a story: Árì ̣ 
egberi bakála kaamị  You distort stories a 
lot. 

bakalabákala  id.  twisted; bent; askew 
bákalabàkala  id.  unreliable; untrustworthy 
bákèín  n.  pink berry relished by monkeys 
bakíì  id.  dark 
balá  v.t.  mind; take notice of (usu. negative): 

Kíṃị ụ̀ bala kụ́mọ  Don’t mind him. 
bálà  n.  sail (of boat); bálà tịẹmọ  set up sail; 

bálà tụa  set sails [< Portuguese vela ‘sail’] 
bála  v.i.  be naughty, troublesome: ụ ma 

bálayemò  He is being troublesome. 
bálà-arụ  n.  sail-boat 
balabalá  id.  conspicuously white or pale (e.g. 

of corn shucks thrown away at the 
waterside, or people dressed in white): Wo 
ọngọ́ sẹ̀ bó bàlabala kí ̣ pàadọ́  His body 
has become pale (as a result of sickness). 

balabálà  n.  very early (period); dawn: 
Balabálàbị wó mudọụ wèé  We shall go 
very early. 

balakáà  id.  cross-eyed (of person) (=maaláà, 
malakáà) 

bálàtịn  n.  mast for ship [‘sail-stick’] 
bálatọbọụ  n.  newly-born baby  
balí ̣  v.t.  blaze (tree) to mark way, usu. tíṇ balị 
bálì ̣  n.  keg; cask; fọ́ụn bàlị  keg of 

gunpowder 
Báma  n.  B �� ��ụ́mọ ibe in Southern Nzọn; báma 

sụụ  unending war  
bán¹   [3]  v.a.  be blind, usu. tọ́rụ ban; inda 

baán  have very poor sight 
bán²  v.i.  be angry (usu.. bólou ban, bán tèrí) 

be annoyed, angry 
banghí ̣ (=bangí=̣baíṇ)  v.i.  run; banghìṃọ 

bụọ mọ́  run and walk alternately 
banghịmọ́(=bangịmọ́=baịnmọ́)  v.cs.  cause to 

run 
banghịpẹléi  (=banghịpẹléi =baịnpẹléi)  n.  

athlete’s foot 
bánmọ  v.cs.  cause to be blind 
Bánzama  n.  Bachama; Bánzama-otu  

Bachama people 
bára¹  v.t.  forget; bára fàá  forget; bára (fàá) 

sìạnmụụ́  forget entirely: Arí ̣ kẹ̀ní ̣ bo ní 
ègberí bàra sịanmụdọọ́  I have entirely 
forgotten the story. 

bára²  [3]  n.  arm; hand; foreleg of animal; 
bára àbabụ  exaggerated: bára àbabụ tụa 
add falsehood and exaggeration to a story; 
bára àkị  shake hands; bára a (akì)̣ tịíṇ  
beckon; bára bara  with hands only (esp. in 
fight); by hand; bára bèní  all hands on 
deck! (a summons to action): Kíṃị kịmì ̣ 
bára bèní!  Fịrị wẹnị láadọ.  All hands on 
deck!  It’s time for the work; bára bòu 
dọnghá be lazy or ineffective in farming or 
exploiting the environment; bára mọ bụọ 
mọ bòu laagha  be idle (esp. of women) by 
not going to farm [‘hand and foot do not 
enter bush’]; bára bọọ/bụọ  be dislocated 
(of arm); bára bọọ̀/bụọ̀  mistakenly; bára 
deì change in intensity (as rain from single 
drops to shower, or vice versa; or as a war 
escalating or winding down); bára dọụ̀ look 
for trouble [check meaning]: Béi paàyebi, 
ọmịnị kí ̣ bara káàá dọ̀ụmị This disaster, 
they asked for it; bára èbií  A. win or be 
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vindicated, as in a case; B. have good 
handwriting; C. hold something good in the 
hand openly, seen by everyone; bára fà ese 
uncalled-for trouble; bára fị  A. bite the 
nails; B. become familiar with a job; 
become experienced in a job; bára fun 
kpọụ  thieve; steal; bára kaà (=kị àkị) bíẹ̣n 
kaan tear one’s hair [lit. ‘buttocks’] in 
exasperation; bára koròmọ  begin, start, 
commence any piece of work; bára kụ̀rọ́  
be hard-working; bára mọ bụọ mọ batein  
dumbfounded; flabbergasted; Bára mu, 
bára bo  (fig.) Kindness begets kindness 
(lit. ‘hand go, hand come’); bára nì ̣ angba 
tụá  cup one’s face in one’s hand; bára paa  
be prosperous financially; be fairly wealthy; 
bára poumọ̀  make a thumbprint; bára sara  
be quick at doing things (of persons); bára 
saramọ  hurry up; be quick; make haste; 
speed up; bára sèí  bad hand-writing; Bára 
sèibọọ́, bára fịnà  Anyone with a bad hand 
should bandage it (statement by town-crier 
meaning that no one is excused from manual 
work); bára tịẹ  throw or shoot at 
accurately, as in marksmanship and in 
fishing; bára tọlọ̀  produce or give scantly, 
in a miserly way; bára tụà  taste food 
before offering it to guests; B. join others to 
eat when asked to do so, even though one is 
not hungry; this is done as a customary sign 
of love; C. use finger to help spin top out of 
hole; bára waì ̣  A.; B. react; C. retaliate 
[‘turn hand’]; bára walàmọ  try at many 
sides or look for help from many hands, e.g. 
as in donation, or as when something is lost 
and one needs the help of many people to 
look for that lost thing; bára yaịnmọ̀  crack 
one’s knuckles; bára zụ̀wẹí ̣  (fig.) struggle 
for something with the hands; ama bará  
right hand; kála barà  A. small hand; B. (of 
clock) hour-hand; C. small or younger 
person provoking a bigger or older one: 
Kála barà nị opu bárà dọụ  The small 
hand provoked the big one (reply to child 
who has provoked a bigger one and appeals 

for help when he is beaten); Kẹ́nị 
baragbasa tịbị ghọ ùgú bagha  One finger 
alone cannot kill lice on the head; kọ́nọ 
bara  left hand; Maa baramọ́ dụ̀dụ kí ̣ 
sụ̀ụrụyémi The two hands wash each other 
(i.e. One good turn deserves another); páa 
bara empty-handed (tech.) kála barà  little 
hand (of clock); opu bará  (of clock) minute 
hand; big hand 

bára³  n.  A. share; portion (usu. used with 
possessive): ọrọ́ baramọ  your shares; bára 
bara dìẹ̣  share among those present; B. 
narrow strip of woven “Kano” cloth, usu. 
bịdẹ bará 

(bára4)  n.  way; bịsá bàra kị  in that way: ví 
òfoni bara kị  like the other birds; páa bara 
how it happened 

bára biì  v.p.  consult one’s intuition to avoid 
danger (of humans or the leader of a group 
of animals) 

bárabirì  n.  upper arm [‘arm-belly’] 
bárabolòu  n.  inside of hand  
bárabọlọ̀ụ  n.  fingertip 
báradeì  n.  fishing-rod (including hook and 

line)  
bárafịrì ̣  n.  work done by hand; handiwork; 

personal work 
bára-fun-kpọụ  n.  roguery 
bárafuròu  n.  ventral side of forearm 
báragbasà  n.  finger; inima bara gbásà  

forefinger; kúnoun baragbasa little finger; 
pẹrẹ baragbásà  middle finger; zibaụ 
baragbásà  ring finger 

bára-ìmemein  n.  fingernail 
bára-ìngbe  n.  forearm; hence, a measure 

using the forearm 
bára-ìsenlei  n.  space between two fingers; 

web 
bára-ìg̣alị  n.  lump on the elbow; (med.) ulnar 

cyst 
bára-ìḳọkị  n.  elbow 
bára-ìḳọlị  n.  elbow-bone 
báraịn  (=páraịn)  id.  free; with no 

restrictions; manifest; clear; distinct; mịẹ 
baráịnmọ  make clear; make free 
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bára-ìẓa  n.  span 
bárakọlọ̀  n.  lower part of forearm 
bárakọ̀rí ̣  n.  tree used for carving hoe handles 

(Memecylon memecyloides (Benth.) Exell 
MELASTOMACEAE) 

bárakubù  n.  A. palm of the hand; B. whole 
inside of closed hand; handful 

báramọ  v.cs.  make forget (used with mịẹ́): N 
mánị ẹ̀rẹ timi ní ụ̀ mịẹ báramọnghịdọụ 
wò  If you talk like this, you will make him 
forget (what he is saying). 

baramọọ́ ̀  id.  escaping the memory: Yébi sẹ̀ 
bo ni ìṇọọ́ bàramọọ́ ̀ kị paadọ́ụ wèé  The 
matter has just slipped my memory. 

bárapalà  n.  palm of the hand; bára palà 
anga ọkụ  side of the hand 

bárapẹlèi  n.  sleeveless singlet (=pẹlẹí)̣ 
bárasin  v.loc.  leave; let go 
bára subò  v.p.  menstruate (cf. tiri paá); 

bárasubò  menstruation; bárasubòye  
menses 

báratịbì¹̣  n.  thumb 
báratịbì²̣  n.  independence; báratịbì ̣ nana  

have independence 
báratoùn  n.  back of hand 
bára tọlọ̀ yé mịẹ  [meaning?] 
báratọrụ̀  n.  A. wrist-joint; B. (fig.) effort 
báratuù  n.  shoulder-joint  
báratụà  v.i.  help; assist; give a hand (Note: 

normally this would be written in two 
words, but it has become conventional to 
write as one.) [bára + tụ́a put] 

báratụàpịrịyé  n.  aid; help; assistance 
báratụàye  n.  bangle; bracelet 
bárayaịnmọ̀  n.  A. inside of elbow; B. arm 

from elbow to wrist, used to measure cloth  
barí ̣ [4]  v.i.  do something again: Barí ̣ gba  

Say it again. [tone?]; barí ̣ mìẹ̣́  A. do again; 
repeat; B. help: Erí f ìṛịbọọ́ ̀ ị barí ̣ mìẹ̣mí ̣  
He helped me with the work. [also v.t.?] 

bárị¹  v.t.  do something an extra time beyond 
the normal number of times; e.g. 1. plant 
land for a second year before allowing it to 
lie fallow, usu. atárị barị: 2.  give an extra 

portion after the normal share: indóu barị  
wrestle a second time (as a return match) 

bárị²  revoke; unsay something previously said; 
bíḅị barị  recant the destiny one previously 
chose, i.e. change one’s destiny; bíẹ̣n barị  
take off a curse previously invoked 

barịịbárịị  id.  repeatedly; again and again: Erí 
barị �� ��bárịị kị nì ̣ woó ùkiemọmị  He 
reminded him repeatedly. 

bárịmọye  n.  concomitant; accompaniment: 
Béì ifíyàn barịmọ́yè  This something (e.g. 
drink) to go with the snuff. 

bárou  v.t.  add cold water to cool down (hot 
water) to the desired temperature; make 
tepid 

bá sàí ̣  v.p.  load (anything leafy or powdery) 
into a canoe loose (not in a container) (e.g. 
boyá fronds, garri, “farina”, but not discrete 
items like yams, plantains, etc.) 

bataráàn  id.  clustered together, as of rotten 
teeth 

bátein  id.  frozen motionless in disbelief or 
confusion: Erí kẹ̀ní ̣ ègberí nàa mọ, bụ́ọ mọ 
kiri mọ batein  As soon as he heard the 
story, his feet were rooted to the ground in 
confusion. 

bá timiya  (shortened form of anị (tu)bíghà 
tímiya)  if not: Erí bei tuùbi múmèé; bá 
timiya, arí ̣ ụ̀ famụnghí ̣ timimi  He later 
went; if he had not, I would have beaten 
him. 

bauu  id.  of cold water when drunk; cool (of a 
shade) 

baụ́  n.f.  A. daughter; girl: ịmbaụ́  my 
daughter: ịmbáụ  your daughter: ambáụ  
his/her daughter: B. n.m.  tuber, as of 
cocoyam, usu. odú bàụ 

baụmaá ò  excl.  a courteous way of addressing 
a girl or woman 

bébu  n.  medicinal herb, used for malaria, fits, 
cough, and hernia (Piper umbellatum Linn. 
PIPERACEAE) 

béere  v.i.  be free from danger, sorrow; be safe 
from trouble; feel easy: Erí f ìṛí ̣ wẹ̀nị sin ní 
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bo beeredọ Now that he has finished the 
work he is free and relaxed. 

beí  n.  luck in farming (cf. osúà for fishing); 
beí èbií  have good luck in farming: Béi 
èrema beí èbinimí  This woman has good 
luck in farming; beí sèí  have bad luck in 
farming 

(béi [3])  dem.  this; béi barà  this way; thus: 
Béi barà timi  Stay like this; béi gbáyembi  
meanwhile 

béì  this (shortened from béi ìye, this thing) 
béingbàị  n.  today 
béin¹  v.t. and v.loc.  A. fill; Bení ùngúbọọ̀ 

béindọ  Water has filled the pitcher.  (More 
commonly in ‘passive’: Ungúbi bèni beindọ́  
The pitcher is full of water.): Olúlumọ bo 
warị bèindọ́  The driver ants have 
filled/taken possession of the house; B. v.i. 
be numerous: Kíṃịmọ kẹ̀ní ̣ bein  The 
people are very many. 

béin²  v.i.  bear fruit: Ogboinbí beinyemi  The 
mango is fruiting. 

béin³  n.  bunch (of oil-palm, etc.) ; lí ̣ị beìn  
oil-palm bunch 

béinmọ¹  v.cs.  make full; complete: Ungú zù 
béinmọ  Fill the pitcher with water: I beíbì 
akị káragha yọ̀ beinmọdọ́  I have added 
this to the place that was not complete (e.g. 
when bringing a small share up to the 
standard of the rest). 

béinmọ²  n.  medicinal herb used for malaria 
and in pregnancy (Momordica cissoides 
Planch. ex Bak. CUCURBITACEAE) 

bẹ́ịnmọdirì  n.  medicine believed to be 
transmitted by charming, enchantment or 
magic. 

béinye  fruit (of trees in general) pl. 
béinyeàma; tíṇbeinye  fruit (of tree) 

beké [5]  n.  A. English; European; Bekéàma 
Europe; Beke bẹ́ẹlì ̣/bíḅì ̣  English/European 
language; B. qualifies plants, etc., 
introduced or believed to be introduced 
from Europe: beké àpapa  “breadnut”, and  
beke búrù  breadfruit (both Artocarpus 
communis J.R. and G. Forst.); C. “coast”, 

urban areas (originally coastal towns visited 
by European traders); beke fíṛì ̣  salaried 
job; beke kírì  trading station; beke sụọ́ ̀  go 
to “coast”, i.e. go to work in the modern 
urban sector; (tech.) beké ẹ̀kẹn-ovuru  
week (of seven days); beké ọ̀gọnei calendar 
month 

béke  v.i.  totter; fall 
Bekekírì  n.  personal name [European 

settlement] 

beké-ùndu  n.  pawpaw (Carica papaya Linn. 
CARICACEAE) (lit. ‘European pumpkin’); 
varieties are: dánghaịn bekè-undu 'long 
pawpaw'; ikísa beke-undu 'short pawpaw'; 
owéi beke-undu 'male pawpaw' (=pọpọ́) 

bénebene  adv.  never 
bení¹  n.  water; beni bilé  dive; beni birí  A. 

bathe; B. be circumcized; beni birimọ́  
circumcize; beni faá  be drowned; beni fa 
kíṃì ̣ mọ wo yọwẹ́ị mọ̀  someone who 
refuses to change his ways [‘drowned man 
and his paddle’]; beni fa tú  source of river; 
beni iyéri  (of flood water) go down; beni 
koró  A. be circumcized; B. (fig.) pass one’s 
prime; reach menopause (of women); beni 
okí  swim (in water); beni pẹlẹ́  (of “flood”) 
recede, abate; beni saí ̣  bail water (from 
fishpond or lake); bení sèrí  (of “flood”) 
begin to rise; beni siín  bail out water (from 
canoe); beni tabụ́  soak in water; (fig.) be in 
abeyance; beni tịẹ́  (of water) collect in one 
place, making it water-logged or flooded; 
beni tụá  A. bring water out of larger 
container with smaller one; B. duck (e.g. 
children) in the water; C. exaggerate; beni 
zuú  draw/fetch water; fụ́ụ beni  salt water; 
brine; ịgịná beni  pepper soup; ọfíṛị 
bèní/tụọ bení  hot water; osuo bení  
rainwater; ọgọnọ bení  water in the sky 

bení²  n.  dress for special occasion; andá beni 
wrestling-dress; andá beni bìrí  dress for 
wrestling 

bení³  n.  age; time: wó benibi  in our age, time 
bení4  n.  colour: iséle beni  red colour; odon 

bénì yellow colour 
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benibéni  id.  watery; juicy; succulent [bení + 

bení] 
benibouyé  n.  cup [‘water-drink-thing’] [bení 

+ bóu drink+ yé thing] 
beni-ékè  n.  catfish (Synodontis filamentosus 

MOCHOKIDAE) (cf. ịkpọkí)̣ [bení + ekeé 
rat] 

beni-eré  n.  water-nymph[bení + eré woman] 
benikọọ́ ̀n  n.  Smyth’s Water Snake (Grayia 

smythii COLUBRIDAE) bení + kọọ́n7 neck?] 
Benikúrukuru (=Kụrọfaghá)  p.n.  deity of 

Odoní and Abúwarị in Opokumá, believed 
to be black [bení + kúrukuru black] 

beni-óbìrima (=beni-óbùruma) n.  mole 
cricket (Gryllotalpa africana), used as bait 
[bení + obírima² mole-cricket]  

beni-ókòba  n.  pond-skater [bení + okóbà 
money] 

beni-orú  n.  water deity [bení water + óru 
deity] 

benipẹrẹ́  n. water-deity (male or female) 
associated with wealth, such as “mammy-
water” [bení + pẹrẹ́ wealth] 

Beniụdẹ́ịn  n.  deity of Igbedi, believed to have 
power to recover things lost in the 
water[bení + ?] 

benizuuyé  n.  bucket [bení + zúu draw + yé 
thing] 

beré  v.i.  sing alone in a pensive, reminiscent 
way, or to encourage someone in wrestling: 
Erí bère kí bèreyémèé  He is singing in an 
emotional way. 

béremu  v.i.  lie face upward, supine 
beremusá (=birémùkásà) n.  deep floating net  
bereú  v.i.  sing a dirge [same as beré?] 
berí  n.  A.  ear; berí kụ̀rọ́  be hard of hearing; 

Beri naaghá fì ̣ị kị ukúla-owei baamị  It is 
not hearing the danger that killed the lame 
man; Fánụ tụabọ bèri ghọ fánụ tụagha  
Someone who builds fences cannot fence 
round the ears (an exhortation to listen 
well); B. simple leaf (contrast pomú); C. 
handle (of basket, but not of pot, cup, etc.); 
D. barb (of harpoon) 

beribaá  n.  plantain.  Its parts are:  beriba apó  
false stem; beriba apụ́rà  pericarp; beriba 
arụ́  bract; beriba bení  sap; beriba birí  
clump; false stem; beriba bọlọ́ụ  crown of 
leaves; beriba egbé  inflorescence; beriba 
fuún  lamina; leaf blade; beriba gbasá  
single fruit; beriba gbasa sáàn  distal end 
of fruit; beriba gbasa tíḅì ̣  proximal end of 
fruit; beriba imbíyou  flower stalk used 
ritually; beriba ịfí ̣ị  vascular bundle, used in 
the old days as thread for sewing and as 
fishing-line for shrimps; beriba ịkọ́lì ̣  fruit 
stalk; beriba ịlá  aborted ovule; beriba 
ịmọ́lọ̀ụ  unexpanded leaf; beriba ịtáụ  
sucker; beriba ịyángì ̣  aborted fruit; beriba 
kọmụ́  rachis or peduncle; beriba oróun  
flower stalk; unbranched stem; beriba óu 
(=beriba ói) latex; beriba pomú  leaf; 
beriba pomu fúròu  upper side of leaf; 
beriba pomu kónù  lower side of leaf; 
beriba poú  fruit-bunch; hand of plantain; 
beriba saán  bottom, youngest part of 
bunch; beriba tịbí ̣  oldest end of bunch; 
beriba tịíṇ  bunch; infructescence; beriba 
ukúkà  sheath; beriba umbú  youngest part 
of inflorescence, bearing male flowers; 
beriba ungbóu  petiole plus midrib; apálị 
beriba  two fused fruits; otí beriba 
abnormally large finger of plantain 

beriba-ịgbá  n.  woody herb used as medicine 
for the foot and stomach; children use the 
seed-pods as earrings  (Asystasia gangetica 
(Linn.) T. Anders. ACANTHACEAE) 
[‘plantain-creeper’] (=obiri-oweí =ọkụ́rọ) 
[Do these 3 names refer to the same plant?] 

beriberí  id.  fat; plump; corpulent 
beridọọ́n  n.  ear-ache; pain in the ear 
beri-ezé  n.  ear-drum 
beri-ịfíị̀ ̣  n.  ear-wax 
berisọọnléi (=berisọọnlọ́yè)  n.  goosegrass, 

grass used in cleaning the ear (Eleusine 
indica (Linn.) Gaertn. GRAMINEAE) [berí 

+sọ́ọnlọ poke +yé thing] (=angólo) 
beritekeléi (=beritekeléyè)  n.  earring [berí 

+tékele hang +yé thing] (=beritụayé)  
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beritụayé  n.  earring [berí +tụ́a put +yé thing] 
(=beritekeléi) 

bériya  v.t.  welcome joyfully: Áràụ́ bọ́dẹị nì ̣, 
ọrọ a bériyaịmị  When she came, they 
welcomed her joyfully. 

béruu  id.  dirty and covered in dust, due to 
disuse (like an old car) (>bẹ́rụụ) 

besenaíṇ  v.i.  turn away disdainfully 
bẹ́bẹ  (=bíḅẹ)a.  different; bẹ́bẹ tọrụ bẹbẹ 

tọrụ  of various kinds: Beni biribí bẹbẹ 
tọrụ bẹbẹ tọrụ ụ̀wọụama kọọ kíṃị 
zụọyemi  Bathing cures a person in different 
ways. 

bẹ́bẹbẹbẹ id.  different: Bịdẹmọ́ sẹ̀ bẹ́bẹbẹbẹ 
kì ̣ emi  The cloths are of different kinds. 

bẹbẹẹ́ ̀  id.  different 
bẹdẹbẹdẹ́  id.  calmly; gently; without fuss: ụ 

mọmọ́ bẹ̀dẹbẹdẹ mọ́ mìẹ̣  Treat him gently.  
bẹdẹẹ [1]  id.  gently; calmly: Bẹdẹẹ timí nì 

egberí pòi  Listen to the story calmly: 
Bẹdẹẹ kí ̣ àkị indií kọ̀rị  Hold the fish 
gently. 

bẹẹ́¹  v.t.  say, order, command 
bẹẹ́²  quant.  some 
bẹẹẹ́ ̀  n.pl.  bleating of a goat or sheep 
bẹẹlí¹̣  v.t.  test whether a deceased person was 

free from witchcraft while alive 
bẹẹlí²̣  n.  language: Nzọ́n bẹẹlị  Nzọn language 
bẹẹlịí ̣ [5]  v.i.  (of eye) change colour from 

normal to abnormal, as in someone about to 
die; turn red (as from inflammation or 
bathing too long in the river); turn eyeball in 
oder to get rid of a foreign body 

bẹ́ịn¹  v.t.  A. cross; bẹ́ịn yọwẹị  paddle (with 
extra force) across (river): Bẹ́ịn yọwẹị!  Pull 
harder to cross the river!; B. (fig.) complete, 
do successfully; pass (exam); cross a 
boundary or border; violate a rule 

 [any difference in meaning sába and bẹ́ịn?] 
bẹ́ịn²  v.i.  fall into a trap 
bẹ́ịn³  v.i.  die; pass away; pass on: A kpọ́ f ì ̣ 

angá bẹ̀ịndọ́  She too has passed on. 
bẹ́ịnmọ¹  [3]  v.t.  A. cause to cross, esp. of 

canoe; árụ bẹ̀ịnmọ  take canoe across river; 
B. place an obstruction across; C. poison 

magically by placing “medicine” across 
someone’s path which will affect him if he 
crosses it [discuss: causative or directional?] 

bẹ́ịnmọ²  [3]  n.  opposite bank 
bẹ́lẹ  n.  pot, i.e. three-legged metal cooking-

pot, as opposed to clay water-pot (which is 
ungú, kúu, or búu); bẹ́lẹ puu  begin to 
cook separately (of people who were 
previously eating together); alalá bẹ̀lẹ  
aluminium pot; ugu bẹlẹ́  iron pot (general); 
ikóli tụa bẹlẹ  iron pot with (three) legs; 
ogbobẹlẹ́  large pot for big numbers; 
ọgbụ́dụ̀ bẹlẹ  age group or communal 
cooking (by boys or men), especially when 
the mothers and wives have gone to bush or 
to bed.  The food and other ingredients or 
the money are usually provided by the men. 
Sizes of pot include: lí ̣ị-tụọ̀-bẹlẹ > ogbobẹlẹ́ 
> ọkpụrụbịyáị > ọpịrịsíḳì ̣ > kẹ́nge.  A 
beautiful type, obsolete since the 1930s, is 
sankpúrukèkpurubé. [OAE sankpúrukè 
or kpuruké] 

bẹ́lẹmọ  (=bẹlẹmọ́)  v.t.  start and warm up, 
e.g. music or ikóso game 

bẹ́lẹtuu  n.  bottom of pot; food remaining at 
bottom of pot; déin bẹlẹ  hush-hush dish 
with selected fishes prepared in the night by 
fishermen when they return from fishing, 
and eaten with the inmates of the house. 
[‘pot-bottom’] 

bẹnịí ̣ [5]  v.p.  gather together 
bẹnịmẹíṇ  v.i.  be gathered or come together 
bẹ́nịmọ  v.dir.  gather together; heap or brush 

the firewood towards the centre of burning 
fire to encourage more burning 

bẹ́rẹ¹  v.t.  marry a wife under the big bride-
price system of marriage 

bẹ́rẹ²  n.  “case”; misunderstanding; big 
problem: Bẹ́rẹ ò!  What a problem! 

bẹ́rẹ-ere  n.  wife married under the big bride-
price system; “big dowry wife” 

bẹ́rẹ sìgimọ  unless: N díṣẹgha kpọ̀, arí ̣ 
mìẹ̣nghími – Wóyenghi bẹrẹ sìgimọ  Even 
if you don’t like it, I’ll do it – unless God 
(prevents me). 
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bẹ́rẹtọbọụ  n.  child born of a big bride-price 
marriage 

bẹrí ̣  v.t.  open very wide 
bẹrịmọ́  v.cs.  widen 
bẹ́rụụ  id.  dirty and dusty, as cloth (<béruu) 
bẹseríbẹ̀serí  id.  everlasting; for ever and ever: 

Béi ọ̀kpọbị tími bẹ̀seríbẹ̀serí kì langhími 
This world will never come to an end. 

bẹụụ́ ̀   id.  smooth; level 
bẹyọ́ [4]  n.  a floating mass of grass, 

waterweeds and foam flowing down with 
the current (rarely used, except in 
connection with divination) 

-bi  see  -bị 
bíemì  adv.  now 
bigí  v.t.  twist, bend, towards the wrong side; 

bára gbasà bigi  twist the finger 
bií  v.t.  A. request; bíḅị bii  ask question; 

sọ́ọnlọ bìí  extract by careful questioning; B. 
ask (question); C. consult oracle or deity, 
usu. yé bii; yébiowei  diviner; soothsayer; 
D. ask after; greet 

biibịbí ̣  n.  question 
biín  v.a.  be many, plentiful; yé bìín  (of 

things) be many; kíṃị bìín  (of people) be 
many 

biiyé  n.  request 
bilabilá  id.  describes freshly growing leaves 
bilé  A. v.t.  dive, usu. beni bilé; B. v.i.  sink, 

drown, usu. bilé fàá; C. v.i.  be flooded; yọ́ 
bìlé  (of place) be flooded 

bilemọ́  v.dir.  dive towards [tone difference 
between this and next?] 

bilemọọ́  v.cs.  make sink; flood 
biné¹  v.t.  play (bugle, flute, etc.) (cf. fárị) 
biné²  v.i.,v.t.  beat (of heart); (fig.) beat 

(someone) 
binmọọ́  v.cs.  make many, plentiful 
bíou  see bíyou  mind; courage; will-power 
bíogbò  v.loc.  trouble (someone); be 

troublesome: Kíṃị ìne ghọ biógbò kụ́mọ  
Let no one trouble me. 

birémùkásà (=beremusá= brúmkasà) n.  
deep floating net; seine (net); ; birémùkásà 
kọn  fish with seine net 

bíri¹  v.t.  wash (oneself); bathe, usu. beni birí 
bíri² [3]  v.t.  be circumcized; beni birí  be 

circumcized; bíri erè  newly circumcized 
woman; n.  circumcision; bíri warì ̣  the 
house in which the circumcized woman and 
her followers stay; bíri warì ̣ dumaama  
songs of rites of passage; bíri warì ̣ 
erewọụama  girls attending the circumcized 
woman 

bíri³  n.  ward or quarter (of town); compound 
(cf. wárị) 

bíri4  n.  A. belly; bíri baan  be terribly 
annoyed; be vexed; B. trunk (of tree); stem; 
tíṇ biri  trunk of tree 

bíri  [5]  n.  middle; tọ́rụ biri  middle of river 
bíri6  n.  value; price; cost [Does this need to be 

expanded? Cf. its use in ukúbiri weight, 
tọ́nbiri dimension, etc.] 

bíri7  n.  degree; gravity 
bíri8  n.  period 
bíribaị  n.  third day of traditional four-day 

week [‘middle day’] 
Bíribaị  n.  female personal name 
bíribẹịn  n.  part of animal carcase between 

forequarters and hindquarters, after removal 
of guts 

biribirí  id.  silently (shedding tears) 
birií [5]  v.p.  dress 
bíri-ịgba  n.  half, middle 
bírimọ¹  v.cs.  bathe (somone) 
bírimọ²  v.cs.  circumcize 
bírimọ³  v.cs.  dress someone for a special 

occasion: A bírimọ  Dress her up. 
bíritẹmẹsuo  n.  collective spirit of a ward, 

quarter, expressed in its formal praise-title 
[bíri³ + tẹ́mẹsuo collective spirit]  

biséì  (shortened form of bịsá yè) that thing 
Bíseni  n.  Bíseni ibe in Northern Nzọn.  Its 

towns are (from north to south) Tụ́bụrụ, 
Akpẹ́dẹ̀, Egbébìri, Tẹ́ịn (headquarters), and 
Kálama.  Its ibe tẹmẹsúò is Síyaa Bìseni.  
Its ibe orú (deity) is Nbázọ̀; Bíseni pọọn  
Bíseni dialect 

bísou  n.  mooring-post, usu. pọ́ụ bisou 
biyaí¹̣  [5]  v.t.  hold discussion, meeting 
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biyaí²̣ [5]  n.  meeting (= mítìni) 
bíyou¹  n.  A. inland; hinterland; B. Isoko; 

Bíyoukịmị  Isoko person (not derogatory in 
I �� ��zọn usage, but felt to be such by Isoko 
people) 

bíyou²  (=bíou) n.  mind; courage; will-power 
bíyoubeni  n.  a form of deliberate trance, 

sometimes carried to the point of suicide, in 
which one intentionally seals the body 
orifices and stops oneself from breathing 
(mostly practised by women); bíyoubeni 
tụa  commit suicide by this method 

bị¹  (bi after wide vowels) shortened form of 
seribi ‘(the time) when’, túubi ‘the reason 
(that)’, etc. 

-bị²  (-bi after wide vowels) def. the (masculine 
singular) (Note: does not double vowel after 
class 1 word): tọbọụbí ̣  the boy: kíṃịbị  the 
man, person: burubí  the yam 

bịá  v.i.  A. be or become ripe or mature; ripen, 
as of banana, plantain, pawpaw; hence, B. 
(fig.) come to a head; break out; erupt (as 
war) 

bíạngà  (=béi angà) this way; this side 
bịayé n.  leprosy 
bíḅẹ see bẹ́bẹ 
bíḅẹtịbị  adv.  all alone; sole; solitary; with no 

companion (=kụ́mọtịbị) 
bíḅị¹  n.  A. mouth; entrance; edge; bíḅị barị  

recant; bíḅị danghaịmọ  pout; bíḅị dei  
deny what has been said before; bíḅị dị  talk 
in a forward way (of a younger person, not 
showing respect to a senior one); bíḅị 
inderi/indori  fail to speak out what one has 
in mind; bíḅị ịma  compress the lips; bíḅị 
ịmbẹlẹmọ  eat something as appetizer; bíḅị 
polo  smack the lips; bíḅị sụnmọ  pout; 
make wry mouth; protrude lips as a sign of 
displeasure; bíḅị tọọn  discuss; decide; bíḅị 
tụtụ  kiss; bára mọ bịbị mọ sụ̀ụ  eat [‘hand 
and mouth fight’]; eating; ingo bíḅì ̣  
entrance of lobster-pot; ogidi bịbí ̣  edge of 
matchet; B. speech; word; bíḅị bọọmọ  
interpret; bíḅị olomọ distort someone’s 
statement; bíḅị pẹlẹ  make vow before God 

or deity; bíḅị sèí  make pungent remarks, 
using sarcastic or caustic words; bíḅị tịbị  
main point of topic or statement; bíḅị tọọn  
discuss; decide; bíḅị waịmọ  retort; ẹrẹ bịbí ̣  
speech; C. case (in court); bíḅị gba  give 
statement in court; bíḅị pẹlẹ  give 
judgement (contrast lába (general), 
embracing ụgụ́la (smallest), bíḅị (smaller), 
bẹ́rẹ (larger)) 

bíḅị²  n.  (usu. díṇ bịbị) a portion of grass, strip 
or line followed directly by a person during 
manual labour 

bíḅị-apụ̀ra  n.  lip 
Bíḅịbarị  n.  female personal name [‘recant’?] 
bíḅịbolou  n.  inside of mouth 
bíḅịbọọmọ-owei  n.  (male) interpreter 

[‘speech-make pass-man’ ?] 
bíḅịdị  a.  talkative, garrulous 
bíḅị-dụnụ-ogou  n.  a smaller axe used in 

hollowing out wooden mortars and plates (= 
agáụ̀) [literal meaning?] 

bíḅị-ẹkpẹrẹ  n.  great talker 
bíḅịf ìg̣há  a.  not keeping mute over affairs, 

always directing by talking out [‘mouth does 
not die’?] 

bíḅị-finigha-ègbe  taciturn person[?] 
bíḅịforo  n.  curtain; cloth for screening 

windows, doors and bed [literal meaning?] 
bíḅịgbawarị  n.  court(house) (cf. kọ́tì)̣ 
bíḅị-inderi (=bíḅị-indori)  a.  hesitant or 

reticent in speech; failing to speak out what 
one has in mind 

bíḅị-ìṃbẹlẹ́  a.  full of fine words, flowery 
[‘mouth-sweet’] 

bíḅị-ịmbẹlẹmọ  n.  culinary and medicinal 
herb, used to restore appetite and in 
pregnancy (Scoparia dulcis Linn. 
SCROPHULARIACEAE) [‘mouth-sweetener’] 

Bíḅịkàlá n.  male personal name, esp. of a 
hero-warrior of Igbedi [Bíḅị kị àlá ‘Mouth 
is king’] 

bíḅịkọ̀nbọlọ́  n.  fish (Marcusenius  spp.) 
(=fébele)  

bíḅị-ọzarị  n.  someone who talks 
knowledgeably [‘speech-champion’] 
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bíḅịpẹlẹbọ  n.  judge [‘case-end-er’] 
bíḅịpẹlẹowei  n.  (male) judge 
bíḅịpẹlẹ-erein  n.  judgement day 
bíḅịsara  a.  quick at speech  
bíḅịsèí  n.  thrush; disease of children marked 

by fungus growth in the mouth and throat 
[‘mouth-bad’] 

bíḅịye  n.  tooth (euphemism to avoid 
mentioning aká in relation to babies, as this 
might prevent them developing) [‘mouth-
thing’] 

bịdẹ́  n.  cloth; bịdẹ derí  spin, weave cloth; 
bịdẹ gbeín  sew cloth ; ọgọ bịdẹ́  silk cloth; 
ọgọnọgbanabíḍẹ̀  the upper wrapper tied on 
top of the other around the waist of a 
woman; Tọ́ọn wẹrị bịdẹ èkpéti ghọ sụọgha  
The expected cloth does not enter the box 
(i.e. something anticipated did not 
materialize) 

bịdẹbará  n.  narrow piece of Kano cloth used 
by women to support the weight of children 
when tied at the back; a similar type is also 
used by male elders as muffler, but placed 
over the shoulder 

bịdẹfienmọ́ n.  “wrapper” of three or four yards 
of ínzìrí or abadá cloth sewn together and 
worn with “jumper” 

bịdẹgbeinyé  n.  sewing-machine [‘cloth-sew-
er’] 

bịdẹkụọtá  n.  one and a half yards of cloth 
(=kụọ́tà) [‘cloth-quarter’] 

bịdẹlọsí ̣  n.  one yard of cloth [‘cloth-headtie’] 
bịdẹpálì ̣  n.  creeper (Triumfetta cordifolia A. 

Rich. TILIACEAE) (=ịgbákọrị) [check if 
these 2 names refer to the same plant] 
[‘cloth-sticker’] 

bịdẹpálì ̣  n.  herb whose seeds stick to one’s 
clothes; medicinal herb (Cyathula prostrata 
(Linn.) Blume AMARANTHACEAE) [Is this 
the same as tọbọụ-gbala-túo?) (=obóri-
kọrịgha) [Kaiama 27.07.02] 

bịdẹtíẹ̣̀  n.  small fish (probably Leuciscus 
phoxinus or Phoxinus laevis) [‘cloth-
stander’] 

bíẹ̣n¹  v.i.  defecate; shit: Bíẹ̣n ì ̣ dịsẹyémi  I 
feel like defecating. 

bíẹ̣n²  n.  buttocks 
[Is there not also bíẹ̣n faeces; excreta; shit?] 
bíẹ̣n³  n.  something invoked, sworn on, or 

vowed in the name of the gods; bíẹ̣n barị  
recant or revoke an oath; bíẹ̣n fị  take an 
oath; bíẹ̣n tịn  invoke a curse on; bíẹ̣n 
tọlọmọ  make restitution to stop the effect of 
a curse (by guilty party) 

bíẹ̣ndiri  n.  purgative [‘shit-medicine’] 
bíẹ̣ndọn  n.  diarrhoea [‘shit-sickness’] 
bíẹ̣n-opoolo  n.  anus [‘shit-hole’] 
bíẹ̣n-paaraị  n.  one of the buttocks  
bíẹ̣n-uke  n.  space between anus and private 

parts [‘shit ?’] 
bíẹ̣nwarị¹  n.  latrine; toilet [‘shit-house’] 
bíẹ̣nwarị²  n.  (fig.) the two buttocks taken 

together   
bịí ̣  v.t.  ask (someone to do something) 

(cannot be used without object): ụ bịí ̣ f ìṇí ̣ 
pù  Ask him to split the firewood. 

bịlá  n.  elephant: N bí ̣là tọọn kí ̣ tụ̀ọyémàáá?  
Are you cooking elephant’s penis? (which is 
supposed to be very tough; said when people 
are tired of waiting for food) 

bịlaberí [5]  n.  herb (Brillantaisia owariensis 
P. Beauv. ACANTHACEAE) [‘elephant’s-
ears’] 

bịlafụ́à  n.  kind of tsetsefly 
bịlákòró¹  n.f.  an imaginary female person 

taking part in a game 
bịlákòró²  n.  necklace made with black thread, 

worn mostly by men 
bịlatudúò  n. large biting fly that attacks man 

and animals [‘elephant-follower’] 
bịmẹíṇ kọ̀  conj.  because 
bịmẹíṇ nì ̣  conj.  because 
bịná  n.  relation, relative (excluding those in 

direct line of descent): bịnaowéi  male 
relative; “brother”; bịnaaráụ  female 
relative; “sister” 

bịna baá  v.p.  cut milk teeth (=tọ́rụ bẹịn) 
bịna bará  n.  members of the same family; 

relatives of the same family: Bịna bará 
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bẹ̀ní ̣  Let all the members of the family 
assemble. 

Bịnadeighá  n.  male [?also female] personal 
name [‘brother-change-not’,  i.e. one cannot 
change one’s brother] 

bịna-ebí  n.  brotherly kindness; hence, 
Bịnaebí (personal name) 

bịnaí ̣ [5]  v.i.  become reconciled after a period 
of enmity 

bịnalẹẹmọ́yè  n.pl.  developing breasts of a girl 
at the age of puberty [or false breasts?]: Béi 
tọbọ̀ụma bịnalẹẹmọ́yèmọ páayemi  This 
girl is developing breasts. 

bíọ̣̀  (=béi yọ̀ ghọ)  here; this spot 
bịsá [4]  dem.  that  bịsá àraụ  that girl, 

woman; bịsá bọ̀  that person; bịsá kìṃị  that 
person; bịsá òwei  that boy, man (= anị, eni; 
contrast béi) 

bíṣà  (shortened from béi bịsà) just of late; 
recently; a short while ago; not long ago; 
just now 

bịyaíṇ  [5]  v.recip.  meet in anger: Ọrọ maá 
kìṃịmọ bịyaịnmí ̣  The two of them met in 
anger. 

bịyán  v.t., v..recip.  meet in anger: Arí ̣ mu ni 
ụ̀ bịyanmí ̣  I went to meet him in anger; 
attack (each other): Ọrọ maá kìṃịmọ bó 
bìỵanmí ̣ The two of them attacked each 
other. [or bìỵaịnmí?̣] 

bíỵọ̀  (shortened from béi yọ̀) here; this spot 
bíỵọụ  v.loc.  board (canoe, boat); mount 

(bicycle, animal); enter (vehicle): arụ́ ghọ 
bịyọụ  board a canoe 

bó  v.loc.  come; bó laa  arrive; reach; bó paa  
come to pass 

bóbomọ  v.t.  pat; stroke tenderly with the 
hand: Erí àrá konu bòbomọmị  He stroked 
her back. 

 (bodi)  see  under ifíàn 
bodiribódiri  id.  very wrinkled 

(>bọdịrịbọ́dịrị) 
bodiríì  id.  wrinkled 
bódù  n.  herb with broad leaves 
bódù  (=béi dụụ̀) this other (side) 

bói  n.  bird, white egret (Egretta garzetta, E. 
alba, E. intermedia, Bubulcus ibis 
ARDEIDAE): Bói bo pẹ̀rẹ sụọ ába, bói 
bọ̀ghá nì ̣, asa ọkụ́ kọ̀ (tími nì)̣ otútù 
gbọlụyémi  When Egret was (asked) to 
become king, he refused, and is pecking 
shrimps at the steep side of the river. 

bókitì  n.  bucket (= benizuuyé, otúwò) 
[<English bucket]   

bolí  v.t.  harvest partially (as cocoyam) ( cf. 
gbiín for yam) 

bólou  n.  inside; heart; mind; bólou dọọ̀  be 
calm, sober; bólou dọọmọye  comfort; 
consolation; bólou èbií  be kind-hearted; 
bólou fini rehearse; bólou fụrụ  be angry, 
annoyed; bólou ìṃbẹlẹ́  be happy; bólou 
ịmbẹlẹmọ  gladden; rejoice the heart; bólou 
kọọ̀ ́n  be angry, annoyed; bólou kụ̀rọ́  be 
brave; bólou oweitọbọụye  hernia; bólou 
sèí  be wicked; alalá bòlou  inside of pan; 
bou bolóu  inside the bush; tọbọụ bolóu  
child’s mind 

bólousẹ̀ẹ  n.  (tech.) volume  (=vọ́lùmu) 
bólou-ìṃbẹlẹ́  n.  happiness 
bólou-ịngbị  n.  kidney 
Bólounimigha  n.  personal name [‘(The) mind 

(of others) is not known’] 
bólousẹ̀ẹ  n.  (tech.) capacity 
bolumọ́  v.t.  cover, seal, up; toún bòlumọ́  

keep something back secretly 
bóluu  id.  chubby; plump 
bómu  n.  fish-weir; bómu tịẹmọ  fish with 

bómu: Bómu nanabọ kị bomu tịbị tụamị  
It is the owner of the bomu that sets the first 
line of it (in weaving). 

boroboró  v.i.  come to dusk: Eréin bo 
bòroboroyemí  It is getting dusk: n.  dusk 

bóru  n.  durable brown “cane-rope” 
(Eremospatha ?macrocarpa (Mann and 
Wendl.) Wendl.); inima ború  stunted type, 
growing near lakes and ponds, used to tie 
buckets when bailing fish ponds and lakes 
(E. ?hookeri (Mann and Wendl.) Wendl.) (< 
ụkpá¹ < (often) apíe) 
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boruu  id.  plump; fat ; full rounded (of 
people) 

boú  n.  A. “bush”; forest; bou bọọ́  get lost in 
forest; bou ekírimèki deep in the forest, far 
from the river; bou finí  declare the 
resumption of palm-cutting, rattan-cutting, 
or ẹgbẹnẹ collecting (cf. tọ́rụ fini); boú, i 
terí  bush, cover me (said by soneone who 
puts a leaf in the mouth and wishes not to be 
seen); bou kọọ́n  fish; search for fish; (gen.) 
look for one’s living in the bush; bou kpotú 
surround a portion of bush, cut the grass 
around, and kill the animals that run out 
(especially in the flood); bou mọ́ bòlí  cover 
up; hush up; boú sèí  be unlucky (as in 
hunting, fishing, or top-playing); bou subó 
act as assistant to master by taking care of 
catch of fish or animals caught, or tops in a 
game; bou sụọ́  go to “bush”; bou teín/wẹní ̣  
hunt; bou terí  close the bush from cutting 
palm nuts or cane ropes for a period (cf. 
tọ́rụ teri); B. area very rich in a particular 
forest product (e.g. palms, firewood): apíe 
bou  area rich in apíe cane-rope 

boú²  n.  what has been collected or won during 
a game of tops, i.e. ikóso 

bóu  v.t.  drink; dry up; absorb: beni boú  drink 
water: Kíribi bèní bòudọ́  The ground has 
absorbed the water: Bịdẹbí ̣ ùruú bòu ni 
akíḍọ  The cloth has absorbed the wine. 

bou-aká  n.  Swamp Arum, a plant resembling 
maize (Cyrtosperma senegalense (Schott) 
Engl. ARACEAE) [‘bush-maize’] 

boubeké-òdu  n.  plant with a tuber, used for 
sacrifice to dead (Anchomanes difformis 
(Bl.) Engl. (prob.) ARACEAE) [‘bush 
European cocoyam’] 

boubịdẹ́  n.  moss  (Pilotrichella communis) 
[‘bush-cloth’] 

boudogú  n.  tree(Erythrina sp. 
LEGUMINOSAE-PAPILIONIOIDEAE) 

bou-ẹdẹ́ịn  n.  sedge with sharp sword-like 
leaves  (Scleria spp. CYPERACEAE and 
Rhynchospora corymbosa (Linn.) Britt. 
CYPERACEAE) [‘bush-knife’] 

bóu fubou  v.p.  fold the arms across the chest, 
as when one is morose or feverish 

bou-ivín  n.  edible fruit of akparakịtíỵaị  
(Trachyphrynium braunianum (K.Schum.) 
Bak. MARANTACEAE), found esp. in flooded 
lands [‘bush-kernel’] 

bou-obírimà  n.  pod of shrub used for dyeing 
(Euphorbia hirta Linn. EUPHORBIACEAE) 

boukiri-ólògbo  n.  medicinal herb  
(Sparganophorus sparganophora (Linn.) 
C.Jeffrey COMPOSITAE-VERNONIEAE) 
[bush-bitterleaf] (= kíri-kụ̀rọmọ-ní-̣ì-̣kọrí)̣ 

[check current name JL] 
boukọ́ọn  n.  snake which lives in lakes and 

fishponds, and feeds on fish 
bóumọ  v.cs.  make drink: Beni ní ù boumọ́  

Make him drink water. 
bouninísèimọ́  n.  snakehead fish (Parachanna 

africana Steindacher CHANNIDAE) (cf. 
iyóro) 

bou-óbòri  n.  Water Chevrotain  (Hyemoschus 
aquaticus TRAGULIDAE) [‘bush-goat’] 

bou-ogbóin  n.  “bush mango” (Irvingia 
gabonensis Baill. IXONANTHACEAE) 

bou-ọdọ́gụ̀ma¹  n.  bird, any wild duck (family 
ANATIDAE), including the White-faced 
Whistling Duck (Dendrocygna viduata) and 
Hartlaub’s Duck (Pteronetta hartlaubi) [boú 
+ o ¢¢ ¢¢do ¢¢ ¢¢gu ¢¢ ¢¢maá duck]   

bou-ọdọ́gụ̀ma²  n.  medicinal herb  
(Heliotropium indicum Linn. 
BORAGINACEAE) [boú + o ¢¢ ¢¢do ¢¢ ¢¢gu ¢¢ ¢¢maá duck] 

bou-ọgbọ́lọ̀  n.  large dark-brown type of 
ọgbọ́lọ̀, from forest areas, paid for like afí ¢¢ ¢¢là 

bou-ọgụ́gọ̀ụ  n.  plant  (Tristemma hirtum P. 
Beauv. MELASTOMATACEAE) [‘bush-berry 
(of shrimp)’] 

bou-ọkíạ̀  n.  bird, the Giant Kingfisher 
(Megaceryle maxima ALCEDINIDAE) 

boupulóu  n.  tree (Harungana madagascarie-
nsis Lam. ex Poir. GUTTIFERAE) [‘bush-
(palm)oil’, named from the red latex] 

bousụụ́  n.  fight in the bush, which 
traditionally has to be separated not with 
hands, but with sticks 
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boutebí  n.  part of “bush” nearest to town 
[literally?] 

bóutèrí  n.  feast; party [literally?] 
boutọrụ́  n.  inland waterway; a river or 

waterway in disuse which passes through the 
bush [‘bush-river’] 

boutuú  n.  A. old plantain, cassava or 
cocoyam farm; B. (fig.) secrecy [‘bush-end’] 

boutuún  n.  an impromptu hat, improvised 
hastily with plantain leaves while in the 
bush for shelter against rain [‘bush-hat’] 
boutuún  rain-hat made of two layers of 
woven fronds, between which dried plantain 
leaves, or nowadays plastic, are fitted; bou 
wẹní ̣  v.p.  hunt [‘bush-walk’] 

bouyabásì ̣  n.  medicinal plant, used as 
purgative [‘bush-onion’] (Scadoxus sp. 
AMARYLLIDACEAE) 

boweí  n.  “flood”; season when river 
overflows into “bush” (roughly August to 
October); bowei birí  (lit. ‘middle of 
boweí’) October [NOTE: if the period is 
Aug -Oct, the middle ought to be Sept] 

boyá [4]  n.  bamboo-palm (Raphia vinifera 
P.Beauv. PALMAE), from which thatch is 
made  

(bọ)  n.m.f.  person; bịsá bọ̀  that person; anị 
bọọ́  that person; burugborobọ́  planter of 
yam; kẹnị bọ́  someone; ụbọọ́  any person, 
that person 

bọbịyọbọ́bịyọ  id.  not firm in gripping things 
(of limbs) 

bọ́dị  v.i.  shrink, shrivel (as of plants, plantain, 
etc.): Wárịbọọ̀ timi odumọ bó bọdị fàdọọ́  
The cocoyams that were in the house have 
shrivelled up. 

bọdịrịbọ́dịrị  id.  very wrinkled 
(<bodiribódiri) 

bọdọbọdọ́  id.  not loud; less audible; gently 
(of talk)  

bọ́lẹị  v.t.  lend; borrow 
bọ́lẹịye  n.  loan [‘borrowed thing’] 
bọ́lọ  n.  soft-wooded tree used for canoes 

(Mammea africana Sab. GUTTIFERAE) 
bọlọbọlọ́  id.  gay; colourful; attractive 

bọ́lọụ¹  n.  A. front; first place: Erí bọlọụ 
bọ̀ọdọ́  He has gone in front; bọ́lọụ dii look 
forward or ahead; bọ́lọụ kọrị lead the way; 
B. tip; aká bọ̀lọụ  tip of maize-cob 

Bọ́lọụ²  n.  male personal name [‘first’] 
Bọ́lọụ Ayaama  n.  name of the first ward in 

Opokumá from the north 
bọ́lọụbọlọụ  id. ? always first or in front; 

bọ́lọụbọlọụ ifie  in ancient times; 
bọ́lọụbọlọụ mìẹ̣mọ́  continuous action, 
development, or improvement [verb or 
noun?] 

bọ́lọụbọlọụye  n.  novelty; innovation 
Bọ́lọụebi n. personal name  [‘first good’] 
Bọ́lọụere n. female personal name  [‘first 

woman’, usually given to first of twin girls] 
Bọ́lọụkịmị n. male personal name  [‘first 

person’] 
bọ́lọụkọrị-owei  n.  (male) leader [‘first-take-

man’] 
bọ́lọụ-mọ-tuu-mọ  n.  (tech.) terminals 
bọọ́  (=bụọ́ check!)  v.t.  agree 
bọ́ọ¹  (=bụ́ọ)  v.t.  A. pass; B. be too much, 

very much 
bọ́ọ²  (=bụ́ọ)  v.t.  A. miss; make mistake over; 
ẹrẹ́ bọọ  forget someone’s name; kíṃị bọọ  
forget someone’s face; B. be dislocated; 
bụ́ọtọrụ bọọ  (of ankle) be dislocated 

bọ́ọ³  (=bụ́ọ)  v.recip.  match; be equated: Osi 
ịkpaí ̣ mọ̀ náma aka mọ bọọmị  The little 
snail and the elephant’s tusk are equated. 

bọ́ọ4  (=bụ́ọ)  n.  door; entrance (= ogúga) 
-bọọ́ ̀,  -bọọ  shortened form of  -bí ̣ ghọ̀, -bị ghọ 
bọ́ọmọ  v.cs.  A. cause, allow, to pass: ị bọọmọ́  

let me pass; allow or permit me: Pánì ̣ 
bọọmọ bó  Pass me the plate; B. forgive: ị 
bọọmọ́  forgive me: Ye iné mịẹ seibọọ̀ ị 
bọ́ọmọdọ  I have forgiven you for your 
misdeed; C. interpret, usu.  bíḅị bọọmọ: Arị 
kí ̣ wò bịbí ̣ bọ̀ọmọmị  I interpreted for him. 

bọ́ọmọye  n.  forgiveness 
bọọyaí¹̣  [5]  v.recip.  be equal, equivalent to, 

equated in value: Tọ́rụ mọ tọrụ mọ 
bọ̀ọyaíḍọụ wèé  An eye is equal to an eye. 
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bọọyaí²̣  [5]  v.recip.  A. miss each other: 
Ọmịní ̣ bọ̀ọyaíḍọ  They have missed each 
other; B. contradict each other, be opposed 
(as in giving evidence) 

bọrọbọrọ́¹  id.  warm; tepid 
bọrọbọrọ́²  id.  calmly; softly 
bọụ́¹  v.a.  be soft, weak, easy, kind, cheap; 

bọụ saí ̣  be generous, benevolent; bọụ tụá  
be kind, generous; túbo bọụ̀ ́   be cheap (in 
price): Indimọ́ tubo bọ̀ụmí ̣  The fish are 
cheap. 

bọụ́²  v.a.  be low, swampy 
bọụ́³  n.  fish sp. 
bọụmọọ́  v.cs.  soften; control one’s anger; 

calm or cool down 
bọ́ụn  v.t.  roof (house), usu. wárị bọụ̀n 
bọụ́ ̀n  n.  honey (= tábèí=tábaye) 
bọwẹí ̣ [5]  v.i. andv.aux.  be very much, too 

much; surpass: Iné sụụ dọ̀ụbị bọwẹíḍọ The 
way you look for fights is too much. 

brúmkasà  see birémùkásà seine (net) 
búa  v.t.  lease or hire land for farming (= ingí) 
buború  n.  late afternoon and early evening 

(roughly 4-7 p.m.); “evening” 
búbu  v.i.  eat happily; feast 
búle  v.t.  roll someone over [or búule, roll 

objects which are not round, including 
human beings  (contrast múule  v.t.  roll a 
round object, such as a log, on ground)] 

búlee  id.  big: Fịdẹí ̣ bịlabị búlee koro 
timimèé The dead elephant was enormous 
as it lay. 

bunebuné  id.  woolly (e.g. cotton wool) 
buní [4]  (=bunú)  n.  fig tree (Ficus spp. 

MORACEAE) 
búnì  (=búnù)  n.  grey hair 
bunú, búnù  see  buní, búnì 
búnìbuni (=búnùbunu)  id.  full of grey hair 
buntịbí ̣  n.  region below the abdomen where 

the pubic hair grows [buún+tíḅị] 
burezeé  id.  (of person) sleepy and dull; 

drowsy (>bụrẹzẹẹ́) 
burú¹  (=buruú)  n.  yam; buru abá  n.  yam 

rack; buru arụ́ mọ̀ tọ́rụ fa  both mother and 
child dying in the initial stage of delivery; 

buru ịsábà  small yam tubers which grow 
out of the main yam, or from the remaining 
portion of the yam; ẹbẹbúrù cassava (lit. 
‘Aboh yam’); ịyọ́rọbùrú  water-yam; 
owéibùrú  white long yam 

burú²  n.  yolk of egg 
buruduí [4] (=buruduwí)  n.  tree used for 

chewing-sticks (Smeathmannia pubescens 
Soland. ex. R. Br. PASSIFLORACEAE) 

buru-ịkpụ́rụ̀  n.  yam seedling (=ụkpụrụ́) 
burukubúrùku (=burukubúruku) id.  dim; 

cloudy; not clear (of atmosphere) 
buruú  see  burú¹ 
búsou  see  bísou 
bútuwei  n.  (shortened from bụ́ ghọ tụ̀a ye 

=something put on the body) clothing worn 
on the upper part of the body (e.g. shirt, 
blouse) 

búu¹  be mature, fully grown (of women, 
plants): Baụmaá buudọ  The girl is mature. 

búu²  n.  pitcher (arch.): Arí ̣ buu wàáà?  Am I 
a pitcher (to only drink water and not eat 
food)? (= ungú = kúu) 

buún  n.  private part 
búuruu  id.  dirty and dusty (>bụ́ụrụụ) 
búuruubuuruu id.  very dirty and dusty 

(>bụ́ụrụụbụ́ụrụụ) 
buuú  id.  crumbly 
bụbá¹  v.i.  be healed (as of wound) 
bụbá²  v.i.  A. be ready, mature (e.g. as wine-

palm for tapping); B. be done (of food); C. 
be mature in mind, understanding; be well-
behaved 

bụbaí ̣  [5]  n.  yesterday 
bụ́fị  v.i.  be accustomed to: Arí ̣ ụ̀kụrẹíṇ timi 

ni bo ọ̀ngọ́ ghọ̀ bụfịdọ  I have been 
squatting until it has become my habit. 

bụgịzịbụ́gịzị  id.  unsteady in motion; tottery; 
doddery 

bụgọ́  n.  monkey (general term) 
bụkẹbụkẹ́  id.  timid; afraid of taking action 
bụlọkịí ̣  v.loc.  be in abundance, boundless, 

without limit 
bụlọụ́  n.  anger; temper; bụlọụ seí  become 

angry; lose one’s temper 
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bụmọụ́n  n.  “bamboo”; midrib of palm frond 
bụ́mọụn  n.  sandbank; bụ́mọun warị house 

built (very quickly) on a sandbank: N 
bụ́mọun warị bara kị kọ̀rịyémi  You are 
building so quickly (as if on a sandbank). 

bụ́mọụnfịnị n.  firewood collected on 
sandbank; driftwood [‘sandbank firewood’] 

bụ́mọụn-ìṭaíṭàí ̣  n.  bird, the Grey Pratincole 
(Glareola cinerea GLAREOLIDAE), found on 
sandbanks 

Bụ́mọụndi¹  n.  a town in Ekpétiama ibe in 
Northern Nzọn 

Bụ́mọụndi²  n.  Bomadi, a town in Mein ibe in 
Delta State 

bụnẹbụnẹ́  n.  describes curly hair (similar to 
European hair) 

bụ́nụ [3]  v.i.  sleep; v.acc.  sleep with; have 
coition, sexual intercourse with 

bụ́nụmọ  v.cs.  lay down (child); lay flat 
(carton, etc.) 

bụ́nụ-òbuna  n.  sleeping-mat: Bụ́nụ-òbuna 
ebií  The marriage is blessed with children. 
[bụ́nụ + obúna mat]  

bụọ́  see  bọọ́ 
bụ́ọ¹  n.  A. foot; leg; hind leg of animal; bụ́ọ 

asaba A. step over someone’s legs; B. have 
sex with a woman between toun duú and 
the final dúu; bụ́ọ fie  run helter-skelter; run 
in a disorderly manner, as when there is an 
accident; Amábị bụ́ọ fiedọụ wèé  The town 
is in commotion, pandemonium; bụ́ọ mọ 
kiri mọ batein  dumbfounded; 
flabbergasted; bụ́ọ saramọ  move faster 
than normal; bụ́ọ sèrí suffer from cramp or 
muscle pain (as athletes); Bụ́ọ sèibọọ́, bụ́ọ 
fịna Anyone with a bad foot, bandage it; B. 
step, as in dance; bụ́ọ tụa  join in a dance 
for a few steps; sẹ́ịbụọ  dance-step; C.  
(tech.) foot (in measurement); fini bụọ́ ̀ 
ovuru  stride; kála bụọ̀ ovuru  pace 

bụ́ọ²  see  bọ́ọ 
bụ́ọ-asaba  n.  small boy who acts as husband 

to a widow 
bụ́ọbọlọụ  n.  tip of toe 
bụ́ọgbanaye  n.  footstool 

bụ́ọgbasa  n.  toe 
bụ́ọgenrein  n.  back of the ankle; (anat.) 

Achilles tendon 
bụ́ọ-imemein  n.  toenail 
bụ́ọ-isenlei  n.  space between toes 
bụ́ọ-itita  n.  underpart of heel; (anat.) 

calcaneal bulge 
bụ́ọ-ịkọlị  n.  ankle bone 
bụ́ọkọlọ  n.  part of leg between fleshy part of 

calf and ankle 
bụ́ọkubu  n.  sole of foot [bụ́ọ kúbu width] 
bụ́ọkụọye  n.  foot-mat 
bụ́ọpala  n.  top of foot 
bụ́ọtịbị  n.  big toe 
bụ́ọtoun  n.  heel 
bụ́ọtọrụ  n.  ankle-joint 
bụ́ọyaịnmọ  n.  inside, back, of knee; (anat.) 

popliteal fossa 
bụ́ra  n.  silver catfish (Clarotes laticeps  

Rüppel BAGRIDAE); bụ́ra ekpe juvenile 
silver catfish: Itúli kpọ kẹ̀nị bụ́rà wẹrịmị  
Ituli kept a bụra-fish (and did not live to eat 
it): Itúli wẹrị bụra, ị kpọ́ wẹrịnghàáà? Are 
you going to keep the bụra-fish that Ituli 
kept? 

bụ́rafụrụ  n.  aromatic herb (lit. ‘smell of 
catfish’) (Basilicum polystachion (Linn.) 
Moench LABIATAE) 

bụ́ran  v.t.  slap lightly 
bụráụ̀n  id.  flattened (of grass such as 
ịmbẹbẹlẹ́) 

bụrẹzẹẹ́  id.  of someone weak and walking 
slowly and quietly [Should this be combined 
with next word?] 

bụrẹzẹẹ́id.  (of person) sleepy and dull; drowsy 
(>burezeé) 

bụ́rọụ  n.  fireplace; hearth; bụ́rọụ fọụn  wood 
ash; bụ́rọụ tịbị dụ  part of hearth where fire 
is lighted 

bụrụ́  v.a.  be rotten; decay; decompose 
bụ́rụ  v.t.  prophesy; bụ́ru sụọ  consult a 

diviner [also noun?] 
bụ́rụbou  n.  native medicineman’s shrine; 

bụ́rụ bou sụọ  A. go to “bush” to collect 
herbs; B. go to another town to practise 
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one’s trade (of medicineman) [recheck this 
meaning];  C. go to another town to employ 
medicineman to make “medicine” for 
oneself; consult oracle [‘medicineman’s 
“bush”’] 

bụ́rụere  prophetess; female fetish doctor 
bụ́rụkịmị  prophet; fetish doctor: Bụ́rụkịmị 

tòun ẹ́rịgha The prophet does not see what 
is at his back (said of a completely 
unexpected event). 

bụ́rụowei  male prophet, fetish doctor 
bụrụmọọ́  v.cs.  ferment by soaking in water 
bụrụ́n [4]  n.  tree used for carving canoe seats 

(Vitex grandifolia Gürke VERBENACEAE) 
bụrụnfụ́rụn  n.  shrub or tree (Rauvolfia 

vomitoria Afzel. APOCYNACEAE) 
bụụ́  n.  yam heap 
bụụ-kíẹ̣̀n  n.  bird, Yellow Wagtail (Motacilla 

flava MOTACILLIDAE) [bụụ́ + kịẹ́n count]  
[check] 

bụ́ụ¹  n.  fishpond; bụ́ụ saị  bail fishpond; bụ́ụ 
sou  dig fishpond 

bụ́ụ²  n.  body; self; bụ́ụ a kịmị tịn=bụ́ụ ọ̀ngọ́ 
akị kịmị tịn  be proud, haughty, obstinate; 
bụ́ụbara  personal; one’s own; bụ́ụ ìṣaíṇ  
be selective; be hygienic; bụ́ụtụa èbií  look 
fresh; become fat; bụ́ụtụa sèí  be emaciated; 
become lean 

bụ́ụ³  n.  (usu. eré bụụ) inside of vagina 
bụ́ụ-aka  n.  edge of fishpond 
bụ́ụbeni  n.  fish-pond water 
bụ́ụrụụ  id.  dirty and dusty (<búuruu) 
bụ́ụrụụbụ́ụrụụ  id.  very dirty and dusty 

(>búuruubuuruu) 
bụ́ụsọrọụ  n.  source of fishpond 
bụ́ụtiri  n.  catchment area which supplies 

fishpond with fish  
bụ́ụzee  v.i.  be ashamed of oneself: Áràụ́ furu 

ni bụụzeemi  She is ashamed because she 
stole. 

bụzẹẹ  id.  looking sickly, inactive, drowsy, 
wretched 

 
 

D 
 

-dá  (-tá)  conj.  and: Múda bo  Go and come 
back. 

dáa¹  v.t.  A. lead; bọ́lọụ dàa  take the lead; B. 
dance as leader at stern or bows of war-
canoe or dance-canoe (in motion); 
ukurẹ́dàa  steer (a big ceremonial canoe; 
ukuré/ụkụlọ́ụ dàa kịmị  person dancing at 
the stern/bows; C. govern; rule; amá daa  
rule town 

dáa²  v.t.  push; pluck (some plantain “fingers”) 
by pushing them down with stick, usu. 
beriba daá 

dáa³  v.t.  push off; shove off; Árụ dàa páamọ  
Push out the canoe. 

dáa4  v.t.  bolster up; prop; support 
dáa  [5]  v.t.  A. move or “pull” against (e.g. 

current, waves, tide); ọmọụn daá yọụ̀ ́   
“pull” against current; B. face, defy wind or 
rain; osuo daá  defy rain 

dáa5  v.t.  challenge one’s authority; oppose 
dáa7  v.t.  point to, at: Iné bara nì ̣ ị daa kụ́mọ  

Do not point your finger at me. 
dáa8  v.t. and v.loc.  angle; fish with rod; bára 

dei dàa  angle; dáaye  fishing-rod (cf. déi) 
dáa9  [tone class 2 or 3?] v.t.  imitate; copy 

closely; take as model; kíṃị daa  imitate 
someone 

dáa¹0  v.t.  test; sound (depth of water); dáa dìí  
test and see; dáadìiyé  test; examination 

dáa¹¹  v.t.  expand, widen (canoe with sticks 
while softened by fire) usu.  árụ daa 

dáa¹²  v.t.  accept; receive; welcome; yé daa nì ̣ 
akí ̣  accept, receive, something 

-dáaba (=dá aba)  if; on such a condition 
daádà  see  dádà 
dáadìí  v.t.  taste 
dáadirì  n.  medicine or charm used in testing 

or finding out 
dáamọ¹  v.cs.  push out (canoe); árụ dàamọ 

páamọ  A. push out the canoe; B. (fig.) 
offer; present to; give; bestow 

dáamọ²  v.dir.  bolster up; support 
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daán  v.t.  place foot on; tread on; trample on; 
massage with feet; lí ̣ị daàn  crush palm nuts 
with the feet: Arí ̣ sèiyé dàanmị  I trod on a 
snake. 

dáanị  n.  ceremonial lineage  in Kolokuma, all 
of which participate in the yénghi dịẹ 
ceremony; they are: Bụ́rụdanị, Ẹgbẹdanị, 
Abádànị, Isedánì ̣, Ọlọụdanị, Ọsụ́madanị, 
Ọpọíḍanị (Ọpọịdánì)̣, and the two which 
are lost and unrepresented: Ọfọ́danị and 
Egbébiridanị. 

daayaí ̣ [5]  v.acc.  be opposed to; be in 
competition (with): Erí ụ̀ mọmọ́ dàayaịmí ¢¢ ¢¢  
He is opposed to him; O ¢¢ ¢¢mi ¢¢ ¢¢ní ¢¢ ¢¢ dàayaíỵemi  
They are competing with each other. [aa or 
a?] 

dába  n.  low-lying marshy land; swamp; dába 
beni  swamp water; dába ọtọkọ  hard clay 
soil 

dába-biri-igoligo  n.  A. thorny creeping plant 
used for yam stakes (Cuviera subuliflora 
Benth. (prob.) RUBIACEAE); B. (fig.) used 
abusively to call someone ugly 

dába-iyeri  n.  weight loss in babies, as a result 
of disease or malnutrition 

dabaịdábaị  id.  A. bloody; blood-covered; wet 
with blood; B. (fig.) used abusively to call 
someone ugly 

dába-oru  n.  rich deity; places sacred to a 
deity from which treasure is extracted, e.g. 
palm, fish, etc. 

dábdàb(dáb)  id.  freshly cut and oozing 
dábou  n.  kolanut; dábou tịn  kolanut tree 

(Cola acuminata  (P.Beav.) Schott & Endl. 
and C. nitida (Vent.) Schott & Endl. 
STERCULIACEAE); dábou warị bein  a 
courteous way of saying that one is unable 
to offer entertainment in the form of drink at 
that particular moment, but that any moment 
it becomes possible, it will be provided; 
gboro mọ bein mọ́ dàbou  kolanut tree that 
yields fruits immediately after it has been 
planted; (fig.) a quick reward 

dádà  (=daádà)  n.  father; daddy; papa 

dáị  v.t.  A. weave into a bigger thread by 
intertwining smaller strands; beriba ịfíị̀ ̣ daị 
weave plantain fibres; edé dàị  weave 
screwpine; í ̣làádì ̣ daị  weave raffia; kọ́rọ 
daị  weave raffia; urúrufa daị  weave 
cotton; B. plait 

dálụadàlụa  id.  walking in a stumbling way 
on slippery ground 

dáma  n.  abuse; dáma sin kịmị weri  abuse 
someone unreservedly and personally 

dáma duo  v.p.  work in exchange for foodstuff 
(usually with food included) for an agreed 
period (only by women who are lazy and 
have no farm of their own) 

dándu  id. swollen (of whole body of human, 
animal, or big fish) and approaching a state 
of decomposition 

dánghaịn [3]  v.a.  be long, tall; dánghaịn arụ̀  
long canoe; dánghaịn kịmì ̣  tall man 

dánghèín  n.  snake (= wónii = seiyeé =tanií) 
dá nì ̣ akí ̣  v.p.  accept; receive 
dárị¹  v.i.  A. boil (of water, liquid): Bení 

darịdọ  The water has boiled; B. (fig.) boil 
in spirit; be angry, infuriated: Wo bolóu 
darịmị  His heart boiled in anger; C. talk 
aloud in fury: Erí bolou kò ¢¢ ¢¢nde ¢¢ ¢¢í ¢¢ ¢¢ nì ¢¢ ¢¢, 
dárịyemèé  He is angry and talking loudly; 
D. sound loudly and melodiously 

dárị²  a.  handsome; beautiful (appreciative); 
dárị araụ  beautiful woman; dárị owei  
handsome man 

dárịì ̣  n.  appreciative greeting for a man 
Dárịkoro  n.  name of a shrine [‘boil (and) 

overflow’] 
dárịmọ¹  v.cs.  (cause to) boil: Bení mìẹ̣ 

dárịmọ  Make the water boil. 
dárịmọ²  v.cs.  cause to sound melodiously; 

beat (cf. fárị²): Mẹ́nì ̣ ezemọ́ dàrịmọ  Now 
beat the drums melodiously. 

dárịmọ³  v.dir. scold in fury: Áràụ́ tọ̀bọụ́ 
dàrịmọmị  She scolded the child in fury. 

dárịmọ4  v.cs.  talk in a loud, overbearing voice 
(often with ẹrẹẹ́): ụ maní ̣ wò okólò 
darịmọyémò  See how he is talking in a 
loud, overbearing voice! 
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dasá  v.t.  stretch; widen: Ọmịní ̣ àgbunú 
dàsayémi  They are stretching the agbunú-
fishnet; dasa kaí ̣  stretch and nail (as in 
crucifixion) 

dasaí ̣  [5]  v.p.  be stretched wide apart 
dásị  v.t.  present gift to someone [< Pidgin 

dash] [also noun?] 
daụ́  n.  A. father; father’s brother; senior and 

respected man; daụ-otú  fathers; elders (in 
the sense of age and experience); B. male 
employer (of cook or steward)  Wo daụ́ 
sụọnìmí  His employer is on overseas leave. 

daụ-amá  n.  fatherland; native country 
daụ-angá  n.  father’s side; male side of family 
daụbọyé  n.  bride-price or -wealth due to the 

father when a daughter gets married; the 
father’s share of the bride-wealth [‘father-
person’s thing’] 

daụ-ẹríg̣hà  a.  posthumous; daụ ẹríg̣hà tọbọụ  
posthumous child [‘father-see-not’] 

Daụfií n.  female personal name [‘father’s 
food’] 

Daụkpíḳpì ̣  n.  law-breaker (believed to be a 
man who, having promulgated a law, was 
himself the first to break it); Daụkpíḳpì ̣ tụa 
oloko  law which is not observed by the 
maker (cf. Samị tụá òloko) 

daụbọ́pùloufúrù  n.  tilapia species (Tilapia 
zillii CICHLIDAE) [‘father-person’s-oil-
stealer’] [Can daụbọ́ be a word by itself?  
We have yenghịbọ́ in.] 

Daụdeighá  n.  male [?also female] personal 
name [‘father-change-not’, i.e. one cannot 
change one’s father] 

daụ́-fàá  a.  fatherless 
Daụnimighá  n.  male personal name, usually 

for a posthumous son [‘father-know-not’] 
dawaí ̣  [5]  v.t.  learn; Erí Ìẓọ́n dàwaíỵemi  He 

is learning Nzọn. 
dáwaị¹  v.i.  dream 
dáwaị²  n.  dream; dáwaị dụụ̀ dreamland 
Débe  n.  Nembe; Débe kịmị  Nembe person 
débe-ọgbọlọ  n.  common “periwinkle” 

(Tympanotonus fuscatus Linn.)  

debudebú  id.  round and fat; fresh and robust; 
plump (of persons or animals) (>dẹbụdẹbụ́) 

debuludébulu  id.  of fine-looking stature 
(>dẹbụlụdẹ́bụlụ) 

deé  id.  circular and brightly coloured (as early 
morning sun): Eréin sẹ̀ dee kí èmi  The 
early day is bright. 

dée [3]  v.a.  be proud (in a bad sense): Béi 
tọbọ̀ụ dée kaamị  This boy is very haughty. 

deí¹  v.t.  A. become; change into: Dọụ́ ̀n kị 
kọ́rọ-ofoni dèíyemi  It is the grub that 
changes into the beetle; B. exchange for; 
trade by barter: Arí ̣ ìne burubí àkị nị ará 
buru dèidọ́  I have traded my yam for hers: 
Áràụ́ ìndi yá bùru deimí  She exchanged 
fish for yams. 

deí²  v.t.  thread: Áràụ́ àrá ịlamọ dèidọ́  She 
has threaded her beads. 

déi  (=dáaye)  n.  rod, hook and line; déi-ịgba  
fishing-line; déipụgọụ  rod (usu. of kọ́rọ); 
déi tụa  tie hook to thread; déi-ugu  fish-
hook; báradeì  rod, line and hook; fungudeí  
snaphook; gbéinmọdei  (=gbéinmọdeì)  
cast-hook; pígedei  bigger kpokpóbàụ used 
in the river; saradeí  trawl-line; tẹ́ịnmọdei 
(=tẹ́ịnmọdeì)  floating snaphook 

déi-ịgba  n.  fishing-line  
deíìn  id.  pitch-dark: Wárị sẹ̀ deíìn ki emi  

The house is pitch-dark. 
deín  see  denghí 
déin  n.  night; day (in counting time) [give 

example of this second use]: Déin baịya, 
bíḅị baịmị When day breaks, the mouth too 
breaks (said as justification for an adult 
eating breakfast before the normal time); 
déin dụwẹị dibi  give a bribe to the people 
judging a case in order to win it [‘bury a 
corpse in the night’]; déin kii/tụa  set a 
date; déin naa  wake very early at pre-
arranged time; déin wẹnị  A. walk at night; 
B. cause havoc secretly (of witches); sei 
deín  dark night 

déinbaì ̣  n.  tomorrow; déinbaị bọ̀ọmọbaị  
“next tomorrow”; the day after tomorrow; 
déinbaị dèinbaí ̣  daily; every day 
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déinbiri  n.  midnight 
déin-erewọụ  n.  spirits of the dead which are 

believed to be playing or working with 
people in the late hours of the day and at 
night 

deinmọ́  v.t.  respond (to a speech); retort; 
reply: Eri kí à déinmọmị  He responded to 
her speech/talk. 

deinmọọ́  v.t.  pour out; empty: bení dèinmọ  
pour out the water 

déin-naa-ofoni  n.  cock that crows early 
(about 2 a.m.); (fig.) person who wakes 
readily at any appointed time in the night 
[‘night-hearing-bird’] 

déinsịnsịn [4]  n.  shrill sound heard in the 
night, believed to be produced by the eggs 
of a praying mantis 

déintuu  n.  amount of light available on a 
moonless night: Déintuu sèimóò  It is a very 
dark night: Déin tuu èbimí  It is fairly light 
tonight. 

déipụgọụ  n.  fishing-rod (usu. made of kọ́rọ) 
déi-ugu  n.  fish-hook  
déin-wẹnịaraụ  n.f.  witch (usu. in pl., déin-

wẹnịotu) (=póu) 
denghí [5]  (=deín)  inter.  which?: denghi 

yọọ́ ̀?  where? (cf. te yọọ́ ̀?) 
dereín (=denreín)  v.i.  descend gently from 

space, sky 
déri  v.t.  weave: ingo dérì  weave lobster-pot 
desí  v.i.  jump 
desi-ní-ụ̀ba-bẹ́ịn  n.  small shrimp, probably 

Desmocaris trispinosa 
desipẹ́lẹ̀  n.  cricket sp. (unlike ịkíṛịkịrì ̣, which 

is edible), which eats leaves of water-yam 
and other crops 

dẹbẹẹ [1]  n.  quiet; calm: Wó Woyenghi bara 
ghọ dẹ̀bẹẹ kí ̣ bìyémi  We are asking God 
for peace: Lẹ́ị dẹ̀bẹẹ timí  Just be calm. 

dẹbụdẹbụ́ id.  round and fat; fresh and robust; 
plump (of persons or animals) (<debudebú) 

dẹbụlụdẹ́bụlụ  id.  of fine-looking stature 
(<debuludébulu) 

dẹdẹẹ́  n.  a moderate amount: Dẹdẹ fụlọ́ụbọọ̀ 
ịgịná tụ̀a  Only put a moderate amount of 

pepper in the soup/Don’t put too much 
pepper in the soup: Dẹdẹní ̣ ì dií  Don’t stare 
at me like that. 

dẹdẹ kpọ́ ...gha  (used for exclamatory 
phrases): Béì tọ́rụama à, dẹdẹ kpọ́ zàụ 
gha  What tiny eyes these are!: Bụ́ọama òó, 
dẹdẹ kpọ́ dụ̀ba gha  What big feet these 
are! 

dẹdẹmọ́  adv.  moderately: dẹdẹmọ́ ẹ̀rẹ  Talk 
less. 

dẹẹ́  v.t.  set; put; arrange; place; bụ́ụ dẹẹ  
arrange sticks in a fishpond; gbanafịyé dẹ̀ẹ  
set table 

dẹ́fịye  n.  table (=tébùlu) [cf. Nembe dẹ́fịwei 
’table’] 

dẹ́ị  [tone class 2 or 3?] v.t.  carry child on the 
hip, usu. tọbọụ dẹí ̣; dẹ́ị bụnụ  (of woman) 
copulate with a boy who is far below her age 

-dẹíṇ  see  dẹnghí ̣ 
dẹ́ịịn  id.  intact; unimpaired; without being 

tampered with 
-dẹ́ị sẹ̀  if (=-dá aba) 
dẹnghí ̣  (=dẹngí=̣dẹíṇ)  v.t.  A. tire; be too 

much for: Fịrị wẹní ̣ ì ̣ dẹnghịdọ́  I am tired 
of working; B. surpass: Erí danghaịn nì ̣ a 
dẹ́nghịmị  He is taller than her/she: Erí 
kụ̀rọ ní ̣ ì ̣ dẹnghịmí ̣  He surpasses me in 
strength. 

dẹnghịleleí  n.  (math.) is-greater-than sign (>) 
dẹnghịmọọ́(=dẹngịmọọ́)  v.cs.  defeat; 

overcome: Ọmịní ̣ sụ̀ụbọọ́ ̀ ọ dẹnghịmọ́mị  
They defeated them in the battle. 

dẹrí¹̣  v.i.  laugh; v.t.  laugh at; mịẹ́ dẹ̀rí ̣  
ridicule 

dẹrí²̣  n.  laughter; tẹ́ị mọ dẹ̀rị mọ always with 
smiles 

dẹrịmọọ́  v.cs.  excite, arouse (laughter) 
dẹ́sịmàlị  n.  (math.) decimal; dẹ́sịmàlị ipesi  

decimal place; dẹ́sịmàlị lelei  decimal point; 
dẹ́sịmàlị paaraị  decimal fraction [< 
English decimal] 

dibalá  v.t.  think of someone and rejoice: A 
díbala kụmọ  Don’t think of her and 
rejoice/Don’t be too proud of her. 
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dibí¹  v.t.  A. bury; dibi soú  bury and exhume 
corpse; dụ́wẹị dibi  bury corpse; B. bake by 
burying in burning charcoal and ashes; buru 
dibí  bake yam 

dibí²  n.  (usu. ede dibí) short strong pillar of 
“ironwood” on which yam barn rests 

dibií [5]  v.p.  be muddy, swampy: Boubí 
dìbiimí  The bush is swampy. [Is this 
possible as well as the next word?] 

dibíì  id. muddy; swampy: Boubí dìbíì ki emi  
The bush is swampy. 

dibimọọ́  v.cs.  cause to cover up; be covered: 
Áràụ́ òpóolo dìbimọmị  She covered up the 
hole. 

dié  num.  fifteen (=ói sọọnrọn fịnị); dia [1]  
(qualifying form)  dia kịmí ̣  fifteen people; 
dia sií  300, i.e. fifteen score 

digbaa  id.  fall into water with a heavy sound: 
Tíṇbị mu bènibọọ́ ̀ digbaa kí kòromí  
[tone?] The tree fell into the water with a 
heavy splash. 

digilaá  id.  bulky (>dịgịlaá) 
digiladígila  id. describes the movement of 

buttocks swaying (one up, one down) 
(>dịgịladíg̣ịla) 

dií  v.t.  look at; dií dụ̀bamọọ́  respect, revere; 
dii gbaá  assess and give judgement 
impartially; dií gẹẹ̀ ́   copy; crib; transcribe; 
dií mìẹ̣́  A. imitate; follow example of; B. 
consider; use one’s discretion; dii muú  A. 
escort; lead out; B. safe journey!; dii ní ẹ̀rẹẹ́  
scold; rebuke; reproach; upbraid; dii ni 
ikpéte  pity; sympathize with; dii ni 
iyérimọ  look down on; snub; dii ni 
uwóumọ  esteem highly; dií sèimọọ́  
despise; dií sìmení  feel pity for; sympathize 
with; dii tọrụ́  appearance; dii tọrụ síìn  
overlook; tọ́rụdiiye  glasses; spectacles 

díi¹ [3]  v.t.  put a taboo on; “forbid” (food): 
Wó warị sẹ̀ẹ abedi diimí  All the members 
of our family “forbid” (i.e. are forbidden to 
eat) the “iguana”; díi fịyàị  taboo, forbidden, 
food; díiye  forbidden act, thing 

díi²  n.  rope from bush; a climbing plant; díi 
tụa  commit suicide (by hanging); pẹ́lẹgha 

dii  medicinal creeper (Friesodielsia gracilis 
(Hook.f.) Van Steenis ANNONACEAE) 

díi³  n.  black afara, a valuable tree used for 
canoe carving and planks (Terminalia 
ivorensis A. Chev. COMBRETACEAE) 

díi4  n.  fishing-net; díi koromọ  set fishing-net 
in one place; díi kọn �� ��  fish with net from a 
canoe (more general); díi tẹịnmọ  fish with 
net from a canoe (for a smaller net) 

diíà  excl.  please! 
diibọọ́  n.  caretaker  
diinaá  n.  herb used for time-keeping 

(Aneilema umbrosum (Vahl) Kunth 
COMMELINACEAE) (?=diinií) 

diinií  n.  herb (Aneilema sp. 
COMMELINACEAE) (?=diinaá) 

dií sẹ̀  n.phr.  the whole group 
díiye  n.  moon (=akalụ́ �� �� = finyé = ọgọneí 

=ọgọnọyé = tọnịyeé) 
díkodìko  id. groping (of movement); (fig.) 

clumsy (>díḳọdìḳọ) 
dílà  excl.  (expressing sympathy or apology) 

(cf. káà, líkà) 
dílì  n.  beam; scantling 
díokò  n.  enmity; díokò karị  be reconciled; 

díokò kịmị  an enemy; díokò sụọ  be at 
enmity 

dipilíì  id.  short and fat; stocky 
dipiyaa  see  dupuwaa 
díri  n.  “medicine”; díri gụọ  make 

“medicine” (for protection or destruction); 
díri sin  extract poisonous “medicine” from 
body; dáa dirì  “medicine” used as a test; 
ofóni sei diri  medicine believed to produce 
a very bad odour if applied to the body, 
usually applied by women to their “mates” 
so that they may be disliked by their 
husbands; tịịn dirí  any “medicine” that 
draws out thorns, etc., embedded in flesh 

dírigbasa  n.  medicinal wand, rod 
dirimaá  v.a.  be black (= kúlukulu); dirima 

ibé  black country; Africa; dirima kịmí ̣  
black person 
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dirima-ịkpíṛìḅụịkpịbụ  n.  medicinal herb 
(Commelina sp. COMMELINACEAE) (lit. 
‘black Commelina’) 

dirima-ịwọ́nrọ̀nrọn  n.  shrub (Psychotria 
psychotrioides (DC.) Roberty RUBIACEAE) 

dirimaowéi  kind of snake, perhaps viper or 
hoodless cobra 

dísei (=díṣẹye)  n.  choice; one’s choice 
Dísei  n.  personal name [?, cf. Díṣẹye] 
diseín¹  v.i.  sneeze 
diseín²  v.t.  A. put a pad, cushion, on (head or 

seat); B. line the bottom of a box with paper 
or cloth 

disiín  id.  cool; peaceful 
dísìn  n.  tree used for canoe carving (of the 

same family as ileé and ekpéla 
EUPHORBIACEAE) 

diyaịn-díyaịn  id.  very wide (e.g. ocean, wide 
mouth); spacious, large (of building) 

dịá¹  v.ben.  show: Iné funbi nì ị dịá  Show me 
your book. 

dịá²  v.t.  make suffer: Mọụn yé nì ị dịadọ́  
Hunger has made me suffer greatly. 

dịá³  v.t.  sacrifice a live goat, sheep or fowl to 
a deity; óru dịa okoti  he-goat for 
immolation to the deity 

díạ  v.t.  dry; sun: Bịdẹmọ́ àkị nị ụráụ dịa  Put 
the clothes out in the sun. 

díạaìṇ  id.  getting up in anger as a group in 
order to confront someone 

dịalịí ̣  id.  conspicuous; showy: Erí dìạlịị kí ̣ 
tìẹ̣nimí  He is standing in a conspicuous 
place/way/manner. 

dịamẹíṇ [5]  v.i.  portend something; be 
ominous: Ọdụ́mụ kịmị dii timi wẹnịyá 
dìạmẹịnmí ̣  When the python moves in 
someone’s presence it is ominous for him. 

dịamẹịnyé  n.  omen 
díḅẹ  v.i.  be stunted 
díḍịmọ  (=díṇịmọ) v.t.  push 
dịẹ́¹  v.t.  share out; divide: Indimọọ́ dìẹ̣  Share 

out the fish. 
dịẹ́²  v.t.  begin playing (e.g. tops): Bóda wo 
ọ̀gbọ́lọ̀ tein; ịndaá arì ̣ kị bọ́lọụ dìẹ̣nghími  
Let’s play tops; but you will play first. 

dịẹ́³  n.  A. midway; midpoint: Wó wẹnị bo ni 
ụ̀wọ́ụbọọ̀ dịẹ ladọ́  We have gone halfway 
along the road; B. boundary 

dịẹí ̣ [5]  v.recip.  pull apart: Ọrọ maá kìṃịmọ 
dịẹíḍọ  The two men have pulled apart. 

dịẹleleí  n.  (math.) division sign (÷)  
dịẹmẹíṇ [5]  v.dir.p.  A. be spread; be scattered 

all over: Benibí yọ sẹ̀ dịẹmẹíṇ sìndọọ́  The 
water has spread everywhere; B. be parted: 
Benibí dìẹ̣mẹịnmí ̣  The water has gone in 
different directions. 

dịẹmọ́  v.dir.  share between, among: Bẹ́lẹmọ 
dìẹ̣mọ nị ọ pịrí ̣  Share the pots 
between/among them. 

dịẹmọ́  n.  centre; midway; middle 
dịẹ́pìṛịyé  n.  gift; donation; bestowal 
Dịẹ́pìṛịyé  n.  personal name, esp. female 
dịẹtịbí ̣  n.  lot; portion; share 
dịẹyaí ̣ [4]  n.  lunar month in which the flood-

water usually recedes (from late October to 
early November) 

dịgbịmụụ  id.  sober; describes someone short, 
stocky, and not speaking out 

dịgịlaa  id.  protruding e.g. buttock [cf. below] 
dịgịlaá  id.  bulky (<digilaá) [different from 

preceding word?] 
dịgịladíg̣ịla  id. describes the movement of 

buttocks swaying (one up, one down) 
(<digiladígila) 

dịí ̣  v.aux.  know how to: Arí ̣ òkí dịmị  I know 
how to swim/I can swim. 

dịkaa  id.  short and fairly slim, but not tiny, as 
of person 

díḳọdìḳọ id. groping (of movement); with dim 
sight; not seeing well; (fig.) clumsy 
(<díkodìko) 

díṇ  v.t.  clear bush and grass from land (e.g. 
ready for farm) (cf. dụ́nụ²,  kpókpo²); kíri 
dịìṇ  clear bush (for farming); túo dịn  cut 
grass 

dịná  n.  A. semen; urine (distinguished as sán-
dịnà  urine; ziidịná  semen); dịna saán 
urinate; ebi dịná  fertile semen; B. seed (as 
in Biblical use); stock; genes; dịná èbií have 
good genes; dịná sèí have bad genes: Béi 
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kịmìḅị dịná èbi kaaméèé  This man’s 
children have a good genetic inheritance. 

díṇịmọ see díḍịmọ push 
dịpịlíị̀ ̣  id.  short and full of muscles 
díṣẹ  v.t.  be pleasing to: Indií ì ̣ dịsẹmí ̣  I like 

fish: Bení ì ̣ dịsẹyémi: I feel like drinking 
water; díṣẹ pẹ̀lẹí ̣  lose interest in something 
because of a long wait 

díṣẹmọ  v.cs.  tantalize: Áràụ́ ìndibí nì ụ 
dịsẹmọ́mị  She tantalized him with the sight 
of the fish. 

díṣẹye  n.  desire 
Díṣẹye  n.  female personal name 
dó [4]  excl.  a general greeting; ọ dó  (plural 

form, often heard as a dó, as in Western 
Nzọn) 

dó-àraụ  n.  sister-in-law; brother’s wife [in 
Comparative wordlist; is this correct] 

dodó  int.  when; even; though:  dodó nì wó 
kpọ la mìẹ̣ghá bì ̣  when we ourselves are 
unable to do (it) 

dogudogú  id.  describes a bass voice: Wo 
okólòbi dogudogu kí èmi  He has a bass 
voice. 

doón  id.  gazing, looking steadily 
dóon  id.  straight; undisturbed; without 

obstacles 
doroú  v.i.  shout 
doweí  n.  tenpounder (Elops lacerta  C. & V., 

E. senegalensis Regan ELOPIDAE), or Phago 
loricatus ICHTHYBORIDAE 

-dọ́  (=-dọ́ụ=-tọ́ụ); in middle of sentence 
(except before ába), it takes the form -dẹ́ị=-
tẹ́ị) t.m.  A. (immediate past; perfect); Erí 
bodọ  He has come; Yémọ sẹ̀ faá sìndẹí ̣ nì ̣, 
wónì múmi  When everything was finished, 
we went; B. (habitual)  Osuo korodọ́ụ aba, 
erí ụ̀ya ikpétèdọ́ụ wèé  Whenever rain falls, 
he is full of regret; C. (future)  N fụ́ìṇ mọ, ye 
ị fámụdọ  If you dare, I’ll beat you: Wónì 
múnghidọ  We are just about to go.  (Note: 
The oldest forms are -tọ́ụ and -tẹ́ị, now 
generally replaced by -dọ́ụ and  -dẹ́ị.  In 
absolute final position -dọ́ụ nowadays tends 
to be reduced to -dọ́, but emphasizers and 

other words which have more than one form 
take their form with w- after it, showing that 
the final -ụ is still present in such cases:  Ọ 
mudọ́ụ wèé  They have gone!) 

dọlọ́ [4]  n.  a little; a short distance, time; 
dọlọ́àma  a few; dọlọ́ dọlọ́  little by little: 
Puloú dọ̀lọ́ nị ị pịrí ̣  Give me a little oil: 
Dọlọ́ tìmi ni i korú  Wait for me a while/a 
little. 

dọn-zụọ-wárì ̣  n.  hospital  
dọọ́ ̀  v.a.  be cool, calm, peaceful; dọọ́ ̀ beni  

cool water; dọọ́ ̀ kịmị  calm person; Wárị sẹ̀ 
dọọ́ ̀ kị emi  The house is cool; Tọ́rụ bo dọọ̀ 
kị paadọ́  The river has become calm; 
dọọ́ ̀yọ  shady place 

dọ́ọdọọ  id.  cold; damp; Bou bení sẹ̀ dọ́ọdọ kị 
èmi  The water in the bush is very cold; 
Ekpétibọọ̀ emi bịdẹmọ dọ́ọdọ kị èmi  The 
clothes in the box are quite damp; dọ́ọdọọ 
beni  cold water 

dọọ́n  A. v.i.  be sick, ill; Eréma dọ̀nyemí  The 
woman is sick; B. v.t.  hurt; grieve; anger; 
Iyébi ụ̀ dọnmí ̣  It hurt/grieved/angered him; 
n.  sickness; pain; disease; (fig.) bára bòu 
dọọ́n  work hard, so as to have a serious 
impact on the environment: Bára bòu 
dọọn-ghá aba, yé fịghá èé  If you don’t 
work, you won’t eat. 

dọn-kịmí ̣  n.  sick person; patient: dọn-kịmi kí ̣ 
bụrụkịmị dọụ muyemi  It is the sick person 
who goes to see a native doctor. 

dọ́sị  see  dọ́sụ 
dọ́sụ  (=dọ́sị)  v.t.  pour (out); spill: Bení dọ̀sụ  

Pour out the water. 
dọsụmẹíṇ [5]  v.dir.p.  A. pour out over: 

Puloubí ụ̀ dọsụmẹịnmí ̣  The palm oil 
poured out over him: Orosóàma ụ 
dọsụmẹịnmí ̣  Ants poured over him in large 
numbers; B. (fig.) shower (with gifts or 
blessings) 

dọ́sụmọ  v.dir.  pour out upon; anoint with 
dọụ́  v.t.  need; want; look for; eré dọụ  chase 

girls/women; fịnị dọụ́  collect firewood: Erí 
ì ̣ dọụyémi  He is looking for me: Arí ̣ tọ̀bọụ 
kí ̣ dọ̀ụmị  It is children I need/want; Bóta 
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wo mu f ìṇị dọụ́  Let us go and collect 
firewood; dọụ nị ẹ́rị  discover; detect; find 
out 

-dọ́ụ  (=-dọ́=-tọ́ụ); in middle of sentence 
(except before ába), it takes the form -dẹ́ị=-
tẹ́ị) t.m.  A. (immediate past; perfect); Erí 
bodọụ  He has come; Yémọ sẹ̀ faá sìndẹí ̣ 
nì ̣, wónì múmi  When everything was 
finished, we went; B. (habitual)  Osuo 
korodọ́ụ aba, erí ụ̀ya ikpétèdọ́ụ wèé  
Whenever rain falls, he is full of regret; C. 
(future)  N fụ́ìṇ mọ, ye ị fámụdọ  If you 
dare, I’ll beat you: Wónì múnghidọ  We are 
just about to go.  (Note: The oldest forms 
are -tọ́ụ and -tẹ́ị, now generally replaced by 
-dọ́ụ and  -dẹ́ị.  In absolute final position -
dọ́ụ nowadays tends to be reduced to -dọ́, 
but emphasizers and other words which 
have more than one form take their form 
with w- after it, showing that the final -ụ is 
still present in such cases:  Ọ mudọ́ụ wèé  
They have gone!) 

dọụfiyé  n.  (tech.) [CHECK] agriculture; 
dọụfiyé tòlumọbara  agricultural education  

dọụ́ ̀n  n.  grub living in wine-palm or young 
oil-palm tree when felled: kọ́rọ dọụn  grub 
from wine-palm: ịtọ́bọị dọụn  grub from 
felled young oil-palm tree (general term 
including loí, koló) 

dọụyé¹  n.  desire [dọụ́+yé]  
Dọụyé²  n.  personal name [<dọụyé¹] 
dọyọọ́ ̀  id.  describes a smooth, fine and pretty 

looking person 
dúdu  n.  Red-legged Sun-squirrel 

(Heliosciurus rufobrachium SCIURIDAE 

(>okpoí > kẹ́kụ̀rụ) 
dúdumọ  v.t.  warm food on fire (yam, 

plantain, etc.): Fíạịmọ dùdumọ  Warm the 
food over the fire. (= ọfíṛịmọ) 

dugbeé  id.  leave the tongue outside, or 
between the lips 

dúgbirigbiri duolo  excl.  an endless problem 
with complicated issues 

dúi  (=dụ́ye) n.  chewing-stick; dúi dụ  chew 
chewing-stick 

dulukpúù  id.  corpulent, fat and at the same 
time dirty 

dúma¹  n.  hair (of head) (cf. táma, ịwịrí ̣, 
búnì); dúma duma  hairy; dúma kpolu  
tuft of hair; atánịbolou duma  hair of 
armput; tíḅị dumà  hair of head; tọ́rụ dumà  
eyelash; tọ́rụ ẹ̀kẹkẹ duma  hair of eyebrow 

dúma²  n.  song; hymn; dúma ogo  raise song 
(by vocalist) with variations, with the chorus 
coming in now and then, in traditional style; 
dúma saraụ  answer song; dúma seri  raise 
song; dúma sụụ  singing combat; dúma tun  
sing song 

dúma³  n.  hole in swamp where fishes hide 
dumoún  n.  fishing harpoon with one or two 

prongs; dumoun gbeín  fish with dumoún 
(contrast imbíowei, with one long prong, 
and zózobaụ, with several prongs) 

dumuú  id.  hot and uncomfortable (of body) 
and starting to perspire (source of heat from 
within, contrast gburugburú) 

dúmuù  id.  smelling; stinking 
duó  v.t.  A. follow; Ọmịní ̣ wò tuú dùomi  

They followed him; B. go through, from: 
Erí àmá dùo wẹ́nịmị  He walked through 
the town: Béi ègberibi ụ kịrị kí ̣ dùo bómi  
This word came from him; duo paamọ́  
expel: Ọmịní ̣ ù duo páamọmị  They 
expelled him; duo tolu ghọ  because of, for 
the sake of 

duopaabará  n.  (tech.) citizenship; 
duopaabará tòlumọbara  citizenship 
education 

dupuwaa  (=dipiyaa)  id.  with a splash: Erí 
dùpuyaa kí ̣ àkị benibọọ́ ̀ kóromi  He fell 
into the water with a splash. 

durokíì  id.  pitch dark; cannot be seen 
through; void of light 

dúru  v.i.  grow oversize (of hair, grass): Ará 
kiribi duruyemi  Her farm is getting 
overgrown with weeds: Tọbọụ́ tìḅị dúru 
bọ̀wẹíḍọ; mẹ́nì kpápụ  The child’s hair is 
getting very bushy; have it cut. 

dúruu  id.  immense cloud of smoke in an 
ascending form (>dụ́rụụ) 
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duú  v.i.  escape (usu. by running); baíṇ dùú  
escape by running 

dúu¹  v.t.  mourn (husband), usually yei duú 
(cf. kụ́nụ, general  word for mourn) 

dúu²  n.  property left by a deceased person, 
shared after a minimum of one year; 
inheritance; legacy; dúu dịẹ  share such 
property; dúu dịẹ-ukuruzi  the three 
cannon-shots which formally summon the 
town to the public sharing of a man’s 
property; dúu fị  have a share of the 
property; inherit a dead man’s wife: Dúu 
fịbọ duu gbalịgha  He who inherited a 
widow did not feed her: Dúu gbalịbọ duu 
fịgha  The one who fed a widow did not 
inherit her; dúu wala  cannon shots fired the 
morning after the sharing of the dúu, to 
mark the end of the event; amá sẹẹ̀ duu  
legacy of a childless person, shared by the 
whole town; eré duu  woman’s legacy, 
shared by women only (in her husband’s 
place if she is married, otherwise in her 
father’s place); at the time of sharing, a 
sample of all crops will be brought by the 
family to be included in the sharing; owéi 
duu  man’s legacy, including first the 
private sharing of his wives (toun duú) and 
then after at least one year the final formal 
sharing in the presence of the whole town 
(dúu dịẹ), who are summoned by three 
cannon-shots after due notice.  At the dúu 
dịẹ the wives are called one by one, from the 
most senior to the most junior, to confirm 
publicly their new husbands; each new 
husband is then also called on to confirm 
that he accepts her, after which he will buy a 
new necklace and other customary items.  
When the man and woman have agreed to 
marry each other, the woman will be asked:  
Wo iné bụọmọ àsabamaáà? (Has he 
stepped across your legs, i.e. slept with 
you?).  She must answer yes or no.  If the 
answer is yes, the man is called on to 
confirm.  If he confirms, he has committed 
adultery against the former husband and 

pays a fine to the whole town.  No question 
is asked about other man, and so no adultery 
damages are paid in such a case; póu kịmị 
duu  the legacy of a witch (male or female); 
when someone dies and is proved to be a 
witch, his/her dúu is shared within that 
week; toun duú  allocation of widow(s) to 
son(s) or other male relatives of the 
deceased (apart from own son); toun duu 
díẹ̣̀  allocate widow(s) to son(s) or male 
relatives (three months after the death for 
women of child-bearing age, six months for 
older ones).  From the time of the husband’s 
death to the main sharing of his dúu, no 
adultery damages can be claimed, even if 
she has been informally shared by the toun 
duú.  She becomes the wife from the day of 
the main sharing, when she and the new 
husband confirm it publicly, and he buys a 
new necklace for her. 

dúu-ere  n.  widow; tíḅị kadẹị dù-ere  woman 
who has been widowed more than once 

duún  n.  showiness; ostentation; duun 
dúun/duun tụá  show off (e.g. clothes, 
dancing) 

dúùn  v.i.  be dusty: Wárị sẹ̀ dúùn ki emi  The 
whole house is dusty. 

dúùn-yeama  n.  dust 
duwá, duwé  id.  describes sound produced 

while paddling when the paddle is inserted 
deep into the water, causing little noise on 
the surface, but the pulling is hard (cf. 
vamúù) [Is this correct?  Brought in by 
cross-reference.] 

duweí [5]  v.i.  get sprained, dislocated: Wo 
bụọ́ dùweimí  He has sprained his foot. 

duweiyọ́  n.  dislocation 
duwení [4]  n.  “long fathom” of cloth (= opu 

kubú) 
(dụ́)  n.  part; place; side: Eréma bogha nì ̣, erí 

bìṣá dụ̀ kọ múnìmí  As the woman did not 
come, he has gone to that area. 

dụa  dem.  some: Dụa kịmịamá bodọ  Some 
people have come; dụa seriyá  sometimes 
(=dụa baịyá) 
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dụ́a  v.t.  help; support: N dọlọ́ nì ̣ ị dụ́anghị  
Let me help you a little (said by X when he 
wants to help Y with the point he is 
making). 

dụbá  v.a.  be big, fat, great (in rank, less 
common than opuú): dụba burú  big yam; 
dụbá dẹ̀nghí ̣  biggest, largest; dụba dọọ́n  
obesity; excessive fatness; dụba kịmí ̣  big 
man; fat man; great man: Béì dụba kịmí ̣  
This is a great man; tíḅ �� ��ị dụ̀bá  be great in 
rank, position 

dụbamọọ́  v.cs.  enlarge; exaggerate: Erí 
ègberí gbà dụbamọ kaamí ̣  He exaggerated 
the story a lot. 

dụ́bụdụ̀bụ  id.  impatient (of small people, esp. 
children, bursting to talk) 

dụdụ-mịẹ-béinyè-tụayemi-bara  n.  (bot.) 
cross-pollination 

dụdụụ́¹  part. each other; one another; dụdụ 
mọ́  with each other: Wó baratụà dụdụ 
pịrí ̣  Let us help each other/one another. 

dụẹdụẹ́  id.  shabby; wretched; unattractive 
(e.g. of attire, clothing) 

dụgụ́ �� �� (=dụkụ́ �� ��)  v.t.  “jam”; hit; butt against; 
Erí ùgbélèbi aki ¢¢ ¢¢ ni ¢¢ ¢¢ i ¢¢ ¢¢ du ¢¢ ¢¢gu ¢¢ ¢¢méèé  He hit me 
with his walking-stick (contrast du ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢, touch 
gently) 

dụgụyaí ̣  v.recip.  clash; meet; be in 
opposition; butt against (e.g. rams, fowls) 
(=dụkụyaí)̣ 

dụí ̣  v.i.  meet someone on the way 
dụ́kẹ̀ịnkẹịn dụ́kẹ̀ịn  excl.  a slogan used by the 

talking drum and spectators when two rival 
forces meet in a duel or contest, usually in 
wrestling, and usually when there is a draw 

dụkụ́ �� �� (=dụgụ́ �� ��)  v.t.  “jam”; hit; butt against; 
Erí ùgbélèbi aki ¢¢ ¢¢ ni ¢¢ ¢¢ i ¢¢ ¢¢ du ¢¢ ¢¢ku ¢¢ ¢¢méèé  He hit me 
with his walking-stick (contrast du ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢, touch 
gently) 

dụkụ́-ìkoso  n.  a game played with palm nuts 
dụkụyaí ̣ (=dụgụyaí)̣ v.recip.  clash; meet; be 

in opposition; butt against; lock horns (as 
rams)  

dụlụkpụụ́ ̀   id.  dirty (clothes, people) 
dụ́mụụ  n.  upright ascending column of smoke 

dụnịí ̣ [5]  (=dụnụí)̣  v.acc.  quarrel with: Erí à 
mọ́mọ dụ̀nịịmí ̣  He quarrelled with her. 

dụ́rụụ  id.  immense cloud of smoke in an 
ascending form (<dúruu) 

dụ́nọụn  n.  fishing lake; dụ́nọụn imbi  fish on 
a lake; dụ́nọụn san  arm of lake; dụ́nọụn 
tịbị  main part of lake 

dụ́nụ¹  v.t.  A. pull out (as matchet from 
sheath, nail with pincers, feather from fowl, 
etc.); ịpíỵọụ̀ ́ n dụ̀nụ  pluck single feather; 
túru dụnụ  pull out nail; B. uproot (grass, 
weeds) (by hand, as opposed to matchet): 
Áràụ́ tuomọ kpụ̀n dụ́nụmị  She uprooted 
the grass; C. pull, tug at (as fish in net or on 
hook): Indií ìg̣bọ́bọ̀ọ dụ́nụyemi  A fish is 
tugging at the cast-net. 

dụ́nụ²  v.t.  weed (with matchet); túo dụnụ  
weed (out) grass (cf. díṇ, kpókpo²) 

dụ́nụ³  v.i.  cause trouble (of deity or dead 
person who is angry at failure to keep 
promise or obligation): Dụ́wẹị/Óru 
dụnụyemi  The dead person/deity is causing 
trouble.  n.  misfortunes caused in such a 
way 

dụ́nụ4  v.t.  argue, usually bíḅị dụnụ 
dụ́nụ5 [3] v.i.  be convulsed, i.e. feel a violent 

muscular spasm; : Tọbọụ́ dụnụyemi  The 
child has convulsions. 

dụ́nụdọọ̀n  n.  convulsions 
dụnụí ̣  see  dụnịí ̣ 
dụọ́  n.  A. mound made with hoe; dụọ gboró  

make mounds for planting yams; B. yam 
farm (cf. bụụ́); dụọ serí  stake growing 
yams and coil tendrils round; dụọ soú  
harvest yams 

dụrụí ̣  v.i.  come to a standstill 
dụ́rụmọ  v.t.  join or place together parts of a 

broken solid object like plate, pot, etc. 
dụsí ̣  v.i.  paddle in a hasty, competitive way 

(mostly of women) when going fishing far 
away from home 

dụụ́  v.t.  A. touch: Wo bụọbí ̣ tịn dụ̀ụmị  His 
foot touched the wood (gentler than du ¢¢ ¢¢gú ¢¢ ¢¢ 
=du ¢¢ ¢¢kú ¢¢ ¢¢); B. butt; bump into with head: Ará 
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tịbịbị tịn dụ̀ụmị  She bumped her head on 
the tree  

dụụ́ ̀   n.  principal rafter 
dụ́ụ¹ [3]  v.t.  chew (e.g. chewing-stick, sugar-

cane, “medicine”): ukpun/ukpu dụụ́  chew 
sugar-cane 

dụ́ụ²  v.t.  light fire, usu. fịnị dụụ́ 
dụ́ụ³ [3]  v.i.  go upstream; paddle against the 

current;  n.  upstream (cf. tụ́bụrụ): Erí dụụ 
kị dụ̀ụmị  He went upstream/north; dụ́ụ 
ànga  northern side; dụ́ụ benì  upstream; 
unfavourable current or tide; dụ́ụ yọụ  
paddle upstream 

dụ́ụ4  v.i.  end: Egberí bi ¢¢ ¢¢ò ¢¢ ¢¢ du ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢dó ¢¢ ¢¢  The story 
has ended (here). 

dụ́ụ5 [3]  n.  upstream (cf. tụ́bụrụ): Erí dụụ kị 
dụ̀ụmị  He went upstream/north; dụ́ụ ànga  
northern side; dụ́ụ benì  upstream; 
unfavourable current or tide; dụ́ụ yọụ  
paddle upstream 

dụ́ụ6  n.  end (cf. túu); amá dụụ; end of town 
(northern or southern) 

dụ́ụ7  n.  tale; fable; legend; story; dụ́ụ gba  
tell a tale, fable 

dụụmọ́  v.t.  be next : ụ dụụmọ́ tịẹ  Stand next 
to him. 

dụ́ụmọ¹  v.cs.  bring to an end 
dụ́ụmọ² [3]  v.t. support; prop up: Béi tịìṇ kì ̣ 

wárị dụ̀ụmọ tíẹ̣mọnìmí  It is this piece of 
wood that is propping up the house. 

dụ́ụmọ dụ̀ụmọ́  adv.  one after the other; 
dụụmọ́ dụ̀ụmọ́ tịẹ  stand one after the other 

dụ́ụtìḅịdụ́ụtìḅị  n.  snake sp., the Calabar 
Ground Python (Calabaria reinhardtii) 

dụwáàn  id.  appearing forcefully 
dụ́wẹị  n.  corpse; dead body; dead person; 

dụ́wẹịama  dead bodies; town of the 
corpses (ghosts)  A. corpses; B. ghosts from 
the land of the dead; C. fable-land; dụ́wẹị 
bẹẹlị  consult the spirit of the dead; dụ́wẹị 
bii  consult the dead; dụ́wẹị bou  burial-
ground; cemetery; dụ́wẹị dibi  bury corpse; 
dụ́wẹị ekpeti  coffin; dụ́wẹị fọkọ bou  
swear by the ancestors; dụ́wẹị fọụn  transfer 
dead body (by charms) from one burial place 

to another; dụ́wẹị fụrụ  smell like corpse; 
dụ́wẹị gbeila  sing funeral dirges;  dụ́wẹị 
karị  worship the dead; dụ́wẹị koru  keep 
wake; dụ́wẹị ogugu  grave;  dụ́wẹị saa  
money or drink paid to the ancestors for 
committing certain crimes against them; 
dụ́wẹị sou  exhume; dụ́wẹị sụn  lie in state; 
dụ́wẹị sụụrụ  wash a corpse; dụ́wẹị tẹmẹ  
honour the dead with the shooting of guns 
and with dances; dụ́wẹị udubu  tomb 

dụ́wẹị-agụa  see  dụ́wẹị-ịyaụ 
dụ́wẹịberisọọnlei  n.  buffalo grass (Paspalum 

conjugatum Berg. GRAMINEAE) (lit. ‘dead-
men’s berisọọnlei’) 

dụ́wẹịfịla  n.  cuckoo-spit (lit. ‘dead-men’s 
spittle’) 

dụ́wẹịfụrụkana  n.  herb (Basilicum 
polystachion (Linn.) Moench LABIATAE) 
spit (lit. ‘dead-men’s African curry-
powder’) 

dụ́wẹị-ịkpịkpị  n.  inedible eggplant (Solanum  
americanum Linn. SOLANACEAE) (lit. 
‘dead-men’s eggplant’) 

dụ́wẹị-ịsụsụ  n.  inedible but medicinal 
“garden-egg” (Solanum dasyphyllum 
Schum. and Thonn. SOLANACEAE) (lit. 
‘dead-men’s eggplant’) 

dụ́wẹị-ịyaụ  n.  inedible herb, fruits used for 
feeding fowls at Government Agriculture 
farms (Psophocarpus palustris Desv. or 
Calopogonium mucuncides Desv.) 
LEGUMINOSAE-PAPILIONIOIDEAE) (lit. 
‘dead-men’s yam-bean’) (=dụ́wẹị-agụa 
=kẹnị-ángà) [Do the 3 names refer to the 
same plant?] 

dụ́wẹị-opuru  n.  discoloured species of 
shrimp [‘dead-men’s shrimp’] 

dụ́wẹị-ọvụrụn  n.  large poisonous hairy 
spider; tarantula [‘dead-men’s spider’] 

dụ́wẹịpan  n.  loofah, used in making sponges 
(Luffa cylindrica (Linn.) M. J. Roem. 
CUCURBITACEAE) (=lẹ́lẹpan) [‘dead-men’s 
calabash-cup’)] 

dụ́wẹịtawaị �� ��n  n.  plant with [inedible?] fruit 
[‘dead-men’s tawaịn’] 
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ebébuu  a.  the whole; complete; ebébuu warị 
sẹ̀  the whole family 

ebéle  n.  wide drum beaten with the two hands 
during masquerade or wrestling 

ebereberé  n.  astonishment: Yeé ègberí 
nàábì ̣, eberebere kí ì ̣ kọrịmí ̣  When I heard 
the story, I was dumbfounded. 

ebií  v.a.  be good, sufficient, fine, beautiful, 
handsome, holy: Ebidọọ́  It is enough, 
sufficient: Ebinimí  It is good, all right; ebi 
bará  in a good way; properly;  ebi bení  
good, clean water; good tide for fishing; ebi 
bolóu  warm heart; good faith; ebi dọụ́  A. 
look for good (thing); B. use artificial aids 
to beauty; ebi egbérì  A. good news; B. 
gospel; ebi eré  beautiful woman; good wife  
ebi eréin  A. good, favourable day; B. bright 
weather; ebi ifíè  good time; ebi mịẹ́  do 
good; be kind, generous; ebi otú  A. good 
people; B. saints; ebi owéi  handsome man; 
ebi ụndụ́  good life; good living; favourable 
circumstances; n.  goodness; beauty; 
holiness; ebi wẹní ̣  good venture 

ebi-bịbị-fíè  a. good-hearted; well-intentioned ; 
surrounded by a good aura 

Ebieré  n.  female personal name  [‘beautiful 
woman’]  

ebieré-tòmu-teighá  n. cocoyam [‘a beautiful 
woman does not go to the open place’] 

Ebiíbòmọ́  n.  personal name  [‘Come with 
fortune’]  

Ebiísẹẹ  n.  personal name  [‘When you are 
better off, you are for all’]  

Ebiízìimọ́  n.  personal name  [‘Born to 
fortune’]  

Ebikíyè  n.  male personal name  [‘It is the 
good that is something’]  

Ebikí-ìneí  n. personal name  [‘It is the good 
that is mine’]  

Ebikọọ́ ̀bó  n. personal name  [‘Come in a good 
way’]  

Ebimịẹ́  n.  personal name  [‘Do good’]  

Ebimọboó  n.  personal name  [‘Come with 
fortune’]  

ebimọọ́  v.cs.  make good, beautiful  
Ebiní-ịmịẹ́  n.  personal name  [‘Do good to 

me’]  
ebiní-ì-pebughá  n.  fish, the silversides 

(Brycinus longipinnis  CHARACIDAE) 
Ebiní-ịpịrí ̣  n.  personal name  [‘Be good to 

me’]  
Ebipaadọ́  n. personal name  [‘Something  

good has come out’]  
ebirí  n.  gale; storm (cf. kíma) 
Ebitẹmẹ́  n.  Holy Ghost, Holy Spirit 
Ebitimí  n.  personal name [‘good living’] 
Ebiụndụ́  n.  personal name [‘good life’] 
Ebiwẹní ̣  n.  male name [‘good venture’] 
ebulú¹  n.  A. fleece, mane, round the neck of a 

ram; B. head-covering made from this, used 
by warriors 

ebulú²  n.  the flower of a certain grass 
edé  n.  screwpine (Pandanus candelabrum P. 

Beauv. PANDANACEAE), from which 
materials are got for weaving agbunú; edé 
dàị make thread out of screwpine ready for 
weaving 

ededé  see  odedé flower 
edédegu  n.  audience; edédegu sẹ̀  the whole 

audience 
edédegu  n.  a large quantity: Fíỵaị ededegu ki 
ọ̀ mọọ́ akì ̣ bómi  They brought a large 
quantity of food; edédegu sẹ̀ the whole 
audience 

edelé  n.  temporary canopy, traditionally of 
wooden posts supporting a covering of mats, 
erected in the open for a ceremony 

edídi  n.  sudden feeling of cold, accompanied 
by a rise in temperature, preceding a fever; 
(medical) rigor: Edídi ì ̣ kọrịyémèé  I feel 
cold and shivery. 

edidụnụ́  n.  muscle contraction 
edíe (=odíi)  n.  cage-trap for fish  
ediedié  n.  astonishment; perplexity; ediedié 

kọ̀rí ̣  to be puzzled 
edií¹  n.  throbbing, usually taken as an omen 

(for good or bad); ebi edí  good omen; sei 
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edí  bad omen; edi dụnụ́  (of throbbing) be 
felt: Tọ́rụ ẹkẹ̀kẹ edi ịnọọ dụnụyémi  I feel 
my eyebrow throbbing. 

edií²  n.  patience; edi poú  (=eti poú) be 
patient; edi kpeké  be nervous [Can the 
head-word also be etií?] 

edií³  n.  fish-trap; edi pịtẹ́ set such a fish-trap 
[Is this different from edíe (=odíi) fishcage-
trap?] 

edikpeké (=edikpeké) n.  palpitation 
edingbilaá [1/4] (=edingbilaá = odingbilá 

=odingbilaá) n.  ram 
eé [4]  (yeé after i, ị; weé after u, ụ)  emph.  

(adds emphasis to sentence): Ọ boméèé  
They came!: Serí yèé  Get up!: Wó mu wèé  
Let’s go! 

éè  excl.  oh!  (exclamation of surprise, 
sometimes mixed with fear) 

éèe  excl.  that’s it! (response by audience to 
storyteller’s exclamation Egberí yòo!) 

éèee  excl.  (exclamation showing 
disappointment or sorrow) 

efénù  n.  a very light top (ọgbọ́lọ̀) 
eférimefe [4]  n.  A. large but light object; B. 

“medicine” believed to lessen the weight of 
loads when carried; C. (fig., used 
attributively) shallow-minded: Árì ̣ 
eférimefe kìṃị  You are a shallow-minded 
fellow. 

egbé¹  n.  freshwater swamp snail used as bait 
for fish; apple snail (Pila sp(p). and Lanistes 
ovum); bíḅị-finigha-ègbe  taciturn person[?] 

egbé²  n.  opportunity to indulge in a favourite 
activity; egbé fìnií  (of opportunity) be 
there: Fíỵaị egbe fìniídọụ wèé  He is 
overeating (as usual); Sẹ́ị egbe fìniídọ  He 
is indulging in dancing (as usual); Andá 
egbe fìniídọụ wèé  He is wrestlingat his 
best; yóu egbe  indulging in one’s habit of 
crying (of child)   

egbé³  n.  container of fruit, foetus: Beriba 
egbé dụnụdọ  The plantain has developed 
its inflorescence (before the bracts open); zii 
egbé  cervix: Ará zii egbe fìniídọ  She is 

now regularly giving birth (after a period of 
dormancy). 

egbé4  see under puloú 
egbébịbị  n.  someone who doesn’t speak out 

[‘water-snail mouth’(always closed)] 
Égbebìri  n.  town in Bíseni ibe of Northern 
Nzọn 

egbelé [4]  n.  guffaw of laughter 
egbelegbélè  n.  musical instrument made from 

horn of animal or from metal; bugle; 
trumpet; egbelegbélè bine  blow horn 

egberí  n.  word; news; story; history; egberi 
gbaá  tell story; egberi lulumọ́  exaggerate 
a story; oru egbérì  history: Egberí dụ̀ba 
naá gba dẹnghịya, gbá ghọ paaghà  When 
a story surpasses telling, it is beyond words. 

Egbérì  n.  male personal name [‘story’?] 
Egberibíìn  n.  male personal name [‘story’??] 
Egberikẹ́  n.  male personal name [‘the story’? 

(from West)] 
Egberimí ̣  n.  male personal name [‘the story’? 

(from South)] 
Egberipóù  n.  male personal name [‘listen to a 

story’?] 
Egbésù  n.  chief deity/deity of a clan, such as 

Kólokùmá, Opokumá Ègbesu, the Egbésù of 
Kólokùmá and Opokumá clans 

egegeí  v.i.  talk in a distracted way, moving 
about  from one person to another, 
lamenting the loss of someone very dear  

egelé [4]  n.  moving dance accompanied by 
music; processional dance; egelé gbà  dance 
in procession; amá fịnị egele dance round 
the whole town by post-menopausal women 
to open the town the day before a festival; 
ọmụ́ egele  processional war dance 

egelegeé  n.?  a word of exclamation 
egí  n.  ganglion 
egidé  n.  place; area 
egiri kéinkein  v.p.  be careful (with a thing); 

be confident 
egúe  n.  bird, possibly a red-breasted bush-

shrike (LANIIDAE) 
egúgumọ  v.t.  cheer person, group, or team 

during performance 
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egúsi  see  agúsi 
ehé (=ehéè)  excl.  oho! 
ehéè  see  ehé 
éiyà  excl.  oh! (exclamation of fright or 

surprise) 
eké  n.  tree producing a very light wood, used 

mostly for making drums and utensils 
ekeé [5]  n.  rat; wárị kpalì ̣ eke  domestic 

mouse; (fig.) thief; eke tọ́rụ̀ tụa/kíọ̣n: be 
watchful, alert, shrewd: Béi tọ̀bọụbị eke 
tọ́rụ̀ tụa wónìmí – kí ̣lịbụkịlịbụ  This boy 
has a rat’s eyes – crafty. 

ekeké  n.  a style of shaving the hair (of boys) 
whereby the hair near the ears is merely 
shaved round with no trimming; ekeke pẹlẹ́  
shave in this way 

ekeleí [5]  v.i.  go about without purpose or 
destination; wander: Erí tọrụ duo nì 
ekeleíyemi  He is paddling about the river 
from town to town. 

ekére¹  n.  wooden slit-gong; “tomtom” 
ekére²  n.  (usu. ekére fụlọụ) soup without 

okro, “bush mango” seeds, or “egusi”,  
usually  thickened with owéibùrú 

ekéregù  see  ekérekù 
ekérekù (=ekéregù)  n.  water lettuce (Pistia 

stratiotes Linn. ARACEAE) 
eke-sụ́ọghà  n.  a store made of mud above the 

fireplace, usu. for fish [‘rat does not enter’] 
eketé  n.  roundish basket 
ekílekilè  n.  stilt(s); ekílekilè wẹnị  walk on 

stilts 
Ekine  n.  name of the chief deity of B �� ��ụ́mọ 

(Boma) ibe, whose seat is at Opuamá 
(formerly Séibiri) in Southern Nzọn 

ekiri-ekíri  id.  to be in parts or groups; 
confusion 

ekirimekí  n.  core, middle, heart of a thing; 
bou ekírimèki  the heart of the forest 

(ekpe)  see  under bụ́ra 
ekpé  n.  chin; ọgọnọ ekpé  area above chin; 

kíri èkpe  area below chin; lower jaw of 
animals 

ekpébukpebù  id.  describes one who cannot 
speak out where it is necessaryto say 
something 

ekpébùmékpee  id.  emptied; nothing 
Ekpéin  n.  the name of the founder of Kaiama 
Ekpéinbiri  n.  former name of the town of 

Kaiama, named after the founder, which still 
exists and is called when performing some 
traditional and customary rites 

ekpékpe  n.  small wooden slit drum with 
handle, used for proclamations and as 
musical instrument; ekpékpe gbele  make 
proclamation, announcement 

ekpékpegbeleowei  n.  town-crier 
ekpékpọ̀ọlọ  n.  a bird found on sandbanks, the 

White-Headed Lapwing (Vanellus albiceps 
CHARADRIIDAE), named after its long 
hanging eye wattle 

ekpéla  n.  tree used for building or firewood 
(Klaineanthus gaboniae Pierre ex Prain 
EUPHORBIACEAE) 

ékpèla  n.  largest size of the aíṇ fish (Schilbe 
spp. SCHILBEIDAE) 

Ekpésùsú  n.  chief deity of Ọkọ́dịa ibe, whose 
seat is at Agbobiri 

ekpéti  n.  box; chest; case 
Ekpétiama  n.  Ekpétiama ibe in Northern 
Nzọn.  Its towns are Ikibiri, Bụ́mọụndi 
(headquarters), Akaịbiri, Tómbia, Agụdama, 
and Gbanrantọrụbọ́.  Its ibe tẹmẹsúò is 
Agáda bara kụ̀rọ.  Its ibe orú (deities) are 
Amadọ́sụ̀ (male) (at Bụ́mọụndi), and 
Ekpétiama Zibaaraụ (female) (at 
Bụ́mọụndi); Ekpétiama pọọn  Ekpetiama 
dialect 

ekpétifụrụmọ  n.  camphor 
ekpú [4]  n.  the body minus the head, i.e. the 

trunk and limbs 
ekpunekpúù  id.  not covered with clothes; 

with nude body 
ekpúrutè  n.  medium mortar (cf. oguná) 
ekpú-tèri-bịdẹ  n.  cloth used to cover the 

corpse and then sent to the yábị biri of the 
deceased 
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ekú  n.  dreaded occurrence; an apparently 
impossible happening; a false story; ekú 
wò!  God forbid! 

ekúe  n.  row of mounds, usu. of yam, in a farm 
(opp. of iminí) 

ekuekúè²  n.  alarm: Ekuekúè fíedọụ An 
alarm has been raised/sounded; ekuekúè 
tụa  give alarm 

ekúe-odu  n.  reddish variety of cocoyam 
ekúlèí (=okúlèí)  n.  bird, African Black Kite 

(Milvus migrans ACCIPITRIDAE) 
ekúlèí-ụ̀ngbọ (=okúlèí-ụ̀ngbọ)  n.  seed 

(Dioclea reflexa Hook.f., Mucuna 
flagellipes Hook.f., M. pruriens (Linn.) DC. 
LEGUMINOSAE-PAPILIONIOIDEAE) 

ekuré  n.  stubbing of one’s toe: Ekuré ì ̣ 
kpọụmí ̣/Arí ̣ ekure kpọụmí ̣  I have stubbed 
my toe. 

ekurekuré [1/5]  n.  cliff going down towards 
the river 

elé  n.  chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes  
PONGIDAE); “gorilla” 

eléì  n.  fish (Brycinus macrolepidotus 
CHARACIDAE) 

eleké¹  n.  name given to a person who wanders 
about 

Eleké² [4]  n.  name of a powerful deity at 
Korokorosei which is generally addressed as 
Ikpíri pọụ̀n pọụ́ ̀n 

eléle [3]  v.i.  behave wildly; be aggressive 
elému [3]  v.a.  be old, be aged 
elémulemù  n.  well 
elú  n.  land-crab 
eméin [4] n.  manatee; sea-cow (Trichechus 

senegalensis Link SIRENIA); Eméìn nama 
ukíe baị ghọ ùwóugha  Manatee meat does 
not come on the expected day (saying used 
on the arrival of an unexpected visitor); 
Eméìn nama wo furu kọọ́ ̀ fịmí ̣  The 
manatee died because of his theft (said when 
someone meets his just deserts for his crime) 

eméin-fị-tuo  n.  herb growing near river 
(Ipomoea aquatica Forsk. 
CONVOLVULACEAE) [eméin + fíị̣ eat + túo 
grass] [check tone] 

emeremuú¹  v.a.  be lazy, indolent, idle 
emeremuú²  n.  laziness; indolence 
emí  v.loc. (acts as present tense of tími¹; cf. 

faá)  exist; be present 
emíyọ  n.  address 
emumú  n.  breeze 
enéni  n.  pity 
enéni-èneni  id.  sorrowful 
epé¹  v.i.  wander about 
epé²  n.  A. tree with yellow wood which grows 

in dába (probably Nauclea vanderguchii 
(De Wild.) Petit RUBIACEAE); B. yellow 
colour; epé beni  yellow colour, dye 

epéin  id.  in panic; by chance 
epelepélè  n.  a fish (Xenomystus nigri  

Günther NOTOPTERIDAE)  
epépere [3]  v.i.  stammer 
epéri  v.i.  to go away in confusion 
epetemuú  n.  deep, sound sleep: Áràụ́ bụnụ 

nì ̣ epetemu bodọ́  She has fallen fast asleep. 
Epiébòlou  n.  Epié ìbe in Northern Nzọn 
epilé  n.  a string or cord strung inside bedroom 

across adjacent walls for hanging clothes 
épìni  n.  halfpenny [<English half-penny] 
epú¹  n.  pangolin (Manis spp. PHOLIDOTA): 

Epú bì ̣la dií kọ̀ngha A pangolin does not 
look for food like the elephant  (i.e. one acts 
according to one’s means, like someone 
building a mud house when he cannot afford 
a block one) 

epú²  prop, i.e. a strong piece of wood placed 
under canoe or ịgbụmụ́ to support it 

epumú  n.  mould (fungus) 
eré  n.f.  woman; erébara angà  female side, 

i.e. left (cf. owéi); eré bẹrẹ  marry woman 
by the big bride-price system; eré bịbị  
matters, problems, concerning women; eré 
bụụ  inside of vagina; eré dọụ  be after 
women; eré fẹẹ  marry on big bride-price 
system; eré ikia  marry on small bride-price 
system; eré ịsọụ  young woman; eré koro  
face resembling that of a woman; eré koro  
fall flat on the back; eré laa  attain 
womanhood; eré nana  marry a woman; eré 
paa  develop one’s personality (as a 
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woman); come of age (cf. kíṃị paa, owéi 
paa); eré tei  make love with a woman; 
wárị wẹ̀rịmọ ere  a wife, i.e. a girl married 
on “big dowry” and taken to stay with the 
husband while still under age; eré ziimọ  
deliver (a woman) of a child; eré ziimọaraụ  
midwife; ayá ere  newly-married woman; 
osi ingólèi ere  woman past the menopause 
(lit. ‘empty snail-shell woman’): Proverb:  
Eré fọụ, bọụ fọụ́  Women’s buying is 
cheaper (i.e. a woman can get a better price 
from a man than can another man).  Sayings: 
Eré-ama ibe, faran díṣẹ̀bọ faá In the 
country of women, no one likes to have a 
“mate”/co-wife; Eré-araụ àgbobu títì A 
woman beats her chest (when talking, to 
demonstrate pride in her children); Eré-ere 
wàrị fadẹị wárì ̣ A house with only women 
is a house that is finished; Eré mịẹye sèighá 
Whatever a woman does is not bad; Eré 
odubo gbaagha kịmị fàá No man is 
exempted from serving his wife; Eré sei, 
ogboin seí The ugliness of a woman is like 
the ugliness of the “bush-mango” (however 
disfigured or ugly the outside, a woman is 
good inside and can produce a fine child (in 
the old days, it was forbidden to collect 
freshly-fallen “bush-mangoes” and the seeds 
had to be collected from the rotted flesh)); 
Eré sụọ pọụ tọngha No woman knows 
where she will be married; Ayá yèi biri sụọ́ ̀ 
ere egberi naa káamị A newly-married 
wife hears many stories; Kála ère bíò kpọ́ 
Short women are very difficult; Ọkọlọ mọ 
bara mọ́ ère wẹ́nị yọ èse faá Anywhere a 
priestess (woman with a staff) goes there is 
no trouble (she can strike the ground with 
her staff to halt any fight or dispute); Ufúra 
ère fúròú fieya, tọbọụ ukíèmi When a 
pregnant woman hears a sound in her belly, 
she thinks of the child; ụmbụ tụa érè yei 
mọ angámị A hunch-backed woman is 
careful how she lives with her husband; Yei 
dii érè ki yei baamí ̣ It is the beloved wife 
who killed her husband. 

eréabàụ́ �� ��¹  n.f.  girl who has not been 
circumcised; eréabàụ �� �� paá  dress as a girl 

Eréabàụ́ �� ��²  n.f.  Miss 
eréamaovin  (=eréamoovin)  n.  any disease 

characterized by jaundice, a yellowing of the 
eyes, e.g. severe malaria, yellow fever, 
infective hepatitis, or sickle-cell anaemia 

eréamịnị  n.pl.  women(folk) 
eréaraụ¹  n.f.  woman 
Eréaraụ²  n.f.  Mrs 
eregheí [5]  v.i.  roam about; wander about 
eréin  n.  A. day (as opposed to night); eréin 

gbalagbala  broad daylight; eréin sẹ̀  all the 
day; all day long; eréin tẹịn  be afternoon; 
déin mọ, eréin mọ, zụwẹí ̣ ìfie dusk; kíṃị 
ebimọ erein  twilight; púu bo erein  
sunrise; B. weather (=eréintọrụ); eréin èbií  
(of weather) be good; eréin sèí (of weather) 
be bad 

eréinbaị  n.  the big (long-appointed) day  
[‘day-day’] 

eréinbiri  n.  midday [‘day-middle’] 
eréin-erein-gbẹ̀  n.  (tech.) daily wages  
eréin-èréin-gbẹ n.  (tech.) daily wages 

(contrast wíkì-wíkì-gbẹ  weekly wages)  
[Note tone difference; which is correct?] 
eréin-sịyaịn  n.  siesta [‘day-sleep’] 
eréin sokotẹẹ̀  n.  a drum call, meaning the 

time is ripe, the moment has arrived, zero 
hour has come.  It is a rallying cry. 

eréintịbị  n.  midday, noon [‘day-head’] 
eréintọrụ  n.  weather: Eréintọrụ sèi baị kí ̣, 

eréintọrụ ebi baị [tone?] The day looked 
like rain, but it was fine; eréintọrụ  èbií  (of 
weather) be good; eréintọrụ  sèí/eréin tọrụ 
sèí  (of weather) be bad.   

Erélagha  n.  sacred place or “bush” where 
women are forbidden to enter 

eré-ofonibụọ  n.  herb which drives away the 
spirits of the dead (Phyllanthus 
odontadenius Müll. Arg. EUPHORBIACEAE) 

eré-ogbodo  n.  ginger lily with smooth leaf-
sheath (Costus afer Ker-Gawl. 
ZINGIBERACEAE) 
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eré-ọmbị (=eré-ọmbì ̣í)̣  n.  herb (Fleurya 
ovalifolia (Schum. and Thonn.) Dandy 
URTICACEAE), the leaves of which are 
squeezed and placed on a fresh wound to 
stop bleeding 

Erésụọgha  n.  sacred place or “bush” which 
women are forbidden to enter 

erétala  n.  tála which has ịkábụkabụ̀, 
probably Sacoglottis gabonensis (Baill.) 
Urb. HUMIRIACEAE) 

eré-ụngbọ  n.  nut (Mucuna pruriens var. utilis 
(Wight) Burck, c.vars.) [uses?] 

eréwèrí¹  n.  female shrimp (with eggs) 
Eréwèrí²  n.  female personal name 
Eréwèrí³  n.  a compound at Kaịama 
eréwọụ̀ ́   n.pl.  girls 
eréwọ̀ụ-indóu  n.  butterfly fish (Pantodon 

buchholzi  Peters PANTODONTIDAE) (lit. 
‘girls’ breast’)(=ọkọ́tịbàụ-indóu) 

eré ziimọ-warị  n.  maternity home 
erí [5]  pron.  he (indep. pronoun) 
éri¹  v.t.  dry (something) on drying-rack; 

smoke; indi erí  smoke fish on rack; n.  
drying-rack; éri ịtataịn  soot; kíri èri  lower 
drying-rack; ọgọnọ erí  upper drying-rack 

éri²  see  ári 
érì  n.  thread 
eri-erí  id.  in portions, parts 
erií  n.  portion: Indimó àkị nị iséna èri 

koromọ́  Lay the fish out in nine groups. 
eseé  n.  trouble; plight; predicament; ese dọụ́  

look for trouble 
esimasimá  (=esimesimé)  n.  mental state of 

indecision; Esimasimá ụ̀ kọrịmí ̣  He was 
undecided. 

esimeín  see  esumeín struggle  
esín¹  v.t.  fear; be afraid 
esín²  n.  fear; compunction: Erí ì ̣ mọ́mọ ye 

mịẹdọ aba, esín kpọ fàá  If he is doing 
something with you, he has no compunction. 

esínfàá  a.  fearless 
esísimọ  v.t.  threaten; intimidate; frighten 
esumeín (=esimeín)  v.i.  struggle with pain 

and force to escape from trap, hook, net, 

etc., in water (esp. of big fish, manatee, 
crocodile) 

esunweín¹ [5]  v.i.  grieve; Kíṃị èsunweín 
kụmọ  Do not be grieved. 

esunweín² [5]  n.  grief; Esunweín ụ̀ kọrịmí ̣  
He was seized by grief. 

esunweín³ [5]  n. [?] greater than average 
length, height; esunwein koró  be unusually 
lengthy, tall e.g. of raffia palm leaves 

eteé  n.  A. ring; circle; ete tụá  make a circle; 
ọmụ́ụ ete  circle around the sun observed by 
day; B. (tech.) environment; ete 
tolumọ́bàra environmental education 

etélè¹  n.  fish (Mormyrus macrophthalmus 
Günther MORMYRIDAE); OR general name 
for all snouted fish check if this is correct) 

etélè²  n.  open space 
etélekpùké  n.  light-hearted person; one who 

forgets too easily 
etereté  n.  complete circle 
eteté [4]  n.  a big container (containing food, 

etc.); fíỵaị etete  a big bowl of food; sei 
etétè  a container which is used in collecting 
faeces 

etií¹  n.  A.  heart; mind; eti poú  be patient; 
exercise patience; B.  chest (old use = 
agbobú) [check] 

etií²  n.  trap for rats and “grasscutters” 
prepared with sticks and mud; eti pịtẹ́  set 
such a trap 

etií³  n.  used in: eti tụá  go backwards (=túu 
tụa) 

etikpeké  see edikpeké palpitation 
etitá  (=ititá) n.  A.  sound of footstep; B. 

elephantiasis or oedema of the leg 
etunweín  (=ẹtụnwẹíṇ)  n.  large toad or frog 
eú  excl.  shout of exclamation expressing 

sorrow 
evíla  n.  first part of distilled gin, not tasting 

good, and rejected: Uruú tụ̀ọ ifiebi, evíla kị 
bọlọụ bo paamị When the gin was distilled, 
the evila came out first. 

ewéri  n.  fish, the grass-eater (Distichodus 
spp.); túo pẹlẹ eweri  D. brevipinnis 
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(DISTICHODONTIDAE) (cf. feereé, the 
juvenile) 

éwùéwù  excl.  an expression expressing 
vindication or triumph: Éwùéwù oo! N 
tẹíḍọụ  Hurrah!  I’m free at last! 

ezeé  n.  drum; music; eze bịbị tụ́à  send 
message by drumming; talk with drum; eze 
farí ̣  beat drum; eze farịówèi  drummer; 
andá eze  wrestling music; opu ezé  talking 
drum; óu eze drum for masquerade 
(=kútou); ọmụ́ụ eze  war music 

ezegbasá  n.  drum-stick 
ezéle  n.  open; public; ezéle kubu ghọ paamọ  

bring to the public 
ezigé¹  n.  aigrette; plume of feathers from 

certain birds, such as egret 
ezigé²  n.  smallest and most flexible mat made 

from pínì and woven with raffia 
 

Ẹ 
 

ẹbẹ [4]  dem.  that: ẹbẹ bara  that way 
ẹ́bẹ̀ aáà  part.  expression asking for 

confirmation or denial of the preceding 
statement: Ebiówei boyemi, ẹ́bẹ̀ aáà  I 
heard that Ebiowei is coming – is it so? 

ẹbẹdẹ́  n.  new foliage; immature leaves; ẹbẹdẹ 
tụá  A. develop new leaves; B. (fig.) show 
visible improvement in life 

ẹbẹẹrẹẹ́  n.  light spear for combat 
ẹbẹ́ịn¹  v.i.  (hit) across: ẹbẹ́ịn famụ  slap 

across (face, eyes): Erí wò korobí àkị nị 
ebẹ́ịn famụmị  He slapped him across the 
face. 

ẹbẹ́ịn²  n.  Pygmy Hippopotamus 
(Hexaprotodon liberiensis  
HIPPOPOTAMIDAE) 

ẹbẹ́ kpọ  conj.  even if 
ẹbẹ́mọ see  ẹbụ́mọ  prepare oneself 
ẹbẹ́ nị  conj.  (marks end of reported speech): 
Nkíṛịkịrì ̣ mẹẹẹ́ ̀, eri kí kosu wèé; Iwíri 
mẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀, eri kí kosu wèé; ẹbẹ́ nị, ọmịní ̣ 
dụ̀nịịmí ̣  Cricket said he was the elder; 
Tortoise said he was the elder; so they began 
to quarrel. 

ẹberẹbẹrẹ́  n.  inhibition; feeling of being 
inhibited from doing or saying something: 
ẹberẹbẹrẹ́ kọ̀rí ̣  feel confusion due to 
surprise  

ẹbụ́mọ (=ẹbẹ́mọ) v.t.  equip oneself before 
taking action: Kíṃị kịmì ̣ ẹmẹnẹ ọngọ́ 
ẹ̀bụmọdẹ́ị kị wo mu  Let everyone prepare 
themselves before we go. 

ẹdẹ́dẹ̀ (=ọdẹ́dẹ̀) n.  medicinal grass good for 
the treatment of sores 

ẹdẹdẹí ̣  v.i.  fiddle about: Ẹdẹdẹí ̣ kụmọ, 
sáramọ mìẹ̣́ sìín  Don’t fiddle about, finish 
it quickly. 

ẹdẹẹ́  n.  yam-barn; asụ́ma ẹdẹ  yam-barn like 
the blacksmith’s house; Nzọ́n ẹdẹ  Nzọn-type 
yam-barn 

ẹdẹ́ẹrẹ  n.  favour;  
ẹdẹ́ẹrẹwarị  n.  favourable/comfortable 

situation: Áràụ́ ẹ̀dẹ́ẹrẹ warị kọọ̀ emí  She is 
living in a good condition (being loved by 
her husband, etc.) (opp. o ¢¢ ¢¢zári ¢¢ ¢¢wari ¢¢ ¢¢) 

ẹdẹfíṇà  n.  herb, used to heal sore or ulcer 
(Paullinia pinnata Linn. SAPINDACEAE) 
(=fịná-f ìṇá-bàa-fíṇa-ùfou ?) 

ẹdẹíṇ  n.  knife; ẹdẹịn bọlọ́ụ  tip of knife; 
ẹdẹịn tịbí ̣/tụbụ́  handle of knife.  Different 
types are: agbíạ-ẹdẹịn  dagger; arẹíṇ  
penknife; asụ́ma ẹdẹịn  blacksmith’s knife; 
beké ẹ̀dẹịn  European-type knife 

ẹdẹịnkịá  n.  line scraped bald with razor; 
parting (of the hair on the head, with comb); 
ẹdẹịnkịá tụ̀a  make a division or parting in 
the hair 

ẹdẹ́nghẹ̀íṇ (=ẹdẹ́ngẹ̀íṇ)  n.  pupa stage of the 
wine-palm and oil-palm beetles (dọụ́ ̀n and 
okpokurú) 

ẹdụ́  n.  genet; ‘fox’ (Genetta spp. 
VIVERRIDAE) 

ẹdụlẹ́  (=ọdịlẹ́)  n.  leopard (Panthera pardus 
FELIDAE) 

ẹdụlẹ-imémèin  n.  false thistle (Acanthus 
montanus (Nees) T. Anders. 
ACANTHACEAE) 

ẹdụlẹ-ịlá  n.  red berries of eré abelebei (lit. 
‘leopard’s necklace’) 
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ẹẹ́n (=hẹẹ́n) excl.  is it so? 
ẹfẹ́bụ̀á  n.  cassava (=abábùrú) 
ẹfẹ́fẹ̀íṇ  n.  A. dwarf galago (Galagoides 

demidoffi GALAGIDAE); B. (fig.) a lazy 
person 

ẹfẹkẹ́  n.  small mat woven with pínì and 
akaanlá 

ẹfẹ́n¹  adv.  in vain: Erí ẹ̀fẹ́n kị bòmi  He came 
in vain. 

ẹfẹ́n²  n.  ringworm; ẹfẹ́n tụ̀a  have ringworm; 
bụ́ọ ẹfẹn  tinea pedis (= abịrí)̣; ọngọ́ ẹfẹn  
tinea corporis; tíḅị ẹfẹn  tinea capitis 

ẹfẹ́n-dìri  n.  ringworm shrub, whose leaves are 
used in treating ringworm (Senna alata 
Linn. LEGUMINOSAE-CAESALPINIOIDAE) 
(lit. ‘ringworm medicine’) 

ẹfẹ́rẹ¹  (=fẹ́rẹ)  n.  plate (breakable) 
ẹfẹ́rẹ  (=fẹ́rẹ)²  n.  slough, the cast skin of a 

snake  
ẹfẹ́rẹ-ẹfẹrẹ  id.  scaly (of person, after a skin 

disease) 
ẹfẹ́rẹị¹  n.  husk of palmnut 
ẹfẹ́rẹị² (=fẹ́rẹị)  n.  scales, dead skin, from 

body; tíḅ �� ��i ẹfẹrẹị  dandruff; scurf 
ẹfẹ́rụ¹  n.  wind: Ẹfẹ́rụ fọụnyemi  The wind is 

blowing. 
ẹfẹ́rụ²  n.  cockroach, especially the type that 

destroys clothes and fish kept in boxes 
Ẹfẹ́rụmọwẹnị [4]  n.   masquerade  [moving 

with the wind]  
ẹ̀fụfụ dọnyémi  He is suffering from chicken-

pox/measles. 
ẹgbẹ́  v.t.  suit; “fit”: Bútuweibi wòó ẹ̀gbẹmị  

The shirt “fits”/suits him.  ẹgbẹ́gha  
unsuitable; unfit 

ẹgbẹẹ́n  n.  rust; ẹgbẹn koró  get/be rusty 
ẹgbẹí ̣ [5]  v.acc.; A. be worth: Béì mịẹ mọ́ 
ẹ̀gbẹịmí ̣  This is worth doing; B. match; 
suit: Béi maa tà mọ yei mọ ẹgbẹịmí ̣  This 
husband and wife suit each other; C. be 
correct size; fit; suit (of clothes): Béi 
butùweibi ụ mọmọ́ ẹ̀gbẹịmí ̣  This shirt is 
the right size for him/fits him. 

ẹgbẹnẹ́  n.  A. fruit, including seed, of wild 
mango (Irvingia gabonensis), gathered from 

the bush; B. seed inside the fruit; ẹgbẹnẹ 
paaráị  cotyledon of wild mango; ẹgbẹnẹ 
fụlọ́ụ  ẹgbẹnẹ soup; ẹgbẹnẹ taán gather 
ẹgbẹnẹ (cf. ogboín the whole tree, ụkpụ́kpà 
the stone with seed inside) 

ẹgbẹnẹgbẹnẹ́  n.  tiredness; weakness; cramp; 
numbness: Ẹgbẹnẹgbẹnẹ́ ì ̣ kọrịmí ̣  I am 
tired; ẹgbẹnẹgbẹnẹ dirí  medicine with 
which the owner weakens his opponent in 
wrestling, etc. 

ẹgẹlí ̣  n.  natural lump or bump on the head 
Ẹgẹnẹ  n.  Engenni 
ẹgẹnẹ́  n.  a formal traditional dance for 

women, accompanied by drumming by the 
men, also known as kíri sẹì ̣;  ẹgẹnẹ ezé  
drumming for ẹgẹnẹ dance; ẹgẹnẹ gbeín/sẹí ̣  
dance ẹgẹnẹ́; ẹgẹnẹ kíṛì ̣ kịrì ̣  modern form 
of ẹgẹnẹ́ (usu. danced by men), now 
obsolete 

ẹgẹ́ngẹẹ̀n  (=ẹgẹ́ngẹn) [4]  n.  (pl. ẹgẹ́ngẹn-
àma) firefly; glow-worm (family 
COLEOPTERA) 

ẹgẹ́ngẹn [4]  n.  kind of water yam  
ẹgẹ́nì ¢¢ ¢¢¹  n.  black spots on mature “fingers” of 

plantain, after which they start to get ripe; 
ẹgẹ́nì teín  be so spotted 

ẹgẹ́nì ¢¢ ¢¢²  n.  type of ọgbọ́lọ̀ which is spotted 
[<e ¢¢ ¢¢gé ¢¢ ¢¢nì ¢¢ ¢¢¹]  

ẹgẹ́rẹ  n.  long plank used as a musical 
instrument, played by a number of men 
during a masquerade (óu) and óru sẹị; ẹgẹ́rẹ 
farị  play on ẹgẹ́rẹ 

ẹgẹrẹgẹrẹ́  n.  fin; indi ẹgẹ́rẹgẹ̀rẹ  fin of fish 
ẹgẹrí ̣  n.  fruit of ịpáịn (Alchornea cordifolia) 
ẹgúsi  see  agúsi 
ẹgụ́lẹgụlẹ̀  n.  bird, the African Pied Hornbill 

(Tockus fasciatus BUCEROTIDAE) 
(=apíạnpịan) 

ẹ́ì ̣  excl. exclamation used to express warning 
or contempt 

ẹkẹbụ́ [4]  n.  ant-hill shaped like a person 
ẹkẹ́bụkẹbụ̀  n.  soft place below breast bone; 

(anat.) substernum angle 
ẹkẹẹ́n¹  n.  market-day [cf. Igbo Èk’é ‘first 

market day’] 
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Ẹkẹẹ́n-ère  n.  female personal name [‘Market 
Day woman’] 

(ẹkẹkẹ)  see  under tọ́rụ² 
ẹkẹkẹ́¹ (=ọkẹkẹ́)  n.  Greater White-nosed 

Monkey (Cercopithecus erythrogaster 
CERCOPITHECIDAE) (the Nigerian 
subspecies is martini, with white on the 
throat and chest, hence sometimes called the 
White-throated Guenon Monkey) 

ẹkẹkẹ́²  n.  round earthenware vessel used for 
grinding snuff or preparing or warming soup 
(esp. from Isoko/Urhobo to Western Nzọn) 

ẹkẹlẹkẹ́lẹ̀ (=ọkẹlẹkẹ́lẹ̀) n.  bird, the African 
Darter (Anhinga rufa ANHINGIDAE) 
ẹkẹ́kẹlẹ  n.  potsherd, piece, of broken water-

pot, usu. kúu ẹkẹkẹlẹ 
ẹkẹlí ̣  n.  small basket 
ẹkẹnbaí ̣  market-day 
Ẹkẹnbaí ̣  n.  male personal name [‘Market 

Day’] 
Ẹkẹn-bọ́ọmọ̀baì ̣ (=Ẹkẹn-déinbàị)  n.  day 

after market-day 
Ẹkẹn-déinbàì ̣ (=Ẹkẹn-bọ́ọmọ̀baị)  n.  day 

after market-day 
Ẹkẹn-láanghìḅaị  n.  day before market-day  
ẹkẹnẹtẹ́ [4]  n.  okro, okra (cf. ọkụ́rụ̀) 

(Abelmoschus esculentus  (Linn.) Moench 
MALVACEAE) 

ẹkẹn-óvùru  n.  four-day week, i.e. from one 
market-day to the next.  The four days are: 
Ẹkẹnbaí ̣, Ẹkẹn-déinbaị/bọ́ọmọ̀baị, 
Bíribaị, Ẹkẹn-láanghì-̣baị. 

ẹkẹrẹ́  n.  fishing basket; ẹkẹrẹ imbí  fish with 
ẹkẹrẹ́; imbí ẹkẹrẹ  smaller size of fishing 
basket used by a single person; tẹ́ịnmọ 
ẹ̀kẹrẹ  big type used by two women to catch 
various small fish (ịmbọ́lì ̣, isóun, etc.) 

ẹkẹrẹ bụọ́  n.phr.  bow-legged; Áràụ́ ẹ̀kẹrẹ 
bụọ kí ̣ tùa wónìmí She is bow-legged. 

ẹkẹ́tẹ  n.  chronic big ulcer; ẹkẹ́tẹ tụa  have 
ulcer 

ẹkẹ́ụ  n.  long, flat fish with large scales 
(Heterotis niloticus  Ehrenbaum 
OSTEOGLOSSIDAE).  It is branded a ‘slave 
fish’ and nicknamed Ogbolokụ́rọ̀, which 

title is borne by many men ; ẹkẹ́ụ okotoba  
juvenile ẹkẹ́ụ 

ẹkpẹ́ẹrẹ  n.; A. floater for díi, drag-net; B. 
(extended) small tree from which they are 
obtained (= í ̣làadụ) (Clappertonia ficifolia 
(Willd.) Decne. TILIACEAE) 

ẹkpẹ́kụ̀  n.  cocoyam variety; ẹkpẹ́kụ̀ tịbị  
corm of ẹkpẹ́kụ̀ 

ẹkpẹlẹ́ [4]  n.  facial mark at the side of the 
nose on women 

Ẹkpẹ́n  n.  A. town on the Ashaka river in 
Aboh; B. town in Lagos State (Yoruba È �� ��pẹ́) 

ẹkpẹ́n-tun  n.  bowler hat 
ẹkpẹ́tẹ¹  n.  general name for various musical 

instruments which are not drums; bára 
ẹ̀kpẹtẹ  accordion; bíḅị ẹkpẹtẹ  mouth-
organ; bụ́ọ ẹkpẹtẹ  organ; piano; ịsíạn 
ẹkpẹtẹ  harp type; ịndálì ̣ ẹkpẹtẹ  instrument 
with single string and resonating box 

ẹkpẹ́tẹ²  n.  bird-cage made with pínì and 
bụmọụ́n; ẹkpẹ́tẹ kaị  make ẹkpẹ́tẹ 

ẹkpẹ́ụnkụ̀  n.  A. short and hard-wooded tree; 
B. (fig.) a tough and hard fighter 

ẹkpụ́  n.  A. breast of bird or fowl; B. (fig.) 
courage; Erí ẹ̀kpụ́ kụ̀rọmí ̣  He is 
courageous. 

ẹkpụ́-kiri-palì ̣  n.  bird, the Black-and-White 
Mannikin (Lonchura bicolor ESTRILDIDAE) 
(lit. ‘chest sticks to ground’) 

ẹkụ́ẹkẹ̀  n.  sieve for palmnuts and gravel 
ẹkụ́nrẹ̀íṇ  n.  frog which croaks loudly 
ẹlẹ́  v.i.  be tired, fatigued: Arí ̣ ẹ̀lẹ́dọ  I am tired 

(usu. as a result of age) 
ẹlẹ́bụ [3]  (=ẹtẹ́bụ)  v.i.  be overloaded (of 

canoe, boat); árụ ẹlẹbụ  (of canoe) be 
overloaded 

ẹlẹẹlẹẹ́  n.  slime; ẹlẹẹlẹẹ́ kọ̀rí ̣  (of slime) stick 
to; óru ẹlẹlẹ  spirogyra, widely-distributed 
freshwater green alga 

ẹlẹlẹ́  [5]  n.  used in: Ẹlẹlẹ kụ́rọ̀ kụ́rọ̀, 
ọwẹịbọọ́ dọọ̀ ́n lẹ̀í ̣  Greetings!  he who fears 
pretends to be sick (greeting to those 
clearing farms) 

ẹlẹ́lẹpan (=lẹ́lẹpan)  n.  “wild pumpkin” or 
snake-gourd, a climbing plant with yellow 
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flowers whose fruit is used as sponge (Luffa 
cylindrica (Linn.) M. J. Roem. 
CUCURBITACEAE) (=dụ́wẹịpan) 

ẹlẹmẹ́¹  n.  anchor; ẹlẹmẹ koromọ́  put down 
anchor; saradei ẹ́lẹ̀mẹama  sinker for line 
of hooks 

ẹlẹmẹ́²  n.  (not a) drop, crumb, etc. (used only 
in negative): Kẹnị bénì ẹlẹmẹ kpọ faá  
There is not a drop of water: Kẹnị fíỵàị 
ẹlẹmẹ kpọ faá  There is not a single crumb 
of food. 

ẹlẹtẹíṇ  n.  prolapse of the uterus 
ẹmbụrụ-ẹmbụ́rụ  id.  overburdened with 

sorrow or grief  
ẹmbụ́rụụ  id.  overloaded: Nọmụkịmịbí ̣ 
ẹ̀mbụ́rụụ kị àkị bó bọọmèé  The madman 
went past with a big load of shabby items. 

ẹmẹnẹ  see  ẹmẹ́nẹ 
ẹmẹ́nẹ¹ (=ẹmẹnẹ)  poss.  his/her own; ẹmẹ́nẹ 
ọngọ  himself; herself 

ẹmẹ́nẹ²  dem.  about: Yọ́ f ìniibi ẹmẹ́nẹ maa 
agbobu kpọ làanimí  The width of the 
place is about two armspans. 

ẹndẹẹ́¹  n.  time span between delivery of 
different children (normally 2 children in 3 
years): Áràụ́ ẹ̀ndẹ laghá bàra kị ziiyémi  
She gives birth (to the next child) without 
attaining the normal span between 
deliveries: Ẹndẹ bara ghọ́ tịẹ  There is a 
long interval between her children. 

ẹndẹẹ́²  n.  sickness affecting small child 
during the next pregnancy of his/her mother, 
also sometimes affecting the husband; ẹndẹ 
dirí  medicine to cure children and husbands 
suffering from ẹndẹẹ́;  ẹndẹẹ́ kọ̀rí ̣  affect (of 
ẹndẹẹ́) 

ẹngẹ́  n.  Ethiopian pepper, used as a spice 
(Xylopia aethiopica (Dunal.) A. Rich. 
ANNONACEAE) 

ẹngẹ́dụ (=ẹngẹ́dụụ̀)  n.  Red-headed Malimbe 
(Malimbus rubricollis PLOCEIDAE) 

ẹ́nghẹ̀íṇ (=ẹ́ngẹ̀íṇ=ánghàíṇ =ángàíṇ)  excl.  
no; not so  

ẹngẹ́lẹ  v.t.  clean the inside of cane-rope after 
it has been split; apíe ẹngẹlẹ  clean up apíe 
canerope 

ẹngẹ́rẹ  n.  broken piece, fragment (as of egg or 
snail); ọgbọ́lọ̀ ẹngẹrẹ  broken piece of 
ọgbọ́lọ̀ 

ẹngẹrẹpẹẹ́ ̀  id.  smallish; fragmentary; mini 
ẹngẹ́rị-ẹngẹrị  id.  skinny; bony; lean as a 

result of prolonged sickness 
ẹngụ́-ẹngụ  id.  sorrowful: Ọrọ daụ́ fị nị, 
ọwọụmọọ́ sẹ̀ ẹngụ́-ẹngụ kì ̣ emi  As their 
father has died, the children are all 
sorrowful. 

ẹnií  see  anií and anị 
ẹnị  see  anị 
ẹnịá  int.  now, then 
ẹnịghá kpọ̀  int.  or, either 
ẹnịí ̣ bìṃẹíṇ nì ̣  int.  therefore; because 
ẹnị kí ̣ nì ̣ ẹnị ẹ́bẹ kpọ  int.  even so, even if it is 

so 
ẹnị ní ̣  int.  so; therefore; thus 
ẹnịọ́ (=ẹnị yọ ghọ́)  adv.  there: Ẹnịọ́ mu tịẹ  

Go and stand there. 
ẹpẹ́mụ̀  n.  butterfish or glass catfish (Parailia 

pellucida  SCHILBEIDAE)  
ẹpẹ́pẹ̀  n.  fish, regarded as the oldest of fishes 

(indiamá kòsuowei) (Polycentropsis 
abbreviata  Boulenger NANDIDAE) 

ẹpẹrẹ́  v.i.  belch; burp 
ẹpẹ́tẹ̀  n.; A. mud (= ọtọ́kọ̀); B. (fig.) foolish 

person 
ẹpẹ́tì ̣  n.; A. small black flat frog (Xenopus), 

usually seen during the first rains; caught in 
ingoó, eaten by some Ụkwụanị and Aboh, 
but not by Nzọn; bụ́ọ danghaịn ẹpẹtị  long-
legged species; B. miscarried female embryo 
or foetus (cf. ungbósù) 

ẹpịnịpịní ̣  (=ẹpụnụpụnụ́)  n.  thicket; dense 
growth of shrubs or trees 

ẹpụsụ́  n. pl.  fragments; bits; crumbs 
ẹrẹ́  n.  name; ẹrẹ́ seimọ  defame someone’s 

character; ebi ẹrẹ́  good name, reputation; 
sei ẹrẹ́  bad name; zoru ẹrẹ́  nickname, 
given to a person as a joke or in mockery: 
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Ẹrẹ́ kịmị kabụmị  The name describes the 
man. 
ẹrẹdeiyé n.  (tech.) pronoun  
ẹrẹẹ́  v.acc.  talk; ẹrẹ bịbí ̣ gbàlịí ̣  wander in 

one’s speech (of sick person); ẹrẹ teí  
converse; dii ní ẹ̀rẹẹ́  A. rebuke; reprove; 
blame; scold; B. consider carefully: Ẹrẹ-
bịbí ̣ ìṇọ́ụn dẹnghịmị  An abusive word is 
worse than a wound. 

ẹrẹ́n  n.  sasswood tree, used for canoe carving 
(Erythrophleum ivorense A Chev. 
LEGUMINOSAE-CAESALPINIOIDAE) 

ẹrẹ-owéi  n.  spokesman: Ẹrẹ-owéi, kósuowei  
The spokesman is the senior man (in any 
gathering). 

Ẹrẹ́paadọụ (=Ẹrẹ́paadẹị)  n.  presonal name 
[‘Famous’] 

Ẹrẹ́paamọ̀  n.  personal name [‘someone that 
brings out one’s name to the world’] 

ẹrẹụ́n  n.  stalk of bunch of palm fruit, usu. lí ̣ị 
ẹ̀rẹụn 

ẹ́rị  v.t.  see; ẹ́rị bara  as seen; ẹ́rị bara ẹrị 
bara  in any way as seen; anyhow; yọ́ ẹrị  
A. see with naked eye; B. foresee; prophesy 

ẹ́rịdẹ̀ị  n.  creeper used as medicine 
(Clerodendrum thomsonae Balf. f. 
VERBENACEAE) 

ẹ́rụwẹ-ẹrụwẹ  id.  stealthily; quietly [check] 
ẹsẹẹ́n [1/5]  n.  soap; ẹsẹẹ́n ìkisa/ẹsẹn ikísà  

cake, piece, of soap; ẹsẹn sụụ́ ̀n  bar of soap; 
bára tụ̀ọ ẹsẹ́n  locally-made soap; beké 
ẹ̀sẹn  English soap; kabulúkà ẹsẹn  carbolic 
soap [<English] 

ẹsẹrí ̣  n.  mat for collecting dust from sweeping 
ẹsịmẹíṇ [5]  v.i.  hesitate; delay action 
ẹtẹ́bụ  see  ẹlẹ́bụ 
ẹtẹbụrụ́  n.  middle, midst (of water, soldier 

ants, etc.) 
ẹtẹẹlẹẹ́  n.  round earthenware bowl used as 

cover for pot, or as container for medicine, 
or used inverted as a base for producing 
thread from fibre, e.g. from urúrufa or edé; 
díri ẹtẹẹlẹ  such a bowl used for medicine 

ẹtẹ́nẹ̀  n.  bird, guinea-fowl (Numida meleagris 
PHASIANIDAE) 

ẹtẹtẹ́¹ [4]  n.  round native tray woven from the 
stalks of uté 

ẹtẹtẹ́² [4]  n.  piece of cloth, net, etc., which is 
almost torn 

ẹtẹ́tẹbụ̀rẹ́ (=tẹ́tẹbụ̀rẹ́) n.  bird, the Laughing 
Dove (Streptopelia senegalensis 
COLUMBIDAE) (cf. lekúkù) [?or ẹtẹ́tẹ́bụ̀rẹ 
check] tẹ́tẹbụ̀rẹ́  n.  Laughing Dove [check 
id] 

ẹtẹụ́ [4]  n.  cage-trap for fish; ẹtẹụ́ pìṭẹ  fish 
with ẹtẹụ́: Béì ẹtẹụ́ wàrị gha, ọ mú wèé  
This is not a trap with no way out, you are 
free to leave (said at end of a gathering) 

ẹtụ́  n.  whitlow: Ẹtụ́ ụ̀ kọrịmí ̣  He suffered 
from a whitlow. 

ẹtụnwẹíṇ¹ [5]  n.  very large heap of floating 
grass 

ẹtụnwẹíṇ²  see  etunweín [discuss] 
ẹvẹ́n  v.t.  search eagerly or thoroughly 
ẹvẹvẹíṇ  v.i.  move about speedily and with all 

seriousness 
ẹwẹ́  v.i.  run in haste, especially when terrified 
ẹwẹ́lẹ [3]  v.a.  be humorous and lively 
ẹwẹ́n  v.t.  A. exhaust a source, e.g. remove all 

fish from a pond, lake, river, etc.; B. empty 
a canoe of all watr by bailing; C. eat up 
(soup or “food”): Ọwọụmọọ́ fịyaịmọ ẹ̀wẹn 
sinmí  The children ate up all the “food” 
without leaving a scrap. 

ẹwẹrẹ́  n.  small fish (Micralestes spp. 
CHARACIDAE) 

ẹwẹsí ̣  see  ịwẹsí ṭassel 
ẹwẹwẹẹ́ ̀  id.  small and flattish, like a container 

or fish trap, such as ẹkẹrẹ́ 
 
 

F 
 
faá  v.i.  A. (acts as negative of emí; cf. also 

tími1)  finish; Yémọ sẹ̀ faá sìndẹí ̣ nì ̣, wónì 
múmi  When everything was finished, we 
went; B. be lost, absent; have not:indií fàá  
(there is) no fish; C. no; not any; bíḅị fàá no 
entrance; no case (=bẹ́rẹ fàá); túu fàá no 
end; no reason; D. less; minus; deducting: 
ma deín fà kụráị  two days short of a year; 
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E. (used in combination with other words to 
mean ‘out’, ‘away’, ‘from’, ‘completely’): 
bụrụ́ fàá  be completely rotten; fịí ̣ fàá  (of 
family, class, species) die out; become 
extinct; ịyọ́ụn fàá  (of fire) be completely 
burnt out; oviín fàá  (of fire) be completely 
quenched; sụ́ọ fàá  sink away; disappear; 
vanish; be lost; F. be very (much): ebií fà  
very good; seí fà  very bad 

faá-fàá-fàa  id.  totally exhausted 
fáàn  id.  clean 
fáan  id.  (of colour) pure white (cf. lálala) 
fáanla [3] (=fánla [3])  v.t.  twist; strangle; 

wring (neck): Ofóni fàanla bá  Wring the 
fowl’s neck. 

fakafaká  id.  describes how a fish struggles 
immediately it is brought out of water 
(<fokafoká) 

fákafàka  id.  [meaning?] 
fákii  id.  almost at the tip, tail end 
fákụrụfàkụrụ  id.  making a light rustle; 

turning about lightly and restlessly 
falafalá  id.  spread out, scattered; many at a 

time, as of smaller things such as worms, 
small fishes and silk-cotton balls: Aká 
àpụramọ pọ́ụbọọ̀ falafala kí ̣ tìmimeé  The 
maize-husks were scattered at the waterside. 

fálị  v.i.  miss a hold or grip 
fálịfàlị  id.  rapid movement of short legs, as by 

a tortoise that is hung up, or a person 
running 

famọụ́  v.t.  A. lose: Erí wò fuún fàmọụmị  
He lost his book; B. spend (completely) : 
Erí wò okóbàmọ sẹ mịẹ famọụ́ sìndọọ́  He 
has spent all his money; C. complete: Ọ fíṛìị́ ̣ 
fàmọụdẹ́ị kị, wárị ghọ mu  Finish the work 
before you (plural) go home. 

famụ́¹  v.t.  hit; beat; slap; n. beating; slap 
famụ́²  beat with matchet to shake off dead leaf 

materials from cane rope before cutting 
famụ́³  v.t.  germinate; nurse (small tubers or 

cut pieces before planting): Áràụ́ kiribọọ̀ 
odúàma famụdọ́  She has germinated 
cocoyams on the farm. 

famụ-ịzágbà  n.  any material used for corporal 
punishment or caning; punishment; fine; 
Famụ-ịzágbà nị ụ pịrí ̣  Give him a 
punishment/fine. 

famụyeé  n.  thunder; (cf. agbararagbúrurù) 
fán (=fángha)  v.t.  twist; wring: Bịdẹ́ fàn 

kụ́mọ  Don’t wring the cloth. 
fánfanfan  id.  very clean (of any colour); 

bright (cf. lálala) 
fángha (=fán)  v.t.  twist; wring: Bịdẹ́ fàngha 

kụ́mọ  Don’t wring the cloth. 
fanghaí ̣ (=fangaíṇ) [5]  v.p.  be twisted 
fángala  v.t.  twist; bend; strangle; warp 
fangalaí ̣  v.p.  be bent, twisted 
fankifánki  id.  describes body with flakes of 

dry dead skin; scaly (>fankịfánkị) 
fankịfánkị  id.  describes body with flakes of 

dry dead skin; scaly (<fankifánki) 
fánla  see  fáanla 
fánran see fáran “mate”; co-wife  
fánụ¹  v.t.  fence  
fánụ²  n.  A. fence; fánụ tụa  make fence: 

Fánụ tụabọ bèri ghọ fanụghá  However 
one fences, one does not fence the ears (i.e. 
The matter has been publicly announced, no 
one should deny hearing it; cf. He that has 
ears to hear, let him hear); B. (math.) square: 
Ói sondie fi 11 11ni 11 11bì 11 11 nóin fanụ  Sixteen is the 
square of four. 

fánụkutu  n.  (geom.) cube; fánụkutu mita  
cubic metre; fánụkutu sẹntimita cubic 
centimetre [fánụ +kútu lump] 

fánụtuu  n.  (math.) square root: Nóinbi oi 
sondie fi 11 11ni 11 11 fànụ́tuu  Four is the square root 
of sixteen. [fánụ +túu end] 

Fánụkan  n.  a “masquerade” that cannot be 
caged [fánụ +kan destroy]  

Fánụtụa  n.  masquerade name [fánụ + tụ́a 
put] 

fáraagbàu  id.  sound of a heavy body hitting 
the ground after slithering down through 
leaves 

fáran (=fánran) [3]  n.f.  “mate”; co-wife; 
fáran guùn  be envious of “mate”; ine 
farán-àraụ  my “mate”, co-wife: Eréama 
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ibe, fáran dịsẹ̀bọ faá  In women’s society, 
no one likes a co-wife. 

fárafàra  id.  movement and sound of leaf, 
fruit, animal, or person slithering or falling 
down through branches and leaves of trees 

fárii  n.  whetstone (cf. lẹí); igbegi faríi  file 
(for sharpening matchets, etc.) [fárị 
‘sharpen’ + yé thing]  

fárị¹  v.t.  sharpen; whet 
fárị²  v.t.  drum (cf. dárịmo²); fárịbọ  

drummer; eze farí ̣  beat drum; drum 
fárị³  v.t.  coax; fárị koromọ  coax (someone) 

into action 
fárịye  n.  any musical instrument, typically a 

drum [fárị ‘drum’ + yé ‘thing’] 
fébele  n.  fish (Marcusenius  spp.); órufebele 

[check id.] (=bíḅịkọ̀nbọlọ́) 
féee  id.  hollow; open; empty; uncovered 

(>fẹ́ẹẹ) 
feekeféeke  id.  loose; not tightly woven; not 

compact  
feereé  n.  juvenile Distichodus spp. (cf. ewéri, 

the adult) 
fefeneé  v.a.  be light, not heavy 
fémbelee  id.  deeply, esp. of falling asleep 
fénefene  id.  describes the state of the body 

when it is relieved of any form of pain 
féngelee¹ id.  relieved, as from a heavy burden 

or sickness (>fẹ́ngẹlẹẹ) 
féngelee² id.  in deep sleep (as of bigger person 

or animal) 
ferereé  light; not heavy 
fẹ́bụfẹ̀bụ  v.i.  be impatient; be easily tired, 

worn out 
fẹ́ẹ¹  v.t.  buy 
fẹ́ẹ²  v.t.  marry (big-dowry wife); fẹ́ẹ ere  big 

dowry wife (cf. bẹ́rẹ ere) 
fẹ́ẹẹ  id.  hollow; open; empty; uncovered 

(<féee) 
fẹẹ́ ̀n  id.  very light; not heavy at all 
fẹ́fẹị  v.t.  weed; kíri fẹfẹ̀ị  weed farm 
fẹfẹnẹẹ́  id.  light (not heavy) 
fẹ́fẹrẹfẹ̀fẹrẹ¹  id.  weak, i.e. not able to do or 

achieve much 

fẹ́fẹrẹfẹ̀fẹrẹ²  id.  working half-heartedly; 
working lazily 

fẹfẹrụfẹ́fẹrụ  id.  scaly (as skin of person or 
some reptiles like lizard) 

fẹíṇ (=fọíṇ)¹  v.t.  A. roast: indi fẹíṇ  roast fish; 
B. scorch (of sun): ụráụ ụ̀ fẹịnmí ̣  The sun 
scorched him; C. treat fresh sore with 
pepper, etc., which will sting but heal it 
rapidly, usually ịnọ́ụ fẹịn 

fẹíṇ²  v.t.  make mark on body (of millepede): 
Osími ụ̀ fẹịnmí ̣; A millepede made a mark 
on his body. 

fẹíṇ³  v.t.  usu. ịnọ́ụ fẹịn; give first aid for 
wound caused by pointed object, such as 
fish spike, by heating one end of a piece of 
fresh canerope in fire, putting the other end 
in the mouth and blowing against the 
wound.  This causes sap and vapour to come 
out of the canerope, sterilizing and numbing 
the wound. 

fẹịnfií  n.  epigastrium; the part of the abdomen 
over the stomach 

fẹlẹfẹ́lẹ̀  id.  trivial 
fẹ́ngẹlẹẹ¹  id.  relieved; without strings; free 

(<féngelee¹) 
fẹ́ngẹlẹẹ²  id.  in deep sleep, as of a small 

person or animal or a child (<féngelee²) 
fẹngụụ́  id.  stealthily; done cautiously and 

secretly: Kósuotumọ fẹ̀ngụụ kí ̣ àkị naá bo 
ni Woò saịyọbọ ẹbẹ́gụ indimọ àkịmeé  The 
elders came stealthily during the Woo 
fishing festival and took the biggest fishes. 

fẹ́rẹ  see  ẹfẹ́rẹ 
fẹ́rẹị  see  ẹfẹ́rẹị 
fẹ́rẹnfẹrẹn  id.  clean; unsoiled 
fẹ́rị  v.t.  coax; cajole 
fẹrịfẹrí ̣  id.  whisperingly: Erí fẹ̀rịfẹrị kí ̣ ẹ̀rẹ 

nị ị pịrịmí ̣  He whispered to me. 
fẹrịí ̣  id.  quietly; stealthily: Erí fẹ̀rịị kí ̣ àkị 

wárị dùo sụ́ọmị  He entered the house 
stealthily: Fẹrịị wẹnị tẹ́ị  Sneak away. 

fíe¹  v.t.  talk; speak; siyaị fié  complain openly 
of poor treatment or refer slightingly to 
another person’s problems 
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fíe²  v.t.  court; woo; eré fie  woo a woman; fíe 
pịrị  lead the life of a prostitute: Béi èrema 
fíe ki pìṛịyémi This woman is practising 
prostitution. 

fíe³  v.i.  sound: Ezeé fie nì ebimọmí ̣  The 
drum sounds well. 

fíemọ  v.cs.  play (drum): ezemọ́ f ìemọ  
play/sound the drum; beri fiemọ́  inform; 
remind 

fienmọ́¹  v.t.  postpone; defer; “dress”; move 
up: Sísei dọ̀lọ́ f ìenmọ  Please move up a 
bit; déin fienmọ  postpone a date 

(fienmọ)²  v.t.  (only combined); níni fienmọ̀  
sniff 

fienmọọ́  n.  large wrapper (cf. under bịdẹ́) 
fíepịrị-ere  n.  prostitute; harlot; tart  
figí¹  (=fugú =fungú =fungí =fingí)  v.t.  

(wrestling); A. grip opponent’s arms and 
catch his leg with one’s own leg to throw 
him; B. throw over the hip (in ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ 
type) 

figí²  (=fugú =fungú  =fungí =fingí)  v.t.  jerk 
up rod when fish has taken the bait 

figí³  (=fugú=fungú  =fungí =fingí)  n.  
(wrestling); special throw in wrestling: Wo 
andábì ¢¢ ¢¢ figí fàá èé  He does not know the 
figí throw in wrestling; (cf. ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ a throw 
over the hip) 

figideí  see fungudeí  snaphook 
figigii  id.  with force but quietly (to avoid 

drawing attention), as in “pulling” a canoe 
with force but noiselessly, or pressing some-
one hard on the body with the finger or 
thumb to silently alert him to something: 
Erí fìgigii ní ù poumọ́mị  He pressed him 
secretly to warn him. 

figií [5] (=fuguí ?=fugií = funguí =fungi 
?=fingií)  v.p.  A. spring up (of snaphook) 
when fish has taken the bait: Déibi fìgiído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  
The snaphook has sprung up; B. veer about 
(of canoe which is not under control: Áru ¢¢ ¢¢bi 
fìgiído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  The canoe has veered about out of 
control. 

fíi  n.  cooked food (cf. fíỵaị, which refers to 
both cooked and uncooked food) 

fiín¹  v.i.  fly [tone class 1 or 5?] 
fiín²  v.i.  fade; become flat (of alcohol); 

evaporate (e.g. as petrol): Ine bịdẹ́ f ìinghá  
My cloth does not fade. 

fíkifìki  n.?  suppressed sobbing 
fin-arụ́  n.  aeroplane  
fingí¹  (=fugú =fungú =fungí =figí)  v.t.  

(wrestling); A. grip opponent’s arms and 
catch his leg with one’s own leg to throw 
him; B. throw over the hip (in ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ 
type) 

fingí²  (=fugú =fungú  =fungí =figí)  v.t.  jerk 
up rod when fish has taken the bait 

fingí³  (=fugú=fungú  =fungí =figí)  n.  
(wrestling); special throw in wrestling: Wo 
andábì ¢¢ ¢¢ fingí fàá èé  He does not know the 
fingí throw in wrestling; (cf. ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ a 
throw over the hip) 

finí  v.t.  A. open; unlock; igodó fìni  unlock 
the padlock; wárịbọọ̀ fini  open the door; B. 
reveal; uncover: Erí ègberí gbà finidọọ́  He 
has revealed the news; C. perform publicly 
for the first time (as dance or play; contrast 
bólou fini rehearse): Ọmịní ̣ ọ̀rọ sẹí ̣ f ìnimi  
They performed their dance publicly; D. 
open (new building) with ceremony: Ebimịẹ́ 
wò warí ̣ f ìnidọ́  Ebimịẹ has opened his 
(new) house. 

finií [5]  v.p.  A. be opened, unlocked: 
Wárịbọọ̀ finiídọ  The door has opened; B. 
be wide, unfurling: Yọ́bị f ìniimí  The place 
is wide; C. (geom.) obtuse (of angle); finií 
ìḳokị obtuse angle [finí + -í]  

finimọ́  v.dir.  open to: Wárịbọọbì ̣ nị u finimọ́  
Open the door to him.  

finimọọ́  v.cs.  separate; spread out: Bịdẹmọọ́ 
f ìnimọ  Spread out the clothes.   

finkífìnkí  id.  sniffling; snivelling     
finmọọ́  v.cs.  cause to fly; let fly 
finyé  n.  moon (=akalụ́ �� �� = díiye = ọgọneí 

=ọgọnọyé = tọnịyeé) 
firí  v.i. A. leak (as of canoe) (cf. imeín): Ine 

arụ́ f ìriyemí  My canoe is leaking; B. 
bleed: Ará ịnọụn fìrimí  Her sore bled. 
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fíri  v.t.  disembowel: Indimọọ́ f ìri  
Disembowel/Clean the fish. 

fitikpoo  id.  damp (as of a large cloth) 
(>fịtịkpọọ) 

fíyoo id.  hollow (of large hole in a tree trunk) 
(>fíỵọọ) 

fiyoú  v.loc.  subside (as of the need to 
defecate): Bíẹ̣nbị ìṇọọ́ f ìyoú fàdọọ́  My 
feeling that I want to defecate has subsided 

fịafịá  v.a.  be spotlessly clean 
Fịama  n.  Land of the Dead 
fịán  n.  faeces (= SYNONYMS?) 
fịaroó  id.  tasteless 
fịbịbí ̣  n.  words spoken in death-agony 
fịbụ́f ìḅụ  id.  being impatient   
fịdẹị-ótù  n.pl.  the dead 
fịdịfịdí ̣  v.a.  be nasty, unpleasant, filthy, dirty 
fịdịí ̣ [5]  v.t.  speak ill of; backbite (cf. 
ụngụ́gụrụ) 

fịfịyọụ́  v.a.  be withered or misshaped (of arms 
or legs): Ará ama barabị f ìf̣ịyọụ nimí Her 
right arm is unnaturally thin. 

fịí¹̣  v.i.  die; fịí ̣ àkanaí ̣  be in death-agony; fịí ̣ 
gbàdaí ̣  struggle, writhe, in death-agony; fịí ̣ 
gbàmẹíṇ  feign to be dead; fịí ̣ kọọ̀ ́n  be in 
death-agony; fịí ̣ lẹ̀ịmẹíṇ  feign to die 

fịí²̣  n.  death; fị dọụ́  seek death; fị ghọ́ sèrí  
rise from the dead: Fị kí ̣ ì ̣ baamí ̣/baa nimí  
exclamation of pity or commiseration over a 
disaster (lit. Death has killed me) : Fị kosú 
fà  Death knows no seniority: Fịmọọ́ sẹ̀ 
kẹ́nị fị  All kinds of death are death; Fị serí 
sèri kụ́mọ  Don’t go with death (i.e. go 
safely to your house, with no trouble on the 
way);  Fị tịbịbí ̣ ìneín  Let the death fall on 
me (said by someone accused of something 
which they deny, as a strong proof of 
innocence).  

fí ̣ị  v.t.  A. eat; fíỵaị fị  eat food; B. consume; 
fí ̣ị sụọ  eat off; consume (as by fire); C. 
earn: Erí ọ̀gọneibọ́ọ̀ síya ọndẹ nàịra kị 
fịyémi.  He is earning N8,000 a month; D. 
embezzle: Erí àmáotu okobamọ́ f ì ̣ sintọọ́  
He has embezzled the money belonging to 
the town; E. (Used in specialized phrases, 

fig. derived from A.): gbẹ́ fị/ifiri fịí ̣  receive 
compensation (= kịgbaị fịí)̣; sáa fị  owe a 
debt 

fị-ịgbánụ̀/ịgbụ́rụ̀  n.  series of deaths 
fí ̣ịsanị  n.  alligator pepper (Aframomum 

melegueta K. Schum. ZINGIBERACEAE).  Its 
parts include: fí ̣ịsanị ofora  husk; fí ̣ịsanị 
sẹlẹ  grain; fí ̣ịsanị warị  pod 

fíḳịfịkị (=ịfíḳịfịkì)̣ [4]  n.  saw 
fịkịmí ̣  n.  dead person; corpse: Fịkịmị báràbị 

dụba kaamí ̣  The dead person’s arm is very 
big (i.e. praises of the dead are exaggerated 
or untrue). 

fí ̣là  n.  saliva; fí ̣là gbein  spit 
fịláwà  n.  flower; ornamental shrub 

[<English] (= odedé) 
fịlịkáà  id.  short; below normal length 
fí ̣lịkaf ì ̣lịka  id.  (emphatic form of fịlịkáà); 

constant failure to climb or reach a given 
height due to shortness 

fí ̣lịkị  id.  drawing back quickly, as the tortoise 
draws back its head when touched 

fí ̣lịbụf ì ̣lịbụ¹  id.  being impatient  
fí ̣lịbụf ì ̣lịbụ¹  id.  describes a floater which 

sinks and emerges 
fíṇ¹  (=fụ́ịn)  v.t.  pinch 
fíṇ²  v.i.  be very small: Ará tọrụmọ fịn kị èmi  

Her eyes are very small. 
fíṇa [3]  v.t.  tie; bind 
fíṇa-fịna-bàa-fíṇa-ùfou  n.  herb (Paullinia 

pinnata Linn. SAPINDACEAE) (= ẹdẹfíṇà) 
fíṇafịnabàụ  n.  bag produced by an insect for 

its cocoon or pupa.  The case is very strong 
and is usually used by diviners for sacrifices, 
and by children for football. 

fịnaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  get entangled; get tied up 
fíṇamọ  v.dir.  fasten, attach (to something) 
fíṇfịn (=fụ́ịnfụịn)  id.  very small; minute 
fịniní  n.  mortality: Erí fìṇiní fàáà, u beí 

ìzozouyembi  The way he is boasting, is he 
not mortal?  [‘death-nose’] 

fịní ̣  n.  firewood; fire; fịnị dụụ́  kindle fire; 
bụ́mọụn fịnị  driftwood 

fíṇị  v.i.  be left over; be extra 
fịnịbọlọ́ụ  n.  flame of fire 
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fịnị-ilé  n.  stack of firewood 
fịnịkambalá  n.  spark of fire  
fíṇịmọ  v.cs.  give extra: Indimọọ́ bẹẹ̀ ́  àkị 

tọbọụ́ f ìṇịmọ  Give the child some more 
fish; dịẹ fịnịmọ́  be left over after sharing 

fịnịtuú  n.  half-burnt piece of wood 
fíṇịyọ  n.  remainder [‘left over place’]  
fị-ogbúgbà  n.  fear of death through 

consequences of one’s action [check] (lit. 
‘thickness of death’): Fị ogbúgbà dụbamí ̣, 
báa timiya ìne bei wárì ̣ ịyọụnbị arí ̣ fìḍọụ́  
Were it not for the finality [?] of death, I 
would have died because of the burning of 
this house of mine. 

fị-ọgbọ́nọmụ̀  n.  deathbed 
fíọ̣kpọtọọ  id.  growing gradually smaller and 

thinner at one end; tapering 
fíọ̣lọọ  id.  (of hole) very small  
fíọ̣ọn  (=fíỵọọn) id.  very narrow, thin (like 

thread) 
fị-ọwẹ́ị  fear of death  
fịrí ̣  n.  work; job; labour; employment; act; 

deed: Fịrị kaléì fa  In work, nothing is 
small: Fịrí ̣ sèi kịmí ̣, fịrị omónì  A person 
with a serious piece of work is a slave to 
that work: Fúrukịmị fìṛị furughá  Athief 
does not steal work; fịrí ̣ dàwaí ̣  learn a 
trade; fịrị wẹní ̣  work; do work; kíri fịrì ̣  
farm work; kụrọ fịrí ̣  hard work; tórụyọụ 
fịrị  trading 

fịrịbịdẹ́  n.  working clothes  
fịrịkíị̀ ̣  id.  describes a very small eye (as of one 

whose eye is partly closed by sickness, or 
completely blind) [?] 

fịrịmọọ́  v.t.  send 
fịrịrịị  id.  the act of moving away stealthily or 

unnoticed: Erí fịrịrịị kị wẹ̀nị tẹ́ịmị  He 
moved away stealthily. 

fịtịbí ̣  n.  all the evils of death   
fíṭịbụụ  id.  the act of diving in water; 

remaining submerged (in water) 
fịtịkpọọ  id.  damp (as of a cloth) (>fitikpoo) 
fịụụn  (=fịyụụn)  id.  describes a very thin line 

or rope, or slim human body 
fị-ụwọ́ụ  n.  path of death  

fịyaí ̣ [5]  v.acc.  agree with; be on good terms 
with: A mọ́ ì ̣ mọmọ́ f ìỵaịmí ̣  She is on good 
terms with me; fịyaịghá  not on good terms 
with: N mọ a mọ́mọ fìỵaịghá  She and I are 
not on good terms; fịyaịghá bàra  
disagreeably; unsuitably 

fíỵaị  n. A. (pl.) “food”; foodstuff (i.e. staple 
food, excluding protein, spices, etc.; cf. fíi): 
Amábị fịyaị ìẓaán, ịndaá ìndií fàá  There 
is plenty of foodstuff in the town, but no 
fish; B. (sg. or pl.) cooked food: Fíỵaịbị àkị 
bó  Bring the (cooked) food; fíỵaị tụọ  cook 
food 

fịyaịị  id.  very clean and neat: Tọbọụbí ̣ ọ̀ngọ́ 
sẹ̀ fịyaịị kí ̣ èmi  The child’s body is clean 
and neat. 

fịyarụụ́ (=fịyaroó)  id.  tasteless, e.g. of food 
fịyọọ́  id.  unsavoury, not tasty (of soup); 

devoid, stripped, of fish (as lake, pond) 
fíỵemi tùoama n.pl.  vegetables (=tụọ-fị-

túo/túa) 
fíỵọọ¹  id.  oozing: Bení fịyọọ kị tẹ̀ịnyémi  The 

water is oozing out. 
fíỵọọ²  id.  narrow (as tube, hole): Opóolobi 

fịyọọ kị èmi  The hole is narrow. 
fíỵọọ³  id.  hollow (of small hole in a tree 

trunk) (>fíyoo) 
fíỵọọn  (=fíọ̣ọn) id.  very narrow, thin (like 

thread) 
fịyụụn (=fịụụn)  id.  describes a very thin line 

or rope, or slim human body 
fóanfòan  (=fúanfùan)  id.  impatient; panting;  

breathlessly; shallow-minded 
fóbu  id.  describes sudden emergence of a big 

object from water 
fódii  id.  describes protruding buttocks when 

someone is bending down 
(foí)  n.  son-in-law/father-in-law (only used 

with possessive); i foí (=ine fuówèi)  my 
son/father-in-law (used reciprocally between 
X and his wife’s father, and by wife’s 
mother to X) 

fofoín  id.  light and floating 
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fokafoká  id.  describes how a fish struggles 
immediately it is brought out of water 
(>fakafaká) 

fokií  id.  secure; safe; feeling easy, 
comfortable 

fokó  v.i.  lather (of soap): Ẹsẹẹ́n fòkomí  The 
soap lathers well. 

fokofokó  id.  soapy; foamy 
fókpa (=fúkpa)  id.  loosened or relaxed 

suddenly from a suppressed position 
fókpaà¹  id.  the sound produced by licking 

soup with the first two fingers 
fókpaà²  id. sound and movement  of a fishing 

rod which has ben set when it is triggered 
off, or when a big fish escapes from the 
hook 

fókotuo  (=fókotua =fokotuó = fokotuá) n.  
herb whose leaves are used as soap for 
washing (Stachytarpheta jamaicensis  Vahl 
VERBENACEAE) (= ofóroro-bèni-bóù) 

fókufoku (=fókuu)  id.  stacked up; piled up 
(clothes, wood, fruits, etc.) 

fólà  n.  cigarette-holder; “tube” [<English 
folder or holder] 

folafolá  id.  many at a time (bigger and wider 
in size than falafalá) 

fómu  id.  free; relieved; without hindrance 
fómuu¹  id.  sleep soundly in total relaxation 
fómuu²  id.  describes a wide expanse of 

cleared farmland 
fónifoni  id.  only a little; slightly: Wónì 

fónifoni kị nì ̣ wó daụ nimimi  We know 
our father only slightly. 

foo  id.  blank; empty (as of intelligence); 
lacking intelligence at a particular time: 
Nkịyóụ sẹ̀ ịnọọ́ fòo kí èmi  My mind is a 
blank right now. 

fóo  (=fúo =fúa) n.  son-in-law, father-in-law 
[check if class 3] 

fóo  n.  hollow; wide opening 
fooó¹  id.  (of boiling soup)  foam and rise 
fooó²  (=fooo)  id.  used in describing the state 

of the mouth after eating too much pepper; 
pungent; piquant; biting, pricking (applied 
to skin, mouth, taste, etc.) 

fóon  id.  describes a situation when one can 
see very far without any obstruction 

fópu  id.  describes the explosion of a cork 
from a bottle, etc. 

foraí¹̣  [5]  v.loc.  come ashore (of something 
floating); be caught on (of something 
floating); be wedged against (fixed object or 
bigger person): Tẹ́ịn timi tìṇbị bó fòraíḍọ  
The floating tree-trunk has come ashore: Erí 
tịnbọọ̀ foraíḍọ  He is wedged against the 
tree. 

foraí²̣  [5]  v.a.  be knock-kneed (cf. gbeleí 
[5]): Wo bụọmọ́ fòraíṇìmí ̣  He is knock-
kneed; foraị bụọ́ ̀  knock-knees; “K-legs” 

foroforó¹  v.a.  become foamy, frothy 
foroforó²  v.a.  spring up, grow well (of crops)  
foró  v.t.  screen; cover; bíḅịforo  curtain; i 

foró àraụ mother-in-law (= fúo-àraụ/i 
yaforó)  (lit. ‘she who screens or shelters 
me’); i foró òwei father-in-law (=fúoòwei/i 
foí)  (lit. ‘he who screens or shelters me’)  

fororofóroro  id.  spongy with many holes, air 
spaces, or empty spaces 

fororoó  id.  poor and with no prospects 
fóroro  id.  describes an avaricious drinking 
fóru  n.  hamlet; a settlement which is not 

necessarily permanent, and is still linked to 
the parent settlement: Nkáamà foru ‘Kaiama 
settlement’ (whereas a gbéne can be called 
after its founder’s name) 

fotó [4]  n.  photo(graph); picture; fotó sìn  
take picture, photo; fotó sụ̀ọ  have one’s 
picture taken; fotó sụ̀ụrụ  develop 
photograph 

fọ  adv.  whatever, certainly, often used with 
ill-intention: fọ, gbá dìí à  do tell me 

fọ́bụ  id.  describes how a cork is removed by 
extraction, and the popping sound so 
produced  

fọdí ̣  v.t.  squeeze leaves in water when 
preparing medicine, usu. díri fọdị; kíṃị 
fọdị  A. punish brutally; (fig.) immerse 
someone in water, as a punishment; B. beat 
someone thoroughly on the ground, in a 
fight [check arrangement] 
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fọ́dịfọ̀dị  id.  struggling (of human, animals, 
but not fish) in water 

fọkíf̣ọ̀kí ̣  id.  dilly-dallying;  acting 
indecisively; procrastinating 

fọ́kọ¹  v.t.  gather dress/“gown” at waist or 
below breast 

fọ́kọ²  v.t. squeeze out juice of herbs with hand 
for medicine 

fọkọfọkọ́  id.  filthy; full of sweat 
fọlí ̣  v.t.  clean (ịzọ́n odu) of earth and roots, 

etc.; odú fọ̀lị  clean cocoyam 
fọlịí¹̣  v.i.  roll on the ground with someone 

while wrestling 
fọlịí²̣  v.i.  stand orderly in a line;  fall into line: 
Ọ mú fọlị yèé You (pl.) go and stand in a 
line. 

fọlịịfọ́lịị  id.  in a state of disorder or disarray 
fọlọọ [1]  v.i.  be worn out, tired, exhausted 
fọngaíṇ  id.  crooked  
fọrọfọrọ  id.  destitute; poor, with no 

prospects; empty of juice; empty of fish (as 
fishpond or lake) 

fọrọfọrọ́¹  id.  persistent bitter weeping 
fọrọfọrọ́²  id.  foaming; frothing 
fọrọ́kọ̀  n.  singlet 
fọ́ụ  n.  market; fọ́ụ tubo/yọụ  trade; gbún fọụ 

(=bún fọu) windfall gains; excessive gain 
such as in trade which the person scarcely 
reveals to others: Erí gbun fọụ kị tùbomi  
He made a big gain in his trade: (Question to 
fishermen or hunters on their way home) 
Fọ́ụ èmí yàa? Anything for sale? /Fọ́ụ 
fàáà? Nothing for sale? Reply: Fọ́ụ èmí 
(There’s) something for sale /Fọ́ụ fàá 
(There’s) nothing for sale. 

fọ́ụbaị  n.  market-day (=fọ́ụ-erein) 
Fọ́ụbaị n.  personal name [‘Market-day’] 
fọ́ụbiridie  n.  tree (Dorstenia sp. MORACEAE) 
Fọ́ụ-ere n.  female personal name [‘Market-

woman’] 
fọ́ụ-erein n.  market-day (=fọ́ụbaị) 
fọụ́ ̀n (=fọ́ụn)  [3])  n. A. ashes; bụ́rọ fọụn  

ashes; B. gunpowder; fọụ́ ̀n tụọ  make 
gunpowder; tein fọụ́n  gunpowder: Fọụ́ ̀n 

gbéinbọ tịbị kị ùwoumi Let the ashes blow 
back to the person who throws them. 

fọ́ụn¹ [3]  v.t.  drag; fọ́ụn nì ̣ iyérimọ  haul 
down; fọ́ụn zu  drag ashore e.g. log, canoe, 
etc. (cf. fọ́ụn nì ̣ ụwóumọ); ịgbọ́ fọụn  drag 
net 

fọ́ụn²  v.t.  shake (head, esp. in annoyance), 
usu. tíḅị fọụn; wave, signal with hand, usu. 
bára fọụ̀n 

fọ́ụn³  v.i. A. blow (as wind); ẹfẹ́rụ fọụn  (of 
wind) blow; B. v.t. fan (fire); fịnị fọụ́n  fan 
fire 

fọ́ụn4  v.t.  swing (something) round in air 
fọ́ụn5  [3]  see  fọụ́ ̀n 
fọụ́ ̀n-bàlị  n.  keg of gunpowder  
fọ́ụn-bụrọ̀  n.  ashes 
fọ́ụnbụrọụteri  n.  tree used for carving canoes 

(Pachystela brevipes (Bak.) Baill. ex Engl. 
SAPOTACEAE) (=adáyaị) [check] 

fọ́ụnfọụnbàụ  n.  fan for fire, usually made of 
pínì 

fọ́ụn-ìg̣bọ  n.  drag-net 
fọ́ụnmọ  v.t.  drag, haul towards a direction 
fọ́ụtiri  n.  market-place 
fọ́ụyọụbaị n.  day before market day [‘market-

paddling-day’] 
Fọ́ụyọụbaị n.  personal name 
fúa  see  fúo 
fúanfùan  (=fóanfòan)  id. impatient; panting; 

breathlessly; shallow-minded  
?fugií [5] (=fuguí =figií =fuguí = funguí 

?=fingií)  v.p.  A. spring up (of snaphook) 
when fish has taken the bait: Déibi fùgiído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  
The snaphook has sprung up; B. veer about 
(of canoe which is not under control: Áru ¢¢ ¢¢bi 
fùgiído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  The canoe has veered about out of 
control. 

fugú¹  (=fungú =fungí =fingí= figí) v.t.  
(wrestling); A. grip opponent’s arms and 
catch his leg with one’s own leg to throw 
him; B. throw over the hip (in ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ 
type) 

fugú²  (=fungú =fungí =fingí = figí)  v.t.  jerk 
up rod when fish has taken the bait 
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fugú³  (=fungú =fungí =fingí = figí)  n.  
(wrestling); special throw in wrestling: Wo 
andábì ¢¢ ¢¢ fugú fàá èé  He does not know the 
fugú throw in wrestling; (cf. ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ a 
throw over the hip) 

fugudeí  see fungudeí snaphook  
fuguí [5] (=fugií =figií =fuguí ?=fugií = 

funguí ?=fingií)  v.p.  A. spring up (of 
snaphook) when fish has taken the bait: 
Déibi fùguído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  The snaphook has sprung 
up; B. veer about (of canoe which is not 
under control: Áru ¢¢ ¢¢bi fùguído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  The canoe 
has veered about out of control. 

fúkpa  (=fókpa)  id.  get loosened or relaxed 
suddenly from a suppressed position 

fúku  v.i.  swell, increase in size as does 
“farina”, garri, etc., when soaked in water: 
Ofoníàmọ fúkudọ  The “farina” has 
swelled up. 

fúkùfúkù  id.  puffing sound and action: 
Ofuku fọụn bárà, fúkùfúkù The sound of 
the bellows – puff-puff! 

fúkumọ  v.cs.  cause to distend or dilate; 
leaven 

fúmu [3]  v.a.  be dirty 
fumukúù  id.  very dirty; dirty with dust all 

over the body 
fún¹  n. A. leaf; fún beri  leaf; B. book, paper; 

fún pou  roll, ream, of paper 
fún²  n.  cataract [check PIE] 
fún-akpakpa  page, cover of book 
fúnberi-palị-akpalụ  n.  small tree-frog 

(Hypenolius, family RHACOPHORIDAE) 
[‘leaf-sticking-frog’] 

fúndo  v.i.  swell; increase in size: ụtárànbị 
fúndomi  The fufu swelled up. 

fún-gẹẹgbasa  n.  pencil; pen; penholder 
[‘book-writing-stick’] 

fún-gẹẹ-owei  n.  (male) secretary, author 
[‘book-writ-er’] 

fún-gowarị  (=fúnwarị)  n.  library [‘book-
(reading)-house’] 

fungí¹  (=fugú =fungú = figí =fingí)  v.t.  
(wrestling); A. grip opponent’s arms and 
catch his leg with one’s own leg to throw 

him; B. throw over the hip (in ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ 
type) 

fungí²  (=fugú =fungú =figí =fingí)  v.t.  jerk 
up rod when fish has taken the bait 

fungí³  (=fugú =fungú =figí =fingí) n.  
(wrestling); special throw in wrestling: Wo 
andábì ¢¢ ¢¢ fungí fàá èé  He does not know the 
fungí throw in wrestling; (cf. ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ a 
throw over the hip) 

fungií [5] (=figií =fuguí ?=fugií = funguí = 
?=fingií)  v.p.  A. spring up (of snaphook) 
when fish has taken the bait: Déibi 
fùngiído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  The snaphook has sprung up; B. 
veer about (of canoe which is not under 
control: Áru ¢¢ ¢¢bi fùngiído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  The canoe has 
veered about out of control. 

fungú¹  (=fugú =fungí = figí =fingí)  v.t.  
(wrestling); A. grip opponent’s arms and 
catch his leg with one’s own leg to throw 
him; B. throw over the hip (in ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ 
type) 

fungú²  (=fugú =fungí =figí =fingí)  v.t.  jerk 
up rod when fish has taken the bait 

fungú³  (=fugú =fungí =figí =fingí) n.  
(wrestling); special throw in wrestling: Wo 
andábì ¢¢ ¢¢ fungú fàá èé  He does not know the 
fungú throw in wrestling; (cf. ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢ a 
throw over the hip) 

fungudeí  (=fugudeí = figideí)  n.  snaphook  
funguí [5] (=figií =fuguí ?=fugií = fungií = 

?=fingií)  v.p.  A. spring up (of snaphook) 
when fish has taken the bait: Déibi fìgiído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  
The snaphook has sprung up; B. veer about 
(of canoe which is not under control: Áru ¢¢ ¢¢bi 
fìgiído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  The canoe has veered about out of 
control. 

fúnkpọụ  v.i.  (usu. bára funkpọụ) steal: Wo 
bará funkpọụdọ  He has stolen. 

fún-kula  n.  (university) degree 
fúnnimi  a.  literate; educated; learned 
fúntolumọwarị  n.  school; college; university 
fúntụ̀a  n.  ‘21’ in the card game of vingt-et-un 
fúnwarị (=fún-gowarị)  n.  library [‘book-

(reading)-house’] 
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fún-yẹrị-warị  n.  bookshop [‘book-selling-
house’] 

fúo¹ (=fóo =fúa)  n.  son-in-law, father-in-law 
(= fúo-owèi) 

fúo²  [3] (=fóo =fúa)  n.  marriage relationship: 
Ọrọ́ fuobi èbi fuó.  You are happily 
marrried (implying birth of children as well 
as lack of friction); fúo birì  wife’s 
quarter/town; fúo teì  A. perform 
ceremonies connected with marriage; B. stay 
with one’s in-laws for some days; C. joke 
with people from one’s wife’s family [is this 
not rather dó teì?] 

fúoaràụ  mother-in-law (term used by X to 
refer to and address his wife’s mother or the 
woman who acts for her) (=ịyaforó) 

fúo-owèi  (=fúo-owei)  n.  son-in-law/father-
in-law (used reciprocally between X and the 
man who is or acts as his wife’s father, and 
to X by his wife’s mother, both in reference 
and address) (cf. i foí) (=fúo (=fóo =fúa) 

fúròú  n.  A. belly; stomach; fúròú bein  (of 
stomach) be filled, satisfied; fúròú ịgba  
intestines; guts; fúròú kubu  tattoo belly; 
fúroú tọ̀bọụ  freeborn of a town; an 
indigene; fúròú tuu  lower abdomen; opu 
furóu  stomach of animal (cf. opu akpá); B. 
pregnancy; fúròú koro  (of pregnancy) 
miscarry; fúròú kue  (of pregnancy) abort 
(spontaneously) during first few months; 
fúròú mịẹ kóromọ  cause abortion; zii 
furóu  one’s child 

fúru¹  v.t.  steal 
fúru²  n.  theft; fúru bara  furtively; stealthily; 

tọ́rụ kụ̀rọ furú  highway robber; armed 
robbery 

fúrukịmị  n.  thief: Fúrukịmị fìṛị furughá  
Athief does not steal work. 

fúrukputu  n.  skin disease caused by irritation 
or insect bites 

fúru-ogbo  n.  gang of thieves 
fúrusụụ  n.  secret fight; guerrilla war(fare) 
fuu  id.  A. puff; short quick blast of breath; 

hissing (as snake) (>fụụ) 
fuufuú  id.  continuous hissing sound 

fụ́a  v.t.  bite (as insects) 
fụ́bẹfụ̀bẹ  id.  A. impatient; unable to endure; 

B. breathless; panting; gasping for breath 
fụ́ịịn¹  id.  very small; minute; fụ́ịịn tọrụ  tiny 

eye 
fụ́ịịn²  id.  sniffing 
fụ́ịn  see  fíṇ¹ 
fụ́ìṇ  v.i.  dare (only used in subordinate if-

clauses): N fụ́ìṇ mọ, ye ị fámụdọ  If you 
dare, I will beat you; n.  act of defiance: 
Kẹní ̣ fụìṇ kpọ mịẹ kụ́mọ  Don’t try 
anything on! 

fụ́ịnfụịn (=fíṇfịn)  id.  very small; minute 
fụ́kpa  id.  get loosened or relaxed suddenly 

from a suppressed position (of smaller 
object) 

fụ́kụmụ  v.i.  suddenly recover (as from 
sickness or fainting) 

fụ́kụrụfụ̀kụrụ  id.  of an intermittent stealthy 
rustling noise 

fụ́lọụ  n.  “soup”; i.e. the combination of 
liquid, spice and other ingredients, with 
fish/meat, which is eaten with vegetable 
food: Dádìghá fụ̀lọụ ịngbí ̣ tíṇ kụmọ  Don’t 
complain the soup is sour until you have 
tasted it (cf. The proof of the pudding is in 
the eating); fụ́lọụ bou  drink soup; fụ́lọụ 
taba  “lick” soup with finger; fụ́lọụ tụọ  
cook soup 

fụ́lọụbeni  n.  liquid part of soup 
fụ́lọụ-ẹfẹrẹ  n.  soup dish; soup plate 
fụ́mụ¹  v.i.  faint 
fụ́mụ²  n.  seed 
fụ́n  v.i.  hear (faintly, as from a distance; or 

news which has not been publicized): Arí ̣ 
fụn kẹ̀nị ébì egberi naa wónìmí  I heard a 
piece of good news that is not yet generally 
known 

fụ́rụ  [tone class 2 or 3?] v.i., v.t.  smell; fụ́rụ 
naa  be sensitive to smells; fụ́rụ naagha  be 
insensitive to smells; fụ́rụ paa  be scented; 
be odorous; beni fụrụ́  smell of water (as 
yam, cocoyam, etc.); bou fụrụ́  smell of 
bush; owou fụrụ  [tone?] smell of smoke 
(as fish, roasted food, etc.) 
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fụ́rụ  n.  smell; odour 
fụ́rụ-ịpaịn  n.  shrub whose leaves are used to 

treat wounds (Mallotus oppositifolius 
(Geisel.) Müll. Arg. EUPHORBIACEAE) 

fụ́rụkana  n.  African curry-powder (Ocimum 
gratissimum Linn. LABIATAE); dụ́wẹị 
fụrụkana  (Basilicum polystachion (Linn.) 
Moench. LABIATAE) 

fụ́rụtuo¹ (=fụ́rụtua¹)  n.  Goatweed, herb 
(Ageratum conyzoides Linn. COMPOSITAE) 

fụ́rụtuo² (=fụ́rụtua²)  n.  Siam weed, a useless 
herb, causing injury if used to wipe anus 
(Chromolaena odorata (Linn.) King & 
Robinson COMPOSITAE) (=seituó =seituá) 

fụrụụ́  id.  describes very small and deeply set 
eyes 

fụụ id.  A. puff; short quick blast of breath; 
hissing (as snake) (<fuu) 

fụụ́¹  n.  handle into which blade is fitted; helve 
(cf. tụbụ́); asụ́baị fụụ  handle of hoe; ogou 
fụụ́  handle of axe 

fụ́ụ²  n.  salt; beke fụụ́ ̀   table salt; kúmoni fụụ  
salt used in former times, made in salt-water 
area; kụrọ fụụ́  very hard salt made in balls 
(=kúmoni fụụ) 

fụụ³  n.  the hot, pungent condiment produced 
by alligator pepper when its grains are 
chewed 

fụ́ụbeni  n.  salt water; brine 
fụ́ụdọn  n.  an incurable wasting disease; 

AIDS; diabetes insipidus, one of two types 
of polyuria or excessive urination (sán-
dọọn) [‘salt-sickness’][CHECK 
Definitions] 

fụụlụfụụlụ́  id.  perforated; pitted; full of 
holes; moth-eaten: Bịdẹmọ́ sẹ̀ fụụlụfụụlụ 
kí ̣ èmi  The clothes are full of holes. 

fụ́ụrụfụụrụ  id.  very small in quantity 
 
 

G 
 

gaá¹  v.i.  be on the alert; be prepared; gaa tịẹ́  
stand in readiness for action 

gaá²  v.i.  cock (gun); n. cocked position of 
gun; kála gàá  half-cock; opu gaá  full-cock 

gaán¹  v.a.  be clear; be understandable 
gaán²  n.  light 
gaanmọọ́  v.cs.  usu. mịẹ́ gàanmọọ́  make 

clear; clarify 
gabụgabụ́  id.  tender; weak; unripe and 

immature: Beribaá sẹ̀ gabụgabụ kí ̣ èmi  
This plantain is very immature. 

gadabágàdabá  id.  weaving lines far apart (as 
in mat) 

gadagadá¹  v.loc.  itch: Ọngọ́bị ìṇọọ́ 
gàdagadayemí  My body is itching. (= 
godogodó) 

gadagadá²  id.  (working) together quickly: 
Ọmịní ̣ gàdagada káà fịrí ̣ wẹ̀nịmị  They did 
the job in a team spirit. 

gadagbaá  id.  standing out in a manly or 
conspicuous way; appearing unexpectedly 
(<godogbaá) 

gadịgadí ̣  id.  thorny, full of spikes: Tíṇ sẹ̀ 
gadịgadị kí ̣ èmi The tree is very thorny. 

gadụụ  id.  impolitely; rudely; without respect 
gagagaá  id.  stiff; unbending; hard; 

unyielding, tough (of person) (=tọ́rụ kụ̀rọ́) 
gágala  v.t.  disrupt (e.g. meeting, marriage, 

etc.); biyaị gágàla  disrupt meeting; wárị 
gagàla  upset one’s family 

gagalaí ̣  [5]  v.p.  disintegrate; struggle 
gagbaa  id.  straight; rigid; of less attractive 

gait when walking 
gain  id.  bringing (foot) down heavily on 

ground; stamping 
gáìṇ  n.  age-group: Wónì ọrọ́ gaịn kị 

dọ̀ụyémi  We want your age-group. 
[<English gang?] 

gáìṇgáìṇmọ  adv.  by age-groups: Gáìṇ gáìṇ 
mọ tịẹ  Stand in age-groups. 

gakií  id.  describes protruding buttocks 
gakụụ́  id.  (of food or drink) finding difficulty 

in passing through the gullet 
galabaá  id.  protruding (as stick from water) 
galabáà  id.  not as expected (e.g. of plan) 
gálabaa  id.  standing straight 
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galabagálaba [4]  id.  in a confused, disorderly 
state; higgledy-piggledy (applies to people 
and objects) 

gálabagàlaba  id.  disordered; disorderly (of 
crowd, people, animals); unreliable; 
unsteady (of people) 

galabaí ̣ [5]  v.recip.  be in disagreement (as 
husband and wife): Ọ boó gàlabaíỵemi  
The two of them have come to be on bad 
terms. 

gálagàla  id.  struggling ostentatiously, with 
impatience 

gálịị  id.  protruding, projecting (of buttocks) 
gálamịị  id.  very tall (of person) 
gámịgàmị  id.  prickly (as of grass) 
ganaganá¹  id.  transparent (of cloth) 
ganaganá²  id.  feeling refreshed and strong 

(after taking something to improve one’s 
condition) 

ganịí ̣  [5]  v.i.  be dear, costly: Fíimọ gànịí ̣ 
kamị  The foodstuffs are dear. 

gárabagàraba  id.  vigorous; industrious 
garagará  id.  acting enthusiastically together 

(of group): Kíṃịmọ gàragara káàá nama 
pẹ̀ị yọbọ bómèé  The people came quickly 
to “butcher” the animal. 

gáranbaa (=gánranbaa) id.  describes 
movement from a low-lying position to an 
upright stance (of person or snake); rearing 
up; (geom.) gáranbaa ịgbalị vertical line 

garangarán  id.  erect; vertical (of standing 
trees); alert (of soldiers, wrestlers) 
[ganranganrán ?] 

gararịn-gárarin (=ganranrịn-gánranrin) id.  
rough (like sandpaper or leaves of íḳọrọnsị)  

gararụụ́  id.  (of stomach pain) griping; severe 
garasịgárasị  id.  (of place) untidy and unsafe, 

with broken pieces of anything, protruding 
sticks, etc. 

garazaá  id.  tall and muscular, but not fat (of 
person) (<gorozaá) 

garí [4]  n.  (sg. if prepared, pl. if raw) gari; 
garí bòu  drink gari; garí gbàaran  fry gari; 
garí mìẹ̣  prepare gari for eating; garí mìṇị  

swallow gari; garí tàn fí ̣  scoop up raw gari 
with the hand and eat  

garígàri  id.  full of gari 
garírògo  n.  cassava flour [<Hausa gàarín 

róogòo ‘cassava flour’] 
garịgarí¹̣  v.a.  be very fresh 
garịgarí²̣  v.a.  be active, intelligent and 

articulate; garịgarị tọbọ́ụ  clever child 
garịyaan  id.  not hidden; open; with no secrets 
gásị  id.  piercing sharply 
gasịgasí ̣  id.  A. (of soup) full of fishbones; 

bony; B. thorny 
gau¹  id.  describes sound as of cutting big tree 

with an axe 
gau²  id.  describes sound of gunshot 
gáụn  id.  sound produced when a smaller bell 

is rung (<góun) 
gazigazí  id.  low-pitched; reverberating; 

growling 
gazụụ́¹  id.  answering someone impolitely; 

rude; discourteous 
gazụụ́²  id.  distasteful (of food, drink, etc.) 
gbá¹  id.  describes sound of gunshot 
gbá²  excl.  exclamation by a boy to lay claim 

to an ọgbọ́lọ̀ he has sighted first 
gbaá  v.t.  trim an unfinished canoe before 

expanding it with fire: Erí wò ịgbụ́mụ̀ 
gbaayémi  He is trimming his unfinished 
canoe. 

gbáa  v.t.  [tone class 2 or 3?] say; tell: Arí ̣ mọ 
gbàagha  I don’t say so; Erí kẹ̀nị dụụ́ ̀  
gbaamị  He told (us) a tale; gbáa barị  take 
back one’s words; withdraw an accusation; 
gbáa dụ̀bamọọ́  exaggerate; gbáa fịna  
maintain an accusation; gbáa kụ̀rọmọọ́  lay 
emphasis on something; gbáa lolomọ  speak 
in glowing terms; gbáa paamọ  confess; 
declare; gbáa pẹlẹ  agree; gbáa saí ̣  talk 
about something in a playful way; gbáa tèrí  
make an accusation stick; gbáa wàịmọ́  
convince; gbáa walamọ  spread (news) 
widely; egberi gbaá  tell a story; preach; N 
gbaá fàdọụ́  My word is final. 

gbáakirì  n.  plantain farm (= sánkiri) 
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gbaalịí¹̣ [5]  v.i.  be wrong; ẹrẹ bịbí ̣ gbàalịí ̣  
make a mistake in speaking; talk in delirium 

gbaalịí²̣ [5]  n.  error; mistake: Gbaalịí ̣ kịmị 
tọbọụ ye  To err is human. 

gbáamọ  v.dir.  accuse 
gbaán¹  v.t.  close, shut (e.g. door): Ogúga 

gbàn  Shut the door. 
gbaán²  v.t.  rub; anoint: Áràụ́ ụ̀dẹ á tọ̀bọụ́ 

gbànmị  She rubbed the child with pomade. 
gbáàn  id.  pure white (= lálala) 
gbáan  id.  sound, e.g. of mother shouting for 

her child (cf. gbáangbaan): Áràụ́ gbaan kị 
nì ̣ ará tọbọụ tìṇmị  She shouted for her 
child at the top of her voice. 

gbáaran (gbáran = gbánran = gbáanran) [3]  
v.t.  fry 

gbábaà  id.  starting up (when woken 
suddenly) [different from gbágbaà?] 

gbábụ̀  see  agbábụ̀ wooden cramp 
gbábụ  v.t.  hold between lips or teeth, or in 

forked stick 
gbabụí ̣  [5]  v.p.  A. be contracted, closed up 

(as oyster, flower); B. (geom.) acute (of 
angle); gbabu 11 11í 11 11 ìḳokị acute angle 

gbábụmọ  v.cs.  narrow; make narrow; bring 
together: Pui árù ¢¢ ¢¢ ko ¢¢ ¢¢ri ¢¢ ¢¢ gbábu ¢¢ ¢¢mo ¢¢ ¢¢  Bring the 
split edges of the canoe together. 

gbabụrụụ́ ̀   id.  narrow; constricted (as the 
shape of a person, or passage being 
encroached upon by weeds or trees) 

gbadagbadá¹  id.  act hurriedly, hastily: Erí 
gbàdagbada káà fíỵaịmọ tụ̀ọmị  He 
cooked the food hurriedly. 

gbadagbadá²  id.  (of rain) falling with big 
heavy drops 

gbadaí¹̣ [5]  v.i.  struggle to do 
gbadaí²̣ [5]  v.i.  roll about 
gbadugbadú  id.  inflamed (of the skin, as a 

result of irritation, insect bite or stinging) 
gbafalaá  v.a.  A. be flattish, shallow; gbafala 

alálà  flat shallow pan; B. (of mind) be open 
gbáfara  v.t.  chip pieces off a big log: Áràụ́ 

f ìṇí ̣ gbàfarayémi  She is chipping pieces 
off the log for firewood. 

gbagaragbagará  id.  in haste; in a hurry 

gbágbaà  v.i.  start up; jerk awake: Eréma 
gbagbaà kị serimi  The woman suddenly 
started up. 

gbagbáìṇ  v.a.  be dry (of sandy soil) 
gbagbalaa  v.a.  be wide and saucer-shaped 
gbagbalaá  id.  (falling) flat on one’s back (cf. 

eré koro): Erí gbàgbalaa kí ̣ kòromi  He 
fell flat on his back. 

gbagbaraá¹  id.  stiff 
gbagbaraá²  id.  describes tall, well-shaped 

man 
gbagbarii  id.  thick (as of cloth, skin, plate, 

piece of plank or wood forming the body of 
canoe) 

gbagidigbágidi [2]  id.  disproportionately big 
and rough: gbagidigbágidi odobara big 
rough pestle: Dụba kịmị báràbiri 
gbagidigbágidi  A big person’s arm – huge 
and muscular. 

gbagidií  id.  unusually big 
gbagịdịgbágịdị [2]  id.  describes a mat 

roughly woven, or wood roughly carved into 
a shape 

gbagịrịí ̣  id.  describes boiled plantain, when 
cold and dry; hard, not palatable 

gbai  id.  thumping [or verb?] 
gbaigbai  v.i.  thump repeatedly: Erí warị bọọ̀ 

titi gbaigbaiyemí  He is thumping on the 
door repeatedly. 

gbaiin  id.  expresses satisfaction in respect of 
food eaten or rest of mind; calm and sober 

gbáị  id.  exactly; correctly: Erí kẹ̀ní ̣ gba gbaị  
He said it correctly. 

gbaíṇ¹ [5]  v.i.  be obstinate (of sore or 
wound); refuse to be cooked (of raw 
foodstuff) 

gbáịn²  v.t.  keep, store (fish, crops) 
gbáịn³  v.i.  act stealthily: Indií dọ̀lọ́ gbàịn bó  

Bring a little fish to me stealthily. 
gbáịn4  id.  clinking; a loud shrill noise 

produced when a light iron, e.g. matchet, is 
struck, or when two such pieces of iron are 
struck together 
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gbáịn àkị  v.p.  A. meet force to force (as of 
two warring groups); B. meet ordinarily (as 
of two friends) 

gbáịn-gbaịn  id.  sharp, shrill, unattractive 
voice, esp. of women 

gbáịnzaà  id.  tall and thin (of human being) 
gbakaa  id.  very straight 
gbakií  id.  short and hefty 
gbalá¹  v.t.  tie, wear (headtie) (cf. ụwaíṇ for 

wrapper): Áràụ́ lọọsì ̣ gbala wónìmí  She is 
wearing a headtie; tíḅị gbala  cover head 

gbalá²  v.t.  “back” (child); carry child on back; 
tọbọụ gbalá  “back” a child 

gbalá³  v.t.  give support or encouragement to 
someone on a venture; wish someone 
success, esp. in wrestling: Wónì ị gbála 
wonìmí  Our support is with you in your 
venture. 

gbála  v.i.  cry and be restive; be restless due to 
pain 

gbalabịdẹ́  n.  tie-cloth (used to carry child on 
back) 

gbalagbalá  id.  talking in annoyance and 
blaming someone for a mistake 

gbálagbàla  id.  very agitated and excited; 
impatient; restless 

gbalamọ́¹  v.dir.  place and tie a child on the 
back of another person 

gbalamọ́²  v.cs.  cover up; cause to fill up: Ebi 
bịdẹmọ́ fọụtiri sẹ̀ gbalamọ wónìmí  Fine 
cloths and clothes fill the whole market. 

gbálị [3]  v.t.  feed; look after; adopt; see off 
gbálị-ara �� ��ụ  n.  adopted mother 
gbálị-owei  n.  adopted father 
gbálịtọbọ̀ụ  n.  adopted child 
gbáloo¹  v.i.  be intimate with someone (in 

friendship) 
gbáloo²  id.  being too salty (of “soup”, food) 
gbáloogbaloo  id.  excessively salty 
gbamẹíṇ  v.t.  pretend; feign (=lẹẹmẹíṇ): Erí 

wò la bóghàbị akị dọ̀n kí ̣ gbàmẹịnmí ̣  He 
pretended that his failure to come was due to 
illness. 

gbámụụ̀  id.  tight, narrow (of trousers, shorts, 
blouse) 

gban (bọọ́)  v.t.  pass off, bypass (of trouble): 
Áan án bìḅị ị gban bọ́ọ Let no uncalled-for 
trouble befall me. 

gbaná  v.t.  put on; bestow; mount; gbana 
pụụ́n  boil or cook foodstuff with some fish, 
meat or prawns placed on top; bára gbanà  
start; commence 

gbanafịyé  n.  table 
gbanaí¹̣  [5]  v.p.  be on; be added to 
gbanaí²̣  [5]  v.t.  answer; agree; believe 
gbanamọ́  v.dir.  put upon; add to 
gbanayọọ́  n.  addition; something added 
gbándù  n.  bracelet worn by women for 

adornment 
gbáangbaan  id.  describes sound intended to 

carry, for instructions or military commands, 
a mother shouting a warning or summons to 
her child, or ahunter proclaiming he has 
killed a big animal (cf. gbán) 

gbánghì ̣ (=gbángì)̣  n.  pot-stand; tripod 
gbánran  see  gbáanran fry 
Gbanraíṇ, Gbanrán see Gbaraíṇ 
Gbanran- see Gbaran-  
gbanụ́  n.  a mistake in speaking; slip of the 

tongue; lapsus linguae: Arí ̣ gbànụ́ kpọ̀ faá 
What I say is right: Gbanụ́, ị tịn kọ́rị Sorry, 
what I said is not right (idiom). 

gbapíṇpịn-kàla-arụ  n.  pod from the flame 
tree kọlọ́pàmá, which takes the shape of a 
canoe after exploding. It is used as a toy 
canoe by children. 

gbarabagbarabá  id.  describes the fast 
movement of a person or animal over dead 
brittle pieces of wood; pattering 

gbaragbará  A. id.  profuse (of sweat); B. 
sudden (of death)  

Gbaraíṇ (=Gbanraíṇ, Gbanrán)  n.  Gbanraịn 
ibé in Northern Nzọn, also known as Taylor 
Creek. Its towns are Opóoloaku¢=Pólakụ, 
Kóroama, Obúnàgha, Okólobìri, Okotiamá 
(headquarters), Ogbóloma, and Nedúgò-
Agbíạ. Its ibe tẹmẹsúò is Kurumú, 
kurumú, kurumú sèi Gbaraịn. Its ibe orú 
(deities) are Kíribẹ̀ịn (male) (at Okotiamá), 
Opuadá (male) (at Kóroama), and Gbáraịn 
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Zibaụ (female) (at Kóroama); Gbaraịn 
pọọ́n  Gbaraịn dialect; Gbaraịn To ¢¢ ¢¢rú ¢¢ ¢¢  
Gbaraịn River; Taylor Creek 

gbaramụgbaramụ́  id.  almost dead; withering 
(of plants, as a result of being debarked or 
uprooted, insect pests, etc.) 

gbaramụụ́  id.  choked; suffocated; stifling 
Gbaran-amá (=Gbanran-amá) [4]  n.  a town 

in Opokumá ìbe of Northern Nzọn 
Gbaranbirí (=Gbanranbirí) [4]  n.  a town in 

Opokumá ìbe of Northern Nzọn 
Gbarantọrụbọ́ (=Gbanrantọrụbọ́) [4]  n.  a 

town in Ekpétiama ibe of Northern Nzọn  
gbarará  id.  abruptly; instantaneously 
gbáraragbàrara  id.  rumbling, as of thunder 
gbararáà  n.  leaping up (of a person from a 

seat, in anger) 
gbaréè  id.  unevenly balanced; lopsided: Wo 

ikókìbi gbaréè ki emi His hips are 
lopsided. 

gbarí ̣  v.i.  fail; misfire (of gun); (fig.) Iné 
suboibi gbàrịdọọ́ Your case (lit. ‘gun’) has 
misfired. 

gbarịaị saí ̣  v.p.  wail; utter long plaintive cries 
of grief; make mournful sound; lament [or 
gbarịyaị saí ̣  ?] 

gbarịị  id.  unripe (= gbarịkọọ) 
gbarịkọọ  id.  describes something inedible 

(=gbarịị) 
gbasá  v.i.  set out on foot 
gbása  n.  cane; rod; stick; yam stake 
gbasáà  id.  describes a tall and slender person 
gbása bịbị kọrị  excl.  lest I forget 
gbása-subo-owei  n.  a member of the civil 

defence 
gbasii¹  id.  headlong; precipitately (of fall): 

Erí gbàsii kí kòromi He fell down 
precipitately. 

gbasii² (=gbasií) id.  well-built (of person); 
elegant; graceful: Eréma (kẹ̀ní)̣ gbàsii kí 
pàamị The woman is well-built. 

gbásị¹ [3]  v.i.  A. be equal, right, perfect (esp. 
of character); be untampered with (esp. of 
cooked food or fish); gbásị kịmị  upright 
man; B. (math.) be equal (in mathematical 

sense); Béi mo 11 11 víì mo 11 11 gbásịnìmí  This is 
equal to that; gbásịgha  not equal to; gbásị 
parai 11 11ama equivalent fractions 

gbásị²  v.i.  meet or see suddenly, unexpectedly 
gbásìg̣éle  n.  action performed by masquerader 

to end a particular step 
gbásịghayò 11 11  n.  (math.) inequality [What is 

‘equality’? gbási 11 11yò? gbásịye?] 
gbásịmo 11 11-dì 11 11e 11 11mo 11 11  n.  (math.) quotient 
gbatalịgbátalị  id.  untidy; not smoothly 

rounded (of fufu);bulging (as of rolls of fat 
in a person) 

gbau¹ [1]  id.  with a bump, thud; gbau koró  
fall with a bump, thud 

gbau² [1]  id.  solitary and quiet 
gbaún¹  n.  nickname for a fool [from someone 

who used to say this] 
gbaún²  id.  sound of fart, “spoiling air” 
gbáun  id.  ringing; pealing; giving forth clear 

resonant sound (as of vibrating metal or bell, 
larger than gbáụn) 

gbáụn  id.  ringing; pealing; giving forth sound 
(as of vibrating metal, smaller than gbáun) 

gbáye  n.  instruction; what is said or told; 
gbáye pòi  be obedient 

gbazáàn  id.  pale and weak (of sunshine) 
gbedé  v.t.  fish (lake, river, etc.) with very big 
ẹkẹrẹ́ (cf. tíkpi, with atélei) 

gbee¹  v.t.  stir and beat; osún gbèe  stir and 
beat starch, drawing it round and towards 
oneself 

gbee²  n.  outmoded fashion: Wo pa ásìạbị 
gbee ghọ bọdọ́  His way of dressing is old-
fashioned. 

gbéere  v.t.  chew 
gbeeréè  id.  fairly advanced in age 
gbeerégbèeré  id.  describes relatively big 

objects among small ones (e.g. fishes, 
sticks) 

gbegbegbeé  id.  (of girl) very mature with firm 
breasts (earlier stage than gbekegbeké) 

gbegbereé  id.  stout; robust; bulky (of tree, 
person) 

gbéila¹  see  under dụ́wẹị 
gbéila²  v.t.  shake (someone) 
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gbéin¹ (=gbíṇ)  v.t.  sew: akáịn gbein  sew 
“thatch” 

gbéin²  v.t.  A. throw; agbáị gbein  throw 
missiles [tone? not under A]; wárị gbeìn  
“mud” a house (i.e. fill up the wattle 
framework by hurling mud at it); B. “spray” 
money to honour someone at a ceremony 

gbéin³  v.t.  pole, punt (canoe); usu. asú gbein 
gbéin4  v.i.  jump from tree to tree like 

monkeys: Bụgọmọ́ bòubọọ́ ̀ gbéinyemi The 
monkeys are jumping from tree to tree in the 
bush. 

gbéin5  v.t.  cut palmfruit; usu. lí ̣ị gbeìn 
gbéin6  v.t.  sack (town, etc.); amá gbein  sack 

a town 
gbéin7  v.t.  strike a match 
gbéin8  v.t.  dress specially or put on a mask (as 

of masquerader, wrestler or warrior): Óumọ 
gbèinyémèé  The masquerade(r)s are being 
dressed; gbéin kaka  dress as masquerader, 
wrestler, or warrior; gbéin kara  be dressed 
in a special way; gbéin paa  step out after 
dressing as above 

gbeín9 (=gbiín) v.i.  dance (ẹgẹnẹ́) with hands 
clasped below the abdomen 

gbéin¹0  v.i.  as in gbéin bòu duo sụ́ọ  rush 
suddenly into the bush (in protest, causing 
people to search for them lest they commit 
suicide): Kíṃị gbein bòu duo sụ́ọ fàá 
Someone has rushed into the bush in protest. 

gbeinmẹíṇ  [5]  v.t.  clasp; embrace (= labá); 
hold on to; cling to 

gbéinmọ¹  v.dir.  sew together 
gbéinmọ²  v.dir.  throw (something) carefully 

to another; toss up (e.g. baby, ball) and 
catch; juggle 

gbéinmọdei  (=gbéinmọdeì) n.  cast-hook 
gbeinmọ gbéinmọ  v.dir.  travel from a place 

to one’s destination not in one vehicle or 
canoe, but in different ones before one 
finally arrives. This is usually occasioned by 
breakdowns on the way. 

gbéinnaa  id.  gigantic; very large 

gbeiya¹  id.  with a bump: Erí gbèiya kí ̣ 
kòromi  He fell with a bump; gbeiya gbeín  
throw down with a bump 

gbeiya²  id.  (only in) Abá àma kọ́kọ gbèiya 
korónìmí  The Ọba’s city was actually in 
existence (formula at the beginning of folk-
stories) 

gbéke  v.t.  shake  
gbekegbeké¹  id.  shaky; quivering (as from 

illness or old age) 
gbekegbeké²  id.  very mature with slightly 

shaky breasts (sometimes about to fall) (of 
girl) (cf. gbegbegbeé) 

gbekeí  [5]  v.i.  A. doze off while sitting up, 
swaying back and forth; B. sway to the 
rhythm of music or dance (usually while 
sitting) 

gbéle¹ (archaic gbólo) v.t.  knock (esp. on 
door) (= títi); proclaim (wares): hawk for 
sale; indi gbelé hawk fish (for sale); 
announce: ekpékpe gbele announce 
formally (as town-crier) 

gbéle²  (=gbólo)  v.t.  touch; tamper with; 
affect 

gbéle³  n.  “snake-lizard”; Red and Black 
Forest Skink, or Fernand’s Skink (Mochlus 
fernandi Burton 1836 SCINCIDAE), which 
cries aloud at night, believed to be 
poisonous 

gbélegbele  id.  describes a loud noise when 
one shouts or cries loudly: I tíe kì bịmẹíṇ nì ̣ 
gbélegbele nì ̣ ị tịnyémàáà?  Why are you 
calling me so loudly? 

gbeleí¹  [5] (archaic gboloí) v.recip.  meet 
(each other) 

gbeleí²  [5]  v.a.  be knock-kneed, usu. bụ́ọ 
gbèleí (= foraí²̣) 

gbélelè  id.  of woman who is tall, but not of 
feminine build 

gbélele  id.  smooth, as of road; without 
obstruction 

gbélelee  id.  plain without protrusion (as a girl 
or woman without breasts, or canoe without 
seats) 
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gbelemẹíṇ¹ [5]  v.recip. be related to, 
connected with: ụ mọọ́ ì ̣ mọmọ́ 
gbèlemẹíṇnìmí  He is related to me. 

gbelemẹíṇ²  [5]  v.dir.p.  lean back against: 
Akasí ̣ gbèlemẹíṇ bụnụ  Lean back in the 
chair and sleep. 

gbélemọ  v.dir.  lean against 
gbéli  v.t.  weave a second line beside and 

touching the first: Ọndụ́bị gbèli Weave 
another line beside the first; (fig.) support: 
Arị kpọ́ wo egbérìbi gbelimi I too 
confirm/support his story. 

gbéliotu  n.pl.  supporters 
gbéne  n.  hamlet (often used in names of 

settlements) 
gbenegbené  id.  describes things such as 

sticks or animals falling in great numbers 
around the same place 

gbeneín¹  v.t.  place sticks across the path of a 
canoe or log to serve as rollers and ease 
movement when it is being hauled 

gbeneín²  n.  small pieces of wood put across 
the bottom of the inside of a canoe before 
bábala or mat is spread, on which loading is 
done 

gbére  n.  smaller fish-hole in dába or fish-
pond (cf. dúma, which is bigger, deeper, 
and contains more fish and usually isíbiri) 

gberekéè  id.  knock-kneed 
gbérekegbèreke  id.  walking in knock-kneed 

way; describes the way praying mantis 
walks with legs bent inwards touching the 
ground 

gbéreree  id.  straight (as road) 
gbérikaà  id.  missing the target 
gbérikagbèrika  id.  slipping 
gbẹ́bụụ  id.  desolate; lonely; being alone; 

secluded 
gbẹdẹgbẹdẹ́  id.  profuse and without restraint 

(of talk) 
gbẹdí¹̣  v.t.  abuse; revile; insult 
gbẹdí²̣  v.i.  move in newly-flooded shallow 

waters (of fish, esp. catfish) 

gbẹ́ẹ¹  v.t.  [class 2 or 3?] pay, compensate, for 
(loss or damage): Gbẹ́ saa, fa saá A debt 
once paid is finished. 

gbẹ́ẹ²  n.  reward; salary; pay; wages; (tech.) 
eréin-erein-gbẹ̀  daily wages; ọgọneí-ọ̀gọneí-
gbẹ̀  salary; wíkì-wíkì-gbẹ  wages 

gbẹẹ́ ̀  id.  sound of nailing something 
gbẹ́ẹn  v.i.  look intently; gaze; look fixedly 
gbẹẹrẹẹ́ ̀  id.  A. relatively bigger than the other 

members of the group; B. relatively older 
than the other members of the group 

gbẹẹrẹ́gbẹ̀ẹrẹ́  id.  relatively bigger than others 
gbẹ́ẹye  n.  reward 
gbẹgbẹgbẹẹ́  id.  talking sternly to a person 
gbẹ́gbẹlẹgbẹ̀gbẹlẹ  id.  describes a style of 

proud movement by girls 
gbẹgbẹlẹí ̣  v.i.  move about shaking the 

buttocks proudly, and often removing the 
waist cloth and retying it, as done by some 
showy girls 

gbẹgbẹrẹ  id.  pure; real; indigenous 
gbẹgbẹrẹẹ́  id.  fairly strong (e.g. of cane-rope 

split to a fairly strong size); describes a 
fairly tall and well-shaped man 

gbẹ́gbẹsụụ  n.  extreme end; extremity; farthest 
end; the very last 

gbẹ́ịn  v.t.  pierce (fish) [This word is in the 
comparative wordlist and seems to have 
been omitted from the dictionary; treat 
properly]  

gbẹlẹlụụ́  id.  smooth; neatly polished; 
scrupulous; painstaking 

gbẹnẹgbẹnẹ́  id.  feeling numb; deprived of 
feeling or power of motion; paralysed; 
stupefied 

gbẹ́nẹgbẹ̀nẹ  a.  only; just that and nothing 
else; real; true; actual: Gbẹ́nẹgbẹ̀nẹ tịn 
kụmọ dọụyémi We want a real tree (no 
substitute). 

gbẹ́nẹịn (=gbẹ́nẹị) id.  fairly, somewhat, 
numerous: : Gbẹnẹịn indiama kị èmí  The 
fish are reaching a good number: Béi àmabị 
ọwọụmọọ́ bo gbẹnẹị kị ìẓandọ́  Children 
are fairly numerous in this town: Gbẹ́nẹịn 
kịmịama kị bodọ  A fair number of people 
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have come; Eréma gbẹnẹịn kị èbimi  The 
woman is rather beautiful. 

gbẹ́n-gbẹn-gbẹn  id.  smooth and solid 
gbẹnghẹgbẹnghẹ́ (=gbẹngẹngbẹngẹ́n)  id.  

very weak and shaky (due to old age) 
gbẹ́rẹ  id.  sound produced by a sharp and light 

flogging or flicking (<gbére [not in]) 
gbẹrịkẹẹ́  id.  describes a person, usually a 

man, who is short and strong 
gbẹ́rịn-gbẹrịn (=gbẹ́nrịn-gbẹnrịn) id.  very 

strong; hard (as a well-made cement floor, 
or piece of stone)  

gbẹụụ́ ̀   id.  describes being alone in the forest 
and hearing its small natural sounds (cf. 
yaíị̀ ̣, a situation with no sound at all) 

gbiasií  id.  describes the shape of person with 
protruding forehead and chin, or shoulders 
and buttocks (>gbịasịí)̣ 

gbídaa  id.  in a large quantity; sufficiently; 
adequately; enormous; immense 

gbidigbidí  id.  describes sound and movement 
of gurgling and sinking as something is 
immersed in water and is gradually filled 
with it and sinks, as a person struggling 
while drowning, or a python sinking in 
water, or waterpots, jugs, or drums filling 
with water (>gbịdịgbịdí)̣ 

gbidiin¹  v.i.  bellow forth (like thunder or 
cannon) 

gbidiin²  n.  bellowing sound [really a noun?] 
gbidi-ịkpọ́kì ̣  n.  [meaning?] 
gbigbigbií  id.  shaky; quivering (as a person in 

an overloaded or small canoe crossing a 
rough river) (cf. gbẹkẹgbẹkẹ́) [not in; is 
meaning same?] 

gbigbirií  id.  bulky; thick; robust; sturdy; 
muscular (>gbịgbịrịí)̣ 

gbígirigbìgiri  id.  struggling and rolling 
gbií  id.  rushing out in a body: Kíṃịmọ gbìi kí 

bànghị pámị  The people rushed out all in a 
body. 

gbíi  id.  sound of fist hitting the back: Erí gbií 
kì ni wo konú tìtimi  He hit him whang! on 
the back. 

gbiín¹  v.t.  A. bind edges of ẹsẹrí ̣ and uté mats 
with a stronger split cane-rope; B. twist fish-
traps like ingoó or ịkárà into shape 

gbiín²  v.t.  tie “bamboos” around the sides of 
ẹdẹẹ́ (yam barn) as wall and floor 

gbiín³  v.t.  harvest yams prematurely, usu. 
buru gbiín (cf. odú bòli, contrast sóu for 
mature yams) 

gbiín4  see gbeín dance (ẹgẹnẹ́) with hands 
clasped below the abdomen 

gbikaá  id.  short (in height): gbika kịmí ̣/tịíṇ  
short person/stick (>gbịkaá) 

gbíki¹  v.t.  shake (tree) 
gbíki²  v.t.  visit (house) in large numbers to 

court girls 
gbikii  id.  touching or meeting, as by a bigger 

object or person (>gbịkịị) 
gbíkii  v.t.  elbow; jostle; thrust; nudge aside 

(>gbíḳịị) 
gbikigbikí  id.  describes a very slow 

movement or action (as of the movement of 
one well advanced in age) 

gbilasigbílasi  id.  flexible (as body) 
(>gbịlasịgbí ̣lasì)̣ 

gbililigbílili  id.  very smooth; glossy; slippery; 
slimy (>gbịlịlịgbí ̣lịlị) 

gbililií  id.  very smooth; glossy; slippery; 
slimy (>gbịlịlịí)̣ 

gbímu  id.  pulsating; beating; throbbing; 
palpitating; expanding and contracting by 
beats 

gbímugbimuù  id.  pulsating; palpitating; 
spurting 

gbíngha (=gbíngan)  v.t.  shake an object or 
person who is stationary; rouse from apathy 
or idleness 

gbiníkì  n.  dance in Kabo for an adult dead 
person, usually performed in the night 

gbínikigbìniki  id.  prone to fall; trembling 
gbíribugbìribu  id.  gristly; cartilaginoid; 

cartilaginous (>gbíṛịbụgbìṛịbụ) 
gbirigbirí  id.  moving in great numbers (of 

people, creatures, etc.): Kíṃịmọ gbìrigbiri 
kí bòyémi  The people are coming in great 
numbers: Trénìbi gbirigbiri kí ìgbemeé  
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The train slowly drew to a halt with all its 
wagons: Ọdụ́mụ gbìrigbiri title given to a 
very long python moving in a slow 
undulating way (>gbịrịgbịrí)̣ 

gbírigidii  id.  moving instantly 
gbírimisikii  id.  stopping abruptly (after 

moving smoothly) 
gbiripú  id.  paddling forcefully with a heavy 

sound, especially by women and girls when 
trading 

gbiripú  n.  the sound made by forceful 
paddling; gbiripú tụ̀a dig in the paddles 

gbiripúgbìripú  id.  describes the sound of 
forceful paddling: Ọmịní ̣ gbiripúgbìripú kì 
yọụmị  They paddled forcefully [and 
continuously?] 

gbíririì  id.  never; not at all; not in the least 
gbísì  n.  cat (= ológbòsí) 
gbisigbisí  id.  weak, esp. at the joints;  

exhausted (of people, as a result of labour) 
gbitirií  v.i.  be crumpled, wrinkled (as face or 

badly-sewn dresss): Bịdẹbí ̣ gbitiriídọụ The 
cloth is crumpled. 

gbịasịí ̣  id.  describes the shape of person with 
protruding forehead and chin, or shoulders 
and buttocks (>gbiasií) 

gbịdaa  id.  fairly satisfactory in respect to food 
eaten (=gbaiin) 

gbịdịgbịdí ̣  id.  describes sound of gurgling 
and sinking as a drowning child struggles, or 
as a bottle sinks as water gradually gets into 
its mouth (<gbidigbidí) 

gbịdịmụụ  id.  very reserved (of person); not 
showing feeling 

gbịfụụ¹  id.  shortish, as of person 
gbịfụụ²  v.i.  correct or reform oneself after 

refusing to take correction from others, as a 
result of seeing for oneself that the practice 
was bad 

gbíg̣bị  id.  no movement; not an inch; no dent 
made 

gbịgbịrịí ̣  id.  fairly robust and muscular 
(<gbigbirií) 

gbíg̣ịlịgbìg̣ịlị  id.  not stable; oscillating 

gbịíṇ  id.  scorching, as of fire (cf. gí ̣ịn, 
mụmụmụụ́) 

gbịkaá  id.  short (in height) (<gbikaá) 
gbíḳìg̣bịkí ̣  id.  weak and trembling 
gbịkịị  id.  very close, almost touching 

(<gbikii) 
gbíḳịị  v.t.  elbow; jostle; thrust; nudge aside 

(<gbíkii) [example? Is this a familiar 
word?] 

gbịkọbụụ́¹  id. describes a short person, esp. 
when fairly fat and having a short neck 

gbịkọbụụ́²  id.  fed up; disgusted 
gbí ̣lamụụ  id.  very bitter (as root of osúò-

ikemi taken as medicine) 
gbịlasịgbí ̣lasị  id.  flexible (as body) 

(>gbilasigbílasi) 
gbịlasịí ̣  id.  with legs stretched out parallel on 

the floor or ground (of sitting position) 
gbí ̣lịgbịlị  id.  very black; swarthy (= 

kpí ̣lịkpịlị) 
gbịlịlịgbí ̣lịlị  id.  very smooth; glossy 

(<gbililigbílili) 
gbịlịlịí¹̣  id.  smooth; not rugged (<gbililií) 
gbịlịlịí²̣  id.  careful, scrupulous, painstaking 
gbíṇ  see  gbéin¹  sew 

gbịnmẹíṇ  v..recip.  embrace; clasp; accept 
with affection: ụ mọ a mọ́mọ gbìṇmẹịnmí ̣ 
He and she embraced each other. 
[gbeinmẹíṇ  ? Check and consult] 

gbịntịgbíṇtị  id.  rusty (iron); dirty and 
unattractive in colour, as of teeth or copper 
losing their former colour due to rust or 
dirtiness 

gbíṛịbụ  id.  snapping; breaking with sharp 
crack 

gbíṛịbụgbìṛịbụ  id.  gristly; cartilaginoid; 
cartilagineous (<gbíribugbìribu) 

gbịrịgbịrí ̣  id.  describing a large number of 
people moving along a street (<gbirigbirí) 

gbíṛịrị  id.  describes a very short distance or 
time 

gbịrịsịí ̣  id.  lying in a depressed mood; very 
weak after some physical activity 
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gbịrịsịgbíṛịsị  id.  describes a flexible body: 
Ọngọ́ sẹ̀ (kẹní)̣ gbìṛịsịgbíṛịsị The 
(person’s) whole body is flexible. 

gbịsịgbịsí ̣  id.  conscientiously; exhaustively; 
thoroughly; bitterly 

gbíṣịgbìṣị  id.  feeling of heavy drops or rain or 
handfuls of sand falling on the body, or the 
sound of a machine 

gbíṣịì ̣  id.  saying exactly; speaking directly 
without fear 

gbíṣịị  id.  squarely; reaching its objective (of 
something propelled) 

gbịtịrịgbíṭịrị  id.  crumpled; wrinkled 
gbíỵaà  id.  swishing sound and impact of a 

single stroke of the cane 
gbịyaí ̣  v.i.  be superfluous, excessive, in 

abundance (of people, food, or merchandise) 
gbó  v.t.  usu. bío gbò; cause trouble: Béi 

kịmìḅị bío gbò kámèé This person causes 
trouble from time to time. 

gbodagbodá  id.  growing luxuriantly, 
profusely, and quickly (as trees, animals or 
people): Burumó ¢¢ ¢¢ gbodagboda kí ¢¢ ¢¢ 
pàayémèéè  The yams are growing 
precociously (=olulú) 

gbódagbòda  id.  describes heavy dropping, as 
of rain or an eye watering freely due to 
injury or disease 

gbodaín  id.  tall and thick (of person or tree; 
>gbọdaịn) 

gbodigbódi  id.  untidy; stained; looking 
careless 

gbódo  v.t.  waste; litter: Kíṃị yọbị gbòdo 
kụ́mọ  Do not litter the place with dirt and 
rubbish. 

gbodoí  [5]  v.p.  be wasted [example? Check 
and consult] 

gbógbo  v.t.  abuse indiscriminately 
gbogbolaá  id.  fall flat on one’s back, supine 

(= gbagbalaá, eré koro) 
gbogboroó  id.  brawny; muscular; thick (cf. 

gbegbereé) 
gbogbosigbogbosií  excl.  God forbid! May it 

not happen! 

gbogoraa  id.  thump (as when a big fish or 
other hard object is thrown into a canoe, or 
when a door is noisily opened) 

gboín  v.p.  be closed or blocked; I ¢¢ ¢¢kí ¢¢ ¢¢ri ¢¢ ¢¢ki ¢¢ ¢¢rì ¢¢ ¢¢ 
opoolobi gboínnìmí  The cricket’s hole is 
blocked. 

gbóko  v.t.  stir (cf. gbóoro) 
gboláà  id.  conspicuous: Bụ́mọụnbị gbòláà kị 

padọ́  The sandbank has appeared 
conspicuously. 

gbólo¹  n.  sea catfish (Arius spp. ARIIDAE) 
gbólo²  see  gbéle² 

gbóloloo¹  id.  safely 
gbóloloo²  id.  (of hole or river) wide and 

straight 
gbolóloomọ  v.cs.  usu. mịẹ gbolóloomọ  make 

straight; straighten; make safe 
gbolóò  id.  dashing (as of fish dashing forward 

in the water creating a wake) 
gbolosigbólosi  id.  very flexible (of person) 
gbolozáà  id.  of great extent; spreading 

widely; extensive 
gbólu  v.i.  (obsolescent) ominous (=dịamẹíṇ): 

Ine ẹrí ̣ yèbi gbólu ye (=dịamẹịn yé) The 
thing I saw is ominous. 

gbomuu  id.  A. growing luxuriantly on fertile 
soil (as of the main bud of a plant); B. 
straight and healthy, looking well-grown (of 
teenager)  

gbonagboná  id.  clear; plain; legible (of 
writing); conspicuous 

gbóngoro  id.  clatter; sound of pan falling 
down 

gbonmọ́¹ (=gbonmọọ́) v.cs.  block: Wárịbọọ̀ 
gbonmọ Block the entrance to the house. 

gbonmọ́² (=gbonmọọ́) n.  partition 
gboo (=gboó) id.  feeling of pain (as cramp) 
gboó  v.t.  used in:  ebi gboó flaunt one’s 

beauty (of woman) 
gboologbóolo  id.  very spacious 
gbooloo  id.  big enough (of canoe or room) 
gboón¹  v.t.  close; block; tọ́rụ gbòn  block the 

river 
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gboón²  n.  temporary dam, esp. made of mud 
across a lake or stream (ụbaá); gboon tụá  
place an obstruction [better gbon tụá?] 

gbóoro  v.t.  stir; grind with circular motion 
(e.g. camwood) 

gborei [1]  id.  describes forceful manner in 
which things are thrown down; crash; bump; 
thump: Áràụ́ f ìṇịmọọ́ àkị gborei kí 
kòromọmị She flung the firewood down 
with a thump. 

gboró¹  v.t.  plant; hoe 
gboró²  n.  planting; hoeing: Gboro mọ bein 

mọ́, dabou Planting and fruiting [yields] 
kola (i.e. good things take tiem and hard 
work) 

gborobaa  id.  describes very loud and noisy 
sound produced by the breaking of a big 
object (as a big branch); loud cracking 

gborobagborobá  id.  sound produced when a 
person or animal treads heavily on dead 
tree-branches and they break or snap loudly 

gborokaa  id.  sudden forceful pushing 
gbóron-gboron (=gbónron-gbonron) id.  

describes an empty hole or house (e.g. house 
devoid of inmates or furnishing)  

gborongii  id.  huge and long; imposing (esp. 
of canoe) 

gborosii  id.  describes the heavy unimpeded 
fall of a woman on the wrestling field, or 
that of a big tree falling flat on the ground 
without anything to break its fall 

gbóù  n.  clam (Galatea paradoxa Born) 
gbóu¹  n.  insect that resembles the cockroach 

in habits 
gbóu²  n.  water snail [check and consult] 
gbóu³  id.  describes the sound produced when 

a blunt matchet is used to cut a big fairly dry 
thing such as wood 

gbóun  id.  thwack; whack; whang 
gbóun-gboun  id.  tolling; resounding of a big 

bell 
gboungbounbáụ  n.  echo (heard in the bush) 
gbọdaịn  id.  fairly heavy (<gbodain) 
gbọdụgbọdụ́  id.  describes rotten slimy things 

with smell 

gbọ́-gbọ̀-gbọ́  id.  describes the sound of hard 
shoes walking on a hard floor 

gbọgbọí ̣  v.i.  disintegrate (as disused house, 
canoe, or decaying animal) [check if v.p.] 

gbọ́ị  id.  fitting in exactly; precise; accurate 
gbọíṇ  v.p.  lose, fall off (from parent body); 

aká gbọ̀íṇ  drop out (of teeth); ọngọ́ gbọ̀íṇ  
lose weight; gbọíṇ koro  drop off (of ripe 
palm nuts): Gbọíṇ koro, dii wẹrị sáa fị, 
eréamịnị mìẹ̣ghá yè, kíri ghọ timi nì ̣, 
ịyanghí ̣ tọ̀lọ  Dropping from the main 
bunch, borrowing money (on the strength of 
the palm bunches), it is a thing women don’t 
do, picking dwarf nuts on the ground (words 
to encourage a palm-cutter at work). 
[<gbọ́ụn + -í ¢¢ ¢¢] 

gbọkụ́  v.t.  cough out; eject 
gbọlịí ̣  [5]  v..recip.  box: Ọrọ maá kìṃị 

gbọlịíỵemi  The two of them are boxing. 
gbọlọ́  v.i.  faint or swoon as a result of charm, 

esp. during the process of divination 
[consult] 

gbọlọsịgbọ́lọsị  id.  flexible (of smaller person) 
gbọlụ́¹  v.t.  box 
gbọlụ́²  v.t.  peck; árụgbọlụ  woodpecker 
gbọ́lụ¹  v.t.  chisel (wood) 
gbọ́lụ²  v.t.  straighten lines of weaving on fish-

traps, etc. 
gbọ́lụ̀¹  n.  chisel (iron or flattened nail) 
gbọ́lụ̀²  n.  stick for straightening woven lines 

on fish-traps, etc. 
gbọ́lụ̀³  n.  biggest bullet, used for large 

animals (cf. angí ̣lì ̣, ọfụrụ́, ụkpárù ¢¢ ¢¢, 
okpókìrikpó) 

gbọ́lụtụa  n.  corner post of house; first beam; 
forked sticks laid across the pillar sticks 

gbọọlẹí ̣  v.i.  move sluggishly, as a long-limbed 
but flexible-bodied person [or v.p.?] 

gbọọlọgbọ́ọlọ  id.  tenderly; affectionately; 
flexibly (as of beautiful girl) 

gbọ́ọlọ-gbọ̀ọlọ-gbọ́ọlọ  id.  describes a slow 
stately movement of a long-limbed but 
flexible-bodied person 

gbọọlọọ́  id.  freely; undisturbed or unhindered 
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gbọ́rọn  v.t.  remove grains of corn one by one 
with the thumb [or gbọ́nrọn?] 

gbọrọọ́ ̀  id.  looking sorrowful and dejected; 
forlorn; depressed in spirit 

gbọ́rụ  num.  one: Akan bíḅì ̣, gbọ́rụ bịbị  
What I’m saying is true (lit. ‘Bitter kola 
word is one word’) (used only in fixed 
expressions;the general word is kẹní)̣ 

Gbọ́rụaka  n.  one of the Kólokùmá deities 
whose seat is at Kaiama (his popular name 
is Ụgụ́lakiri) (lit. ‘one tooth’) 

gbọ́rụ-ingbe  n.  an animal with only one horn 
(lit. ‘one horn’); fig. only child: Béibì ine 
gbọrụ́-ìngbeé This is my only child. 

gbọ́ụ¹  v.i.  sprout; germinate; put forth shoots 
(of crops) 

gbọ́ụ²  v.t.  interrupt someone sternly and 
prevent him from saying something; hush; 
calm (someone) down 

gbọụgbasá (=ọgbọụgbasá)  [4]  n.  juvenile 
iyóro (snakehead) fish (Parachanna obscura 
CHANNIDAE) 

gbọ́ụn  v.t.  A. (generally) pull out; remove 
something from another thing; (hence, more 
specifically) unlock (door); loose (fetters): 
kái ¢¢ ¢¢ gbo ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢n remove handcuffs or fetters; 
(psychically) remove effects of charms 
designed to hamper an opponent; B. remove 
nails (usu. túru gbo ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢n); (hence, more 
generally) dismantle; C. (fig.) kí ¢¢ ¢¢mi ¢¢ ¢¢ gbo ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢n 
cause someone to lose their cool; tempt or 
incite someone to pick a quarrel; disturb 
one’s peace of mind; be very aggressive; 
cheek or trouble someone with some ulterior 
motive; find fault with; be covetous, jealous 
of; interrupt; poke one’s nose into 
someone’s affairs; D.  frequent a place in 
such a way as to disturb or destabilize a 
situation: Béi aràu ¢¢ ¢¢ma bí ¢¢ ¢¢ò ¢¢ ¢¢ gbo ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢n kámèé  
This girl is always coming around to disturb 
me. 

gbọụnkụgbọ́ụnkụ  id.  overcrowded, so that it 
is difficult to move 

gbọwọ  id.  lesser sound of gun explosion with 
an echo 

gbú¹  v.i.  waver, as of faith or trust 
gbú²  id.  thumping sound of beating someone 

on the back 
gbúaà  id.  deviating widely from the expected 

degree 
gbudií  v.p.  become mixed (of different things; 

> gbụdịí)̣ 
gbudiigbúdii  id.  jumbled; confused; mixed, 

as of good and bad things 
gbudugbudú  id.  dirty (of water) 

(>gbụdụgbụdụ́) 
gbue  id.  A. sound produced when one belches 

heavily; B. sound produced by big fishes 
(toriyeé) in the fish-pond or lake when they 
gulp air near the surface of the water 
(>gbụẹ) 

gbúgburugbùgburu¹  id.  movement and 
sound from a confined space (as of fish in a 
calabash container) 

gbúgburugbùgburu²  id.  struggling out of 
grip forcefully 

gbúku¹  id.  sound made by some fish, esp. 
iyóro 

gbúku²  id.  describes sound and action of a 
blunt matchet when used to cut something 
like the stem of plantain 

gbuleé  id.  protruding; bulging; prominent 
gbúlu  v.t.  scrape; scoop out with the 

forefinger (e.g. soup); fụ́lọụ gbulu  scoop 
out “soup”; bẹ́lẹ tuu gbulu  scrape out the 
solid part of the “soup” from the bottom of a 
pot with the forefinger 

gbúmasala  v.i.  fall heavily, as if without any 
resistance 

gbunekegbúneke  id.  unkempt; dirty; untidy 
(as of hair) (>gbụnẹkẹgbụ́nẹkẹ) 

gbún-fọụ  n.  windfall gains; excessive gain 
(esp. from trade) which the person scarcely 
reveals to others: Erí gbun-fọụ kị tùbomi  
He made a big gain in his trade. 

gbunií  v.p.  A. be tied or twisted in a way that 
is difficult to untie; B. be (en)tangled; 
Indibí diibo ¢¢ ¢¢ò ¢¢ ¢¢ gbuniído ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  The fish has 
become entangled in the net (contrast 
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kpụtịrịí ̣, which comes together by itself); C. 
(fig.) be confused in thought [gbúnu¹ + -í] 

gbuniigbúnii  id.  in an intertwined manner; 
entangled; mixed up 

gbúnu¹  v.t.  tie a special knot to fasten a rope  
gbúnu²  v.t.  plan secretly 
gburaị¹ [1]  id.  holding someone by force; 

gripping; seizing firmly 
gburaị² [1]  id.  sound of throwing something 

down from the head or shoulder: Áràụ́ 
f ìṇịmọọ́ gbèin gburaị kí ̣ kòromọmị  She 
flung the firewood down with a crash. 

gburií  v.i.  prepare or struggle (as a married 
woman preparing to divorce her husband) 

gburugburú  v.loc.  be uncomfortably hot (of 
body), as result of environment (cf. 
dumuú): Ọngọ́bị ìṇọọ́ gbùrugburuyemí  I 
am feeling uncomfortably hot. 

gbúrurugbùruru  id.  rumbling (as of thunder) 
gbúruruù  id.  giving forth sound as of 

thunder; rumbling 
gbúu  id.  describes the way things swing to 

and fro (as canoe tossed by waves); rock; 
sway; árụ gbuu  the rocking of a canoe due 
to careless sitting or standing posture 

gbúumọ  v.cs.  cause to rock or sway, as of 
someone rocking a canoe 

gbúzuru¹  v.t.  thicken (e.g. soup) by squeezing 
the fish already in the soup 

gbúzuru²  v.t.  make dirty or contaminate (e.g. 
soup) by using all fingers or dirty hands to 
eat 

gbuzurugbúzuru  id.  contaminated; scattered; 
dirty (as of soup, fish, food already 
prepared) 

gbuzurui  id.  be disintegrated into bits (e.g. of 
fish or yam when it is overdone) and in this 
way thickening the soup 

gbụdịí ̣  v.p.  mix [<gbudií] [check if verb] 
gbụdịịgbụ́dịị  id.  disorderly; mixed; confused 

(cf. gbudií) 
gbụdụgbụdụ́  id. (of water) dirty, 

contaminated, stagnant (<gbudugbudú) 
gbụ́dụgbụ̀dụ  id.  spluttering continuously, as 

of drowning man [consult] 

gbụẹ  id.  a low sound produced when a person 
belches lightly. It also describes the sound 
produced when some medium-sized fishes 
like ụlụ́ụma come to the surface to breathe 
and then dive forcefully. (<gbue) 

gbụgbụgbụụ́  id.  stubborn, obstinate, self-
conceited (of a defiant child) 

gbụgbụrụụ́  id.  compact; contracted; hard and 
reduced in size (e.g. small and fairly thick-
set man) 

gbụkọbụụ́¹  id.  qualifies a short person, esp. 
when the neck is also short, and the head 
seems to rest on the shoulders and chest 

gbụkọbụụ́²  id.  describes a situation when one 
is very tired of labour, food or any other 
activity 

gbụlẹgbụ́lẹ  id.  describes a person who is 
developing some flesh, as the first stage of 
growing fat (used in a good sense, to praise) 

gbụnẹkẹgbụ́nẹkẹ  id.  unkempt; dirty; untidy 
(as of hair) (<gbunekegbúneke) 

gbụnịí ̣  v.p.  get confused; get mixed up (of 
net, bundle of thread, etc.) 

gbụ́rụgbụ̀rụ  id.  briskly (in wrestling, esp. of 
a short person)  

gbụrụgbụrụ́  id.  gritty, lumpy (of gari, fufu) 
gbụrụrụụ  id.  thoroughly understood: Iné 

egberibi ìne ọngọ́ dùo gbụrụrụụ kí ̣ sụ̀ọmị 
I have thoroughly absorbed your story (lit. 
‘Your story has entered my body very 
well’).  

gbụ́ụgbụ̀ụ  id.  sound of a small person 
wearing shoes as he walks 

gbụ́ụnụgbụ̀ụnụ  id.  grumbling; murmuring: 
Kíṃị ì ̣ fíṛịmọdọ aba, árì ̣ serimọọ́ sẹ̀ 
gbụ́ụnụgbụ̀ụnụ kị/kụmọ mịẹyémi  When 
someone sends you on an errand, you always 
seem reluctant. 

gbụ́ụnụgbụ̀ �� ��ụnụmọ  id.  reluctantly: Ye ị 
fíṛịmọda aba, gbụ́ụnụgbụ̀nụmọ mìẹ̣ kụ́mọ 
Whenever I send you (on an errand), don’t 
show reluctance. [tones??] 

gbụ́waà  id.  very quiet; lonely; dead silent 
gbụ́zụụ̀n  id.  a very bad odour, e.g. as when a 

slightly wet and dirty cloth is used without 
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thorough drying, or when a person has not 
taken his bath for days 

gebegebé  v.i.  speak in a confused or hesitant 
way due to emotion: Ebibará ẹ̀rẹ, gebegebe 
kụmọ́ Speak up, don’t hesitate. (>gẹbẹgẹbẹ́) 

gedegbaá  id.  describes the sudden appearance 
of a big person, usually intentional 

gedegedé¹  id.  receiving someone 
enthusiastically in a happy mood 

gedegedé²  id.  cry suddenly and alarmingly (as 
babies): Tọbọụ́ gèdegede kí ̣ yòuyémi  The 
baby is crying alarmingly. 

gédegède  id.  sheepish; not acting in 
accordance with normal reasonable 
behaviour 

gedú  n.  timber; logs 
geén  id.  describes a steady light, brighter than 

gẹẹ́n (<goón) 
gégege  id.  firmly; sternly: Gégege kụ̀rọmọ 

bara gbá èé Tell him clearly/firmly. 
gégein  id.  describes stiffness, as of the neck 

or body; rigid; stiff: Kọọ́n sẹ̀ ịnọ gegéin ki 
èmi  My neck is stiff. 

gegelegégele  id.  out of order; disorganized; 
disorderly; irregular and disposed with gaps 
(e.g. teeth) 

gégeneè  v.a.  dazzle (as eyes) [verb? cf. next] 
gégeneè  id.  flashing; dazzling as of flash of 

photo; gleaming; reflecting light; sparkling 
gégenegègene  id.  shining; luminous 
gegereé  id.  stiff; tough; unbendable; (of 

person) tough 
gégilaa  id.  describes how a dead person, 

animal or hewn tree lies on the back (in a 
big way) 

gekaa (=gekaá) id.  strong; well fortified; 
difficult to surmount 

gekuu  id.  well-shaped (>gẹkụụ) 
gelá  v.t.  glance; look rapidly; look sideways 

at; look hastily 
gelebeé  id.  describes large ears 
gelebegélebe  id.  describes dull, easily 

distracted person 
gelegelé  id.  feeling of strangeness in an open 

unknown space 

gelegéle  id.  feeling of strangeness (e.g. when 
one enters an unknown forest) 

gélegele  id.  audible 
gélegelemọ  adv.  loudly; audibly: gélegelemọ 
ẹ̀rẹ  talk loud and audibly 

gelekúù  id.  wonderful; marvellous; 
surprising; astonishing; amazing; doubtful 

gémegème  id.  starting up (from sleep or 
surprise) 

génebeè  id.  short, not long (of clothes and 
dresses worn by a bigger person) 
(>gẹ́nẹbẹẹ̀) 

génegene  id.  very high; raised up 
genígèní (>gẹníg̣ẹ̀ní)̣ v.a.  be spotted, dotted 
gepee [1]  id.  stretching forward and gaping in 

an absorbed, rather unintelligent way (of 
people, animals, fish) 

géregere  id.  frank; persistent; plain 
géregeremọ  adv.  clearly; distinctly; plainly: 

Árị géregeremọ nì ̣ ụ mọmọ́ mìẹ̣́  You 
should deal with him plainly. 

gérein  v.i.  be taut (as rope) [or génrein?] 
gérengeren (=génrengenren) id.  taut (as 

rope); (fig.) strained; unwilling; not giving 
way; persistent; insistent (as person) 

gerekaá  id.  supporting (as in political 
discussion) 

gerepaá  id.  securely attached (=girikií) 
gerérù  n.  purple dye in powdered form 
gerigerí  id.  reddish (>gẹrịgẹrí)̣ 
gérigeri  id.  loud and clear 
géringerin  id. (=génringenrin) describes a 

high-pitched resonant sound (as of drum 
with taut skin, or shouting at the top of one’s 
voice) (<gẹ́rịngẹrịn) 

gési (=kési) v.a.  A. be true, proper, real;be 
honest; gési egberi  true story; gési kịmị  
honest man [get verb example] (tech.) gési 
tụbụrụ  true north; B. (tech.) be pure (=ịzọ́n 
=kólo) 

gésiye (=késiye) n.  truth 
Gésiye  n.  name of person 
gẹ-akpákpà  n.  (tech.) blackboard 
gẹbẹgẹbẹ́  v.i.  speak in a slightly confused or 

hesitant way (<gebegebé) 
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gẹ́dụgẹ̀dụ  id.  moving with pride; showy 
gẹẹ́¹  v.t.  write; draw; fún gẹ  write (on paper); 

gẹ paamọ́  write out; write clearly; 
advertise; publish; gẹ saramọ́  write quickly 
[check length] 

gẹẹ́²  v.t.  A. cut off with knife; cut ripe plantain 
into slices; oyobá gẹ̀ẹ tába  slice and eat 
ripe plantain; B. slice ripe plantain or fresh 
fish and use as bait, usu. oyobá/indi gẹẹ 
dáa; C. cut, trim nails, usu. imémein gẹẹ; 
D. shave hair on head into patterns, usu. tíḅị 
gẹẹ sẹẹ̀ ́n; E. cut grass or weeds selectively, 
usu. yọ́ gẹẹ dịn 

gẹẹ́³  v.t.  wash only face, hands and feet, usu. 
ọngọ́ gẹẹ sụụrụ (cf. ‘a lick and a promise’) 

gẹẹbọọ́  n.  author; writer 
gẹẹgbasá  n.  pencil; pen 
gẹẹ́n  id.  describes a small, even, unblinking 

light (<geén); gẹẹn tụkpá  unblinking light 
gẹ́ẹngẹ̀ẹn  id.  describes a flashing light (e.g. of 

firefly) 
gẹ́gẹị  v.i.?  chop off flesh in bits, as of 

remaining flesh attached to the bone, or 
flesh from a big animal 

gẹ́gẹlụụ  id.  in a small way, esp. when a small 
person or animal dies [meaning?] 

gẹ́gẹnẹgẹ̀gẹnẹ  id.  A. flashing white colour (as 
of diamond); B. with wilful flashing eyes 

gẹí ̣  v.i.  spread (of sore or news) 
gẹkụụ  id.  well-shaped (<gekuu) 
gẹlẹẹ¹  id.  looking steadily from the side of the 

eye; a mere look [?] 
gẹlẹẹ²  id.  appearing unconcerned; neutral; not 

taking part [(fig.) of preceding?] 
gẹlẹẹ³  recover from illness; gain health and 

strength; convalesce [verb or id.?] 
gẹlụwẹẹ́ ̀ (=gẹ́lụwẹẹ̀)  id.  swerving to one side; 

dodging 
gẹ́nẹbẹẹ̀  id.  too short (<génebeè) 
gẹníg̣ẹ̀ní ̣  id.  pied; spotted; freckled; speckled 

(<genígèní) 
gẹpẹẹ  id.  very small, as a small envelope 
gẹ́rẹngẹrẹn  id.  too small and hence tightly-

fitting (as clothes); taut (as drum) 
(<gérengeren) 

gẹ́rẹrẹgẹ̀rẹrẹ  id.  struggling beyond one’s 
strength; (fig.) struggling with projects 
which are too big for one 

gẹrịgẹrí ̣  id.  reddish, as the tail of water yam 
that is not fully matured (<gerigerí) 

gẹ́rịngẹrịn¹  id. (=gẹ́nrịngẹnrịn) describes a 
high-pitched resonant sound (as of small 
drum with taut skin, or shouting at the top of 
a treble or alto voice) (<géringerin) 

gẹ́rịngẹrịn² (=gẹ́nrịngẹnrịn) id.  very strong or 
hard, as ironwood (ọkpọọ́) [check and 
consult] 

gẹyemibọ́  n. [tone?] (tech.) sender (of a letter) 
-gha  t.m.  not: I mughá  I did not go/I am not 

going: I mughá fàngími  I will not go: Erí 
nàá bogha  He has not yet come; suffixed to 
verbs used as modifiers to express negation, 
equivalent to the English prefixes in- and 
un-: kọrịghá  unadhesive; kịríị̀g̣ha  
incorrect; inaccurate; káragha  incomplete; 
kụrẹịghá  unable; tụọghá  uncooked; ọngọ́ 
kụ̀rọghá  unwell; indisposed 

ghámẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀  see ámẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀  
ghọ  part. (locative postposition)  at; in; on; to; 

amá ghọ at home (in the town): Tarí ̣ àmá 
ghọ èmí  Tarị is at home (in town); wárị 
ghọ at home (in the house); wárịbọọ̀ 
(=wárịbị ghọ̀)  in the house; Erí bolou warị 
ghọ èmí  He is in the bedroom; tíṇbọọ̀ 
(=tíṇbị ghọ̀)  on the tree: Ofóni tịn ọgọnọ 
ghọ tịẹ́nìmí  (A) bird is standing on top of a 
tree; Áràụ́ àmá ghọ mudọ She has gone to 
town. 

giasií  id.  (of hold) forcible; tight; firm 
gibogibó  id.  overstuffed, esp. of children, as a 

result of overeating (>gịbọgịbọ́) [check and 
consult] 

gídaa  id.  (of liquid) stagnant; collected; 
staying in a large quantity (>gíḍaa) 

gidaí  id.  holding firm 
gídi  v.i.  act in fierce, rough, or impetuous 

way; struggle; rush; throng; do a thing; burn 
fiercely (of fire): Fịnịmọọ́ gidiyemi  The 
fire is blazing. 

gidigboó  id.  swollen (of ear) (>gịdịgbọọ́) 
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gidigbogídigbo [4]  id.  very fat; 
disproportionately bulky 

gídigbogìdigbo  id.  behaving foolishly 
gidigidí  id.  showing happiness: Erí ìne ẹ́rì ̣ bị, 

erí kẹ̀ní ̣ gìdigidi kí mìẹ̣mị When he saw 
me, he showed great happiness. 

gídigìdi  id.  in a mobbing or thronging manner 
gidigidisá  excl.  an expression of joy often 

made by little children when they see or 
receive gifts from their elders. The 
expression is also heard when their parents 
return from fishing with a big catch. They 
dance round and sing: Gidigidisaa, 
gidigidisaa. [sp?] 

gídimàgídi  id.  describes a great event, display 
or a great historical event:Béi ìṇgbaịbọ pa 
yebi gídimàgídi ègberi  [discuss]:  Páayebi 
gidimàgídi yòo!  What happened is very 
great indeed. 

gidimuú  id.  swallowing completely with a big 
gulp: Toriyebí kẹ̀ní ̣ gìdimu kí àkị déi 
mìṇịmị  The toriyé-fish swallowed the hook 
completely; (fig.) Erí gìdimu kí àkị naá 
ègberibí àkịmị/mìṇị �� ��mị  He swallowed the 
story hook, line, and sinker. (>gịdịmụụ́)  

gidimugidimuú  id.  swallowing repeatedly 
with big gulps: Erí gìdimugidimu kí àkị 
naá bènibí bòumeé He drank the water 
hurriedly with big gulps. 

gídò  n.  hand piano using a wooden box as 
sounding-board 

giegié  v.i.  shake (with sickness); be nervous 
or trembling (with fear) (>gịẹgịẹ́) [verb or 
id.?] 

gigibugigibú  id.  over-anxious in doing 
something  (>giribugiribú) 

gilimugilimú  id.  swallow in gulps 
(<gịlịmụgịlịmụ́) 

gilógìló  id.  shiny, like snake with new skin 
gilorigílori (=gilorígìlorí =gílorigìlori)  id.  

shining; glossy 
gíma  v.i.  hurt seriously (as big sore, boil, 

whitlow) 
gíoon  id.  truthful; directly, with nothing 

hidden; factual 

gíorigìori  id.  tumultous; in confused uproar; 
in a state of excitement 

gíri  v.t.  rub against (sideways, with some 
force): Diimọ diimọ́ o!  Árụbị àkị nị ị giri 
kụmọ́ o!  Take care!  Don’t let the canoe 
bump into me! 

gíribugìribu  id.  (=giribugiribú) anxious in 
doing something (less than gigibugigibú) 

gíridigìridi  id.  restless; disturbed 
girigbogirigbó  id.  acting hastily, rashly 
girigirí¹  id.  streaming out; dashing forth in 

great numbers 
girigirí²  id.  trembling (as of whole body, 

contrast kpakpakpaá): Ọngọ́ sẹ̀ ịnọọ́ 
gìrigiri kí sẹ̀ịyémi  All my body is shaking. 

girikií  id.  securely attached (= gerepaá) 
giririi (=giririí) id.  sliding aground; running 

aground (of canoe): Árụbị gìriri kí àkị naá 
kiri kọrìṃeé  The canoe ran aground (by 
accident); Wónì giriri kí àkị naá arụbị 
ìgbemeé  We drove the canoe ashore (so 
that it was firmly held). 

gírogìro  id.  hurrying; in haste 
gísi  v.i.  A. sit down forcefully: Erí gisi kì 

tịtẹmị  He sat down forcefully; B. sit: Ámà, 
dọlọ́ gisi yàa  Madam, sit down for a bit. 

gísiìgísiì  id.  squelching: Lí ̣ị daàn bara – 
gísiìgísiì  Like mashing palm-fruit – 
squelch, squelch. 

gíạ  v.i.  cry loudly (as small child) 
gịaịngíạịn  id.  gritty taste of sand in food [or 

gịyaịngíỵaịn?] 
gíạnmọ  v.i.  hurry up: I tíe kì 

gịanmọyémàáà?  What are you in such a 
hurry for?; gíạnmọ bo  come quickly 

gíạnmọgìạnmọ  id.  hastily; quickly; hurriedly 
gịbọgịbọ́ (=gíḅọọ̀gịbọọ́ ̀) id.  overstuffed, esp. 

of children, as a result of overeating 
(<gibogibó) 

gíḍaa  id.  (of liquid) stagnant; collected; 
staying in a small quantity (<gídaa) [check 
and consult; does this small size exist?] 

gíḍẹ  n.  round basket with lid attached on 
strings, used to store smoked meat and fish 
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gíḍịbụgịdịbụ  id.  sound of many people 
chattering 

gịdịgbọọ́  id.  A. swollen (of ear) B. hard of 
hearing (<gidigboó) 

gịdịgịdí ̣  id.  very small; tiny [not connected 
with gidigidí?] 

gíḍịị¹  id.  unilluminated; uninformed, so as not 
to be in touch with events  

gíḍịị²  id.  A. stunned (as by sudden loud sound 
or shock); B. baffled; not understanding (at 
a particular time): Yébi ìṇọọ́ gíḍị kị èmi 
yeé; arí ̣ nàaghá èé The thing baffles me; I 
don’t understand. 

gịdịmụụ́  id.  A. swallow with a small gulp, as 
liquids or small lumps of food); B. well 
understood or assimilated (<gidimuú)  

gịdịmụgịdịmụụ́  id.  swallowing repeatedly 
with small gulps: Erí gìḍịmụgịdịmụ kí ̣ àkị 
naá bènibí bòumeé He drank the water 
hurriedly in small gulps. (<gidimugidimuú) 

gíḍụụ  id.  remote; far 
gịẹgịẹ́  id.  trembling; timid; fearful; not bold 

(<giegié) [verb or id.?] 
gịfụụ́ ̀   id.  short; brief; concise; terse (= gịkọọ́ ̀) 
gịgịgịí ̣  id.  straining one’s nerve to perform a 

duty: Erí gìg̣ịgị kí ̣ àkị fịrí ̣ wẹ̀nịmị  He 
strained every nerve to do the work. 

gịgịrịgịgịrí ̣  id.  doing something beyond one’s 
strength; straining one’s nerves 

gí ̣ịn¹  id.  loud, shrill (of voice) (cf. sí ̣ịn) 
gí ̣ịn²  id.  describes scorching heat from a 

distance and combined with bright light, as 
of sun (cf. gbịíṇ): ụráụ kụ̀rọmóò, gí ̣ịn kpọ 
mìẹ̣  What a scorching sun this is! 

gíḳọọ̀  id.  short; brief; concise; terse (= gịfụụ́ ̀ ) 
gí ̣laàid.  glancing and looking away 
gí ̣lịgịlị  id.  very far off (cf. gí ̣lịị) 
gí ̣lịị  id.  far off; distant (cf. gí ̣lịgịlị) 
gịlịmụ́gì ̣lịmụ́  id.  drinking in sips 
gịlọ́gì ̣lọ́  v.a.  be clean, sparkling (as of water, 

eyes, etc.): gịlọ́gì ̣lọ́ beni  sparkling water 
[tone?] 

gí ¢¢ ¢¢ma  v.i.  happen with serious effects: Su ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢bí ¢¢ ¢¢ 
gi ¢¢ ¢¢manghi ¢¢ ¢¢mèé The war will break out 
seriously. [future?] 

gịmẹíṇ  v.p.  break out (of fight, uproar, etc.): 
Sụụbí ̣ yọbọọ̀ gịmẹíṇdọ The fight has 
broken out there fiercely. [has already 
happened, of itself] 

gịnaíṇ [5]  v.acc.  resemble; be alike: Béi 
tọbọ̀ụ daụ mọ́ gìṇaịnmí ̣  This child 
resembles his father. 

gíṇịgịnị  id.  very appetising; very palatable; 
very tasty 

gịnịmágìṇịmá  v.a.  be well decorated, 
beautifully spotted 

gíṇịnịị  id.  describes a melodious voice (= 
kíṇịnịị) 

gíọ̣ọ̀  id.  describes a loud tumultuous noise 
gíp̣ịlị¹  id.  A. wound up, as of the handle of a 

clock or watch; B. turning (as of small parts 
of an engine) [check] 

gịragịrá  id.  run in a group; run together 
gíṛaịn (=gíṇraịn) id.  describes persistent 

opposition: Arí ̣ tìé kì ni ị míẹ̣màáà, ị mẹ́nì ̣ 
ị mọmọ bei gíṛàịn mọ tịẹnimi barabị?  
What have I done to you, that you so 
constantly oppose me?  

gịrakịí ̣  id.  stumpy (of people); stunted (of 
people) 

gíṛị  v.t.?  cut into small bits by sawing 
gíṛịbụgìṛịbụ  id.  same as gíribugìribu 

[meaning?]  
gịrịfụ  id.  catch red-handed: Arí ̣ gìṛịfụ kí ̣ nì ̣ a 

kọ́rịmị  I caught her red-handed. 
gịrịgịrí¹̣  id.  very small, tiny (as fish, 

“thatches”, or people’s teeth): gịrịgịrị indí  
very small fish (= yanghịyanghí)̣  

gịrịgịrí²̣  id.  serrated; saw-like (as bread-knife, 
certain leaves) 

gịrịgọgíṛigọ [2]  v.a.  be jagged, uneven: 
Tọbọụbí ̣ àkamọ gịrịgọgíṛịgọ kị èmi  The 
child’s teeth are uneven. 

gịrịmụgíṛịmụ¹  id.  sandy or gritty, as felt in 
the mouth when eating some sea fish or rice 
which is not properly washed 

gịrịmụgíṛịmụ²  id.  thoroughly: Arí ̣ 
gìṛịmụgíṛịmụ kị nì ̣ u nimi wónìmí  I know 
him thoroughly. 
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gịrịmụgíṛịmụ³  id.  a feeling of reluctance to 
do something due to familiarity, etc. 
[discuss] 

gíṛịmụgịrịmụ  id.  describes how some small 
fishes trickishly remove the bait from the 
hook 

gịsịí ̣  v.i.  crumble; crush; squeeze 
gíụ̣  id.  describes how a bigger force crushes a 

smaller one 
gịyaịn-gíỵaịn²  v.a.  taste gritty [verb or id.?] 

[cf. above, gịaịngíạịn][discuss hyphen] 
gịzọụgíẓọụ (=gụzọụgụ́zọụ) [2]  id.  dirty; 

deeply stained with mud; very ugly (of 
face): Bení sẹ̀ gịzọụgíẓọụ kị èmi  The water 
is very dirty. 

gobiegóbie [2]  id.  reddish-brown 
gobịdẹ́  n.  patchwork (cloth with variegated 

pieces and often colours, joined by 
needlework) 

gobọọ́  n.  reader; person employed to read [or 
goobọọ́  ?] 

godágòdá¹  id.  scattered; placed here and there 
(e.g. of yam-heaps) 

godágòdá²  id.  walking hurriedly with long 
strides 

godágòdámọ̀  adv.  hurriedly with long strides: 
Godágòdámọ̀ mu yọ́ là  Hurry to the place. 

godogbaá  id.  describes the unexpected 
appearance of a big person (>gadagbaá) 

godobágòdobá  id.  widely spaced (as of lines 
of ingoó or akpárakparà): Ingoó ọ̀ndụmọ 
sẹ godobágòdobá kì ̣ deri wónìmí  The 
lines of the weft of the lobster-pot are 
widely spaced. 

godogodó¹  id.  boiling of pot 
godogodó²  id.  itching (=gadagadá) [id. or 

verb?] 
gódogòdo¹  id.  sheepish; 2.  acting as if deaf: 
Ọrọ́ ù dií, gódogòdo, inéngi kịmị bàra  
Look at him, as sheepish as a deaf person. 

gódoo  id.  A. deaf; unable to hear; defective 
hearing; B. unintelligible; puzzling 

godoríì  id.  tall but not well-shaped, out of 
proportion (as of cock with a big body and 
long legs, or ill-proportioned human beings) 

gogó [4]  n.  kind of hat 
gogobaá  id.  taller than the rest of the group 

(as of child with precocious growth) 
gogogoó  id.  stretched and erect (as penis) 

(>gọgọgọọ́) 
gogoí  id.  tall; long; sticking out conspicuously 

[id. or verb?] 
gogologógolo  id.  stuffed full and protruding 

(e.g. of elephant’s head in pot with bones 
sticking out, or house stacked untidily full of 
poles) 

gogoro  id.  big and strong [example?] 
góiin  v.a.  A. be pointed (of nose; >gọ́ịịn): 

góiin nini  pointed nose; B. be tall and thin 
[id. or verb?] [does this form exist, or only 
the smaller one?] 

gokuú  id.  filling almost all the available space 
golaa  v.t.  understand or see properly; sink into 

the ears: berimọọ́ gòlaa  sink into the ears: 
Egberimọọ́ bo bèribọọ́ ̀ golaa kí ̣ pàdọ́  The 
stories we have been hearing have now 
become clear to us. 

golí  v.t.  be jealous of; envy: Kíṃị ìne 
nanayémọ̀ bịmẹíṇ nì ̣ i goli kụ́mọ  Don’t 
envy me because of my property. 

golií  id.  protruding; projecting (>gọlịí)̣ 
golobaa  id.  tall; long 
gólù¹  n.  gold [<English gold] 
gólù²  n.  goal [<English goal] 
gólùgolu  id.  golden 
gomaá  id.  straight; rigid 
gomuú  v.a.  A. be straight: gomu ụwọ́ụ  

straight road; B. be correct: gomu egbérì  
correct story; C. be honest: gomu kịmí ̣  
honest man (>gọmụụ́) [id. or verb?] (opp. 
kuanlíì) 

gomumọ́  adv.  straight: Gomumọ́ tìẹ̣ Stand 
straight, erect. 

gónogboò  id.  very tall 
goó¹  v.t.  A. read; B. calculate; speculate; 

reckon: Kíṃị ma kẹ̀ní ̣ ìye kpọ goo kụ́mọ  
Don’t be reckoning any longer. 

goó²  v.t.  form a pattern by interweaving or 
dyeing different colours; variegate: Áràụ́ 
òró gòodọ́  She has dyed the oró-mat with 
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different colours; (fig.) goo tụá place legs 
opposite and interlaced with another 
person’s; goo serí raise opposite leg (to 
one’s partner): Bụ́ọmọ gòo séri  Raise the 
opposite leg to your partner’s (as in the 
game of imbíse or pịrí)̣. 

goofuún  n.  reader; reading-book 
goomọọ́  v.dir.  allude to: Kíṃị àkí ̣ nì ̣ i goomọ́ 

nì ̣ ẹrẹ kụmọ́  Don’t make any innuendoes 
against me. 

goón (=goon) id.  describes a dazzling light 
which is brighter than geén or gẹẹ́n; B. 
hence, (fig.) pure: goon egbérì gbanghịbị  
telling the real truth 

gorain (=gonrain, goraín) id.  sharp (as edge 
of cube or prism) (>gọraịn)  

górigori  id.  speak eloquently and wisely: Erí 
gorigori ki àkị yé ẹrẹyemi  He talks 
eloquently. 

górii¹  id.  adequate, esp. of salt added to soup; 
savoury 

górii²  id.  wise, truthful and clear in speech (of 
person) 

gorokoo  id.  empty; disappointed 
gorokoó  v.i.  fall to one’s knees 
gorongbaá (=górongbaa) id.  tall and huge (of 

persons or objects, e.g. oil-drums) 
gororíngòrorín (=gonronríngònronrín) id.  

striped  
górosigòrosi  id.  describes a taller person 

walking hurriedly on slender legs 
(>gọ́rọsịgọ̀rọsị) 

gorozaá  v.i.  be very tall and broad 
(>garazaá) 

górozagòroza  id.  striding along (of someone 
tall and broad) 

góu  id.  describes how a big fish takes bait 
from the hook, or how a fowl pecks  maize 
or grain (>gọ́ụ) 

góun¹  id.  straight, narrow and pointed (e.g. 
nose of a white person) 

góun²  id.  sound produced when ringing a big 
bell (>gáụn) 

gózoo  id.  describes how a tall person stands 
aloof from a group (usually doing nothing) 
(>gọ́zọọ) 

gọdí ̣  v.t.  plait hair without thread 
gọ́dị  id.  jumping in surprise: Yeé ụ̀ sọọnlọ́ 

mọ̀, erí kẹ̀ní ̣ gọdị kì ̣ mịẹmị  When I tickled 
him, he jumped in surprise. 

gọ́dịgọ̀dị  id.  impatient; restless; over-anxious 
gọ́dọ  v.t.  talk to, scold, attack a single person 

or a few people, in large numbers, all at the 
same time: ụ sọwẹí ̣ timi pa bo bi, ọrọọ́ ụ̀ 
gọdọmí ̣  When he came out from hiding, 
they beseiged him. [check meaning] 

gọdọgọdọ́  id.  describes many people at work 
on the same job at once 

gọ́dụụ  id.  lonely: N kụmọ́ bịọbọ̀ọ gọ́dụụ nì ̣ 
emí  I am lonely staying here. 

gọgọgọ́  id.   
gọgọgọọ́  id.  A. craning the neck in anger; B. 

stretched and erect (as boy’s penis) 
(<gogogoó) 

gọ́gọlọ  v.t.  demolish, destroy (house): Erí wò 
warí ̣ gọ̀gọlọdọ́  He has demolished his 
house. 

gọgọlọgọ́gọlọ  id.  ruinous; falling down 
gọgọlọí ̣  [5]  v.p.  be demolished, fallen down, 

dismantled (as of house, box) 
gọ́ịịn¹  v.a. or id.?  very small and pointed (of 

nose; <góiin) 
gọ́ịịn²  id.  very small (as of present of food) 
gọlịí ̣  id.  protruding (<golií) 
gọ́lọlọọ  id.  a high wailing sound; a very high-

pitched tone, usually prolonged 
gọlọmẹíṇ  id.  winding (of road, river) 
gọlọmẹịn-gọ́lọmẹịn  id.  A. winding; 

meandering (and hence difficult to 
navigate); B. (fig.) very complex and 
difficult 

gọ́lọmịị  id.  extending far upwards; lofty 
gọ́lọọ  id.  shrill; high-pitched (of sound or 

cry); distant (of cry) 
gọ́metì  n.  government; Ọmụ́ụ Gọmeti  

Federal Military Government (= kọ́sìṇị) 
[<English government] 

gọ́mịgọmị  id.  long (of neck) 
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gọmụụ́  v.a.  A. be straight, correct, honest 
(<gomuú) ; B. (geom.) right (of angle); 
go 11 11mu 11 11 ịkọ́kì ̣  right angle 

gọ́nịị  id.  not broad, with narrow body and face 
gọọ́n  id.  bright; shining; describes a light 

which is brighter than gẹẹ́n but does not 
bother one like geén 

gọraịn¹ (=gọnraịn, gọraíṇ) id.  sharp (as edge 
of cube or prism) (<gorain)  

gọraịn² (=gọnraịn, gọraíṇ) id.  narrow, as 
bridge (sideways as ogóran, but narrower 
than ogoráìṇ)  

gọ́rọgọrọ  id.  narrow and long, as stream or 
creek 

gọrọkíị̀ ̣  id.  with odd posture; thin and bony; 
scraggy; clumsily shaped 

gọ́rọrọọ̀ (=gọ́rọrọ̀  ) id.  narrow, but abusive 
when applied to a person with a narrow face 
or abnormally thin body 

gọ́rọsịgọ̀rọsị id.  describes a small person 
walking hurriedly on slender legs, or a Lily-
Trotter picking its way over water-lilies  
(<górosigòrosi) 

gọ́rọzọgọ̀rọzọ  id.  walking (of a badly-shaped 
person) 

gọrọzọọ́ ̀ (=gọ́rọzọọ̀  ) id.  tall, thin and badly-
shaped 

gọ́ụ  id.  describes how smaller fishes take bait 
from the hook, or how chickens peck their 
food (<góu) 

gọ́ụn  id.  very small 
gọ́zọọ  id.  stand aloof; be lonely; stand alone 

in one place; the act of standing upright 
(<gózoo) 

guaan (=guaán) v.i.  become clean, neat  
(>gụaan) 

gubegubé  id.  describes one who is over-fed, 
with a distended stomach (>gụbẹgụbẹ́) 

gúdugudu  id.  be deep (as hole, well, 
fishpond, etc., cf. gúdumuu) 

gúdumuu  id.  be deep (as hole, well, fishpond, 
etc.) (= gúdugudu) 

guegué (=guoguó)  id.  brownish; reddish 

gueingúein  id.  sandy, as dry silt deposit 
where animals and people have played, 
leaving many traces behind 

guguguú  id.  (of eyes) looking terrifying, 
frightening; (of person), with eyes bright 
and wide; looking aggressive; over-curious 
(=lololoó, lululuú) 

gúgule¹  v.t.  A. disarrange, as when already 
packed things (such as clothes, fish, etc.) are 
disturbed and left in a disorderly manner; 
shift topsoil, as fowls or animals in search of 
food; B. fúròú gùgul  cause miscarriage 
wilfully; abort; túu gugule  reveal; uncover 

gúgurugùguru  id.  stealthy rustling noise 
gúki  v.t.  push with some force (cf. gụ́kị) [verb 

or id.?] 
gúkiì  id.  describes a larger thing touching 

anything, but not hard (usually not 
intentional, as when a fish bumps into 
somebody bathing in the river) (>gụ́kịì)̣ 

gúma  v.i.  A. hurt severely (of an internal 
acute and biting pain such as a whitlow, 
rheumatism, or a neglected and therefore 
infected wound); B. (fig.) be talked about 
(normally of a serious matter painful to 
those concerned): Egberibí gumadọụ wèé  
The scandal is out in the open and painful. 

gúma²  v.i.  
gumalií  id.  id.  satisfied after eating one’s fill: 

Fúròú sẹ̀ inoó gumali kí èmi  My stomach 
is comfortably full (>gụmalịí)̣  

gumugumú  id.  stinking; smelling badly; 
overheated; suffocating 

gunugunú  v.acc.  providing comfort by 
keeping company or staying with: Bó ni ì ̣ 
mọmọ́ gùnugunu timí  Come and keep me 
company: Bó ni ì ̣ mịẹ́ gùnugunú  Come and 
keep me company. (= ganaganá) [meaning 
different?] 

guofuu  id.  describes how a bigger person or 
animal pounces on something or a person 
(>gụọfụụ) 

guoguó (=guegué)  v.a. or id.?  be reddish, 
brownish [discuss] 

guosií  v.i.  seize forcefully (with the hand) 
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gúrere  v.t.  clear away to another place (as 
heap of mud) 

gureréè  id.  describes all the people in a place 
moving aside together to avoid an 
approaching problem (as escaping from a 
wrestler) 

gúri  v.i.  get up quickly: Erí guri kì serimi  
He got up quickly. [verb or id.?] 

gúruguru  id.  very wicked (>gụ́rụgụrụ) 
gúsi  v.t.  scratch the ground (with the fingers) 
gúu  v.t.  shovel or clear away to one side  
gúumọ  v.dir.  use hand, shovel or a piece of 

wood to shovel or gather grains, nuts or 
foodstuffs like “farina”: Mú ni ẹ̀pẹ́tẹ̀mọ 
guumọ  Go and shovel away the mud. 

guún  v.t.  (used only in combinations); fáran 
guùn  be jealous of one’s “mate”; kóro 
guun  frown; look disapproving 

gụá  v.t.  mix (dry substances, in particles): 
Garímọ̀ gụa  Mix the gari; gụa ụtáràn  
fufu made with different foodstuffs, e.g. 
yam, plantain, cocoyam, etc. 

gụaan (=gụaán) v.i.  become clean, neat (cf. 
gụangụán) (<guaan) 

gụaí ̣ (=gụwaí)̣  [5]  v.p.  be mixed (of dry 
substances, in particles): Garímọ̀ i ¢¢ ¢¢gi ¢¢ ¢¢námò ¢¢ ¢¢ 
gụaí ¢¢ ¢¢do ¢¢ ¢¢  The gari and pepper have got 
mixed: Indimọ́ gụ̀aíḍọ  The (different kinds 
of) fish have got mixed up. 

gụaịgụ́aị (=gụwaịgụ́waị)  id.  all mixed up; 
heterogenous (= kobirikóbiri) 

gụangụán  v.i.  become clean, neat (more 
emphatic than gụaan) [verb or id.?] 

gụávà  n.  guava [<English ‘guava’] 
gụ́ba  id.  clench the hands 
gụbaí ̣  [5]  v.loc.  confine one’s self (to): Arí ̣ 

ìne warị kọọ́ ̀ gụbaíṇìmí  I have confined 
myself to my house. [am confined to?] 

gụbẹgụbẹ́  id.  overfed with a distended 
stomach (<gubegubé) 

gụ́dụmụụ  id.  be deep (as hole, well, fishpond, 
etc.) (<gúdumuu) 

gụẹẹ  id.  (of laughter) together; altogether: 
Ọmịní ̣ gụ̀ẹẹ kí ̣ dẹ̀rịmí ̣  They (all) laughed 
together.  [or gụwẹẹ?] 

gụgụgụụ́  id.  disdainful; defiant; 
contemptuous (of a small person) 

gụgụrụụ́ ̀   id.  narrow, too small (as of a bed, 
room or space) 

gụíị̀ṇ  id.  describes a very faint narrow line 
made by a pointed pencil 

gụ́kị  v.t.  push lightly, but with some force 
(<gúki) [verb or id.?] 

gụkịí ̣  id.  very near; quite close; almost 
touching 

gụ́kịì ̣  id.  describes a smaller thing touching 
anything, lightly (as when a small fish 
bumps into somebody bathing in the river) 
(<gúkiì) 

gụlagụlá  v.a.  be thin, skinny, flimsy 
gụlarịgụ́larị  id.  very tall, thin and bent 
gụlaríị̀ ̣  id.  thin (of people, trees, etc.) 
gụmalịí ̣  id.  bulging (as of belly); protruding 

(<gumalií) 
gụmụ́gụ̀mụ  id.  obstinate; stubborn; obdurate; 

refractory 
gụ́ọ¹  v.t.  obtain “medicine”, either for 

protection or to poison someone: Erí àndá 
diri gụọmị  He procured a wrestling 
medicine. 

gụ́ọ²  v.t.  treat wound or sore: N kịrí ̣ wò ịnọụ́ ̀n 
gụọ bụbamọmí ̣  It is I who cured his sore. 

gụọfụụ  id.  describes pouncing and gripping 
something (e.g.of hawk catching a chicken) 
(<guofuu) 

gụọgụọ́  id.  clean; washed clean; cleansed 
gụọrụụ́ ̀   id.  narrow (as of a path, or the space 

between the legs) 
gụ́rịgụ̀rị  id.  small; little; minute; smart; agile 
gụ́rụgụrụ  id.  (of heart) wicked; bad; cruel; 

malicious (<gúruguru) 
gụ́rụkịì ̣  id.  touching lightly; involved in a 

mild way; operating with a mere touch 
gụrụngụ́rụn (=gụrụngụ́rụ̀n = 

gụnrụngụ́nrụn) id.  feeling it will be 
inappropriate to demand compensation or 
retaliation, because this would destroy an 
existing good relationship 

gụrụzẹẹ́  id.  wretched; contemptible; 
miserable; dismal 
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gụ́sẹ (=gụ́zẹ) v.i.  do (anything) which will be 
difficult and take a long time: Ọ munghíbì 
gba pẹ́lẹdẹị nì ̣, ọ koro gụ́sẹmị  When they 
had agreed to go, they started to trek (a long 
way). 

gụwaí ̣  see  gụaí ̣ 
gụwaịgụ́waị  see  gụaịgụ́aị 
gụ́zẹ  see  gụ́zẹ  do (anything)  
gụzọrụgụ́zọrụ  id.  contaminated (esp. of 

water); muddy 
gụzọụgụ́zọụ  id.  see  gịzọụgíẓọụ  dirty 
 
 

H 
 
háaa  excl.  exclamation expressing laughter, 

joy, or suspicion 
háahùu  excl.  sound made when hurt by too 

much pepper 
hee  excl.  ha ha!; exclamation expressing 

laughter 
he ¢¢ ¢¢é ¢¢ ¢¢n (=ẹẹ́n) excl.  is it so? 
hé ¢¢ ¢¢i ¢¢ ¢¢  excl.  shout calling attention 
hiii  excl.  hey! hoy!; shout to attract the 

attention of partners or others, esp. when 
one has missed one’s way 

ho ¢¢ ¢¢ ho ¢¢ ¢¢ ho ¢¢ ¢¢ ho ¢¢ ¢¢  excl. ha ha ha ha!; a mimicked 
form of the English representation of 
laughter 

ho ¢¢ ¢¢m ho ¢¢ ¢¢m  excl.  cry of the monkey 
húùún  excl.  humph!; exclamation expressing 

doubt, dissatisfaction or dislike 
 
 
I 
 

i  see  ị  I; me; you (singular) 
ibebesií  n.  frond of kọ́rọ after the raffia has 

been extracted and the midrib has also been 
removed, used in a game called odogoríyà 

ibeé  n.  any political grouping larger than a 
town (amá); “clan”; district; country; tribe; 
nation; ibe orú  deity of an ibeé; Kólokùmá 
ìbe  Kólokùmá “clan”; Nzọ́n ibe  Nzọn tribe; 
Naịzírìa ibe  Nigeria 

(ibere)  n.  duration of time, usu. béi ìbere 
long, long ago: Wó dụdụ ẹrịghabị beí 
ìberegha [tone?]  We have not seen each 
other for a very long time. 

ibereberé¹ (=iberebérè)  n.  fern; plant growth 
on top of a palm tree (Pheamatopteris afra 
(Christ) Ching) 

ibereberé²  n.  astonishment: Iberebere kí ụ̀ 
kọrịmí ̣.  He was dumbfounded. 

Iberegú [4]  n.  Borgu; (general) Northerner 
(cf. Igbon, Ikétè, Awụ́sa) 

Iberegú-àrụ  Northern canoe type, built in two 
sections and bound together, so that each 
section has its own bows and can be used 
separately if necessary 

ibérìa  n.  love-potion/philtre; ibérìa gụọ  
procure love-potion 

ibetẹmẹsúò  n.  collective spirit of an ibeé, 
expressed in its formal praise-title [ibeé + 
tẹ́mẹsuo collective spirit]  

ibezé  n.  dolphin 
ibídai  n.  fool; moron; half-wit 
ibíbiyaị  n.  cassava that is boiled, cut into bits, 

and put in water or soaked overnight to 
remove the poison. In the morning, it is 
washed and eaten with pepper soup, ground 
pepper mixed with salt or roasted fish. 
(=tabụ abábùru) 

ibídi  a.  bad; ugly; not good; usu. in the phrase 
ibídi bọụn  an inferior honey (different from 
the one made by bees) made by fruit-flies 
(tọ́rụ-ịtọ̀lọ) 

Ibíyàị  n.  former name of Polakụ 
ibobó  n.  fresh oil mixed with water and kasá, 

which has to be purified by boiling 
ibómù  n.  gong (a musical instrument) 
ibórò  n.  floating net 
ibúbu  n.  club(s) in the game of cards 
idúmu¹  n.  family or compound circle [<Ẹdo 

idúmwùn ‘neighbourhood; quarters in a 
town’] 

idúmu²  n.  empty palm-bunch left after 
extraction of nuts, also idúmu 
agbaì(̣=idúmu-ọgbaị) [Does this also refer 
to the game ofókolo?] 
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ofókolo  n.  game, usually played on the 
sandbank at night by boys, in which waste 
or used-up palm bunches are lit and thrown 
at opponents (=idúmu-ọgbaị)  

idúmu-uru  n.  small amount of drink 
remaining in bottle after the oldest man has 
taken his part; can be drunk from the bottle 
only by a freeborn of the town 

ifé¹  v.a.  ferment and go bad (after being left 
for some time): Osúnbi ìfédọ.  The starch 
has gone bad. 

ifé²  n.  foam; bubbles; ifé tẹịn  line in a river 
along which debris and bubbles flow; ebi ifé  
the small bubbles that rise during the 
process of boiling fresh oil (ibobó) 

ifíàn  n.  tobacco; snuff; ifíàn akoto  snuff-
box; ifíàn beri  leaf of tobacco; ifíàn bodi  
case of tobacco; ifíàn san  grind snuff; ifíàn 
tịbị  head of tobacco; sán ifian  snuff; tụ́a 
ifian  snuff 

ifidí  n.  low-lying part of bush which floods in 
wet season, full of shrubs, etc., which are 
difficult to clear; ifidi kpatá  clear such land 
for farming for the first time 

ifíè  n.  time; period; season famọụn  
lose/waste time; spend time; ifíè duo mú ni 
ìfie from time to time (=seri duo mú sèrí); 
pass time; ifíè ifíè  from time to time; off 
and on; seasonally; occasionally; ifíèmọ sẹ  
all the time; gboro ifíè  planting season; 
osuo ifíè  rainy season; sóu ifie  harvest 
season; ụráụ ifie  dry season (=yé bènibéni 
there is a season for everything [Where does 
this go?]) 

ifíèkịẹnye  n.  clock; watch [ifíè+kịẹ́n+yé 
‘time-count-er’] (=wọ́sì)̣ 

ifingí [4]  n.  boundary; ifingí kpụ̀n/pùu/tụ̀a  
demarcate boundary 

ifingítìṇ  n.  boundary tree 
ifirí  n.  repayment; compensation; reparation; 

ifiri fịí ̣  receive compensation: Erí àrá bara 
ghọ ìfiri fịmí ̣.  He received compensation 
from her (=kịgbaị fịí)̣ 

ifoí  n.  son-in-law; father-in-law 

ifolifoó  n.  blossom (of okra and similar 
plants); ifolifo tabá/tụá flower; blossom (cf. 
ịzáị for maize, sugarcane, omosóu for oil-
palm) 

ifúgu  n.  something thrown in a fight (e.g. 
flaming empty palm-bunch); ifúgu gbein 
play a rough game consisting of throwing 
ifúgu, usually by boys in the night 

igbé  v.t.  moor, berth (canoe); árụ igbe  moor 
canoe 

igbébiripalị  n.  a tool used in joining or 
holding together pieces of plank, e.g. box 
[?clamp ?vice – check with carpenter] 

Igbébiriyaị [4]  n.  a “masquerade”  
Igbedí [4]  n.  the southern border town of 

Kólokùmá ìbe 
igbedíkụ̀rọ  n.  insect sp. 
igbedí-òsimi  n.  small osími 
igbegbé  n.  velvet 
igbegí  n.  money (= okóbà, sí ̣lì)̣ 
igbegi-tụá-àkpa  n.  purse 
igbegifaríi  n.  file 
igbeí  [5]  v.i.  sit abreast (as in canoe) 
igbéma  n.  bell; igbéma gbele  ring bell 
igbénghi  n.  representative of old people 

during a dance for a deity (óru sẹị); 
igbénghi ere  female representative; 
igbénghi owei  male representative 

igbénghì  n.  tree with yellow flowers whose 
fruit is boiled and crushed to eat, mainly by 
children, and whose root is chewed for 
sweetness (Pterocarpus santalinoides 
L’Hér. ex DC LEGUMINOSAE: 
PAPILIONOIDEAE, perhaps also Afzelia 
bipindensis Harms LEGUMINOSAE: 
CAESALPINIOIDEAE); pẹrẹ igbénghì 
(Milletia griffoniana Baill. LEGUMINOSAE: 
PAPILIONOIDEAE) 

igbígbini  n.  a hardening or stiffening disease 
that affects the yam tuber; any yam so 
affected becomes stiffened and is not eaten 
smoothly (=tọbọụ-tụa-búru ‘yam with a 
foetus’) (cf. ịkpaíṇ) 

igbiná  n.  bead like ịbọ́lọ̀, but black in colour 
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igbirá  n.  prostitution; igbira wẹní ̣  practise 
prostitution 

igbira-wẹnị-érè  n.f.  prostitute 
igbó  n.  Indian hemp; marijuana (Cannabis 

sativa Linn. CANNABACEAE) (cf. Yoruba 
igbó) 

Igbon  n.  Hausa; Northerner (cf. Ikéte, 
Awụ́sa) 

igbon-ịkịraị  n.  Indian bamboo (Bambusa 
vulgaris Schrad. GRAMINEAE) 

igbon-ịkịraị-tọ̀rụ  n.  node of bamboo [igbon-

ịkịraị + tọ́rụ5 joint]  
igbon-odu  n.  cocoyam type 
igbon-otiti  n.  bird, the Pied Crow (Corvus 

albus CORVIDAE)  
igbóro-igboro [4]  id.  striped (as of cloth or 

zebra) 
igbúdugbu [4]  id.  numerous, uncountable (as 

of people) 
igbúduyàị  id.  in a group; in common: 
Ọwọụmọọ́ ìgbúduyàị kị zoruyémi  The 
children are playing in a group;  igbúduyàị 
anda  wrestling without teams and without 
counting points 

igbunú  n.  medicine bundle believed to be 
used by rogues whose effect is to cause the 
inmates of the assailed house to be in deep 
slumber 

igbúrù  n.  man’s cloth large enough to be used 
as cover-cloth or toga 

igbúrugburù  n.  chain; árụ igburugburu  
chain for canoe; ogbó-igburugburu-arụ  
train 

igbúrugburù-polí(sì)  n.  large caterpillar of 
butterfly or moth 

igburukú [4]  n.  troublesomeness; iniquity; 
wickedness; gross injustice; igburukú dọ̀ụ  
look for trouble; igburukú gbèin/mìẹ̣  make 
trouble; igburukú tọ̀bọụ  troublesome child 

igeré  n.  crocodile (general word); igere bịbị 
kọọ́ ̀ bára tụa put one’s hand into the 
crocodile’s mouth (i.e. take unnecessary 
risks); igere óu  mask carved in the form of 
a crocodile (cf. atú (poetic), agúì, segí 
(archaic), túgu) 

igere-yabíọwèi  n.  a fish (Phago loricatus 
ICHTHYBORIDAE), whose mouth resembles 
that of the crocodile (lit. ‘crocodile’s 
maternal relative’) 

igérigede  n.  something difficult to solve; 
something obscure and disastrous 

igílà  n.  soldier, driver ant (= olúlu) 
iginaíṇ [4] (=igineín)  n.  hog-plum (Spondias 

mombin Linn. ANACARDIACEAE) 
igíràn  n.  enmity; hatred; igíràn sụọ  hate 

bitterly 
igirí  n.  epilepsy; igiri koró  suffer from 

epilepsy OR have an epileptic fit [which? or 
both?] 

igírì  n.  fry of ụkụọbụ́ (Tilapia nilotica) 
igírigi  id.  big; enormous 
igodó  n.  padlock and key 
igodogbasá  n.  key 
igodoyenghí  n.  padlock (= sẹ́mbị) 
igogó  n.  triggered trap 
igoí¹  v.acc.  try to force someone who is 

reluctant to do some work by threatening not 
to do it either: A: I béi fịrì ̣ wẹnịgha abá, 
arị kpọ́ wẹnịgha.  B. Kíṃị ì ̣ mọmọ́ ìgoí 
kụmọ.  A. If you won’t do this work, I 
won’t do it either.  B. Don’t try to force me 
to do it. 

igoí²  n.  reluctance to do work: Igoibí èbighá 
yè Reluctance to work (of a group) is not 
good. 

igóinzoro  n.  type of matchet [Can we describe 
it?]: Igóinzoro ògidibi wóroròon paa bómi  
The igóinzoro matchet came out to its full 
length.  

igóli (=ikóli)  n.  handcuff(s); fetter(s); igóli 
kaị  handcuff; put on handcuffs 

igóliwarị (=ikóliwarị)  n.  prison; jail 
igoní  n.  A. entertainment; hospitality; igoni 

bẹlẹ túu gbùlu eat up the left-over food 
prepared for a big group of strangers (by 
those who cooked it, after departure of the 
guests, as a result of proclamation by one of 
the women); igoni dọụ́  look for something 
to entertain guests; igoni kọọ́n  entertain 
guests [check]; B. stranger; foreigner; guest; 
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visitor (used more in sayings than 
igonikịmí)̣;  igoni arụ́mọ̀ siimọ A. see off 
visitors in their canoes (by procession, with 
a song); B. esp. see off the spirits who have 
come with a war-canoe or ritual canoe (after 
they have gone, to make sure that all have 
gone, including those who have assumed 
human form); igoni dịaghá  an expression 
meaning that someone, e.g. a wife is too 
ugly to be introduced to a guest; Igoni síi kì 
sáa  When the visitors have left, the debt 
remains (and is felt) (said by a host who has 
had to buy on credit to entertain visitors to 
maintain the good name of the town); amá 
(sẹẹ̀) igoni  guest(s) for the whole town; bíri 
igoni  guest(s) for the whole compound; 
ofóni igoni  special guest(s) for whom a 
fowl is killed; óru igoni  guest(s) who come 
on account of the deity of the town; Igoni 
kála tọ̀bọụ – Sụ́ọbọ bara kị dìimi  A 
stranger is a small child – Depends on the 
host (a title and its response). 

igoni-amá  n.  foreign land 
igoniboú  n.  burial-ground for strangers 
igonibọọ́  n.  foreigner; stranger; alien; guest; 

visitor (= igonikịmí)̣ 
igoníì  id.  alien; foreign; strange 
igonikịmí ̣  n.  foreigner; stranger; alien; guest; 

visitor (= igonibọọ́) 
igorigoó  n.  good public speaker; orator; 

eloquent speaker 
ígue  n.  a special group-call during the uzi 

ceremony 
íii [4]  excl.  call to someone in bush in order to 

locate his/her whereabouts; íii tụ̀a  call 
someone in this way 

íìn  excl.  yes; íin ẹ̀nị  yes, I see/I agree; íin yèé  
yes!; íin yò!  yes! 

Íinà (=ínà)  n.  mummy (my mother) (cf. 
dádà); kosíinà  grandmama 

íiyàa  excl.  sound of exclamation expressing 
relief; sigh of relief 

íiyèe  excl.  sound of exclamation expressing 
relief; sigh of relief 

iké  n.  knack; strength (cf. Igbo íke ‘strength’) 

ikeégù  the smaller ọgbọọlọọ́ 
ikégi  n.  cunning person (= alegí) 
ikéìn  n.  A.  private parts; ikéìn sọwẹị  A. 

cover private parts with the palms or cloth; 
B. (fig.) reach age of wearing clothes; (fig.) 
privacy; B.  any covering (for the private 
parts); ikéìn sin  be naked; ikéìn udeí  
change into or out of working clothes 

ikéìn-udeighá  n.  a performance of not more 
than three songs and steps when a dance-
canoe has reached a town, before performers 
go to their quarters. The real dance is 
performed the following day. 

ikéingà  n.  ancestral emblem, i.e. a rounded 
carved piece of wood left on an altar near 
the roof, but brought down and painted and 
given food and drink when the ancestors are 
expected to have a communal feeding with 
the living [< Igbo ìkéngà] 

ikéingèléngè  a.  embarrassing:  ikéingèléngè 
bịbịama  embarrassing matters 

ikemí  n.  A. root of tree, usu. tíṇ-ikemi; pẹrẹ-
ikémì taproot; B. spike of palm bunch, usu. 
lí ̣ị-ìkemi 

ikemikáà  id.  (of person) short and looking 
strong or tough; not good-looking (even 
when dressed) 

ikén¹  v.i.  bear; endure; Yé ìkénnghimàáà?  
Can you bear it? [<ikén²] 

ikén²  n.  endurance; Ikén kpọ fà timí, 
ẹrẹyemáàáà?  You have no endurance, and 
yet you are talking? [<Igbo ík’é ‘strength’] 

íkèrérè  n.  difficulty 
Ikétè  n.  Hausa; Northerner (= Igbon, Awụ́sa) 
ikiá¹ (=ikié)  v.recip.  befriend; make friends 

with: Ọrọ maá kìṃị ikiamí ̣  The two of 
them made friends. 

ikiá² (=ikié)  v.t. marry on “small dowry” 
system, usu. eré ikia 

ikiá³ (=ikié)  n.  friendship; ikia kọrí ̣  make 
friends 

ikia-aráụ  n.f.  female friend 
ikia-eré  n.f.  woman married under the “small 

dowry” system 
ikia-owéi  n.  male friend 
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ikiatọbọ́ụ  n.  child born under the “small 
dowry” system 

Ikibiri  n.  town in Ekpétiama ibe of Northern 
Nzọn 

ikié  see  ikiá  friend(ship); befriend 
ikinimáà  id.  short and fat 
ikirí  n.  cane rat; cutting-grass; “grasscutter” 

(Thryonymys swinderianus 
THRYONOMIDAE) (=pẹ́lei) 

ikiríìn (=ikinríìn)  id.  short, but bulky, e.g. 
log of wood or person (>ịkịríị̀ṇ) 

ikírika¹  n. fish, the second size of Niger perch 
(Lates niloticus Linn. CENTROPOMIDAE) 
(otókorotọrụpịna < ikírika < zalaá < kíṇa 
< káran) 

ikírika²  n.  (always in combinations); amatá 
ìkirika  older married woman; tíṇ ikirika  
stump of tree 

ikirikáà  n.  short (as of tail), but with rougher 
edges than ingbiligbáà 

ikísa  n.  half 
ikisáà  id.  short; dwarfish 
ikísa-ìkísa  id.  in pieces 
ikísamọ  v.cs.  lessen in volume; shorten in 

length 
ikítibà  n.  pipe (for smoking) 
ikó¹  n.  cloth dyed by the Yoruba (àdìrẹ) 
ikó²  n.  anvil 
ikóki  n.  hips; ikóki tuu  back of hips  
ikókiyai ¢¢ ¢¢  n.  throw in wrestling across the 

buttocks (a variant of fugú) 
ikóli¹  n.  leg of pot, usu. bẹ́lẹ-ikoli 
ikóli² see  igóli handcuff(s) 
ikólibagii  n.  claw-hammer; pincers 
ikóliwarị (=igóliwarị) n.  prison; jail 
ikólò¹  n.  tree (Leea guineensis G.Don 

LEEACEAE); pẹrẹ ikólò (Psychotria 
?gabonica Hiern RUBIACEAE) 

ikólò²  n.  protective medicine for war 
Ikólò  n.  town in Atịsa, of Kólokùmá origin, 

north of Ikibiri 
íkòlólò  n.  creeping herb cooked in soup to 

give blood (=) 
ikomọọ́  v.cs.  equip (someone) fully; make 

ready: Erí wò bi ¢¢ ¢¢náaraù ¢¢ ¢¢ma ikomo ¢¢ ¢¢dó ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢  He 

has come fully to the support of his sister; 
ọngọ́ ikomọ  prepare oneself fully: Erí wò 
o ¢¢ ¢¢ngó ¢¢ ¢¢ ìkomo ¢¢ ¢¢dé ¢¢ ¢¢i ¢¢ ¢¢ kò ¢¢ ¢¢o ¢¢ ¢¢, sukúlù bo ¢¢ ¢¢o ¢¢ ¢¢mi ¢¢ ¢¢  He 
equipped himself before going to school. 

ikoó  v.t.  equip 
ikorikórì  n.  a bird [any description?] 
ikóroghà  n.  “medicine” for wrestlers which 

prevents them from being thrown (lit. ‘will 
not/never fall down’). The owner will never 
have children until he falls down 
deliberately in a game and thereby spoils the 
“medicine”.  It was highly regarded and very 
expensive in the olden days. 

ikóso  n.  game of tops in which winner takes 
all the tops 

ikpé¹  v.i.  tell lies; reveal secret: Kíṃị ìkpé 
kụmọ.  Don’t tell lies. 

ikpé²  n.  lie; falsehood; ikpé fị  give or receive 
bribe; ikpé gba  tell lies; ikpé iseri tịẹ  bear 
false witness; commit perjury 

ikpeígàra  n.  a kind of yam 
ikpékịmị  n.  rumour-monger; person who tells 

news or stories without discretion: Ikpékịmị 
tìṭẹ́ị dọ̀ụgha  A rumour-monger needs no 
seat (because he will not sit down to tell the 
full story, but go on to spread it in another 
place). 

íkpèlélè  n.  creeping herb cooked in soup to 
give blood (=íkòlólò) [scientific name?] 

ikpemá [4]  n.  thick soft skin of electric fish 
(Mormyrus rume) 

ikpesé  n.  load; luggage 
ikpéte  v.i.  regret; grieve; dii ni ikpéte  have 

mercy on; sympathize with 
ikpéte nì (=kpéte nì)  int.  in so far as: Ikpéte 

nì a kpọ́ gbànaịdẹịbí ̣, ị maá tè bara kí ̣ 
mìẹ̣nghị  In so far as she has agreed, what 
else can I do? 

ikpí  n.  (usually ikpí-ọ̀gbọlo) an ọgbọ́lọ̀ 
loaded with mud and used in the game of 
ingbíri 

ikpíiri  n.  wheel; wheel with tyre 
ikpíri¹  n.  plantain variety 
ikpíri²  n.  seed-pod used as leg-rattle (=ịgụá) 
ikpírikpa  n.  stump 
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ikpirikpáà  id.  stumpy [?]; short; not long; 
stunted 

ikpokpo [tone?] n.  used in: ikpokpo leemọ́ 
build a temporary house to live in while 
constructing the permanent house 

ikpútu¹  n.  stone; rock 
ikpútu²  n.  large number of people massed 

together: Kíṃị ikputu boyemi.  A large 
number of people are coming. 

ileé¹  n.  stack, usu. fịnị ilé stack of firewood 
ileé²  n.  tree (Uapaca heudelotii Baill. 

EUPHORBIACEAE) 
imbétereè  id.  heavily stained; daubed thickly, 

as when there is much mud on one’s feet 
imbí¹  v.t.  fish in a lake (dụ́nọụn, awérè, 

bụ́tiri, but not bụ́ụ), usu. dụ́nọụn imbi; 
imbí lagha  be forbidden to fish in lakes.  
This applies to a girl or woman when she is 
delivered of a dead baby, or when the live 
baby dies without crying hours after 
delivery. She is only freed from this 
restriction when she delivers normally. 

imbí²  n.  button; imbí tụa  sew on a button 
imbí³  n.  goal; point (in wrestling) 
imbíbile  n.  sliding; imbíbile tanị  slide; bíḅị-

imbibile  a slip of the tongue 
imbígìḍị  n.  policeman (lit. ‘buttons closely 

fastened on tunic’) 
imbíowei  n.  single-pronged fish-spear; 

imbíowei gbein/ọbọrọ  fish with such a 
spear 

imbireí (=ine bịnáòwei)  my “brother” (male 
relative not in direct line of descent) 

imbírèí (=iné bịnaowei)  your “brother” 
imbíse¹  v.acc.  deal strictly with: Iné deyemi 

debi, ye ị mọ́mọ ìmbísenghimi  This pride 
you are showing, I will deal with you 
seriously. 

imbíse²  v.i.  play imbíse, a women’s game (see 
next) 

imbíse³  n.  game played by women, involving 
clapping and moving the legs; number of 
players starts from two and above (cf. pịrí²̣) 

(imbiyou)  used in: beriba imbíyou  flower 
stalk of plantain, used ritually 

imeín  [5]  v.i.  leak in (from outside) (a small 
amount, of fishpond and canoe) (contrast 
(i)firí, leak out): Árụbị ìmeínyemi.  The 
canoe is leaking a little. 

imemeín  v.a.  be stingy, frugal, economical: 
Béi kịmìḅị imemeín kamèé This man is 
very stingy: Iné biiyebi, yeé ìmemeín nì ị 
píṛịnghimi  The thing you are asking, I will 
give you a little. id.  stingy; very frugal; 
miserly (=kíḳịmọkìḳịmọ = kíḳịrịkìḳịrị) 

imémein  n.  nail; claw; bára-ìmemein  
fingernail; bụ́ọ-imemein  toenail; ofóni-
imemein  n.  claw (of bird) 

imemerékè  see  umbeberékè fern 
imenghí  v.i.  ooze (e.g. of water oozing into 

canoe, pond or damp floor) 
iménghi¹  v.i.  make a low moaning sound 
iménghi²  n.  moan 
imeseí¹ (=meseí)  v.i.  look about in an affected 

way; grimace to show disapproval of 
someone’s statement 

imeseí² (=meseí)  n. affected look or 
disapproving grimace 

(ingbe)  n.  as in ọfọ́ụ ingbe an internal organ 
in the belly of ọfọ́ụ, tasting delicious 

ingbé [3]  v.a.  be blunt, not sharp (as knife, 
cutlass, axe) 

íngbè  n.  mangrove oyster (Crassostrea gasar 
Dautzen. OSTREIDAE) 

ingbeé¹  n.  club; truncheon; baton; a wooden 
hammer [mallet? check with carpenter] used 
in breaking timber into sections 

ingbeé²  n.  horn; náma-ingbe  horn of animal 
ingbeé³  n.  a measure, the length of the lower 

arm 
ingbeé4  n.  A. child; ingbe koromọ́  have a 

child; maa ingbé  several children; some 
children; B. one’s own luck with regard to 
children; ingbeé èbií  the good fortune to 
have many surviving children; ingbeé sèí  
the bad luck to lose a series of children 

ingbeelé  n.  soldier termite; gorilla ant 
(Macrotermes bellicosus) [id?] 

ingbeké  n.  A. a stick; B. useless bit of rubbish 
(cf. ịkpọsọ́) 
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ingbekeé  id.  abnormally big (usually of the 
head) 

Ingbélà  n.  the founder of Odi in Kólokùmá, 
whence it is called Ingbélà-ama 

ingbéle  n.  knee 
ingbéleè  id.  very big and bulging, as of 

forehead (>ịngbẹ́lẹẹ̀) 
ingbérè  n.  exorbitant gain, profit; ingbérè tụa  

profiteer 
ingbéte  n.  A. general term for the adult male 

shrimp (opúru); B. adult Macrobrachium 
felicinum (contrast ọníọ̣̀): Kọ́lamà tọrụ 
ingbete  smaller type more common in salt 
water 

ingbí  n.  roughly spherical object, usu. in 
combinations; okokodíà-ingbi  ladle made 
of coconut shell and stick; tụkpa-ingbí  
globe of lamp; ukuruzí-ìngbi  cannon-ball 

ingbigbilíì  id.  extremely fat, but fairly short, 
as of a person 

ingbiligbáà  id.  short, as of tail, but smoother 
than ikirikáà 

ingbilíì  id.  short and bulky (>ịngbịlíị̀)̣ 
ingbílìlí  n.  the mark made on the soft place 

below the breastbone with ashes by children 
when they want to end a game 

ingbíri¹ [3]  v.adj  be old, aged 
ingbíri² [3]  n.  A. very big type of o ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢, 

from the omóni group, which beats others; 
B. a game of tops played during the flood 
season, in which one is allowed to put mud, 
etc., inside the holes of some of the tops 
(thus making ikpí), and in which one player 
can continue to play until he beats another 
person; if he does not, he continues until all 
his tops are finished, whereupon he 
withdraws from the game; the last person 
remaining takes all the tops. 

ingbísi  n.  leglet made of ivory 
ingbísirisi (=ingbísìrísì)  n.  an animal, 

Bosman’s Potto (Perodicticus potto 
LORISIDAE) 

imímiyoun (=mímiyoun) v.t.  suck and draw 
in forcefully (as child sucks breast, or as in 

drinking through a straw) (contrast indóu, 
which is gentler) 

iminií  n.  an art of planting whereby yam 
mounds do not follow any definite line, 
usually on high ground where roots prevent 
the formation of ekúe. They can face 
anywhere (opp. of ekúe). 

imíyoun  n.  A. a loop made of grass (e.g. usií) 
or palm leaves, placed on objects or attached 
to trees, or pinned on a piece of land, 
swamp, lake or island to show ownership; 
B. It is used as a sacred symbol when 
invoking or swearing on a deity, which it 
symbolizes; C. It is also used when making 
a war dance or wrestling dance or 
masquerade. 

imíyoun-gbunu-yei  n.  husband in name, i.e. 
when the husband only performs the initial 
ceremony and then assumes or takes over 
the role of a husband 

imosoú  n.  inflorescence of oil-palm, usu. lí ̣ị 
ìmosou 

ínà  see  íinà mummy 
indaá  n.  gum (of mouth) 
inda-indá [4] id.  toothless (of old person); 

inda-indá kòsu kịmị toothless old person 
indágbùdu  id.numerous; myriad 
indé  [3]  v.a.  be thick (as soup) 
indébèfú  n.  salt-water shrimp 
indeí  [5]  v.p.  be thickened; túu ìndeí  be 

settled with possessions: Erí tuu ìndeídọ  
He has now settled down and acquired some 
possessions: Eré tuu ìndeídọ  The woman’s 
marriage is fruitful and settled. 

inde-índe  id.  old; archaic (e.g. person, story) 
indélè  n.?  person who is ignorant 
indelee  id.  in a state of ignorance; lacking 

knowledge; looking ignorant; not thoughtful 
indémọ [3]  v.cs.  thicken: Fụ́lọụbị ìndemọ.  

Thicken the soup. 
indémọye  n.  thickening (for soup) 
inderekéè  id.  squinting (of eyes); hence, not 

seeing well (implied) 
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indéri (=indóri)  v.i.  fail to speak out to 
someone’s face as one has boasted one will 
do 

indiámènisóù  n.  blow-fly (Chrysomyia 
chloropyga) 

indií  n.  fish; indi baá  catch fish; bou-indí  
fish found in lakes and fishponds; ẹbẹ́gụ 
indi  the largest of each of the species of 
fish in a catch in a lake or fish-pond. The 
collection of the number of the species 
shows ownership; tọ́rụ-indi  river fish: Bení 
dụ̀bá ìndi indíghà Big water does not 
always contain plenty of fish (cf. All that 
glitters is not gold.) 

indokúù (=undokúù) id.  describes a hunched 
or bulging part of the body, e.g. of man, 
animal or stick. Thus Fulani cattle called 
konu-birí-ìndokú. 

indóri  see  indéri fail to speak out 
indoroo  id.  gazing sheepishly 
indóu  v.t.  suck (breast) (contrast 

(i)mímiyoun, which is more forceful) 
indóu  n. breast; indóu bịbị kụ̀rọ́  suck in 

large gulps; indóu kịlẹmọ  wean.  Types of 
breast are: agbá indou breasts of a young 
woman before they have fallen (lit. 
‘calabash-bowl breasts’); ikpíri indou ?? 
breasts (lit. ‘?? breasts’); kọnsẹ́lẹ̀ indou ?? 
breasts (lit. ‘?? breasts’); obóri indou small 
breasts (lit. ‘goat breasts’);; paan indóu 
elongated breasts (lit. ‘calabash-cup 
breasts’). 

indóu barị  v.p.  hold a return match (in 
games, e.g. wrestling) 

indóubarị  n.  return match 
indóubeni  n.breast-milk [‘breast-water’] 
indóubenidiri  n.  herb (Euphorbia hirta Linn. 

EUPHORBIACEAE) (=opúrú-ángá, obírímá) 
[‘breast-water-medicine’] 

indóubọlọụ  n.  nipple [‘breast-tip’] 
indóu-indou  n.  tree (Alstonia boonei De 

Wild. APOCYNACEAE) (cf. kígbó) 
indóumọ  v.cs.  suckle: Tọbọụbí ̣ ìndoumọ  

Suckle the child. 

indóutekeleye  n.  brassière [‘breast-support-
er’] 

iné¹  v.t.  endure; yé-ine  endurance 
iné²  poss.  your (singular); inéin (=iné ye)  

yours: Iné ye ki ìné ye  Yours is your own. 
iné³ [4]  pron.  you (singular) (short pronoun 

object form preceding vowels; cf. ị (²)): Erí 
ìné ẹ̀rịdọ́.  He has seen you. 

inébịrịkì ̣  n.  stalemate (as of a complicated 
matter): Egberibí bo ni ìnébịrịkì ̣ kọọ 
páamị The matter became 
deadlocked/reached a stalemate. 

ineé¹  poss.  my; ineí (=ine yé)  mine; ineínèi  
all for me; all my own 

ineé²  [5]  pron.  me (short pronoun object 
form preceding vowels; cf. ị¹) 

ineí  short form of ine yé mine 
inéi  short form of iné ye yours 
Inéikaàdé  n.m.f.  a name [Inéi-ki-àkí-̣de ‘Be 

proud of your own’] 
ineínèi¹  n.  point of scoring in the game of tops 

(ọgbọ́lọ̀ tein) when one of the players has 
taken two tops; he shouts ‘My own, my 
own!’ to claim them. 

Ineínèi²  n.f.  a name [Ineí-ìnei ‘My own is my 
own’] 

inémọ  v.i.  endure: Inémọ timi nì ụ pịrị vụ́rọ. 
Endure the flogging he will give you. 

inénghi¹ [3]  v.a.  be deaf 
inénghi²  v.i.  be far away; be deep down (in 

water) 
inénghi³  n.  buttock(s) 
inénghifubei  n.  piles 
inenghíì  id.  quite deaf: A díi yèé, inenghíì  

See her, quite deaf! 
inénghi-opoolo  n.  anus 
inénghipaaraị  n.  one of the buttocks 
inénghi-uke  n.  inside of anus 
inénghiwarị  n.  buttocks (esp. of women) 
inénghi bàra faá  ??  unbearable [Needs 

further explanation or examples] 
inénghi-ọ̀bọrọ  n.  a fish (Bagrus docmac 

Forskål BAGRIDAE) [‘deaf ọbọrọ’] 
inénghimọ  v.cs.  deafen; stun; astonish 
inénghiwala  n.  paddle-steamer 
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ingélenge  n.  xylophone; marimba 
ingelengelé  n.  liver 
ingí  v.t.  hire out farmland by yards for money 

(per yard) for farming; lease farmland (from 
land-owner) for farming (= búa) 

ingó  v.a.  be poor 
ingó  n.  poverty 
ingó-ingo  n.  excessive poverty: Ingó-ingo kì 

u ¢¢ ¢¢ ko ¢¢ ¢¢rí ¢¢ ¢¢-nìmí  He is poverty-stricken. 
ingólèí  n.  shell (as of edible snail); osi-ingólèi  

shell of snail 
ingólongolò  n.  small metal bells with small 

round clappers inside which rattle when 
shaken 

ingómọ  v.cs.  A. make poor; B. ill-treat; 
maltreat; C. trouble; be a nuisance to (as 
flood) 

ingoó  [5]  n.  crayfish trap [see photo]; ingo 
dérì  weave ingoó; ingo gbéìn  bend and 
shape the woven trap; ingo píṭẹ̀/kpáamọ̀  
fish with ingoó 

 
ingoóò  id.  quite poor: Waí ¢¢ ¢¢ nì ¢¢ ¢¢ u dií, 

ingoóò(mo ¢¢ ¢¢) mi ¢¢ ¢¢e ¢¢ ¢¢  Look at him, quite poor. 
ingotíḅì ̣  n.  head [??] of lobster-pot 
inima [1]  v.a.  be stunted; inima ború  dwarf 

cane-rope ((Eremospatha sp.); inima okótì  
stunted he-goat; inima pomú  stunted leaf 

inimá  n.  fish resembling ukpókù 
inimawaá  n.  herb (Rinorea dentata 

(P.Beauv.) O.Ktze VIOLACEAE) 
ininaíṇ (=ininaá) n.  green vegetable, also 

used as medicine (Amaranthus spinosus 
Linn. and A. viridis Linn. 
AMARANTHACEAE) 

ínkì  n.  ink [<English ink] 
ínsìsi  n.  hinge [<English hinge] 
ínyèé  excl.  yes 
ínyòo  excl.  yes 
ínzìni  n.  engine [<English engine] 
ínzìrí  n.  “George” cloth [<English India] 
ipébu  n.  bow 
ipébugbasa  n.  arrow [‘bow-stick’] 
ipélè  n.  draughts (game); ipélè tein play 

draughts 
ipélè-imbi  n.  draughtsman 
ipélipelì  n.  oil-palm seedling (cf. ịtọ́bọị) 
ipení  n.  dried-up palm fruit 
ipesí  A. layer; B. portion; kịẹn-ipésì  (math.) 

digit 
ipesi-ipési  id.  in layers; in portions 
ipesi-kịẹn-bíḅì ̣  n.  (math.) place value; 

dẹ́sịmàlị ipesi  decimal place [digit-count-
word] 

ipií  n.  small hollow calabash tied to díi as 
float (cf. lipú); also used as a medicine-
container tied to the top of the flag in the 
war canoe and floating in the water [unclear] 

ipiteí  v.i.  brag; claim superiority 
ipó  n.  A. track left by a log or canoe on the 

ground when it is dragged or hauled; B. 
print made (by thumb, palm or foot) 

iporoó  id.  many; plentiful, more than 
sufficient 

ipútù  n.  rain-storm 
ireí  n.  call on one’s dear one, esp. their 

nickname or initials, when one slips (as if 
the name gives one some sort of strength) 

irí¹  v.i.  dry up (as in cooking); go down (of 
water): Bẹ́lẹbị ìrídọ.  The pot has boiled 
dry: Bụ́ụ benibi ìrídọ.  The water in the 
fishpond has gone down. [tone class  3?] 

irí²  v.i.  err; go astray 
irí³ [3]  v.i.  be hoarse, crack (of voice); irí 

òkolo  hoarse voice; okolo irí beoome 
hoarse (of voice): Wo okólòbi irími.  His 
voice became hoarse and cracked. 

irókò  n.  iroko tree (Milicia excelsa (Welw.) 
C. C. Berg MORACEAE) (=kụ́ụ, subei tịíṇ, 
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alagbá tìṇ) [<English iroko and/or Yoruba 
ìrókò] [But kụ́ụ is mahogany!] 

iroró  v.t.  think; ponder 
iroromọ́  v.dir.  refer to 
iroroyé  n.  thought 
isé  num.  nine; isé karamọ  ninth 
iséna  num.  nine (qualifying form): iséna kịmì ̣  

nine men 
iseín¹ (=isenghí=isengí)  n.  an arbitrary farm 

length for a leased farm. The length of such 
a farm varies with the locality from 15-30 
fathoms. 

iseín²  n.  row; furrow 
iséle  n.  (ground) camwood 
isélebara  n.  piece of heartwood which is 

ground on owórò to produce camwood 
(iséle) 

isélekpoo  n.  small lump of camwood (made 
from wet powdered camwood and dried) 

Isélema  n.  Warri 
isélepaan  n.  amniotic sac 
isené-ọrụ̀baụ  n.  iyóro-fish sp. (=asịná-

yòrobaụ) 
isenleí  n.  space between fingers, usu. bára-

ìsenlei; space between toes, usu. bụ́o-isenlei 
iserí  n.  testimony; witness; iseri sụọ́/tịẹ́  be a 

witness 
iseri-aráụ  n.f.  female witness 
iseri-owéi  n.  male witness 
(isi) see tọ́rụ-isi  
isíbiri  n.  “alligator”; Dwarf Crocodile 

(Osteolaemus tetraspis); gaki isíbìri a 
different species of “alligator”: Isíbiri korị 
kịmị òbúdu gbelemi. A person who catches 
an “alligator” is soiled by ooze (i.e. if you 
want to punish someone you will be 
affected). 

isíkì  id.?  fond of: Erí ye fị dịbị ìsíkì  He is 
very fond of eating. 

isólolo  a.  extremely resolute [discuss]; isólolo 
bịbị  a complex problem 

isoú  n.  cluster (e.g. of coconuts or of fish 
strung together); okokodíạ̀ isou  a cluster of 
coconuts 

isóun  n.  a small fish, finger-size freshwater 
clupeid (Pellonula spp.) 

isúru¹  n.  spines on palm fruit 
isúru²  n.  spongy areas of certain types of 

food, like yam 
isúru-ìsúru  id.  full of spines [check] 
itígbiri  n.  big Kano cloth 
itísein  n.  headpad 
ititá  n.  heel; part of hand corresponding to 

heel; itita tụá  walk on one’s heels; bára-
ìtita  heel of hand; lower part of palm; bụ́ọ-
ìtita  heel [tone?] 

itiyá  n.  swollen legs; elephantiasis 
itiya dọọ́n  n.  swelling sickness around the 

ankles; ankle oedema 
itóbo  n.  sandbank side of river; flood bank, 

used for farming 
itóbokan  n.  Tantalus monkey (Cercopithecus 

tantalus) [Kolokuma?] 
itóbokòri  n.  stinging ant usually found in 

farmland 
itú¹  n.  flock; heap; group; age-grade; herd; 

gang; batch 
itú²  n.  oil-palm which has palm bunch with 

fleshy nuts close together, usu. itú lịị bein 
ivalíì  id.  short; not pointed 
iviliváà  id.  blunt; not pointed; níni sẹ̀ iviliváà  

short and blunt nose 
ivín¹  n.  cow 
ivín²  n.  palm kernel 
ivínfụmụ  n.  A. seed of palm kernel; B. palm 

kernel 
ivín-ịsọụn  n.  broken shell of palmnut 
ivíntọbọụ  n.  calf [cow-child]  
ivín-ụngbọ  n.  endocarp containing single 

seed (cf. okpókoro) 
iwé¹  v.t.  envy; be jealous of 
iwé²  n.  envy; jealousy 
iwé³  n.  tattoo mark along the cheek 
iweé  n.  thatch overhang at end of house 
Iwékụmọ  n.m.f  a name [Iwé kụmọ ‘Do not 

covet’] 
iwíri (=wíri)  n.  tortoise: Iwíri ta kị ìwíri 

zaụmọmị It was Tortoise’s own wife that 
belittled him; beni iwírì  hard-shelled 
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swamp turtle (Pelusios spp.); ogbó iwiri  
tortoise (=ogbó ịkagị) (Kinixys sp.) 

iwówoo  id.  gathered in clusters, e.g. a number 
of fruits or flowers growing together 

íiyàa  excl.  a cry for some loss or bereavement 
(= áyòo) 

íyà  excl.  sound of exclamation expressing 
warning, immediately after a narrow escape 

iyáà  excl.  my friend (cf. ikiá) 
iyé  n.  (older form of yé, which see); thing: iyé 

serigha  nothing; there was no major 
happening, no casualties; nothing bad or 
serious happened 

iyéri [3]  v.i.  A. descend; go down; decrease; 
diminish; recede (of flood, tide); B. be low, 
as of a depression; C. (fig.) be lean (cf. 
tụụ́n) 

iyérimọ  v.cs.  lower; humiliate; ọngọ́ iyerimọ  
be(come) humble 

iyóro  n.  snakehead (fish) (Parachanna 
obscura CHANNIDAE) (cf. ọgbọụgbasá) 

iyoú  n.  low-lying part of bush completely 
under water in rainy season 

izán  n.  young palm fronds 
izímina  n.  bird, the ostrich (Struthio camelus 

STRUTHIONIDAE) [<Hausa jìminaa ‘female 
ostrich’] 

izóngò (=zóngò) n.  jar with narrow neck and 
wide body for holding wine [?<English jug] 

izoú  v.i.  be hasty 
izoumọọ́  v.cs.  hasten 
izózobaụ [4] (=zózobaụ) n.  three-pronged 

fish-spear; izózobaụ gbèin  fish with 
izózobaụ 

izózoo  id.  too tall (as of man); also describes 
how such tall people (or sticks) are thrown 
down by smaller or shorter people 

izozoú  v.i.  roar; bark 
izú  n.  A. uninhabited place; B. a wide stretch 

of cultivated land with many farm plots 
izúmu  n.  fish which gives an electric shock, 

especially from the tail end (Mormyrus rume 
C. & V. MORMYRIDAE) 

 
 

N 
 

ị¹ [1] (=i if following vowel is wide)  pron.  I; 
me (short pronoun subject and object form 
preceding consonant; cf. yeé¹, ineé²): N tịíṇ 
yèé  Call me; I boyémi  I’m coming; poss.  
my (short form): ị daụ́  my father: i yeí  my 
husband 

ị² [2]  (=i if following vowel is wide)  pron.  you 
(singular) (short pronoun object form 
preceding consonant; cf. iné³): Erí ì ̣ tíṇyemi  
He is calling you; poss.  your (singular) 
(short form); ị dáụ  your father; i yéi  your 
husband  

ị³ [3]  (=i if following vowel is wide)  pron.  you 
(short subject form preceding consonant); 
cf. yé²: N bánghìṇghímiì?  Will you run?:  N 
kpọ́ ì ̣ pịrị kí ̣, ị kpọ ị píṛị  You give me, and 
I give you too. 

ịbadó (tone class uncertain)  n.  superiority in 
some particular aspect (normally of 
community or person): Ekpétiama-
Agụdama nì ̣ ịbadó, beni kpọ́ èmí, laịtiríkì 
kpọ emí  Agudama-Ekpétiama is 
exceptional; it has pipe-borne water, it has 
electricity. 

ịbaíṇ  n.  a disease affecting the head, 
especially in children, probably tinea capitis 

ịbará [4]  n.  verandah 
ịbịabíạ̀-ịgba  n.  climbing plant (Cissus 

ibuensis Hook.f. (probably) VITACEAE), 
used as a green vegetable and as a tonic; it is 
believed to help a foetus 

ịbọlọ́ [4]  n.  red bead worn round neck; coral 
bead 

ịdẹ́ị  n.  unmudded or half-mudded pillars in 
front of the verandah 

ịdịsaíṇ [4]  n.  oily fruit used as pomade, as 
spice, or as medicine for children’s ailments 
(Tetrapleura tetraptera (Schum. and 
Thonn.) Taub. LEGUMINOSAE-
MIMOSOIDEAE) 

ịfí ̣  n.  used in: ịfí ̣ tụa  urge; insist; persist in; 
inform or instruct someone secretly 

ịfíạkụ  see  ịfíỵaụ 
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ịfíf̣ịyọụ¹ [3]  v.i.  whistle 
ịfíf̣ịyọụ² [3]  n.  whistle; whistling: Iné 
ịfịfịyọụbị pẹ̀lẹ  Stop your whistling. 

ịfịí¹̣  v.i.  be on good terms; agree 
ịfí ̣ị²  n.  string from Musa stem, usu. beriba 
ịfí ̣ị, oyobá ìf̣ịị 

ịfí ̣ị³  n.  wax in the ear 
ịfí ̣ị4  n.  used in: ịfí ̣ì ̣ �� ��a inform in advance 
ịfíḳịfịkì ̣ (=fíḳịfịkị) [4]  n.  saw 
ịfíỵaụ (=ịfíạkụ)  n.  small tree with ‘male’ and 

‘female’ varieties (the ‘female’ identified as 
the sandpaper tree, Ficus asperifolia Miq. 
MORACEAE) OR creeping shrub growing 
between sandbank and dry land on land 
which is difficult to clear but yields good 
owéibùrú [OAE] 

(ịfịyọụn)  see  under abá¹ 
ịfịyọ́ụn  n.  midrib of frond of wine-palm 
ịfọfọọ́ ̀  id.  with no weight; very small; short 

and light in weight (of human being only) 
ịfọ́rọrọn (=ịfọ́nrọnrọn)  n.  tree [describe; 

specimen needed] 
ịfụrụnfụ́rụ̀n (=ịfụnrụnfụ́nrụ̀n)  n.  ant 

(general term for small dark ants) 
ịgá¹  v.a.  be deformed (of arms or legs); be 

lame; limp 
ịgá²  n.  deformity (of limbs) 
ịgálaba  n.  the state of being riotous; rowdy 

behaviour; state of confusion 
ịgálị  n.  lumps on the body produced by 

Recklinghausen’s disease; protid tumour; 
wart [?] [check definitions] 

ịgálị-ìg̣álịdọn  n.  disease producing lumps on 
the body, Recklinghausen’s disease 

ịgálịtụabọ  n.  person suffering from 
Recklinghausen’s disease 

ịgáran (=ịgánran)  n.  pepper (= ịgịná, ịsaní)̣ 
Ngáràn (=Ngánràn)  n. people somewhere to 

the north-west of Nzọ́n (perhaps the Igara) 
ịgáran-dọn (=ịgánran-dọn)  n.  smallpox (cf. 

akịrịkpọ́kpọ̀, opudọọ́n, ọgọnọdọọ́n, 
ọvụọ́ ̀kiriowei) 

ịgáràn-otiti (=ịgánràn-otiti)  n.  bird 
resembling the Senegal coucal 

ịgárì ̣  n.  piece of cloth (normally undersized); 
ịgárì ̣ kaka  tie a piece of cloth around the 
waist with a special knot at one end 

ịgbá  n.  A. creeper; rope; ịgbá kpụn  have a 
tug-of-war; beké-ìg̣ba  European rope; bou-
ịgbá  bush rope; kọn-ịgbá  ceremonial 
necklace, equivalent to a wedding ring, 
worn by a wife; B. (anat.) long rope-like 
bodily organ; asịn-ịgbá blood-vessel; kála 
àsịn-ịgba capillary; kála furòu-ịgba small 
intestine; opu furóu-ìg̣ba large intestine; 
ọdụ́dụ-duo-bo-ịgba artery; ọdụ́dụ-ghọ-
muyemi-ịgba vein 

ịgbaá  n.  a longitudinal crack or opening, or a 
broken line, along the body of a canoe 

ịgbaáà  id.  describes a skinny person  
ịgbáaị  n.  chips (of wood) 
ịgbágba  n.  soup or cooked food without palm 

oil 
Ngbáịnwarị  n.  a town in Opokumá ìbe in 

Northern Nzọn 
ịgbákọrị  n.  creeper (Triumfetta ?cordifolia 

A.Rich. TILIACEAE) (=bịdẹpálì)̣ [check if 
these 2 names refer to the same plant 
(probably not)] 

ịgbalí ̣  n.  A. column; line; B. (geom.) line (in 
geometry); ịgbalịamá gbèleibara meeting 
of lines; ịgbalị ghọ emí tèin-leleiama 
collinear points; ịgbalị ghó 11 11 fà tein-lélèiama 
non-collinear points; ịgbalị gi 11 11rafú 11 11 line 
graph; ịgbalị ikísà line segment; ịgbalị 
pe 11 11le 11 11bárà intersection of lines; bekuwé 
ìg̣bali 11 11 curved line; gáranbaa ịgbalị vertical 
line; gbási 11 11 i 11 11ko 11 11ki 11 11 mi 11 11e 11 11 ịgbalị perpendicular 
line; go 11 11mu 11 11 i 11 11gbálì ̣ straight line; sụíṇ ìg̣balị 
horizontal line; ukóu tịẹ ịgbalịama parallel 
lines 

ịgbálị  n.  A. (large) thorn (cf. ịgịgaí)̣; B. 
creeping plant with thorns (Combretum sp.); 
ịgbálị so 11 11ki 11 11  bring out thorns, etc., with 
needle;  owéi ịgbalị  [uses?](Combretum 
racemosum P.Beauv. COMBRETACEAE) 

ịgbálị-ịgbalị [4]  id.  thorny 
ịgbálịso 11 11ki 11 11ye  n.  money given to those who 

helped to demarcate land 
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ịgbánagbanà  n.  sensitive plant (Acacia 
kamerunensis (Linn.) Willd. 
LEGUMINOSAE-MIMOSOIDEAE); also known 
as i-yéi-boyemi-ìné-tebi-teri (lit. ‘your 
husband is coming, cover your vagina’); 
(song):  

 Ngbánagbanà, tebí tèri  
 I yéi boyemọ̀! 

Tebí tèri  
Sensitive plant, cover your vagina 
Your husband is coming 
Cover your vagina 
Cover your vagina 

ịgbanghí¹̣ (=ịgbangí)̣  n.  unripe oil-palm 
bunch 

ịgbanghí²̣ (=ịgbangí)̣  n.  flood-free land 
ịgbanghíṭàrịghá (=ịgbangíṭàrịghá)  n.  shrub 

used as chewing-stick, usually covered with 
biting ants (Barteria fisttulosa Mast. 
PASSIFLORACEAE): Árì 11 11 ịgbanghíṭàrịghá 
àáà?  Are you an ant-tree?  (i.e. you keep 
people at a distance/you can’t accommodate 
others) 

ịgbánị  v.i.  argue; a.  argumentative 
ịgbanụ́  n.  A. group of people from particular 

place: Sẹ́ị ịgbanụ ma boyemi  The dance 
group is coming; B. gang (in a bad sense), 
usu. sei ịgbánụ̀ 

ịgbáragbarà  n.  thorny tree whose wood is 
used for canoe-seats and firewood; its bark 
is boiled in water and used as medicine for 
wounds, esp. for female circumcision 
(Bridelia micrantha (Hochst.) Baill., and/or 
Macaranga spp. (heudelotii) 
EUPHORBIACEAE): Okí sèiyá, ịgbáragbarà  
When the swimming is bad, (you don’t mind 
clinging to) ịgbáragbarà (which is thorny). 

ịgbárara  n.  area around house protected by 
overhang of roof, usu. wárị-ìg̣barara 

Ngbásolo  n.  name of shrine in Báalịbou 
family at Igbedi 

ịgbọ́ [4] n.  cast-net; ịgbọ́ gbèin  fish with cast-
net; fọ́ụn-ìg̣bọ  seine-net 

ịgbọ́bàraye  n.  (tech.) network [‘net-manner-
thing’] 

ịgbọ́tọ̀rụ  n.  mesh of cast-net  
ịgbụmụ́  n.  canoe being carved before it is 

“burnt” to widen it; unfinished canoe 
ịgbụrụ́¹  n.  A. line; row; column; B. age-

group; C. usu. fị ịgbụ́rụ̀  a group of 
members of an age-group dying in 
succession, traditionally believed to be 
caused by some evil practices committed by 
the group, such as swearing falsely; D. 
(math.) line; row; kíri ìyerimó 11 11 ịgbụru 11 11 
column; ki 11 11e 11 11n-ịgbụ́rù 11 11 number-line 

ịgíạgịà  n.  tree (MELIACEAE) 
ịgịgaí ̣  n.  A. thorn (smaller than ịgbálị), as 

from edge of raphia palm leaf (akái 11 11n thatch 
or apíe canerope [clarify]); B. spine of stick 
or fish;  indi ịgíg̣àị  small fishbone (not 
backbone) 

ịgịlá  n.  cataract (in the eye) 
ịgịná [4]  n.  red pepper (Capsicum spp. Linn. 

SOLANACEAE)(=ịgáran = ịsaní)̣ 
ịgịrịbọtọ́  n.  scabies; a contagious itching skin 

disease usually between the fingers and at 
the knee- and elbow-joints 

ịgịrịgọọ́ ̀  id.  irregular: Akámo 11 11 ìg̣ịrịgọọ́ ̀  The 
teeth are irregular (showing gaps and decay). 

ịgọgọí ̣ (=ịgọọ́ = ịgọí)̣  v.i.  be slow; dilly-dally; 
dawdle; act with indecision (in any action); 
delay; waste time over minor details 

ịgọmọ-ịgọ́mọ  id.  time-consuming: Eréami 11 11ni 11 11 
biriibi ì 11 11gọmọ-ịgọ́mọ kaamèé  Women’s 
dressing takes so long. 

ịgọọ́  see  ịgọgọí ̣ 
ịgụá¹  n.  large seed-pod from ịgụá tree used as 

leg-rattle for dancing by “masquerades”, 
larger than ịgụasáịnsaịn (=ikpíri²) from 
tála [recheck] 

ịgụá²  n.  representative of younger people at a 
dance for a deity (óru sẹị); ịgụa-aráụ  
female representative; ịgụa-owéi  male 
representative 

ịgụa-arụ́  n.  fairly large canoe loaded with 
people (about 5-15) for ceremonial 
purposes: to make peace, to make 
negotiations, to demand a right, for revenge, 
or for other ceremonies.  It contrasts with 
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ọmụ́ arụ ‘war-canoe’, which is the biggest 
size, in which men are in war-dress, carry 
guns, stand up and dance, display at the 
bows and stern, call titles, and are 
accompanied by war-drums.  In ịgụa-arụ́, 
which is smaller, there can be both men and 
women, all seated, in ordinary dress, 
accompanied by the kpangbú drum. 

ịgụ́aịn  n.  brass ring or anklet worn by little 
children 

ịgụasáịnsaịn [4]  n.  small seed-pod used as 
ankle-rattles for dancing (cf. ịgụá¹) 

ịgụasáịnsaịn-tìṇ  n.  tree, the Star Apple; 
White Star Apple,  from which ịgụasáịnsaịn 
are obtained (Chrysophyllum albidum G 
Don SAPOTACEAE) 

ịgụ́asị  n.  small tree (Cissus aralioides (Welw. 
ex Bak.) Planch VITACEAE) 

ịkábụkabụ̀  n.  chewing gum obtained from 
tála fruit 

ịkágị¹  n.  trickster; nickname of tortoise (cf. 
iwíri =ogbó [?]) 

ịkágị²  n.  any heavy woven cloth (e.g. kente in 
Ghana, Akwete in Nigeria) 

Nkáịamà  see  Kaịámà 
ịkáịkaì ̣  n.  “cotton”; kapok 
ịkákaị¹  n.  star; destiny; luck 
ịkákaị²  n.  loose and over-ripe palm nuts that 

fall out 
ịkálị  n.  position; situation: Arí ̣ bo ni sèi ịkálì ̣ 

kọ tíẹ̣dọ  I am now in a precarious position. 
ịkanghí¹̣ (=ịkangí)̣  n.  non-oily residual fibres 

of the pericarp of palmfruit 
ịkanghí²̣ (=ịkangí)̣  n.  termite (Isoptera) 
ịkanghịwarí ̣ (=ịkangịwarí)̣  n.  chambers 

within the nest in termite-hill (cf. ụdọ́ụ) 
ịkánị  n.  raphé (anat.); the tiny natural line at 

the lower part of the penis, dividing the 
scrotum into two parts, finally entering the 
anus 

ịkárà  n.  funnel-entrance fish-trap, larger than 
o 11 11wo 11 11wó 11 11; ịkárà pịtẹ/koromọ  fish with ịkárà 

Nkarámà  n. town in Ọkọ́dịa ibe of Northern 
Nzọn 

ịkarịkárì ̣  small fish with three spikes which 
can wound very painfully, found in lakes 
and fish-ponds (Auchenoglanis spp.) 

ịkásà  n.  mischief; malicious act 
ịkí ̣  v.i.  be extremely dirty (as cloth, body) 
ịkíạkịà (=akíạkịà) n.  blood that gushes from 

the throat of an animal when cut. This blood 
is taken fresh by butchers, or collected and 
dried for animal or human food. (=asosoó, 
cf. asi 11 11í 11 11n, o 11 11bará) 

ịkịán  n.  sacrifice; ịkịan kụụ́n  offer sacrifice; 
ịkịan-subóère  woman who has reached 
menopause and performs all sacrificial 
duties in town; ko 11 11ri 11 11 bo 11 11o 11 11mó 11 11 ì 11 11ki 11 11an relay 
sacrifice performed at the Ayákụraị (New 
Year) around November before starting the 
farming season, carried in war-canoes and 
handed over from one town to another till it 
is offered at Tọ́rụbọọ̀, the bifurcation of the 
Niger.  It moves in turn from Igbedí to 
Seibo 11 11kóroghà, Okóloba, Ayibabiri, 
Ofonibiri, Olóbìri, Kaịámà, Sampọú 11 11, Odi, 
and Tó 11 11ru 11 11bo 11 11ò 11 11. 

ịkíạtì ̣  n.  playing-cards; card game; card(s); 
ịkíạtì ̣ tein  play cards. The four suits of 
cards are ibúbù  clubs,  otumopú  hearts, 
ọgbọ́rụ̀  diamonds, and yọwẹí ̣  spades. [?< 
French carte ‘card’] 

ịkịkịyaí ̣  n.  biscuit 
ịkịnríị̀ṇ  id.  short but bulky, of smaller person 

or object than ikinríìn  
íḳìṛíṛìṇ (=íḳìṇríṇrìṇ)  n.  bush okra, a semi-

woody herb whose leaves are used as 
vegetable and whose fruit resembles okra 
and is used in “drawing” soups (Corchorus 
olitorius Linn. TILIACEAE) 

ịkịọkọtọ́  [5]  n.  game resembling Yoruba ayò 
played by women and children, with two 
rows of six holes, on an oval board or on the 
ground, each hole containing four seeds or 
stones; play proceeds as in ayò by picking 
up and redistributing the seeds or stones, but 
the number to be won and picked up is when 
four is completed again in a hole (not two or 
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three as in ayò); ịkịọkọtọ téìn  play the 
game 

ịkíṛaị  n.  dried reed of ịmbẹbẹlẹ́; Igbon ịkịraị  
Indian bamboo (lit. ‘Indian reed’) (Bambusa 
vulgaris Schrad. GRAMINEAE) 

ịkíṛaịkọrị  n. A. small opówèí-fish (Synodontis 
spp.), with smaller head and darker colour 
(rare); B. juvenile opówèí (MOCHOKIDAE) 
(cf. ịkpọkí)̣ 

ịkịraíṇ (=ịkịnraíṇ)  a.  first, usu. in the phrase 
ịkịraịn furóu  first or primiparous birth 

ịkịrịkáà  id.  short 
ịkịrịka-ịkíṛịka  id.  uneven 
ịkíṛịkịrì ̣  n.  cricket 
ịkíṭịkịtì ̣ (=kíṭịkịtì)̣ n.  donkey; ass [cf. Yoruba 

ké 11 11té 11 11ké 11 11té 11 11] 
ịkịyọ́ụ [4]  n.  sense; mind; thought; ịkịyọ́ụ 

gbụ̀rụrụụ́  recollect; remember; recall: Ine 
bara wé 11 11rì 11 11 yebi i 11 11 mo 11 11ó 11 11 ùkie bi, ine ịkíỵọ̀ụbi 11 11 
bó gbụ̀rụrụméèé  When I recollected what I 
had forgotten, I regretted not remembering it 
sooner; ịkịyọ́ụ kọ̀rị  be patient; ịkịyọ́ụ pou  
take a pessimistic view of something; 
imagine the worst; Eréma bòú fà bị, ine 
ịkíỵọ̀ụ póumi  When the woman got lost in 
the bush I imagined the worst; ịkịyọ́ụ pòu  
be patient; ịkịyọ́ụ tụ̀a  be cunning or crafty; 
subtle, clever; sensible; wily: Nkịyọ́ụ àsa 
gbeinyémèé  I’ve forgotten (temporarily) 
what I was about to say: Nkịyọ́ụ bèke 
sụọ́ ̀dọ́ụ wèé  I’ve forgotten (permanently) 
what I was about to say. 

ịkịyọ́ụ-ìḳịyọụ  id.  full of tricks 
ịkọ́kị  n.  A. corner (inside and outside); bólou 

anga ịkokị  inside corner; tiri angá ìḳokị  
outside corner; B. (geom.) angle; finií ìḳokị 
obtuse angle; gbabu 11 11í 11 11 ìḳokị acute angle; 
go 11 11mu 11 11 ịkọ́kì ̣  right angle; igbeínnìmí kì 11 11iri 11 11i 11 11 
ịkokịama complementary angles; 
igbeínnìmí màa ki 11 11iri 11 11i 11 11 ịkokịama 
supplementary angles; pali 11 11í 11 11 ìḳokịama 
adjacent angles 

ịkọ́kịto 11 11nye  n.  (geom.) protractor [‘angle-
measur-er’] 

ịkọlí ̣  n.  something by which object can be 
held, esp. stalk of fruit, handle of pot, cup, 
etc. (cf. berí handle of basket); beri/pomu 
i 11 11kó 11 11lì 11 11  stalk of leaf; odedé ìḳọlị stalk of 
flower; bára ìḳọlị  elbow-bone; B. (geom.) 
vertex 

ịkọlịberiámà  n.pl.  (bot.) sepals; calyx 
ịkọlịkọọ́  id.  meticulous; over-careful 
ịkọ́mìṇá  n.  a transparent inferior cloth; also 

used as very abusive term 
ịkọnfí ̣ [4]  n.  freshwater mussel (Mutela and 

Aspatharia spp.) 
ịkọọ́  n.  poisoned arrow  
ịkọ́rọnsị (=ịkọ́nrọnsị)  n.  tree with rough 

sandpaper-like leaves (Ficus exasperata 
Vahl MORACEAE) (=ọgbọọlọ-waịn-tí ̣ì 11 11n) 

(ịkọtẹị)  see  under lí ̣ị 
ịkọtọ́  n.  disease of the bones causing 

deformation of the legs; rickets 
ịkpá  n.  roll of fat at the waist of a person or 

sides of manatee 
íḳpà¹  n.  “pudding” (prepared food wrapped in 

leaves); aká ìḳpa  corn “pudding”; beriba 
ịkpá  plantain “pudding” 

íḳpà²  n.  mask used during the Gbanráịn 
festival period (the Gbanráịn equivalent of 
Ámùgélè; Ó �� ��zọ̀ in Kólokùmá) 

(ịkpaị)  n.  used only in osi ịkpáị smallest size 
of snail 

ịkpáịkpaì ̣  n.  grasshopper 
ịkpáịn  n.  slight rot from the surface as if 

affected by weevils; ịkpáịn koro buru  
slightly rotten yam (cf. igbígbini) 

ịkpáịnkpolei  a.  numerous; plentiful; 
uncountable, myriad; abundant; in 
abundance 

ịkpáịnkpụrụ  n.  small and clever or wise 
person 

ịkpákpa  n.  pair of small wooden clappers 
with handles beaten together by women 
during the following dances: ẹgẹnẹ́, ungú 
sẹị, óru sẹị, etc. It gets its name from the 
sound of the clappers, (mus.) leaf-shaped 
wooden concussion plaques 
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ịkpákpaị  n.  scale (on fish, reptile or insect); 
rough scaly skin (on humans) 

ịkpásịkpasì ̣  n.  small branches broken off 
trees (used as firewood) 

ịkpátìḳpá (=ịkpátụ̀kpá)  n.  hand piano; 
(mus.) bowl sanza with a board resonated in 
a hemispherical gourd; the actual drum [? 
discuss] is agumpé (q.v.); [onomatopoeic] 

íḳpẹẹ̀ ́ lẹ̀  n.  method of carrying whereby the 
weight is kept balanced on the head without 
using hands to support it. This is peculiar to 
women and small children (as in a bottle 
race). 

ịkpí ̣ị  n.  tick, small blood-sucking arachnid of 
the order ARACHINA, parasitic on the skin of 
dogs, cats, etc. [tone?] 

ịkpịkáà  id.  dwarfishly short 
ịkpịkọọ́ ̀  id.  dwarfishly short 
ịkpíṇịnghị (=ịkpíṇịngị)  v.i.  be lame; walk 

haltingly because of weakness of the joints, 
as a result of chronic arthritis, rickets, etc. 

ịkpịkpí ̣ [4]  n.  “garden-egg” (Solanum 
americanum Linn. ) (cf. ịsụsụ́); dụ́wẹị-
ịkpịkpị  wild non-edible, medicinal variety 
[get specimen] 

ịkpịlịkọọ́ ̀ (=kpịlịkọọ́ ̀)  id.  very short 
ịkpịráà  id.  not tall but smart (of person) 
ịkpịrí¹̣  n.  A. bedbug;  B. trickster [(fig.), or 

separate word?] 
ịkpịrí²̣  n.  rash; scabies; craw-craw (Cimex 

lectularius) 
ịkpíṛịbụ-ịkpịbụ [4]  n.  medicinal herb 

(Commelina sp. COMMELINACEAE or 
Pentodon pentandrus (Schum. & Thonn.) 
Vatke RUBIACEAE); dirima ịkpíṛìḅụịkpịbụ 
medicinal herb (Commelina sp. 
COMMELINACEAE) [black Commelina]; 
owéi ịkpịrịbụịkpịbụ  medicinal herb (C. 

diffusa Burm. f. subsp. diffusa 

COMMELINACEAE) 
ịkpịrị-ịkpíṛị  id.  full of craw-craw 
ịkpíṣịkpịsì ̣  n.  material from bamboo (boyá) 

used for stitching the akái 11 11n to the 
akái 11 11nyenghi (=akái 11 11nbara) 

ịkpíṭịị  id.  for a long time: Erí ìḳpíṭịị bogha 
fànghími nì, wó ù koru kụ́mọ  As he will 
not come for a long time, let us not wait for 
him. 

ịkpịzụụ́ ̀   id.  not possessing notable height; 
below standard 

ị-kpọ́-fịnì-̣ogugu-póu (=kpá �� ��-fịnì-̣ogugu-póu) 
n.  one of the rules of the ikóso game 
whereby when the two tops (ọgbọ́lọ̀) have 
knocked each other out from the playing pit, 
the first person to cover the pit with his right 
palm and call this word wins the game, i.e. 
he takes the tops of his opponent 

ịkpọkí ̣ [4]  n.  synodont catfish (Synodontis 
spp., cf. beni-ékè, ịkíṛaịkọrị, kéle-ụngụọ, 
opówèí); alele ịkpọ́kì ̣ (so named because its 
dorsal fin resembles the tail-feathers of the 
cock) (S. clarias); bou ịkpọ́kì ̣  type found in 
lakes and fish-ponds; bú 11 11ra-mo 11 11-we 11 11ni 11 11-i 11 11kpo 11 11ki 11 11 
pale type caught around sandbanks in May 
or June; pọ́ụ-tọlọ-ịkpọkị  juveniles of 
different species that frequent the waterside 
of inhabited towns when the flood is going 
down, believed to be eating much faeces, 
with a distended stomach from eating too 
much; (fig.) hence, abusively applied to a 
small person with abnormally distended 
stomach; tein ịkpọ́kì ̣ (lit. ‘spotted 
synodont’) (S. eupterus, S. ocellifer); tíṇ tu 
ịkpọkị S. nigrita), (all MOCHOKIDAE) 

ịkpọsọ́  n.  rubbish; bits of stick 
ịkpọtọ́  n.  rotten stalk of the plantain 
ịkpụ́kụ  n.  a short and strong person 
ịkpụ́rụ̀  n.  (used with burú)  buru ịkpụ́rụ̀  

seed-yam 
ịlá  n.  bead (in general); ikó ịla  one of the 

biggest beads, most favoured by women 
í ̣làádụ̀ (=í ̣làádì)̣  n.  small tree from which 

floaters (ẹkpẹ́ẹrẹ) and fibre for hooklines 
are obtained (Clappertonia ficifolia (Willd.) 
Decne. TILIACEAE) 

ịlá-tụa-bọ-ì ̣lá-singha  n.  Egyptian Plover or 
Crocodile Bird (Pluvianus aegyptius Linn. 
GLAREOLIDAE), which lives mostly on 
sandbanks and other open places (lit. ‘the 
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one who wears a necklace and doesn’t take 
it off’) (= ọtọ́gbọ̀rụ́)  

í ̣lalì ̣ (=laálì 1) n.  herb which grows in swamp 
under thick cover, with reddish flowers seen 
March-April, used by women as nail-varnish 
(Ludwigia spp. ONAGRACEAE), sometimes 
specified as eré ịlalị; owéi ịlalị  herb 
(Impatiens irvingii Hook.f. ex. Oliv. 
BALSAMINACEAE) [?<Hausa lallē� ‘henna’] 

ịlíạ  n.  broom (= ofían, ọfíṇye) 
ịlíạgbasa  n.  broomstraw 
ịlí ̣lịbà  n.  problem; difficulty 
ịlọ́lị [3]  v.a.  be dirty (= fúmu = ịlụ́ụ) 
ịlọọ́  id.?  good at; adept at/in: Béi kịmì ̣ kụrọbí ̣ 
ì ̣lọọ́  This man is very strong. 

ịlọ́ọlẹị  n.  African civet (Viverra civetta 
VIVERRIDAE) 

ịlụ́ụ  v.a.  be dirty (of people or clothes) 
ịmá  v.t.  (usu. bíḅị ịma) compress the lips 
ịmáịnmaịn  n.  tree which is usually seen by 

the sides of streams or rivers in the 
freshwater flooded areas [specimen?] 

ịmbalí ̣  [5]  v.aux.  try to; struggle to; make an 
effort: ịmbalí ̣ f ìṛị wẹní ̣  work hard: I 11 11mbali 11 11í 11 11 
yèé Try hard! 

ịmbásì ̣  n.  something done deliberately due to 
perversity; perversity; perverse or wilful 
action; ruthlessness; ịmbásì ̣ tụa  do 
wilfully, deliberately, perversely 

ịmbaụ́ (shortened form of ine baụ́)  my 
daughter 

ịmbáụ (shortened form of iné baụ)  your 
daughter 

ịmbẹbẹlẹ́ [4]  n.  “elephant grass” (Sorghum 
arundinaceum (Desv.) Stapf GRAMINEAE) 

ịmbẹ́ẹẹ̀  excl.  the bleating of goats and sheep 
ịmbẹlẹ́  [5]  v.a.  A. be sweet, tasty (of food): 
ịmbẹlẹ fíỵàị  tasty food; B. interesting; 
melodious (of story, play, dance, etc.) 
ịmbẹlẹ́ ègberi  good news (lit. ‘interesting 
story’); ịmbẹle sẹ́ị  interesting dance; 
ịmbẹlẹ zórù  interesting game, C. bólou 
ìṃbẹlẹ́  be happy 

ịmbẹlẹ́ị  n.  skink (a lizard) 
(SCINCIDAE)[check] 

ịmbẹlẹmọ́  v.cs.  make sweet, tasty: Fụ́lọụbị 
tụ̀ọ nị ịmbẹlẹmọ́  Cook the “soup” and 
make it tasty. 

ịmbẹ́lẹmọ¹  v.t. (usually bí 11 11bi 11 11 i 11 11mbe 11 11le 11 11mo 11 11) joke 
with; tease (in a friendly way) 

ịmbẹ́lẹmọ²  n.  shrub with white flowers, used 
as medicine for belly (Hedranthera barteri 
(Hook.f.) Pichon APOCYNACEAE) 
(=okotitákụ̀) [Do the 2 names refer to the 
same plant? Perhaps one to the flowers and 
the second to the fruit?] 

ịmbẹ́lẹmọbịbị  n.  conversation 
ịmbẹlịpẹẹ́ ̀  id.  short (of person) 
ịmbíṣịmọ (=ụmbụ́sụmọ) v.i.  “hiss”; make a 

disapproving noise with the mouth; suck 
teeth 

ịmbọ́lì ̣  n.  a small very tasty fish, pigmy 
freshwater clupeid (Sierrathrissa leonensis) 

ịmbụraụ́ (=ine bịnáaràụ)  my “sister”; my 
female relative 

ịmbụ́ràụ́ (=iné bịnaaraụ)  your “sister”; your 
female relative 

ịmẹ́ẹlẹị  n.  fat of fish, animal 
ịmẹ́ẹlẹị-ịmẹẹlẹị  id.  fatty; greasy 
ịmẹ́ẹlẹịtuo  n.  waterleaf (Talinum triangulare 

(Jacq.) Willd. PORTULACEAE) 
ịngbaí ̣  [5]  n.  today; béi ìṇgbaị (=béingbàị)  

today 
ịngbáya  n.  a stick leading to a main stake for 

yams [tone?] 
ịngbẹ́lẹẹ̀  n.  small, smallish (of head); tíḅị sẹ̀ 
ịngbẹ́lẹẹ̀  smallish head (<ingbéleè) 

ịngbẹsẹ́  v.t.  put across; ịngbẹsẹ tịíṇ  cross; 
crucifix 

ịngbẹsẹí ̣  [5]  v.p.  be across 
ịngbí¹̣ [3]  v.a.  be sour, tart (of fruit) 
ịngbí²̣ [4]  n.  scrotum; opu ịngbí ̣  enlarged 

scrotum; bólou-ịngbị  hernia 
(=owéitò 11 11bo 11 11u 11 11yé) 

ịngbí-̣àpụra  n.  scrotal skin 
ịngbịgbịya �� ��í ̣  v.i.  emphasize; lay stress on 

[sentence example] 
ịngbịlíị̀ ̣  id.  short and bulky (<ingbilíì) 
ịngbíṃọ (=ụngbụ́mọ) v.i.  endure; persevere 
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ịngbịsáà  id.  describes a child with bulging 
stomach due to undernourishment/sickness 

ịngbíṣẹ̀lẹ  n.  testicle 
ịngbịsí ̣  n.  millipede (Prepodesmus ornatus 

Peters) [check id.] 
[DISCUSS]kpáịfịyụụ  id.  A. describes 

sucking sound as of a snail withdrawing into 
its shell; B. hence, a contemptuous sound 
with the mouth to express dislike, disregard, 
and disapproval; this scornful sound is at 
times followed by spitting on the ground (cf. 
ịngbíṣịmọ) 

ịmíṃịlị (=imbíbile) id.  slippery 
ịmọlọ́ụ  n.  tongue 
ịmụ́  n.  new foliage of palm-wine raphia after 

the ribs have been removed 
ịmụ́mụ̀rụ́n  n.  water weed used for cooking 

soup with opúru (shrimps) [specimen?] 
ịmụ́nụ  n.  catfish (Clarias gallepinus 

CLARIIDAE); ịmụ́nụbaụ  juvenile Clarias 
ịmụ́nụmụnụ̀  n.  middle folding leaves of oil-

palm tree (or the wine-palm tree) torn in 
shreds, and used as part of dressing for war-
canoes, in shrines, or singly for tying 

ịná  n.  black tribal mark down forehead and on 
nose 

ịná-ìg̣banghị (=ịná-ìg̣bangị)  n.  a narrow strip 
of flood-free land 

ịndaá¹  n.  shiny-nose; thread-fin (Polydactylus 
quadrifilis POLYNEMIDAE) 

ịndaá²  int.  but; then; because; why since; if 
ịndaá³  [5]  inter.  how many?; ịnda kíṃì?̣  

how many people? 
ịndágbudu  n.  countless; numberless; myriad; 

a host (of people); Kịmị ịndagbudu ki fì ̣ 
yọbọọ́ ̀ bómi  A host of people came to the 
house of the deceased. [check translation] 

ịndágbudu  id.  strong; surviving even in 
difficulties 

ịndakụụ́ ̀   id.  shortish and angry-looking 
ịndálì ̣  n.  wire; (tech.) ịndálì ̣ i 11 11gbo 11 11  wire gauze 
ịndẹẹ́ẹ̀?  inter.  how many? (= ịndaáa) 
ịndẹị kí ̣  int.  before; when: Nndẹị kí ̣ ì ̣ sẹ́ịbọọ̀ 

bonghibi, okóbà subo ni ebimọọ́  When 

you come to the dance, come with plenty of 
money. 

ịndẹí ̣ nì ̣  int.  after that: Nndẹí ̣ nì ̣, ọ paa kí ̣ 
mumi  After that, they just went away. 

ịngá  n.  plaited rope for climbing oil-palms 
and coconut; ịngá osuo èbií  have good luck 
in palm-cutting; ịngá osuo sèí  have bad 
luck in palm-cutting: (fig.) Arị kpọ́ pẹ̀lẹí ̣ 
ìṇga kị akị lí ̣ị ùwouyémi  lit. I am also 
climbing a palm-tree with a weak rope 
(response e.g. to someone who wants to 
borrow) 

ịngará  n.  extortion; tendency to cheat; ịngara 
fịí ̣  extort  

ịngásì ̣ (=ịngasí=̣ ịngo 11 11sí ̣ = ịngó 11 11sì)̣ [4]  n.  spoon 
ịngẹẹ́ ̀ (=ịnge 11 11ẹẹ́ ̀) excl.  crying of a child 
ịngíf̣ụrụ (=ịngẹ́è 11 11fụ́rụ) id.  a bit; a short time; 

just a step more; N páa nì ̣ ịngíf̣ụrụ mọ̀, ye ị 
fámụ lamọnghimi  If you are still obstinate, 
I will beat you severely. 

ịngíg̣ị¹  id. ?  describes how unmatured fruits or 
food crops are harvested [discuss] 

ịngíg̣ị²  id.  describes how an older person beats 
or bullies a younger and weaker person 

ịngịmẹíṇ  v.i.  produce some pressure in the 
stomach in order to bring out faeces; bear 
down (in child delivery) 

ịngíọ̣ [3]  v.a.  be sickly; fail to thrive or grow 
normally: Béi tọbọ̀ụ ịngíọ̣mị  This child is 
sickly. 

ịngịọrịí ̣  v.i.  rejoice in a festive mood, 
accompanied by music 

ịngịrịbaịngíṛịba¹  id.  having a rough edge 
ịngịrịbaịngíṛịba²  id. describes remnants of 

food; (fig.) describes the dregs of society 
ịngịríị̀ ̣  id.  very short; skimpy; mini (especially 

of dress) (=ịnịkịtáà) 
ịngịrọọ́ ̀  id.  in early stages of growth (as child) 

; newly born; juvenile; youngish 
ịngọlọkíị̀ ̣ (=ụngọlọkíị̀)̣ v.i.  be skinny 
ịngọ́lọngọlọ̀  n.  tree with ‘male’ and ‘female’ 

varieties (one identified as Antidesma 
vogelianum Müll. Arg. EUPHORBIACEAE, 
another as Carpolobia lutea G.Don. 
POLYGALACEAE, and another as 
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Microdesmis puberula Hook.f. ex Planch 
PANDACEAE).  The reddish fruits are eaten, 
the root stimulates the penis,the beaten and 
dried stem is used as a torch, and the stem is 
used as a spike and handle for ladles; these 
uses seem to belong to Carpolobia lutea. 

ịní ̣ịnịì ̣  n.  frenum of tongue [?] 
ịnịkịtáà  id.  very short (of dress) (=ịngịríị̀)̣ 
ịnịyaíṇ (=ine yaí)̣  my son 
ịníỵaịn (=iné yaị)  your son 
ịnọ́ (=iné ghọ)  to/for you 
ịnọọ́ (=ine ghọ́)  to/for me 
ịnọ́ụn  [tone class 2 or 3?]n.  sore; wound; bíḅị 
ịnọụn  ulceration of the mouth; ịnọ́ụn akị 
tụa  wound; cause to be wounded; ịnọ́ụn 
sụọ  sustain or suffer wound 

ịnụ́  v.i.  be smooth and well-mixed (of food 
such as “fufu” or starch): ụtárànbị ịnụ́dọ  
The “fufu” has been made smooth and well-
mixed. 

ịnụíṇ¹  v.p.  become smooth and well-mixed: 
ụtárànbị ịnụíṇdọ  The “fufu” has become 
smooth and well-mixed. 

ịnụíṇ²  v.i.  be fully harmonious (of music or 
speech); be fully in agreement 

ịnụ́mọ  v.cs.  make smooth and well-mixed: 
ụtáràn temi ni ịnụ́mọ  Make the “fufu” 
smooth and well-mixed. 

ịnụụ́¹  n.  dark blue or blue-black cloth used for 
certain deities such as Benikúrukuru 
(Ku1ro 1fi 1ghá); navy blue shirting or calico 

ịnụụ́²  n.  insect (of the tsetse-fly type, but 
smaller) 

ịpáịn  n.  (also ịzọ́n ịpaịn) “Christmas bush” 
(Alchornea cordifolia (Schum. and Thonn.) 
Müll. Arg. EUPHORBIACEAE), whose leaves 
are used to treat wounds and whose red 
fruits (e 11 11ge 11 11rí 11 11) are eaaten by e 11 11ge 11 11rí 11 11-òfoni; 
ịpáịn leaves with obúdu-mud are used to 
make black dye for uté mats: Nzọ́n ghọ 
pàgha kịmị ya íp̣aịn  [tones? translation?]; 
fụ́rụ-ịpaịn shrub whose leaves are used to 
treat wounds (Mallotus oppositifolius 
(Geisel.) Müll. Arg. EUPHORBIACEAE) 

ịpálịpalì-̣mọ-sísei-mọ̀  n.  two affectionate, 
intimate friends 

ịpámụ  n.  A. only in:  kíṃị ịpamụ  multitude 
of people; B. (math.) million 

ịpásì ̣  n.  broken pieces of plate used for game 
(ịpẹrẹ)  see under  ọfọ́ụ 
ịpịtẹí ̣  v.i.  talk in an arrogantly angry way, 

emphasizing every word;  ịpịtẹí ̣ nì ̣ ẹrẹẹ́  talk 
emphatically 

ịpíỵọụ̀ ́ n¹  n.  feather 
ịpíỵọụ̀ ́ n²  n.  feeler or antenna of shrimp 
ịpọlí ̣  n.  clitoris; ịpọlị kpakí ̣/sịí ̣  tickle the 

clitoris to create sensation; ịpọlị pe 11 11lé 11 11  excise 
the clitoris in circumcision (=bíri); ịpọlị so 11 11ú 11 11 �� ��  
be stimulated (of clitoris) 

ịpọọ́  n.  fish (Alestes leuciscus CHARACIDAE); 
beni bolóu ìp̣ọ  fish (Brycinus nurse 
CHARACIDAE) 

ịpọ́rị  n.  A. beard; moustache; bristles; níni 
bo 11 11lò 11 11u 11 11 i 11 11po 11 11ri 11 11 moustache; B. (tech.) feeler (of 
insect) [Is this correct? What of ịpíỵọụ̀ ́ n?] 

ịpọ́rị-ịpọ́rị  id.  full of bristles: bí 11 11bi 11 11/ekpé sè 
ịpọ́rị-ịpọ́rị  with a thick beard or moustache 

ịpọrọọ  id.  littered; in a state of untidiness; 
with disorderly accumulation of odds and 
ends 

ịpọ́tọbụ  id.  A. very simple, easy (problem): 
Egberí kẹ̀ní ̣ bo ni ìp̣ọ́tọbụ kị pàadọ́  
[tone?] The problem has become very 
simple; B. cheap (price): Buru tubobí 
fọụtiribọọ̀ ịpọ́tọbụ  The price of yams in 
the market has become very cheap. 

ịpụ́rọụ̀ ́ n  n.  wing (of insect) 
ịrága  see  rága fishing-net let down from 

frame on bank 
ịrangíị̀ ̣  id.  very small in size; extremely small 
ịrụ́ [3]  v.a.  A. be stunted;  B. be old and small 
ịrụ́bụ-ịrụbụ (=ríḅụrịbụ) id.  describes a 

person suffering from stunted growth 
ịsaán¹  n.  sponge made of ụkpá rope, used in 

filtering palmwine (cf. sapó) 
ịsaán²  n.  pimple 
ịsábà  n.  small protrusion or outgrowth on 

yams, usu. buru ịsábà 
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ịsagháị  n.  kapok or silk cotton tree (Ceiba 
pentandra (Linn.) Gaertn. BOMBACACEAE) 

ịsagháị-tùu-nama  n.  A. antelope type, 
probably the Yellow-backed Duiker 
(Cephalophus sylvicultor CEPHALOPHINAE), 
now almost extinct in the area [ịsagháị + 

túu bottom+ náma animal]  (probably = 
aminikaá = ódèé)  

ịsaíṇ  v.i.  usu. bụ́ụ ìṣaíṇ  keep away from 
filth; be hygienic 

ịsaní ̣  n.  A. pepper (= ịgịná); B. alligator 
pepper, only in the saying: Maa ki 11 11mí 11 11 lèi 
kpo 11 11 mo 11 11 leigha, i 11 11sani 11 11 mo 11 11 ogúzòú mò 11 11 These 
two people look exactly like each other, like 
alligator pepper and ogúzòú (cf. as like as 
two peas in a pod) 

ịsíạn  n.  A. nerve; vein; B. fibre from raphia 
palm 

ịsíṇ  v.i.  occur or work as expected (as 
medicine); be effective/efficacious; take 
effect 

ịsíṣì ̣lịbáìṣị  n.  no way to make any progress; 
(in a) fix; stalemate; deadlock 

ịsọ́mụ  n.  message; deputation (of two people) 
to negotiate on behalf of somebody or some 
group; ịsọ́mụ owei  messenger; ịsọ́mụ tụa  
send deputation; ịsọ́mụ wẹnị  go on 
deputation: Saying: I 11 11sọ́mu we 11 11ni 11 11 ki 11 11mi 11 11 fì 11 11 
baagha  Death doees not kill a negotiator. 

ịsọnfí ̣  v.t.  investigate; enquire 
ịsọ́nịsọnìḅaụ (=ịsọnịsọ́nìḅaụ)  id.  

discriminating; n.  discrimination [compare 
with next?] 

ịsọ́nịsọ̀nịbáụ   n.  A. secret agent; spy; B. job 
needing thoroughness [sọní²̣ x 2 + baụ́ 

daughter ?]  
ịsọ́sọ̀  n.  bird, any sunbird (NECTARINIDAE) 

(cf.. ịtíạ̀íṇ) 
ịsọ́ụ  n.  young creature or fruit, usu. in 

combinations; buru ịsọ́ụ  small yams; eré 
ịsọụ  young woman (with 2-3 children); 
obóri ịsọụ  young goat 

ịsọ́ụn  n.  usu. ivín ịsọụn  palm-nut shell(s) 
ịsụ́n¹ [3]  v.t.  plant (yam) so that the earth 

under the newly developing yam is dug out 

and covered up lightly to make the soil more 
porous for the yam to grow down and 
enlarge; ịsụ́n burù yam planted by this 
method 

ịsụ́n²  v.t.  (in weaving) join or tie a fresh rope 
to the one that is being used to enable the 
weaver to continue (e.g. for ingoó, kaná, 
atálei, ịkárà, bábala) (cf. tụ́rọ) 

ịsụ́n³  n.  shrew (Crocidura spp. SORICIDAE) 
ịsụsụ́ [4]  n.  eggplant (aubergine); larger 

“garden-egg” (Solanum melongena Linn. 
SOLANACEAE) (cf. ịkpịkpí)̣; dụ́wẹị-ịsụsụ  
inedible but medicinal “garden-egg” 
(Solanum dasyphyllum Schum. and Thonn. 
SOLANACEAE) 

ịtághaị  n.  rash on the human body; okírikà 
ịtaghaị  temporary rash at the base of the 
hair on the body as a result of cold [?goose 
pimples]; omóun ìṭaghaị  heat rash 
resulting from sweat 

ịtáịnkọlị (=atáịnkọlị)  n.  something which 
comes to nothing after a long struggle; 
illusion; vain hope 

ịtákpà  n.  many small marks made on 
children; a tattoo mark on the face; a 
horizontal stroke below the eye 

ịtalí ̣  n.  midges (Culicoides) [check id] 
ịtánị  n.  leaves of young palm tree 
ịtátaịn  n.  something which hangs about in 

flakes or patches (usu. specified as below); 
bou ịtátàịn  moss (Taxithelium 
rotundatulum (C. Müll.) Broth.); éri ịtataịn  
soot; wárị ìṭataịn  dirt hanging from eaves 

ịtáụ̀¹  n.  sucker (e.g. of plantain); shoot; scion; 
ịtáụ sòu  remove suckers from main plant; 
beriba ịtáụ  plantain sucker 

ịtáụ̀²=ịtáụ=táụ̀  n.  grand(child) [check tone & 
cf. táu 11 11tò 11 11bo 11 11ú 11 11) 

ịtẹtẹ́rẹ̀ (=íṭẹ̀tẹ́rẹ̀)  n.  melon, smaller than egúsi 
and ogírì, with small seeds which are fried 
before being pounded for soup.  The fruits 
and the seeds move from smallest to largest 
as ịtẹtẹ́rẹ̀, egúsi and ogírì; the seeds of both 
ịtẹtẹ́rẹ̀ and egúsi are bought in a semi-
prepared state as ogírì. 
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ịtíạ̀íṇ  n.  sunbird (general name) 
(NECTARINIDAE) (cf. ịsọ́sọ̀ for the smallest 
type) 

ịtíọnrịn  n.  silky headtie 
íṭìṛíṇsìṇ  n.  spittle or saliva ejected between 

the two front teeth 
ịtọ́bọị  n.  young palm tree which has not yet 

developed any sort of stem (cf. asará); 
ịtọ́bọị pomu  young palm-leaf 

ịtọ́ịn  see  ịtọ́nghị (=ịtọ́ngị) 
ịtọlọ́¹ [4]  n.  small tree with flexible twigs; it 

has ‘male’ and ‘female’ varieties (both 
identified as Glyphaea brevis (Spreng.) 
Monachino TILIACEAE) 

ịtọlọ́² [4]  n.  sandfly (PHLEBOBOTOMIDAE) 
ịtọ́nghị (=ịtọ́ngị =ịtọ́ịn)  n.  fish 

(Chromodotilapia sp? güntheri) [Family?] 
ịtọ́nlẹị  n.  dew; (fig.) ịtọ́nlẹị kan be one’s 

mother’s first child: Erí/Áràú 11 11 ịtọ́nlẹị kan  
He/She is the mother’s first child (lit. 
‘walking through dew’). 

ịvalíị̀ ̣  id. ?  having the top or tip cut off, and 
thus abnormally short 

ịvịá  n.  a sacred broom prepared with the 
leaves of a salt water herb, used by women 
diviners as one of their emblems 

ịvịadọọ́n  n.  hot flushes and pain related to the 
menopause 

ịvịlịváà  id.  very short (as cutlass) 
ịwawáịn (=ịwawáìṇ) n.  straggling shrub 

growing between sandbank and dry land; ir 
resembles ịgbánagbanà sensitive plant 
(Acacia kamerunensis) but is not sensitive, 
has no thorns, and has hairy stems 
[specimen?] 

ịwẹsí ̣ (=ẹwẹsí)̣  n.  tassel; silky threads in a cob 
of maize, usu. aká ìẉẹsị 

ịwịrí ̣  n.  pubic hair (male or female) (contrast 
dúma, táma) 

ịwọ́nwọọn  v.i.  carry along many dependants 
ịwọ́nrọnrọn  n.  tree (Pauridiantha hirtella 

(Benth.) Bremek. RUBIACEAE); dirima-
ịwọ́nrọ̀nrọn shrub (Psychotria 
psychotrioides (DC.) Roberty RUBIACEAE) 

ịwọ́wọọn  id.  carrying many small things 
together 

ịwọ́rọ̀  n.  very ripe or over-ripe palm nuts 
which fall off from the main bunch before 
and during harvesting, formerly left on the 
ground for women to collect 

ịyaa (=yaaa)  excl.  response to greeting or 
salutation 

ịyaforó  n.  (used in address) my mother-in-law 
(cf. fúo) 

ịyáforó  n.  (used in address) your mother-in-
law (cf. fúo) [tone?] 

ịyagá  [=yagá] n.  fufu type. It is made by 
grating cassava, putting it in a solution with 
water, putting it in a sieve or bag where it is 
sifted by squeezing to remove the water.  
What remains is i 11 11yagá.  If it is dried and 
fried with oil, it becomes ofoníyà “farina”. 

ịyánfanran-bara-dii  n.  a bigger species of 
opúru resembling ofónì, but with longer 
and thinner claws and antennae (=ayán) ; 
(fig.) anybody with abnormally long hands 

ịyanghí¹̣ (=ịyangí)̣  n.  rope made from the 
midrib of the palm frond 

ịyanghí²̣ (=ịyangí)̣  [4]  n.  small undeveloped 
fruit (of oil-palm or plantain); beriba ịyángì ̣  
aborted plantain fruit; lí ̣ị ìỵanghị  small 
palmnut without kernel 

ịyányan  n.  tree (Cathormion altissimum 
(Hook.f.) Hutch. and Dandy and/or Parkia 
bicolor A.Chev., both LEGUMINOSAE-
MIMOSOIDEAE) 

ịyáụ  n.  yam bean, eaten as a food 
(Sphenostylis stenocarpa Harms 

LEGUMINOSAE-PAPILIONIOIDEAE); dụ́wẹị-
ịyaụ  inedible herb whose fruit is fed to 
fowls at Agric. stations (Psophocarpus 
palustris Desv. and/or Calopogonium 
mucunoides Desv., both LEGUMINOSAE-
PAPILIONIOIDEAE) 

ịyẹẹ́n  v.i.  be prepared or ready to; be on the 
alert 

iyé  pron.  you (singular; short pronoun subject 
form preceding vowel; cf. ị (³))  Iyé okidọ́ 
àa?  Have you swum? (= yé)  
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iyeé  pron.  I (short subject form preceding 
vowel; cf. ị¹): Iye okídọ  I have swum  (= 
yeé) 

ịyọọ́  v.t.  sift grated cassava in water 
ịyọ́ọ  n.  place: Ọ mu ni ịyọ́bọọ̀ kpeimí They 

went and gathered at the place.  (=yọ́ọ) 
ịyọ́rọ  n.  female 
ịyọ́rọbùrú  n.  water-yam (Dioscorea alata 

Linn. DIOSCOREACEAE) 
ịyọ́rọ-ẹdẹdẹ (=ịyọ́rọ-ọdẹdẹ) n.  herb 

(unidentified) [Can we get a specimen?] 
i ¢¢ ¢¢yó ¢¢ ¢¢ro ¢¢ ¢¢-obori  n.  she-goat; nanny-goat  
ịyọ́ụn¹  v.i.  burn (up) 
ịyọ́ụn²  n. (=ịyọ́ụ) burn; scald: wo bará 
ìỵọụnbị the burn on his arm 

ịyọ́ụn³ n.  heart-beat; last breath; satisfaction of 
need or desire; ịyọ́ụn baa  satisfy one’s 
need or desire; ịyọ́ụn pẹlẹ  breathe one’s 
last; give up the ghost 

ịyọ́ụnkọrị  n.  medicinal herb; eré ịyọụnkọrị  
(Melanthera scandens (Schum. and Thonn.) 
Roberty COMPOSITAE) (lit. ‘female breath-
catcher’); owéi ịyọụnkọrị  (Aspilia africana 
(Pers.) C. D. Adams COMPOSITAE) (lit. 
‘male breath-catcher’) (=odedé-tùo) 

ịyọ́ụnmọ  v.cs.  burn (something); burn (body) 
by fire or with hot liquid or steam; bou 
ịyọ́ụnmọ̀  suffer from inflammation of the 
body after being in the bush (esp. of 
children) caused by allergy to certain leaves 

ịyọ́ụn-pẹlẹ-ukurizi  n.  cannon fired to 
announce the death of a mature person 

ịzaá  n.  fork; crutch; bára ìẓa  span (from tip 
of thumb to end of middle finger) 

ịzaán  v.a.  be many, plentiful: Garímọ̀ fọ́ụbọò 
ịzandọụ́  There is plenty of gari in the 
market. 

ịzagbá  n.  cane; whip; ferule; famụ-ịzágbà  
punishment; fine 

ịzághaị  n.  inflorescence of sugar-cane; 
ịzághaị tụa  flower (of sugar-cane) (cf. 
ifolifoó  (of okra and similar plants, omosóu 
for oil-palm); ifolifo tabá/tụá flower; 
blossom  

ịzáì ̣  n.  yaws; ịzáị sụ̀ọ  suffer from yaws; ịzáị 
sụ̀ụrụ  wash yaws in river; bụ́ọ ịzaị  yaws 
on sole of foot; ekpé ìẓaị  yaws on chin (= 
ovín) [do these types occur?] 

ịzáịf ì ̣la  n.  fluid oozing from yaws  
ịzáị-ìngbe  n.  chancre, the first sore of yaws  
ịzáịyènghi  n.  initial sore of attack of yaws  
ịzịgịzáà  id.  small (of person or cloth tied 

around the waist) 
ịzọ́kọọ  id.  projecting and few in number (as of 

child’s first teeth or teeth of grasscutter) 
Nzọ́n¹  n.  Nzọn (language and people); (tech.) 
Nzọ́n ọgọnei lunar month 

ịzọ́n²  a.  true; genuine; factual: Nzónbaì?̣  Is it 
true?; Nzọ́n bịbịì?̣  Is it a true word?: Nzọ́n 
egberiì?  Is it a true story?: Nzọ́n yeè?  Is it a 
true thing?: I 11 11zo 11 11n bai 11 11 yéè? = U 11 11zo 11 11n bai 11 11 yéè?  
Is it true? (=gési, kólo) 

ịzọ́n-uru (=ịzọ́n-ùruú)  n.  palmwine  
ịzọ́n-ụngbọ 
ịzọ́zọọ  id.  of dwarfish size; smallish and of a 

very light weight (esp. of fruit or plantain) 
ịzụkụụ́ ̀   id.  describes aplump person with a 

very short neck 
ịzụ́ụ  n.  plantain variety that takes the longest 

time to mature and produces the largest 
bunch so far known in Kólokùmá, the same 
shape as okpoisaán (smallest size) and 
ikpíri (medium size) 

ịzụụ́n  [5]  n.  tree, not yet identified; its wood 
is used for wall-plate, ridge-stick and main 
rafter; its bark is used as plank to cover 
canoe leakages. The wood produces the best 
firewood and is good for canoe carving; 
ịzụn béinyè  the fruits, used as vegetables, 
esp. in cooking opúru soup. [Can we get 
specimen?] 

 
 

K 
 

káa¹ [3]  v.i.  A.  be mature (of crops); B. be 
mature, experienced (of person) káagha f ì ̣  
untimely death; C. be wise (as result of age) 
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káa²  v.aux.  be very much: N míẹ̣̀ kaamí ̣  You 
have done very much/very well. 

káà³  excl.  sorry! (expressing sympathy or 
apology) (= dílà, líkà) 

káà², káàá  shortened forms of kí ̣ àkị, kí ̣ àkí ̣ 
káan¹  v.t.  A. tear; B. destroy (e.g. roof of a 

house); Fánụkaan  a mask that cannot be 
fenced (lit. ‘fence-destroyer’); káan sụọ  
destroy and go in (e.g. through a fence or 
gateway, or forcing one’s way through a 
crowd) 

káan²  v.t.  wander, struggle through bush 
(making one’s living); káan kàan  undergo 
hardship: N kẹ́nì káan kàan kpọ mịẹbị  You 
are struggling too much for your livelihood; 
tọ́rụ kaan, bou kaán  struggle through river 
and bush (for a living) 

káan³  v.t.  plot against someone (through a 
god or people) 

káan4 [3]  v.i.  ask someone to do work and 
then entertain him; káan fịrì ̣  working for 
payment in kind 

káangha aba (=káangan aba)  int.  perhaps (= 
kérigha aba) 

káan-kọ̀ọmọ-akpakpa  n.  (tech.) counterfoil 
(of cheque) [<English ‘tear-remain-page’]  

káan mìṇíị̀ ̣  int.  after (strain and struggle 
implied) : Kán mìṇíị̀ ̣ ni erí bei àrụ kara 
sinyá, árì ̣ mú ni ù kuí pẹ̀ịdọọ́ After he has 
finished struggling to carve this canoe, you 
have gone and broken it. 

káanran  v.i.  clear the throat; hawk; okolo 
kaanrán/okolotu káanràn  clear the throat 

káarịì ̣  excl.  shout of exclamation meaning 
‘Serve you right!’ (=ọ́rịyọọ̀) 

kabá  v.t.  (usu. e 11 11ré 11 11 kaba) shorten or play on 
someone’s name or initials, often changing 
the tone, to give advice or to show 
familiarity or respect: Timítìmi, ine tọbọụ́ ̀ , 
ine timi bárà timi  My son Timitimi, be as I 
am: Bó 11 11lo 11 11u 11 11ere or Bó 11 11lo 11 11u 11 11ki 11 11mi 11 11 can become 
Bo 11 11lò 11 11u 11 11: Wóyenghi-wo-m 11 11o-èmi becomes 
Wómò 11 11: J. B. becomes Zeébìi yo. 

kábị  n.  tigerfish (Hydrocynus spp.); eré kabị  
tigerfish (Hydrocynus vittatus (lineatus) 

CHARACIDAE); kábị ou  mask carved in the 
form of kábị fish 

Kábịama  n.  Kabịama, a town on Sagbama 
Creek 

Kabo (=Kabou =Kabowei )  n.  belonging to 
the Kabo or Kabowei ibe. (Note: Kabo is 
the people’s own name; Kabou is the 
Kólokùmá form.) 

Kabou  see  Kabo 
Kabowei  see  Kabo 
kabọlíkà  n.  carbolic; kabọlíkà ẹsẹnmọ 

tárasụn  three bars of carbolic soap 
[<English carbolic] 

kábọ̀nụ  n.  (tech.) carbon [<English carbon]  
kabulúkà (kabúlukà)  n.  carbolic soap, usu. 

kabulúkà ẹsẹn [<English carbolic] 
kabụ́¹  v.i.  speak in proverbs; make 

innuendoes: N tụá kàbụ kụmọ́ ò!  Don’t 
make innuendoes about me! 

kabụ́²  n.  proverb; kabụ kọọ́n/tu 11 11á  speak a 
proverb 

kabụkábụ̀  id.  in proverbs: Erí kàbụkábụ̀ ẹrẹ 
ẹrẹyemí  He is always talking in proverbs. 

kábụkabụ  id.  boring; tiring (as a result of 
sitting and waiting for a long time); 
uninteresting; monotonous 

káfalaa  id.  sudden (in turning around, in 
reneging on an agreement, or in changing 
one’s mind): Erí kafalaa kị wàịmị  He 
quickly turned back /changed his mind. 

kagí ̣ì ¢¢ ¢¢ (=kai ¢¢ ¢¢í ̣ì ¢¢ ¢¢) v.p.  be locked; be blocked (by 
debris, etc.): Wári ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ kàgí ̣ì ¢¢ ¢¢nimí  The house 
is firmly locked: Tó ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ kàgí ̣ì ¢¢ ¢¢nimí  The 
river is blocked (by weeds, felled trees, etc.). 

kagíị̀ ̣  id.  tough and impenetrable (of grass or 
vegetation); thick and bushy (of hair on the 
head) 

káị¹  v.t.  A. nail; B. mend, repair (e.g. canoe, 
roof, anything involving hammer and nails); 
build a boat with planks 

káị²  v.t.  A. lock (up); button up: Tó ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ 
kai ¢¢ ¢¢nìmí  The river is closed (to any 
activity); B. arrest; imprison 

káị³  v.t.  load (e.g. gun) 
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Kaịámà (=Nkáamà)  n.  a town in Kólokùmá 
ìbe, the seat of Ụgụ́lakiri or Gbọ́rụaka, the 
headquarters of Kólokùmá-Opokumá Local 
Government Area, and the seat of Kaiama 
Archdeaconry 

káịgò  n.  cargo; wares [<English cargo] 
kai ¢¢ ¢¢í ̣ì ¢¢ ¢¢ (=kagi ¢¢ ¢¢í ̣ì ¢¢ ¢¢) v.p.  be locked; be blocked (by 

debris, etc.): Wári ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ kài ¢¢ ¢¢í ̣ì ¢¢ ¢¢nimí  The house is 
firmly locked: Tó ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ kài ¢¢ ¢¢í ̣ì ¢¢ ¢¢nimí  The river 
is blocked (by weeds, felled trees, etc.). 

káịkàị  id.  sound of thumping steps 
káịmọ  v.dir.  lock against, either outside or 

inside of a door or gate; bólou kaịmọ lock 
in(side); tirí kàịmọ́  lock out(side) 

kaíṇ [5]  v.p.  tear (as cloth); burst (as bag, 
stomach); kaíṇ paa  burst asunder; be 
revealed (as of a secret) (cf. woloí) 

kaịn-káịn  id.  tattered: Kaịn-káịn sèi bi ¢¢ ¢¢de ¢¢ ¢¢  
The cloth is in tatters:  Oru bịdẹ tímì bara, 
kaịn-káịn  like old clothes, tattered. 

káịn-kàịn  id.  with the sound of striding on 
hard ground 

káịn-kàịn-káịn  id.  moving with a thud; 
thudding strongly; energetic 

káka  v.t.  A. tie (cloth); owéi kaka  tie cloth 
as a man (i.e. as for war); B. moor (canoe)  

kakabakákaba  id.  looking filthy, unpleasant 
(of a dried-up liquid, as of child waking up 
with dirty eyes and mouth, or of half-cooked 
starch spilt on the ground) 

kákabiì  id.  with a snap; with a sudden and 
painful bite (>kákabịì)̣ 

kákabịì ̣  id.  with a snap; with a sudden and 
painful bite (<kákabiì) 

kakaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  get tied up, stuck or gummed 
together, entangled (as nets) 

kákaị  v.i.  browse (as animals browse over a 
grass area or farmland); lightly graze 
[example?] 

kakaịkákaị  id.  trimmed roughly (as of hair): 
Tí ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ sè ¢¢ ¢¢ kakaịkákaị  The hair is untidily 
shaved/trimmed. 

kákaịndà¹  n.  heavy tribal mark as found 
among Hausa and Yoruba people (not used 

in Kólokùmá) (unlike the small face-marks 
known as ịgbá)  

kákaịndà (=akákaịndà) n.  A. ugly face-mask 
worn by leader of a group of youths, who go 
around houses stealing dried fish, etc., or 
sugarcane from nearby farms, to chew while 
a masquerade is playing at the area; B. 
heavy tribal marks as represented on such a 
mask 

kákaka  id.  difficult; taut; unyielding; not 
giving way 

kákamọ  v.cs.  tie cloth on someone; (fig.) 
involve someone else in a case, etc.: Béi 
ègberibi ni ị kakamó kụmọ èé  Don’t 
involve me in this matter! 

kákamọ  v.dir.  make fast to 
kákara  v.t.  make an indirect attack on 

somebody; drop hints about a person; allude 
to; make innuendoes 

kákarakàkara  id.  struggling; contending 
with in violent effort to get free or escape 
grasp 

kákarakòkoro  id.  chewing with difficulty, as 
a hard bone by a dog; (fig.) Kákarakòkoro 
obiri dẹnghịmọ́ ùngbou Bone that defeats 
tough dogs (taken as a title by a tough man 
who is difficult to defeat) 

kakoroó  id.  strong without flesh (of body); 
hard without water (of land); stiff (like 
tarpaulin) 

kákpee  id.  at a loss; dumbfounded; gaping 
kála [3]  a.  little; small; kála ànga  the small 

side or part of anything; kála bèní  small 
flood; kála ìndií  small fish; kála tọ̀bọụ́  
small, little child; (tech.) kála barà  little 
hand (of clock) 

kála-bụọ̀-ovuru  n.  (tech.) pace (as a natural 
unit of measurement) 

kálakùmú  n.  a shrub, chewed with drinks to 
make them sweet (Hekistocarpa minutiflora 
Hook.f. RUBIACEAE) 

Kálamà  n.  name of a village in Kólokùmá, 
seat of the deity Opudábà 

kála-ọ̀wọụamá-dọ̀n  n.  measles [small 
children’s disease] 
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kálasìgó  n.  a game in which one hops on one 
foot 

kálee  id.  peeping by craning one’s neck 
(=kélee) 

kálèí (=kálayè)  n.  small thing  
kálị  adv.  very quickly (of escaping): Erí kalị 

bànghí ̣ fàdọụ́  He ran away very quickly 
(escaping from something). 

kálsìọ̣mụ  n.  (tech.) calcium [<English 
calcium]  

kamá¹  n.  bee (Apis spp.): Fin bọọyémi kàma 
akị nị ọngọ́ fàmụmọ́ kụmọ, erí ì ̣ 
téinnghimi If a bee is flying past, don’t 
bring it to yourself, it will sting you. 

káma  n.  fish, the climbing perch (Ctenopoma 
kingsleyae Günther ANABANTIDAE) (= 
ọdịá) 

kambalá¹ (=kamalá) n.  tiny sparks which 
break off from a piece of charcoal or fire 
when it becomes very hot and sometimes 
suddenly explode 

kambalá² (=kamalá) n.  little odd lines of 
thread that appear when bamboo (boyá) 
poles are being split; pínì kambala  strands; 
strings from the pínì 

kambiríì  id.  describes badly-fitting clothes 
worn by someone; (fig.) describes a child 
covered in yaws (like an ill-fitting dress) 
(>kambịríị̀)̣ 

kambịríị̀ ̣  id.  badly-fitting (<kambiríì) 
kámein (=kámei) n.  fear; awe; kámein fàá  

fear (more intense than mála) 
kamọụ́n (=kamọụ́) v.t.  entertain; offer gifts to 

a god; igoni kamọ́ụn  entertain visitors, 
guests, strangers 

kamụkamụ́  n.  a bad smell or odour resulting 
from burning food or kernels, or from 
rubbish from a dunghill 

kámụkamụ  id.  describes a dirty throat or the 
surface of a hardened sore, or the shrinking 
cracking skin of the body during the 
harmattan; parched; uneasy 

kán  see  káan 
kaná  n.  open basket with round base 

Kana  n.  the chief deity of Kabo clan, situated 
at Adagbabiri in Sagbama Local 
Government Area 

kanbakánba  id.  messy (as of a face covered 
with spittle as one gets up from bed in the 
early morning, esp. with children) 

kanganghíì (=kangangíìn)  id.  sticky; gummy  
kangaraá  id.  tall; majestic; tall and big with 

curved features 
kangbịrí ̣ì (=kángbịrịị) id.  sour; of acid taste 

as a result of fermentation 
kangulukángulu¹  id.  (of long and big objects 

or of men) badly shaped; having several 
bends and curves; twisted; awkwardly bent 
and shaped 

kangulukángulu²  id.  describes looks and 
movements showing annoyance and 
reluctance (>kangụlụkángụlụ) 

kangụlụkángụlụ  id.  showing annoyance and 
reluctance (esp. by boys) 
(<kangulukángulu) 

kán kọọ̀  int.  as soon as (usu. with mọ¹) 
immediately; scarcely: ine tọbọ́ụmà kán 
kọọ̀ ine ẹ́rì ̣ mọ…  as soon as my daughter 
saw me…; Kán kọọ̀ u boó mọ̀, ọ koro 
sẹ́ịdọ  As soon as he arrived, they started to 
dance. 

kanléè  id.  having an awkward shape 
kanlekanlé  id.  describes an awkward running 

away to escape blame or danger 
kápu  id.  describes the sound of something 

suddenly snapping or breaking 
kápụ  id.  describes the sound of something 

suddenly snapping or breaking (<kápu) 
kára¹  A. carve; aká kara carve teeth (with 

knife and hammer) for cosmetic purposes; 
árụ kara  carve a canoe from a tree trunk; 
B. chop, cut (e.g. palmnuts (in spikes) from 
bunch); lí ̣ị karà  chop palm nut; C. peel 
with knife (as yam); alaláindà kara  peel 
orange with a knife; D. sharpen to a point 
(pencil, etc.) 

kára²  v.i.  be complete; Dọụ timi kíṃìṃọ bó 
karadọ  The people we were looking for are 
now complete; káragha  incomplete; Kara 
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ebítẹ̀ It is enough (drum message ending the 
ceremony, such as wrestling, a priest 
dancing, or ẹgẹnẹ́, after which the drummer 
brings the drum to the centre of the field). 

karaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  be complete  
káraịnkàraịn  id.  swarming; free-moving (of 

people at a particular place, esp. when they 
are engaged in something, e.g. soldiers on 
the verge of moving for war, or students 
struggling for admission) 

karakárà  v.a.  be real, actual; reach the zero 
hour, the opportune moment: Eréin 
kàrakáràtọ́ụ  The moment has arrived: Yé 
bo kàrakáràdọ́ụ  The time for action is 
fully here. 

karakpokárakpo  id.  bony (e.g. of sunken 
flesh, such that only bones are observed, on 
people or lean cows) 

káramọ  v.cs.  make up a number 
(karamọ)  part.  -th (forms ordinal 

expressions); maamụ karamọ́  second; 
táarụ karamọ  third; nóin karamọ  fourth 

káran  n.  fish, the largest size of Niger perch 
(Lates niloticus Linn. CENTROPOMIDAE) 
(otókorotọrụpịna < ikírika < zalaá < kíṇa 
< káran) 

karamú-kìrimú  id.  describes the way a great 
eater eats [gobbles?]; hence, a nickname for 
such a person; Béibì karamú-kìrimú òo!  
This person is a great eater! 

karangbóò  id.  lanky; bony 
kárapu  id.  sound of biting or snapping (as of 

a breaking bone) audibly (>kárapụ) 
kárapụ  id.  biting or snapping audibly 

(<kárapu) 
káraroò  id.  sound made by gnawing a very 

tough bone, etc. 
kárasị  id.  over-mature, esp. of okra: 
Ọkụ́rụ̀mọ kárasịdọ wèé  The okra is over-
mature (hard and stringy). 

karasịkárasị  id.  describes sharp, broken 
pieces of anything lying somewhere 

karigbekárigbe  id.  maroon (colour); very 
dark red 

karí¹̣  v.t.  worship; [also pray?]; óru karị  
worship deity; Wóyenghi karị  worship 
God; karị fií  food prepared for worshipping 
deities or the deceased; wárị kirì karị  (lit. 
‘worship the floor of a house’). The belief of 
some traditionalists is that whenever they 
are saved from a danger, it is the spiritual 
forces associated with the earth that saved 
them, represented by the floor of the house. 
So they worship the floor by pouring a 
libation on it and then saying prayerful 
words. 

karí²̣  n.  worship; prayer 
karịgódo-kìrigódo  id.  bubbling sound of a 

boiling pot of food or soup 
karịmọ́  v.dir.  invoke against; wish evil for 

someone 
karịwarí ̣  n.  church (building) [worship-

house] 
karịzínì  n.  kerosene; paraffin [< English 

kerosene] 
kárọtụ̀  n.  (tech.) carrot [<English carrot]  
karukarú  id.  reddish; brown; pink 

(>karụkarụ́) 
karụkarụ́  id.  red, bloodshot (esp. of eyes 

after a beating or as a result of infection) 
(<karukarú) 

kasá¹  n.  oily residual fibres of the pericarp of 
palmfruit used as tinder 

kasá²  n.  small racket-like structure for drying 
fish on; kasa indí  fish smoked or dried on 
such a structure and kept on it for sale, 
especially dried bonga-fish (Ethmalosa 
fimbriata) 

kásara  n.  bamboo mat used for storing 
uncracked palm-kernels; ivín kasara  such a 
container full of uncracked palm-kernels 
[mat is not container] 

kásiì  id.  sound made when spearing 
something (>kásịì)̣ 

kásịì ̣  id.  sound made when spearing 
something (<kásiì) 

kásìḳórorò  n.  A. musical instrument made of 
a stick of ịngọ́lọngọlọ̀, played by boys with 
a ringed-nut (ụngbọ́) up and down with the 
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right hand, and a small piece of calabash 
held to the stick with the left hand; B. music 
produced by the above 

kasú  n.  cashew [<English cashew]  
katarií  id.  sturdy; well-shaped (of man); 

muscular; masculine 
katirikátiri  id. rough (as skin, resulting from 

scars from sore foot, crawcraw or smallpox) 
(>katịrịkátịrị) 

katí ̣  v.t.  pluck (fruit) 
katịrịkátịrị  id.  rough (as skin, resulting from 

scars from sore foot, crawcraw or smallpox) 
(<katirikátiri) 

kátoo  id.  standing still and gazing up or down 
in shock at sudden news 

kátụụ  id.  angry and talking in annoyance to 
someone, finding fault 

kau  id.  sound of cutting with an axe 
káu  id.  describes sound as of piercing through 

a fish or animal with a spear, okponú, etc. 
(>káụ) 

káụ  id.  describes sound as of piercing through 
a fish or animal with a spear (<káu) 

kaụ́n¹  v.t.  have bad intentions for someone 
absent; threaten evil to someone in his/her 
absence; plot evil; conspire 

kaụ́n²  n.  (usu. lí ̣ị kaụ̀n) dry palm fibre from 
which oil has been extracted 

kaụnkaụ́n  id.  describes a suffocating smell, 
such as that caused by burning pepper 

káwookawoo  id.  describes the whining of a 
dog or child when beaten: Obiribí 
kawookawoo ki dòroumi  The dog made a 
whining noise. (>kụ́wịịkụwịị) 

keberéè  id.  drowsy; half-asleep 
keberekébere  id.  speaking with hesitation 
kee  id.  describes a very slow, sickly 

movement 
kée  v.i.  exclaim 
keébì  n.  vigorous dance for men and women 

with drumming, originally from Southwest 
Nzọn, directed by a leader with a whistle; the 
men wear a wrapper and a long-sleeved 
shirt, and hold a walking-stick 

kéfere  n.  difference between ebb and flow 
tide when it is greater than usual, which is 
when the river is low in April-May; it begins 
with kála kefère and increases to opu 
kefére, after which the flood is expected; 
kéfere pẹlẹ  (of river water) go down fast 
(in May) (cf. séri sụọ, pẹ́lẹ) 

kéìin  id.  resisting being pulled down, pushed, 
or moved in any way 

keikeí  v.i.  be hesitant and shaking in voice; be 
cautious; take care before expressing one’s 
thoughts; be heedful; Keikeí yò!  Take care 
how you talk! 

keikélekè (= keikélekèle = kekélekè = 
kekélekèle)  excl.  an expression used esp. 
by children when something has gone 
wrong. It is a sort of threat to the person 
who has been responsible for the damage or 
mishap. 

kéìin  id.  stuck; not moving forward or 
backward (literally and figuratively) 

kéin  v.i.  A. settle down; consolidate (e.g. of a 
starch solution or mud in suspense settling 
down); B. coagulate (e.g. of starch in the 
making, or porridge as water evaporates) 

kéinkein  id.  sound; healthy; strong; fit: Egiri 
kéinkein yò!  Be well and successful! 
(greeting to someone leaving for an 
endeavour) 

kéke  v.t.  hollow out hole with sharp 
instrument (>kẹ́kẹ) 

kékemọ  id.  be almost completed, on the point 
of finishing 

kékere  n.  sound of drum [??] 
kekereé  id.  stiff; hard 
kelé  v.i.  be careful; calculate sensibly (esp. a 

plan) 
kélee  n.  peeping by craning one’s neck 

(=kálee) 
kelékèlé  n.  trail-net; small drawnet with sticks 

to hold it upright, held by two people 
moving towards the shore and drawing it 
behind them; kelékèlé fọ̀ụn  fish with trail-
net 
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kélelèe  id.  hanging precariously; (fig.) in a 
quandary; on the horns of a dilemma; 
stranded 

keleleí [5]  v.i.  struggle to reach a height 
kélelekèlele  id.  unsteady in climbing; likely to 

fall; (fig.) uncertain (of position) 
kélemuu  id.  decreasing very much, as of 

liquid 
kéle-ụngụọ  n.  a fish (Synodontis sorax 

MOCHOKIDAE) (cf. ịkpọkí)̣ 
kélikeli  id.  meticulous (>kí ̣lịkịlị) 
kéluu  id.  peeping (by larger person); peering 

to see something at a distance (>kẹ́lụụ) 
kemí  v.t.  A. stitch a torn piece of cloth; B. 

repair woven objects like baskets and 
fishing traps such as ingoó (lobster pot), 
atálei, ịkárà, etc. 

kendereé  id.  (of person) with body and limbs 
stiff, inflexible and in a circular form (as 
pincers of crab) (=kengereé) 

kenenéè  id.  cracking (as pot) 
kenenékènené  id.  having many cracks 

(>kẹnẹnẹ́kẹ̀nẹnẹ́) 
kengeléè  id.  unbalanced; lopsided, with one 

side lower than the other 
kengereé  id.  (of person) with body and limbs 

stiff, inflexible and in a circular form (as 
pincers of crab) (=kendereé) (>kẹngẹrẹẹ́) 

kénghi (=kéngi) v.i.  congeal; be sticky  
kenléè  id.  not balanced; slanting; oblique 
kérebukèrebu  id.  very nervous; liable to 

panic; panicky; with the heart beating fast 
keréè  id.  describes the way liquid covers an 

area up to the brim; full to the brim; brimful 
kérein  id.  stagnant; unable to move any 

longer; stuck to 
kerekeré  v.i.  be bright and glowing (of fire) 
kerenkerén  id.  very clean (as of yard, 

verandah, floor, etc.) 
kérerekèrere  id.  with difficulty 
kérerùu  id.  all over; complete 
kéreun  id.  describes sound when two large 

objects collide or clash (e.g. empty barrels, 
two canoes, two heads) 

kérigha aba  int.  perhaps (= káangha aba) 

kerikerí  id.  very anxious; impatient 
kési (=gési) v.a.  A. be true, proper, real;be 

honest; gési egberi  true story; gési kịmị  
honest man [get verb example]; B. (tech.) be 
pure (=ịzọ́n =kólo) 

késiye (=gésiye) n.  truth 
ketekpaá  id.  describes a huge man standing; 

acting like a huge man 
kẹẹẹ  id.  describes a very slow, sickly 

movement 
kẹẹ́n¹  id.  A. (of person) neat, of medium 

complexion and fairly small in size: kẹẹn kí ̣ 
pịnanìmí  fairly light in complexion and 
compact; (of cloth) neat and light-coloured 

kẹẹ́n²  n.  fatty second dorsal fin, or adipose 
fin, on the back of some fishes (e.g. toriyeé) 
next to the tail 

kẹẹrẹ́nkẹ̀ẹrẹ́n (=kẹẹnrẹ́nkẹ̀ẹnrẹ́n) id.  A. 
approaching or advancing in fear (i.e. it 
describes a slow, fearful, undecided 
approach to another person against whom 
one has committed a crime, or to a person 
who is superior in authority); B. keeping 
oneself ready to escape or run away; C. 
approaching indirectly to get something out 
of someone 

kẹ́fẹẹ¹  id.  with exposed anus as a result of 
bending down 

kẹ́fẹẹ²  id.  describes someone looking 
emaciated and listless after sickness 

kẹịkẹí ̣  id.  (of hair) reddish and scanty 
kẹ́ịkẹ̀ị  id.  sound of clock or watch ticking; 

tick-tock 
kẹ́ịkẹị  id.  nearing death or end; almost 

extinguished or defunct [??] 
kẹ́ịn  id.  fairly heavy (to carry); weighty; 

difficult to be uprooted, pushed or moved 
kẹ́ịnkẹịn  id.  strong; strongly built 
kẹ́kẹ¹  v.t.  chip out smaller bits with smaller 

tools; chip tops or snail flat at wide end in 
preparation for use (<kéke) 

kẹ́kẹ² [3] v.t.  cut (plantain) into slices (using a 
slanting motion) 

kẹ́kẹ³  v.t.  hatch; Ofónibi àngamọ́ kẹ̀kẹdọ́  
The hen has hatched the eggs. 
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kẹ́kẹfịyàị  plantain “porridge”, pottage [sliced 
food] 

kẹkẹí ̣ [5]  v.p.  hatch out (as chicks) 
kẹ́kẹlẹ  v.t.  chip off (e.g. a palm kernel or 

coconut kernel, carefully from one end with 
a matchet); break the kernel by chipping or 
cutting off from one end 

kẹ́kụ  v.i.  compete (in sport, etc.); put one’s 
strength to the test; walk briskly 

kẹ́kụ̀rụ  n.  smallest size of tree-squirrels, 
contrasting with okpoí B. for the 
intermediate size and dúdu for the biggest 
size, including the Orange-headed Tree-
squirrel (Funisciurus leucogenys), the 
Redless Tree-squirrel (F. anerythrus) (both 
of which occur in the Kolokuma area), and 
the Fire-footed Tree-squirrel (F. pyrrhopus) 
(not found in Kolokuma) (=bụ́rụ-okpoi) (cf. 
dúdu) [named from its danger-call] 

kẹ́lẹlẹ̀ẹ �� ��  id.  very near to a break-up 
kẹlẹlẹí ̣  v.i.  struggle to reach, as by a tiny 

person 
kẹ́lẹlẹkẹ̀lẹlẹ  id.  describes the struggle to climb 

anything bigger than the climber (e.g. a 
small person trying to climb over a very 
huge trunk of kapok or palm tree) 

kẹlí ̣  v.t.  chip off or cut off the stalks of palm 
leaves at the base; prune to the base 

kẹ́lụụ¹  id.  peeping, peering (by smaller 
person) (<kéluu) 

kẹ́lụụ²  id.  below average (person) in size 
kẹmbẹlẹẹ́ ̀¹  id.  turning abruptly to one side 

[combine with next?] 
kẹmbẹlẹẹ́ ̀²  id.  not straightforward; not direct; 

crooked; (fig.) changing (of story) 
kẹ́mìkalị  n.  (tech.) chemical [<English 

chemical]  
kẹndẹrẹẹ  id.  describes the “bluffing” or 

swaggering movement of a person with the 
arms extended and bent at the elbows 

kẹnẹnẹ́kẹ̀nẹnẹ́  id.  having many cracks 
(>kenenékènené) 

kẹ́ngẹ  n.  half-gallon iron pot; the smallest size 
of pot in the locality (cf. bẹ́lẹ; lí ̣ị-tụọ̀-bẹlẹ > 

ogbobẹlẹ́ > ọkpụrụbịyáị > ọpịrịsíḳì ̣  > 
kẹ́ngẹ �� ��) 

kẹngẹrẹẹ́  id.  (of person) with body and limbs 
stiff, inflexible and in a circular form (as 
pincers of crab) (>kengereé) 

kẹngẹrẹkẹngẹré  id.  struggling to do 
something beyond one’s power 

kẹní¹̣ [5]  num.  one; a certain; kẹnị báì ̣  one 
day; kẹnịámà (math.). ones (as opposed to 
tens, hundreds, etc.); kẹnị sérì  once; once 
upon a time; kẹnị bárà seri  raise the atélei 
fishing-frame or hookline once; (saying) 
Kẹnị ghọ́ tẹ̀ịya, kẹní ̣ One disaster after 
another (lit. Escaping from one, another). 

kẹní²̣  adv.  indeed; completely 
kẹ́nị  dem.  only one (often followed by kụmọ, 

only); same; kẹ́nị kìẹ̣nmọ́  (math.) add; kẹ́nị 
seri (kụmọ̀)  only once: Kẹ́nị seri kụmọ̀ 
bou  Drink only once; kẹ́nị yenghibọ  
someone of the same mother as oneself; 
brother/sister uterine; kẹ́nị daụbọ  person of 
the same father as oneself (but different 
mothers) 

kẹnị-ángà  n.  twining herb, used as medicine 
for ganglion (Calopogonium mucuncides 
Desv.) LEGUMINOSAE-PAPILIONIOIDEAE) 
[one side/egg?] (=dụ́wẹị-ịyaụ) [Do the 2 
names refer to the same plant?] 

kẹ́nịbara  adv.  in the same way 
kẹ́nịbara (emi) ituama  n.  (math.) one-to-one 

correspondence 
kẹnị-bụọ́ ̀-tíẹ̣¹  n.  medicinal shrub used to treat 

chest pain and male impotence (possibly 
Elytraria marginata Vahl ACANTHACEAE) 
[standing on one leg] 

kẹnị-bụọ́ ̀-tíẹ̣²  n.  bird, the Black-Winged Stilt 
(Himantopus himantopus 
RECURVIOSTRIDAE) (=asịnọ́=ọsịnó) 
[standing on one leg] 

kẹnịfá¹ [4]  n.  one-eyed person  
kẹnịfá² [4]  n.  one short (of twenty) (in the 

card game of vingt-et-un) 
kẹní-̣kẹ̀nị bólòu  n.  (geom.) concentric 
kẹní-̣kẹ̀nị fanụ  n.  (math.) unit square 
kẹní-̣kẹ̀nị fanụkutu  n.  (math.) unit cube 
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kẹní-̣kẹ̀ní ̣ gẹ̀ẹ  v.t.  (math.) list 
kẹní-̣kẹ̀ní-̣kòro  n.  a step or style in the 

typically women’s dances ẹgẹnẹ́ and órusẹị 
in which only one foot is used in stamping 
the ground at a time 

kẹ́nị-kìẹ̣nmọ́yè  n.  (math.) addition 
kẹ́nị-kìẹ̣nmọ́nghịyè  n.  (math.) addend 
kẹ́nị-kìẹ̣nmọ́-ghọ̀-payọ  n.  (math.) sum 
kẹ́nịseri  adv.  entirely; completely: Kẹ́nịseri 

bou  Drink it up. 
kẹ́nị sụ̀ọmẹíṇ  v.p.  be reconciled; have 

fellowship: Ma diokó sụ̀ọ timi otumọ kẹ́nị 
sụ̀ọmẹíṇdọụ wèé  The two people who were 
on bad terms have now made peace/ been 
reconciled. 

kẹ́nịsụ̀ọmẹíṇ ìtuama  n.  (math.) union of sets 
kẹ́nịsụ̀ọmẹịnyé  n.  reconciliation; fellowship 
kẹnị-tẹ́nẹ̀-bịla-dẹ́nghì ̣  n.  small mammal, 

Allen’s Galago (GALAGIDAE) [‘one thigh is 
bigger than an elephant’ – a paradox] 

kẹ́nịtìmimọ́-mà-sịlị (=kẹ́nịtìmimọ́-sì ̣lị) n.  
florin, a coin in use in colonial times worth 
two shillings 

kẹ́nịtịbị  adv.  completely 
kẹ́nị-tọrụ-bịdẹ  n.  uniform [same-kind-cloth] 

(=ogbobịdẹ́) 
kẹnlẹẹ́ ̀  id.  A. slightly slanting (<kenléè); B. 

(geom.) scalene; kẹnlẹẹ́ ̀ taraịkọkị  scalene 
triangle 

kẹnlẹ́kẹ̀nlẹ́  id.  describes an oblique 
movement; not direct, but sideways 

kẹnr-  see  kẹr- 
kẹ́pẹ  n.  corner shelf 
kẹ́pẹsịì¹̣  id.  “hooking” someone; linking arms 

with someone; hooking (as with canoe-pole)  
kẹ́pẹsịì¹̣  id.  accurately (of question); hitting 

the nail on the head 
kẹ́rẹịn (=kẹ́nrẹịn)  id.  describes a light sound, 

as when a small tumbler or glass is knocked 
against the mouth of the bottle; any light 
touch between two pieces of metal [any 
difference from kẹ́rẹụn?] 

kẹrẹnkẹrẹ́n (=kẹnrẹnkẹnrẹ́n)  id.  neat; 
thoroughly clean; smooth 

kẹrẹ́nkẹ̀rẹ́n (=kẹnrẹ́nkẹ̀nrẹ́n)  id.  of sideways 
walk or sidle, as by crab, or by children 
when afraid 

kẹ́rẹrẹụn (=kẹ́nrẹnrẹụn)  id.  same as 
kénrenreun [not in!], but the implements 
are much smaller 

kẹ́rẹụn (=kẹ́nrẹụn)  id.  describes the sound 
when smaller things (like glass and bottle) 
collide or knock against each other 
(<kéreun) 

kẹrịkẹrí ̣  id.  running hurriedly, as by children 
kẹrụwẹẹ́n (=kẹnrụnwẹẹ́n)  id.  appearing 

attractive after putting on new clothes 
(usually applied to young children) 

kẹ́sịị  id.  A. (of things) conveniently sized, not 
too short or too tall, and not too small or too 
big; portable; B. (of humans) slightly below 
average size, but attractive 

kẹ́tẹbẹẹ̀  id.  crab-like in shape 
kẹ́tẹbẹkẹ̀tẹbẹ  id.  moving like a crab, with 

stiff awkward gait (as of tortoise or person 
with stiff body) 

kẹ́ụn  id.  a sound produced when two light 
iron objects knock against each other 

kẹwẹ́  n.  general name for various types of 
mongoose, including the Cusimanse 
(Crossarchus obscurus VIVERRIDAE)  

ki  see  kị  
kíamùu  id.  describes a crowd or very large 

number of trees standing at close quarters 
kíasiì¹  id.  with a snap (>kíạsịì)̣ 
kíasiì²  id.  catching forcefully with a big hook 

(>kẹ́pẹsịì)̣ 
kiekié  id.  red (like palm-oil) 
kígbo¹  n.  tree used for timber and for carving 

canoes, masks, and small paddles for 
dancing (Alstonia boonei De Wild. or A. 
congensis Engl. APOCYNACEAE) 

kígbo²  n.  salt-water fish, the bonga-fish or 
bonga shad (Ethmalosa fimbriata Bowdich 
CLUPEIDAE) (=ofoló) 

kií¹  v.t.  A. stop; prevent; B. build fish-weir 
across stream, etc. 
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kií² (=kuí)  v.t.  fix, appoint a date; déin kii  fix 
a day; dụ́nọụn kii  fix a date for a lake to be 
fished 

kií³ (=kuí)  v.t.  plant (e.g. cocoyam) in 
between yam mounds, etc.; intercrop 

kií4  (=kuí)  v.t.  cut; wound by cutting; mark 
(ground) by cutting a mark 

kiimọ́  v. dir.  prevent, hinder; bọ́lọụ kìimọ́  
postpone 

kiimọọ́  v.cs.  cover; shield; screen; defend 
[confirm difference in pronunciation ] 

kíkibuu  id.  well covered 
kíkile  v.t.  roll with extra force; heave 
kíkiri  v.i.  struggle; try 
kikirií  id.  stocky; short and strongly-built 
kikọríḳìkọrí ̣  id.  by fits and starts; irregularly 

[dots?] 
kilé [4]  n.  a title of honour given to the ogóin 

fish; ogóin kìlé  (ogóin is the name of the 
fish, and kilé is the title): Ogóin kìlé 
ìndiamá lẹ̀ịmọ nị ogbó iri  The ogóin-fish 
deceives (bigger) fish into going aground. 

kíle  see  kúle  greet; salute 
kíloloo  id.  flowing continuously (like a 

natural spring) (>kí ̣lọlọọ) 
kílò  n.  (math.) kilo [<English kilo]  
kilógràmụ  n.  (math.) kilogram; kilo (kg.) 

[<English kilogram] 
kilómìta  n.  (math.) kilometre (km.); kilómìta 

fanụ  square kilometre [<English 
kilometre] 

kíma  n.  storm (cf. ebirí, which is stronger) 
kimuu  id.  describes the sound of a cannon 

(>kpáloò) 
kinekiné  id.  collected in large numbers, 

sitting or lying down (e.g. men, animals on 
the same spot) (>? kpáloò) 

kíngì  n.  a term in draughts meaning ‘crown’; 
kíngì fini  become a king (in draughts) 
[<English king] 

kinimáà  id.  tall and well built (>kịnịmáà) 
kinimákìnimá  id.  sound of a particular drum; 

kinimákìnimá èze  (mus.) small open drum 
with conical barrel and cylindrical base, 
beaten with two drumsticks 

kínkoro  n.  mange, disease affecting the skin 
of domestic animals, e.g. goats, sheep and 
dogs; kínkoro obiri/obori dog/goat 
suffering from lack of hair 

kinr-  see  kir- 
kíoòo  see  kíyoòo 
kípi  id.  fit exactly like pieces of a jigsaw; 

with a snapping sound (as of a dislocated 
joint going back into its socket when 
massaged): Ará duwoi timi bụọgbasa lọ̀ọ 
tụabị, kípi kì fiemi  When they massaged 
her dislocated toe, it snapped back into 
position. [confirm word – different from 
next?] 

kípu  id.  snapping shut (like padlock); 
covering (pot, dish, etc.) with a well-fitting 
cover (>kíp̣ụ) 

kirain (=kinrain)  id.  stable; firmly 
established; secure; also describes action 
and sound of a good landing by a jumper 

kiramií  id.  A. solid; established firmly; 
secure; firmly fixed, certain not to fall or 
give way; B. describes action and sound of a 
good landing from a height 

kíri¹  v.i.  do something bad (unexpectedly): U 
furu kírimi  He was not expected to steal 
(but has done it). 

kíri² [3]  n.  A. (literal) ground; earth; land (as 
opposed to water); kíri àgba  reach land; 
land; kíri gbelègha don’t touch the ground 
(fig.) used in: A. Tọbọụbí ̣ kiri gbelègha 
The child always wants to be carried 
(although he can walk); B. Indimọọ́ kíri 
gbelègha bara kị yẹrịmị  The fish were 
sold out immediately; kíri kọọ̀  remain; be 
left over or behind; kíri kọrì ̣  go aground (as 
canoe); (fig.) get stuck (of work); kíri la  
reach land; land; (fig.) earth, considered as 
the home of the ancestors and thus of those 
awaiting reincarnation; kíri fọkọ̀ bou  take 
an oath to prove one’s innocence by 
drinking a mixture of mud and river-water 
or gin; kíri tabà  touch the ground with 
one’s finger and lick it, thereby solemnly 
swearing one’s innocence before the 
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ancestors; I kiribọọ́ ̀ pa kụmọ, arí ̣ ìkpé 
egberi gbagha  Since I was born (lit. ‘since 
I came out from the earth’), I have never 
told a lie; kíri wẹnì ̣ investigate by 
divination before an undertaking; B. farm; 
kíri koro  become arable land (of swamp, 
marshland) as a result of silting up; kíri kọrì ̣  
stake out a claim (to newly-farmed arable 
land); kíri kpokpò  clear weeds in an old 
farm (esp. old plantain farm) ; kíri sọụ  
develop (of piece of land within swamp or 
marshland); oru kirí  a plantain farm that 
has ceased to be properly cared for (i.e. a 
farm that has been in use for about 3 years). 
At this stage, suckers may be removed by 
any other farmer for planting in his/her farm 
without obtaining permission; sánkiri 
=gbákirì = gbágbakìri  plantain farm; C. 
(fig.) ground; basis; plan: Ẹnií ìne tịẹními 
kìrigha  That is not my plan (lit. ‘not the 
ground I am standing on’); D. (used attrib.) 
original; indigenous; kíri sẹì ̣  a dance for 
women (lit. ‘original dance’) (= ẹgẹnẹ́) 

-kiri  (following nouns) settlement; colony: 
Bekekírì A. English settlement; B. personal 
name; kọ́tìḳiri A. court premises, 
compound; B. Kọ́tìḳiri personal name; 
Sọ́sìḳiri  Church settlement; sukúlùkiri 
school compound 

kíriabọlọụ  n.  anti-social activity or behaviour 
kíri-àkalụ  n.  tuber of Gloriosa superba 

(COLCHICACEAE) [What is the plant called? 
What is it used for?] 

kíribèní  n.  groundwater 
Kíribẹ̀ịn  n.  one of the chief male deities of 

Gbaraịn ibé, whose seat is at Okotiamá 
kíri-bólou-ụngọ  n.  (tech.) mineral [ground-

inside-wealth]  
kíribọọ̀-ababuru  n.  A. cassava that has been 

left in the ground beyond the normal time of 
harvesting; B. cassava left in the ground 
after the owner has abandoned the farm 

kíridụ  n.  base; bottom 
kíri-ekpè  n.  lower jaw 

kíri-èkpete  n.  bird, the Blue-spotted Wood-
dove (Turtur afer COLUMBIDAE) 

kírifàá  a.  landless 
kíri-fụụ̀  n.  (tech.) mineral salt [ground-salt]  
kirigódo-kàrịgódo  id.  imitating the bubbling 

sound of a boiling pot of food or soup in a 
children’s game 

kíri-ìyerimó 11 11-ịgbụru 11 11  n.  (math.) column 
kíri-ìg̣ịná¹  n.  herb, used to treat toothache or 

the uterus (Spilanthes filicaulis (Schum. and 
Thonn.) C. D. Adams COMPOSITAE) 
[ground pepper] 

kíri-ìg̣ịná²  n.  soup, made by pouring boiling 
water on to dried or roasted fish or shrimps, 
with pepper and salt, etc., but without oil 
[ground pepper] 

kírikiri¹ [4] id.  shallow; kírikiri yọ̀  shallow 
place 

kírikiri² [4] id.  full of farms; kírikiri yọ̀  a 
place full of farms 

kírikọọ̀bọ  n.m.f.  person remaining 
kírikọọ̀ye  n.  remainder; surplus 
kíri-kụ̀rọmọ-ní-̣ì-̣kọrí ̣  n.  medicinal herb 

(Sparganophorus sparganophora (Linn.) 
C.Jeffrey COMPOSITAE-VERNONIEAE) 
(=kíri-òlogbo) 

kírimọkìrimọ  adv.  immediately; instantly 
kirimu  excl.  response by an audience to 

indicate unanimity; accepted; understood 
kíri naà¹  v.p.  jerk awake from a doze: I kíri 

naàdọọ́ ̀? Are you wide awake now? 
kíri naà²  v.p.  be careful, cautious: Ámà, kíri 

naà eé!  You (to a female), be cautious! 
(=kíri peì) 

kírinanàbọ  n.  landowner; landlord 
kirínkìrín (=kinrínkìnrín)  id.  describes short 

but fat things (man, log, fish, etc.) 
(>kịríṇkìṛíṇ) 

kíri-ofòni  n.  tame bird or fowl (opp. ọgọnọ-
ofónì) [ground-bird] 

kíri-ofùro  n.  carpet viper (Echia carinatus) 
[check] 

kíri-òlogbo  n.  bitterleaf (Vernonia 
amygdalina Del. and V. colorata Drake 
COMPOSITAE-VERNONIEAE); boukiri-
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ólògbo  herb resembling bitterleaf 
(Sparganophorus sparganophora (Linn.) 
C.Jeffrey COMPOSITAE-VERNONIEAE) (= 
kíri-kụ̀rọmọ-ní-̣ì-̣kọrí)̣ 

kíri-owòso  n.  tree with strong wood, used in 
canoe carving; it is also sawn to produce 
planks used as door and window frames, and 
wall-plates (Nauclea diderrichii (De Wild. 
& Th. Dur.) Merrill RUBIACEAE) 

kíri-ọbọlọụ  n.  habitual way of doing things: 
Timítìmi ni kiri-ọbọlọụama  Timítìmi’s 
habitual way of doing things 

kíri-ọtọ̀kọ  n.  ground; earth (used for 
emphasis when swearing) [earth-mud] 

kíripaaràị  n.  plot of land 
kíri peì (=kíri poì) v.p.  be careful (esp. in 

interacting with people (=kíri naà) 
kíripu¹  id.  deep, noisy, hasty sound made by 

men’s paddles when paddling 
kíripu²  id.  sound produced when a door is 

slammed 
kiririí  id.  describes sound made when 

something goes through or passes by another 
with the sides or parts rubbing against each 
other; (fig.) describes passing through with 
hardship; going over with difficulty 

Kírisìmésì  n.  Christmas [<English 
Christmas] 

kírisouyè  n.  plough; crowbar [ground-digg-
er] 

kírisọọ̀n  n.  (tech.) earthworm 
kíritàlá  n.  a tree of the tála type with striped 

bark and hard wood good for canoe carving; 
it is very much dispersed [specimen needed 
for id.] 

kíriwarì¹̣  n.  single-storeyed building, as 
opposed to an “upstairs” 

kíriwarì²̣  n.  A. grave (lit. ‘underground 
house’); B. perpetual suffering (used by 
women complaining about their husbands, 
etc.) (cf. ọzárị warị) 

kíriye¹ [4] (=kíriyeì) n.  power of the 
ancestors; kíriye kàrị  invoke the ancestors 
(by amánanaowei and the elders of the 
town or village); kíriye kọ̀rí ̣  (of ancestors) 

punish with sickness: Kíriye kì a kọ́rị nị, 
áràụ́ mu àma sinmí  Because the ancestors 
were punishing her with sickness, she has 
gone to confess. [ground-thing] 

kíriye² [4]  n.  (math.). denominator [ground-
thing] 

kíriyewàrị  n.  ancestors’ shrine where 
confessions are made by the inhabitants of a 
town to the Amánanaowei and the elders 
[ancestors’ house] 

kírizìgeí  n.  earthquake; tremor [earth-
shaking] 

kíti  v.i.  A. surround a person or thing in large 
numbers; mob; B. thrive (of crops): 
Beribamọ́ kitiyemi  The plantains are all 
thriving. 

kítiikìtii  id.  flocking in large numbers; 
moving busily about or up and down 

kítikiti  id.  planted thickly and thriving (of 
plants) 

kíyoòo (=kíoòo)  id.  dark and shining 
kị  (ki when preceded by wide vowel; cf. kịrị) 

part.  A. (focuses noun phrases); béi yọ kì ̣  
this very place: Eri kí ì ̣ tịnmí ̣  It was he who 
called me; B. (follows a bound verb 
complement which precedes an emphasized 
verb): Erí wò tọrụmọ́ bẹ̀rị kị bẹrị  He 
opened his eyes wider and wider: Arí ̣ bụnụ 
kị bụ̀nụ tímimi  I was fast asleep; C. 
(follows an ideophone  and turns it into a 
manner phrase): Erí mu gẹgẹlụụ kị kòromi  
He fell down without resistance. 

kíạ  [tone class 2 or 3?] v.t.  filter; strain 
kịaí ̣  see  kịyaí ̣  ooze out 
kịaịmọ́  v.p.dir.  drain, filter into 
kịá kìạ́ kìạ́  id.  sound of hearty laughter 
kịakpọkíạkpọ  id.  without any attraction; 

having nothing to boast of; nasty-looking; 
wretched 

kíạlị  id.  instantly: Erí kịalị kì ̣ akị bịdẹ́ kọ̀rị 
nị akíṃị He abruptly took the cloth. 

kíạmọ  v.cs.  strain; filter 
kịánkìạ́n  id.  A. sparkling clean (of water or 

palm-oil); crystal clear; B. clean and neat (of 
cloth) (= kịọ́nkìọ̣́n) 
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kíạpìṇị¹ (=kịapịní)̣ [4]  n.  captain (of ship, or 
as military rank) [<English captain] 

Kíạpìṇị² (=Kịapịní)̣  n.  male personal name 
[<English captain] 

kíạpìṣị  n.  (percussion) caps [<English caps] 
(= asángbafịnị = suboifịní)̣ 

kíạrịkìạrị  id.  not on good terms; opposed; at 
loggerheads 

kíạsịkìạsị  id.  hooking; getting hooked up here 
and there 

kíạsịì ̣  id.  with a snap (<kíasiì) 
kíạye  n.  filter; strainer 
kịẹ́n¹  v.t.  count; kịẹnghá kìṃịama  a few 

people; kịẹnghá kìṃị kụmọ  only a few 
people 

kịẹ́n²  n.  enumeration; calculation 
kịẹ́n³  n.  act; drama; dramatic episode within 

the context of a dance; kịẹn tụá  act, 
dramatize, an episode 

kịẹnbirí  n.  tally 
kịẹnbịbí ̣  n.  total; number 
kịẹngbaíṇ  n.  gizzard 
kịẹn-ghọ-sụọghá(-òmoni)  n.  person of 

ancient slave ancestry (generation not 
specified) 

kịẹn-ipésì  (math.) digit  
ki 11 11e 11 11n-ịgbụ́rù 11 11  n.  (math.) number-line 
kịẹnleleí  n.  (math.) numeral; Rómánì ̣ 

kịẹnlelei  Roman numeral 
kịẹnmọ́  v.t.  usu. ọngọ́ kịẹnmọ  be on the 

alert; be watchful; be wary 
kịẹnye-gbáye  n..  (math.) (mathematical) 

sentence; naá-karagha-kìẹ̣nye-gbáye  open 
sentence 

kịẹnyeé  n.  (math.) number; kịẹnyé 
ìkpeseama mathematical instruments; 
kịẹnyé ìkpese ekpeti mathematical set (of 
instruments); díḅụụ kịẹnye  whole number; 
eréanga kịẹnye  even number; nẹ́gètivi 
kịẹnye  negative number; owéianga kịẹnye  
odd number; pózìṭịvị �� �� kịẹnye  positive 
number; tíḅịkịẹnye  prime number 

kịẹnye-tólumọ-yeama  n.pl.  (math.) counters 
kịgbaí ̣  n.  compensation or indemnity 

demanded (not offered) for damage or 

injury; kịgbaìf̣ịí ̣  demand compensation (= 
ifirí) 

kịịíṇ  id.  exact; of the same height, shape 
kíḳịbụkìḳịbụ (=kíṭịbụkìṭịbụ ??) id.  stingy; 

niggardly; mean with money 
kíḳịmọgha  v.i.[?]  usu. yé kìḳịmọgha  

speaking without reservation; outspoken 
kíḳịmọkìḳịmọ  id.  miserly; stingy 

(=kíḳịrịkìḳịrị = imemeín) 
kíḳịrịkìḳịrị  id.  stingy; very frugal; miserly 

(=kíḳịmọkìḳịmọ = imemeín) 
kịkịrịí ̣  id.  short and stocky (<kikirií) 
kíḳọọ̀  n.  a brief duration of time; a short 

while; soon; Kíḳọọ̀ kị waị bóò  Please 
return in a short time 

kịlẹ́¹  v.t.  refuse (cooked food or drink); 
renounce something to which one is entitled, 
e.g. food, because one is annoyed; usu. fíỵaị 
kịlẹ; indóu kịlẹ  abandon the breast (of 
weaned child) 

kịlẹ́²  v.t.  dodge; avoid 
kịlẹ́³  v.i.  A. attack and kill outsiders violating 

the territory of the owners of the land; B. 
(specifically) kill under the following ritual 
conditions: a) kill an opponent of another 
ethnic group in self-defence; b) kill someone 
of another ethnic group in battle; c) carry a 
dead body of another ethnic group (in all 
these three cases Isoko are reckoned like 
Nzọn, not as outsiders); d) kill a major 
animal such as a leopard or a buffalo, or 
seven “eagles”; kịlẹ dụwẹ́ị  deceased hero 
(cf. uzií) 

Kịlẹgbẹghá  n.  name of a compound in 
Kaiámà [not to refuse, not fit to be rejected] 

kịlẹmọ́  v.cs. [or v.dir.?] wean (child), usu. 
indóu kịlẹmọ 

kí ̣lịbụ  id.  concise; curt; terse; brief 
kí ̣lịbụkịlịbụ  id.  careful; crafty; clever; shrewd 
kí ̣lịkịlị  v.id.  be clever at doing or knowing 

persons or things (esp. of children) 
kịlịlịí ̣  id.  meticulously; thoroughly 
kí ̣lọkì ̣lọ¹  id.  swimming fairly quietly, 

producing only ripples on the surface of the 
water 
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kí ̣lọkì ̣lọ²  id.  very anxious; eagerly hoping 
[check: or líḳọlìḳọ?] 

kí ̣lọlọọ  id.  trickling (<kíloloo) 
kí ̣lọọ̀  id.  be short, brief (of story, distance) 
kíṃị  n.  person (either male or (in plural) of 

both sexes); someone; kíṃị baa  murder; 
kíṃị esimọ  frighten (someone); kíṃị 
esisimọ  intimidate; frighten; terrorise; kíṃị 
fịdịị  gossip; slander; tittle-tattle (= kíṃị 
sụọ); kíṃị gbẹdị  abuse; be abusive; Kímị 
kị kịmị dụbamọyemi It is people that make 
someone great (i.e. he must have supporters) 
; kíṃị paa  develop one’s personality; come 
of age (cf. eré paa, owéi paa); Kíṃị paa, 
bịdẹ paá  People are different as cloths are 
different (i.e. people react in different ways); 
kíṃị sẹẹ̀  everybody; kíṃị sụọ  gossip, 
tittle-tattle; slander (= kíṃị fịdịị); kíṃị yaị 
mịẹ  be proud, haughty; bou kịmí ̣  
awkward, rural, untrained person (lit. ‘bush 
man’) 

kíṃị-angba-paaraị  n.  a half-man (in folklore, 
a human being split vertically down the 
centre, with one eye, ear, arm, leg, etc.) 

kíṃịbaa  n.  murder [person-killing] 
kíṃị-ebimọ-erein  n.  A. twilight; B. (tech.) 

pink [??] 
kíṃịgbasa¹  n.  a number of people, esp. young 

[?? examples of use?] 
kíṃịgbasa²  n.  tree used for yam stakes 

(Homalium ? africanum (Hook.f.) Benth. 
SAMYDACEAE) 

kíṃị-ikisa  n.  legendary half-human (from the 
waist up) 

kíṃị-itu  n.  crowd 
kịmíị̀ ̣  id.  having commanding personality 
kíṃịkịmì ̣  n.  everyone 
kíṃịkịmị  id.  full of people 
kíṃị-mịẹ-kpọ-mìẹ̣gha  a.  not self-conceited; 

politely: Erí kịmị-mịẹ-kpọ-mìẹ̣gha bara kị 
akị fịrị wẹní ̣ nì ̣ ị pịrịmí ̣  [tone?]He worked 
for me willingly and humbly. 

kíṃịnama  n.  human flesh 
Kíṃịowei  n.  Mr. 
kíṃị-ọgịzị  n.  crowd 

kíṃị-ọwọụama  n.pl.  folk; people 
kíṃị-ọwọụmọ  n.pl.  the people 
kíṃịpalịdọn  n.  chronic sickness or disease: 

Kíṃịpalịdọn kị(mị bamèé  A chronic 
disease kills. 

kíṃịpalịtuo  n.  medicinal herb used for 
bathing (Hibiscus rostellatus Guill. and 
Perr. MALVACEAE) 

kíṃịtịbị¹  n.  skull 
kíṃịtịbị²  n.  important person 
kíṃịtịbị³  adv.  individually 
kíṃịtọbọụ  n.  human being; mankind; man 
kíṃị-tọbọụ-yaị  n.  son of man (formal and 

emphatic): Árì ̣ kíṃị �� ��-tọbọụ-yaị kị 
dìseimọyémàáà? Are you looking down on 
God’s creation? 

kíṃịyaị  n.  man; human being 
kíṃị-yenghi-yaị¹  n.  mankind; humanity  
kíṃị-yenghi-yaị²  n.  important personality  
kíṃụụ  id.  tense (because of confinement or 

overcrowding) 
kíṇ  v.t.  hack (as tree, so as to fell it) 
kíṇa  n.  fish, the fourth size of Niger perch 

(Lates niloticus Linn. CENTROPOMIDAE) 
(otókorotọrụpịna < ikírika < zalaá < kíṇa 
< káran) 

kịnbịríị̀ ̣  id.  baggy; not smooth; patchy, e.g. a 
badly-wounded skin that has healed up; a 
badly-sewn piece of cloth or leather 

kịnbịrịkíṇbịrị  id.  rough; not smooth (as if 
badly sewn) 

kịnịkịní ̣  v.i.  slacken: Osuobí dọ̀lọ́ 
kìṇịkịnịdọọ́  The rain has slackened a bit. 

kịnịmáà  id.  not very tall, but well built 
(<kinimáà) 

kíṇịnii  id.  describes a high-pitched voice 
(soprano or treble) (= gíṇịnịị) 

kịnr-  see  kịr- 
kịọ́nkìọ̣́n  id.  sparkling clean (of water or 

palm-oil); crystal clear (= kịánkìạ́n) 
kíọ̣ọn  see  kíỵọọn 
kíp̣ụ  id.  snapping shut (like padlock); 

breaking suddenly with a snap; covering 
(pot, dish, etc.) with a well-fitting cover (of 
smaller things than kíp̣ụ) 
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kíp̣ụụ̀kíp̣ụụ̀  id.  using sparingly (e.g. of 
money) 

kíṛasị  id.  becoming hardened or too hard for 
use (only of ọkra fruit) 

kíṛẹn (=kíṇrẹn) id.  happy in manners; jovial; 
cheerful; hearty [discuss] 

(kịrị)  part.  (used esp. with the following short 
pronouns, in place of kị, or preceding it for 
emphasis): ị kịrí ̣  it is I who ... : ị kịrị kí ̣  
(emphasized): N kịrị kí ̣ mìẹ̣mí ̣. It was I who 
did it: ị kíṛì ̣  it is you who ...: ụ kịrí ̣  it is he 
who ...: a kíṛì ̣  it is she who ...: ọ kíṛì ̣  it is 
you (pl.) who ...: ọ kịrí ̣  it is they who ....; 
(also with names, for emphasis):  
Egberipóu wò kíṛì ̣, ị mịẹ́ kụ̀rọmọ kaanghí ̣ 
timimèé  If Egberipou were not involved, I 
would be very serious. 

kíṛị  v.t.  cut to size; trim; chop finely (as 
tobacco for snuff, onions) 

kíṛì ̣  a.  varying; different: Béì mọ enií mọ̀ kíṛì ̣  
This and that are different. 

kịríị̀ ̣�� ��¹  v.recip.  meet with (each other): Wó bo 
kìṛíị̀ḍọ́  We have met well. 

kịríị̀ ̣�� ��²  v.a.  A. be correct, right, equal: Wó bo 
kìṛíị̀ḍọ́  We have now become equal: Yémọ 
dìẹ̣ kịríị̀ ̣  Divide/share the things equally; 
kịríị̀ ̣ tọrụ  right step; correct method; right 
way; B. (math.) equal; (geom.) kịríị̀g̣ha 
niaịkọkị(ye) trapezium; kịríị̀ ̣ taraịkọkị  
equilateral triangle; maa kịríị̀ ̣ taraịkọkị  
isoceles triangle 

kịrí ̣ì ̣lelei  n.  (math.) equals sign (=) 
kịrí ̣ìg̣halelei  n.  (math.) not-equals sign (≠) 
kịríị̀ṃọ¹ v.cs.  usu. mịẹ́ kìṛíị̀ṃọ  make equal; 

equalize; make right; correct 
kịríị̀ṃọ² adv.  correctly; right: Kịríị̀ṃọ mịẹ Do 

it right. 
kịrịkịrí ̣  id.  slowly; gradually; be slow but 

steady and in detail [discuss] 
kíṛịkịrị  v.i.  be very cold (of water) 
kíṛịmụ¹ [4] v.i.  breathe one’s last; stop 

breathing: Wo ụmbábì ̣ kíṛịmụdọ̀  He 
breathed his last: Kíṛịmụ pẹ̀lẹị ní ̣, erí fịdọọ́  
When his breathing stopped, he died. 

kíṛịmụ²  id.  completely or entirely cut, as of 
tiny strings with a sharp thing 

kịríṇkìṛíṇ (=kịnríṇkìṇríṇ) id. describes short 
and small things (e.g. logs, legs, hand, or 
fish cut into small lengths) (<kirínkìrín) 

kíṛịnkịrịn (=kíṇrịnkịnrịn)  id.  (usu. 
kíṛịnkịrịn okolo) high-pitched or falsetto 
voice; head voice (=tíṛịntịrịn) 

kíṛịrịị  id.  hugging the shore 
kịrịngbakíṛịngba  id.  describes roughness of 

skin due to ringworm 
kíṛịpụkìṛịpụ  id.  liable to break; brittle 
kíṛịpụụ̀  id.  describes the crunching sound of 

eating dry shrimps 
kịrịsịkíṛịsị  id.  heaped in fragments: Kóro 

tinbàramọ kịrịsịkíṛịsị kị tìmimeé  The 
branches of the fallen tree were heaped in 
fragments. 

kíṛọọ  id.  describes the way little children look 
intently at things that interest them 

kíṣaịn  n.  tree with very hard wood used for 
grinding snuff, and for carving axe handles 
(ogou fụụ́) [specimen needed] 

kíṣị  v.i.  be ready for farming (of land): Kíribi 
kẹ̀ní ̣ kịsịdọ  The land is ready for farming 
(i.e. it has lain fallow for some time, and 
become fertile, and will burn easily). 

kịsịkíṣị  id.  describes an immense number of 
people, things, etc.: Kíṃịmọ kìṣịkíṣị kị 
bomi  The people came in great numbers. 

kịsịí¹̣  v.i.  crash; be completely broken into 
pieces; be crushed; disintegrate: Fin-arụ́bì ̣ 
boubọọ́ ̀ kóro kìṣịí ̣ fàmị  The aeroplane 
crashed into the forest and disintegrated. 

kịsịí ̣�� ��²  v.t.  A. destroy completely; beat 
thoroughly: Sụụ-otúmọ̀ amábị kìṣịịmị  The 
soldiers have completely destroyed the 
town; B. beat thoroughly: Olótùbi súu-
owèibi koromọdẹ́ị nì ̣, erí ụ̀ kịsí ̣ịmị  When 
the champion threw the weak man, he beat 
him thoroughly. 

kịsịí³̣  id.  describes an immense number, e.g. a 
war-canoe or dancing canoe with many 
people: Sẹ́ị-arụmọ kìṣịí ̣ boyemi  The 
dance-canoes are coming in great numbers. 
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kíṣịìṇ  id.  briefly; shortly; graphically:  Erí 
ègberibọọ́ ̀ kíṣịìṇ kị gba nị wó pìṛịmí ̣  He 
told us the story in a very short way. 

kíṣịìṇkíṣịìṇ  id.  chuckling 
kíṣịìṇmọ̀  adv.  briefly; in a short way: 

Egberibọọ́ ̀ kíṣịìṇmọ gba wó pìṛị  Tell us 
the story briefly. 

kịsịkịsí ̣  id.  crushed to pieces or fragments 
[check ??] 

kịsịkíṣị  id.  thick and impenetrable: ụkpá 
boubi kìṣịkíṣị kị tìmimeé  The cane-rope 
forest was thick and difficult to penetrate. 

kịsọọn  id.  describes bulging stomach, as of 
children suffering from under-nourishment 
or sickness 

kíṭịbụkìṭịbụ ?? (=kíḳịbụkìḳịbụ) id.  stingy; 
niggardly; mean with money 

kịtịkịtí¹̣  id.  close together (of strands of 
weaving or yam mounds) 

kịtịkịtí²̣  id.  (of laughter) incessant 
kíṭịkịtì ̣ (=ịkíṭịkịtì)̣ n.  donkey [cf. Yoruba 

kẹ́tẹ́kẹ́tẹ́] 
kíṭịkịtị  id.  with many hands at work at the 

same time (e.g. a group of people carrying a 
single thing) 

kịtịrịkíṭịrị  id.  with very close joints or nodes, 
as of sugar-cane 

kịtọkịtọ́  id.  in a series; one after the other; 
consecutively 

kíṭụụ  id.  weighty; heavy; over-loaded and 
burdensome 

kịyaí ̣ (=kịaí)̣ [5]  v.p.  ooze out; be dried by 
water oozing out (e.g. of wet cloth) 

kịyaịmọ́ (=kịaịmọ́)  v.p.dir.  drain, filter into 
kịyamọ́ (=kịamọ́)  v.dir.  sift into 
kíỵọọn (=kíọ̣ọn)  id.  looking straight and 

continuously; gazing, esp. by small eyes 
kíỵụ̀ụkíỵụ̀ụ (=kíụ̣̀ụkíụ̣̀ụ)  id.  cry as of a 

crocodile 
kobií  see  kobuí blend (of colours) 
kóbiri  v.t.  mix (dry entities, where the 

individuals remain distinct, unlike gu ¢¢ ¢¢á, as 
people, or bags of “farina” or gari with 
different contents) (cf. kóbu, where the 

contents are to be mixed) [tone class 2 or 
3?] 

kobirií [5]  v.p.  be mixed; be in close contact 
with (e.g. people) 

kobirikóbiri  v.recip.  become intermixed, 
intermingled; become heterogeneous: Eré-
ò ¢¢ ¢¢wo ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢mó ¢¢ ¢¢ mò ¢¢ ¢¢ owéi-ò ¢¢ ¢¢wo ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢mó ¢¢ ¢¢ mò ¢¢ ¢¢ bó 
kòbirikóbirimi  The girls and the boys got 
mixed up. 

kóbiye  n.  fish, the African carp (Labeo spp. 
CYPRINIDAE); dirima kobíye  type with 
edible scales (Labeo coubie Rüppell); pẹrẹ 
kobíye  Labeo sp.; píṇa kobìye  type where 
scales are removed (Labeo senegalensis C. 
& V.) 

kóbu  v.t.  mix (using water to dilute and 
blend, and mixing contents of different 
containers); blend (colours) (cf. kóbiri, 
where only the containers are mixed) 

kóbudẹịye  n.  (tech.) (liquid) solution 
kobuí (=kobií) [5]  v.p., v.recip.  be mixed, 

blended (of colours): Odon mọ́ ìṇụ beni mọ́ 
kòbuídọ  The yellow and blue colours have 
blended. 

kófoo  id.  hollow; craterous; with a big hole 
kogudukógodu  id.  with several bends 

(>kọgụdụkọ́gọdụ) 
kogudúù  id.  crooked, bent, as a deformed leg 

or trunk of tree with a bulge (>kọgụdụụ́ ̀ ) 
kóì (=kói) id.  describes the sound of a bullet 

from a single-barrel gun hitting its target 
kókiì  v.a.  be shallow 
kokirikókiri  id.  bony; emaciated 

(>kọkịrịkọ́kịrị) 
kokó [4]  n.  cocoa (Theobroma cacao 

STERCULIACEAE) [<English cocoa] 
kókoko  id.  sound (in health); costly; precious 
kó ko ko ko  excl.  cry of the ogbúrùn bird 

(turaco) 
kokolóò  id.  steep; precipitous 
kokomẹíṇ  v.dir.p.  be collected (as faeces 

collect in a stagnant portion of the river at 
the waterside) 

kokomii  id.  thick and collected (as good 
ibobó) 
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kókomọ  v.t.  pet  
kókorikòkori  id.  shallow 
kókòrókòo  id.  the sound of a cock crowing 
kókou [tone class 2 or 3?]  v.t.  keep; store; 

save (as money); reserve; preserve (as fish) 
kolaịkólaị  id.  describes stagnant discoloured 

water or medicine 
kolérìa  n.  cholera [<English cholera]  
kolikápà  n.  short tight men’s underwear worn 

round the waist; men’s drawers, pants 
koló¹  v.i.  “draw” (as of good ẹgbẹnẹ or okra 

soup) 
koló²  n.  moonfish (Citharidium ansorgii 

(Boulenger, 1902 CITHARINIDAE) 
koló³  n.  grub which develops in newly-felled 

wine-palm (general term dọụ́ ̀n, including 
koló and loí) 

kólo  a.  true: Kólo egberiì?  (Is it) a true 
story? (=ịzọ́n =gési) 

kólokìri  n.  bird, the Little Bee-eater (Merops 
pusillus MEROPIDAE) 

kólokolo  v.a.  be oversalted, bitter 
Kólokùmá  n.  Kólokùmá ìbe in Northern 
Nzọn. Its towns are: Igbedí, Seibọ́kòrogha, 
Okóloba, Ayibabiri, Olóbìri (seat of chief 
priest of Kólokuma Ègbesu), Kaịáma, 
Kálamà, Sampọụ́, and Odi. Its ibe 
tẹmẹsúò is Alúku dọ̀gọ dọgọ kaịnghá 
kainghá sèi bịdẹ. Its ibe orú (deities) are 
Kólokuma Ègbesu (male) (at Olóbìri), 
Kólokùmá Zìbaaraụ (female) (at Odi), 
Otoboyaị (at Sampọụ́), Opudábà (at 
Kálamà), ụgụ́lakiri or Gbọ́rụaka (at 
Kaịámà), Kụ́raị (at Ayibabiri), Lábaọkọlọ 
(at Okóloba), and Okpotú (at 
Boutebí/Fantí); Kólokùmá pọ̀ọn  
Kólokùmá dialect 

kololokólolo  id.  thick; slimy (of soup) 
(=kololoó) 

kololoó  id.  thick; slimy (of soup) (= 
kololokólolo) 

kóloo  v.i.  become serious, angry: N máa 
kolooyemò!  You are becoming very serious 
about it. 

kóloye  n.  serious matter: Ọgọ́tèiye kóloye  
Inlaws’ joke, serious matter (i.e. Many a true 
word is spoken in jest). 

kólùama-tọrụ-ingbete  n.  shrimp (Atya 
gabonensis) with a strong carapace. It is 
found in holes and under roots in the water. 

kombolokómbolo  id.  describes a series of 
arc-shaped objects (>kọmbọlọọ́ ̀) 

kombolóò  id.  arc-shaped (>kọmbọlọọ́ ̀) 
komọọ́  v.cs.  coddle; pamper; pet 
kongiríì  id.  fairly tall, but with flesh hanging 

loose; flabby 
kóngoloo  id.  far below level; far receded 
konguú  id.  bigger than normal, as of human 

head (esp. of babies) 
konú  n.  A. back (of body); B. upper or front 

[rounded?] side of objects such as cane-
rope, paddle, etc. 

konu-birí-ùngbou  n.  backbone; spine [back-
centre-bone] 

konu-birí-ìndokú (=konu-birí-ùndokú)  n.  
Fulani or zebu cow, with hump [back-
centre-hump]  

konutọrụ́  n.  joint at back of hip [konú + tọ́rụ5 

joint]  
koó  v.t.  crave attention or petting (as child 

sometimes does from his grandmother or 
other adult) 

kóo  id.  sound of a tap or knock on any hard 
material, such as tapping on the table with a 
pencil or ruler 

kooríìn (=koonríìn)  id.  describes a misfit in a 
gathering or play, as when a much older 
child is playing among younger children 

kópa  id.  the sound of a hard knock on the 
head 

kórikori  id.  dry and solid (of an object); firm 
and well-developed (as of newborn babies); 
mature (of fruits) 

koriyaí ̣  v.acc.  get on well with: N mọ a mọ́mọ 
kòriyaịghá  I am not on good terms with 
her. 

kóro¹  v.i.  fall; lie down; drop; come down; 
alight; fall (in wrestling, in a trap); (of rain, 
dew, night) fall; descend; (fig.) come (to 
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one’s hearing: Egberibí bo ni wo 
tọrụyọbọọ̀ kóromi  The story came to our 
hearing; kóro àndalaí ̣  stumble; kóro bo  
come down; kóro sụ̀íṇ  fall prostrate; beke 
dúò kóro bo  return from working away 
from home in an urban environment; retire 
to one’s hometown (opp. beke sụọ́ ̀); desi 
koró  jump down; eré koro  be supine; lie 
flat on the back, face upwards; fịrị ghọ koró  
be dismissed from work: Erí f ìṛị ghọ 
korodọ́  He has lost his job; ịkịyọ́ụ kpọ̀ ghọ 
kórogha  (it) does not occur to me; kíri 
koro¹  disembark (from ship, aeroplane 
which has landed); kíri koro²  become 
infilled naturally: Yọ́bị kiri korodọ  The 
place has become infilled naturally; ogbó 
koro  disembark (from ship, aeroplane); 
owéi koro  be prone; lie face downwards, 
prostrate; siín koro  fall by accident; 
collapse; drop off; fall off; tụ́a koro  fall in 
company of; sin with someone 

kóro²  v.aux.  begin to; start to: Ọ koró fìṛí ̣ị 
wẹ̀nịmị  They began to do the work. 

kóro³  v.i.  be of required length or width (of 
cloth, net, etc.) 

kóro4  v.loc.  (usu. olóko ghọ koro) violate a 
law 

kóro5  v.t.  (usu. óru koro) dance for the gods; 
be possessed with: Áràụ́ oru koroyemi  
She is possessed by a deity. [or óru sụọ? 
discuss] 

kóro6  v.t.  only used in the expression Izou 
lalá ìndi koroghá  A hasty (over-disturbed) 
swamp does not produce fish (i.e. a hasty 
work does not produce good results) 

kóro7  n.  fall; kóro ine  resist a fall (in 
wrestling) 

kóro8  n.  face; kóro faan  frown (lit. ‘squeeze 
face’); kóro fànghaíṇ  have a twisted or 
asymmetrical face; (sayings): Kóro èbi 
kịmí ̣, kósu The person (in a gathering) with 
a handsome face is the senior: Kóro sei 
sọ̀wẹịghá  Ugliness of the face cannot be 
hidden. 

kóro9  n.  required width of something: Béi 
bịdẹ̀bị kóromòo!  The width of this cloth is 
up to/beyond the expected measurement. 
[different word?] 

Kóroama  n.  a town in Gbaraịn ibé of 
Northern Nzọn 

korobá  n.  crowbar [<English crowbar] 
koromií  id.  longer than normal 
koromikóromi  id.  long and hanging 
kóromọ¹  [tone class 2 or 3?]v.cs.  A. put 

down; throw down (in wrestling); dismiss 
from service; place; put in a particular place; 
B. lay eggs, usu. anga koromọ́: Ofónibi 
koromọyemi  The fowl is laying; C. (in 
combinations) bárasin koromọ  let down; 
let fall; dáa koromọ  help to put down; push 
down; déi koromọ  put hook and line in 
water for fish; díri akị koromọ  apply, put 
on medicine; duo koromọ́  expel or drive 
someone down (from ship, aeroplane, storey 
building); kpokpóbà(ụ) koromọ  fish with 
hook, line and rod; pẹ́lẹ koromọ  cut down 
(tree, person); fell (tree); pulou akí ̣ koromọ  
oil; lubricate 

kóromọ²  v.dir.  fall towards (a direction); 
(fig.) bring (story) to: Erí ègberibí àkị bó ni 
wo tọrụyọbọọ̀ kóromọmị  He brought the 
story to us. 

kóromọ³  v.t.  germinate cocoyam corms or 
sweet potatoes by placing them on a 
dunghill 

Kóro-o ¢¢ ¢¢ni ¢¢ ¢¢-ama-otu  n.pl.  people from an area 
in Igboland with multiple cicatrizations 
[kóro + o ¢¢ ¢¢ni ¢¢ ¢¢í ¢¢ ¢¢ flay + amá town + otu people]  

kóropa  id.  describes a hard but compressed 
knock full of energy 

kororoó  id.  very long (like a tail); tall (of a 
person) 

kóru¹  v.t.  A. keep watch; wait; B. usu. déin 
koru, keep wake; keep vigil beside corpse 
throughout night before burial/funeral, as 
the last ceremony for an adult dead person; 
kóru erewọụmọ wàla  present food, drink 
and soap to the women who have been 
sleeping at the house of the deceased, after 
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shaving of the hair, before they leave; tími 
koru  await; wait for 

kóru²  v.t.  suffer (scarcity); mọụn korú  starve 
oneself (of food); be short of food; ụkpán 
koru  suffer scarcity of fish 

kósu¹  v.a.  be old, elderly; kósu kọrị  become 
elderly: Erí kosu kọrịyemò!  He has 
become elderly; kósu seri  unthinkable; 
cannot be recalled to memory due to age or 
length of time: Egberibí ìne ghọ kosu 
sérimi  I am unable to recall the story to my 
memory. [discuss] 

kósu²  n.  seniority: Iné kosu akị tọrụ kpaà 
kụ́mọ  Do not be proud of your seniority. 

kosudáụ̀  n.  grandfather 
kósukịmị  n.  elderly person: Kósukịmị gba 

baa sara kaamị  It is easy to convince an 
old man to tell the truth (because he will not 
wish to die with a lie on his conscience); 
Kósukịmị tọrụ, okurukúrù tọrụ  An old 
person’s eyes are owl’s eyes (elders 
command more respect) 

kosuyénghì  n.f.  grandmother (cf. opuyenghí 
great-grandmother) 

kótaịn  id.  describes a tall, stalwart person, or 
a higher elevation 

kótì  n.  coat [<English coat] 
kótii  id.  with a jump; with a thump (>kọ́tịị) 
kótiikòtii  id.  with a skipping motion 
kótikòti  id.  with a run; in a running manner 
kótìkó (=kotúkòu)  n.  (usu. kótìkó èzeé) 

[tone?] medium-sized drum beaten with one 
drumstick in egelé (moving dance) and ịgụa 
arụ́, and its sound; (mus.) conical 
outcurving open drum, smaller than ebéle, 
beaten with a stick 

kótokoto  id.  steep; sloping at a steep angle; 
precipitous 

kotokpaá  id.  tall; well-built and upright (as of 
large bird, animal or person) 

kotokpakotokpá  id.  describes the movement 
of, and sound produced by, big animals with 
strong hoofs, e.g. horses 

kótoroò  id.  high (as roof of a building, 
elevated piece of land); raised; lofty; tall 

koú [4]  n.  A. food-sharing game between a 
pair of children in the presence of a third 
person where they agree to share any form 
of food (cooked or roasted) either of them is 
eating, esp. when carried in the palms; to 
make it binding, the two concerned link 
their little fingers and both say, Koú wò; the 
third person cuts the linked fingers with his 
hand to seal the agreement; koú tụ̀a  make 
such an agreement; B. when such an 
agreement has been made, if A has food, B 
can say Koú wò to make him share; but if A 
says it first, B loses his share. 

kóukou  id.  the sound produced when cutting 
a big tree with a big axe, or cutlass 

kóukòukóu  id.  sound from the feet of cock 
kóun¹  n.  “potash”; a yellowish-grey stone 

from the North which is ground for use in 
cooking and with snuff [<Hausa kánwáa] 
(cf. ụká, used in the same way) 

kóun²  n.  hide beetle, which cuts up dried fish 
or meat into bits (family DERMESTIDAE) or 
weevil (family CURCULIONIDAE) [tone?] 

kóun³  id.  describes the sound of a hard blow 
on the head or something hollow; thump 

kóunkoun¹  n.  empty tin of dried milk, etc., 
used by children for playing 

kóunkoun²  id.  sound; healthy; fit 
kọ́  id.  sound of a tap or knock on any hard 

material (such as tapping on table with 
pencil or ruler) 

kọbụkọbụ́  id.  shy; nervous; fearing to act or 
speak 

kọgụdụkọ́gọdụ  id.  with several bends 
(<kogudukógodu) 

kọgụdụụ́ ̀   id.  crooked, bent, as a deformed leg, 
or the trunk of a tree with a bulge 
(<kogudúù) 

kọ́ị  id.  sound as of match when struck 
kọ́ịkọ̀ịkọ́ị  id.  tapping sound and action 

produced by walking on a tarred road or 
cement floor with shoes that have very hard 
soles 

kọ́ịnkọịn  id.  tiny 
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kọịnzọọ́ ̀  id.  tall but badly shaped; 
disproportionate 

kọ́kịì ̣  id.  very shallow; not deep, as of river 
kọkịríị̀ ̣  id.  bony (=kọkọríị̀)̣ 
kọkịrịkọ́kịrị  id.  bony; emaciated 

(<kokirikókiri) (=kọkọrịkọ́kọrị) 
kọ́kọ  adv.  actually; kọ́kọ nì ̣  lest I forget; I 

remember: Kọ́ko nì ̣, ye iné ị �� ��sọmụ egberibi 
gbàdọ́  Lest I forget – I have delivered your 
message. 

kọ́kọbaị  n.  truth; reality; importance 
kọ́kọmaịn  a.  true; important 
kọ́kọmaịnye  n.  truth; importance 
kọkọríị̀ ̣  id.  bony (=kọkịríị̀)̣ 
kọkọrịkọ́kọrị  id.  bony (=kọkịrịkọ́kịrị) 

(<kokorikókori)  
kọ́lịị  id.  bent, with some bulging backwards 
kọ́lịkọlị  id.  tiresome; painstaking; time-

wasting; cumbrous 
(kọlọ)  n.  narrower part of limb or paddle; 

bára kọlọ̀  lower, slender part of forearm; 
ofóni bụọ kọlọ  tarsus of bird’s leg; yọwẹị 
kọlọ́  handle of paddle 

kọlọ́  v.a.  be sour (as of soup or “porridge”) (= 
kụ́ngbọ) 

kọ́lọkọlọ  v.a.  very slender in part or in whole 
(e.g. of tree, person): Ará bụọmọ kọlọkọlọ 
kị èmi  Her legs are slender. 

kọlọlọkọ́lọlọ  v.a.  be slimy (e.g. of soup); be 
slippery (of surface) [example?] 

kọlọlọọ́  id.  slimy (of soup) 
Kó ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢mà (=Ọkọ́lọmà)  n.  Kóluama; Kó ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢mà 

tọrụ  Kóluma river 
Kó ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢mà-tọrụ-ẹdẹdẹ (=O ¢¢ ¢¢kó ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢mà-tọrụ-ẹdẹdẹ)  

n.  medicinal herb, also used for love 
potions (Emilia coccinea (Sims) G. Don 
COMPOSITAE) ((O ¢¢ ¢¢)kó ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢mà + tó ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢ river + 
e ¢¢ ¢¢dé ¢¢ ¢¢dè ¢¢ ¢¢ grass) 

kọlọ́pàmá  n.  flame tree, with red flower, 
whose pods are called gbapíṇpịn-kàla-arụ 
(Spathodea campanulata P. Beauv. 
BIGNONIACEAE); drops of the liquid from 
the pods are put on the eyes by children to 
cool down 

kọlụụ  v.i.  become sober (cf. zịníị̀)̣ 

kọlụụ́  v.i.  be fed up, tired out, morose, 
dejected 

kọmbọlọkọ́mbọlọ  id.  describes a series of 
arc-shaped objects (<kombolokómbolo) 

kọmbọlọọ́ ̀  id.  down-curved like the beak of a 
bird, or a hook; arc-shaped (<kombolóò) 

kọ́mpàsị  n. (geom.) (pair of) compasses 
[<English compasses] 

kọ́mpìṇị  n.  (trading) company [<English 
company] 

kọ́mụ  n.  main stalk of plantain, from which 
“hands” grow 

kọ́ngbọọ  id.  very lean, esp. after somebody 
has been sick for a long time 

kọngịríị̀ ̣  id.  fairly tall but flabby; very lean 
and emaciated 

kọngịyọ́ò (=kọngịọ́ò)  id.  lean; thin; not 
plump [check pronunciation; ng or ngh?] 

kọ́ngọlọọ  id.  with an oversized head; with the 
head tilted to one side 

kọnịkọní ̣  id.  very slow (over doing 
something) 

kọnịkọnịmọ́  adv.  very slowly 
kọnlẹí ̣  v.recip.  (of lovers or spouses) play; 

embrace: Ọ máa kọ̀nlẹíỵemò!  You two are 
embracing each other. 

kọnlọkọ́nlọ  id.  delicate; tender (e.g. of girls) 
kọ́nlọkọ̀nlọ  id.  (of person) acting in a 

disagreeable manner; protesting or refusing 
in a tantalizing way; pretentious 

kọ́nọ  n.  left; (fig.) wrong side or way (e.g. 
inside-out); unusual; kọ́nọ anga  left side; 
kọ́nọ bara  left hand; kọ́nọ bara ànga  
leftward; left-hand side; kọ́nọ paa  be born 
feet first; kọ́nọ subo  be left-handed; kọ́nọ 
tẹịn  flow in reverse direction to the 
expected one; kọ́nọ tịẹ  stand on one’s 
hands; kọ́nọ tụa  wear inside-out; kọ́nọ wàí ̣  
turn to the wrong side (i.e. clockwise); kọ́nọ 
wẹnị  walk on one’s hands 

kọnọkọnọ́  id.  not zealous; inept; clumsy; 
unable to carry out duties dexterously 

kọ́nọ-nàá-àmaá-gẹ̀ẹmọ  a.  (tech.) horizontal 
kọnọmọọ́ ̀  id.  not straightforward; awkward; 

clumsy 
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[kọ́nọ-owei  n.  leopard Is this Kolokuma?] 
kọ́nụ  n.  first-born; first-fruits; kíri kọnụ̀  first 

bunch from a plantain farm, which is not 
eaten by the owner alone, but distributed to 
relatives, friends and elderly people; tọbọụ 
kọnụ́ first-born (child) (=kọ́nụtọ̀bọụ́) 

kọ́nụtọ̀bọụ́  n.  first-born (child) 
kọọ́¹  v.a.  be left; remain: Kọọ otúmọ̀ bó  Let 

the remaining people come; : Kẹnị kíri kọ̀ọ  
One more remains: Maamụ kụ́mọ̀ kọọdọọ́  
Only two are left; kíri kọọ̀ yemọ  
remainder; remnant; left-overs 

kọọ́²  v.i.  (only in commands; shortened form 
of kọrị nị akí)̣ take it; have it; receive it 

kọọ́³  v.loc.  (used only in) tọ́rụ ghọ kọọ̀ ́   be 
disgusted with certain misbehaviour; 
nuisance; kíṃịama tọrụ ghọ kọọ̀ ́   be a 
nuisance before others [check] 

kọọ́ ̀, kọọ  (shortened forms of kí ̣ ghọ̀, kị ghọ) 
kọọmọọ́  v.t.  leave over or behind 
kọọ́n¹  v.t.  fish; look for fish; gather up; bou 

kọọ́n  engage in fishing; díi kọn  fish with 
long net; igírì kọn  look for small fish; 
scoop up in basket 

kọọ́n²  v.t.  pick (e.g. herbs or grasses for 
medicinal use); díri kọn  gather medicinal 
herbs 

kọọ́n³  v.t.  look for (as in making one’s living); 
ninibara kọọ́ ̀n  habitually attack secretly to 
murder ritually, to sell into slavery, or to 
rob; (saying) Kọnbọ́ kọ̀nbọ́ bìḅị, ofóniama 
tẹmẹsuo  Everyone finds food for himself, 
that is the drum-name of fowls. 

kọọ́n4  v.i.  hurt; smart: Díribi kọ̀n kaamí ̣  The 
medicine smarts a lot; bólou kọọ̀ ́n  be angry 

kọọ́n5  n.  what has been gathered or killed, 
such as small fish or lobsters, prawns, etc. 
(cf. bou); kọn subo tọ́bọ̀ụ  a child who 
takes care of fish already caught 

kọọ́n6  n.  the luck one has in killing fish or 
animals, or in collecting snails  kọọ́n èbií  
have good luck; kọọ́n sèí  have bad luck (cf. 
osúò) 

kọọ́n7  n.  neck; kọọn sụnmọ́  stretch, crane the 
neck 

kọọnbisóu  n.  girth of the neck 
kọọn-ịbá  n.  length of the neck 
kọọn-ịgbá  n.  necklace; bead worn by girl 

after circumcision. This word for necklace is 
used in preference to amatá ì ̣la in the case 
of a widow. When the husband of a woman 
dies, the necklace is removed from her neck 
— a sign to show that she is mourning; but 
when another man in the family takes her as 
wife, strictly following the appropriate 
customs, she begins to wear the necklace 
again; kọọn-ịgbá pẹ̀lẹ  cut the necklace. 
This is done before the elders at the 
ancestral shrine (kíriyewàrị) or in their 
compound, when a remarried widow and her 
husband divorce each other.  Until this is 
done, she is not recognised as being 
divorced, nor has she any right to choose 
another husband from the family. 

kọọn-ịsíṇyan  n.  jugular vein 
kọọn-tụá-ì ̣la  n.  necklace 
kọọríị̀ṇ (=kọọnríị̀ṇ)  id.  of children who are 

sick with yaws; thin, hungry-looking from 
malnutrition (opp. vidoó) 

kọ́ọsìṇị  n.  Government [<English consul)  
kọọyọọ́  n.  remainder; surplus 
kọ́pà �� ��¹  n.  penny; kobo [<English 

copper=penny]  
kọ́pà �� ��²  n.  (tech.) copper; kọ́pà sọlfeti copper 

sulphate [<English copper=metal]  
kọ́pịị  id.  sitting with the trunk bent inwards 

and the head dropped 
kọ́pụ̀  n.  cup; cigarette-tin (used as measure 

for loose food) [<English cup]  
kọrí¹̣  v.t.  A. take hold of; hold; take; catch; 

arrest; detain; kọrị ghọ sụọ́  be in detention; 
kọrí ̣ tìṭẹmọ́  ceremonial making deceased 
person sit down; kọrị tụá  set bones; kọrị 
wẹnịmọ́  guide, lead (e.g. child, blind man); 
bọ́lọụ kọrị  guide; lead; eré kọrị  become 
engaged, betrothed: Eri kí à kọ́rị wonìmí  
He is engaged/betrothed to her; ikia kọrí ̣  
make friends; kébi kọrị  tie firmly; 
strengthen an already tied object by passing 
the rope several times between two objects; 
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kíri kọrì ̣  go aground (as canoe); láa kọ̀rí ̣  
overreach; outwit; circumvent; entrap; wárị 
kọrì ̣  build a house; B. take hold of one (as 
bodily sensation): Mọụ́n ì ̣ kọrịdọ́/Arí ̣ 
mọụ̀ ́ n kọ̀rịdọọ́  I am hungry: Uruú ụ̀ 
kọrịdọ́/Erí ùruú kọ̀rịdọọ́  He is drunk, 
intoxicated; sịnghaíṇ kọ̀rí ̣  feel sleepy: 
Sịnghaíṇ ì ̣ kọrịyémi  I am feeling sleepy; 
tọ́rụ kọrì ̣  be pleased, satisfied, with (lit. 
‘seize (the) eye’): Iné wẹnịfịrịbị ìne tọrụ 
kọ́rìṃị  Your work satisfies me/I am 
satisfied with your work. 

kọrí²̣  v.t.  earmark something for future use; 
bụ́ụ sou yọ kọrị  mark a spot in a marshy 
place for digging a fishpond; kíri kọrì ̣  put a 
special sign (ogíè) on a piece of virgin land 
to claim ownership; tíṇ kọrị  mark a tree for 
carving canoe 

kọrí³̣  v.t.  pawn (something) in exchange for 
money; yé akị pìṛí ̣ kọ̀rí ̣  mortgage; pledge; 
pawn 

kọrí ̣4  v.t.  contribute (freely, according to to 
one’s ability or wish) (contrast otúo, a fixed 
amount or levy) 

kọrịí¹̣ [5]  v.p.  catch on (as fire); light up (as 
lamp) 

kọrịí²̣ [5]  v.p.  season (of salt in soup); 
sweeten (of sugar in tea): Fụ́lọụbị fụụ 
kọ̀rịdọụ́  The salt in the soup is enough. 
[tone?] 

kọrị-kí-̣dìṇa-sán  n. abusive name for 
someone who has to be directed before 
doing the right thing [has to be held to 
urinate] 

kọrịkọrí ̣  v.i.?  be tiresome, wearisome 
kọrịkọ́rị  v.i.?  dilly-dally 
kọrịmọ́¹  v.dir.  steer canoe with paddle: Árụ 

kọrịmọ  Steer the canoe with the paddle. 
kọrịmọ́²  v.cs.  season; sweeten: Fú ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢ tu ¢¢ ¢¢a nàá 

fu ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢ kò ¢¢ ¢¢ri ¢¢ ¢¢mo ¢¢ ¢¢  Add salt to season the soup. 
kọrịmọọ́  v.cs.  ignite; enkindle; make up (fire) 

to make it brighter [sentence example] 
kọrịmọyé  n.  rudder; steering wheel 
kọrịnghími  a.  inflammable 

Kọrịpamọ́ n.  male personal name, based on 
the saying Arí ̣ ì ̣ kọ́rị paamọdọụ wèé, árì ̣ 
má fìg̣há èé  I have held you and brought 
you out – you won’t die again (said by an 
older person to a baby to prevent it dying). 

kọrịwẹnịyé (=kọrịweníi)  n.  used in: 
Kọrịwẹnịyé, sáa  What someone is given to 
hold becomes a debt, i.e. a responsibility. 

kọrịyọámà  n.pl.  (finance) shares 
kọ́rọ  n.  A. wine-palm (Raphia hookeri Mann 

& Wendl. PALMAE). Its parts are: (bot.) 
kọ́rọ beri  leaflet; kọ́rọ biri  stem; kọ́rọ 
bọlọụ  unexpanded frond; kọ́rọ bụmọụn  
raphia rachis; kọ́rọ ẹfẹrẹị  tangled fibre; 
kọ́rọ isou  bunch; kọ́rọ ịmọlọụ  terminal 
bud; kọ́rọ ịsịan  fibre or piassava 
(sclerenchyma); kọ́rọ pomu  frond or 
petiole base (the rachis and the leaves); kọ́rọ 
tuu  base; kọ́rọ ungbosu  fruit; kọ́rọ 
ungbosu apụra  scaly husk; kọ́rọ ungbosu 
fụmụ  hard seed; kọ́rọ ungbosu meni  oily 
pulp; kọ́rọ ungbou  nerve of leaflet; midribs 
of the leaves; apọ́ị kui  the three small and 
short fronds which grow after the inima 
pomú (if not tapped at this point, the kọ́rọ 
will develop fruit); inima pomú  stunted 
leaf preceding apọ́ị kui and inflorescence 
[order not clear]: Kála kọrọ̀ dọụ́ ̀n tụagha 
áà? Doesn’t the young wine-palm have 
grubs [and therefore not produce palm-
wine]? (Retort of old people to young.); B. 
raffia; bast, the fibre extracted from the 
unexpanded leaves of the frond 

kọ́rọdọụn  n.  wine-palm beetle larva (=loí) 
kọ́rọkọrọ  id.  full of, abounding in, wine-

palms 
kọrọngbọọ́ ̀  id.  thin; emaciated 
kọrọmịkọrọmị  id.  straggly, as when a 

woman’s hair has been plaited and some 
strands are coming out; or of threads coming 
out of a frazzled seam 

kọ́rọ-ofoni  n.  beetle developed from dọụ́ ̀n 
[rather kọ́rọ-dọ́ụn?], the wine-palm grub 
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kọ́rọ-ofoni-mọ-wò-ọwọ́ụàma-mọ  n.  the 
Milky Way [wine-palm beetle and its 
children] 

kọrọrọọ́  id.  lean; thin; slender 
kọ́sị [4]  id.  with a sharp cut 
kọ́sịkọsị  id.  describes an unending and 

painful illness which persists till the death of 
its victim: Erí kọsịkọsị kị dọ̀ọnmị  He is 
terminally ill with a painful disease. 

kọ́tì ̣  n.  court [<English court] 
(=bíḅịgbawarị) 

kọ́tịị  id.  with a jump; with a thump (<kótii) 
kọ́tìḳiri  n.  court premises, compound [court-

land] 

Kọ́tìḳiri  n.  personal name  
kọ́tịkọ̀tị(kọ́tị)  id.  running on tip-toe; hopping 
kọ́tìṃá  n.  Customary Court messenger 

[<English court man?]  
kọ́ụ  id.  sound produced when tops hit each 

other 
kọ́ụkọ̀ụ  id.  tapping (of shoes, especially with 

leather soles) 
kpá¹  id.  noise of a dane gun when it has failed 

to explode 
kpá²  (kpáà in sentences)  id.  quickly; smartly 
kpaá¹  v.t.  secure (e.g. tie child on back, fix 

lobster-pot in position); bandage 
kpaá²  v.t.  A. arrest; apprehend: Ọrọọ́ ụ̀ kpaá 

nì ̣ akíṭọ  They have arrested him. 
kpaá³  v.t.  narrow both ends of tree trunk in 

order to give canoe its right shape, usu. árụ 
kpaa 

kpaá4  v.t.  (only with ogidí); ogidi kpaá 
hastily sharpen matchet without using water 

(kpaá)5  v.t.  (only with tọ́rụ); tọ́rụ kpaà  be 
proud of one’s special ability or skill: i béi 
kpaayèmi tọrụbị  this pride you are 
displaying 

kpaá6  v.i.  use paddle on one side to steer 
canoe 

kpaá7  n.  flexible piece of stick used in setting 
lobster-pot 

kpáà¹  excl.  describes noise of a dane gun 
misfiring [cf. kpá¹ ?] 

kpáà²  see  kpá² 

kpáaà id.  sound of small pod exploding and 
scattering its seeds (<kpóoà) 

kpáalaà  id.  very few; very small 
kpáalakpàala  id.  A. scanty; meagre (e.g. of 

gift); B. thin (as of fish like epelepélè); C. 
thin and dangling (as of deformed leg or 
underfed baby) 

kpaamọ́  v.dir.  set lobster-pot at side of river 
or canal 

kpaán  n.  excessive ambition; kpan tụá  be 
excessively ambitious 

kpáan  id.  prolonged or high-pitched calling 
or trumpeting 

kpáankpaan  id.  prolonged or high-pitched 
calling or trumpeting [different from 
kpánkpan?] 

kpáarịn (=kpáanrịn)  v.i.  dry up (always 
follows irí) [sentence example] 

kpá �� ��-fịnì-̣ogugu-póu (=ị-kpọ́-fịnì-̣ogugu-póu) 
n.  one of the rules of the ikóso game 

kpágagòo (=kpághaghòo) id.  sharp and paiful 
(of bite or sting) 

kpaí¹  id.  completely finished, exhausted: 
Fíỵaịmọ kpàí fàdọụ́ wèé  The food is 
completely finished. 

kpaí²̣ [5]  v.i.  cringe 
kpáị¹  id.  describes sound of padlock being 

locked; hence, of someone being locked up 
in jail 

kpáị²  id.  linked together, as of two things 
stuck together; (fig.) closely, as in love or 
companionship 

kpáịfịyụụ  id.  A. describes sucking sound as 
of a snail withdrawing into its shell; B. 
hence, a contemptuous sound with the 
mouth to express dislike, disregard, and 
disapproval; this scornful sound is at times 
followed by spitting on the ground (cf. 
ịngbíṣịmọ) NOT IN 

kpaíḳèní  excl.  (I) beg your pardon 
kpaịkpáị  id.  moving furtively, showing guilt 

or fear; in a cringing way 
kpáịkpaị  id.  very small, meagre 
kpaí ̣lòókpàí ̣lòó  id.  longer than the normal 

measure 
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kpaíṇ  v.i.  be calm, sober, quiet 
kpáìṇ  excl.  no! never! 
kpáịnfori [4]  id.[?]  found innocent; cleared 

of accusation: Arí ̣ furu bịbịbọọ̀ kpáịnfori 
ki tẹ̀ịnmị I have been cleared of the 
accusation of stealing. 

kpáịnkpaịn  id.  disproportionately tiny (of 
sticks or limbs); kpáịnkpaịn ukpun  very 
thin sugarcane 

kpáka  v.t.  shake (as a tree fallen and 
grounded in the river shakes in the current); 
tíḅị kpaka  shake head (of human being, 
when wet, or to show disagreement or 
stubbornness) (cf. kpọ́kọ) 

kpákaà  id.  opposing, rejecting (a move): Arí ̣ 
ù tolumọ́da aba, erí kpakaà kị mịẹyémi 
When I gave him advice, he vehemently 
rejected it. 

kpakakpaká  id.  shaking, as of elephant grass 
(ịmbẹbẹlẹ́) affected by current or storm 
(faster and more rhythmically than 
kpákakpàka) 

kpákakpàka  id.  shaking (as of tree in 
current) (less frequently and more 
irregularly than kpakakpaká) 

kpákamu  id.  drinking (water) in gulps when 
one is very thirsty 

kpakaraá  id.  tall; bulky 
kpakelekpákele  id.  undulating, as ground (of 

appearance, not movement) 
kpákelekpàkele  id.  describes movement of 

someone walking on undulating ground 
kpakirikpakirí  id.  describes noise and effect 

produced when an animal with a carapace, 
or a strong person or object, rolls fast on 
hard or stony ground, or in an iron container 

kpákirikpàkiri  id.  describes a slower 
movement than kpakirikpakirí, as of a 
baby crawling 

kpákị¹  v.i.  be scratchy, tickle (as of bristles of 
beard) 

kpákị²  v.t.  extract thorn, etc., from body with 
needle, blade, etc. 

kpákịrị  v.t.  find fault with a person by words 
or action; arouse anger in this way 

kpakịríị̀ ̣  id.  very strong and tough (as person 
with stunted growth, or hardened soil, or 
dried fish) 

kpakịrịkpákịrị  id.  rough, as of surface; scaly 
kpakoo  id.  with wide open mouth 
kpakoroó  id.  stiff; hard 
kpakpáìn  id.  congealed [discuss] 

(>kpakpáìṇ?) 
kpakpaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  wear away (of wood, etc.); 

go bad with getting soft (of yam):  Burubí 
kpàkpaíṇìmí  The yam has gone bad in 
parts. 

kpákpaị  v.t.  cut off bad parts: Áràụ́ bùrubí 
kpàkpaịdẹ́ị kọọ̀ tụọmí ̣ She cut off the bad 
part of the yam before cooking it. 

kpakpáìṇ  id.  dried up, as of the surface of a 
watery place become hard enough to walk 
on (<kpakpáìn?) 

kpakpakpaá¹  id.  strong trembling, shaking 
feeling (of part of body (contrast girigirí, for 
the whole body) 

kpakpakpaá²  id.  shaking; fidgety, as of the 
hand or legs of a person in sickness 
[different from preceding?] 

kpakpamọọ́ ̀ (=kpakpamụụ́ ̀ ) adv.  in a dry way 
kpakparakpakpará  id.  hastily; hurriedly; 

speedily 
kpakulukpákulu  id.  bumpy 

(>kpakụlụkpákụlụ) 
kpakurukpakuru  id.  sound from within an 

enclosed space (e.g. of pot boiling with a 
cover on) [cf. next?] 

kpákurukpàkuru  id.  sound and movement 
of a big creature moving inside something 
(e.g. a tortoise in a sack) [cf. preceding?] 

kpakụlụkpákụlụ  id.  bumpy 
(<kpakulukpákulu) 

kpakụrụụ  id.  dry and hard 
kpálaà  id.  describes the sound and action of 

beating someone with part of the palm 
(<kpólaà) 

kpalaí ̣  id.  in pieces; scattered about 
kpalakpalá  id.  broken into pieces and 

scattered: Ẹfẹ́rẹbị kpàlakpala kí ̣ pẹ̀ịmị The 
plate broke into pieces. 
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kpalakpalayé  n.  small, unimportant item: 
Dẹdẹẹ́ kpalakpalayeámà kpe Only pack 
some of the small things. 

kpálị  v.t.  spy on; watch 
kpalịí ̣ [5]  v.p.  lie in wait; ambush 
kpalịịkpálịị  id.  advancing with great caution 
kpálịkpalị  id.  skinny and ill-nourished; very 

tiny 
kpáloò  id.  describes sound of a gunshot 

(<kimuu) 
kpangbaraá  id.  tall and strong-looking 
kpangbú¹  id.  sound produced by the akangá 

drum; hence, kpangbú èze drum played 
with stick in right hand and left palm on 
drum (=akangá) 

kpámkpam [4]  id.  tight (of clothes which are 
too small, over-filled belly, etc.) (opp. 
woliowólio) 

kpámu  v.i.  be shocked greatly; be cut (with a 
snap) 

kpámụkpamụ  id.  tied tightly or firmly 
kpánaà¹  id.  stinging (from bee, ant, etc.) 
kpánaà²  id.  objecting sharply; retorting 
kpána(a)kpàna(a)  id.  itching; stinging 
kpanákpàná  id.  A. legible and attractive; 

describes a bold and neat handwriting; B. 
describes pronounced tattoo marks 

kpángba  id.  strong; tough [n or m?] 
kpánkpan  id.  shouting shrilly at the top of 

one’s voice [different from kpáankpaan?] 
kpápee  id.  open-mouthed; with the mouth 

wide open in surprise 
kpapịyaá (=kpapịa) id.  light splash produced 

by something falling on water, or when fish 
flaps water with its tail, or when the paddle 
beats on the surface of water (<kpopiyaá) 

kpápụ̀  n.  scissors 
kpápụ  v.t.  cut (hair) with scissors, usu. tíḅị 

kpapụ 
kpápụụ¹  id.  silent; choked up; shy; mute; 

inactive 
kpápụụ²  id.  closed, but flat, i.e. not 

protruding, as of toothless lips shut together 
kpáraà¹  excl.  never!; (emphatically) no! (= 

kpẹ́ìṇ) 

kpáraà²  id.  dashing away instantaneously 
kparabuú  id.  with a sharp and deep bite [any 

kparabụụ́?] 
kparaị  id.  moving in different directions (as 

of millipedes, children, snake) 
kpáraka [4]  id.  scratching sound produced 

when a matchstick strikes the matchbox; 
scratch; strike (match) 

kpárakakpàraka¹  id.  not smooth, sound 
produced when rough surface is scraped or 
match is struck repeatedly, or when dane-
gun is set ready to shoot 

kpárakakpàraka²  id.  at loggerheads; not 
quite in agreement 

kpárakayè  n.  match (=agbaná, masíṣì)̣ 
kparakịtíỵaị (=akparakịtíỵaị) n.  herb used 

for yam-stakes and to develop the foetus; its 
fruit bou-ivín is chewed to cure coughs 
(Trachyphrynium braunianum (K.Schum.) 
Bak. MARANTACEAE) 

kparakpará¹  id.  describes swift movement 
kparakpará²  id.  sound of falling 

continuously from above, as sand or small 
pebbles 

kpáramụ  id.  blinking 
kpáramụkpàramụ  id.  (of eyes) blinking 

continuously 
kpáraràa  id.  appearing suddenly; shooting 

out, esp. as small snake (<kpóroròo) 
kpararakpárara [2]  id.  hoarse and broken 

(of voice) 
kpárii  id.  accepting without arguing; 

swallowing a story hook, line and sinker 
kpárị [3]  v.a.  be dry (of things); be skinny (of 

people) 
kpárịkparị  id.  dry; shrivelled 
kpárịmọ  v.cs.  dry (e.g. cassava) 
kparịmọọ́ ̀  id.  small and dried-up; wizened 
kpáru  id.  sound produced when the stomach 

of a big animal such as goat or elephant, or a 
fat person’s stomach is beaten; thudding [?] 

kpásii¹  id.  sound of beating someone heavily; 
thumping 

kpásii²  id.  sound of heavy thing cutting [or 
being cut?] (>kpásịị) 
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kpásikpàsi  id.  describes movement and 
sound of someone fairly big, with broad feet 
coming down flat on ground, lifting legs 
high and striding flat-footedly (>pásipàsi) 

kpásịị¹  id.  sound of heavy [?] thing cutting [or 
being cut?]  (<kpásii) 

kpásịị²  id.  clapping the hands; with a snap; 
Érì kpásịị kì ̣ pẹlẹmị  The thread 
breaks/broke with a snap. 

kpáta¹  v.t.  (usu. kíri kpatà) clear virgin bush 
with a view to claiming plot as one’s own 

kpáta²  v.t.  chop up branches and trunks of 
felled trees on a farm to enable them to dry 
quickly and be burnt off [combine with 
previous?] [tone?] 

kpátaà  id.  quickly; hurriedly; able to remove 
or carry instantly, or lift without any strain; 
kpátaà serí  get up quickly and smoothly 
(from sitting position, without strain) 

kpatabuu  id.  splash; sound of falling into 
water 

kpátakpàta  id.  quick; quickly 
kpátamuù  id.  big splash; noise produced 

when a heavy object drops into water 
kpátụmọ  v.cs.  constrict; narrow down 
kpátụụ  id.  constricted, too tight (e.g. of 

clothes); less than the normal size (e.g. of 
bundle of stakes); compact 

kpau [1]  id.  with a bump or thud (usu. with 
kóro; cf. gbau) (>kpaụ) 

kpaungbúkpàungbú  n.  onomatopoeic name 
for a drum; very easy to play, played with 
hands by both men and women during 
wrestling, egelé, ẹgẹnẹ́, etc. [Any alternative 
name for this drum?] 

kpaụ[1]  id.  with a light bump or thud 
(<kpau) 

kpáyoo  id.  A. very close, as in love; B. 
completely closed or shut, as a blind eye 

kpébuu¹  id.  (of teeth) dirty: Bíḅị sẹ̀ kpébuu 
The teeth are really dirty. 

kpébuu²  id.  filled to the brim with dirty 
matter, as faeces or rotten bodies packed full 
in a container [discuss; combine with 
previous?] 

kpébuu³  id.  quiet; calm [example?] 
kpeé  v.t.  pack; pile up; gather together 
kpéekpee  id.  describes a quick knocking 

against a hard thing, strong wood or head 
with a club, cudgel or hammer, and the 
sound so produced (<kpóokpoo) 

kpée³  dem.  only; same; very (never used 
alone); kpée kẹnì ̣ tọbọụ  only child; béi 
kpee kẹ̀nị fun  this same book 

kpée5  id.  seldom: Wónì kpée ki nì iné 
ẹ̀rịyémi  We seldom see you. 

kpéèkpéè  id.  describes driving a nail into a 
table, chair, etc., and the noise produced 
thus 

kpéekpee¹  dem.  very same; béi kpeekpèe 
kẹnị fun  this very same book 

kpéekpee²  id.  very seldom; only occasionally 
kpéeleè  id.describes a protruding and 

overhanging object (cliff, hive of bees, 
forehead, stomach) (>kpẹ́ẹlẹẹ̀) 

kpéenekpèene  id.  (of plantain/banana) full 
grown, but not yet ripe 

kpeeraíḳpèeraí ̣  id.  weeping loudly 
kpeerékpèeré  id.  big in size 
kpéferee  id.  in blocks or layers; entirely 
kpeí [5]  v.p.  gather 
kpeín  v.i.  blink; wink 
kpéinkpèin  id.  cumbersome; disturbed [?] 
kpéiraà  id.  turn aside suddenly; turn from one 

side to the other; turn automatically to 
another side, e.g. canoe 

kpeiyaa  id.  describes how something or 
someone slips and falls; with a great fall; 
falling headlong 

kpéke  v.t.  shake to loosen (referring only to 
something pinned): Tíṇbị kpèke dií  Shake 
the stick and see. 

kpekebéè  id.  in a great mass (of earth 
collapsing under erosion): Ẹpẹ́tẹ̀bị 
kpekebéè ki kureimi/pẹị kóromi  The soil 
collapsed massively by erosion. 

kpekebekpékebe  id.  broken into big bits; 
fragmentary 

kpékeekpèke  v.i.  waver; quiver; falter; be 
irresolute [example?] 
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kpekeí  v.p.  shake: Tíṇbị kpèkeíyemi  The 
tree is shaking. 

kpekekpeké  id.  very anxious 
kpékekpèke¹  id.  heartless; uncaring; 

unaffected (e.g. by news of death or any 
unusual happening) 

kpékekpèke²  id.  shaken (emotionally): Su ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢bí ¢¢ ¢¢ 
kòro bi, kí ¢¢ ¢¢mi ¢¢ ¢¢mo ¢¢ ¢¢ sè ¢¢ ¢¢ bó kpekekpèke ki 
paaami ¢¢ ¢¢  When the war began, everyone was 
shaken. 

kpekeléè  id.  suddenly overturned; tumbling 
over 

kpekelekpékele  id.  uneven (of ground): Kíri 
sẹ̀ kpekelekpékele ki èmi  The ground is 
quite uneven. 

kpéki¹  v.t.  gather; store up; collect in heaps; 
(in canoe-carving) heap wood at the foot of 
a tree and set fire to fell it by burning 

kpéki²  v.t.  give support to; hold up; wedge 
kpekii  id.  thick; bulky (as of a person or pot) 
kpekií [5]  v.p.  get together 
kpekimẹíṇ [5]  v.dir.p.  be gathered together 

(on water) or collected 
kpékimọ  v.cs.  support; prop; bolster up 
kpékinaa  id.  very great (of water in flood, or 

excessive water in soup) 
kpekpeleimó  n.  a temporary building or shed 
kpékperee  v.acc.  meet unexpectedly with 

someone on the way: Wó wẹnị bo 
kpekpereedọ  We have just come across 
each other: Áràụ́ mu ni ụ̀ mọmọ 
kpekpéreemi  She met him unexpectedly. 

kpéleè  id.  describes child with bulging 
stomach (>kpẹ́lẹẹ̀) 

kpememeé  id.  slimy; hanging down (as jelly, 
or slimy starch or very thick okra soup when 
pulled up to test, with ladle, etc.) 

kpememekpémeme  id.  slimy, jelly-like (like 
the skin of electric fish when cooked or 
boiled) 

kpengbereé  id.  tall; solid; bulky 
kpépaa  id.  in a thoughtful mood 
kpépuu  id.  describes a closed mouth with 

plump cheeks 

kpérein (=kpénrein)  id.  banging; meeting 
with force or sudden impact, clashing; 
colliding; striking against something 
(=kpérekii) 

kperekekpereké  id.  hastily; hurriedly 
kpérekii  id.  banging; meeting with force or 

sudden impact, clashing; colliding; striking 
against something (=kpérein) 

kpererée  id.  breaking asunder; breaking into 
two; splitting into two 

kperikperí  id.  describes stomach which 
protrudes on account of having taken in 
much food and/or water (>kpẹrịkpẹrí)̣ 

kpétemùu  id.  daubed with dirt (as teeth 
stained heavily with coating of dirt particles) 

kpéte nì  see  ikpéte nì  in so far as 
kpéwe  id.  describes sound as of blow on the 

head with a stick (>kpẹ́wẹ): Erí ìngbekebí 
àkị kpéwe ki ni wò tịbí ̣ famụmị  He hit 
him on the head with a stick. 

kpéwemọ̀  adv.  with a strong beating [blow?] 
kpẹbụụ¹  id.  describes a distended stomach 
kpẹbụụ²  id.  shortish 
kpẹbụụ³  id.  an expression saying that a 

woman is in the family way 
kpẹẹ́ ̀ (=kpẹ́ìṇ)  excl.  never!; (emphatically) 

no! not at all; (= kpáraà) 
kpẹ́ẹ¹  id.  unconcernedly; idly 
kpẹ́ẹ²  id.  clinking: Olólo famụda aba, kpẹ́ẹ 

kị fìeyémi  When the bottle is struck, it 
clinks. (=kpẹ́ịn) 

kpẹ́ẹkpẹ̀ẹ (=kpẹ́kpẹ̀kpẹ́) id.  talking 
intelligently and fast (usu. with ẹrẹẹ́) 

kpẹ́ẹlẹkpẹ̀ẹlẹ¹  id.  delicate; weak; on the verge 
of falling (of tears, or tree on the edge of a 
cliff whose base has partly been eroded) 

kpẹ́ẹlẹkpẹ̀ẹlẹ²  id.  taking things lightly 
kpẹ́ẹnẹkpẹ̀ẹnẹ  id.  a feeling of pain from a 

slight dislocation at the joints 
kpẹ́ẹrẹkpẹ̀ẹrẹkpẹ́ẹrẹ  id.  talkative; 

loquacious; chattering; talking quickly or 
smartly; sputtering; spluttering 

kpẹ́ìṇ (=kpẹ́ì=̣kpẹẹ́ ̀)  excl.  never!; 
(emphatically) no! (= kpáraà) 
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kpẹ́ịn¹  v.i.  dare (do): N kpẹ́ịn nì ̣ ẹrẹẹ́ mọ̀, ye ị 
famụ́dọụ wèé  If you dare talk, I will beat 
you. 

kpẹ́ịn²  id.  describes a high-pitched sound: 
Olólo famụda aba, kpẹ́ịn kị (kpẹ́ìṇ kị) 
fìeyémi  When the bottle is struck, it gives a 
clinking sound. (=kpẹ́ẹ) 

kpẹ́kẹ¹  v.i.  talk or act in a jovial, agreeable 
manner 

kpẹ́kẹ²  n.  cape; headland 
kpẹ́kẹlẹ  v.i?.  fish with a rod by shaking the 

rod to keep the bait moving in order to draw 
the attention of fishes 

kpẹ́kẹlẹẹ̀  id.  (kept) too near the edge; 
dangerously poised 

kpẹ́kẹlẹẹ̀mọ  adv.  in a dangerously poised way 
kpẹ́kpẹ̀  id.  talking fast and intelligently, or 

insolently (as child to elder) 
kpẹ́kpẹ  id.  toiling; working laboriously 
kpẹ́kpẹ̀kpẹ́ (=kpẹ́ẹkpẹ̀ẹ) id.  talking 

intelligently and fast (usu. with ẹrẹẹ́) 
kpẹkpẹkpẹẹ́  id.  close and threatening (e.g. of 

flood water, or of someone seeking a quarrel 
edging up): Boweibení bo ni ògbó mọ̀ 
kpẹkpẹkpẹ kí ̣ pàadọ́  The flood-water has 
risen and is threatening to overflow into the 
town. 

kpẹ́kpẹnẹẹ  v.i.  be quite empty 
kpẹ́kpẹrẹ  id.  close (of relationship) kpẹ́kpẹrẹ 

bịna owei  very close male relative 
kpẹkụụ́  id.  short; low; not high or tall 
kpẹ́lẹ  n.  trifle 
kpẹ́lẹẹ̀  id.  describes a protruding and 

overhanging object (as child’s stomach) 
(<kpéleè) 

kpẹlẹlẹẹ  id.  empty and tired-looking; 
disappointed 

kpẹlẹlẹẹ́  id.  describes a tired and disappointed 
mood when paddling [different from 
preceding?] 

kpẹlịkpẹlí ̣  id.  describes swollen cheeks (e.g. 
as a result of drinking or of being forcibly 
weaned) (<kpọkụkpọkụ́) 

kpẹ́lụụ  id.  lonely; lonesome 
kpẹnẹbẹẹ  id.  looking sickly; inactive 

kpẹ́nẹnẹ̀ẹ  id.  slender but less in degree of 
quality [meaning?] to pẹkẹlẹẹ́ ̀; it can be 
abusive as well as praising 

kpẹngbẹẹ́  id.  portable; capable of being easily 
carried by hand (as a box, handbag) [n or 
m?] 

kpẹ́ngbẹịnkpẹngbẹịn  n.  a four-cornered 
wooden drum used in the Asúkò dance 
(ideophonic, describing the sound of 
agumpé) [n or m?] [same as agumpé?] 

kpẹngẹíṇkpẹ̀ngẹíṇ  id.  attractive; neat [ng or 
ngh?] 

kpẹnghẹzẹẹ́  id.  weak and indolent; languid; 
apathetic [ng or ngh?] 

kpẹrẹẹ́ ̀  id.  lonely 
kpẹ́rẹrẹ̀ẹ  id.  slender; slim 
kpẹrịí ̣  id.  very short with protruding stomach 
kpẹrịkpẹrí ̣  id.  enlarged belly owing to 

overfeeding (<kperikperí) 
kpẹtẹẹ́¹  v.i.  be enough, sufficient: Imbíbi 

fụlọụ paanìmí yòó, kpẹtẹnimí yòó  Fishing 
in the lake hasd yielded enough for soup, it’s 
sufficient. 

kpẹtẹẹ́²  id.  dormant; inactive; not in use 
kpẹtí ̣  v.t.  discuss (matter) 
kpẹ́ụn  id.  very low or very short (as a very 

short neck) 
kpẹ́wẹ  id.  describes a light blow (<kpéwe) 
kpíbu  id.  brittle (>kpíḅụ) 
kpíbuu  id.  (giving forth) sound (as) of 

something bursting 
kpiii¹  id.  flying out together, or moving out at 

once in a group (of people) 
kpiii²  id.  falling with a thud 
kpíìn  id.  thickly woven, as of cloth or fish-

trap; thick, well covered (as swarms of bees 
flying in the sky) (opp. godobágòdobá) 

kpíiri  v.t.  roll (ball, etc.) 
kpíirikpìiri  id.  heavy; heavy with child 

(>kpí ̣ịrịkpì ̣ịri) 
kpíkaàkpíkaà  id.  describes the movement of 

one with an injured leg 
kpíki  v.i.  limp; walk like a lame person 
kpíkpi  id.  (giving forth) sound (as) of 

knocking on someone’s door at night 
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kpilamukpilamú  id.  describes a lazy 
movement by someone who has very 
flexible legs (see next) 

kpilamuu  id.  describes a person with very 
flexible legs, with the result that when 
standing the legs are pulled backwards; this 
is taken as a sign of laziness and thus not 
commended 

kpílibu  id.  (giving forth) sound (as) of 
something heavy falling into the river; with 
a loud splash (>kpí ̣lịbụ) 

kpimu  id.  describes noise produced when a 
big object falls to the ground; thumping 

kpinkíkpìn  id.  cry of a monkey 
kpípuu  id.  (giving forth) sound (as) of 

something bursting (as a boil) 
kpiribuu  id.  sound produced when a sharp-

pointed stick or iron pierces deep into the 
skin (>kpịrịbụụ) 

kpíridìi  id.  describes a long line of people or 
fishes clustered or tied to a rope and being 
dragged along 

kpíridii  id.  describes lazy or slow movement 
of person or canoe (>kpíṛịdịị) 

kpirií [5]  v.p.  roll on the ground 
kpírii  id.  describes a sudden or unexpected 

advance towards an opponent, esp. during 
wrestling; (fig.) describes action taken on 
the spur of the moment, or impromptu 
decision 

kpirikikpíriki  id.  (of the body of a person) 
rough; covered with a rash 
(>kpịrịkịkpíṛịkị) 

kpirimú  id.  averting the eyes as a sign of 
displeasure 

kpíripu  id.  banging; shutting with noise of 
sudden impact 

kpíririi  id.  with sound of a heavy dragging 
motion (>kpíṛịrịị) 

kpísii [4]  id.  bursting 
kpítii¹  id.  dark; terrifying; indistinct 
kpítii²  id.  describes a massive collection of 

people: Kíṃị mọ yọbọọ̀ kpíṭịìḳị èmi  The 
people are crowded in the place. (>kpíṭịị) 

kpitikpití  id.  describes the falling of 
something in great quantity, as fruits such as 
wild mangoes (bou-ogbéin) 

kpitirií  v.i.  move or gather in great numbers 
(of people or animals)  

kpịakpịá  v.i.  dress gorgeously; look gay; 
appear attractive, charming and alluring 

kpíḅụ  id.  brittle (<kpíbu) 
kpí ̣ịn¹  id.  pitch-dark 
kpí ̣ịn²  id.  very many; uncountable 
kpí ̣ịrịkpì ̣ịrị  id.  heavy with child 

(<kpíirikpìiri) 
kpí ̣ịrịkpịịrị  id.  describes something small-

sized but quite mature and tough (of human 
beings or fruits) 

kpịkọọ́ ̀  id.  short; not long or tall 
kpí ̣lamụụ  v.i.  be absent for a fairly long time 
kpí ̣lịbụ¹  id.  sound produced when a small but 

heavy object falls into the water; plop 
(<kpílibu) 

kpí ̣lịbụ²  id.short 
kpịlịkọọ́ ̀  see  ịkpịlịkọọ́ ̀  very short 
kpí ̣lịkpịlị  v.a. [or id.?]  completely black 
kpíṃkpịm  id.  tight; very full (cf. pímpim) 
kpíṃụụ  id.  completely blocked; deaf; totally, 

completely dark 
kpíṇịnghịkpìṇịnghị (=kpíṇịngịnkpìṇịngịn)  

id.  describes a wobbling movement due to 
weakness in the joints 

kpíṇkpìṇkpíṇ  id.  talking through the nose 
(usu. with ẹrẹẹ́): Ará ẹrẹ sẹ̀ kpíṇkpìṇkpíṇ  
Her talking is through the nose. 

kpíṇyọ  id.  agreeing readily; saying ‘yes’ 
without hesitation 

kpíp̣ụụ  id.  in abundance; surplus; very many 
kpíṛaịkpìṛaị  id.  describes the sound of 

slopping about (in walking) 
kpịrịbụụ  id.  sound produced when a small 

sharp pointed stick or iron, such as an office 
pin or spines on the edges of the raffia palm 
leaf, pierces the skin (<kpiribuu) 

kpíṛịdịị  id.  describes a lazy or slow 
movement of a person or canoe (such as an 
ịgbụmụ́) ? (<kpíridii) 
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kpíṛịdịkpìṛịdi  id.  describes a lazy or slow 
movement 

kpịrịkịkpíṛịkị  id.  (of the body of a person) 
rough; covered with a rash 
(<kpirikikpíriki) 

kpíṛịkịtịị  id.  very close to each other, esp. of 
two women in different canoes, moving side 
by side and conversing 

kpíṛịmụ  v.i.  cut, cease, stop abruptly 
kpíṛịmụkpìṛịmụ¹  id.  soft; easily broken 
kpíṛịmụkpìṛịmụ²  id.  (of eyes) blinking all the 

time 
kpíṛịmụụ̀mọ  adv.  abruptly 
kpíṛịnghịnị (=kpíṛịngịnị) [check pron.]  id.  

stopping automatically or suddenly  
kpíṛịrịị  id.  with sound of a light dragging 

motion (<kpíririi) 
kpíṭaa¹  id.  persistent; putting one’s whole 

mind and strength into doing something 
kpíṭaa²  id.  describes an over-loaded canoe, 

when the canoe is almost level with the 
water 

kpịtịbụụ  id.  describes impending bad 
weather; also abusive when applied to 
human beings, i.e. ugly face 

kpíṭịị¹  id.  describes a massive collection of 
people, but implies a smallish size, thus 
more compact: Kíṃị mọ yọbọọ̀ kpíṭịìḳị èmi  
The people are crowded in the place. 
(<kpítii) 

kpíṭịị²  id.  describes very bad impending 
weather (<kpítii, but discuss different 
meaning ) 

kpíṭịkpịtị  id.  tightly bound or knotted [any 
kpítikpiti?] 

kpíỵaa  id.  conscientious; scrupulous; having 
a strong sense of duty 

kpíỵaịnkpịyaịn  id.  describes the cry of 
hornbill or vampire (amúsù) 

kpíỵụn  id.  agreeing to a proposal very readily 
and easily without thinking; accepting, 
consenting, or approving without any protest 

kpó¹  v.t.  mould (fufu, etc.) into lumps 
kpó²  n.  ball or lump of fufu, native chalk or 

native medicine 

kpó³  n.  coil or roll (of twine or thread); érì 
kpo  ball of thread; tụwẹ́nì kpo  ball of 
twine 

kpó4  id.  sound of explosion, or of hitting 
someone on head 

kpóà  id.  sound of a matchet cutting; sound of 
thrashing, beating or whipping with stick 

kpóan  id.  describes a sudden shock or fear, 
usually experienced on hearing bad news 

kpóankpòan  id.  describes the pain 
experienced during an acute headache 

kpofiyóò  id.  empty; at a loss 
kpogozáà  id.  chunky; describes a large piece 

of block [meaning?] 
kpói  v.i.  make noise by pressing the thumb 

against the middle finger; snap fingers at 
someone in a threatening way (by bigger 
person) (>kpọ́ị) [v.i. or id.?] 

kpóiì  id.  noise produced by the explosion of a 
well-loaded gun 

kpóìn  id.  tall and straight; towering; 
perpendicular 

kpóka  id.  describes a hard knock, such as 
when the toe knocks against a stone 
protruding above the surface, and the sound 
produced from such a knock 

kpokirikpókiri  id.  bony (>kpọkịrịkpọ́kịrị) 
kpókiyo  v.t.  oust; thrust; push; eject 
kpókiyokpòkiyo  id.  cumbersome; 

troublesome; inconvenient (of things in the 
way) 

kpokomukpokomú  id.  sound of gulping, 
quaffing, drinking in long draughts 

kpókoro  id.  (giving forth) loud sound (as) of 
an empty calabash vessel falling or being 
disturbed (>kpọ́kọrọ) 

kpókorokpòkoro  id.  making noise like rats 
trying to steal from a rack 

kpókorokpòkorokpókoro  id.  making sound 
like a calabash rattling 

kpokozáà  id.  biting off a large lump at a time 
kpókpo¹ [3]  v.t.  cut into pieces with matchet, 

knife (e.g. plantain or yam) for the purpose 
of sacrificing to the deities, esp. during a 
storm 
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kpókpo²  v.t.  clear, “brush”, farm by cutting 
grass short, not uprooting (e.g. for plantain, 
cocoa, rubber, farms) (cf. díṇ, dụ́nụ) 

kpókpo³  id.  sound of pounding in a wooden 
mortar: ụtáràn temi bara, kpókpo  
Pounding fufu, kpokpo! 

kpokpóbà (=kpokpóbàụ)  n.  hook, line and 
rod, used in the bush or river (cf. déi); 
kpokpóbà koromọ  fish with hook, line and 
rod 

kpokpóbàụ  see  kpokpóbà 
kpókpofịyàị  n.  bits of raw food offered to the 

gods 
kpokpoí [5]  v.p.  peel off (as of skin) 
kpokpokpoó¹  id.  (of fever, cold) severe 
kpokpokpoó²  v.i.  do something 

enthusiastically; react strongly, either 
positively or negatively 

kpokporoó³  id.  brawny; strong and muscular; 
tall and thick (fatter than kpongboroó) 

kpókoroò  id.  describes sound of a large key 
unlocking (<kpọ́kọrọọ̀) 

kpókunaa  id.  describes higher water than 
expected (of flood, fishpond,lake) 

kpokukpokú  id.  oversized as if inflated; 
swollen beyond normal (>kpọkụkpọkụ́) 

kpólaà  id.  describes the sound and action of 
beating someone with the whole palm; (fig.) 
do something wholeheartedly: Erí sịlì ̣ akpa 
fun ki akị naá kpolaà naá à sẹ́nmèé  He 
gave her a N200 note, without hesitating.  
(>kpálaà) 

kpolokikpóloki  id.  spraying saliva 
unconsciously while talking; dribbling when 
eating 

kpolokpoló¹  id.  describes things dropping 
from above in large quantity, as fruits from a 
shaken tree, or palm-nuts from the bunch, or 
big drops of copious dribble (cf. wolowoló, 
which describes things falling through 
holes) 

kpolokpoló²  id.  scattered about; dropping off 
[combine with preceding?] 

kpólomuu  id.  precipitous; deeper than 
expected when tested (of water) 

kpoloó  id.  overlong (of rope, etc.) (>kpọlọọ́) 
(=lokpoó) 

kpólu¹  v.t.  take (away) secretly, stealthily: 
Áràụ́ vi erèma burumọ kpolumeé  She 
stole the other woman’s yams secretly. 

kpólu²  n.  tuft; dúma kpolu  tuft of hair; 
bunch of hair gathered together in one place 
on head by women 

kpólumọ¹  v.t.  tighten the wrapper at the waist 
by rolling it up into a lump 

kpólumọ²  v.t.  coax; try to persuade someone 
do something [?? example?] 

kpongboroó  id.  brawny; strong and muscular; 
tall and thick (less fat than kpokporoó) 

kpómu  id.  snapping suddenly and falling 
down (as rope) 

kpondorúù  id.  over-sized (of human, as of a 
boy too big for his age) 

kpónonòo  id.  springing out, as of a big snake 
kponukúù  id.  fat, big and hairy (of men) 
kpoó  v.t.  clear away (rubbish); gather (things) 
kpóò  id.  sound from explosion or gunshot; 

sound of something bursting 
kpóoà  id.  sound of large pod exploding and 

scattering its seeds (>kpáaà) 
kpóòkpóò  id.  rhythmically, as of sound of 

pounding: ụtáràn temi bara, kpóòkpóò 
Like pounding fufu – thud thud! 

kpóokpoo  id.  loudly (e.g. of cutting tree in 
forest, or of calling people loudly and 
repeatedly) 

kpóokpoo  id.  describes a quick knocking 
against a hard thing, strong wood or head 
with a club, cudgel or hammer, and the 
sound so produced (<kpéekpee) [discuss; 
different from preceding?] 

kpoolokpooló  id.  loosely hanging 
kpóolokpòolo  id.  hanging loosely; suspended 

in a relaxed manner from above 
kpoomẹíṇ [5]  v.dir.p.  be collected, gathered 

into one place; be wrinkled or gathered in 
lines, as of the wrinkles of face (= gbitirií) 

kpoomọ́  v.dir.  gather towards, together (as of 
rubbish); kpoomọ́ tèrí  fill or cover up; 
conceal 
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kpoomọ́tèrí  n.  A. the lowest and smallest 
yam mound (bụụ́), usually squeezed in 
between bigger ones in order to occupy a 
seemingly wasted space; B. mounds 
specially prepared for planting izọ́n odu 
(old cocoyam) 

kpoorókpòoró  id.  in bigger or larger sizes, as 
gravel or palm-kernels 

kpoorókpòoró-òun  n.  gravel [larger sand] 
kpóoroo¹  id.  emaciated; describes a marked 

decrease in weight or size, as when one is ill 
kpóoroo²  id.  describes when flood water or 

tide water decreases faster than expected 
kpóòye  n.  a game in which a piece of clay in a 

round shape is hollowed, turned upside 
down and dashed straight and forcefully on 
the ground to produce a loud noise 

kpópaa  id.  describes the action and the loud 
noise produced when something is broken 
off, e.g. tree branch 

kpopiyaá (=kpopuyaá)  id.  with a big splash, 
but not spreading out like kpopuwaá (used 
with kóro) (>kpapịyaá) 

kpópu (=kpópuù) id.  explosive sound (as of 
hard pod of fruit bursting on impact with the 
ground and scattering its seeds) (contrast 
túsiì, of a fruit bursting open as it hits the 
ground in a squashy way) 

kpopuwaá  id.  with a big splash and spreading 
out (as waves) (used with kóro, cf. 
kpopiyaá / kpopuyaá with a big splash, but 
not spreading out) 

kporobuú  id.  describing a big pointed thing 
(thorn, nail) piercing  deep into another, e.g. 
skin 

kpóroi  id.  describes the sound and the way a 
hard object is thrown into a hollowed object, 
e.g. canoe 

kporokakporoká  id.  the state of being in a 
mad hurry; rashness due to excessive speed 
(of big persons) 

kporokikpóroki  id.  untidily scattered (of 
objects inside house) (>kpọrọkịkpọ́rọkị) 

kporokporó¹  id.  describes how a big python 
loosens its grip when attacked, or a rope 

suddenly slackens; (fig.) how things get lost 
in quick succession  

kporokporó²  id.  pattering (with bigger lines 
of rain) (>kpọrọnkpọrọ́n)  

kpororáà  id.  describes a loud noise, as of 
canoe breaking asunder 

kpóroròo  id. suddenly coming into view (as a 
person without knocking, or a large snake 
seen either moving towards one or quickly 
gliding away) (>kpáraràa) 

kpórosi  id.  entering forcefully, suddenly, and 
completely 

kporuu  id.  describes stagnant, barely moving 
portion of a river or stream, or stagnant water 
in a pool or lake (=lokuu²) 

kporuú  id.  swollen; dilated; distended; 
inflated; puffed up 

kpósaà¹  id.  telling off (rebuking) someone 
without reservation; speaking out frankly; 
being brutally frank 

kpósaà²  id.  describes the noise produced 
when a bag containing gari, etc., bursts open 
suddenly 

kpósaà³  id.  describes a sudden bursting out to 
see something: Wónì oróro dùo mú naa, 
abadịbọọ́ ̀ kpósaà kị paameé We followed 
the stream and burst out at the ocean. 

kpotií [5]  v.recip.  chase each other 
kpotoroó  v.t.  gather abundantly; amass; 

collect things without discrimination 
kpótu  v.t.  chase; drive away 
kpóun  id.  (making) resonant sound (as of 

hitting the head heavily on something) 
kpóunkpòun¹  id.  well matured (as plantain) 
kpóunkpòun²  id.  repeated sound as of 

something metallic reverberating inside a 
container 

kpowaa  id.  sound of waves lapping heavily 
on shore  

kpọ¹  part.  also; too; (not) even; eri kpọ́  he 
too…: Kẹnị kíṃì ̣ kpọ bógha  Not even one 
person came: Ekebí kpọ̀ má Bùru 
koromọ́tọ  This time Rat threw Yam; alá 
kpọ àlaghayembi  not long after…; …kpọ 
…kpọ …má(nị) …kpọ (used to connect 
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parallel sentences) …and …and …and 
…too: Osuo kpọ́ koromi; kíma kpọ 
paamị; mánị ụ̀ráụ kpọ paamị  Rain fell; a 
storm came; and then the sun shone too.  
[TONE?] 

kpọ²  conj.  if… or if (…or if): Ọníṇa kị koro 
kpọ, Obóri ki koro kpọ, mánị Ìwíri ki 
koro kpọ, fíṇa nì ̣ akíỵaí ̣ yèé  If Sheep falls, 
or if Goat falls, or if Tortoise falls, he 
should be tied up and carried away. 
[TONE?] 

kpọ́à  id.  trifling; unimportant: béi kpọà 
kịmịbị this unimportant person 

kpọ́ị  v.i.  make noise by pressing the thumb 
against the middle finger; snap fingers at 
someone in a threatening way (<kpói) 

kpọ́kịkpọ̀kị  v.t.?  touch here and there; pick 
pocket; pilfer; steal [or id.  ?] 

kpọkịríị̀ ̣  id.  rather bony 
kpọkịrịkpọ́kịrị  id.  bony (<kpokirikpókiri) 
kpọ́kọ  v.t.  (usu. tíḅị kpọkọ) nod the head (as 

human, to show assent, or lizard) 
kpọ́kọrọ  id.  (giving forth) sound (as) of an 

empty calabash vessel falling or being 
disturbed (<kpókoro) 

kpọ́kọrọọ̀  id.  describes sound of a key 
unlocking (<kpókoroò) 

kpọ́kpọ  v.t.  usu. kpọ́kpọfị; cadge from 
another person continuously; sponge upon 
(somebody): drain; extort from: Kíṃị bo ni 
ì ̣ kpọkpọ fí ̣ kụmọ  No one should come and 
sponge on me. 

kpọkpọkpọọ́¹  id. empty, bare (as when the 
entire soup in a plate is licked up, leaving it 
totally bare) 

kpọkpọkpọọ́²  id.  describes a bald head or 
windswept ground; well scraped, as a palm-
kernel or other fruit with the outer part fully 
eaten or cleaned off; void of any cover 

kpọ́kpọlọọ̀  id.  with a clinking sound: Igodobí 
tòlií timi àkpabị kpọkpọlọọ̀ kíribọọ̀ 
kóromèé  The key dropped with a clink 
from the pocket with a hole. 

kpọkpọlọí ̣ (=kpọkpọlẹí)̣ [5]  v.p.  (used with 
kóro) fall out, scatter (as sparks, coins, ripe 
palmnuts) 

kpọ́kpọnụkpọ̀kpọnụ  id.  acting in an evasive 
and guilty way, as a result of a guilty 
conscience 

kpọkpọsịkpọ́kpọsị  id.  A. full of dirt, with 
bits of rubbish scattered here and there; B. 
very unkempt (of person); C. fig. the 
(unimportant) masses (derog.) 

kpọkụkpọkụ́  id.  describes swollen cheeks 
(<kpokukpokú, > kpẹlịkpẹlí)̣ 

kpọlẹí ̣  v.i.  be leisurely; do things without 
haste 

kpọ́lọkịkpọ̀lọkị (=kpọlọkịkpọlọkí)̣ id.  A. 
talking fast and smoothly, point by point; B. 
describes several people talking at once 

kpọ́lọmụ  id.  swallowing something small at 
once (e.g. seed, tablet) 

kpọndọrụụ́ ̀   id.  bedraggled appearance, as of a 
person, rat or fowl after being drenched by 
rain or soaked in water 

kpọnịkpọ́nị  id.  A. badly shaved, uneven (of 
hair on head); B. unevenly cleared or 
weeded, as of farm 

kpọnịfịkpọ́nịfị  id.  shabby as to the hair or 
feathers, esp. when poorly shaved 

kpọnrọnkpọnrọ́n  see  kpọrọnkpọrọ́n 
kpọ́ọ  id.  sound of knocking on (someone’s) 

door 
kpọ́ọbaị  id.  (always with bára) as if: 

kpọ́ọbaìḳịmị bara  behaving as if he is of 
any importance: kpọ́ọbaị egberi bara  a 
story as if it is of some importance 

kpọ́ọkpọọ  id.  A. sound of cutting a tree in the 
bush; B. sound of knocking on a door 

kpọ́ọkpọọkpọọ  id.  sound produced when a 
door is knocked upon with the hand or 
something hard 

kpọọlọọ́  id.  hanging down (<kpooloó), as the 
eye wattle of ekpékpọ̀ọlọ, the White-
Headed Plover (Vanellus albiceps 
CHARADRIIDAE) 
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kpọ́ọọ  id.  resembling exactly (of human 
beings): Béi òweibi kẹní ̣ dàụ́ wòó, kpọ́ọọ  
This man is the spitting image of his father! 

kpọ́pịị  id.  describes flinging an opponent in 
the air in wrestling, or landing a fish from a 
hook by flinging it up in the air (cf. figií, 
fuguú discuss – these aare not in) 

kpọ́pịịkpọ̀pịị  id.  describes how people in a 
gathering leave one at a time at some 
reasonable interval 

kpọrọkịkpọ́rọkị  id.  untidily scattered (of 
many small objects inside house) 
(<kporokikpóroki) 

kpọ́rọkọkpọ̀rọkọ  id.  (of engine, person) 
easily spoilt or broken down; delicate 

kpọrọnkpọrọ́n (=kpọnrọnkpọnrọ́n)  id.  
pattering (with small lines of rain) 
(<kporokporó) 

kpọrọọ́ ̀  id.  depressed; sorrowful; remorseful; 
dejected; melancholic; dispirited 

kpọrọsịkpọ́rọsị  id.  crammed untidily and 
dangerously full 

kpọrụụ  id.  dull; sad 
kpọtọkpọtọ́  id.  A. nasty; filthy; worthless 

(generally of rubbish dumped); B. of eyes 
discharging pus 

kpọtọọ  id.  wet; damp 
kpọ́ụ¹  v.i.  be oldish but young in appearance 

[example?] 
kpọ́ụ²  v.t.  tow a boat, canoe 
kpọ́ụ³  v.t.  (of something) stub: Ine amá 

bụ̀ọbị ekure kpọụmí ̣  I have stubbed my 
right foot. 

kpọ́ụkpọ̀ụ  id.  describes eyes which wander 
around restlessly 

kpọ́zọọ  id.  reluctantly (as in giving out 
something that is commandeered) 

kpú  id.  falling with a thud (>kpụ́) 
kpúfuun  id.  describes suppressed laughter 
kpúkee  id.  bulging or protruding 

unattractively (of buttocks, forehead) 
(>kpụ́kẹẹ) 

kpúkekpùke  id.  describes the way a top-
heavy person walks (>kpụ́kẹkpụ̀kẹ) 

kpúkpu¹  v.t.  demolish (walls) 

kpúkpu²  v.t.  sift; sieve; shake (mat or cloth); 
empty completely 

kpúkpumo ¢¢ ¢¢  v.dir.  shake (mat or cloth) 
towards: E ¢¢ ¢¢se ¢¢ ¢¢ri ¢¢ ¢¢bí ¢¢ ¢¢ nì ¢¢ ¢¢ i ¢¢ ¢¢ kpukpumó ¢¢ ¢¢ ku ¢¢ ¢¢mo ¢¢ ¢¢  
Don’t shake the cleaning-mat in my face. 

kpúkpuye (=kpúkpùí)  n.  sieve made of cane-
rope [kpúkpu² + yé ‘thing’] 

kpúkpùí  see  kpúkpuye 
kpukpuí  v.p.  coming out spontaneously; 

describes feathers falling out of themselves, 
or ripe palm fruits popping out 

kpukpuruú  id.  round (as of head) 
kpúkuteè  id.  describes disproportionate, top-

heavy shape of people with bulging chest 
kpuobukpúobu  id.  describes sinking through 

crust of sand 
kpuobuú  id.  crashing (as of something 

hollow breaking or suddenly giving way) 
kpuruké¹  n. obsolete beautiful pot (not seen 

by 1930s) (=sa[a?]nkpúrukè) (cf. bẹ́lẹ; lí ̣ị-
tụọ̀-bẹlẹ > ogbobẹlẹ́ > ọkpụrụbịyáị > 
ọpịrịsíḳì ̣  > kẹ́ngẹ) [where does this one fit 
in?] 

Kpuruké²  n. personal name [<kpuruké¹]  
kpúruruu  id.  protruding as a long and large 

cluster, as of a bunch of plantain; a big 
stomach, or a long line of fishes stuck or 
clustered together (>kpụ́rụrụụ) 

kpuruú  id.  roundish and large 
kpuu  id.  describes birds or people leave a 

place at the same time 
kpuurukpuuru  id.  describes the movement 

of a mote in the eye [?] 
kpụ́  excl.  sound of something very small 

falling, as of a very small man falling in 
wrestling (<kpú) 

kpụ́a  id.  ignoring what is said; not reacting as 
expected; avoiding being excited or 
committed 

kpụíṇ¹ [5]  v.p.  wriggle along on belly, 
buttocks, etc. (as of baby who cannot yet 
walk) (= kpụnmẹíṇ) [sp?] 

kpụíṇ² [5]  v.i.  be surplus; glut the market (of 
fish, food, etc.) 
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kpụíṇ³ [5]  v.i.  show unspoken disapproval by 
gestures, slow reluctant action, etc. 

kpụ́kẹẹ  id.  bulging or protruding 
unattractively; jutting out (<kpúkee) 

kpụ́kẹkpụ̀kẹ  id.  describes the way a top-
heavy person walks (<kpúkekpùke) 

kpụkpẹí ̣ [5]  v.p.  get loose, free 
kpụ́kpọ  v.t.  loose; untie; release from 

confinement 
kpụkpụrụụ́  id.  compact; contracted 
kpụ́lẹkpụ̀lẹ  id.  describes the gait of a child 

with a big belly, or a shortish woman who is 
heavily pregnant 

kpụlụkpụlụ́  id.  in small units; of little value; 
trivial; insignificant 

kpụ́n  v.t.  A. pull; haul; drag; kpụ́n fùgú/fìgí  
draw the opponent and throw over the hip; 
kpụ́n kan  devour [?]; tear (cloth, book, 
etc.); ịgbọ́ kpụ̀n  haul in castnet; B. (fig.) 
bíḅị kpụn  drag (out) a case; argue a case; 
be argumentative: Erí bịbị kpụn timi, mú 
bịbịgbawarị ladọụ  He has dragged out the 
case until it has gone to court. 

kpụnmẹíṇ [5]  v.dir.p.  wriggle along on 
buttocks, etc. (as of baby or sick person) (= 
kpụíṇ) 

kpụ́rụrụụ  id.  A. protruding, as a long and 
large cluster, as of a bunch of plantain; a big 
stomach, or a long line of fishes strung 
together  and dragged along the ground; B. 
describes a child following an older person 
reluctantly because forced to (<kpúruruu) 

kpụsụkpụsụ́  id.  tiny; very small (as of fishes 
caught or pieces of firewood collected); too 
small to be useful; of little value; trivial 

kpụtịrịí ̣  v.i.  come together by itself, as a net 
in water (contrast gbunií, which is difficult 
to disentangle); hence, form ridges or 
wrinkles, as skin  

kpụtụkpụtụ́  id.  (cut) into fragments; full of 
fragments; fragmentary 

kpụ́tụra  v.t.  gather up hastily, so as to 
crumple; roll up or fold carelessly (of mat, 
trousers, wrapper) (cf. kụ́ta) 

kpụ́tụụ  id.  compact; closely packed together; 
congested 

kpụụrụụ́  id.  roundish (<kpuuruú) 
kpụ́waa  id.  deliberately silent; defiantly 

quiet; indifferent to what one is told (cf. 
gụmụ́gụ̀mụ́) 

kpụwáì ̣ (ya)  excl.  serve you right! (cf. 
káarịyọ̀ọ!) (esp. used by children) 

Krístì  n.  Christ [<English Christ] 
krụ́ụ krụụ krụụ  excl.  verbal alarm raised, 

esp. by women, when an unusual thing 
happens [delete?] 

kuanlíì  id.  twining (as plant); bending to one 
side (as leg); not straight (as road, plank) 
(opp. gomuú) (>kụanlíị̀ ̣�� ��) 

kuanlikúanli  id.  twining (as plant) 
kubú  v.t.  tattoo; ọngọ́ kubu  tattoo body 
kúbu¹  n.  “fathom” (square measure of cloth) 

(cf. túu³); kála kubù  “short fathom” (i.e. 
72 inches x 32 inches); opu kubú  “long 
fathom” (i.e. 72 inches x 36 inches) (= 
duwení) 

kúbu²  n.  width of something (e.g. canoe, 
floor) (= agbobú; akuú); breadth; 
bárakubù A. palm of hand; B. whole inside 
of closed hand; handful; bụ́ọkubu  sole of 
foot 

kúe¹  v.i.  suffer severe bleeding, mostly in a 
pregnant woman, esp. in cases of threatened 
abortion 

kúe²  v.i.  collapse (of banks into water) 
kueké  n.  alarm; warning; kueké tụ̀a  raise an 

alarm to warn others of danger 
kuekéè  id.  slanting; not balanced 
kuekué  v.a.  be red 
kuí¹  v.i.  slap water with tail (as fish); snap at 

prey in attack 
kuí²  v.t.  prepare a wine-palm for tapping by 

making a slit in the bud for the palm-wine to 
flow out 

kuí³  (=kií³)  v.t.  cut; wound by cutting; mark 
(ground) by cutting a mark 

kuí4  (=kií4)  plant (e.g. cocoyam) in between 
yam mounds with a matchet 

kuí5  see  kií²  appoint (day) 
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kuí6  n.  preparation of wine-palm for tapping 
kií³ (=kuí)  v.t.  plant (e.g. cocoyam) in 

between yam mounds, etc.; intercrop 
kií4  (=kuí) 
kui-yá-sụọgha  n.  name of a medicine which 

protects the owner from matchet cuts 
kukukuú¹  id.  hot; very warm 
kukukuú²  id.  very anxious; impatient; hasty 
kúkuleè  id.  (of stomach) stodgy; heavy; 

bulging (due to much food) (>kụ́kụlẹẹ̀) 
kúkuri  v.t.  gnaw, to remove the remaining 

flesh or tissue from a bone, nut, etc. 
(>kụ́kụrị) 

kukurií  v.i.  push one’s way into a room, etc. 
kúkuùndukú  n.  sweet potato (Ipomoea 

batatas Lam. CONVOLVULACEAE) 
kúla  see  kúle 
kúle (=kúla =kíle)  v.t.  A. greet; salute; n.  

title; nickname; kúle fị  have title; B. thank; 
nụ́àkuleye  thank-offering 

kulilii  id.  very slimy or dirty 
kulilikúlili¹  id.  slimy; dirty (as body) 
kulilikúlili²  id.  describes glossy skin resulting 

from pomade or camwood being used neatly 
on the body [recheck this and previous] 

kúlukulu  v.a.  be very black (=dirimaá, 
kúrukuru; >kụ́lụkụlụ) 

kúluu  id.  describes something very dark and 
smooth 

kumbilíì  id.  crooked (as of tree) 
kumbilikúmbili  id.  crooked (as of tree) 
kúmeni  see  kumoni 
kúmoni (=kúmeni)  n.  A. Nzọ́n; original 

(Kólokùmá); Kúmonibọ  Nzọ́n person; B. 
pure or “deep” Nzọ́n, unmixed with any other 
language: Wónì béingbàịbị kúmoni ki 
fìenghími  Today we shall speak pure Nzọ́n. 

kúmonifụụ  n.  salt type resembling kóun. It is 
made from mangrove branches and roots. 

kumú  n.  A. climbing herb which is beaten 
and put in ponds to kill fish [is this a 
specific herb or a general term?]; B. 
generally, anything used as fish poison 
(contrast díri, a general term for any 
“medicine”) 

kún  v.t.  plait, esp. hair with thread; tíḅị kun  
plait hair [also in general, without thread?] 

kuné¹  v.t.  present gifts to a daughter going to 
stay with her husband: Wó tọbọụma yèi 
biri sụọ́ ̀nghíḍẹị nì ̣, wó kùne ni a píṛịyemi 
As our daughter is now going to stay with 
her husband, we are presenting gifts to her. 

kuné²  n.  presenting of gifts to a daughter 
going to stay with her husband: Ọrọ kunebí 
ye bìngha  What they presented to their 
daughter was not much. [check trans] 

kuneí [5]  v.i.  refrain from (doing something); 
be sobered; learn a lesson (from previous 
experience): Tọbọụbí ̣ kùneídọ  The boy has 
learnt his lesson. 

kúnemọ  v.t.  (usu. túu kunemọ) end; stop; be 
last (thing); túu kunemọ erein  last day; day 
of judgment 

kúnoun  n.  extreme end [kúne-u ?? –u 
deriving n from v??] 

kúnwen  see  kúwen scrape against 
kuokuó  id.  red; reddish 
kúopu  id.  describes a pleasant and 

fashionable sound made when paddling 
(popular among women), esp. when going 
short distances, for farming or fishing 
(contrast gbiripú for distant places) 

kúra (=kúre) n.  powerful animal, probably 
hyena [< Hausa kúuraa spotted hyena] 

kuraa  id.  falling on to one’s hands and knees 
kúre¹  v.t.  erode [check if sụrụí ̣ also means 

‘erode’ (Ijolex)) 
kúre²  n.  erosion; landslide 
kúre³ (=kúra) n.  powerful animal, probably 

hyena [< Hausa kúuraa ‘spotted hyena’] 
kureréè  id.  steep 
kurí  v.a.  wear away (e.g. of matchet, broom, 

hair on head): kuri ẹdẹ́ịn  worn-down knife 
[or v.p. from kúre ??] 

kúru  n.  tree used for carving canoes (Lophira 
alata Banks ex Gaertn. f. OCHNACEAE) 

kúrukuru  v.a.  be black, dark (as of water) (= 
kúlukulu) 
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kurumúkùrumú  n.  drum title for the founder 
of Gbanraíṇ, now answered by the whole of 
Gbanraíṇ 

kúrurukùruru  id.  (giving forth) sound (as) 
of snoring 

kúruu  id.  black; grave-looking 
kúsu¹  n.  underpart of canoe; keel 
kúsu²  n.  hollow of back 
kúsukusu  id.  burnt ash-black; very black 
kútou  n.  (mus.) set of 3 conical, open, wedge-

laced drums, the centre one being longer and 
bigger than the side ones; they are placed on 
two plantain stumps on the ground in one 
row, and the drummer sits on the central 
drum with the two side ones under his legs; 
he then beats with a stick with the right hand 
and also beats with the left hand 
simultaneously; used esp. for the óu 
(masquerade) dance 

kutú  n.  tree with large inedible fruit, used for 
medicine for matchet wounds (Desplatsia 
dewevrei (De Wild. & Th. Dur.) Burret 
TILIACEAE) 

kútu  n.  A. lump (as of “farina”, sugar, or 
earth); B. (geom.) solid figure; kútu mịẹ  
solidify; agórokutu  cuboid; atụ́kutu  cone; 
fánụkutu  cube; ogórankutu  prism; 
terínìmíkùtu  closed shape; zálaakutu  
open shape 

kútukutu  id.  in lumps 
kúu  n.  pitcher (= ungú, búu²) 
kúwen (=kúnwen)  v.t.  scrape against 
kuúkùúkùú  id.  the cry of otíti, the Senegal 

coucal (Centropus senegalensis 
CUCULIDAE) 

kuú-kùú-ù  id.  cry of the Red-billed Wood-
Dove (Turtur afer COLUMBIDAE) 

kụ́a  v.i.  play (game) in such a way that loser 
gives up an extra (top, etc.) for each one he 
loses 

kụaíṇ  v.i.  leave en masse 
kụakụá  id.  red (of eyes, esp. as result of 

staying in water too long 
kụanlíị̀ ̣�� ��  id.  twining (as plant); bending to one 

side (as leg) (opp. gọmụụ́) (<kuanlíì) 

kụanlịí ̣ bọọ  v.p.  pass away (of a big and 
disastrous event such as war, epidemic, or 
catastrophe) [connected with previous?] 

kụ́atà  n.  A. one and a half “yards” of cloth; B. 
headtie of one and a half “yards” (larger 
than normal one “yard”) [<English quarter] 

kụ́ayà  n.  choir [< English choir] 
kụ́ayaị  n. game of tops in which kụ́a is 

practised 
kụbaí ̣  v.i.  be confined (to one place) 
kụẹbẹẹ (=kụ́ẹbẹẹ) id.  moving away stealthily 

with something, as people stealing a canoe 
kụ́ẹnkụẹn  id.  (give forth) sound (as) of 

sharpening a cutlass on a whetstone 
kụ́fịẹẹ̀ (=kụ́fịẹẹ) excl. loud exclamation of 

rejection of a bad event 
kụfịẹlẹẹ́  excl.  an expression of rejection: 

‘May it never happen!’ It is usually 
accompanied by deliberate spitting. 
[emphatic version of previous entry] 

kụgbaí¹̣  v.i.  withdraw out of shame: Tọbọụbí ̣ 
ye mịẹ sèimọdẹ́ị nì ̣, kụgbaíḍọụ wèé  
Because the boy had done something wrong, 
he was ashamed and left the group (to one 
side). 

kụgbaí ṣee kịgbaí ̣  demand compensation 
(=ifirí) 

kụí ̣  n.  star appearing at certain times; 
báịnghịtìmi kụị  morning star; buboru kụí ̣  
evening star; déinbiri kụị  star appearing at 
midnight 

kụ́ịịkụịị  id.  describes shrill cry, as by babies 
or women, as in calling attention, or 
whining sound made by dogs when beaten 

kụkáà  id.  stunted; not developing or growing 
fast, as of a person 

kụ́kịrị  v.t.  gnaw; bite persistently; wear away 
with the teeth; nibble 

kụkụlá  n.  tree used for carving canoes and 
paddles [specimen needed] 

kụ́kụlẹẹ̀  id.  heavy and bulging (<kúkuleè) 
kụkụlẹí¹̣  v.i.  struggle to carry or get over or 

get to the top of an object that is rather too 
big for one 
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kụkụlẹí²̣  v.i.  (usu. fí ̣ kụ̀kụlẹí)̣ eat too much, 
resulting in the distension of the stomach 

kụ́kụrị  v.t.  gnaw; erode; chip (<kúkuri) 
kụ́kụrụkụ̀kụrụ  id.  stingy; reserved; hesitant; 

finding it difficult to express one’s desires 
or wishes freely [check meaning] 

kụkụyaịkụ́kụyaị  id.  dirty; describes an 
unwashed dirty child or plate; dirty 
behaviour 

kụ́lị  n.  trick; cunning; craftiness; cleverness; 
dexterity; skill; kụ́lị tụa  become cautious 
(as fish which have learnt to nibble at bait 
without being caught) 

kụlịlịkụ́lịlị  id.  well-cooked, esp. of kẹ́kẹfịyàị 
or ẹgbẹnẹ fụlọ́ụ (<kulilikúlili) [does not 
correspond with meanings given there] 

kụlụbịyaịkụ́lụbịyaị  id.  dirty, as a result of 
not washing (of person) 

kụ́lụkụlụ  v.a.  be very black (<kúlukulu) 
[check verb] 

kụmbịrí ̣  v.t.  bind the end of an ịkárà or 
ingoó by placing a stronger cane-rope at the 
edge and tying it (cf. gbéin sew, kemí 
repair) 

kụmọ¹  part.  only; alone; kẹnị kíṃì ̣ kụmọ  
only one person; dọlọ́ kụ̀mọ  only a 
little/short time; ị kụ́mọ̀  only you! (in 
praise or admiration); ọ kụmọ́ kụ̀mọ  
between themselves; ọ kụ́mọ̀ kụmọ  
between yourselves; wó kụmọ kụ̀mọ  
between ourselves 

(kụmọ)²  part.  (used between cognate 
complement and verb for emphasis): áràụ́ 
tọnmọ kụmọ̀ tọnmọ tími ni…  she kept on 
imitating it until… 

(kụmọ)³  part.  (refers to time, used in set 
expressions); oru kụ́mọ̀  in olden days; tárị 
kụmọ̀  for a long time: Arí ̣ tarị kụmọ̀ i 
kóruyemi  I’ve been waiting for you for a 
long time; tụbụ kụ́mọ̀  from time 
immemorial   

kụ́mọ  t.m.  don’t (negative imperative 
marker): Mú kụmọ  Don’t go. 

kụ́mọtịbị  adv.  alone (more permanent than 
bíḅẹtịbị): Erí kụmọtịbị kì ̣ kọdọọ́  He is left 
alone (as a result of bereavement, etc.) 

kụ́mụkụ̀mụ  id.  describes the feeling of 
suffocating; extremely hot and airless 

kụ́mụụ  id.  airless, as a tightly-closed room 
kụ́n¹  v.t.  make sacrifice, usu. ịkịan kụụ́n 
kụ́n²  v.t.  “put”, originate, a proverb, usu. 

kabụ kụụ́n 
kụ́n³ (=kụụ́ ̀n)  v.t.  (always with tọ́rụ)  be 

polite, considerate: Áràụ́ wò tọrụ kí ̣ kụ̀n 
kọ árụbị àkị nị ụ pịrịmí ̣  She gave him the 
canoe out of consideration. [avoid face] 

kụnẹgbẹẹ́  id.  weak and feeble; lacking 
strength of character or ability 

kụ́ngbọ [3]  v.a.  be sour (as of soup) (<kọlọ́, 
where food has gone off and is producing 
bubbles) 

kụnịghíị̀ṇ  id.  sit or stay in a huddled way 
kụnịghí ̣ịnmọ̀  adv.  helplessly: kụnịghí ̣ịnmọ̀ 

tịtẹ  sit in a huddled and helpless manner 
kụ́nrịn  see kụ́rịn fish sp. 
kụnrụnkụnrụ́n  see  kụrụnkụrụ́n 
kụ́nụ¹  v.t.  mourn (general term) (contrast 

dúu¹, for widows) 
kụ́nụ²  n.  mourning; kụ́nụ bịdẹ  mourning 

dress; widow’s weeds 
kụnụkụnụ́  v.acc. [?] feel pity for: Kụnụkụnụ 

kaaméèé  It’s a pitiable situation (=dii ghọ́ 
ènéni kaamị) 

kụ́nụ̀pulou  n.  special first-rate palm oil 
(contrast egbépulou, oil that has gone pale 
and bad) 

kụ́nwẹn  see  kụ́wẹn 
kụ́ọ  v.t.  wipe (clean); kụ́ọ sìín  erase; wipe 

away 
kụ́ọmọ  v.dir.  wipe on (something) 
kụ́pẹẹ  id.  with a very bent trunk; with a hunch 
kụ́pẹẹmọ  adv.  in a very bent way 
kụ́pụ¹  n.  eczema 
kụ́pụ² (=kụ́pụụ̀) n.  slight sound produced by a 

light knocking on the head 
kụ́pụlụụ  id.  describes a small opening or 

small mouth 
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kụ́raị¹  n.  year; béi kụràị  this year; bóyemi 
kụraị/ọmbụ kụráị  next year; bọ́ọdẹị kụraị  
last year; kụ́raịmọ sẹ̀/kụ́raị kụraị  every 
year: Kụ́raị kụraị yò!  “Quite an age!”; I 
haven’t seen you for ages!; (tech.) opu 
kụráị  leap year 

Kụ́raị²  n.  one of the Kólokùmá deities whose 
seat is at Ayibabiri 

kụ́raịbaị [4]  n.  tall perennial variety of okro 
kụ́raị ìngbe-ingbé  n. an animal of the deer 

type, not found in the Kólokùmá area, which 
is said to produce a new horn each year, thus 
indicating its age [‘year, horn horn’] 

kụ́raị-ọdọzọ-biri  n.  (tech.) century 
kụrẹí ̣  v.aux.  A. be able to; B. (tech.) capable 

of being changed; kụrẹí ̣ nì ̣ ẹ́rịnghimi  
visible; kụrẹí ̣ wàịmọnghími  reversible 

kụrẹ́-kụ̀rẹ́-kụ̀rẹ́  id.  sound produced from a 
drum 

kụ́rịkụrị¹  id.  small and tough-looking, due to 
stunted growth (of person, animal or fish) 

kụ́rịkụrị²  id.  niggardly; ungenerous 
kụ́rịn  (=kụ́nrịn) n.  fish (Pseudotolothes 

elongatus (sp?) ) 
kụrọ́¹  v.a.  A. be strong, hard; kụrọ bení  

unfavourable current, tide; kụrọbọó strong 
person; kụrọ ẹfẹ́rụ̀ strong wind; stormy 
wind; kụrọ fịrí ̣  hard task, labour; kụrọ kirí  
firm ground; hard soil; kụrọ kịmí ̣  strong 
person; kụrọ okólò  loud tone or voice; 
kụrọ sụọ́  pose as strong man; bára kụ̀rọ́  
hardworking; berí kụ̀rọ́  hard of hearing; 
bólou/tọ́rụ kụ̀rọ́  brave; ọngọ́ kụ̀rọ́  be 
well, healthy; túbo kụ̀rọ́  be expensive, 
dear, precious; B. heavily fermented (of 
palm-wine) kụrọ urú  strong drink; alcohol; 
C. scarce (of food, fish); D. acute (of 
disease); D. very fragrant 

kụrọ́²  n.  A. strength; power; ability; B. (tech.) 
energy; force 

kụrọ-dụ́-kpọ̀-(kụrọ)-dụ́-kpọ̀  excl.  drum 
message announcing a draw in wrestling 

kụrọ-ikpútù  n.  (tech.) granite 
kụrọ-ịfíạ̀n  n.  ground tobacco, i.e. snuff with 

sufficient potash added to it 

kụrọkụ́rọ  id.  violently; forcibly 
kụrọmọọ́¹  v.cs.  harden; strengthen; stiffen; 

encourage: Mịẹ́ kụ̀rọmọọ́  Make (it) strong: 
Bụ́ọ kụrọmọ  Walk harder, faster. 

kụrọmọọ́²  adv.  drastically; strongly; 
vigorously; firmly; energetically; 
powerfully; strenuously; violently 

kụrọnamá  n.  dangerous wild animal [strong-
animal] 

kụrọnama-tọ́bọ̀ụ  n.  cub [strong-animal-
child] 

kụrọ-ugú  n.  (tech.) steel 
kụrụnkụrụ́n¹  id.  feeling something moving 

in or on the body 
kụrụnkụrụ́n²  id.  describes very slow 

movement: ụ kpọọ́ kụrụnkụrụn wẹnị 
bóyemi  He too is slowly walking towards 
me: Osími ki kụ̀rụnkụrụn ní ̣ ì ̣ taní ̣ nị 
uwóuyemi  It is a millipede which is slowly 
climbing up me. 

kụ́rụụkụrụụ  id.  sound of shrill 
crying/screaming, in pain or alarm 

kụ́rụụ-kụrụụ-kụrụụ  excl.  verbal alarm 
raised, esp. by women, when an unusual 
event occurs 

kụsẹẹ́  id.  (of stomach) bulgy, due to illness or 
malnutrition (cf. kịsọọ́n, kụrụzẹẹ́) 

kụ́ta  v.t.  fold, gather up neatly (cloth, etc.); 
roll up [check] (mat, wrapper, trousers, etc.) 
(contrast kpụ́tụra, which implies a rough 
bundling up) 

kụtaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  be folded, gathered, rolled up 
kụtaịkụ́taị  id.  folded up; gathered up; rolled 

up 
kụ́tụkpẹẹ̀  id.  handy; of small size; portable 

(as small box capable of being carried easily 
by hand) 

kụ́ụ¹  v.i.  make a noise; roar 
kụ́ụ²  n.  loud roaring noise 
kụ́ụ³  n.  mahogany tree or wood (Khaya spp. 

MELIACEAE) 
kụụ́n  n.  comb (of cock) 
kụụnkụ́n  n.  child’s name for fish 
kụ́wẹẹ  v.i.  move stealthily; move unnoticed 
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kụ́wẹnmọ (=kụ́nwẹnmọ) adv.  completely (as 
of plentiful food eaten): Erí kụwẹnmọ nàá 
òpu fịyáị àgba sẹ fị sinmeéè  He ate up a 
whole big plate of food. 

kụ́wịịkụwịị  id.  describes the whining of a 
smaller dog or child when beaten: Obiribí 
ki kụwịịkụwịị dòroumi  The dog made a 
whining noise (<káwookawoo). 

 
 
L 

 
laá  n.  whitish slimy matter produced by 

inflamed or injured eye 
láa¹  v.t.  A. reach (place, time); arrive at 

(place): Ọmịní ̣ àmábị làamị  They reached 
the town: Sẹ́ị erein làadọ́  (It) has reached the 
day of the dance: Láadọ  It is time; (fig. uses) 
eré /owéi /kíṃị laa attain the normal height 
for a woman /man /person; (in a more 
abstract sense) beome mature, responsible, 
well-off; eré /owéi /kíṃị laagha be below the 
normal height for a woman /man /person; 
eré/owéi /kíṃị laa kọọ̀ ́  be above the normal 
height for a woman /man /person; kíri laà  
fall; come down (lit. ‘reach ground’);  tíḅị laa  
be of age; be head, master or boss; B. v.i. 
(with reference to time) arrive: Sẹ́ị erein 
laadọ  The day of the dance has arrived; C. 
happen to; affect; concern; relate to: Yé ụ̀ 
lamí ̣  He was hurt: Weri ị láanghịdọ  You 
will be abused: (Káarịì ̣,) láanìmí  Serve you 
right!; dụdụ laá  come into contact with each 
other; D. suffice; be enough (for): Kíṃịmọ 
f ìṛí ̣ làagha  The men are not enough for the 
work: Erí nàá dụ̀ba laaghá  He is not yet big 
enough: Burubí dụ̀ba bo sóu laadọ  The 
yam is now big enough to be harvested. 

láa²  v.aux.  succeed in: Erí laa bodọ  He has 
succeeded in coming: Ọmịní ̣ laa nì ̣ ụ 
kọrịghá  They did not succeed in catching 
him. 

láa³  n.  sky above (only used in dirges) 
láabaralaabara  adv.  anyhow; at random: 

Kíṃị labaralabara nì ̣ ine ẹrẹ́ sèimọ kụ́mọ 

Let people not say bad things about me 
anyhow. [-aa- or –a-?] 

láamọ  v.i.  (do) thoroughly: Yeé ụ̀ famụ 
láamọmị  I beat him thoroughly; mịẹ lamọ́  
do adequately 

labá¹  v.t.  coil; embrace; wrap Ọ dụ́dụ̀ labá. 
Embrace each other 

labá²  n.  embrace 
lába  n.  judgement (general, embracing ụgụ́la 

(smallest), bíḅị (smaller), bẹ́rẹ (larger)); lába 
pẹlẹ  give judgement [do these words mean 
judgement or case, or both?] 

labaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  be coiled; v.recip.  embrace each 
other 

labamọ́  v.dir.  coil round spirally 
lábapẹlẹowei  n.  judge (cf. bíḅịpẹlẹowei (for 

smaller cases), bẹ́rẹpẹlẹowei (for larger 
cases)) 

Lábaọkọlọ (=Lábọọkọlọ=Alábọkọlọ)  n.  
oldest deity in Kólokùmá ìbe, whose seat is at 
Okóloba 

labụlabụ́  id.  tasting immature, as a young 
plantain fruit 

lágha  v.neg.  be less than (tech.) 
lághalèlei  n.  is-less-than sign (tech.) 
láịnzì ̣  n.  launch (river craft) [<English 

launch) 
laịtiríkì  n.  electric light; laịtiríkì bara  

electric [<English electric, contaminated with 
light) 

laká (=lịká)  v.t.  soil: egberi naá kíṃị laka 
soil someone’s name by false report 

lakaí ̣ (=lịkaí)̣ v.p.  be soiled  
lakaịlákaị¹  id.  slimy; filthy; dirty (as of 

unwashed hands, or plates after eating) 
lakaịlákaị²  id.  describes careless behaviour 
lákein  v.i.  get stuck to; get fastened to; cling 

to 
lalá  n.  permanent swamp, not suitable for 

cultivation, but only for fishponds and lakes; 
fen; bog 

lálala  id.  bright; light; whitish; very clean (cf. 
fánfanfan) 

láraà  id.  extremely white; immaculate 
lataláta  id.  careless 
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laúù  id.  A. describes dull weather; B. not 
bright (of colour); C. defaced (as coin) 

láyelaye  n.  anything 
lazóò  id.  dull white or yellow 
lébele  n.  porcupine, esp. Brush-tailed 

Porcupine (Atherurus africanus 
HYSTRICIDAE); pẹrẹ lebelé  Crested 
Porcupine (Hystrix cristata) 

leé  v.t.  keep an eye on; watch (someone) 
léè  id.  fast; rapid; quick-moving; swift; 

speedy (as of bobbing movement of floaters 
on fishing-net) (>lẹẹ́ ̀) 

leeleé  v.a.  be sweet, sugary 
léèmọ  adv.  rapidly; swiftly (of motion) 
leelemọọ́  v.cs.  sweeten 
leelúù  id.  angry [sentence example?] 
leí [5]  v.acc.  resemble: Béi tọbọ̀ụ bó dàụ mọ́ 

lèíyemi  This child is beginning to resemble 
his father: Ọ (dụdụ mọ́) lèimí  They 
resemble each other. 

lekálèká  id.  looking aside or behind at 
something at short intervals and moving away 

lékè¹  n.  swing; swing in which a strong 
climbing rope (ingá) is tied to two strong 
sticks pinned by the river side; on the loop 
provided, someone sits and is pushed by 
others until he is ready to jump into the water 

lékè²  n.  enthusiastic praise; sentimental 
affection; lékè baịn  jubilate over having won 
a case, where others come freely to join the 
jubilation 

léke¹  v.i.  wander (e.g. as mad person; cf. kán) 
léke²  v.i.  struggle to earn a living 
léke³  v.i.  be restive (and cry) due to pain or 

anger (cf. gbála); rave 
lékè-baịn-uru  n.  drink bought by the winner 

of a case 
lekeleké  id.  in a hurry, rushing (as of a person 

or animal, or river water swirling past): Beni 
ọmọ́ùn bara -- lekeleké The way the current 
flows – swirling past. 

lékelèke  id.  unsteady; restless; moving from 
place to place: Isóun lekelèke The isóun-fish 
moves about aimlessly. 

lekúkù (=lékùku) n.  bird, the feral or semi-
domestic pigeon (Columba livia 
COLUMBIDAE)  

leleí¹  v.t.  identify; recognize: Arí ̣ ìne yémọ̀ kị 
leleiyémi  I am identifying my own (things). 

leleí²  n.  A. sign; mark; B. (math.) sign; 
symbol; dẹnghịleleí is-greater-than sign (>); 
dẹ́sịmàlị lelei  decimal point (.); dịẹleleí 
division sign (÷); kịẹnleleí  numeral; 
kịrí ̣ì ̣lelei  equals sign (=); kịrí ̣ìg̣halelei  not-
equals sign (≠); lághalèlei  is-less-than sign 
(<); numeral; mịẹ́bìnmọlelei  multiplication 
sign (×); sérisìnleleí subtraction or minus 
sign (-); C. label (tech.) 

lélele¹  id.  very bright, shining (as of full 
moon) 

lélele²  id.  bald; without hair (of head) 
lemuzee  id.  tasteless; describes flat taste as of  

alum (>lẹmụzẹẹ) 
lẹ́bụlụ  v.t.  smash; shatter 
lẹ́dì ̣  n.  lead (metal) (tech.). [< English lead] 
lẹẹ́¹  v.t.  beat; flap: Erí tọ̀bọụ́ lẹ̀ẹmị  He beat 

the child. 
lẹẹ́²  v.t.  sharpen (on whetstone) (rare, = fárị) 
lẹẹ́³  see lẹ́ẹ¹  encourage pus to come to a head 
lẹẹ́ ̀  id.  describes slower movement (as of 

floaters moving on the current) (<léè) 
lẹ́ẹ¹ (=lẹẹ́) v.t.  encourage pus to come to a head 

(as in a boil or whitlow) by applying an 
ointment (e.g. carbolic soap or burnt pith 
(pínì) of the bamboo palm mixed with palm-
oil 

lẹ́ẹ²  id.  privately; stealthily; secretly 
lẹ́ẹ³  see  lẹ́ị  please  
lẹẹlẹẹ́ (=lẹịlẹí ̣, lẹẹlẹí)̣  id.  gently; gradually 
lẹẹmẹíṇ  see  lẹịmẹíṇ 
lẹ́ẹmọ (=lẹ́ịmọ)  v.t.  deceive; trick: Kíṃị ì ̣ 

lẹẹmọ́ kụmọ  Let no one deceive me. 
lẹẹyeé  (= lẹí)  n.  whetstone (=fárii) (lẹẹ́ 

‘sharpen’ + yé ‘thing’) 
lẹí ̣�� ��¹ [5]  v.i.? v.t.?  pretend to; feign to  Erí f ìị́ ̣ 

lẹ̀íỵemi  He is pretending to be dead. 
lẹí² [5] (=lẹẹyeé)  n.  whetstone: (used in 

proverbs, etc.) odúbèrí àkị lẹi térì deceiving 
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someone (lit. covering a whetstone with a 
cocoyam leaf) (=fárii) 

lẹ́ị (=lẹ́ẹ)  excl.  “do”; please (expressing polite 
request)  Ámà, lẹ́ị bo!  Madam, please come!: 
Lẹ́ �� ��ẹ wẹnị mu ò!  Do walk away, please! 

lẹịghá  (used only in phrase); bára lẹ̀ịghá, bụ́ọ 
lẹ̀ịghá  hands and feet well built, and in 
proportion (only of human beings) 

lẹịlẹ́ị  id.  in a feigning manner; stealthily; 
cunningly 

lẹịmẹíṇ [5] (=lẹẹmẹíṇ)  v.p.  feign; pretend  
Kíṃịbị wò ọngọ́bì ̣ akị tọ́rụ mịẹ̀ lẹịmẹịnmí ̣  
The man made himself out to be mad; dọọ́n 
lẹ̀ịmẹíṇ feign sickness 

lẹ́ịmọ  see  lẹ́ẹmọ  deceive 
lẹ́íṇsì ̣  n.  lens (tech.) [< English lens]  
lẹkịí ̣  id.  calmly; steadily; quietly; undisturbed 
lẹkụẹlẹ́kụẹ  id.  (treat) mildly, gently, 

dexterously 
lẹlẹẹ́  id.  gently; gradually 
lẹ́lẹị  v.t.  coax, make up to, someone (to get 

something from them): ụ maní ̣ à lẹ́lẹịyemi  
He is coaxing/making up to her. 

lẹ́lẹlẹ  id.  with thin or light coating or covering 
lẹ́lẹmọ  v.t.  coax; cajole; lull; soothe: Tọbọụ́ 

lẹ̀lẹmọ  Soothe the child; lẹ́lẹmọ fị  get a 
share of something good by coaxing 

lẹ́lẹpan (=ẹlẹ́lẹpan)  n.  “wild pumpkin” or 
snake-gourd, a climbing plant with yellow 
flowers whose fruit is used as sponge (Luffa 
cylindrica (Linn.) M. J. Roem. 
CUCURBITACEAE) (=dụ́wẹịpan) 

lẹlụwẹẹ́ ̀  id.  bevelled; levelled; without any 
protrusion; sloping (general, contrasting with 
pịanlí ̣ị for human beings) 

lẹmụzẹẹ  id.  tasteless; describes flat taste as of  
alum (<lemuzee) [different from next word, 
or combine?] 

lẹmụzẹẹ  id.  sickly-looking, as person 
líaa  id.  filled to the brim; describes the 

continuous flow of liquid such as oil or ụmaá 
(>líạa) [do these 2 meanings go together?] 
[First meaning doubted; second said to apply 
only to líạa] [examples needed of correct 
uses] 

lidó [4] (=ludó)  n.  ludo [<English ludo) 
lígboligbo  id.  daubed excessively; excessively 

anointed (e.g. with grease) 
ligiloo  id.  lazy; inactive; thick 
ligizoó  id.  heavy and lazy, as the manatee 

(eméìn) (>lịgịzọọ́) 
lií [5]  v.p.  be out of sight; disappear (e.g. of 

scar on the skin); fade away 
líila¹  v.t.  roll excessively (e.g. a lump of fufu 

or gari in soup that is not quite sufficient, thus 
with an idea of wasting the soup or liquid that 
is so used): Garíbì akị naá fụlọụ lìila kụ́mọ 
èé  Don’t roll the gari in the soup too much. 

líila²  v.t.  roll (on dirty surface) 
liiloo  id.  not sharp; blunt 
liimọ́¹  v.cs.  hide (something) away; sneak 

away: Ọngọ́ liimọ  Hide yourself! (e.g. from 
police) 

líkà  excl.  sorry! (expressing sympathy or 
apology) (= káà, dílà) 

likpáà  id.  sticky; gummy (>lịkpáà) 
likpakíì  id.  with quality of being plastic, as 

clay (>lịkpakíị̀)̣ 
líkpii  id.  heavy, thick (of soup) (>líḳpịị) 
likpoó  id.  dirty and heavy (>lịkpọọ́) 
lilaí ̣ v.i.  wallow; roll about with the intention 

of smearing the body with mud 
lilakíì  id.  too sticky for comfortable cutting 

and swallowing (>lịlakí ̣ị) 
lipú [4]  n.  floater made of pínì for hook, line 

and rod 
lítà  n.  litre (tech.) [< English litre]  
líạ  v.i.  (of food) go through the gullet quickly 

and easily; slip down the throat 
líạa  id.  full to the brim, as cup of water or 

canoe; describes the continuous flow of liquid 
such as oil (<líaa) 

líạlìạ  id.  going through the gullet or throat 
quickly and easily 

lịgịlọọ  id.  lazy 
líg̣ịzọlìg̣ịzọ  id.  describes sluggish movement 
lịgịzọọ́  id.  fat and slow-moving (<ligizoó) 
lí ̣ị [3]  n.  oil-palm (tree) (Elaeis guineensis 

PALMAE); lí ̣ị gbeìn  cut palm bunch; ogbo lịị 
dán  crush palm-nuts with the feet by a group 
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of men. The parts of lí ̣ị are: lí ̣ị akàba  leaf 
base; lí ̣ị apụ̀ra  epicarp; exocarp; lí ̣ị beìn  
bunch; infructescence; lí ̣ị birì  trunk; lí ̣ị ẹrẹ̀n  
peduncle; lí ̣ị fẹrẹ̀ị  husk or carpels; lí ̣ị idùmu  
fruit stalk; lí ̣ị ikèmi  root; spines round the 
base of bunch; lí ̣ị imòsou  male spadix or 
inflorescence; lí ̣ị ịkàkaị  fruits that fall down 
at the base; lí ̣ị ịyànghị  undeveloped fruit; lí ̣ị 
menì  fleshy layer; mesocarp; lí ̣ị opùsu  oil-
palm dust; lí ̣ị pomù  pinnate leaf or frond; lí ̣ị 
tịbì ̣  top or apex; lí ̣ị tuù  base of palm tree; lí ̣ị 
urù  oil-palm wine; lí ̣ị ụkụ̀kụra  spines or 
prickles at the stalk of pinnate leaf; lí ̣ị ụ̀ngbọ  
a single fruit; ịkọtẹị lí ̣ị bèin  stunted palm 
bunch; otí lịị bein  bunch from the thin-
shelled economic race Tenera; otí lịị ụngbọ  
thin-shelled fruit from Tenera [discuss tone]: 
Píṇa lịì ̣ kị fị kpụn bó ni lịị pomù yarị/pịrị It 
is the ripe palm-nuts that bring death to the 
palm-fronds (because the fronds are cut to 
gain access to the bunches). 

lí ̣ịdụụ̀  n.  weaver-bird, esp. Village Weaver 
(Ploceus cucullatus) and Viellot’s Black 
Weaver (Ploceus nigerrimus); pẹrẹ lịịdụụ́ ̀   
Spectacled Weaver (Ploceus ocularis) 
(PLOCEIDAE) 

lí ̣ị-tịbì-̣ye-bịẹn  n.  a stage in diarrhoea during 
which frequent evacuation of the bowels is 
accompanied by pus mixed with clotted blood 

lí ̣ị-tụọ̀-bẹlẹ  n.  largest size of pot, for boiling 
palm-oil (cf. bẹ́lẹ; Different sizes are: lí ̣ị-tụọ̀-
bẹlẹ > ogbobẹlẹ́ > ọkpụrụbịyáị > ọpịrịsíḳì ̣  
> kẹ́ngẹ) 

lịká  (=laká)  v.t.  soil: egberi naá kíṃị lịka 
soil someone’s name by false report 

lịkaí ̣ (=lakaí)̣ v.p.  be soiled  
líḳọlìḳọ (=líḳọọ̀líḳọọ̀) id.  impatient; having 

excessive desire for something; longing for 
something, e.g. food, drink, or even a 
journey: Arí ̣ fịyaịmọ ẹ̀rìḅị, ine miniméìn sẹ 
líḳọlìḳọ kị mịẹmị  When I saw the food, I 
(lit. my throat) felt like eating it. 

lịkpáà  id.  sticky; gummy (<likpáà) 
lịkpakíị̀ ̣  id.  with quality of being plastic, as 

clay (<likpakíì) 

líḳpịị  id.  heavy (<líkpii) 
lịkpọọ́  id.  dirty and heavy (<likpoó) 
lịlakíị̀ ̣  id.  too sticky for comfortable cutting 

and swallowing (<lilakíì)  
lịlịbáà  id.  describes the standing posture of a 

very slender person with the body pushed 
forward and the legs (the knees) backwards 

lí ̣lịbalì ̣lịba  v.i.  struggle hard; over-strain or 
over-stress oneself: I béi lịlìḅalịlịbayemibi, 
tié kì ̣ pánghịmàáà?  As you are struggling 
like this, what is going to happen? 

lịlịlịí ̣  v.i.  A. struggle; make violent or 
determined effort; B. be excited and anxious; 
be emotionally involved 

líọ̣lìọ̣  id.  visiting people without invitation, 
sometimes for material benefits (esp. of 
young girls) [sentence example?] 

loí  n.  grub found in the living wine-palm 
(=amá-ì-nimi-kụ́mọ)(cf. dọụ́ ̀n, general 
term, including koló, loí) 

lóko  v.i.  be over-cooked, over-done (of 
plantain only) 

lókòí (=olókòí)  n.  herb (Physalis angulata 
Linn. SOLANACEAE) whose leaves are 
pounded with local soap to rub on body 
ritually after scarification, and whose seeds 
are used in the children’s game lórèí 

lókomọ  v.cs.  become over-cooked, soft, over-
done: Beribamọ́ tụ̀ọ lókomọ Cook the 
plantain very soft. 

lokpálòkpá  id.  stride; cross over with long 
steps 

lokpoó  id.  overlong (as rope) (=kpoloó); (of 
human being) with long limbs and lazy-
looking (>lọkpọọ́) 

lokposilókposi  id.  very flexible; soft-bodied 
(>lọkpọsịlọ́kpọsị) 

lokulokú¹  id.  with big jaws, fat from neck up 
(>lọkụlọkụ́) 

lokulokú²  id.  describes appearance of slack 
musical strings or ropes, and the resulting 
sound of the instrument, e.g. drum, guitar 

lokuu¹  id.  drowsy; drooping, due to tiredness 
from excessive labour or over-feeding 
(>lọkụụ) 
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lokuu²  id.  describes stagnant, barely moving 
portion of a river or stream, or stagnant water 
in a pool or lake (= kporuu) 

loláà  id.  extensive; spreading wildly 
lólo  v.i.  A. shout; be wild in speech or action; 

be fierce; B. become possessed by spirits (e.g. 
during a masquerade); Óu loloyemi  The 
“masquerade” is possessed. 

lólogìdi  n.  noisy, extrovert person (contrast 
ogbórukịmị, ogbóru-ere someone always 
looking for trouble) 

lololoó  id.  describes a fierce advance with 
wide-open staring eyes 

lólomọ  v.dir.  be furious towards; exaggerate 
loloú¹  v.i.  shout (= doroú) [verb example 

needed] 
loloú²  n.  shout of alarm; lolou tụá  raise an 

alarm 
loó  n.  weal on the skin due to thrashing or 

caning; burn, scald, etc. 
lóo  v.i.  be inflamed (of the skin or part of the 

body) 
loolóo  id.  full of such weals 
lóomọ  v.t.  coax; try to persuade 
loóò  id.  describes a tall, lazy person 
lopíì  id.  very long; elongated; extended 
loporíì  id.  (of person) slender and very tall 
lórèí (=lóròí)  n.  game played by children; it 

begins with the foot of each participant in 
turn being measured and marked on the 
ground, radiating out from a central point.  
Then the round seed from (o)lókòí is pushed 
into the path traced around the outside of the 
radiating lines.  The measurement from the 
origin to that point where the seed is, is added 
to the player’s original length.  So it continues 
until if the player just before you (from left to 
right) has encircled yours, you are defeated 
and so have to surrender. [discuss] 

lóu  v.t.  peel deeper than necessary, and so 
waste, as yam [sentence example ] 

lọbí ̣lọ̀bí ̣ (=lọpí ̣lọ̀pí)̣ id.  long; describes a tall, 
slender person 

lọbịọlọ́bịọ  id.  tasteless 
lọbịọọ  id.  tasteless 

lọí ̣ [5]  v.i.  roll on the ground, sprawl (of 
person, after falling); sprawl over the ground 
(of yam vines, etc., which should have been 
staked) 

lọ́kọ  v.a.  be easy, soft (of cooked food); 
flexible 

lọkọlọkọ  id.  (always used with (new) moon); 
akalụ́ lọ̀kọlọkọ  expression of praise for a 
new moon 

lọ́kọmọ  v.cs.  weaken; enfeeble 
lọkpọọ́  id.  slack; inactive; dull; weak 
lọkụlọkụ́  id.  describes big  swollen jaws, fat 

from neck up (abusive) (<lokulokú) 
lọkụụ¹  id.  drowsy, due to tiredness from 

labour or over-feeding; appearing weak and 
tired (<lokuu) 

lọkụụ²  id.  describes a person fairly swollen at 
the jaws 

lọkpọsịlọ́kpọsị  id.  flexible; soft 
(<lokposilókposi) 

lọlí¹̣  v.t.  A. press; straighten (e.g. a cane or 
stick); B. iron (cloth) 

lọlí²̣  v.t.  knead into paste, as bread 
lọlịị  id.  dull in action, appearance or 

movement 
lọlọbịí ̣  id.  very long 
lọmụụ  id.  insipid with respect to taste (of 

food without enough salt and pepper added to 
it); a taste or situation that evokes vomiting 

lọọ́¹  v.t.  smear, plaster, with mud, etc.; wárị 
lọọ̀  renovate a house 

lọọ́²  v.t.  massage (person) 
lọọlọlọ́ọlọ  id.  tender; weak 
lọọ́lọọ̀ ́   id.  very tall; very long 
lọ́ọlọ̀ọ  id.  move or walk in a dull, sluggish 

way 
lọọọ́ ̀  id.  A. describes a lazy, weak person 

sitting or sleeping tiredly; inactive; passive; 
B. describes the falling or flattened position 
of some grasses after they have been recently 
freed from flood 

lọ́ọsì ̣  n.  A. headtie (of one “yard”, i.e. square 
yard; cf. kụ́atà); B. one “yard” of cloth in 
general; Nzọ́n lọọsị  headtie made of a silky 
cloth 
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lọpí ̣lọ̀pí ̣ (=lọbí ̣lọ̀bí)̣  id.  long; describes a tall, 
slender person 

lọsịí ̣  id.  extremely weak; feeble; frail 
lọ́ụlọ̀ụ  id.  slovenly of speech; not articulating 

well 
lúaa  id.  (of motion) swift; rapid 
lúalùa  id.  always eating this or that (>lụ́alụ̀a) 
luamií  id.  flexible; bending flexibly (>lụamịí)̣ 
ludó [4] (=lidó)  n.  ludo [<English ludo] 
luekeé  id.  describes the curved shape of a 

stick when some heavy material is suspended 
from it (>lụẹkẹẹ́) 

lugbeé  id.  describes the protrusion of the 
tongue (>lụgbẹẹ́) 

lúgbule  v.t.  wrap with the idea of covering up, 
also implying a careless wrapping 

lukpáà (=likpáà) id.  gummy; sticky 
lukpakíì  id.  easily worked (of clay) 
lúkpuu  id.  very dirty (<lụ́kpụụ) 
lúlu  v.t.  A. soften over fire (of 

plantain/banana leaf) so that it becomes 
flexible for wrapping fufu, gari, or “buns”; B. 
wrap small fish like ụmbọ́lì ̣ in leaf and place 
on fire to roast 

lululuú  id.  describes a fierce quick advance 
(of snake, man, wild animal) (>lụlụlụụ́) 

lúmọ  v.t.  warm, bake already boiled yam, 
cocoyam, etc. 

luwaa  id.  calmly; freely; undisturbed 
lúwaà  id.  A. describes the steady flow of river 

or stream water; B. describes the steady 
movement of a fairly big snake (>lụ́waà) 

luwaí  id.  describes the healthy creeping of 
yam vines, esp. when they are overdue for 
staking 

lụ́alụ̀a  id.  always eating this or that (<lúalùa) 
lụamịí ̣  id.  flexible; bending flexibly (>luamií) 
lụ́ẹ  id.  quietly; stealthily; peacefully: Erí kẹ̀ní ̣ 

lụ̀ẹ kí ̣ bụ̀nụ famí ̣  He just fell asleep 
peacefully. 

lụẹkẹ[1]  v.i.  sway up and down (e.g. of tákì ̣ 
carrying-pole when heavily loaded) 

lụẹkẹẹ́  id.  describes the curved shape of a 
stick when some heavy material is suspended 
from it (>luekeé) [different from preceding?] 

lụgbẹẹ́  id.  describes the protrusion of the 
tongue (<lugbeé) 

lụkpáà  id.  describes a lanky, unattractive 
person 

lụ́kpụụ  id.  dirty; extremely dirty (<lúkpuu) 
[example?] 

lụlụlụụ́  id.  a fierce quick advance of a small 
person with wide open eyes (<lululuú) 
[example?] 

lụwaa  n.?  (usu. with lẹ́ị) peace: Lẹ́ị lụwaa 
mọ́ timi  Live in peace. 

lụ́waà  id.  describes the steady movement of a 
smaller quantity of water; or a slower steady 
flow of water (<lúwaà) 

 
 

M 
 

-ma  (enc.)  def.  the (feminine singular); 
tọbọụmá  the girl; yenghimá  the mother 

má  (mánị before vowels)  adv.  A. again; (with 
negative) any more: Má mìẹ̣ kụmọ́.  Don’t 
do it again: N maá bọ̀ọghá èé  I will not 
agree any more; B. and then (often followed 
by kpọ): Árụbị ìgbe, mánị arụ ịgba kpọ̀ 
kaka  Bring the canoe to land and then 
moor it with the rope.; C. and (linking 
parallel sentences)  Beké ìg̣ịnámọ̀ 
temiyémi; Diídì má ẹ̀gbẹnẹ temiyémi.  
Beke is pounding pepper, and Diidi is 
pounding “bush-mango” seeds.: Bịdẹbí ̣ àkị 
bó, mánị ẹ̀dẹịn kpọ́.  Bring the cloth, and 
the knife too.  kpọ…kpọ…má(nị)…kpọ  
(links parallel sentences): Wó sẹị kpọ 
sẹ̀ịnghími; wó duma kpọ tùnnghími; wó 
manị ègelé kpọ̀ gbanghími.  We will dance; 
we will sing; and we will also dance in 
procession. 

maa [1]  num.  two (qualifying form; cf. 
maamụ́); maa burú  two yams; maa sií  see  
mesí; maa bịbị tụ́à suboi  double-barrelled 
gun; maa tọrụ tụ́à  A. have second sight; B. 
be educated; ọrọ maá kìṃị  the two of them 

máa  n.  ghost [compare with máàn; nasality?] 
maaláà  id.  cross-eyed (=malakáà) 
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máalamàala  id.  unsteady or untrustworthy; 
describes an unsteady character 
(=méelemèele) 

maamụ́  num.  two (cf. maa); maamụ karamọ́  
second; maamụ́ pùí  fork (of road or river); 
maamụ zií  have twins; maamụ zii tọ́bọ̀ụ  
twin baby 

maamụ́pùí  n.  fork (in road) 
máàn  v.i.  turn round;rotate; tọ́rụ maàn  (of 

eyes) suffer from vertigo, have a sensation 
of whirling, giddiness or dizziness (>mụụ́ ̀n) 

maasụnyé  n.  (tech.) two-dimensional shape 
maátụ̀tụ �� ��  n.  game played by children 
magịnịmọ́  n.  cigarette cup used in packing the 

magnum cigarette in former days.  It was 
much bigger than the Bicycle cigarette cup. 
[< English magnum)  

maíìn  a.  A. blank; closed up (e.g. a pitcher or 
bottle without an opening; B. shapeless 
plump face (of person); C. without marks; 
devoid of markings or signs 

máịkà  n.  (tech.) mica [<English mica]  
máịkụrọsịkòpu  n.  (tech.) microscope 

[<English microscope]  
maíṇ [5] v.i.  vanish (magically); disappear into 

the spirit world; (fig.) disappear deliberately 
maịnmọ́  v.cs.  cause to vanish, disappear (also 

mịẹ́ màịnmọ́) 
mákpamàkpa  id.  untrustworthy with respect 

to money, etc. 
mákụ̀rị  n.  (tech.) mercury [<English mercury 

]  
mála  n.  fear: Mála ìne ghọ́ fàmí ̣  I was struck 

with fear. 
málafàá  v.i.  be afraid, fearful 
malakáà  id.  cross-eyed (of person) (=maaláà, 

balakáà) 
málamàla  id.  describes a shiny or silvery iron 

object or plate (e.g. iron box, “pan” plate, 
etc.) 

málamala  id.  filled with fear or foreboding 
málamọmalamọ  adv.  filled with fear in 

anticipation of an uncertain result 
máli  id.  cutting an object very neatly, usually 

with a knife (>málị) 

málị  id.  cutting an object very neatly, usually 
with a knife (>máli) 

málịmalị  id.  shaved completely: Áràụ́ kẹ̀ní ̣ 
tòbọụ́ tìḅị sẹn málịmalị  She shaved the 
child’s head completely. 

málịị  id.  scarce; out of sight for a long time 
málu  id.  flashing (>málụ) 
málumàlu  id.  flashing regularly (as 

lighthouse); (fig.) showing off one’s 
possessions or one’s relations’ achievements 

máluù  v.i.  flash; (fig.) show off (>málụụ̀) 
máluùye  n.  lightning [<máluù + yé] 
málụ  id.  flashing (<málu) 
málụmàlụ  id.  known to steal and tell lies; 

deceitful; unreliable 
málụụ̀  v.i.  flash: ụ maá malụụ̀yémò  See 

how it is flashing: Suboi kí malụụ́màáà?  
Was it a gun that caused that flash?; (fig.) 
show off 

mamíwàtá  see  mamíwọ̀tá 
mamíwọ̀tá (=mamíwàtá)  n.  mermaid; 

“mammy-water”; water spirit associated 
with riches (= atámàmí) (cf. benipẹrẹ́, 
which refers to any water-spirit that enriches 
human beings) [<Pidgin mamíwọ̀tá] 

manama  dem.  (usually used with béi and 
déin)  béi manàma dein  recently; a few 
days ago; just of recent 

manáfìkí  a.?  fictitious: Béì manáfìkí ègberi  
This is a fictitious/false story. 

mánị  see  má 
manran-  see  maran- 
máramazaa  id.  vanishing; disappearing 

(completely) 
marankpáà  id.  moving away stealthily; 

disappearing unnoticed 
maranmarán  id.  lightly (as of rubbing on 

body); fleetingly (as of something briefly 
glimpsed) 

máranmàran  id.  half-seen (of a person or 
animal seen moving quickly in the bush 
without being identified); (fig.) acting 
somewhat abnormally 

máranmàranmáran  id.  describes a fast 
movement in the bush, esp. when the 
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moving object is not easily recognised, or is 
not quite visible 

maríngà  n.  rhythm of old school band-set 
given by the bass drum [Cameroon meréngè 
?]  

masamasá  v.a.  be of fairly light complexion 
masíṇì ̣  n.  machine [<English machine] 
masíṣì ̣  n.  match(es) [<English matches] 

(=agbaná = kpárakayè) 
máụ̀n  v.i.  be shocked at (something heard), 

esp. when one is exposed to excessive cold 
or other ugly situations in life 

méelemèele  id.  describes the movement of a 
large flat object in water; (fig.) of 
untrustworthy character (=máalamàala) (> 
mẹ́ẹlẹmẹ̀ẹlẹ) 

meén  id.  passing noiselessly (of a large, light-
coloured, spherical object, in air or water) 
(>mẹẹ́n) 

Meín [5] n.  Mein ibe in Western Nzọn.  Its 
towns are: Ogobiri (Ugobiri) (headquarters), 
Kaịámà, Oyobu, Fantí, Okunbirí, Ériàma, 
Agoró, Agorógbène, Kábiama, Bịlabirí, 
Akákiamà, Bụ́mọụndi (Bomadi), Síama, 
Ogbein-amá, Ogríagbène, Kálaofiyougbène, 
Akúgbene, Okóloba, Ogodobírì, Ẹzẹbiri, 
Ogbeingbené, Agbọdọbírì, Ẹgọdọ, 
Kíạgbòdo, Bikoroghá, Ofónibẹịngha, 
Ayákoromọ, Gbẹ́kẹ̀bọ́, and Engbélèbiri 
Quarter in Adọbụ.  Its ibe tẹmẹsúò is ??  Its 
ibe orú (deities) are ??   

Mein-ótù  n.pl.  people of Meín 
melimelí  v.a.  be sugary, sweet (>mẹlịmẹlí)̣ 
mélimeli  id.  bald; bare; thoroughly scraped 

(e.g. of head shaved with razor) 
mélumèlu  v.i.  spread rumours (cf. ikpé, which 

means to tell lies or reveal secrets) 
mélumelu  id.  describes repeated quick 

downward movement, as of fish, or swift 
withdrawal or disappearance (>mẹ́lụmẹlụ) 
[Does this exist?] 

méluù (=mélu)  id.  describes a quick 
downward movement, as of fish after taking 
in air, or any quick disappearance (>mẹ́lụụ̀) 

memikaá  id.  tasteless, esp. of soup; insipid 

méngelemèngele  id.  unreliable (of person) 
mení¹  n.  flesh; (tech.) fleshy pulp (of fruit); 

meniamá  proteins 
mení²  n.  thickness (of objects); (spec.) 

excessive thicknesses or bulges in a canoe 
which, if left alone, keep the canoe uneven, 
and thus cause it to bend towards one side or 
the other, or cause cracks.  When such 
portions are observed, they are removed 
carefully with the appropriate axe before the 
final heating is done. 

mérin (=ménrin)  n.  hindrance; apparent 
interference with what previously seemed to 
be going on well (always used with sụ́ọ): 
Mérin sụọdọ́ wèé.  Something seems to 
have gone wrong (said for example when 
help that was promised is not actually 
forthcoming, or when a patient has a 
relapse; in each case interference from other 
people or supernatural agencies is 
suspected). 

meseí¹ (=imeseí)  v.i.  look about in an affected 
way; grimace to show disapproval of 
someone’s statement 

meseí² (=imeseí)  n. affected look or 
disapproving grimace 

mesí [4] (=maa sií)  num.  forty; two score; 
mesí kàramọ  fortieth 

metemeté  id.  describes the pulverised and 
moist state of foods, e.g. sugar, pepper, 
tomato, etc., after being ground 

méùn  id.  round and smooth; rotating round 
and smoothly in quick succession, as tops 
(ọgbọ́lọ̀) in play 

mezeé  id.  of delicate, fair skin 
mẹẹ́n  v.i.  be sharp (as razor, cutlass) 
mẹẹẹ́ ̀  (shortened form of gbá amẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀ ‘said 

that’);  see  ámẹẹẹ̀ ́ ̀ 
mẹẹlẹmẹ́ẹlẹ¹  id.  playfully; coaxingly; 

entreatingly 
mẹẹlẹmẹ́ẹlẹ²  id.  slyly [combine with 

preceding?] 
mẹ́ẹlẹmẹ̀ẹlẹ  id.  describes a quick irregular 

movement of flat objects inside the water, as 
when a matchet or knife is dropped in the 
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water; (fig.) of untrustworthy character 
(<méelemèele) 

mẹẹn (=mẹẹ́n) id.  moving quietly and slowly 
(<meén) 

mẹẹnmọ́  adv.  in a quiet and slow way 
-mẹíṇ  suff.  (suffix added to verbs, with 

various meanings including to somebody ):  
ị paamẹíṇ  happen to me [probably -mọ́ + -
í/í]̣ 

mẹkpẹẹ  id.  describes slow and quiet 
movement, as of someone sickly or weak, or 
of someone creeping up with bad intentions, 
as a thief or sniper 

mẹlẹmẹlẹ́  id.  thin (as slices of yam or 
plantain); not thick; light 

mẹlí ̣  v.t.  lick (directly) (cf. tába, where the 
finger is used) 

melimelí  v.a.  be sugary, sweet (>mẹlịmẹlí)̣ 
mẹlịmẹlí¹̣  v.a.  be sugary, sweet; mẹlịmẹlị urú  

soft drink (<melimelí) 
mẹlịmẹlí²̣  id.  gently; slowly; politely; 

courteously: Mẹlịmẹlị kí ̣ ẹ̀rẹ.  Talk gently. 
mẹ́lịmẹ̀lị  id.  in a frantic mood to taste or lick 

or eat anything in the house, either due to 
hunger or a tendency to pilfer 

mẹ́lụmẹlụ  id. or v.i.? describes repeated quick 
downward movement, as of fish, or swift 
withdrawal or disappearance (<mélumelu) 

mẹ́lụụ̀ (=mẹ́lụ)  id.  describes quick downward 
movement, as of fish after taking in air; 
withdrawing swiftly (as tongue of snake), or 
any quick disappearance (<méluù) 

mẹ́mẹrẹẹn  id.  restored; repaired; brought 
back to a former state 

mẹmụụ¹  id.  dull, sickly in appearance or 
movement (of people) 

mẹmụụ².  id.  thoroughly done (of food); 
boiled soft 

mẹ́ngẹrẹmẹ̀ngẹrẹ  id.  bobbing, irregular 
motion (as of buoy); spinning motion (as of 
top (ọgbọ́lọ̀)) 

mẹ́nì ̣  adv.  now; then 
mẹrẹnmẹrẹ́n (=mẹnrẹnmẹnrẹ́n)  id.  softly; 

gently; not in haste 

mẹ́rẹrụ̀n (=mẹ́nrẹnrụ̀n) id.  smooth, as of a 
smooth surface 

mẹ́tẹ  v.i. [or id.?] be broken down or 
disintegrated into paste or pap (as 
overcooked yam in too much water); (fig.) 
idle, redundant (as employee) 

mẹtẹmẹtẹ́  a.  in very fine particles; minute-
grained (as of snuff) 

mẹtẹrẹí ̣  v.i.? [or v.p.?] become soft and 
watery(of pounded fufu) and thus getting 
spoilt; soften 

mẹ́tirikì tọnbaraama  n.pl.  metric units 
(tech.) [<English metric+??]  

-mi  see  -mị 
-mi (enc.) (-mị after narrow vowels)  t.m.  A. 

(simple past, with verbs of action): Tọbọụbí ̣ 
bànghịmí ̣.  The boy ran.; B. (present state, 
with adjectival verbs): Bịdẹbí ̣ pìsimí.  The 
cloth is wet.; C. (habitual)  Indi ába, ị fịmí ̣.  
If (there is/was) fish, I eat/used to eat (it). 

mídìạnị  n.  (tech.) median [<English median]  
míiriin (=míinriin)  id.  describes a round and 

bulky object, e.g. timber, barrel (>mí ̣ịrịịn 
?but check difference in meaning ) 

míirinmiirin (=míinrinmiinrin)  id.  
emphatically describing how a round thing 
moves or is moved 

míkimìki  v.i.?  hold intimate discussion in 
secret; suppress a matter in private 

mílilìi  id.  smooth (>mí ̣lịlì ̣ị) 
milílìta  n.  (tech.) millilitre [<English 

millilitre]  
mímiyoun (=imímiyoun) v.t.  suck and draw 

in forcefully (as child sucks breast, or as in 
drinking through a straw) (contrast indóu, 
which is gentler) 

miní¹  v.i.  pass under (e.g. clothes-line); It is a 
taboo or indecent act for menfolk to pass 
under the clothes of women on the clothes-
line, and is believed to make them weak; 
mini bọọ́  pass under such 

miní²  v.t.  pass the decapitated head of an 
enemy under the seaat of the canoe, to 
enable one to claim title to having killed him 

mínì  n.  (tech.) mean [<English mean]  
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mínikimìniki  id.  moving secretively as if up 
to something 

minimaa  id.  kept in complete secrecy [tone?] 
[any mịnịmaa?] 

minimeín  n.  throat; gullet; minimeín ghọ̀ tíẹ̣  
stick in the throat while eating; minimeín 
tụ̀a/minimein tụ́à  be greedy (= mịnịmọọ́, 
okolotuú under okoló) [mịnịmọọ́ + yé] 

mínimini  id.  big; fat; huge; plump (of person, 
animal, barrel, neck) (>míṇịmịnị) 

minítì  n.  (tech.) minute [<English minute]  
mísisì  n.  frock; gown (English style) 

[<English missis?] 
mítà  n.  (tech.) metre; mítà fanụ  square 

metre; mítà gbasa  metre stick; mítà rula  
metre ruler; fánụkutu mita  cubic metre 
[<English metre] 

mítikimìtiki  id.  describes a secret way of 
attempting to suppress a matter that has 
already come to the public 

-mị (enc.) (-mi after wide vowels)  t.m.  A. 
(simple past, with verbs of action): Tọbọụbí ̣ 
bànghịmí ̣.  The boy ran.; B. (present state, 
with adjectival verbs): Bịdẹbí ̣ pìsimí.  The 
cloth is wet.; C. (habitual)  Indi ába, ị fịmí ̣.  
If (there is/was) fish, I eat/used to eat (it). 

-mịẹ́¹  v.t.  do; make; dií mìẹ̣́  A. imitate; B. do 
carefully; C. be lenient with;(kíṃị) mìẹ̣́ 
gèlekúù  astonish; amaze; astound; kẹ́nị 
bara mịẹ  do all in the same way; kíṃị mịẹ 
kpọ mìẹ̣gha  behave politely; ọngọ́ a (akị) 
kịmị mịẹ  be proud; be egocentric; self-
conceited 

mịẹ́²  v.i.  come to the surface of the water to 
take air or food (of fishes) (= sọ́ụ) 

mịẹ beinmọ́  v.p.  fulfil 
mịẹ́ bìnmọ́  v.p.  (math.) multiply 
mịẹ́bìnmọlelei  n.  (math.) multiplication sign 

(×) 
mịẹ́bìnmọnghíỵè  n.  (math.) multiplicand 
mịẹ́bìnmọghọ́pàayọ  n.  (math.) product 
mịẹ́bìnmọyé  n.  (math.) multiplier 
mịẹbọ́ (=mịẹbọọ́)  n.m.f.  doer; maker; 

performer 

mịẹ bọọ́¹  v.p.  A. exceed; do beyond what is 
expected; B. praise for being very kind or 
performing very well 

mịẹ bọọ́²/bụọ́  v.p.  override the ceremonial 
bounds, such as those of the ancestors or the 
deities 

mịẹ bụnụmọ́  v.p.  lull to sleep 
mịẹ daá  v.p.  let 
mịé dẹ̀rí ̣  v.p.  deride; mock; make fun of; 

ridicule; sneer at; scoff at 
mịẹ́dẹ̀rịyeé  n.  mockery; derision 
mịẹ́ dìạ́  v.p.  show, exhibit; demonstrate 

(=tọ́nmọ) 
mịẹ dọdọ́mọ  v.p.  make very cold; dampen 
mịẹ dọọ́ ̀mọ  v.p.  (fig.) appease; assuage; calm; 

pacify; soothe 
mịẹ́ dụ̀bamọ́  v.p.  enlarge; magnify 
mịẹ-ẹgbẹ́yè  n.  something worth doing; duty 

worth doing 
mịẹ́ fàmọụ́n  v.p.  end; conclude; waste 
mịẹ́ fìnimọ́  v.p.  widen 
mịẹ́ gàanmọ́  v.p.  enlighten; elucidate; clarify 
mịẹ gbasíṃọ̀  v.p.  make equal; equalize 
mịẹ ghọ sụọ́  v.p.  be an outcast (of female) 
mịẹ-ghọ-sụọ́-ère  n.  female outcast.  

Traditionally, when a woman miscarries, 
gives birth to a child prematurely which 
dies, gives birth to a still-born child or to 
twins or triplets, she becomes a mịẹ-ghọ-
sụọ́-ère, and is allowed to stay only on the 
outskirts of the town/village.  She is not 
allowed to fish on the lakes or other 
fisheries, or to reach some places in the 
forest to cut yam stakes or rattan (apíe), or 
enter shrines and some péle or ụgụ́la.  If she 
is not freed by being in the family way, or by 
giving birth to a child in the normal way 
before she dies, she is wrapped in a mat and 
thrown away into the river.  Nobody mourns 
for her.  But since the advent of Christianity 
this custom is no longer observed. 

Mịẹkíṇimi  n.m.f.  personal name [‘Known by 
your deeds’] 

mịẹ kịrí ̣ìṃọ  v.p.  correct; amend; set right 
mịẹ́ kụ̀rọmọọ  v.p.  strengthen 
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Mịẹlaamọ́  n.  personal name [Do very well] 
mịẹmịẹbará  n.  custom; traditional way 
mịẹmọ míẹ̣ mọtimi  v.p.  dilly-dally (=kọrị 

kọ́rị timi) 
mịẹmọ́  v.dir.  do towards; do unto 
mịẹ naá  v.p.  A. hear news: Yé àmábọọ̀ mịẹ 

nayémàáà?  Are you hearing from home?; 
B. hear an unexpected noise (in a quiet 
place) 

mịẹ nimimọ́  v.p.  notify; inform 
mịẹnimimọ́yè  n.  announcement; notice; 

information; banns (of marriage) 
mịẹ nị a �� ��kí ̣  v.p.  do it (for) yourself 
mịẹ ní ̣ èbimọọ́  v.p.  A. make better; improve; 

(tech.) purify; B. (in a bad sense) punish 
properly 

mịẹ ní ̣ ìṃbẹlẹmọ́  v.p.  sweeten; make 
interesting 

mịẹ paamọ́  v.p.  A. devise; manufacture; B. 
reveal indirectly 

mịẹ́ pẹ̀rẹmọọ́  v.p.  enrich 
mịẹ pịnamọ́  v.p.  whiten; ripen by force 

[tone?] 
mịẹ saramọ́  v.p.  hasten [tone?] 
mịẹ́ sèí  v.p.  be guilty 
mịẹseí  n.  guilt (=mịẹ́sèiyé) [mịẹ́ sèí+-í] 
mịẹ́ sèimọọ́  v.p.  damage; spoil 
mịẹ́sèiyé  n.  guilt (=mịẹseí) [mịẹ́ sèí+yé] 
mịẹ serimọ́  v.p.  heighten; raise up 
mịẹyé  n.  something done; deed: Wó mịẹye 

sèighá  (lit.What we do is not bad).  This 
expression is used by people (esp. women) 
who think or claim that whatever they do is 
above reproach, and that they are infallible.  
It is also an expression of praise uttered 
during dances, or when dance or war canoes 
are passing by the village. 

mịẹyemí pàa  n.  (tech.) pattern 
mịẹ́ zàụmọọ́  v.p.  shorten; make smaller; 

belittle 
mí ̣ịrịịn (=mí ̣ịnrịịn)  id.  describes a smoothly-

cut round surface (<míiriin ?but check 
difference in meaning) 

mí ̣ịrịịnmì ̣ịnrịịn)  id.  A. looking from side to 
side; B. rolling a round object carefully on a 

smooth surface; C. describes the quick 
rolling of the eyes or head.  It can also be 
slow, as when a woman rolls her eyeballs 
around gently 

mịní ̣  v.t.  swallow: Mịnịnghí ̣ aba, sụbá; 
páamọnghị aba, ụkpán  To swallow, a fish-
spike; to bring out, lack of fish (i.e. on the 
horns of a dilemma) 

(mịnị)  v.t.  used in: ungbóu mịnị  miss the 
midrib of the lower part of the raffia leaf 
during the process of plaiting thatch.  This 
usually happens with a beginner. 

mịní ̣ì ̣  conj.  as; until; while: Ọrọ andá timi 
mìṇí ̣ì ̣ mọ, ọ sẹẹ́ koromi.  As they were 
wrestling, they all fell down. 

míṇịkịmìṇịkị  id.  feeling as if something is 
moving intermittently under the skin 

míṇịmamìṇịma  id.  suppressing a secret 
which is not yet known to the public; 
stopping the spread of a piece of news in a 
secretive manner 

míṇịmịnị  id.  big, fat, huge, of person, animal, 
barrel, neck (< mínimini) 

mịnịmọkọrịghá  n.  yam variety which is very 
good for food, hence the name [cannot 
check appetite] 

mịnịmọọ́  n.  area including throat; throat 
below Adam’s apple; mịnịmọ tuu tụá  be 
greedy; be gluttonous (= minimeín, 
okolotuú) 

mịnịmọtuú  n.  gluttony; greed 
[mịnịmọọ́+túu] 

móbàịlịama  n.pl.  (tech.) mobiles [<English 
mobiles]  

módù  n.  (math.) mode [<English mode]  
moolomóolo  flexible (of people, esp. women) 
mórun (=mónrun)  id.  ripe, as fruit; mature; 

succulent; juicy 
mótò  n.  car [<English motor]  
motomotó  fleecy; velvety; pulverised state of 

grains, e.g. maize 
motoo  a.  fine, smooth-looking person, 

implying some sort of light colour (>mọtọọ) 
mọ¹  conj.  (tone always low, requires an 

immediately preceding high) A. as soon as; 
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when: Fí ̣ sìín mọ̀, ọ mumí.  When they had 
finished eating, they went; B. if: N bánghì ̣í ̣ 
mọ̀, ye i kpótudọ  If you run, I will chase 
you. 

mọ²  part.  (tonal enclitic) with (cf. mọmọ): 
Erí wò ta mọ́ bomi.  He came with his wife. 

-mọ �� ��³  def.  (tonal enclitic) the (plural):  
wárịmọ  the houses 

-mọ4  v.suff.  (tonal enclitic) (adds causative 
meaning to verb): bóu  drink; bóumọ cause 
to drink 

-mọ5  suff.  (tonal enclitic) (creates adverbs): 
mẹẹn  quiet and slow; mẹẹnmọ́ �� �� quietly and 
slowly 

mọ́¹  adv.  thus; like this; so; mọ́ kị  this way: 
Wó mọ kị mìẹ̣ míẹ̣dọ aba, ebighá  If we do 
it like this, it is not good: Mọ́ kị èmi  It’s 
like this: mọ́ kì ̣ then; moreover; so; now Wó 
ye fị sìndọ ába, mọ́ kì ̣ wó siidọ  When we 
have finished eating, then we will go to 
farm; mọ́ kpọ̀  still; yet; mọ́ mìẹ̣  do thus; do 
like this; mọ́bị [meaning?]: Mọ́bị pàadọ́ 
aba  If (it) happens so...; mọ́ mìẹ̣ míẹ̣/mọ́ 
tìmi tími  such as this: Wónì naá mọ mìẹ̣ 
míẹ̣ yè ẹrịgha.  We have never seen such a 
thing as this before.; mọ́ tìmidẹ́ị kị/mọ 
wẹ̀rịdẹ́ị kị  just wait, wait for a while 

mọ́²  part.  (used to show that object has been 
put at beginning of sentence): Kẹní ̣ òbori 
tọbọụ ọ mọọ́ ẹ̀rịmị.  It was a kid that they 
saw. 

-mọ́³  v.suff.  towards; against (directional 
suffix): Tíṇbị nì ̣ ụ sẹsẹ́rẹmọ.  Lean the stick 
against him. 

mọ́ kpọ̀  adv.  still, yet: Erí mọ kpọ̀ naá bogha 
He has still not come yet. 

mọ́ mìẹ̣ kọ  because of this action: Áràụ́ mọ 
mìẹ̣ kọ, wónì a tókonimi  Because of her 
action, we praised her. 

mọ...mọ  part.  (tonal enclitics) and: Ẹgbẹ mọ, 
Aláere mọ̀  Ẹgbẹ and Alaere 

mọmọ  part.  (tonal enclitic)  and; with (form 
of mọ �� ��² ‘with’ and the second part of mọ...mọ 
‘and’, used after short pronoun in second 
position in sentence) : Áràụ́ ì ̣ mọmọ 

bonghími.  She will come with me: N mọ ị 
mọ́mọ mu.  Let me and you go. 

mọ́ngọ̀  n.  mug; cup [<English mug] 
mọ nị  conj.  or: Indií mọ̀ nị náma àáà?  Is it 

fish or meat? 
mọnghọmọnghọ́  id.  very fleshy and fine:  
ọngọ́ sẹ̀ mọnghọmọ nghọ́  The whole body 
is fleshy and fine. 

mọ́ọnmọọn  id.  fairly acceptable; interesting 
mọtọọ  a.  fine-looking, as the smooth body of 

a child (<motoo) 
mọụ́n [1 or 4/5?] n.  scarcity, shortage, of 

foodstuff; famine; hunger (cf. ụkpán): Béi 
amà mọụn koro káamị  There is a great 
shortage of foodstuff in this town: Mọụ́n ì ̣ 
kọrịyémi/Arí ̣ mọụ̀ ́ n kọ̀rịyemí  I am hungry; 
mọụn iné  endure hunger; mọụn korú  be 
short of food or starving for an extended 
period; fast: Erí mọ̀ụn koruyémi  He is 
fasting. 

mọụnkorú  n.  famine; starvation; fasting: 
Mọụnkorubí èbighá.  Starvation is not 
good; mọụnkoru kụ́ràị  year of famine: 
Mọụnkoru kụ́ràị ya, gbún (ụyan) kị 
fịyemèé  In a year of famine, wild beans are 
eaten. 

mú  v.i.  go; múda wàí ̣ bo  die and return 
several times; reincarnate several times (lit. 
‘go and come back’) 

mukee  id.  grinning 
mukemuké  id.  grinning (>mụkẹmụkẹ́) 
múla  n.  a short duration of time; spark (of 

fire) 
mulukútùbú  n.  sixth-generation slave  
múmọ  v.cs.  make go 
mumú [4]  n.  person who refuses to speak out 

[<Yoruba?]  
mumúlù  n.  bug sp. 
munemuné¹  n.?  early morning 
munemuné²  id.  not clear; dim [combine with 

preceding?] 
munemuné³  id.  soft and smooth, as of velvet, 

or well-pounded fufu 
muniíì  id.  flexible, pliable 
músu  v.i.  be moist; become damp 
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múule  v.t.  roll a round object, such as a log, 
on ground (contrast búule, roll objects 
which are not round, including human 
beings) 

múulee  id.  moulded into a smooth roundish 
shape; smoothed (of wood) by carving and 
cutting off lumps or crooked parts 

múulemuule  id.  big, roundish, soft and 
smooth object (as a big plate of fufu or a 
large heap of mud) 

múurunmùurun (=múunrunmùunrun)  id.  
roll like the dọụ́ ̀n grub 

mụ́ịn  v.i.  A. dissolve; B. become thin, lean, 
emaciated; mụ́ịnghimi  (tech.) soluble; 
mụ́ịngha  insoluble 

mụ́ịnmọ  v.cs.  A. make dissolve: Benibí 
ò ¢¢ ¢¢tó ¢¢ ¢¢kò ¢¢ ¢¢ mu ¢¢ ¢¢i ¢¢ ¢¢nmo ¢¢ ¢¢mi ¢¢ ¢¢  The water dissolved the 
mud; B. make thin, lean, emaciated; Do ¢¢ ¢¢nbí ¢¢ ¢¢ 
à mú ¢¢ ¢¢i ¢¢ ¢¢mo ¢¢ ¢¢mi ¢¢ ¢¢  The sickness made her lean. 

mụ́ịnmọnghịyè  n.  (tech.) solvent 
mụkẹmụkẹ́  id.  beaming; with a radiant smile 

or look of pleasure (<mukemuké) 
mụ́lamụ̀la  id.  flickering; flashing [Is there 

also múlamùla?] 
mụ́lẹẹ̀  id.  instantly; momentarily; in a flash 
mụlẹí ̣  v.i.  A. move slowly and gracefully, as 

by a plump person during dancing or 
walking; B. roll slowly, as by a smooth-
bodied fish on a smooth surface (e.g. mud-
fish in a canoe) 

mụlẹmụlẹ́  id.  light; soft 
mụ́lẹmụ̀lẹ  id.  describes a slow movement or 

rolling of a fat person or fish 
mụmụmụụ́  id.  painful; with a feeling of 

serious heat (from fire) (=gbịíṇ) 
mụnẹmụnẹ́  id.  soft and weak-bodied; 

describes a weakling or sickly person 
mụ́ngamụnga  id.  tender; frail; delicate 
mụnịí ̣ì ̣  id.  flexible, as a kitten or cat 
mụ́nụmụ̀nụ  v.i.  murmur; talk with clenched 

teeth 
mụ́nụmụnụ  id.  the quality of being slender, 

long and attractive, as a girl’s neck 
mụrẹnmụrẹ́n¹ (=mụnrẹnmụnrẹ́n) id.  

describes a smouldering heat, as from fire 

mụrẹnmụrẹ́n² (=mụnrẹnmụnrẹ́n) id.  with a 
smile on the face; keeping cheerful all the 
time 

mụrụụ́ ̀n  id.  describes the pretty nature of the 
face and body when anointed lightly; Kóro 
sẹ̀ mụrụụ́ ̀n  The face looks smooth and 
attractive. 

mụ́rụụ̀n  id.  rounded; not twisted 
mụsẹẹ  id.  smiling with the mouth 
mụsẹmụsẹ́  id.  keeping a half smile on the 

face all the time 
mụụ́ ̀n  v.i.  turn round;rotate; tọ́rụ mụụ̀n  (of 

eyes) suffer from vertigo, have a sensation 
of whirling, giddiness or dizziness (<máàn) 

 
N. 
 
Nna  int.  so; Na, ụ mọ kí ̣ èmi yaáà?  So, he is 

like that? 
naá¹  v.t.  hear; understand; naaghá  not heard; 

not understood; naa kirí  A.  way something 
is heard: Wó naa kiribi, béi gbaà bara kị 
paameé  The way we heard it is how we 
told it; B. hear wrongly: Árì ̣ egberibí nàa 
kírimèé  You heard the story wrongly; 
naaghá lèí  feign not to hear; déin naa  be 
able to wake in night at pre-arranged time; 
fúru naa perceive a smell; Naabọ á gba 
nàaghábọ̀ dịa  Any person who has heard 
should tell the person who has not heard  
(closing sentence of a proclamation by a 
town-crier); (fig.) naa kpọ́ nàagha  
determined; unperturbed 

naá² [4] adv.  (not) yet: Naá karagha  (It) is 
not yet complete; Naá pịnagha  (It) is not 
yet ripe. 

naá³ (=naná)  (short for nị akí)̣: Akí ̣ nàá ụ̀ 
pịrí ̣  Give it to him. 

naánà  n.  mummy! mother! (archaic form of 
address) (=ínà) 

naayeé  n.  A. hearing: Wo naayémọ̀ kụrọmí ̣. 
[This sentence has been queried.  Any more 
common example?] He is hard of hearing; 
B. thing heard: Ine naayébì ebighá  What I 
heard is not good. 
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náịn¹ (=náịịn) v.acc.  be near, very close Erí 
bo yọọ mọ̀ náịnmị  He came near to the 
place. 

náịn²  n.  ninepence [<English nine] 
náịịn (=náịn) v.acc.  be near, very close 
náịlọ̀nị  n.  artificial material such as nylon, 

plastic [? or is this always rọ́bà?], 
polythene, etc.; náịlọ̀nị akpa  polythene bag 
[<English nylon] 

náịnmọ  v.dir.  come near to 
naịnmọnáịnmọ  id.  quite near; close; recent 
náịrà  n.  naira, the Nigerian currency, 

symbolized by N [<Nigerian English naira] 
Naịzírìa  n.  Nigeria [<English Nigeria] 
nákịị  v.acc.  be very near but not quite 

touching (cf. náịịn) (opp. of gí ̣lịị) 
náma  n.  A. animal:  Aká fà namá deinbiri 

kọọ̀ ogboin tu ghọ́ mumi The toothless 
animal goes to the foot of the “bush-mango” 
tree at midnight (to get his share of the food 
while others are sleeping; i.e. the 
disadvantaged person needs extra time and 
trouble to get what he wants);  Bọ́lọụ 
daa/kọrị nama sèi beni bóugha  The first 
animal in the line will not drink dirty water 
(applied to someone favouring people 
further back in the line); B. meat; alagbá 
nàma  (lit. ‘gun meat’) a portion of the meat 
of certain animals given to the compound by 
the hunter, e.g. head, ear, nose, tail, and 
offal, for their consumption.  This is done in 
recognition of the fact that it is these men 
(not women) in the compound who are 
directly responsible for his well-being in 
case of any mishap.  These portions of the 
animal are given to the oldest man; and it is 
his responsibility to prepare it and invite all 
male members, including boys who have 
been circumcised, but excluding any who 
have had sex in the previous night (which 
would defile the hunting activities), to dine 
with him in the house of the hunter.  In 
return, the members of the compound 
through the compound head pray for his 
health and prosperity in his occupation.  

They sometimes “spray” the hunter with 
money.  After the feast, the bones are taken 
to ụkụ́atà, a special shrine where they are 
kept for reference and worship: Náma 
dịẹgha, indi dịẹghá  It is not a matter of 
sharing meat or fish.  This is the last 
sentence of a spokesman in a gathering after 
giving out titles (kúle) to some respected 
men, to assure others that they are not 
neglected. 

námabawarị  n.  abattoir; slaughter-house 
[náma +bá kill +warị house] 

námabụọ  n.  foot(print) of animal [náma 
+bụ́ọ foot] 

námadiri  n.  “medicine” which protects crops 
from being destroyed by animals [náma 
+díri medicine] 

náma-dịẹgha-ìndi-dịẹghá  n.  common 
people: Náma-dịẹgha-ìndi-dịẹghámọ̀ 
bárasin yèé!  Don’t worry about the 
common people! [phrase-noun from 
common polite expression (see under 
náma)] 

námafịyaị  n.  food, usually plantain, cut into 
three pieces and cooked with blood and 
meat from a freshly-slaughtered domestic 
animal, without palm-oil [náma + fíỵaị 
food] 

náma-ingbe  n.  horn of animal [náma + 

ingbeé horn] 
naná¹  v.t.  have; own; possess 
naná²  v.t.  marry; eré nana  marry (of man) 

(object is never taá ‘wife’); yei naná  marry 
(of woman) (object is always yeí ‘husband’) 

naná³ (=naá³)  (short for nị akí)̣: Akí ̣ nàná ụ̀ 
pịrí ̣  Give it to him. 

nanaí¹̣ [5]  v.t.  take complete possession of; 
occupy fully (e.g. enemy territory): Áràụ́ 
boyọ nànaíḍọ.  She has taken complete 
possession of the place. [Can boyọ  be 
treated as a compound?] 

nanaí²̣ [5]  v.recip.  be closely-knit (in marriage 
or friendship): Ọrọ maá kìṃị dụdụụ́ 
nànaíḍọ.  The two people are very close to 
each other. [naná¹ possess +-í ̣reciprocal] 
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nayaí ̣  v.recip.  commune; take a decision 
together; talk together; discuss intimately 
[naá¹ hear +-yaí ̣reciprocal] 

náyei  n.  game by little boys and girls; the 
participants sing a song and mention the 
name of each of them in rotation 

Nedúgò-Agbíạ  n.  a town in Gbanraíṇ ibe of 
Northern Nzọn 

neén  id.  reddish (as of a fruit getting ripe)  
neneneé  id.  tender, as of boil full of pus 

(>nẹnẹnẹẹ́) 
nẹnẹnẹẹ́  id.  tender; quite distended; only 

covered with a very light skin (as of a boil 
on the point of bursting, or a football that 
has been over-inflated) (<neneneé) 

nẹnghẹnẹnghẹ́  id.  describes something jelly-
like, such as porridge 

-nghími (-nghí ̣, -nghí (tonal enclitic)  in 
middle of sentence, agreeing with preceding 
narrow or wide vowel)  t.m.  A. (future): 
Wónì mịẹnghími.  We shall do (it).: Erí tịẹ 
timinghimi.  He will be standing.; B. 
(immediate future) (with -dọ́): N 
banghịnghíḍọ.  I’m about to run.; C. (past 
conditional) (with tímimi): Akụ́gha timimi 
aba, arí ̣ bounghi timimi.  If it had not been 
bitter, I would have drunk it. 

nía [3]  num.  (qualifying form of nóin) four; 
nía bụọ̀  four feet/legs 

níaịkọkị(yè) n.  (geom.) quadrilateral; kịríị̀g̣ha 
niaịkọkị(ye) trapezium [nía + ịkọ́kị corner 
+yé thing] 

nienié¹  v.i.  be very near, close by 
nienié²  v.i.  be partly in sight 
nịgbaá  id.  sheepish; inactive; stupid [subdots, 

or 2 forms?] 
nigbanigbá  id.  sheepish; acting foolishly 

[subdots, or 2 forms?] 
nigbimọọ́  v.t.  bully; cheat 
nií  v.t.  sniff 
niiyeé  n.  nose [nií +yé thing] 
níkenike  n.  highlife dance for young people 

prevalent in the late 1950s and early 1960s 
in and around the Niger Delta [<n’ike n’ike, 
title of an Igbo song] 

nikorií  id.  sheepish 
nikúì  (=nukíì)  id.  describes a faint thing; 

almost indistinguishable, such as a fading 
scar or tribal mark  (>nụkí ̣ì)̣ (Any nịkụ́ì?̣) 

ningbí¹  v.t.  bully; inflict punishment 
arbitrarily on someone weaker 

ningbí²  n.  bullying: Iné tọbọụ ningbibi 
èbidọọ́  Your bullying of children is enough 
(stop it). 

-nimí  [4]  t.m.  (present state, with intransitive 
verbs): Erí bụnụnìmí.  He’s asleep. 

ními  v.t.  know; ními dụ  all that one knows 
about a matter; fún nimi  be educated; 
nímigha mìẹ̣  act as if one does not know; 
claim ignorance; ními wẹrị  knowingly; 
consciously 

nimighanímigha  id.  without showing off, in a 
natural way (of people living together) 

nimighaịn-nímighaịn  id.  peacefully: 
Nimighaịn-nímighaịn bara timi Live in 
peace. [or niminghaịn-níminghaịn? check 
pronunciation ] 

nímimọ¹  v.dir.  act clever towards: Yé ìyé nimi 
baramọ sẹ̀, akí ̣ nì ̣ i nimimọ́ kụmọ  
However clever you may be, don’t show off 
to me. 

(nímimọ)²  v.cs.  (always used with mịẹ́); mịẹ 
nimimọ́  make known to; inform of; notify 

Ními-wẹrịya-ì-furughá  n.  traditional lunar 
month, corresponding roughly to late April 
to May, the time of the first water-yam 
harvest in Nzọnland [lit. ‘Had I known, I 
would not have stolen’] (Refers to a woman 
who stole yams from a bush-farm, not 
knowing her own near the river were also 
ripe.)  

nímuùnímuù  id.  sheepish; behaving like a 
person with no initiative or independence 
(>níṃụụ̀níṃụụ̀) 

ningbaá  id.  stupid; sheepish [or ningbaá?] 
nínghinì (=níninì)  num.  eight (counting 

form); nínghinì karamọ  eighth 
nínghina [3]  num.  eight (qualifying form); 

nínghina kịmì ̣  eight people 
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nínghinangayè  n.  (math.) octagon [nínghina 
+angá side+yé thing] 

niní  v.t.  cheat; bully 
níni [3]  n.  nose; níni fienmọ̀  sniff; inhale; 

níni ọfìṇ  blow nose; (fig.) níni òfoinmọ  
enjoy some relief from pressure (lit. put 
one’s nose above water) 

nínibarà  n.  wing of nostril [níni +bára² hand] 
ninibará  [5]  n.  robbery; ninibara kọọ́ ̀n  

commit robbery; bully (of a child) [niní 
+bára4 way] (=fúrusụụ) 

ninibarasụụ́ ̀   n.  guerrilla warfare [ninibará 
+sụụ́² war] 

nínibọlọ̀ụ  n.  tip of nose; nínibọlọ̀ụ ghọ 
gbaná boast about one’s kindness to a 
particular person [níni +bọ́lọụ tip] 

nínibọọ̀  n.  entrance to nostril [níni +bọ́ọ 
door] 

ninifọụ́  n.  dishonest business or transaction; 
ninifọụ túbò  act dishonestly in business  
[niní +fọ́ụ market] 

níninì  (=nínghinì)  num.  eight (counting 
form); níninì karamọ  eighth 

níni-opòolo  n.  nostril [níni + opóolo hole] 
níniyaịnmọ̀  n.  top of bridge of nose [níni + 

yáịnmọ² joint]  
níniyeàma  n.pl.  mucus [níni +yé thing +-

ama plural] 
níniyeì  n.  catarrh [níni +yé thing +ì ?] 
nị¹  (ni after wide vowels;tonal enclitic)  part. 

who, which (always low, and preceded by 
high): Eri kí òwéibi nì bó tubokiri 
fìnibọbị.  It was he who came as the first 
man to open the trading post. 

nị² (ni after wide vowels;tonal enclitic)  part. 
(links verbs to what follows when next word 
begins with a vowel): Yébi àkị nị ị pịrí ̣.  
Give me the thing. 

nị³ (ni after wide vowels;tonal enclitic)  part. 
and others (of the same group)  Tọ́nye nì  
Tọnye and his group; Tọnye & co.: Bíḅịbarị 
nì ̣  Bịbịbarị and others 

nị4  (ni after wide vowels; tonal enclitic)  conj. 
as; after: Bónghi nì, erí arụ kị dọ̀ụyémi.  
As (he) wants to come, he is looking for a 

canoe.: Áràụ́ bẹlẹ sụụrụdẹị nì ̣, bẹ́lẹbọọ̀ 
náma tụamị.  After washing the pot, she put 
meat in it. 

nị5 (ni after wide vowels;tonal enclitic)  part.  
(adds emphasis; only used as below): Ọ nụ́a 
nì ̣ yoo!  Greetings to all of you! 

ní ̣ị  id.  very small (e.g. of eyes); microscopic 
ní ̣ịị  a.  very small; minute (as of wick turned 

very low) 
nịkịtáà  id.  shortish; dwarfed; describes a very 

short person, or the penis 
nịkịtí ̣ì ̣  id.  very short 
níḳịtịnìḳịtị  id.  reluctant; showing signs of 

reluctance 
níḳọọ  id.  short (of neck); coming out in a 

short manner 
nịkpákàra  n.  a round (red or black) flat bead 

in big and small sizes; it is threaded on a 
string and worn around the waist by women.  
It is the most favoured of beads by women. 

nịkpịrí ̣ì ̣  id.  short, stunted; contracted 
níṃụnịmụ  id.  very tight, as of a rope tied 

round the waist 
níṃụụ̀níṃụụ̀  id.  behaving sheepishly, or like 

a person with no initiative; unable to speak 
out [<nímuùnímuù] 

nịnịmẹíṇ (=nịnịmẹí)̣  v.i.  shrink  
níṇịmọ  v.cs.  cause to become shorter; reduce 

the length of; (fig.) pressurize 
ní ̣ịtịnịịtị  id.  describes a very small quantity of 

liquid in a container (cf. tí ̣ịnrịntịịnrịn) 
nodorii  id.  describes sheepish look of a stout 

person (>nọdọrịị) 
nóin  num.  four; nóin karamọ  fourth (cf. nía, 

qualifying form) 
nonghonongho  id.  describes something 

smooth and attractive, such as a plump body, 
or well-prepared starch or fufu 

nóun  n.  needle: Pẹrẹ kịmị (kpọ́) ìngó owei 
bara ghọ noun bimi A rich person asked a 
needle from a poor man (song). (= lága 
archaic) 

nóuntolu  n.  sharp-edged grass (Panicum 
repens Linn. GRAMINEAE) [nóun +tólu 
pierce] 
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nọdọrịị  id.  sheepish look of a slender person; 
(abusive) inactive (<nodorii) 

nọ́ịn  id.?  high up 
nọmụ́¹  v.a.  A. be mad; nọmụ bará  madly; 

nọmụ́ lẹ̀í ̣  pretend to be mad; B. (fig.) have a 
mania for; be a glutton for; be crazy about: 
ẹrẹ nọmụ́  have a mania for talking; fịrị 
nọmụ́  be a glutton for work/a workaholic; 
sẹ́ị nọmụ  have a mania for dancing 

nọmụ́²  n.  madness; insanity  
nọmụmọọ́  v.cs.  make mad [nọmụ́¹ +mọ 

causative] 
nukíì  (=nikúì)  id.  describes a faint thing; 

almost indistinguishable, such as a fading 
scar or tribal mark  (>nụkí ̣ì)̣ 

númuùnúmuù  id.  unable to talk; behaving 
like a madman 

nụ́à  excl.  (a greeting, used esp. as follows): 
A. welcome!; B. thank you!; nụ́à kule  give 
thanks 

nụ́àkuleye  n.  thank-offering [nụ́à +kúle greet 
+yé thing] 

nụgbanụgbá  id.  behaving like a fool; 
childish; sheepish 

nụ́gbọ  v.t.  torture someone bitterly 
nụkí ̣ì ̣  id.  very faint (of mark or cut) (< nukíì) 
nụkụnụkụ́  id.  describes a slightly swollen 

face 
nụ́kụnụ̀kụ  id.  slow, inactive behaviour, 

almost showing reluctance or unwillingness 
ny-  see  y- 
 
 

O 
 

o¹  (yo after i, ị; wo after u, ụ) emph. (adds 
emphasis to sentence; can be indefinitely 
lengthened for special effect): Egberí yòo!  
A story! 

o²  excl. so: O, yébi mo ki pàama  So, it 
happened like that. 

obé  n.  African pear (Dacryodes edulis H.J. 
Lam. BURSERACEAE) [<Igbo ùbé] 

obébè (=obóbò, obóbà)  n.  A. ladder (general 
term); B. (often yé bi obèbe) divining frame 

(with three rungs); (obébè and obóbò  
‘ladder’ are often used interchangeably, but 
some good speakers differentiate them as is 
done here); obébè dụụtọụ́  (lit.the ladder 
has pointed at him/her) an expression used 
when, during the interrogation of the dead, a 
particular person of the family of the dead is 
pointed out as being to die soon; in some, 
but not all cases, the death can be averted by 
sacrifice 

obékè  n.  cocoyam type 
obína  (=obúna)  n.  mat (general term, esp. in 

connection with sleeping, cf. ọgbọ́nọmụ); 
bụ́nụ-òbina  sleeping-mat: Bụ́nụ-òbina 
ebií  The marriage is blessed with children. 

obína-tịbị-owei (=obúna-tịbị-owei) n.  
chairman; president [obína + tíḅị head+ 
owéi man]  

obirí  n.  dog; agbalakókò obiri  spotted dog; 
náma kọrị obiri  hunting dog; obiri we 11 11ní 11 11 
ì 11 11so 11 11mu 11 11 expression used when someone is 
distracted from his errand (lit. ‘the errand 
Dog ran’); péle dii obiri  watchdog; pulou 
tabadé 11 11i 11 11 òbiri   person who is suspect 
because of a bad reputation (lit. ‘a dog that 
has licked oil’); Sayings: Bú 11 11u 11 11tu 11 11a sèi obírì 
sé 11 11i 11 11 o 11 11we 11 11i 11 11gha  comment on someone who is 
obliged to appear as the only qualified 
person (lit. ‘An emaciated dog does not fear 
the dancing-place’); Obirí so 11 11no 11 11mà ziiya, 
ke 11 11ní 11 11 bu 11 11u 11 11 tu 11 11a sèimí Dog gave birth to seven 
young, but one was emaciated; Obiri wari 11 11 
kó 11 11ò 11 11 tími nì okí di 11 11mi 11 11  expression used when 
someone has begun to use a natural talent 
without formal training (lit. ‘The dog that 
stays in the house has learnt to swim’) 

obiri-akpí ̣ị  n.  dog flea (or tick?) [obirí + 

akpíị̀ ̣ flea/tick]  
obiribụnụmọ́¹  n.  herb (Selaginella myosurus 

(Sw.) Alston SELAGINELLACEAE) [obirí + 

búnụmọ make sleep?] 
obiribụnụmọ́²  n.  newly-developing pubic hair 

(as a result of puberty) [obirí + búnụmọ 
make sleep?]  

obírima¹  n.  mole (little black spot on skin) 
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obírima²  (=obúruma)  n.  mole cricket 
(Gryllotalpa africana), used as bait, usu. 
beni-óbìrima 

obírima³  n.  (also bou-obírimà) pod of a 
shrub containing seeds used for dye 
(Euphorbia hirta Linn. EUPHORBIACEAE) 

obírima4  n.  (also pọ́ụ-obirima) herb used for 
ink (Eclipta alba (Linn.) Hassk. 
COMPOSITAE); obírima-inki ink from the 
herb 

obírima-gẹẹgbasa  n.  pen-holder [obírima + 

gẹẹgbasá pen]  
obírima-tèbi-pẹ́lẹ̀  n.  centipede [obírima + 

tebí vagina pẹ́lẹ cut]  
obirininí  n.  (fig.) keen sense of smell: Erí 

òbirinini kí tù 11 11animí  He has a very keen 
sense of smell. [obirí + níni nose]  

obirito 11 11bó 11 11u 11 11  n.  puppy; obirito 11 11bó 11 11u 11 11 bàra timi 
ifiebi  when I was in my youth [obirí + 

tọbọụ́ child]  
obiri-oweí  n.  herb used as medicine for the 

foot (Asystasia gangetica (Linn.) T. Anders. 
ACANTHACEAE) [NB o 11 11kú 11 11rò 11 11 and beriba-
i 11 11gbá have been identified as the same plant; 
is this correct?] [obirí + owéi man?] 

obó  n.  pipe; suboi-obó  barrel of gun 
obóbà (=obébè, obóbò)  n.  ladder (cf. also 

obébè) 
oboboó  n.  tree (Mansonia altissima (A. 

Chev.) STERCULIACEAE) [check id.] 
obodogúù  int.  once upon a time (a way of 

beginning a story) 
obókù  n.  water-yam type (fat and white) 
obolí  n.  sod; turf 
obómu seri  v.p.  weave lines irregularly in 

ingoó so that parts of the trap are raised 
while other parts are lowered 

obooroó  n.  A. depressed ground; hollow 
place; valley; B. (in dirges) grave 

obóri  n.  A. goat (general term, cf. okotí he-
goat, i ¢¢ ¢¢yó ¢¢ ¢¢ro ¢¢ ¢¢-obori nanny-goat); obóri 
ịmẹẹlẹị  goat’s fat; Sayings: Buru fi 11 11ghá 
òbori ki aká yài 11 11nmí 11 11 An innocent person is 
blamed/made a scapegoat (lit. ‘It was the 
goat that did not eat yam that had its teeth 

broken’); I 11 11mé 11 11e 11 11le 11 11i 11 11 tu 11 11a obori, kíri ki dùo ni 
akí 11 11mi 11 11 A goat that puts on fat can be detected 
from childhood; obóri kaka i 11 11gba mo 11 11 òbóri 
mo 11 11 involuntary involvement due to 
circumstances (lit. ‘the goat’s tether and the 
goat’); B. (fig.) fool 

obóribaụ  n.  disfavoured wife (=obóri-warị-
koru-araụ, opposite of yei di eré, dii eré) 
[obóri + baụ́ daughter]  

obórifurou  n.  mildew: Obórifurou (ki) bìḍẹ́ 
kọ̀rịmị.  The cloth has become mildewed. 
[obóri + fúròú belly (from stained 
appearance)] 

obóri-ịmẹẹlẹị  n.  plant resembling waterleaf 
whose thick dark-green leaves aare cooked 
and eaten to treat infertility of women 
(Portulaca oleracea Linn. PORTULACEAE) 
[obóri + ịmẹ́ẹlẹị fat] (=udisituá) [check the 
id.] 

obórikọrịgha  n.  medicinal herb whose seeds 
stick to one’s clothes (Cyathula prostrata 
(Linn.) Blume AMARANTHACEAE) [Is this 
the same as tọbọụ-gbala-túo?) [obóri + 

kọrí ̣catch + -gha not] (=bịdẹpálì)̣ 
obóritọbọụ  n.  kid [obóri + tọbọụ́ child] 
obóri-warị-koru-araụ  n.  disfavoured wife 

[obóri + wárị house + kóru keep watch + -
araụ female] (=obóribaụ, opposite of yei di 
eré, dii eré) 

obósi  n.  red calico 
oboyaí¹̣ [5]  v.i.  A. shout ceremonially during 

the uzií ceremony for a deceased hero, or 
during a storm; B. shout (of hunter) on 
killing certain large animals (elephant, 
pygmy hippo, leopard, buffalo, or manatee) 

oboyaí²̣ [5]  n.  ceremonial shout 
obúbu  n.  globe-fish; puffer-fish (Tetraodon 

lineatus TETRAODONIDAE) 
obudoú  n.  mist; fog; clouds 
obúdu  n.  ooze; mud (clay); silt-clay deposited 

by flood water, brought out from the water 
and used in floating palm-kernels (contrast 
alabúmà) 
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Obúdupotou  n.  traditional lunar month 
corresponding roughly to December (when 
it is still muddy underfoot) 

obúgu  n.  catfish, in the group of ụlụ́ma 
(Clarias buthupogon CLARIIDAE) 

obúna (=obína)  n.  mat (general term, esp. in 
connection with sleeping); bụ́nụ-òbuna  
sleeping-mat: Bụ́nụ-òbuna ebií  The 
marriage is blessed with children. 
(=ọgbọ́nọmụ) 

Obúnàgha  n.  the ecclesiastical headquarters 
of Gbanraịn ibe in Northern Nzọn 

obúna-tịbị-owei (=obína-tịbị-owei) n.  
chairman; president [obúna + tíḅị head+ 
owéi man]  

obúruma  (=obírima)  n.  mole cricket 
(Gryllotalpa africana), used as bait, usu. 
beni-óbùruma 

odedé [4] (=ededé)  n.  flower; ornamental 
shrub (= fịláwà); (tech.) corolla; petals [cf. 
Igbo òdòdó, Urhobo ódódó flower]  

odedébàra  n.  (tech.) stamen (filament and 
anther) [odedé + bára hand]  

odedébàrabọlọụ  n.  (tech.) anther [odedé + 

bárabọlọ̀ụ fingertip]  
odedébìri  n.  (tech.) style [odedé + bíri4 belly]  
odedébọ̀lọụ  n.  (tech.) stigma [odedé + bọ́lọụ 

tip]  
odedéfùrou  n.  (tech.) pistil [odedé + fúròú 

belly]  
odedépọ̀ụda  n.  (tech.) pollen (grains) [odedé 

+ pọ́ụdà powder]  
odedé-tùo (=odedé-tùa) n.  medicinal herb 

(Aspilia africana (Pers.) C.D. Adams 
COMPOSITAE) (=owéi-ịyọụnkọrị) [odedé + 

túo herb]  
ódèé  n.  A. antelope type, probably the 

Yellow-backed Duiker (Cephalophus 
sylvicultor CEPHALOPHINAE), now almost 
extinct in the area (probably = aminikaá = 
ịsagháị-tùu-nama); B. (fig.) sheepish 
person 

Odi  n.  Odi, the northernmost town in 
Kólokùmá ìbe, the seat of Kólokùmá 
Zìbaaraụ 

odingbilá [1/4] (=odingbilaá =edingbilá = 
edingbilaá) n.  ram 

odó [4] n.  biggest size of mortar, used in 
pounding fufu (cf. okuná, ukpúrutè) [cf. 
Yoruba odó, Ẹdo òdó, Urhobo ódó, Igbo 
ódō ‘mortar’] 

odóbàra  n.  pestle [odó mortar + bára hand]  
odóbaị  n.  very small snail (Achatina sp.); 

odóbaị bii  go into a town or compound 
singing and dancing, to shame the people 
into coming out to wrestle with them; 
odóbaị dọụ  look for snails; look for small 
presents in kind from neighbours (esp. when 
a relative dies and the presents, mostly in the 
form of foodstuffs, are needed to entertain 
visitors and sympathisers) 

odogoríà  n.  game for boys, in which one boy 
holds a midrib of the wine-palm in each 
hand and is dressed in wine-palm leaves like 
a masquerade.  He chases and flogs the other 
boys. 

odógu  n.  chief; head of a body of men, 
organization or party; ruler of a group of 
men [<Igbo òdógwú champion]  

odóguasàra  n.  scorpion (Pandinus sp.) 
[<Igbo òdógwú ọ̀zàrà scorpion] 

odokó  n.  large bird of prey; it resembles the 
hawk, but bigger [identify?] 

odoón  n.  yellowish substance used as 
medicine; hence, yellow [<Ọgba òdnò 
yellow] 

odon-odón  id.  bright yellow 
odú¹ [4] n.  cocoyam (all types from family 

ARACEAE); beké-òdu  new or imported 
cocoyam (Xanthosoma mafaffa Schott.); 
bou-odú  inedible wild species 
(Rhektophyllum mirabile N.E. Br.); ekúe-
odu [describe!]; Isélema-odu a strong 
reddish cocoyam from Warri; ịzọ́n-odu  old 
cocoyam (Colocasia esculenta (Linn.) 
Schott.); owéi-odu  male cocoyam which 
does not produce tubers 

odú²  n.  white of egg 
odú-ba-bùru-baá  n.  universal antidote taken 

by wrestlers, which must be removed after 
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wrestling before going to the farm (or it 
would kill the crops) [odú + báa  kill + 
burú yam + báa kill] [check tone] 

odúbàụ  n.  cocoyam tuber [odú + baụ́ 
daughter]  

odúbèri  n.  cocoyam leaf [odú + berí leaf] 
odúbèrí  n.  sting-ray (Dasyatis spp.) [odú + 

berí leaf (from the shape?)] (=síḳa) 
odubó  n.  duty; service; odubo gbaá  serve 

[<.Urhobo òdìbò, cf. Igbo òdìbọ̀, òdìgbò 
servant] 

odubo-aráụ  n.f.  servant-girl; handmaiden 
[odubó + -araụ female]  

odubo-owéi  n.  (man-)servant [odubó + owéi 
man] 

odubo-tọbọ́ụ  n.  servant [odubó + tọbọụ́ 
child] 

odúbùrú  n.  A. a children’s game played 
during the yam harvesting season.  Two 
children agree in the presence of a third 
person to call on each other’s name.  One 
scores or wins a point when the person 
called answers oó (which is the more 
honoured answer by custom).  But when the 
person answers in any other form, such as 
ẹíṇ or teyáà or ụụ́n, no score is made.  The 
winner is the first person to make seven 
points.  The loser then roasts a very nice 
water-yam for the winner, which should be 
eaten on a well-swept floor watched by 
others.  The yam is carried and supported by 
the two hands, but not placed on any plate.  
If any crumb(s) drops on the floor, the yam 
is shared by all.  If no crumb falls, the loser 
continues on different days until seven yams 
have been so roasted; B. the yam so roasted 
[odú + burú yam] 

odudú  n.  imaginary monster or bogeyman 
supposed to be frightful and used in 
frightening children (esp. when crying or 
misbehaving); Odudú boyemi  [check 
tone]The monster is coming; Odudú dìi  
Look at the monster. 

odúfìḍọn  n.  chest pain, usually associated 
with the effect of eating ‘old’ cocoyam with 
fresh pepper [odú + fí ̣eat + dọọ́n pain]  

odúgbòró  n.  twisting line or shape; illegible 
handwriting; squiggle 

odú-gbòró-gbòró¹  n.  picture-writing on a 
sandy surface, where children use one, two 
or three fingers to produce wavy lines 

odú-gbòró-gbòró²  n.  children’s game where 
one child moves towards the rest, calling 
‘Odú-gbòró-gbòró-…’ on one breath.  A 
player who takes a breath before reaching 
the others is disqualified. 

odú-ìmbi  n.  scale of a whale [Do whales have 
scales?  Correct description?  or remove this 
word?] 

odú-ìg̣alị  n.  protrusion at the base of the little 
finger, or additional finger [odú + ịgálị 
lump] 

odumagalí ̣ [4]  n.  chameleon [cf. Ẹdo 
ógúnmàgàlà, Igbo ógùmáàgàlàbà, etc.] 

odú-mọ̀-buru-mọ-kunóun  excl.  no more! 
stop doing that! [odú + mọ and + burú yam 
+ mọ and + kúnoun  end] 

odú-òpotou  n.  flower of ịzọ́n-odu, the old 
cocoyam [odú + ?] 

odútìḅị  n.  cocoyam corm [odú + tíḅị head]  
odúuduu  n.  bird, probably the Hadada Ibis 

(Bostrychia hagedash 
THRESKIORNITHIDAE) 

ofé (=ofó)  n.  (also ofédọn) asthma  
oféfè  a.  weak, empty (usually in a derogatory 

sense); oféfè kịmị  an ineffective, 
lightweight person 

ofían¹  n.  broom (cf. ịlíạ, ọfíṇye) 
ofían²  n.  yam shaped like a broom 
ofían³  excl.  an expression willing an evil 

event not to happen, or averting an 
imminent evil; ofían-òfian yọụmọ́ tụ̀a  
Don’t fear, advance (nothing will happen) 
(phrase used in traditional maritime 
warfare) 

ofínyo-gbọ̀lụbáụ  n.  masquerader with no 
mask on his head; in other respects, he is 
dressed in the same way as other dancers 
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ofíofiò  n.  underhand business; Ofíofiò 
sụ́ọdọụ  Some one must have gone behind 
your back to advise against what was 
previously agreed or promised. 

ofiyoú  n.  whirlpool; eddy 
ofó (=ofé)  n.  (also ofódọn) asthma  
ofófò¹  n.  tree which is not good for firewood 

(Myrianthus serratus (Trécul.) Benth. 
CECROPIACEAE); (fig.) useless: ofófò kịmị  
useless person [Is this just another form of 
oféfè?] 

ofófò²  n.  wateryam type which is very white 
inside and requires less than the normal time 
for cooking 

ofógùma (=ofúogùma) n.  shrub with red 
seeds which are used to cure crawcraw 
(scabies), and by children to paint their 
fingernails (Bixa orellana BIXACEAE) 

ofóin  v.i.  float; ofóin tọlọ  pick up floating 
things such as fish: Wó mu tọrụbọọ̀ ofóin 
tọlọ kọọ̀ múmi  Let us go to the river and 
pick up the remaining fish (from the 
explosion); (fig.) used to refer to someone 
who goes late to a gathering and receives 
inferior things 

ofóinmọ  v.cs.  make float 
ofókolo  n.  game, usually played on the 

sandbank at night by boys, in which waste 
or used-up palm bunches are lit and thrown 
at opponents (=idúmu-ọgbaị)  

ofoló  n.  bonga-fish or bonga shad, from 
brackish-water areas, sold on racks 
(Ethmalosa fimbriata Bowdich CLUPEIDAE) 
(=abáneri =kígbo²) 

ofomú  n.  heavy breathing, panting, usually 
after a strenuous job or running 

ofomúkọ̀rịghá (=ofomukọrịghá)  n.  
medicinal climber on trees or shrubs with 
thick round leaves used for fever and to give 
strength for wrestling or hard work [ofomú 
+ kọrí ̣catch -gha not]  

ofónì  n.  the biggest species of shrimp or 
“prawn”; kọ́rọ-ofoni  palm beetle 

ofóni  n.  bird (general term); fowl; amá-ofoni  
domestic fowl; bou-ofónì  wild bird; eré-

ofoni  hen; kála òfoni  (‘little bird’) secret 
informer; kíri-ofòni  domestic fowl; owéi-
ofoni  cock; rooster; ọgọnọ-ofónì  wild bird; 
Sayings: Nkịan tiri ládẹ̀ị ofoni, ịkịan 
ọwẹ́ịghà A fowl that has reached the 
sacrificial field does not fear it (he is 
resigned); Kála òfoni yé nimi bọ̀wẹíḍọ 
aba, konu kọọ́ ̀ ifírimi If a little bird is too 
clever, it is disembowelled from the back 
(i.e. when someone is too clever, people find 
an unexpected way to attack him); 
Ofóniama Ìgbon ghọ mumáàá?  Have all 
the birds migrated to Hausaland? (i.e. Have 
all the better people left the town?); Ofóni 
mọ bụ̀nụ kịmị kị ofóni ọngọrị naamị 
Someone who sleeps with a fowl hears its 
snoring (i.e. someone who is close to 
another person understands them); Ofóni 
sụọyemò! koo! Birds are entering! (said 
jokingly when someone is found pilfering 
furtively; Tịn-ghá òfoni ọsáịn ghọ̀ bágha A 
cock that has not yet crowed is not slain on 
the war-shrine; ụvịa ofónì angála gbọlụmị  
A greedy fowl pecks at glowing charcoal. 

ofoníà (=ofoníyàn)  n.pl.  “farina” (a dry food 
prepared from cassava) 

ofóni-anga  n.  bird’s/hen’s egg [ofóni + 
angaá egg] 

Ofónibiri  n.  a town in Opokumá ìbe of 
Northern Nzọn  

ofónibịbị¹  n.  herb (Oldenlandia ?herbacea 
(Linn.) Roxb. RUBIACEAE) [IS IT 

MEDICINAL?] [ofóni + bíḅị mouth] 
ofónibịbị²  n.  (tech.) beak; bill (of bird) [ofóni 

+ bíḅị mouth] 
ofónibụọ¹  n.  medicinal herb found as weed on 

yam farms (Phyllanthus amarus Schum. & 
Thonn.); eré-ofonibụọ  a herb (Phyllanthus 
odontadenius Müll. Arg., both herbs 
EUPHORBIACEAE) [ofóni + bụ́ọ foot, from 
the shape of the leaves] 

ofónibụọ²  n.  tattoo marks placed at the sides 
of the mouth or eyes, having the shape of the 
toes of the fowl, i.e. broad arrows [ofóni + 
bụ́ọ foot, from the shape] 
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ofónidọn  n.  epidemic disease of fowls [fowl 
pest?] [ofóni + dọọ́n sickness] 

ofóni-imemein  n.  claw (of bird) [ofóni + 
imémein claw] 

ofóni-mịnịmọ  n.  gullet (of bird) (=ofóni-
okolotuu) [ofóni + mịnịmọọ́ throat] 

ofóni-okolotuu  n.  gullet (of bird) (=ofóni-
mịnịmọ) [ofóni + okolotuú throat] 

ofóni-otoin  n.  boil which, when ripe, does not 
contain pus, but water, lighter and less 
serious than the ordinary boil; carbuncle 
[?][ofóni + otoín boil] 

ofóni-tịbị-ghọ-bịẹngha  n.  tree used to mark 
boundaries, whose leaves are chewed and 
medicinally spat on to body for pain from 
pneumonia, and whose root is cut up and 
taken in gin or cooked in plantain for hernia 
[check uses] (Millettia aboensis (Hook.f.) 
Bak. or M. thonningii (Hook.f.) Bak. 
LEGUMINOSAE-PAPILIONOIDEAE) [ofóni + 
tíḅị head + ghọ on + bíẹ̣n defecate + -gha 
not] 

ofónitọbọụ  n.  chick(en); young fowl [ofóni + 

tọbọụ́ child] 
ofónitọrụ  n.  blindness which is pronounced 

only in the night, and sometimes when the 
sun is hot; night-blindness (nyctalopia): Erí 
òfónitọrụ tụanìmí  He suffers from night-
blindness.  [ofóni + tọ́rụ eye]  

ofóniyaị  n.  form of abuse in which one 
stresses one’s own weakness, misfortune, 
etc., in comparison with someone else’s 
better position (cf. siyaí)̣; ofóniyaị fie  speak 
in such a way 

oforontanịghá [4] (=ofonrontanaghá)  n.  
purlin 

ofóra  n.  husk; slough 
ofórorobènibóù (=ofórorobènibóu) n.  

medicinal herb growing on ogbúdu silt clay 
near water, usually near lakes (Hydrolea 
palustris Schum. and Thonn. 
HYDROPHYLLACEAE), used as soap (it 
lathers well) to wash body after fishing in 
such lakes, from February to June 

ofótịbịawere  n.  snake, probably the Gaboon 
Viper (Bitis gabonica VIPERIDAE): 
Ofótịbịawere gba meèe: N babọ́ ì ̣ mọmọ́ 
yọụ̀ ́   Viper/Adder says: The person who kills 
me will go with me. 

ofukú¹  n.  bellows 
ofukú²  n.  a style of hair-plaiting in which no 

thread is used, associated particularly with 
priestesses and with the Okpotu festival; 
ofuku dụnụ́  plait in the ofukú style 

ofúogòri  n.  reckless living; ofúogòri mịẹ play 
the fool; ofúogòri tọbọụ young person with 
foolish or wild behaviour 

ofúogùma (=ofógùma) n.  shrub with red 
seeds which are used to cure crawcraw 
(scabies), and by children to paint their 
fingernails (Bixa orellana BIXACEAE) 

ofúro¹  v.t.  blow with mouth (as fire, or sore 
when a hot medicine is applied) 

ofúro²  v.i.  talk; address an audience; give a 
speech; ofúro paamọ  speak out; say out 
boldly 

ofúromọ [3]  v.t.  dust; brush away 
ofúropa  n.  the appearance of rash on the 

mouth of a patient 
ofúrumà  n.  fish resembling eléì, the Sicklefin 

Mullet, found in both the river and the sea 
(Liza falcipinnis Valenciennes MUGILIDAE) 

ofurumofú [4]  n.  bladder (of fish); lungs (of 
humans and animals) 

ogbó  n.  land (as opposed to water); ebi ogbó  
good or fertile land; zii ni ogbó gbein  bear 
children, all of whom live long (i.e. when 
children are born, they are metaphorically 
thrown from water to land, to be preserved) 

ogbobẹlẹ́  n.  large pot for big families Sizes of 
pot include: lí ̣ị-tụọ̀-bẹlẹ > ogbobẹlẹ́ > 
ọkpụrụbịyáị  > ọpịrịsíḳì ̣  > kẹ́nge. [ogboó 
+ bẹ́lẹ cooking-pot]  

ogbobíè  n.  used in: Ogbobíè kẹnị ghọ́ tẹị 
kpọ kẹ̀ní ̣  out of the frying-pan into the fire 
[literally?] 

Ogbobínì  n.  Igbobini, a town in Western Apọị 
ogbóbiri  n.  dry land; an area which is far 

from the river [ogbó +bíri middle] 
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ogbobịdẹ́  n.  “uniform”; same material worn 
by members of a group (=kẹ́nị-tọrụ-bịdẹ) 
[ogboó + bịdẹ́ cloth] 

ogbódìé (=ogódìé)  n.  small fish, the 
topminnow (Aphyosemion spp. 
CYPRINODONTIDAE) [check name] 

ogbódo  n.  ginger lily, whose sap is ground 
with Ethiopian pepper; the liquid is taken 
for malaria and to clear the urine; eré-
ogbodo type with smooth leaf-sheath 
(Costus afer KerGawl.); owéi-ogbodo type 
with bristly rim below top of leaf-sheath 
(Costus lucanusianus J.Braun and K.Schum. 
COSTACEAE); Saying: Ogbódo bèní ìrígha  
In the ginger-lily, water will never get dry. 

ogbo eréin  n.  big, great, momentous day 
ogbógozì  n.  smallest canoe made of the trunk 

of paá tree, with one seat at the centre and 
paddled by only one man 

ogbói  n.  remnants of fairly large pieces of a 
broken canoe 

ogbó-igburugburu-arụ  n.  train [ogbó + 
igbúrugburù chain + árụ boat]  

ogbó-iwiri  tortoise (=ogbó-ịkagị) (Kinixys 
sp.) [ogbó + iwíri tortoise] 

Ogboin  n.  Ogboin ibe in Southern Nzọn.  Its 
towns are: Amasómà (headquarters), Otuán, 
and Amátòló.  Its ibe tẹmẹsúò is Ogboin tú 
fìḍịfịdị.  Its ibe orú (deity) is Adegbe; 
Ogboin pọọn  Ogboin dialect 

ogboín  n.  mango tree and fruit; bou 
ogbóin/ịzọ́n ogboin  “bush mango” 
(Irvingia gabonensis Baill. IRVINGIACEAE); 
beké ògboin  imported mango (Mangifera 
indica Linn. ANACARDIACEAE); Sayings: 
Eré sei, ogboin seí  However unattractive a 
woman, someone will marry her (i.e. an 
unattractive woman is like a fresh bush-
mango fruit, which is eaten even if it looks 
bad or tastes sour); Nmbẹlẹ́, ịmbẹlẹ́ ògboin 
tuu Sweet, sweet under the mango tree (said 
when people repeat an act because of 
previous good experiences). 

ogbó-ịkagị  tortoise (=ogbó-iwiri) (Kinixys 
sp.) [‘land-tortoise’] 

ogbokó  n.  bird, probably the Goliath Heron 
(Ardea goliath ARDEIDAE) 

ogboló  n.  wake; disturbed pattern of water left 
by moving boat or fish 

ogbolokụ́rọ̀  n.  title of ẹkẹ́ụ-fish (Heterotis 
niloticus  Ehrenbaum OSTEOGLOSSIDAE) 

Ogbóloma  n.  town in Gbanraịn ibé of 
Northern Nzọn 

ogbómà  (=ogbúmà) n.  protective “medicine” 
for war (cf. agbaá, ikólò) 

ogbomọọ́  v.cs.  A. elevate; raise, which is used 
instead of ogboó in some cases i.e. make a 
sand barrier across the shallow inlets of the 
sandbank to trap small shrimps (otútù); B. 
(fig.) support or help financially; rally round 
a person with a view to raising his social 
status 

ogbóni  v.t.  persecute 
ogbóntụ̀a  [one word or two?]prevent, 

obstruct; intercept, impede: Kíṃị ìne 
wẹnịnghí ̣ fịrị ghọ ogbóntụ̀a (or ogbón 
tụ̀a?) kụ́mọ Let no one hinder the work I’m 
doing. 

ogboó¹  v.i.  be of the same age; be 
contemporary; A mọ́ ì ̣ mọmọ́ ògboó. She 
and I are of the same age: Ogbo pósì pósì 
People of the same age-grade should do 
things together. [Is this really a verb or a 
noun ‘age-grade’?] 

ogboó²  n.  society; club; group; ogbo ghọ sụọ́  
join a society or club; ogbo tịbịówèi  
chairman; president 

ogboó³  n.  (usu. tíṇ-ogbo) buttress root 
ogboó4  n.  long slender fish 

(Caecomestacembelus decorsei) 

POLYPTERIDAE??) 
ogboó5  n.  method of setting lobster-pots 

(ingoó) used by only a few women; ogbo 
indí fish caught by this method; ogbotirí  
the area enclosed for ogboó fishing 

ogbóògbó  n.  A. something imaginary, make-
believe; ogbóògbó fìỵaị tụọ  cook make-
believe food (of children); B. name of an 
imaginary town or person in a story; C. 
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dummy (i.e. a silent, stupid person); 
simpleton 

ogbórodìi  n.  a thorny creeper (Dioscorea 
minutiflora Engl. DIOSCORACEAE); eré 
ogborodii  (Rhigiocarya racemifera Miers 
MENISPERMACEAE) 

ogbórongbo  n.  empty thing (e.g. tin) 
ogbóru  n.  pugnacious attitude; ogbóru dọụ 

be aggressive, spoiling for a fight; seek a 
quarrel 

ogbóru-ere  n.  someone always looking for 
trouble 

ogbórukịmị  n.  someone, esp. man, always 
looking for trouble (contrast lólogìdi  noisy, 
extrovert person) 

ogbotirí  n.  at the spot; instantly; scene of 
incident or accident; [discuss] ogbotiri kọọ́ ̀ 
kóro  collapse and die instantaneously on 
the spot 

ogbótòrú  n.  a nickname or wrestling title; an 
imaginary god invoked for the removal of 
the teeth of the opponent [discuss]: Yé ìkpé 
egberi gbadọ aba, ogbótòrú ìné akamọ 
wọ̀rọ If you tell lies, let the bogeyman 
knock out your teeth (threat to children). 

ogbudú  n.  traditional wickerwork coffin 
(made of “bamboo”).  The grades in 
ascending order are: 1 agbádà woven with 
pieces of bamboo to wrap and bury children, 
pregnant women, those who die accidental 
deaths or of bad sicknesses, and witches and 
wizards; 2. azaalá ògbudu for young man 
and women who have not married; 3. dụ́rụ 
ògbudú for those who have grandchildren; 
4. ẹdẹ ogbúdù for those who have great-
grandchildren; 5. igbéma ogbudu ?=ẹdẹ 
dẹíṇ ògbudu for those who have great- 
great-grandchildren 

ogbudugbú  n.  dregs 
ogbudugbudú  n.  (tech.) residue (=túkọyọ) 
ogbúgba  n.  thickness [give example of it 

meaning ‘thick’] 
ogbúmà (=ogbómà) n.  a protective 

“medicine” for war (cf. agbaá, ikólò) 

ogbunugbunú  id.  unaccountable, such as 
some types of death 

ogbúrùn (=ogbúnrùn) n.  bird, any turaco 
(MUSOPHAGIDAE); (tech.) beké ògburun  
peacock 

Ogídi  n.  nickname of Kai ¢ama [dots?] 
ogidí  n.  matchet; “cutlass” 
ogidi-abọ́  n.  scabbard; sheath 
ogidikírikpụ̀n  n.m.f.  pygmy; extremely small 

person much below the size of an ordinary 
man 

Ogidimálụ̀  n.  fierce “masquerade” [matchet-
flash]  

ogíè  n.  a forked stick together with a bottle of 
water and other things attached to a 
possession kept outside, and used to scare 
away prospective rogues from it; Ogíè ụ 
kọrịdọ́  He has suffered for tampering with 
something to which ogíè had been attached 
(lit. ‘Ogíè has caught him’); ogíè tụa  attach 
ogíè to something 

ogiloloó  n.  A. natural source of water; spring; 
ogilolo bení  spring water; stream water; B. 
erosion channel; ogilolo puú  run down 
erosion channel 

Ogínaaraụ  n.f.  God (usu. used when 
lamenting) (= Wóyenghi, Ayíba, Áyòú, 
Súoaraụ /Soaráụ Tẹ́mẹaraụ, Zibaaraụ) 

ogírì  n.  A. shrub which bears fruit containing 
edible seeds (Cucumeropsis mannii Naud. 
CUCURBITACEAE), B. fresh seeds of the 
above, whitish, of the size of ẹgúsi, but with 
more pointed edges, used as ingredient for 
soup; C. fermented lump of seeds of both 
Cucumeropsis mannii and ẹgúsi  

ogírì banghị  v.p.  scatter in panic [any 
connection with ogírì?] 

ogírizì (=ugírizì)  n.  tree used to mark 
boundaries (Newbouldia laevis (P.Beauv.) 
Seemann ex Bureau, and Kigelia africana 
(Lam.) Benth., both BIGNONIACEAE) 

ogó  n.  food crops (plantains, cocoyams, 
cassava, etc.) gleaned from former crop; ogo 
kaán  glean left-over crops [check tone] 
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ogódìé (=ogbódìé)  n.  small fish, the 
topminnow (Aphyosemion spp. 
CYPRINODONTIDAE) [check name] 

ogódo  n.  an obstinate person; obstinacy due to 
deafness 

ogóin  n.  killifish or Toothed Carp 
(Aplocheilichthys spp., CYPRINODONTIDAE) 

ogólo  n.  game played by boys or men with the 
stem of the plantain in the bunch and 
ogólogbasa, a piece of bamboo sharpened at 
one end 

ogólofie  n.  slave [any special type?] 
ogólofie-bịẹn-bagha  n.  scapegoat; a slave; a 

person forced to work for and obey another 
against his will [slave is not scapegoat!] 

ogólogbasa  n.  piece of bamboo sharpened at 
one end, used in the game of ogólo 

ogóni-òu  n.  inexperienced and unskilful 
masquerader who comes to dance a day or 
two before the real masqueraders come to 
dance; any bad dancer [any ogóni by itself?] 

ogoó  n.  solo in a song; ogo yaí ̣  sing a solo 
ogoráàn  id.  angular; with an edge 
ogóran  n.  vertical sharp edge of any upright 

symmetrical object; (tech.) edge 
ogórankutu  n.  (geom.) prism  
ogóran-ogoran  n.?  sideways (emphasized) 

[example?] 
ogorí  n.  draw (in wrestling) as a result of both 

contestants falling; ogori koró  draw (in 
wrestling) by both contestants falling: Ọrọ 
maá kìṃị ogori koromí Both contestants 
fell (and so neither won) (cf. kụrọ dụ́ kpọ̀ 
dụ́ kpò ~~ ~~ �� ��) 

ogórì  n.  “bush-cow”; buffalo (Syncerus caffer 
nanus Sparrman BOVIDAE) [cf. Isoko 
ogholi] 

ogoú  n.  axe (in general); (specifically) blade 
ogoufụụ́  n.  helve or handle of axe 
ogúanràụn  n.  giant; superman in stories 

associated with Ado (Benin) 
ogúga¹  n.  door (cf. bọ́ọ) 
ogúga²  n.  supporter 
ogugú  n.  hole; pit; pond; ogugu bení  pond 

water 

ogúmògú  n.  hand piano; a kind of musical 
instrument made of a wooden box on which 
varying lengths of bamboo are fastened to 
the top plank with a flexible cane rope.  An 
oblong hole is bored at the end of the 
bamboo lengths for resonating.  It is used 
during the keébì dance.  [<Igbo 
ògwúmòògwú box piano] 

ogún  n.  warfare; mishap; panic; crisis [< 
Yoruba ogun war]  

oguró  n.  boiled, squeezed and strained palm 
nut liquid used for soup 

ogúzòú  n.  edible red fruit of the plant 
akaanlá (Aframomum sceptrum (Oliv. & 
Hanb.) K.Schum. ZINGIBERACEAE), which 
resembles alligator pepper: (Sayings:) ịsanị 
mó ¢¢ ¢¢, ogúzòú mò ¢¢ ¢¢ indistinguishable, like 
identical twins; Nsanị ẹrí ̣ kụ̀rọghá, ogúzòú 
You don’t challenge alligator pepper (which 
is strong), only ogúzòú (which is sweet and 
powerless); cf. N la kí ̣ kụ̀rọ When it is me, 
you show your power. 

ói  num.  ten; ói karamọ  tenth 
oiín  v.i.  usually tẹnẹ́ òiín; move together, and 

have equal success together: Béi maa 
kìṃịmọ tẹnẹ́ òinmí These two people are 
always succesful as partners (in fishing, 
hunting, etc.) 

óin  v.i.  swell 
óin-dọn  n.  diffused dropsy; (med.) anasarca 
óiya [3]  num.  ten (qualifying form); óiya 

namà  ten animals 
óiya-kụràị-biri  n.  (tech.) decade 
óiyangayè  n.  (tech.) decagon; ten-sided figure 
okekéè  id.  concave (as cliff or broken 

waterpot) 
okí  v.i.  swim 
okií  n.  sawfish (Pristis spp. PRISTIDAE) 
okinikínì  n.  title for the python (uturóowèi), 

also taken as a title by good wrestlers 
okíri (=ukíri =ukúri)  v.i.  A. crawl; B. (fig.) 

struggle; manage; labour; work hard at: Ye 
okíri timi bei warì ̣ kọrị sụ́ọdọ aba, ị kịmị 
bọ́ọmọ sụọgha  As I have toiled at this 
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house, if I finish building it I will not allow 
anyone to stay in it. 

okírikà  n.  cold; fever 
okírimọ  v.cs.  force to crawl by holding legs 
okóbà  n.pl.  money; Sayings: Okóbà bin naá 

kịmị dẹnghịgha Money is never enough for 
someone; Okóbà dụba naá kịmị 
dẹnghịgha Money is not worth more than a 
human being: Kíṃị òkóbà dọụ wẹrị, bíḅị 
korugha; kíṃị òkóbà dọụ wẹrị, fịị 
korughá; bíḅị paamọ̀, òkóbà páadọ; kíṃị 
fịíṃọ̀, òkóbà páadọ  No one saves money 
against a case; no one saves money against a 
death; but when a case arises, money 
appears; when death happens, money 
appears [?<English copper ‘bronze coin of 
low value’, cf. also kọ́pà] (= igbegí, sí ̣lị) 

okóbara  n.  mat with two corners woven with 
cane ropes; kála òkobara  a mat rainhood, 
usually woven with pínì or akaanlá: 
Saying: Mú baị mu baị, kála òkobara 
Every day a rainhood mat (wrestling drum 
message that a weak person, or someone 
who enjoys wrestling but is not much good 
at it, has fallen). 

okóbàbiri  n.  (tech.) amount 
okóbàtịbị  n.  (tech.) coin 
okóbàtọrụ  n.  cowry 
okóka  n.  shelf of a sandbank [plural?] 
okokaí ̣  v.i.  call someone loudly: Áràụ́ òkokaí ̣ 

nị ụ tịnmí ̣ = Áràụ́ ụ̀ tịíṇ nì ̣ okokaịmí ̣  She 
called him very loudly (usually of a mother 
calling her child in annoyance). 

okókò  n.  yam beetle (family SCARABAEIDAE) 
okókobàrí ̣  n.  butterfly 
okokodíạ̀  n.  coconut;  okokodíạ̀ tịn  coconut 

palm.  Its parts and products are: okokodíạ̀ 
apụra  coconut fibre; okokodíạ̀ beni  
coconut milk; okokodíạ̀ ingbi half-shell 
used as ladle or cup; okokodíạ̀ meni  
coconut flesh; okokodíạ̀ pomu coconut 
frond; okokodíạ̀ tịbị  fruit in outer husk; 
okokodíạ̀ ungbou midrib of coconut leaflet 
(Cocos nucifera Linn. PALMAE) 
[Portuguese o coqueiro ‘the coconut palm’] 

okokodíạ̀palị  n.  bird associated with palm 
trees, the African Palm Swift (Cypsiurus 
parvus  APODIDAE) [‘coconut palm-
sticker’] 

okókolo  n.  precipice; steep bank, slope 
okókopọ̀lí ̣  n.  West African Grey Parrot 

(Psittacus erithacus  PSITTACIDAE) [cf. Igbo 
òkóòkó ‘parrot’ + Polly ‘common English 
name for a parrot’] (=ọkọlọbịbí)̣ 

okókò-saka-buru  n.  yam that has been 
burrowed into by the yam-beetle [‘yam 
beetle-burrowed-yam’] 

okólaị  n.  a graceful bird which flies up from 
the ocean, probably the African Skimmer 
(Rynchops flavirostris RYNCHOPIDAE); 
abadị-okólàị  seabird, probably a tern 
(Sterna spp. STERNIDAE)  

okoló¹  n.  voice: egbé okolo bass voice; 
ọgbọ́lọ̀ okolo treble voice 

okoló²  n.  creek; a canal or channel dug to 
carry water for navigation 

Okóloba  n.  town in Kólokùmá ìbe of 
Northern Nzọn.  (In English usage sometimes 
included wrongly with Seibọ́kòrogha under 
the name ‘Sabagreia’.) 

Okólobìri  n.  town in Gbanraịn ibé of 
Northern Nzọn 

Okólodè  n. festival in Ekpetiama which is 
celebrated on 5 June every year 

okolotuú  n.  A. throat; B. (fig.) greediness, 
gluttony; (cf. minimeín, mịnịmọọ́); okolotu 
tụ́à  be greedy 

okómù  n.  white round yam 
okomúkà  n.  person with a large head 
okonroón [5]  n.  harmattan 
okoó  n.  half-shell of coconut with stick 

attached, used as ladle (cf. agbéì) (also = 
okokodíạ̀ ingbi?) 

okoókpòmu  n.  wallet; a container of treasures 
for women 

okoón  v.t.  skim 
okóon (=okóngho) n. fish (Phractolaemus 

ansorgii Boulenger PHRACTOLAEMIDAE) 
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okóri¹  v.i.  recede (of hairline); Tí ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ 
òkóriyemi  His hairline is receding/ He is 
getting bald. 

okóri²  n.  expert 
okoríkòko  n.  bird (used only in proverbs): 

Okoríkòro [check] gbáyemèé: Kú ¢¢ ¢¢rai ¢¢ ¢¢ fàyá, 
kú ¢¢ ¢¢rai ¢¢ ¢¢ boyemèé  The okoríkòk/ro bird said: 
Another time will come (said, for example, 
by a defeated team). 

Okorosó  n.  shrine set up for the protection of 
people against the attacks of crocodiles in 
Osiamá in Southern Nzọn 

okosí  n.  otter (general name) (Lutra 
maculicollis and/or Aonyx capensis  
LUTRINAE), and also the Marsh Mongoose 
(Atilax palidunosus VIVERRIDAE) 

Okotiamá [4]  n.  the headquarters of Gbanraịn 
ibé in Northern Nzọn 

okotí  n.  he-goat (cf. obóri) 
okoti-adírimà  n.  variegated type of o ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢, 

black and yellow, found on pepper plants 
okoti-ịtákụ̀  n.  young he-goat 
okotitákụ̀  n.  a shrub (Hedranthera barteri 

(Hook.f.) Pichon. APOCYNACEAE and 
(?)Mussaenda isertiana DC.) [okoti + 
ịtákụ̀] 

okotó  n.  forehead; fortune; luck 
(okotoba)  see  under ẹkẹ́ụ 
okotú [4] n.  (usually okotú tọ̀bọụ, okotú 

èreabaụ) smaller of two girl attendants on a 
newly circumcised woman, who carries 
things for her, e.g. when she is going to take 
her bath (=koomọ tọbọ́ụ) 

Okówarị  n.  name of a group of towns, 
namely Abúwàrị, Ayákòróamà, and Órubiri, 
in Opokumá ìbe of Northern Nzọn 

okóyaị  n.  name of a dance which originated in 
Sampọụ́ in Kólokùmá; okóyaị dumaama 
songs sung during okóyaị 

okpó¹  n.  A. mud seat round sides of ụgụ́la; B. 
natural submerged sandbank or causeway; 
C. embankment; okpó tù ¢¢ ¢¢a make 
embankment in bay or inlet to catch shrimps 

okpó²  n.  big top whose pointed end haas been 
broken off, resulting in a very strong top for 
playing 

okpoí  n.  A. squirrel (general); B. specific 
type, intermediate in size between kẹ́kụ̀rụ 
(smaller) and dúdu (bigger): Saying: Okpoí 
ìṣagháị ọ̀wẹịgha The squirrel does not fear 
the kapok-tree (however big it is). 

okpoi-saán  n.  name of a plantain whose 
aborted fingers resemble a squirrel’s tail 
[‘squirrel tail’] 

okpókìrikpó  n.  the biggest round pellet 
[bullet?] for gun used in shooting big 
animals such as buffalo, elephant, etc. (cf. 
angí ̣lì ̣, ọfụrụ́, ụkpárụ̀, gbọ́lụ̀) 

okpókoro  n.  uncracked palm nuts, after flesh 
has been removed, containing both shell and 
kernel (cf. ivín, which refers to both cracked 
and uncracked nut) 

okpókpo  n.  empty case of something; skull, 
usu. tíḅị okpokpo 

okpokurú [4]  n.  edible grub which develops 
in the decayed trunk of the wine-palm, or 
non-edible type which develops in rubbish-
heap; it has many legs at the front and a 
tough skin; the larva of toungọ́lì ̣, the 
Rhinoceros Beetle (Oryctes sp.) (cf. 
osokurú, which is smaller) 

okpolokpáà  id.  very wide scar, sore or sheet 
of paper 

okpólokpoi  n. stool carved from a single piece 
of wood such as paá, eké 

okpómù  n.  small cane-rope basket 
okpómùtun  n.  a fez woven with cane-ropes 

and covered with cloth both inside and 
outside, and fitted with a tassel; worn only 
by mock policemen during native dances 

okponú  n.  harpoon 
okpóoro  n.  “porridge” or pottage without fish, 

meat, or shrimps 
okpórogù  (=akpórogù) n.  trough; long 

unfired canoe used for “mashing” palm-
fruits into ibobó, the raw palm oil 

okporokoó  n.  stockfish [cf. Igbo ókpòrókō] 
okporokotuún  n.  top-hat [?+ ‘hat’] 
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okporoko ¢¢ ¢¢ró ¢¢ ¢¢  id.  describes someone who has 
grown tall 

okporúmàdede¹  n.  balloons used as toys by 
children 

Okporúmàdede²  n.  masquerade made up of 
headties 

Okpotú  n.  A. name of a lake at Agadagbabou, 
which belongs to the whole of Kólokùmá; 
B. festival associated with the lake, 
celebrated in April, involving swimming 
across the river and use of a bull-roarer; 
young women circumcized the previous year 
dress up with a short wrapper like a shirt, tie 
headties on their arms, and carry fancy 
umbrellas; okpotu fo ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢n  whirl a bull-roarer 
to make a sound. 

okpúrù beni  n.  farina soaked in pepper soup, 
esp. that of meat 

okpútù  n.  decayed matter; piece of a decayed 
animal or fish; náma okputu  decayed 
animal; indi okpútù  decayed fish 

Okú  n.  nickname for the founder of Tombia 
in Ekpétiama 

okúan  n.  belle; the most beautiful woman in a 
group [plural?] 

okúlèí (=ekúlèí)  n.  African Black Kite 
(Milvus migrans ACCIPITRIDAE) 

okúlèí-ùngbo (=ekúlèí-ụ̀ngbọ) n.  seed 
(Dioclea reflexa Hook.f., Mucuna 
flagellipes Hook.f., M. pruriens (Linn.) DC. 
LEGUMINOSAE-PAPILIONIOIDEAE) 

okumá  n.  shea butter, prepared from the seed 
of the shea butter tree (Vitellaria paradoxa 
Gaertn. f. (formerly Butyrospermum 
paradoxum) SAPOTACEAE) [<Igbo (Ọnịcha) 
òkwùmá < Idoma òkwùmẹ́ ‘shea butter’] 

okuná  n.  smallest size of mortar, used in 
pounding pepper, “bush mango” seeds, etc. 
(cf. ukpúrutè, odó) 

okuró  v.i.  cry loudly, wail 
okurú  n.  bag for keeping ammunition and 

gunpowder, made of hide 
okurukúrù  n.  bird, any owl (STRIGIDAE) 
okurukúrùtọbọụ  n.  owlet 
okuún  n.  ocean [< Yoruba òkun ocean]  

olíeliè  (=olíoliò)  n.  bird, the African Pied 
Wagtail (Motacilla aguimp 
MOTACILLIDAE); pẹrẹ-olíeliè  Pin-tailed 
Whydah (Vidua macroura VIDUIDAE) 

olíeliè-gbamú-tùlá  (=olíoliò-gbamú-tùlá)  n.  
A. white lily (Crinum sp. 
AMARYLLIDACEAE); B. game in which lily-
flowers are torn to pieces and placed on the 
body of a player lying face upwards on the 
ground, while the others clap their hands 
and sing: Olíeliè-gbamú-tùlá, yóru wòo!  
O ¢¢ ¢¢gu ¢¢ ¢¢mu ¢¢ ¢¢ dedérùdé èéè!  After some time 
another child takes the place of the first one 
[meaning of name?] 

olíoliò (=olíeliè)  n.  a bird, the African Pied 
Wagtail (Motacilla aguimp 
MOTACILLIDAE); pẹrẹ-olíolìo  Pin-tailed 
Whydah (Vidua macroura VIDUIDAE) 

olíoliò-gbamú-tùlá (=olíeliè-gbamú-tùlá)  n.  
white lily (Crinum sp. AMARYLLIDACEAE); 
B. game in which lily-flowers are torn to 
pieces and placed on the body of a player 
lying face upwards on the ground, while the 
others clap their hands and sing: Olíeliè-
gbamú-tùlá, yóru wòo!  O ¢¢ ¢¢gu ¢¢ ¢¢mu ¢¢ ¢¢ dedérùdé 
èéè!  After some time another child takes the 
place of the first one [meaning of name?] 

oló¹  n.  joking; oló mịẹ  act the fool; be playful 
oló²  v.i.  be false; oló bịbị false word; oló 

egberi false story; oló ye false thing [verb?] 
ólò  excl.  hello (used by mature people to 

address someone politely); ólò, i yeí yò  
hello, my husband!; ólò, ị taa o [tone?] 
hello, my wife!  

Olóbìri  n.  town in Kólokùmá ìbe which is the 
seat of Kólokùmá Egbesu where his staff 
(o ¢¢ ¢¢ko ¢¢ ¢¢ló ¢¢ ¢¢) is kept, while the main part of the 
shrine is at Seibo¢kórogha. 

olobú  v.a.  be deep (of water, pit); olobu 
elémùlemu beni  deep well water; 
olobughá èlemulemu beni  shallow well 
water 

olófụ̀rágụ̀  a.  troublesome; mischievous 
ológbòsí  n.  cat (Felis catus): Sayings: Erí 

òlógbòsí tọ̀rụ tụa wónìmí He has the eyes 
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(keen sight) of a cat; Ológbòsí yè nimi ki 
ológbòsí bàamị  It was the cat’s cunning 
that killed it. [Yoruba òlógbò cat + ?English 
pussy cat] 

ológbòsítọ̀bọụ  n.  kitten [ológbòsí + tọbọụ́ 
child]  

olókò  n.  fruit of the wild date palm used by 
diviners for predictions, usually stained 
white and red [discuss]; olókò bii  predict 
through the use of olókò, or consult the 
spirits by the use of olókò; olókò tịn  the 
date palm tree which bears the olókò fruit 
(Phoenix reclinata Jacq. PALMAE) [confirm 
identification] 

olóko  n.  law; agreement; bet; olóko dan  
violate law; olóko ghọ koro  break law; 
olóko seimọ  abolish law; olóko tụa  enact 
law; make bet; Saying: Pín kọrịye òlóko 
ghọ fàá  Something that is pressing one (to 
defecate or urinate) has no law = Necessity 
knows no law. 

olókò-bii-ere  n.f.  female diviner using olókò 
olókò-bii-owei  n.  male diviner using olókò 
olókòí (=lókòí)  n.  herb (Physalis angulata 

Linn. SOLANACEAE) whose leaves are 
pounded with local soap to rub on body 
ritually after scarification, and whose seeds 
are used in the children’s game lórèí 

ololaí ̣ [5]  v.recip.  have a successful 
partnership (in hunting, fishing, marriage, 
etc.): Ọrọ maá kìṃị ololaịmí ̣.  These two 
people are always successful together. 

ololó  n.  one-stringed fiddle 
olólo  n.  bottle; olólo bịbị tuoye/ olólo bịbị 

teriye money added to bottles of drinks for 
extras at traditional ceremonies [cf. Igbo 
ólóló,  ólúló, etc.] 

olololíò  n.  addiction to any bad practice: Erí 
kẹ̀ní ̣ furubi òlololíò He is addicted to 
stealing. [Is it a noun?] 

olómọ  v.dir.  accuse falsely 
oloó¹  n.  plant of the cactus type with thick 

green leaves and stem whose sap is 
poisonous to the eyes [discuss] (?Euphorbia 
deightonii Croizat EUPHORBIACEAE) 

oloó²  n.  over-boiled palm oil, which appears 
yellowish; olo bọọ́  be over-boiled (of oil) 

olóòdo  excl.  exclamation when someone 
discovers tricks that were being played on 
him 

olótù  n.  champion; hero: Saying: Yénimigha 
òlotu sụụ tiri kọọ́ ̀ fịmị  A foolhardy hero 
dies on the battlefield.  [cf. Urhobo 
ònótù/òlótù <Yoruba olọ́tú head, convener, 
chairperson < oní ‘owner’ + òtú meeting, 
gathering] (= azarí)̣ 

olulú¹  v.i.  grow precociously; Burumó ¢¢ ¢¢ 
òluluyeméèé  The yams are showing 
precocious growth (=Burumó ¢¢ ¢¢ gbodagboda 
kí ¢¢ ¢¢ pàayémèéè) 

olulú²  n.  anger; wrath; olulu sụọ́  show anger 
easily 

olúlu  n.  driver or soldier ant (sub-family 
DORYLINAE); olúlu ịgbalị  line of soldier 
ants: Sayings: Bou kịmị kpótuwa, olúlu 
When the bush is driving someone out, 
soldier ants (seeing soldier ants in the bush 
is a sign that something has happened or is 
about to happen in the town; used fig. when 
someone reports he is no longer received 
freely as he was formerly); Olúlu bìnyá, 
sọọn bamí ̣  When there are many soldier 
ants they kill the worm = Many hands make 
light work.  [?< Igbo (Ọnịcha) élùlúū, 
élùúlúū, élèghélū ‘soldier ant’] (= igílà) 

olúlu-ịgbalị  n.  temporary hairless line on the 
head of some babies, which usually 
disappears when the first hair is shaved or 
cut off 

olúlùlú  n.  (also olúlùlú sọ̀n) dungworm, 
which moves fast, is brittle,and has a red 
portion near the head  

ombóye  n.  tasselled velvetine used to cover 
the túu sukou of the masquerade 

omóni¹  n.  A. slavery; B. slave (in general); C. 
(specifically) male slave who has been 
purchased and whose male children are also 
slaves.  The names for the different 
generations of slaves are as follows: omóni-
ebiede  first-generation son of omóni; 
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ọngbárị  second-generation slave; abiata  
third-generation slave; agbaịde  fourth-
generation slave; kpákpò  fifth-generation 
slave; mulukútùbú  sixth-generation slave; 
sẹ́-ghọ-kọ̀rí-̣yẹ̀rị-fịí ̣  seventh-generation 
slave; tọ́n-sụọgha-òmoni  eighth-generation 
slave.  A woman is married and is not 
omóni; her children are freeborn, but can 
raise only one hand in ceremonies where 
those with two free parents raise two. 

omóni²  n.  whitish type of ọgbọ́lọ̀, with 
pointed black tip, commonly found among 
i ¢¢ ¢¢mbe ¢¢ ¢¢be ¢¢ ¢¢lé ¢¢ ¢¢ 

omónibou  n.  burial ground for slaves and 
strangers 

omóni-ebiede  n.  first-generation son of 
omóni  

omónifịrị  n.  bond-service; service not 
appreciated by the master (=omóni-odubo) 

omónikọmị  n.  first male son of a slave 
omóni-odubo  n.  bond-service; service not 

appreciated by the master (=omóni fịrị) 
omoró  n.  beautiful girl with a fair 

complexion; handsome boy with a light skin 
omosóu  n.  flower (of oil-palm); omosóu tụ̀a  

flower (of oil-palm) 
omóùn  n.  sweat; perspiration; omóùn páa  

sweat; perspire: Omóùn wo ghọ 
paayémi/Erí òmóùn páayemi.  He is 
sweating; omóùn tụa  sweat; perspire: Erí 
òmóùn tụamị  He perspires. 

omóùnmẹlị  twig or vine snake (Thelotornis 
kirtlandi Caus.) 

omuú  v.i.  blaze (as fire); shine 
ongóloi  n.  short form of osi ongólòi empty 

snail shell 
ongorí  v.t.  show  contempt, sneering, jeering, 

derision, scorn, or ridicule: Erí wòó 
òngorimeé  He made a contemptuous 
gesture (behind his back). 

ongoríì  id.  describes a person who appears to 
be too big for his play group, or a person 
higher in status than his mates 

ónìní¹  id.  describes one who cheats 
ónìní²  n.  snake species which is harmless 

Onisá  n.  A. lake opposite Abari, owned by 
Kabo ibe, fished annually at the Kabo 
Seigbeín Ùge; B. a channel connecting the 
River Nun at the north of Odi to the River 
Niger.  It is navigable only during the flood 
season. 

onúga  n.  cloth type 
onúmọ̀kóungbà  n.  name of a charm or 

medicine 
onunoún  v.t.  investigate secretly and 

stealthily; make a preliminary investigation 
onyoma [tone?]  n.  usu. lí ̣ị ònyoma  cover a 

palm bunch carefully on top of the palm tree 
to prevent it from dropping any of its ripe 
fruits to attract other palm cutters (=lí ̣ị terì) 

oó (yoó after i, ị; woó after u, ụ)  emph.  (adds 
exclamatory force to sentence containing 
ideophone or descriptive verb: used at end 
of first phrase): Túoama òó, ọ maá 
zèzerúùyémò!  Look at the grass; it has 
become very thick!: Yé diiyemi bara òó, 
zẹ́ẹẹ̀ kpọ mịẹ.  See how aimlessly he is 
gazing! 

óò  excl.  oho! 
oónà  excl.  oho! 
óoò  excl.  so! 
óòon  id.  a loud buzzing or humming noise 

made by flies over a decayed carcass or 
faeces 

oóoò  excl.  hoot 
opéree  id.  wide open; agape (>ọpẹ́rẹẹ) 
opiín [4]  n.  yaws in anus 
opó¹ (=opúo archaic) v.t.  peel with hand (as 

banana) or knife (anything where the peel 
separates easily from the body) 

opó²  n.  trail or track, showing that something 
has passed 

Opokumá [4]  n.  Opokumá ìbe in Northern 
Nzọn.  Its towns are: Okówarị (Abúwàrị, 
Ayákòróamà and Órubiri), Gbanran-amá, 
Ofónibiri, Ngbáịnwarị, Gbanranbirí, Oyóbu, 
and Akanranbiri.  Its ibe tẹmẹsúò is 
Opokumá nì ̣ igbúdùgbú/igbídìgbí, ẹndẹ́ 
fìỵá, síi kọ̀.  Its ibe orú (deities) are 
Opokumá Ègbesu (male) (at Órubiri), 
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Opokumá Zìbaaraụ (female) (at 
Ayákòróamà), and Benikúrukuru (at 
Abúwàrị). 

opoí (=opuoí archaic) v.p.  peel off by itself, as 
skin 

opoláà  id.  very wide (as of scar, or surface 
wound or mark) 

opoó  n.  barrel;  suboi opó  gun barrel 
opóolo  n.  hole 
Opóoloaku ¢¢ ¢¢  n.  Polaku¢ town at the southern 

end of Gbarai ¢n ibé, somewhat hidden from 
view from the main river [opóolo + 
akú ¢¢ ¢¢=o ¢¢ ¢¢kú ¢¢ ¢¢ side]  

opóolo-opoolo  id.  full of holes [opóolo + 
opóolo]  

opóra-opora  id.  full of husks 
opórìópò  n.  pig [<Portuguese o porco the 

pig] 
opóriopòtọbọụ  n.  piglet [opórìópò + to ¢¢ ¢¢bo ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢ 

child] 
opóriopòwarị  n.  pigsty; piggery [opórìópò + 

wári ¢¢ ¢¢ house] 
Oporoza  n.  Nzọn town in Gbaramatu ibe 
opóto  n.  nickname for “fufu” 
opówèí  n.  catfish type, the larger size of 
ịkíṛaịkọrị (Synodontis spp., including S. 
sorex, S. batensoda and S. membranaceus) 

opu-  a.  (combining form of opuú) big; great 
Opuadá [4]  n.  one of the chief male deities of 

Gbanraịn, whose seat is at Kóroama [opu + 
ada ?]  

Opu-aịn  n.  name of a lake in Ekpétiama ibe 
[opu + ai ¢¢ ¢¢n ?] 

opu-angá  n.  the big side of anything divisible 
[opu + angá side] 

opu-bịdẹ-séi  a.?  abundant; limitless; without 
reserve; very opulent [opu + bi ¢¢ ¢¢dé ¢¢ ¢¢ cloth + 
sei?] 

Opudábà  n.  one of the Kólokùmá deities 
whose seat is at Kalama [opu + daba ?] 

opudọọ́n  n.  smallpox [opu + do ¢¢ ¢¢ó ¢¢ ¢¢n sickness] 
(=akịrịkpọ́kpọ̀, ịgánran dọọn, ọgọnọ 
dọọn, ọvụọ́ ̀kiriowei) 

opúo  (archaic, =opó¹)  v.t.  peel with hand (as 
banana) or knife (anything where the peel 
separates easily from the body)  

opu-obórì (=opu-obóri)  n.  elephant  [opu + 

obóri goat] (= bịlá) [check tone] 
opu-ọgụ́n  n.  (tech.) lemon [opu + o ¢¢ ¢¢gú ¢¢ ¢¢n lime] 
opuoí (archaic, =opoí)  v.p.  peel off by itself, 

as skin 
opurokúù (=purokúù)  id.  dull (of weather) 
opúru  n.  A. general term for larger kinds of 

“crayfish”, shrimp or “prawn”, including 
agbadá, ayánfaran-bara-dii, desi-ní-
ụ̀babẹ́ịn, indébèfú, ingbéte, ofónì, and 
ọníọ̣̀ (contrast otútù, for smaller types); B. 
more specifically, medium-sized as opposed 
to very large types (contrast agbadá, for 
largest types); opúru adie  shrimp-colony, 
where shrimps are packed together in one 
place under the soil; bou opúrù  type caught 
outside the flood-plain, larger and darker 
than itóbo opuru (Macrobrachium 
felicinum); dụ́wẹị opuru  inedible shrimp, 
pale and with very soft carapace (? 
Callichirus turneranus); eré opuru  female 
shrimp; itóbo opuru  Macrobrachium 
felicinum caught on flood bank, of medium 
size, lighter than bou opúrù; Kọ́lamà tọrụ 
opuru  shrimp sp. (Atya gabonensis?); 
opúru anga/ọgụgọụ  eggs or roe of shrimp; 
opúru tịnẹ  reeve or thread shrimps on a 
string; fíṇa òpuru  shrimp cake 

opuí n.  big thing (=opuyé] 
opúru-anga  n.  shrimp (“prawn” or “lobster”) 

roe prepared for eating (=ọgụ́gọụ̀ ́ ) 
opúru-ọgụgọụ  n.  herb with pink or mauve 

flowers used medicinally for bronchitis and 
fevers (Dissotis rotundifolia (Sm.) Triana 
MELASTOMACEAE) 

opurúrù¹  n.  a rotting disease that attacks the 
edible part of the coconut, making it 
inedible 

opurúrù²  n.  name given to a very lazy or 
weak person 

opúru tịnẹ  v.p.  bear female after male, or 
male after female, and continue alternating 
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like this until the end of childbearing 
[‘string shrimps’] 

opusú  n.  particle of dust; lí ̣ị opùsu  oil-palm 
dust 

opuú¹  a.  big; great; famous; opu bení  big 
flood; (tech.) opu bará  big hand (of clock); 
opu kụráị  leap year 

opuú²  n.  greatness; eminence; importance;  
Opu-Ụgụla  n.  chief deity of Ikibiri [opu + 

ụgụ́la council] 
opuyenghí  n.  great-grandmother (cf. 

kosuyénghì grandmother) 
órie  n.  state of being an orphan; orphanhood; 

órie tọ̀bọụ́  an orphan (cf. gbálị tọbọ̀u  
‘adopted child’) 

orísi  n.  laziness; a state of indecision and of 
inactivity 

orisií  n.  male type of ogírizì 
oró [4] n.  soft mat 
oróduo  v.i.  mimic or imitate circumcision, as 

done by younger, under-age, girls: 
Eréwọ̀ụmọọ́ oróduoyemi  The little girls 
are playing at circumcision. 

orógbàsa  n.  reed from which the warp of the 
oró mat is made [oró + gbása stick]  

orómi-òromi  id.  peeping or looking here and 
there with the intent of getting food to eat 

ororeí  v.i.  be skinned 
ororó  n.  ẹgúsi or groundnut oil 
oróro¹  n.  gutter; stream; natural channel 

[ditch?] (=ụbaá) 
oróro²  n.  bull-roarer; oróro fọụn  play bull-

roarer 
orosó  n.  tailor ant (Oecophylla) 
orotó  n.  flute having a blow-hole at the end, 

and one at the side, made either of calabash 
or of the horn of an antelope 

oroún [4]  n.  unbranched stem of plantain, 
banana (inside false stem) 

óru  n.  deity; god; divinity; “juju”; óru karị  
worship a deity; óru koro  dance for the 
gods; be possessed [?Áràụ́ oru koroyemi  
She is possessed by a deity. [check meaning 
óru koro  be possessed;OR óru sụọ]; óru 
kọ̀rí ̣  (of deity) possess; be avid for; be 

dedicated to; be devoted to; óru subo  be 
bearer of a deity; óru sụọ  be of abnormal 
shape (of plant) and therefore devoted to a 
deity; péle-bọọ-dii-oru  deity which 
protects a péle, made in same form as tómu-
bọlọụ-dii-oru (it is not worshipped); tómu-
bọlọụ-dii-oru  deity protecting the quarter, 
carved with matchet in right hand, spear in 
left, wearing a loin-cloth of alọọ́ or ịnụụ́; 
one faces the river, one faces the bush, to 
protect the quarter from evil 

óru-arụ  n.  sacrificial canoe [óru + áru ¢¢ ¢¢ 
canoe]  

órubẹrẹbọfịghá  [tone?] n.  smaller fish with a 
long snout (Gnathonemus tamandua 
MORMYRIDAE) (= órufebele =bí ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢kò ¢¢ ¢¢nbo ¢¢ ¢¢ló ¢¢ ¢¢, 
cf. etélè, general name for all snouted fish) 

óru-egele  n.  dance in procession for the deity 
[óru + egelé processional dance] 

órufebele  n.  smaller fish with a long snout 
(Gnathonemus tamandua MORMYRIDAE) (= 
órubẹrẹbọfịgha =bí ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢kò ¢¢ ¢¢nbo ¢¢ ¢¢ló ¢¢ ¢¢, cf. etélè, 
general name for all snouted fish check if 
this is correct) [óru + fébele Marcusenius 
spp.] 

órufuowei  n.  son-in-law of the óru, i.e. 
husband of the woman who is organizing an 
órusẹị for her personal god (cf. ịgụa-
aráụ/owéi representing the children) [óru + 
fúo-owèi son-in-law] 

óru-odubo  n.  service of a deity [óru + odubó 
service] 

oru-otú  n.  ancestors; forefathers [óru + otu 
people] 

órupegi  n.  small insect-eating bat (suborder 
MICROCHIROPTERA) [óru + pegí bat] 

órusẹị  n.  dance for a deity [óru + se ¢¢ ¢¢í ¢¢ ¢¢ dance] 
órusuboowei  n.  male worshipper of a deity 

[óru + subó carry + owéi man] 
oruú  v.a.  be old, ancient; oru amá  ancient 

town; oru kụmọọ́ ̀  (from) a long time ago; 
“since long”; orú òrú (kụmọ)  long ago; 
from time immemorial; oru serí  olden 
times 

óruwarị n.  shrine [óru + wári ¢¢ ¢¢ house] 
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ós (os)  excl.  shoo! (cry to drive away fowls) 
(cf. túa tua) 

Osiamá  n.  town in Southern Nzọ́n 
osibọlọ́ụ  n.  slug [osií + bó ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢ front] 
osidụnghọ́ n.  tree often used for firewood 

[identify?] 
osií¹  n.  giant land snail, edible (Achatina and 

Archachatina spp.); its parts are osi angá 
eggs (edible), osi bọlọ́ụ front (edible), osi 
fịlá slime, osi ingólèi shell, osi tuú end 
(inedible); osi ọngọ́  look for snails; osi tịbí ̣  
a single snail; amá ogbo osi  snail found 
around town (not eaten); bou osí  edible 
snail found in bush; pẹrẹ osí  king snail; 
Saying: Osií fịla kị àkị kíri bọụmọ̀ wẹ́rị 
wẹnịmị The snail softens the ground with its 
slime and walks on it (advice to be humble 
when approaching someone for a request). 

osi-ingólèi  n.  snail-shell 
osi-ịkpáì ̣  n.  small snail; Saying: Osi-ịkpáì ̣ mọ 

náma-aka mọ bọọmị The small snail and 
the elephant-tusk are equal (referring to a 
hunter who was carrying an elephant-tusk 
home on his head and was still searching for 
a snail with his foot; i.e. if care is not taken 
one can lose out on a bad exchange). 

osími  n.  millipede; Osími takị ingbeke mọ, 
osími mọ The stick that carries the millipede 
(is thrown away) with the millipede (i.e. one 
should disposee of all bad things at once). 

osímidii  n.  a muscle contraction often 
observed on the fleshy part of the upper arm 
when suddenly struck 

osisí  n.  seine (net); osisi kọọ́n  fish with osisí 
osísi  n.  friendly society, thrift society, whereby 

members collect a given amount of money 
at the end of a given period (usually a 
month), and the proceeds are given to one 
member; the fund continues to rotate at the 
end of every month; osísi mịẹ  form such a 
society [cf. Yoruba esúsú, Igbo ésúsú, ìsúsú 

revolving loan fund]  
osísi mịẹ  v.p.  make light of; attach no 

importance to (cf. yẹ́kụẹ) 

osíosiò  n.  Olive Colobus monkey (Colobus 
verus CERCOPITHIDAE) 

osó  excl.  used in: Greeting: Osó sò sáà!  
Reply: Áịn yoò!  Question:  Inda síiyà? 
How many score? Reply: Óiya sii yò!  Ten 
score! (greetings for people returning to 
town from fishing in lakes) 

osobá  n.  (usually wárị òsoba) long period 
spent at home because of sickness: Wárị 
òsoba a kọ́rịmị Staying indoors for a long 
time has made her pale and dull.  

osokurú  n.  larva of the yam-beetle 
(Coleoptera sub-family), grub resembling 
the okpokurú in shape and form, but 
smaller in size.  It lives in the soil and in 
coconut shoots, and destroys crops. [Is it 
edible?] 

osúà (=osúò)  n.  good luck (in all activities 
except farming, which has beí); osúà diri  
name of a medicine which brings good luck 
to hunters and people who fish: Timítìmi ni 
osúà  Timítìmi is lucky.  This is a panegyric 
or eulogy, praise bestowed on someone who 
succeeds where others fail 

osún¹  n.  state of having become bonded to a 
deity in exchange for protection (contrasted 
with omóni, the state of bought slavery); 
osún sụọ  become a slave (fig.): Arí ̣ ìné 
òsun sụ́ọgha èé.  I won’t be a slave to you 
[cf. Igbo òsú someone dedicated to the 
service of a deity as a slave]  

osún² [4]  n.  starch prepared from cassava; 
osún gbè  prepare starch for food; osún 
kpòo  lump of starch; osún tàbụ  break 
starch up in a container and pour water over 
it; ifé osun  starch which has gone bad 
before being prepared 

osún-gbè-bẹlẹ  n.  pot used for preparing starch 
[Is this a particular size? If so, where does it 
fit in?] [osún² + gbée stir+ bé ¢¢ ¢¢le ¢¢ ¢¢ pot]  

osún-gbè-gbasa  n.  stick used for beating 
starch [osún² + gbée stir+ gbása stick] 

osuó  n.  rain [<Urhobo òsìò rain]  
osúò¹  n.  cabbage tree, whose roots are steeped 

in gin or water and taken as a remedy for 
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hernia (Anthocleista vogelii Planch. 
LOGANIACEAE) 

osúò²  see  osúà 
osuobará  n.  line of rain [osuó + bára hand]  
osuobení  n.  rainwater [osuó + bení water] 
osuofịní ̣  n.  lightning; thunderbolt; meteorite 

[osuó + fi ¢¢ ¢¢ní ¢¢ ¢¢ fire] (=ọgọnọfịní)̣ 
osuo-ifíè  n.  rainy season [osuó + ifíè time] 
osuo-ipé  n.  rainbow (a sign that rain will fall) 

[osuó + ipébu bow] 
osuokaramọ́  n.  protruding canine teeth of 

human beings and bush pig 
osuo-koromọ́-ụ̀lụma  n.  catfish believed to be 

brought down by rain [osuó + kóromo ¢¢ ¢¢ make 
fall + u ¢¢ ¢¢lú ¢¢ ¢¢ma catfish] 

osuo-kọrị-dírì  n.  a medicine which prevents 
rain from falling at the time of any 
important event or function [osuó + ko ¢¢ ¢¢rí ¢¢ ¢¢ 
hold + díri medicine] 

osúowèi  n.  dwarf, esp. used in myth; sprite; 
small goblin; an evil and mischievous spirit.  
Its titles are akpakírikpụ̀n and 
bounanáòwei. 

oteín  see  otoín 
otí  n.  large size (used in the following 

collocations): otí beriba  large size of finger 
of plantain; otí lịị-ụngbọ large size of palm 
nut 

Otí  n.  chief deity of Tombia in Ekpetiama 
otíetiè  see  otíotiò 
otíotiò (=otíetiè)  n.  swallow (bird) (family 

HIRUNDINIDAE): Proverb: Otíotiò téi èbi 
ẹrịya, bụ́mọụn fàmi ¢¢ ¢¢ When the swallow 
enjoys life on the sandbank, it stays there 
(i.e. over-indulgence in pleasure distracts 
one from a purpose). 

otíti¹  n.  A. bird, the Senegal Coucal 
(Centropus senegalensis CUCULIDAE); B. 
(fig.) lazy or weak person; otíti warị  A. nest 
of coucal; B. hole formed by children piling 
up sand over foot and carefully withdrawing 
it 

otíti²  n.  brownish-yellow palm kernel that has 
gone bad, especially through age 

otó  n.  profuse flow (of liquid); much flow as 
liquid;  asịn otó  profuse flow of blood;  
pulou otó  profuse flow of oil from 
“mashed” heap of palm fruits 

otobó  n.  hippopotamus (Hippopotamus 
amphibius HIPPOPOTAMIDAE) 

Otoboyaị  n.  one of the Kólokùmá deities 
whose seat is at Sampọụ́ 

otoín [4] (=oteín)  n.  boil; ofóni otoin  
carbuncle 

otoín-wàrị  n.  mature boil 
otókorotọrụpịna  n.  smallest size of Niger 

perch (Lates niloticus CENTROPOMIDAE) 
(otókorotọrụpịna < ikírika < zalaá < kíṇa 
< káran) [or káaran?] 

otóngbolo  n.  mosquito 
otóni  n.  wing; organs for flying 
otónibolou  n.  (inside of) armpit  
otónibolouduma  n.  hair inside armpit 

[otónibolou + dúma hair]  
otónibolou-indou  n. swelling in armpit 

experienced by some pregnant women 
[otónibolou + indóu breast]  

otóni fini  v.p.  get accustomed to; be free; 
behave freely 

otooloó  n.  tuft of grass or hair 
otóro  n.  plant with corm (Anchomanes 

difformis) [Is this the same as bou 
bekéòdu?]; eré otoro  (Amorphophallus 
sp.) (both ARACEAE); owéi otoro  
(Haemanthus sp. AMARYLLIDACEAE) 

otóro²  n.  excessive water suspected in the 
womb during pregnancy 

otórobeni¹  n.  describes a pond or lake without 
enough fish 

otórobeni²  n.  tasteless soup which in most 
cases lacks ingredients [discuss] 

(otu)  n.pl.  (toneless enclitic) people (acts as 
plural of bọ): béi òtu these people; Nzọ́n-otu 
Nzọn people; [cf. Yoruba òtú meeting, 
gathering, Ẹdo òtù society, age-group, 
Urhobo òtù majority/group of people, Igbo 
òtù group, society, etc.] 

Otuán [4]  n.  town in Ogboin ibeé of 
Southern I¢zọn 
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otumopú [4]  n.  heart(s) in the game of cards 
otumotuwéi  n.  (long or short) trousers; 

dánghaị òtumotuwei  (long) trousers; ikísa 
otumotuwei  shorts [< Nembe otumótu ¢¢ ¢¢awei 
trousers, shorts]   

otúo  v.t.  collect; contribute; collect money or 
fish from people; igbegi otúòwei  tax 
collector 

otúoye  n.  collection; contribution [otúo + yé 
thing]  

otútù  n.  general term for various small 
(juvenile) freshwater shrimps (contrast 
opúru); abadị otútù  very small salt-water 
shrimp; bou otútù  bush shrimp, comprising 
several species, generally considered tastier; 
tọ́rụ otutu  juvenile shrimps of 
Macrobrachium genus migrating upstream, 
esp. M. felicinum 

otúwò  n.  bucket, esp. old type made of bark 
(= bókitì) 

óu¹  v.i.  cry (old form of yóu); beriba óu  latex 
of plantain 

óu²  n.  “masquerade”; i.e. the mask (worn on 
top of the head), the masquerader, and the 
masquerade dance; óu bou tei  rehearse 
masquerade dance; óu gbein  dress a 
masquerade; óu sẹị  dance masquerade: Óu 
mà seri ghọ́ kịmị kuigha  A masquerader 
cannot cut one twice (i.e. you can do 
something bad to a person once but not 
twice = Once bitten, twice shy); Tólumọbọ 
fà óu kìẹ̣n bọọmí ̣ A masquerader with no 
instructor misses the step. 

óubeni  n.  tears [óu¹ + bení water]  
óu-ari  n.  crocodile tears; óu ari tụa  shed 

crocodile tears [óu¹ + ári trick] 
óu-fo �� ��ụn-ereabaụ  n.f. (pl. óu-fo �� ��ụn-

erewọụama) girl who fans masquerade 
during the dance [óu² + fó ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢n fan + eréabàú ¢¢ ¢¢ 
girl] 

óùn  n.pl.  sand (general, including small 
stones); óun sẹ̀lẹ  grain of sand; 
kporókpòró òun  gravel; pebbles; 
pu ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢pu ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢ óun  sand 

óusẹị  n.  masquerade dance [óu² + sé ¢¢ ¢¢i ¢¢ ¢¢ dance] 

óusikou (=óusukou)  n.  a humped device tied 
to the back of the waist of a masquerader 
[óu² + síkou =súkou humped device] 

óuyaị  n.pl.  tears (used in dirges) [óu¹ + yai ¢¢ ¢¢ 
things] 

óuyenghi (=óuyenghi)  n.  placenta [?óu¹ + 
yenghí mother] 

ovekéè  id.  vacuous; empty; leaving an empty 
space, e.g. space between two teeth 

oviín [5]  v.p.  go out (of lamp or fire); 
“quench”; be extinguished 

ovín  n.  yaws; ovín kòro  suffer from yaws (= 
ịzáì)̣ 

ovín-ìngbe  a weakening disease that attacks 
the joints of small children preceding the 
attack of yaws 

ovinmọọ́¹  v.cs.  quench; put out [oviín + -mo ¢¢ ¢¢ 
causative]  

ovinmọọ́²  v.t.  clean (e.g. blackboard); erase; 
disconnect 

ovíri¹  v.i.  suffer from (esp. injury, burden); n.  
suffering; agony 

ovíri²  n.  suffering; agony 
oviyaí ̣  n.  complaint; oviyaị fíe complain 

about poverty, lack of people, etc. (opp. 
siyaí)̣ 

ovódi¹  id.  (gone) for nothing:  Indimọọ́ mu ni 
òvódi ki fàmị  The fish are lost for nothing. 

ovódi²  id.  with no truth, baseless  
ovóli  id.  worthless; meaningless 
ovoumọ́ (=ovoumo ¢¢ ¢¢ọ́)  v.t.  test (e.g. gun, 

engine) 
ovuloú  n.  movement of water caused by 

paddles, propellers, fish, or animals 
ovúnvuùn  n.  mudwasp (Belenogaster sp., 

family Sphecidae) [also dragonfly?] 
ovurú  A. space between; B. (specific) 

uninhabited space between two sections of a 
village, usually overgrown; C. (tech.) 
interval; beké ẹ̀kẹn-ovuru  week (of seven 
days); fini bụọ́ ̀ ovuru  stride; kála bụọ̀ 
ovuru  pace 

ovúu  v.i.  roam about 
ovuvuú [5]  n.  lungs; lights (of meat) 
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owéi  n.  A. male, man; bọ́lọụ owei  elder 
brother; owéi ere!  strong woman!  (term of 
praise); owéi kịmị  male person; owéi kịmị!  
strong man! (term of praise); owéi paa  
develop one’s personality (as a man); come 
of age (cf. eré paa, kíṃị paa); owéi popolo  
tie cloth in a special way around the waist 
folded heavily to the right or left; owéi pui  
boast; show one’s strength (e.g. by slapping 
chest): Sayings: Owéi dẹnghịye, sẹ́ 
dẹnghịye  What tires one man tires all: 
Owéi dụ̀ba ghọ́ fàá, bára ungbou ki èmí  
It doesn’t matter how big a man is, it’s the 
bones that count: Owéi puiya saa  A 
promise is a debt (and must be redeemed): 
Owéi taarụ taarụ, eré noin noin  Men 
always three times, women always four (a 
basic principle of Nzọ́n culture); B. male; 
used in many compounds (as below) to 
indicate a species or type of something that 
is contrasted with a smaller or weaker 
species or type regarded as eré (woman) 

owéibara  n.  right hand [owéi + bára hand]  
owéibara-ànga  n.  male side, i.e. right (cf. 

eré) [owéi + bára hand + angá side] 
owéibùrú  n.  white long yam (Dioscorea) 

[owéi + burú yam] 
owéi-ịkpịrịbụịkpịbụ  n.  medicinal herb (C. 

diffusa Burm. f. subsp. diffusa 

COMMELINACEAE) 
owéin  v.t.  bite: owéin dị kịmị, owéin dọ̀n 

kaamí ̣  A person who can bite feels the pain 
of a bite. 

owéi-òbirí  n.  (male) dog 
owéi-òfoni  n.  cock (fowl) 
owéi-ogbodo  n.  ginger-lily with bristly rim 

below top of leaf-sheath (Costus 
lucanusianus J.Braun and K.Schum. 
COSTACEAE) 

owéi-ọmbị/owéi-ọ̀mbịí ̣  n.  medicinal herbs, 
including (Laportea aestuans (Linn.) Gaud. 
ex Miq. URTICACEAE), used as antidote to 
poison; (Urera spp.), used to stimulate the 
penis and for diarrhoea and chest pain; 

(Smeathmannia pubescens Soland. ex R.Br. 
PASSIFLORACEAE), used as chewing-stick 

owéitọ̀bọụ́  n.  male child 
owéitọ̀bọụyé  n.  hernia; bólou oweitọbọụye  

indirect hernia 
owórò  n.  carved piece of bụrụ́n-wood on 

which isélebara is ground to produce 
camwood paste 

owoú  n.  smoke 
owou-owóu  id.  full of smoke; smoky [owoú 

+ owoú]  
owoutụayé (=owoutuwéi)  n.  chimney [owoú 

+ tú ¢¢ ¢¢a + yé thing] 
oyedé  n.  A. brown or yellow type of o ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢; 

B.  (fig.) light-skinned woman (=píṇa-
aràụ): Áràụ́ òyedé èé She is a light-skinned 
woman.  

oyobá [4]  n.  banana; zii eré fì ̣ oyoba  banana 
variety for newly-delivered women 
(=agbárabù ¢¢ ¢¢) cf. Hausa ayaba 

Oyóbu  n.  the Anglican headquarters of 
Opokumá ìbe in Northern Nzọn 

oyomá  v.t.  as in: lí ̣ị òyoma  mark an 
immature palm-bunch as one’s property: Erí 
lịịbị òyomadọ́ He has marked the palmfruit 
(to reserve it for himself when ripe).  

Oyonmá  n.  Onyoma, a town immediately 
south of Oporoma in Southern I¢zo¢n 

oyónbàụ  n.  giant water bug (Belostoma); 
name of the legendary wife of Iwíri, the 
Tortoise 

ozó  n.  drum used for the ozó dance 
ozobaí ̣ [5]  n.  brass; nickel; (tech.) bronze; 

odon ozóbàị  brass 
ozoóòn  id.  very tall; long 
ozún  n.  skin (usually of animals); náma ozun 

animal skin;  ọngọ́ ozun skin of human 
being; wóni ozun snakeskin 

Ozuúndụ̀  name of the most important 
character in one of our tales (cf. Oziídì) 
[Oziidi is not in!] 

 
 

Ọ 
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ọ¹ [1]  pron.  they; them (short subject and 
object pronoun preceding consonant; cf. 
ọrọọ́¹, ọrọọ́²): ọ sẹẹ́  all of them: Ọ boyémi  
They are coming: Erí ọ̀ tịnmí ̣  He called 
them. 
ọ² [2]  pron.  you (plural) (short pronoun 

object form preceding consonant; cf. ọrọ́²); o 
sẹ́ẹ  all of you: Wónì ọ tíṇyemi  We are 
calling you people 
ọ³ [3]  pron.  you (plural) (short pronoun 

subject form preceding consonant; cf. ọrọ́¹); 
Ọ bóyemàáà?  Are you (plural) coming?  
Ọbá (=Abá)  n.  Ọba (of Benin): Abá fìṛị wẹnị 

baị kị, Ọbá fìỵaị fị baị  The day you work 
for the Ọba is the day you eat the Ọba’s 
food. [Yoruba o ¢¢ ¢¢bá or E¢do ò ¢¢ ¢¢bá ]  

Ọbá-àma  n.  Benin (esp. in folk stories) [O ¢¢ ¢¢bá 
+ amá town] 

ọbá-ìḅọlọ  n.  white bead-shaped fruit borne by 
Job's Tears  (=aká-ì ¢¢ ¢¢la Coix lachryma-jobi 
Linn. POACEAE), used as beads by children 
[Ọbá  + i ¢¢ ¢¢bo ¢¢ ¢¢ló ¢¢ ¢¢ bead]  
ọbará  n.  human blood (cf. asịíṇ) [cf. Igbo, 

Urhobo ọ̀bàrà] 
ọbara-ọbára  id.  bloody [ọbará x 2] 
ọ́bìṛíḳì ̣  n.  total confusion; state without  any 

progress: Egberibí bo ni ọbìṛíḳì ̣ ko 11 11 páamị  
The matter is at a stalemate. 
ọbọ́dì ̣ (=abọ́dì)̣  n.  tree (Baphia nitida Lodd. 

LEGUMINOSAE: PAPILIONOIDEAE), used for 
carving pestles; roots are medicinal for the 
treatment of malaria and blood purification 
ọbọ́lọ̀  n.  name of a tree [to be identified; 

specimen?] 
ọbọrọ́  n.  spear-fishing in a canoe with 

imbíowei 
ọbọ́rọ̀  n.  fish (Bagrus spp. BAGRIDAE); 

inénghi-ọ̀bọrọ  sp. of ọbọ́rọ̀ 
ọbọ́wèi  n.  rheumatism 
ọbọ́wèidiri  n.  herb or shrub (Tristemma 

hirtum P Beauv. MELASTOMACEAE) [Not the 
same as bou ọgụgọụ or okoti ịngbí ̣, which 
have also been identified as Tristemma 
hirtum?] Also identified as Diodia scandens 
Sw. RUBIACEAE , which is also identified as 

íḳìṇríṇrìṇ or tein tuó.  Can we get 
specimens?] [ọbọ́wèi + díri medicine]  
ọbụbọọ́  n.  back door; posterior gate or door 

(refers only to door, unlike tounbo ¢¢ ¢¢ó ¢¢ ¢¢, which 
refers to either door or window) [ọbụụ́  + 
bó ¢¢ ¢¢o ¢¢ ¢¢ door]  
ọbụbụ́  n.  food prepared with boiled unripe 

and ripe plantain and oil pounded together.  
This is served on the first morning when 
anyone – boy or girl – is circumcised.  It is 
also a food for the deities and for noblemen. 
ọbụgụ́  n.  deeper part of the fishpond or lake 

to which fishes resort for safety when 
disturbed 
ọbụụ́  n.  back; behind (= konú): Ọbụ dii 

kụ́mọ  Do not look back; ọbụ tụá  go 
backwards; move towards the stern (= toun 
bọọ́) 
ọdaá  n.  stagnant inlet between the mainland 

and a sandbank, including the clay area of the 
sandbank on which grass and scrub grow, 
with many earthworms and water weeds 
ọdẹ́dẹ̀ (=ẹdẹ́dẹ̀) n.  medicinal grass good for 

the treatment of sores [specimen?] 
ọdịá  n.  fish sp., the climbing perch 

(Ctenopoma kingsleyae Günther 
ANABANTIDAE) (=káma) 
ọ́dìf̣ọ́mụ̀  n.  iodoform [<English iodoform] 
ọdịlẹ́  (=ẹdụlẹ́)  n.  leopard (Panthera pardus 

FELIDAE) 
ọdọgụmaá¹  n.  duck (family ANATIDAE) ; 

amá-ọdọgụma  domestic duck; bou-
ọdọ́gụ̀ma  wild duck: beni akí 11 11 ọ̀dọgụma 
konú dò 11 11su 11 11mó 11 11  pouring water on a duck’s 
back (cf. like water off a duck’s back) 
ọdọgụmaá²  n.  (also bou ọdọ́gụ̀ma) medicinal 

herb whose seeds resemble the head of a duck 
(Heliotropium indicum  Linn. 
BORAGINACEAE) [not the same as umbú 
kòromọ diri, which has very thick leaves] [Is 
it different from amá ọdọgụma whose leaves 
are used to make a love potion?  Get 
specimens of all] 
ọdọgụmatọbọ́ụ  n.  duckling [ọdọgụmaá¹  + 

to ¢¢ ¢¢bo ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢ child ]   
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ọdọọ́  v.i.  walk like a king, slowly and 
majestically (in an appropriate situation); 
walk confidently; swagger, strut (showing off 
inappropriately) (= abeí) 
ọdọ́zọ  v.i. [or n.?] be many (a word used when 

the number is moderate and not too many); 
(tech.) hundred: ọdọ́zọ kẹ̀ní ̣ fịnị  one hundred 
and one: ma ọdọ́zọ̀  two hundred; ọdọ́zọ 
ọgịzị  one hundred thousand 
ọdụ́dụ̀  n.  heart; (fig.) courage 
o 11 11dú 11 11dụ̀-duo-bo-i 11 11gba  n.  (tech.) artery [ọdụ́dù �� �� 

+ duó from + bó come + i 11 11gbá rope ]   
o 11 11dú 11 11dụ̀-ghọ-muyemi-i 11 11gba  n.  (tech.) vein 

[ọdụ́dù �� �� + gho ¢¢ ¢¢ at + múyemi is going + i 11 11gbá 
rope ] 
ọdụ́mụ  n.  A. smallest size of  python (at most 

2 feet), brightly coloured, very rare, lives in 
water, associated with riches; B. python 
resembling the puff-adder, but with a white 
streak down the centre of its head; usually 
still (it is a bad omen if it moves); must be 
buried if seen dead; seen on a farm, it 
foretells a good harvest, and can be offered 
chalk and ọbụbụ́; C. mythical form of the 
python (contrast uturóowèi), which has 
become very large, lives in the river, and has 
a diamond in its head; belongs to the water 
deities (beniorú or benieré) and is believed 
to confer riches. 
ọdụ́mụdọn  n.  sickness attributed to python, 

as a result of not appeasing or caring for it 
(esp. the ọdụ́mụ B.), causing emaciation and 
coldness of the body.  The traditional 
treatment involves appeasing the python, 
treating the child with ọdụ́mụ-ịgba, and 
rolling it on a dunghill. [o ¢¢ ¢¢dú ¢¢ ¢¢mu ¢¢ ¢¢ + do ¢¢ ¢¢ó ¢¢ ¢¢n 
sickness]  
ọdụ́mụ-ịgba  n.  creeper (Cissus aralioides 

(Welw. ex Bak.) Planch. AMPELIDACEAE) 
[not the same as ịgụ́asị].  Noted as cure for 
child from ọdụ́mụ family suffering from 
ọdụ́mụ sickness. [o ¢¢ ¢¢dú ¢¢ ¢¢mu ¢¢ ¢¢ + i ¢¢ ¢¢gbá liane] 
ọdụọ́n  n.  waves; ripples: Dába o 11 11du 11 11o 11 11n, tiri 

paaghá  Waves on the daba-swamp do not 

come out in public (i.e. Let secrets remain 
secret). 
ọdụụ́  v.i.  frown; pout 
ọfíṇ  v.t.  A. sweep; B. blow (nose); tiri-ọfíṇ-

àraụ  a female compound sweeper (in tales); 
also the name of a mask, the dancer of which 
performs the normal duties of the female 
sweeper in the early morning of the dancing 
day.  The sweeping is a ceremony. 
ọfíṇmọ  v.dir.  sweep towards [o ¢¢ ¢¢fí ¢¢ ¢¢n + mó ¢¢ ¢¢ 

directional] 
ọfíṇye  n.  broom (=ịlíạ, ofían) [o ¢¢ ¢¢fí ¢¢ ¢¢n + yé 

thing] 
ọfíṛị¹ [3]  v.a.  be hot (as pot, water); ọfíṛị bèní  

hot water; ọfíṛị bẹlẹ̀  hot pot 
ọfíṛị² [3]  n.  heat 
ọfíṛịmịẹ̀paamọye  n.  (tech.) fuel [o ¢¢ ¢¢fí ¢¢ ¢¢ri ¢¢ ¢¢ + mi ¢¢ ¢¢é ¢¢ ¢¢ 

make+ páamo ¢¢ ¢¢ bring out + yé thing] 
ọfíṛịmọ  v.cs.  warm soup or food in a 

container (cf. dúdumọ) [o ¢¢ ¢¢fí ¢¢ ¢¢ri ¢¢ ¢¢ + mo ¢¢ ¢¢ 
causative] 
ọfọrọ́  v.i.  froth; foam: I ¢¢ ¢¢zo ¢¢ ¢¢n-urubi ò ¢¢ ¢¢fo ¢¢ ¢¢ro ¢¢ ¢¢yemi  

The palm-wine is foaming; Fú ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ 
ò ¢¢ ¢¢fo ¢¢ ¢¢ro ¢¢ ¢¢do ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢  The soup has become sour (as 
shown by bubbles). 
ọfọụ́  n.  camp; temporary centre; resting-place 

in bush, farm, around fishpond, etc. 
ọfọ́ụ¹  n.  A. moonfish (Citharinus citharus 

CITHARINIDAE); ọfọ́ụ ingbe  organ inside 
ọfọ́ụ which when cleaned and roasted is good 
to eat; tobu ọfọ́ụ  type commonly found near 
coast 
Ọfọ́ụ²  n.  a “masquerade” carved in the shape 

of an ọfọ́ụ-fish 
ọfọ́ụ³  n.  a light, normally straight, tree used 

for rafters and purlins, esp. when using 
corrugated iron sheets on mud walls, and also 
for yam stakes (Carapa procera DC. 
MELIACEAE) 
ọfọ́ụ-ịpẹrẹ  n.  juvenile ọfọ́ụ¹ 
ọfụ́kụ̀  n.  clothes moth (family TINEIDAE) 
ọfụrụ́  n.  bullet, bigger in size than angí ̣lì  (cf. 

angí ̣lì ̣, ụkpárụ̀, gbọ́lụ̀, okpókìrikpó) 
ọfụ́rụma¹  n.  shark (family SPHYRNIDAE) 
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Ọfụ́rụma²  n.  a “masquerade” carved in the 
shape of a shark 
ọgbaá  n.  triggered trap; ọgba pịtẹ́  fish with 
ọgbaá 
ọgbáị (=agbáị)  n.  missile; ọgbáị gbein  fight 

by throwing fresh sticks cut by women (esp. 
between two quarters or towns); o ¢¢ ¢¢gbáị pẹlẹ  
cut sticks for missiles (by women, who stand 
behind men to supply them); idúmu o ¢¢ ¢¢gbaị 
empty palm-bunch after extraction of nuts 
Ọgbíạ-ẹdeịn (=Agbíạ-ẹdeịn)  n.  dagger 

(=ọgịẹ́n =ọgịán) [What is the Ọgbíạ  or 
Agbíạ referred to?] 
ọgbọdọ́  n.  sword (= alápu ¢¢ ¢¢-ogidi) 
ọgbọ́gọzọ̀  n.  a small bowl (bigger than 

uyánsubo = uyánsibe) used in measuring 
gari, rice, beans, etc., for sale 
ọgbọ́lọ̀  n.  garden snail whose spiral shell is 

used as top (Limicolaria spp.); ọgbọ́lọ̀ dụnụ  
remove flesh from ọgbọ́lọ̀ after boiling or 
roasting; ọgbọ́lọ̀ kẹkẹ  chip the wide end of 
ọgbọ́lọ̀ shell to prepare it for use as top; 
ọgbọ́lọ̀ tan  gather, look for tops; ọgbọ́lọ̀ tein  
play tops.  (Different varieties are adírimà 
(black, found on pepper plants); afí ¢¢ ¢¢là 
(whitish-yellow, very rare; if damaged or lost 
the culprit would formerly pay the owner an 
agreed number of tops continuously till the 
District Officer arrived); apíṇà (pinkish); 
bou-ọgbọ́lọ̀ (large dark-brown, from forest 
areas, paid for like afí ¢¢ ¢¢là); ẹgẹ́nì ̣ spotted type; 
ingbíri (very big, from the omóni group, 
beats others); okoti-adírimà (variegated 
black and yellow, found on pepper plants); 
okpó (big, with the point broken, resulting in 
a very strong one for playing); omónì 
(whitish, with pointed black tip, commonly 
found among i ¢¢ ¢¢mbe ¢¢ ¢¢be ¢¢ ¢¢lé ¢¢ ¢¢); oyédè (brown); 
tụ́bụrụ-ọgbọlọ (bigger, tiger-striped, 
obtained from the Niger above the 
bifurcation).  Types which have been treated 
are ikpí-ọ̀gbọlọ  loaded with mud and used in 
ingbíri; avíaranyoro-ọgbọlọ  the inside has 
been scraped out after removing the flesh, 
resulting in a very light top. 

ọgbọ́lọ̀-aka  n.  edge of ọgbọ́lọ̀ [o ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢ + aká 
edge]  
ọgbọ́lọ̀-apan  n.  small basket for keeping tops 

[o ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢ + apaán basket] 
ọgbọ́lọ̀-ogugu  n.  shallow hole for playing 

tops [o ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢ + ogugú hole] 
ọgbọ́lọ̀tuu  n.  pointed end of ọgbọ́lọ̀ [o ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢ 

+ túu end] 
ọgbọ́nọmụ  n.  general term for mat, esp. in 

connection with sleeping (cf. obúna); bụ́nụ 
ọgbọ̀nọmụ  sleeping-mat 
ọgbọọ́  v.i.  expectorate; cough up and spit 
ọgbọọlọọ́  n.  ivory bangle worn by important 

and wealthy men and women in ancient times  
ọgbọọlọ-tụa-wónì  n.  snake ringed at the tail 

[identify?] [ọgbọọlọọ́ + tú ¢¢ ¢¢a put + wónii 
snake] 
ọgbọọlọ-waịn-tí ̣ì 11 11n  n.  tree whose leaves are so 

rough that they can be used as sandpaper 
(=ịkọ́rọnsị) (Ficus exasperata Vahl 
MORACEAE) [ọgbọọlọọ́ + waí ¢¢ ¢¢n scrape + tí ¢¢ ¢¢n  
tree] 

ọgbọrọ́ [4]  n.  mormyrid or trunk-fish 
(Mormyrops anguilloides MORMYRIDAE) 
ọgbọ́rọ̀ gbein  v.p.  prepare one’s way to get 

major help by giving small gifts to put 
someone under an obligation: O ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢rò ¢¢ ¢¢ saa 
aki ¢¢ ¢¢ naá, bou gbein kí bòu bara fínìyémèé  
Giving ceremonial food to the spirits of the 
forest opens your way with the forest 
(=Kindness begets kindness). 
ọgbọrọgí ̣  n.  “Indian spinach” (Basella alba 

Linn. BASELLACEAE) 
ọgbọ́rụ̀  n.  diamond(s) in the game of cards 
ọgbọụgbasá (=gbọụgbasá)  [4]  n.  juvenile 

iyóro (snakehead) fish (Parachanna obscura 
CHANNIDAE) 
ọgbọyeé  n.  sputum [ọgbọọ́ + yé thing] 
ọgbụdụ́  n.  sludge; thick sediment remaining 

after removing the good oil 
ọgbụgbá  n.  groin 
ọgbụ́nụ̀  n.  mouse (general term for small 

rats, mice or gerbils found in the bush, as 
opposed to ekeé for house-rats) 
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ọgí ̣  n.  gonorrhoea; túu bẹịnmọ ọgị  charm 
which a man puts around the waist of his wife 
or lover or across the door (without her 
knowledge) when he suspects her of being 
unfaithful to him.  The medicine is believed 
to cause severe gonorrhoea if any other man 
has intercourse with her. 
ọgịán (=ọgịẹ́n)  n.  dagger (=Ọgbíạ-ẹdeịn= 

Agbíạ-ẹdeịn) 
ọgíḍịgịdì ̣ (=ọgíḍịgịdìẉọ) n.  black water-

loving bird with red legs and yellow bill 
which makes a very loud noise with the rest 
of its group, probably the Black Crake 
(Amaurornis flavirostris RALLIDAE).  Its 
name imitates its call – ọgíḍịgịdì-̣wọọọ 
ọgịẹ́n (=ọgịán)  n.  dagger (=Ọgbíạ ẹdeịn= 

Agbíạ-ẹdeịn) 
ọgíẓị  quant.  plenty; abundant; countless; 

innumerable: indi ọgíẓì ̣  plenty of fish: (tech.) 
thousand:  ma ọgíẓì ̣  two thousand: ọdọ́zọ 
ọgịzị  one hundred thousand 
ọgọ́  n.  in-law (excluding father- and mother-

in-law); ọgọ́-aràụ  female in-law; ọgọ́-owèi  
male in-law; ọgọ́ tèi=ọgọ́ tei  have joking 
relationship with one’s in-laws: Ọgọ́ tèi bịbị 
kólo bịbị = Ọgọ́tèiye kóloye  Jokes between 
in-laws, serious jokes (i.e. Many a true word 
is spoken in jest). [cf. Igbo, Urhobo ó ¢¢ ¢¢gò ¢¢ ¢¢]   
ọgọbịdẹ́  n.  silk cloth  
ọ́gọ̀mụ́  term used to address in-law (male or 

female); ọ́gọ̀mụ́ bàlaka  polite form of 
address to in-law [cf. Igbo ó ¢¢ ¢¢gò ¢¢ ¢¢ m !! !! my in-law] 
ọgọneí [5] (=ọgọneín=ọgọnọyé)  n.  A. moon 

(= akalụ́ = díiye = finyé = tọnịyeé); ọgọneí 
bọ̀lọụ, ogonei bọ́lọ̀ụ  first quarter of moon; 
B. month; (tech.) beké ọ̀gọnei calendar 
month; Nzọ́n ọgọnei lunar month [ọgọnọ́ + yé 
thing] 
ọgọneí-ọ̀gọneí-gbẹ̀  n.  (tech.) salary [ọgọneí + 
ọgọneí + gbẹ́ pay]  
ọgọ́nìọ̣́  n.  tiny person 
ọgọnọ́  n.  top; up; over; above 
Ọgọnọ-Aráụ  n.  God (lit. ‘She (who dwells 

in) the sky’) (=Ogínaraụ) [ọgọnọ́ + yé thing] 

ọgọnọbení  n.  waters above the firmament (lit. 
‘sky water’) [ọgọnọ́ + yé thing] 
Ọgọnọbenitárì 11 11  n.  male name (Ọgọnọbeni 
tárì 11 11 ni ¢¢ ¢¢ i ¢¢ ¢¢ tari ¢¢ ¢¢ kú ¢¢ ¢¢mo ¢¢ ¢¢ èé  Let it not be surface 
love that you show to me.) 
ọgọnọbeniyé  n.  (fig.) hypocrisy; ọgọnọbeniyé 

mìẹ̣  be a hypocrite [ọgọnọ́ + yé thing] 
ọgọnọfịní ̣  n.  lightning (lit. ‘sky fire’) 

(=osuofi ¢¢ ¢¢ní ¢¢ ¢¢) [ọgọnọ́ + yé thing] 
ọgọnọ-gbana-bíḍẹ̀  n. the upper wrapper tied 

on top of the other around the waist of a 
woman (=ọgọnọ-gbanayé) [ọgọnọ́ + yé 
thing] 
ọgọnọ-gbanayé  n.  upper wrapper tied on top 

of the other around the waist of a woman 
(=ọgọnọ-gbana-bíḍẹ̀) [ọgọnọ́ + yé thing] 
ọgọnọ-ghọ́-peri-ba  n.  person whose upper 

teeth develop before lower ones [ọgọnọ́ + yé 
thing] 
ọgọnọ-ofónì  n.  bird of the air; flying bird (as 

opposed to kíri-ofòni  ‘ground bird’, 
domestic fowl) [ọgọnọ́ + yé thing] 
ọgọnọ-paa-búrù  n.  yam that has been 

exposed so that it is not good for eating; (fig.) 
top-heavy (of person):  Béi ki ¢¢ ¢¢mì ¢¢ ¢¢, ọgọnọ-pa-
búrù o ¢¢ ¢¢go ¢¢ ¢¢nó ¢¢ ¢¢ sù ¢¢ ¢¢o ¢¢ ¢¢mó ¢¢ ¢¢  This person is top-
heavy. [ọgọnọ́ + páa come out + burú yam] 
ọgọnọsaịsáị  n.  the peak; extending far 

upwards; pinnacle[ọgọnọ́ + yé thing] 
ọgọnọtọrụ́  n.  sky; weather; (tech.) space 

[ọgọnọ́ + tọ́rụ¹ river] 
ọgọnọwarí ̣  n.  “upstair”; house with more than 

one storey [ọgọnọ́ + wárị house] 
ọgọnọyé  (=ọgọneí =ọgọneín)  n.  A. moon (= 

akalụ́ = díiye = finyé = tọnịyeé); ọgọneí 
bọ̀lọụ, ogonei bọ́lọ̀ụ  first quarter of moon; 
B. month; (tech.) beké ọ̀gọnei calendar 
month; Nzọ́n ọgọnei lunar month [ọgọnọ́ + yé 
thing] 
ọgọ́tèiye  n.  joke between in-laws: Ọgọ́tèiye 

kóloye  Jokes between in-laws, serious jokes 
(i.e. Many a true word is spoken in jest). [ọgọ́ 
+téi play+ yé thing] 
ọgụ́gọụ̀ ́   n.  shrimp (“prawn” or “lobster”) roe 

prepared for eating (= opúru-anga) 
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ọgụ́gọụ  v.t.  pounce upon, esp. rough-handle 
the head and the upper limbs 
ọgụgụụ́ ̀ ¹  id.  describes a narrow bowl-like 

hollow, e.g. pond, pit, etc. 
ọgụgụụ́ ̀ ²  id.  describes face of human beings, 

but esp. that of monkey, with sunken eye-
sockets 
ọgụgụụ́ ̀ ³  id.  very small cramped room 
ọgụmụ́  n.  toad (Bufo regularis ); ọgụmụ dan 

lí ̣ị  performing two tasks at a time and not 
completing either (lit. ‘palm fruits 
mashed/crushed by toad’) 
ọgụmụ-su ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢rú ¢¢ ¢¢-bù ¢¢ ¢¢o ¢¢ ¢¢  n.  (fig.) inescapable 

problem, like a toad washing its feet [ọgu ¢¢ ¢¢mụ́ 
+sú ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢ wash+ bú ¢¢ ¢¢o ¢¢ ¢¢ foot] 
ọgụ́n¹ (=ọngụ́)  n.  lime (tree and fruit) (Citrus 

aurantifolia (Christm.) Swingle RUTACEAE); 
opu-ọgụ́n  (tech.) lemon (Citrus limon 
(Linn.) Burm.f. RUTACEAE) 
ọgụ́n²  n.  “potassium”, blue/green mineral for 

medicine, usu. beké ọ̀gụn (=beke lálà), used 
in treating yaws 
ọ́gụ̀rụ  n.  potassium iodide (balls of powder, 

taken in gin as medicine for rheumatism) 
ọ́ị  v.i.  A. wither (of crops); ọ́ị fàá  wither until 

it dies or perishes; B. (of human beings) 
become emaciated; grow lean; decrease in 
size; C. (fig.) retrogress; decline 
ọ́ịdọn  n.  debilitating disease for adults [ọ́i ¢¢ ¢¢ + 

do ¢¢ ¢¢ó ¢¢ ¢¢n sickness] 
ọ́ì ̣ị  id.  A. (of people) talking, crying or 

shouting together; talking without listening to 
one another; making a general noise (= 
gíỵọọ̀): Kíṃịmọ ọ́ì ̣ì ̣ ki �� �� kụtímimi  The people 
are being rowdy (e.g. as a classroom without 
a teacher); B. of a whole group shouting 
against one or two people, or of two 
contending parties 
ọ́ịmọ  v.cs.  cause to wither; cause to become 

emaciated [ọ́i ¢¢ ¢¢ + mo ¢¢ ¢¢ causative] 
ọịn-ọịn-ọ́ìṇyọọ́ ̀  excl.  count-down for the start 

of an event; a signal to show the beginning or 
climax of an event 
ọkaá¹  v.i.  do carpentry; ọka bara gbásà 

(tụa)¹  embellish a carving 

ọkaá²  v.t.  relate stories or incidents in a 
roundabout way so as to make them appear 
less incriminating, and thus extricate oneself 
from blame: Erí ègberibí ọ̀ka ki 11 11 ọkami 11 11 He 
told the story so as to exonerate himself; ọka 
bara gbásà (tụa)²  (fig.) embellish an account 
of something 
ọkafịrí ̣  n.  carpentry [o ¢¢ ¢¢kaá¹ + fi ¢¢ ¢¢rí ¢¢ ¢¢ work] 
ọkakịmí ̣  n.  carpenter [o ¢¢ ¢¢kaá¹ + kí ¢¢ ¢¢mí ¢¢ ¢¢ person] 

(=ọka-owéi) 
ọka-owéi  n.  carpenter:Ọka-owéi wàrị titéi 

fàá  (There is) no seat in a carpenter’s house 
[o ¢¢ ¢¢kaá¹ + owéi man] (= ọkakịmí)̣ 
ọkárị  v.i.  be jovial, humorous 
ọkẹkẹ́  (=ẹkẹkẹ́¹) n.  Greater White-nosed 

Monkey (Cercopithecus erythrogaster 
CERCOPITHECIDAE) (the Nigerian subspecies 
is martini, with white on the throat and chest, 
hence sometimes called the White-throated 
Guenon Monkey) 
ọkẹlẹkẹ́lẹ̀ (=ẹkẹlẹkẹ́lẹ̀)  n.  bird, the African 

Darter (Anhinga rufa ANHINGIDAE) 
ọkíạ̀  n.  kingfisher without shining plumage; 

(song when kingfisher is hovering over water) 
Ọkíạ̀, sé 11 11i 11 11 nì 11 11 indi gbó 11 11lù 11 11  Kingfisher, dance 
and peck fish! (repeated until the bird dives 
for the fish, then the song ends with Gó 11 11u 11 11!); 
Árì 11 11 ọkíạ̀ aáà?  Are you a kingfisher? (said to 
someone who is fond of dancing); bou-ọkíạ̀  
Giant Kingfisher (Megaceryle maxima); tọ́rụ-
ọkịa  Pied Kingfisher (Ceryle rudis) (both 
ALCEDINIDAE) 
ọkịká  n.  A. ring prepared from the fibre 

inside cane-ropes on which a water pot is 
rested; B. (usu. tó ¢¢ ¢¢ò ¢¢ ¢¢n o ¢¢ ¢¢ki ¢¢ ¢¢ka) ring around the 
tip of the penis 

(ọkíọ̣̀n)  see under  puloú 
ọkí ̣lọkịlọ̀-beni-díi  n.  young monitor lizard, 

“iguana” (Varanus niloticus VARANIDAE) 
(traditionally not eaten in Kólokùmá) 
[o ¢¢ ¢¢kí ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢kí ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢ ?+ bení water + dií look at] (cf. 
abedí) 

ọkịtí ̣  n.  back of hips (cf. ikóki) 
ọkọ́ba  n.  fork of tree; forked stick 
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ọkọ́ba-tu 11 11a-asu  n.  hooked punting-pole 
[o ¢¢ ¢¢kó ¢¢ ¢¢ba + tú ¢¢ ¢¢a put + asú punting-pole] 
(?=azụ́à) 
Ọkọ́dịa  n.  Okordia (Akịta) ibe in Northern 
Nzọn.  Its towns are: Agbobiri (headquarters), 
Akụmọnị, Kalabá, Ayamábẹ̀lẹ, Nkarámà, and 
Ánàkiri.  Its ibe tẹmẹsuó is Alúku dọ̀gọ.  Its 
ibe orú (deities) are Ekpésùsú (at Agbobiri) 
and Ibrédèni; Ọkọ́dịa igoni  epithet for a 
visitor who takes away extra food to eat later 
ọkọfẹyé  n.  (tech.) hire-purchase [o ¢¢ ¢¢ko ¢¢ ¢¢ó ¢¢ ¢¢ + fé ¢¢ ¢¢ 

buy + yé thing] 
ọkọfịrí ̣  n.  hired labour [o ¢¢ ¢¢ko ¢¢ ¢¢ó ¢¢ ¢¢ + fi ¢¢ ¢¢rí ¢¢ ¢¢ work] 
Ọkọ́gba  n.  Ọgba ibe in Rivers State 
ọkọlọ́  n.  staff; sceptre 
ọkọlọbịbí ̣ [5]  n.  West African Grey Parrot 

(Psittacus erithacus  PSITTACIDAE): 
Ọkọlọbịbịámà pịrịyemí  The parrots are 
chattering; Ọkọlọbịbí ̣ gbadọ, erí arụbọọ̀ 
bíỵọụgha kpọ̀, wo ịpíỵọ̀ụnbị emí yèé Parrot 
says even if he is not in the canoe, his feather 
is there (representing him). [o ¢¢ ¢¢ko ¢¢ ¢¢ló ¢¢ ¢¢ ?+ bí ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ 
mouth] (= okókopọ̀lí)̣ 
ọkọlọkọọ́  id.  immense volume; large quantity, 

as of water 
ọkọlọ́lọ̀ (=ọ́kọ̀lọ́lọ̀)  n.  straight tree (Symphonis 

globulifera Linn. f. GUTTIFERAE) which 
grows only in swampland.  Its resin is used 
for gum and paint, its trunk for carving 
canoes, planks and firewood: Ọkọlọ́lọ̀ eré 
tuu duo mu ni ìyou famí ̣  Ọkọlọ́lọ̀ followed 
a woman to the swamp and stayed there 
(saying used when a man goes to live at his 
wife’s place). 
Ọkọ́lọmà (=Kó ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢mà)  n.  Kóluama in Southern 

I¢jo¢; Ọkọ́lọmà tọrụ  Kóluama river 
Ọkọ́lọmà-tọrụ-ẹdẹdẹ (=Kó ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢mà-tọrụ-ẹdẹdẹ)  

n.  medicinal herb, also used for love potions 
(Emilia coccinea (Sims) G. Don 
COMPOSITAE) ((O ¢¢ ¢¢)kó ¢¢ ¢¢lo ¢¢ ¢¢mà + tó ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢ river + 
e ¢¢ ¢¢dé ¢¢ ¢¢dè ¢¢ ¢¢ grass) 
ọkọọ́¹  v.t.  hire; employ 
ọkọọ́²  v.t.  (not) to be short of (only used in 

negative): Erí bịbị ọkọgha  He is talkative 
(i.e. he does not lack the ability to talk). 

ọkọọ́³ (=ọkọụ́) n.  tree with a poisonous seed, 
the Calabar bean, used mixed with 
“pomade” to kill head-lice (Physostigma 
venemosum Balf. LEGUMINOSAE: 
PAPILIONOIDAE)  

ọkọọ́4  n.  container, such as an earthen pot 
(always used in connection with palm wine): 
uru ọkọ́  a pot or keg of palm wine 
ọkọrọ́  v.i.  make a loud musical sound 
ọkọro ¢¢ ¢¢kọ́rò ¢¢ ¢¢  n.  wild vine species (tanai ¢¢ ¢¢n i ¢¢ ¢¢gbá) 
ọkọ́tịbàụ-indóu (=ọkọ́tịbà-indóu) n.  butterfly 

fish (Pantodon buchholzi PANTODONTIDAE) 
[ọkọ́tịbàụ ? + indóu breast] (=eréwọ̀ụ-
indóu) 
ọkọụ́ (=ọkọọ́³) n.  tree with a poisonous seed, 

the Calabar bean, used mixed with 
“pomade” to kill head-lice (Physostigma 
venemosum Balf. LEGUMINOSAE: 
PAPILIONOIDAE)  

ọkọụ́ ̀   n.  slimy whitish fluid vomited by 
babies, esp. after suckling 
ọkọyaí¹̣ [5]  n.  wedge of wood or iron 
ọkọyaí²̣ [5]  n.  embellishment; ọkọyaị tụ́à  

add embellishments to a story or play 
ọkọyeé  n.  wages [o ¢¢ ¢¢ko ¢¢ ¢¢ó ¢¢ ¢¢ + yé thing] 
ọkpáka  n. (=akpáka) shell or carapace (of 

tortoise or turtle) 
ọkpáka-ọkpaka  id.  having hard scales; 

lumpy (as fufu): Utáràn sẹ ọkpáka-ọkpaka  
The pounded fufu is lumpy. [ọkpáka x2] 
ọkpọ́kịrị¹  v.t.  persuade; coax; lure: Erí wòó 
ọ̀kpọkịrị bó ni ọ̀rọ angá ghọ̀ tụ́adọ  He has 
persuaded him to their side. 
ọkpọ́kịrị²  v.t.  sacrifice one piece at a time to 

save others, as in draughts: Erí ọ̀kpọ́kịrị 
kụmọ̀ ọkpọ́kịrịyémi  He always sacrifices 
one piece at a time. 
ọkpọ́kịri³  n.  method of sacrificing one piece 

at a time to save others, as in draughts:  Erí 
ọ̀kpọ́kịrị kị àkị ipélè teinyémi  He plays 
draughts always sacrificing one piece at a 
time. 
ọkpọkpọ́¹  v.i.  fail to capture a piece with the 

king (or “crown”) in draughts; this gives the 
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opponent the right to seize the king, knock it 
and say ‘Ọkpọkpọ́ bọ̀ọdọ́ wèé’. 
ọkpọkpọ́²  n.  bird, the hawk, esp. African 

Goshawk (Accipiter tachiro ACCIPITRIDAE) 
ọkpọkpọyárìṇyá  n.  fowl with many of the 

feathers lost 
ọkpọ́lọkị  n.  bird, the Common Bulbul  

(Pycnonotus barbatus PYCNONOTIDAE), 
noted for its chattering: Áràụ́ ọ̀kpọ́lọkị yèé  
She chatters like a bulbul. (=ọkpọlọkpọ́lọ̀) 
ọkpọ́lọkị-ịgịna  n.  variety of pepper 

(Capiscum annuum Linn. SOLANACEAE) that 
produces the smallest pepper fruits.  It grows 
wild, and is the favourite food of the bulbul 
[ọkpọ́lọkị + ịgịna pepper] 
ọkpọlọkpọ́lọ̀  n.  poetic name for a bird, the 

Common Bulbul  (Pycnonotus barbatus 
PYCNONOTIDAE) (=ọkpọ́lọkị) 
ọkpọọ́¹ (=akpọọ́)  n.  world; earth; universe; 

life; ọkpọ fịí ̣  enjoy life 
ọkpọọ́²  n.  “ironwood”; (bot.) duramen, i.e. the 

hard central wood of certain trees 
ọkpọ́ọrọ  n.  “bamboo”; the whole midrib, 

consisting of the hard covering (bu ¢¢ ¢¢mo ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢n) 
and the pith (pínì) from the bamboo palm 
(boyá) (Raphia vinifera P.Beauv. PALMAE) 
ọkpọ́rọbìṣá (=akpárabìṣá) n.  a walker; a 

person who is fond of walking 
ọkpụrụbịyáị  n.  third size of iron pot; gallon-

size pot used for measuring raw “fufu”, palm-
oil, ẹgbẹnẹ; (cf. bẹ́lẹ; lí ̣ị-tụọ̀-bẹlẹ > ogbobẹlẹ́ 
> ọkpụrụbịyáị > ọpịrịsíḳì ̣ > kẹ́ngẹ) 
ọkpụụ́nkọ̀rọ  n.  fermented raw cassava flour 

(contrast u ¢¢ ¢¢táràn, prepared “fufu”) 
ọkụ́  n.  nearness; neighbourhood; close to; at 

the side of: Wo ọkụ́bọ̀ tíẹ̣  Stand near him 
ọkụ́kụ̀  n.  a kind of insect which enters 

people’s eyes [identify?] 
ọkụmá  n.  ceremony performed in honour of a 

dead man who performed a ritual killing 
(kịlẹ́) in his lifetime 
ọkụ́otu  n.  nearby people; neighbours [ọkụ́ + 

otu people] 
ọkụ́rọ  n.  herb used as medicine for the foot 

(Asystasia gangetica (Linn.) T.Anders. 

ACANTHACEAE) (=obiri-oweí =beriba-ịgbá) 
[Do these 3 names refer to the same plant?] 
ọkụ́rụ̀  n.  okro or okra (Abelmoschus 

esculentus (Linn.) Moench MALVACEAE): 
Ọkụ́rụ̀ dánghaị nanabọ dẹnghịgha  Okra is 
never taller than its owner (e.g. your children 
will never be too big for you to chide them) 
[< Igbo ó ¢¢ ¢¢kwù ¢¢ ¢¢rù ¢¢ ¢¢ okra] (= ẹkẹnẹtẹ́) 
ọlá  n.  A. chief; B. rich man; ọlá fị, ọlá sụọ  

enjoy a position of lordship within a group  
ọlálị (=alálị)  n.  feast; fiesta; ọlálị fị  feast 
ọlá-owei  n.  rich man; chief [o ¢¢ ¢¢lá³ + owéi man] 
O ¢¢ ¢¢láowei  n. male personal name [o ¢¢ ¢¢lá³ + owéi 

man] (=Aláowei) 
ọlịlịí ̣  id.  quietly; stealthily; without notice (= 

lụ́wẹẹ) 
ọlọ́kọ̀¹  n.  trunk of elephant 
ọlọ́kọ̀²  n.  helper (in need) 
Ọlọmọgí ¢¢ ¢¢à  n.  original name of Kịlẹgbẹghá, a 

compound in Kaiámà 
ọlọọ́  (=alọọ́)  n.  white cotton fabric, shirting 

[calico?] 
ọlọ́ụ¹  v.i.  cough: (fig.) Erí ọ̀lọ́ụ kpọ ọ̀lọ́ụgha 

He remained silent at the time of the 
accusation. 
ọlọ́ụ²  n.  cough 
ọlọ́ụdọn  n.  any sickness, such as tuberculosis, 

characterized by constant coughing [ọlọ́ụ + 
do ¢¢ ¢¢ọ́n sickness] 
ọlụ́lụụ  a.  narrow (as of the mouth of a 

pitcher, a hole, a doorway, or a path); small-
mouthed [sentence example?] 
ọmá  n.  electric catfish (Malapterurus 

electricus (Gmelin) MALAPTERURIDAE) 
ọmbịí¹̣ [5]  v.p.  rub oneself with “pomade”, 

“camwood”; ọmbịị púlòu  “pomade” 
ọmbịí²̣  n.  nettle; eré-ọmbị=eré-ọmbìị́ ̣  

tropical stinging nettle (Laportea ovalifolia 
(Schumach.) Chew URTICACEAE), whose 
leaves are squeezed and placed on a fresh 
wound to stop bleeding, and on the toes as an 
anti-irritant, while its fruit is used as an 
antidote to poison; owéi-ọmbị=owéi-ọ̀mbịí ̣  
of two kinds; one is tropical nettleweed 
(Laportea aestuans (Linn.) Gaud. ex Miq. 
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URTICACEAE), medicinal, used as antidote to 
poison; (Urera spp.), used to stimulate the 
penis and for diarrhoea and chest pain; 
(Smeathmannia pubescens Soland. ex R.Br.), 
used as chew-stick [This last to be confirmed] 
ọmbịịmọ́  v.cs.  cause to rub over [ọmbịí¹̣ + 

mo ¢¢ ¢¢ causative]  
ọmbịịyé  n.  something to rub on; “pomade” or 

body lotion [ọmbịí¹̣ + yé thing] 
ọmbọ́  n.  river turtle (Trionyx (or Amyda) 

triunguis Forskal) 
ọmbụlụụ́ ̀   a.  smeared all over the body with 

mud (=ụmbụlụụ́ ̀ ) 
Ọmbọ́kọ (=Ụmbọ́kọ)  n.  Ibibio; Ọmbọ́kọ-otu  

Ibibio people 
ọmbụ[1]  dem.  (only used as follows); ọmbụ 

kụráị  next year 
ọmịní ̣ [5]  pron.  they (indep. pronoun) 
ọmíṇì ̣  pron.  you (plural) (indep. pronoun) 
ọmọụ́n¹  v.i.  have strong current (of river) 
ọmọụ́n²  n.  strong current 
ọmụ́  n.  war (less common than sụụ́) 
ọmụ́-arụ  n.  war-canoe [ọmú ¢¢ ¢¢ + áru ¢¢ ¢¢ canoe] 
ọmụ́beni  n.  war dress; [uniform ?] [ọmú ¢¢ ¢¢ + 

bení special dress] 
ọmụ́-egele  n.  processional war dance, 

featuring men with guns and women clapping 
hands behind the men [ọmú ¢¢ ¢¢ + egelé 
processional dance] 
ọmụ́-ete  n.  ring around the sun on days when 

the weather is very fine [war circle].  It is 
believed to be a sign of war, immediately or 
in the near future (cf. sẹ́ị-ete, ring around the 
moon) [ọmú ¢¢ ¢¢ + eteé circle] 
ọmụmụ́ [4]  n.  house-fly (family MUSCIDAE); 

Kẹnịbọ́ ghọ̀ tịẹ ọmụmụ víibọọ̀ tíẹ̣gha  The 
fly that settles on one cannot settle on the 
other (said of two people who are great 
enemies); opu ọmụ́mụ̀  blowfly (family 
CALLIPHORIDAE) 
ọmụ́-owei  n.  warrior; soldier [ọmú ¢¢ ¢¢ + owéi 

man] 
ọmụ́yaị  n.  bird, African Harrier Hawk, which 

raids nests and is regarded as lazy 
(Polyboroides typus ACCIPITRIDAE) 

ọná  excl.  let’s be off; let’s move; off we go! 
ọndẹ́  num.  four hundred; ọndẹ́na ọndẹ  in 

four hundreds 
ọndụ́  n.  weft (in weaving) 
ọndụụ́ [5]  dem.  that other side [=ẹnị dụụ́]; 
ọndụ ángà  that other side; ọndụ kíṃìḅị  that 
other man 
ọ́ngìṛị  n.  auger [<English auger] 
ọngọ́¹  v.t.  search carefully and widely for 

something such as snail, etc., with the idea of 
combing the area; osi ọngọ́  look for snails 
ọngọ́²  n.  body; self; ọngọ́ a kịmị tịn  assert 

oneself; be haughty; ọngọ́ ba  be patient; 
endure; ọngọ́ bara  forget oneself; neglect 
one’s own interest; act unbecomingly or 
unworthily; ọngọ́ bọọ  A. get used to; be 
accustomed to: Ikpé ye gbabị bo ni wò ọngọ́ 
bọ̀ọdọ́  Telling lies has become a habit with 
him; B. be newly pregnant: Áràụ́ ọ̀gọneí 
ọ̀ngọ́ bọọdọ  She is one month pregnant (said 
only for the first month); ọngọ́ dii  be careful; 
“take time”; ọngọ́ ẹrị  “see one’s time”; begin 
menstruating (of girl, woman); ọngọ́ fị  get 
used to; ọngọ́ iyerimọ  be humble; ọngọ́ 
kịẹnmọ  be careful, mindful; ọngọ́ koro  
become emaciated; suffer flow of blood 
during menstruation or just after birth; Áràụ́ 
ọ̀ngọ́ koroyemi  She is suffering a flow of 
blood; ọngọ́ kụ̀rọ́  A. be well; B. be strong in 
body, hard-working; C. be stiff and over-
muscular; ọngọ́ kụrọmọ  “try”; take courage, 
do one’s best: Ọngọ́ kụrọmọ ò!  (said to 
encourage someone who is working or who is 
sick); ọngọ́ ofoinmọ  show off; ọngọ́ seimọ  
pollute oneself; make oneself untidy; behave 
in such a manner as to lower one’s prestige; 
ọngọ́ seri  A. praise oneself; B. purify oneself; 
ọngọ́ tala  wash by standing in the water and 
throwing water with both hands over each 
shoulder in turn (but not down the back); and 
also to wash the front of the body from the 
waist up.  This is done only by women when 
they are too tired to bath properly after work; 
ọngọ́ tọlọmọ  prepare oneself; dress neatly; 
dress oneself up; ọngọ́ tụa  (work) whole-
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heartedly; throw oneself into (activity); ọngọ́ 
ufoumọ  work less; relax; take it easy 
(applies to someone who has been working 
hard for a long time) 
ọngọ́kubu  n.  (tech.) mass [ọngọ́ + kúbu² 

width]  
ọngọ́-ebimọ-ye  n.  (tech.) nutritional value 

[ọngọ́ + ebimó ¢¢ ¢¢ make good + yé thing] 
ọngọlí¹̣  v.t.  clean up or scoop up completely 

(with hand, spoon, etc.) any semi-solid 
matter, skin; take or remove everything 
ọngọlí²̣  v.t.  harvest prematurely and 

completely, even what is immature, esp. fruits 
ọngọ́-mịẹ-beinye-tụ̀ayemi-bara  n.  (bot.) self-

pollination [ọngọ́ + mi ¢¢ ¢¢é ¢¢ ¢¢ ¢¢ ¢¢ make + béinye fruit 
+ tú ¢¢ ¢¢ayemi puts + bára way] 
Ọngọ́nimi  n.m.f.  male or female name [know 

(your)self] 
ọngọrí ̣  v.i.  snore 
ọngọ́sẹịdọn  n.  a shaking or trembling disease, 

e.g. of the hand; generalised tremus (med.) 
[ọngọ́ + sẹị shake + dọó ¢¢ ¢¢n sickness] 
ọngụ́ (=ọgụ́n¹)  n.  lime (tree and fruit) (Citrus 

aurantifolia (Christm.) Swingle RUTACEAE); 
opu-ọngụ́  (tech.) lemon (Citrus limon 
(Linn.) Burm.f. RUTACEAE) 
ọnịí ̣  v.t.  skin, flay (animals), usu. náma ọnị (= 

ozún sin); skin snakes, or fish such as 
obúbu; mark many parallel lines on the face, 
as done in parts of Anambra State; opúru ọnị  
clean shrimps for cooking 
ọníṇa  n.  sheep (cf. edingbilaá) 
ọníṇatọbọụ  n.  lamb [ọníṇa + tọbọụ́ child] 
ọníọ̣̀ (=aníọ̣̀)  n.  A. general term for the female 

shrimp (i.e. with eggs) of opúru; B. adult 
Macrobrachium felicinum (contrast ingbéte) 
ọnọ́ụn¹  v.t.  mount animal skin on a drum 
ọnọ́ụn²  v.t.  prepare rope framework around 

pitcher for carrying or hanging on the wine-
palm (kọ́rọ) to collect palm wine 
ọnụnụ́  n.  a small calabash containing certain 

things, with a feather on it, used by a native 
doctor 
ọpaí ̣ [4]  n.  catfish (Auchenoglanis spp. 

BAGRIDAE) 

ọpálị  (=apálị)  n.  twin (of plantain), usu. 
ọpálị beriba; ọpálị puu  ceremonially break 
tie between living and dead before burial 

ọpẹ́rẹẹ  id.  open; agape (<opéree) 
ọpi ¢¢ ¢¢íṇ  v.t.  remove the top part of the skin of 
ịzọ́n odu (the old cocoyam) so that the lower 
part can be held and pressed upwards (cf. opó 
for banana, púu for plantain, and kára for 
yam) 
ọpịrịsíḳì ̣  n.  small size of the three-legged iron 

pot  (cf. bẹ́lẹ; lí ̣ị-tụọ̀-bẹlẹ > ogbobẹlẹ́ > 
ọkpụrụbịyáị > ọpịrịsíḳì ̣ > kẹ́ngẹ) 
ọpọ́mpọ̀tọ  n.  frog jump; ọpọ́mpọ̀tọ desi  

frog-jump (for physical exercise or as 
punishment) 
ọpọpọrọọ́  n.  waterside; shore; edge of water 

(?=pó ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢) 
ọpọtọ́  v.i.  be very cheap 
ọpọ́ụ  n.  Mangabey monkey (Cercocebus 

torquatus CERCOPITHECIDAE) 
ọpụ́ra (=apú ¢¢ ¢¢ra)  n.  skin; bark; peelings 
ọpụrụ́  v.t.  A. seize a handful; B. seize by 

force (as stronger person seizes a weaker 
one); beat thoroughly (by stronger person) 
ọreí (=ọrọ yé) theirs 
ọréi (=ọrọ́ ye)  yours (plural) 
ọrẹrẹkẹẹ́ ̀  id.  looking emaciated, lean 
ọ́rịa  n.  design; ornament, esp. in carving, 

sewing, weaving; embellishment; ọ́rịa tu ¢¢ ¢¢a 
embellish 
ọrịí ̣  v.i.  shrink; contract 
ọrịrịí ̣  v.i.  lessen or abate, as pain; recede 

(=tọbịrịí)̣ 
ọ́rịyọọ̀  excl.  serve you right!; you deserve it! 

(=káarịì)̣ 
ọrọ́¹  pron.  you (plural) (short object form 

preceding vowel): Erí ọ̀rọ́ ẹ̀rịmị  He saw you 
people. 
ọrọ́² [4]  pron.  you (plural) (short subject form 

preceding vowel; cf. ọ³); Ọrọ́ òkí dịmàáà?  
Do you people know how to swim? 
ọrọ́³ [2]  poss.  your (plural); ọréi (=ọrọ́ ye)  

yours; your own: Béì ọréi  This is yours 
(plural); This belongs to you people. 
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ọrọ́bà (=rọ́bà)  n.  rubber; plastic [<English 
rubber] 

ọrọọ́¹  pron.  they (short subject form 
preceding vowel; cf. ọ¹): Ọrọ okími  They 
swam.; poss.  their  ọreí (=ọrọ yé)  theirs; 
their own: Béì ọreí  This is theirs. 
ọrọọ́² [5]  pron.  them (short object form 

preceding vowel; cf. ọ¹): Wónì ọrọọ́ ẹ̀rịmị  
We saw them. 
ọrọrọ́bìleghá  n.  bird, the African Jacana or 

Lily-trotter (Actophilornis africana 
JACANIDAE) [ọrọrọ́ water-lettuce (in other 
dialects)+bilé sink-gha  not]  
ọrọ́sì ̣  n.  rice (<Portuguese arroz) (=sịkápà, 

atangbalá-ànga)  
ọrụbá  n.  fishing gear of raphia ribs and cane-

ropes, shaped like cone with top cut off; 
ọrụba imbí  fish with ọrụbá (=zuyeé) 
ọrụ-ọrụ́  id.  methodical; methodically: Yébi 

àkị naá ọ̀rụ-ọrụ́ mìẹ̣́  Do the thing 
methodically. 
ọrụụ́  n.  method; order; art 
ọsáìṇ¹  n.  snake, the Green Mamba 

(Dendroaspis jamesoni ELAPIDAE) 
ọsáìṇ² (=asáìṇ)  n.  (usu. su ¢¢ ¢¢ụ-o ¢¢ ¢¢sáìṇ) war 

“medicine”, usually housed in a shrine; it can 
belong to an individual, family, compound or 
village/town; ọsáìṇ gu ¢¢ ¢¢o ¢¢ ¢¢ procure war 
ọsáịnwàrị  n.  shrine of a war-deity  
Ọsáìṇzé  n.  name of a man in fables or 

folktales, one of the champions, in almost in 
all cases connected with the war medicine 
ọsáìṇ 
ọsíạ (=asíạ)  n.  youth (period of life); ọsíạ paa  

dress as a young man 
ọsíạbeni  n.  period of youth [ọsíạ + bení age] 
ọsíạ-tọ̀bọụ́  n.  youth; young man [ọsíạ + 

to ¢¢ ¢¢bo ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢ child] 
ọsịnọ́ (=asịnọ́)  n.  Black-Winged Stilt 

(Himantopus himantopus 
RECURVIOSTRIDAE) (=kẹnị-bụọ́ ̀-tíẹ̣) 
ọsịnsịíṇ  v.i.  be bruised 
ọsịsá (=asịsá)  n.  umbrella 
ọsíỵàí ̣  n.pl.  youths; young men 

ọsọkọ́  n.  style of tying headtie with a pointed 
tip 
ọsọ́mọ̀  pron.  A. they (emphatic): Ọsọ́mọ̀ 

bóyemi  They are coming; B. you people 
(emphatic): Ọsọ́mọ̀, ọ nụ́a nì ̣ yo!  Greetings 
to all of you! (cf. ọmịní)̣ 
ọsụ́baị (=asụ́baị)  n.  hoe 
ọsụ́baịfụụ  n.  hoe handle [ọsú ¢¢ ¢¢bai ¢¢ ¢¢ + fu ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢ 

handle] 
ọsụ́baị-ugu  n.  hoe blade [ọsú ¢¢ ¢¢bai ¢¢ ¢¢ + uguú 

iron] 
ọsụ́ma (=asụ́ma, asíṃa)  v.i.  work as 

blacksmith  
ọsụ́ma-ẹlẹẹlẹ  n.  A. hardened charcoal, 

perhaps chemically produced during a long 
period of fanning; B. rusty iron substance 
found in the soil during cultivation (possibly 
marking site of old settlement) [o ¢¢ ¢¢sú ¢¢ ¢¢ma 
+e ¢¢ ¢¢le ¢¢ ¢¢e ¢¢ ¢¢le ¢¢ ¢¢é ¢¢ ¢¢ slime] 
ọsụ́makịmị  n.  blacksmith [o ¢¢ ¢¢sú ¢¢ ¢¢ma + kí ¢¢ ¢¢mi ¢¢ ¢¢ 

person] 
ọsụ́maowei  n.  blacksmith: Ọsụ́maowei 

bìṃẹịn bó ùgu ki tẹmẹmị  The blacksmith is 
dedicated to his profession (and nothing else) 
(as others should be) [o ¢¢ ¢¢sú ¢¢ ¢¢ma + owéi man] 
ọsụ́matọbọụ  n.  apprentice or journeyman 

blacksmith [o ¢¢ ¢¢sú ¢¢ ¢¢ma + to ¢¢ ¢¢bo ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢ child] 
ọsụ́mayenghi (=ọsụ́mayenghi)  n.  master 

blacksmith [o ¢¢ ¢¢sú ¢¢ ¢¢ma + yenghí mother] 
ọtí ̣  n.  single, lone person; Ye ọtí ̣ ghọ 

pamàáà?  Am I the only child in my family? 
or, Have I no supporter? 
ọtịí ̣  v.i.  be blocked up 
ọtịkíị̀ ̣  id.  deaf; not hearing 
ọtọ́gbọ̀rụ́  n.  Egyptian Plover or Crocodile 

Bird (Pluvianus aegyptius aegyptius 
GLAREOLIDAE) (=ịlá-tụa-bọ-ì ̣lá-singha) 
ọtọ́kọ̀  n.  A. mud; amákọọtọkọ  clay for 

moulding [one ọ or two?]; gbéin ọtọkọ  mud 
for “mudding” house; wárị lọọ̀ ọtọkọ  mud 
for plastering house; B. (fig.) foolish person; 
C. (fig.) plenty; lots of; kíṃị ọ̀tọ́kọ̀  lots of 
people: Ké wàrị fún ọ̀tọ́kọ̀  In Kay’s house, 
books are as plentiful as mud. 
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ọtụ́mụ  n.  aerial yam (Dioscorea bulbifera 
Linn. DIOSCOREACEAE) 
ọtụ́nọgọ̀kí ̣  n.  bird, the hammerkop (Scopus 

umbretta SCOPIDAE): Iné warịbị ọ̀tụ́nọgọ̀kí ̣ 
wàrị yaáà?  Is your house ọtụ́nọgọ̀kí’̣s 
house?  (=akarángbèlengbe = 
akaráìngbelengbe) 
ọ́ụ  n.  A. air; steam; ebi bịbị ọụ́ ̀   good words; 

sei bịbị ọụ́ ̀   bad words; B. steam (also 
ọfíṛịbèni ọ́ụ [check tone]) 
ọvíṇ  v.t.  clear: Erí yọ sẹ̀ ọvịn sindọọ́  He has 

cleared the whole place. 
ọvíṇ-owei (=ọvụ́n-owei)  n.  African Black 

Kite (Milvus migrans ACCIPITRIDAE) (= 
ekúlèí) 
ọvíṛị  v.i.  be very eager and smart: Erí ègberí 

nàa bị, wo ọngọ́ sẹ̀ ọvíṛị sìndọọ́  When he 
heard the story, he waass ready to act 
(“charged up”). 
ọvọríị̀ṇ (=ọvọnríị̀ṇ)  id.  empty 
ọvụkụụ́ ̀   id.  describes a person’s face 

resembling the shape of the carved ọvụọ́ ̀, a 
short but deep face [What’s a deep face?] 
ọvụọ́ ̀  n.  A. carved ancestral figure kept in the 

kíriye wàrị; B. covenant, esp. between two 
towns; ọvụọ́ ̀ fị  make a covenant; ọvụọ́ ̀ kọrí ̣  
be affected by a vow; ọvụọ́ ̀ saị  strengthen 
covenant; déin ọvụọ  secret agreement: Ọvụọ́ ̀ 
fị baị, sụụ tuu gbágha  On the day of 
reconciliation the cause of the disagreement is 
not mentioned; C. small wooden amulet or 
charm worn on body; carving at entrance to 
house or péle, etc. D. testament; ayá ọvụọ  
New Testament; oru ọvụọ́ ̀  Old Testament 
ọvụọ́ ̀kiri-owei¹  n.  man from the place with 

which one’s people have a covenant [ọvụọ́ ̀ + 
kíri land + owéi man] 
ọvụọ́ ̀kiri-owei²  n.  smallpox [(fig.). use of 

preceding?] 
ọvụ́rụ̀n (=ọvụ́nrụ̀n) n.  crab (general, 

including i ¢¢ ¢¢kán and elú) [scientific names 
from Dimie]; dú ¢¢ ¢¢we ¢¢ ¢¢i ¢¢ ¢¢-o ¢¢ ¢¢vu ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢n large poisonous 
hairy spider 
ọwẹí¹̣  v.t.  fear; be afraid of 

ọwẹí²̣  v.i.  be forbidden, taboo: Ọwẹịmóò!  It 
is forbidden! (= díi = tó ¢¢ ¢¢n) 
ọwẹịyé¹ (=ọwẹịyeé)  n.  fear; ọwẹịyé mìẹ̣  faint: 

Áràụ́ dàụ́ f ìị́ ̣ nàa bị, ọwẹịyé mìẹ̣mị  When 
she heard her father had died, she fainted. 
[ọwẹí ̣+ yé thing] 
ọwẹịyé² (=ọwẹịyeé)  n.  taboo; forbidden thing 

[ọwẹí ̣+ yé thing] (= díiye = tó ¢¢ ¢¢nye) 
ọwẹịmọọ́  v.cs.  frighten [ọwẹí ̣+ mo ¢¢ ¢¢ 

causative] 
ọwọụ́  n.pl.  children (used as pl. of tọbọụ́); 

kála ọ̀wọụamá  small children; kála-
ọ̀wọụamá-dọ̀n  convulsions 
ọwọwọ́ [4]  n.  funnel-entrance trap, smaller 

than ịkárà; ọwọwọ́ pìṭẹ  fish with ọwọwọ́ 
ọyanyán  n.  horse [<Igbo ànyìṇyà] 
ọyẹ́bẹ̀  n.  fool; clown; idiot 
ọyẹ́tẹẹ  id.  dumbfounded; speechless 
ọyọrọ́-òwei  n.  yam variety, whose tuber looks 

like a coiled snake 
ọzá  n.  fish, the silversides (Alestes baremose)  

Joannis CHARACIDAE) 
ọzarí ̣ (=azarí)̣  n.  champion (= olótù) 
ọzárị  n.  condition of being indoors due to ill-

health or lameness; state of confinement due 
to ill-health 
ọzárịwarị  n.  A. house or place where one 

stays due to ill-health: ọzárịwarị ghọ sụọ  
stay in the house because of sickness; B. (fig.) 
place or condition of suffering (opp. e ¢¢ ¢¢dé ¢¢ ¢¢e ¢¢ ¢¢re ¢¢ ¢¢-
wari ¢¢ ¢¢) 
ọzíẓa  n.  West African black pepper, used as a 

spice (Piper guineense Schum. and Thonn. 
PIPERACEAE) [cf. Igbo ú ¢¢ ¢¢zí ¢¢ ¢¢zá West African 
black pepper]  
Ọzíẓabifè  n.  a name that occurs frequently in 

the folktales, connected with a champion in 
wrestling or fighting 
ọ́zọ̀  n.  masquerade in procession which starts 

from the northern end of the main road of the 
town/village and ends at the southern end and 
beyond.  Only one man wears the mask which 
is made of raphia leaves (from which the 
raffia has been extracted) and tied to a 
framework of cane-ropes.  It is the last 
ceremony or play performed after New Year 
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in Kólokùmá, after which people start to go to 
work on their farms.  It is accompanied with 
songs and drumming. 

 
 

P 
 

paá  n.  tree with light whitish wood 
(Cleistopholis patens (Benth.) Engl. and 
Diels ANNONACEAE) 

páa¹  v.i.  A. come or go out: Ọ wẹnị páamị  
They walked out: ụ bọọmọ́ paa  Let him go 
away: Wó paa mu dìí/dọụ̀ ́   Let us go out 
and see/look for it; páa bo  come out; páa 
fàá; go out entirely; be lost in vain; páa 
fagha not to be lost in vain; páagha ìgoli-
warị life imprisonment; páa mu  go out; 
páa tịẹ  volunteer; come/go out; bọ́lọụ ghọ 
paa  an order, alarm or exclamation made by 
one or more people, asking people to 
advance or come out in front with a view to 
encircle an enemy or obstruct his forward 
movement; fụ́rụ paa; smell strongly; smack 
of (something) fragrant; B. appear; shine (of 
sun): ụráụ paayemi  The sun is shining; C. 
break out (as war): Sụụ paadọ́  War has 
broken out; D. happen: Páa yọ ghọ paada, 
beri káàá naanghị  Let it happen and we 
just hear of it (said of a narrow escape, or on 
hearing of a disaster which affects others); 
E. v.loc. leave (marital home); divorce 
(husband): N tamá ìne ghọ páadọ  My wife 
has left me: Áràụ́ yèi ghọ paadọ́ụ  She has 
divorced her husband; F. be born; arí ̣ paa 
kụmọ̀  since I was born 

páa²  v.i.  grow; flourish; kíṃị paa  develop 
one’s personality; come of age (cf. eré paa, 
owéi paa) [or combine with 1?] 

páa³ [3]  v.a.  be clean: páa bịdẹ̀  clean cloth; 
páagha  unclean, impure 

páa4  n.  kind; sort: Béi paabì ̣ ị dịsẹghá  I don’t 
like this kind. 

páa5  a.  A. ordinary; plain: páa (bolou) beni  
plain water: páa otumọ  ordinary people; B. 
empty; páa bolou  empty; nothing (as of a 
fish trap catching nothing); C. free: Páa 

pịrịye ìṃẹ́ẹlẹị bigha  A free gift does not 
ask for fat (i.e. one cannot demand extra for 
something freely given). 

páa kị  adv.  just; simply 
paamẹíṇ [5]  v.dir.p.  occur to; happen to; 

appear to [páamọ² + -í ̣process] 
paamẹịnyé  n.  happening [paamẹíṇ + yé 

thing] 
páamọ¹  v.cs.  A. send out; bring out; divorce 

(wife): Erí wò tamá pàamọdọ́ụ [check 
sentence] He has divorced his wife; B. 
vomit (i.e. bring out food); C. (tech.) emit 
[páa¹ + mọ causative] 

páamọ²  v.dir.  contribute; donate (i.e. bring out 
money for something) [páa¹ + mọ́ 
directional] 

páamọ³  v.cs. (used only in combination with 
another verb) make clean: mi ¢¢ ¢¢e ¢¢ ¢¢ páamo ¢¢ ¢¢  
make clean; sú ¢¢ ¢¢u ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢ paamo ¢¢ ¢¢ wash clean; 
Bịdẹmọ́ pọ̀ọ páamọ  Wash the clothes 
clean. [páa³ + mọ causative] 

páamọbara  n.  (tech.) (act of) emission 
[páamọ¹ + bára4 way] 

páamọye  n.  (tech.) emission; what is emitted 
[páamọ¹ + yé thing] 

paán¹  v.t. A. hoot at; heckle; B. tịíṇ pàán  lead 
“cheering” on a formal occasion; C. sing 
loudly in chorus 

paán²  n.  calabash cup used in drinking 
palmwine 

páapa¹  adv.  anyhow; at random; páapa bara  
anyhow; carelessly; páapa bịbị  useless 
talk; unfounded story; páapa ye  useless 
thing; nonsense 

páapa²  [4] adv.  often 
páapamọ̀  adv.  anyhow; carelessly [páapa + 

mọ adverbial]  
paaraí¹̣ (=paaraụ́) v.t.  answer; reply; respond 

to an address 
paaraí²̣ (=paaraụ́) v.t.  ransom; redeem  
páaraị  n.  A. fragment; piece; cotyledon; 

angba paaraí ̣ one side of the face; angba 
paaráị kìṃị (=kíṃị angba paaraị) person 
consisting of one side of the body only; half-
man (a mythical creature); ẹgbẹnẹ paaráị  
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cotyledon of wild mango; B. (math.) 
fraction; páaraị bọdị  fraction board; 
dẹ́sịmàlị paaraị  decimal fraction; ebébuu 
mọ paaraị mọ  mixed number; ebi paaraí ̣  
proper fraction; dẹ́sịmàlị paaraị  decimal 
fraction; gbásị paaraịama  equivalent 
fractions; sei paaraí ̣  improper fraction 

paaraụ́¹ (=paaraí)̣  v.t.  answer; reply; respond 
to an address; paaraụ-owéi  man who 
responds 

paaraụ́² (=paaraí)̣  v.t.  ransom; redeem; 
Paaraụ-owéi  Redeemer 

paaraụyé¹ (=paaraịyé ??)  n.  answer; reply 
[paaraụ́¹ + yé thing]  

paaraụyé² (=paaraịyé)  n.  redemption 
[paaraụ́² + yé thing] 

páaye  n.  happening; event: Páaye, bọ́ọye  
What happens passes away.  [páa¹ + yé 

thing]  
Páayebọọye  n.  personal name [What happens 

passes away] 
paghaí ̣ [5]  v.i.  (of deceased person) appear to 

a living person (in dream or ghost-form) to 
inform or warn of a coming event, or (most 
commonly) to demand completion of 
traditional burial rites; paghaị dụ́wẹ̀ị  the 
soul of a deceased person that does this; 
apparition 

páị  v.t.  pawn; pledge; receive (pawn or 
pledge); mortgage 

páịdìsi  pie-dish [<English pie-dish]  
paịnápụ̀lụ  n.  pineapple (Ananas comosus  

(Linn.) Merrill BROMELIACEAE); adukúù 
paịnapụlụ  dark pineapple; guegue 
paịnápụ̀lụ  brown pineapple [<English 
pineapple]  

páịye  n.  pawn; pledge; mortgage [páị + yé 

thing]  
pakalapákala  id.  twisted sideways (of 

knees/ankles) 
pakolopákolo  id.  (of something metal) dented 

and spoilt out of shape; notched: Sei ogídì 
bịbị, pakolopákolo  A damaged matchet-
blade, all notched. 

palá  n.  back of hand, usu. bárapalà; top (of 
foot), usu. bụ́ọpala 

pálalapàlala  id.  describes walking on muddy 
ground squelching 

palí¹̣  v.t.  A. stick; paste on; tíṇ pàlị  paste 
(notice) on a tree; B. stick (fufu) to piece of 
fish, etc., and put in mouth together; C. 
pinch; pilfer 

palí²̣  v.acc.  go near: Mú ni ụ̀ mọmọ́ pàlí ̣  Go 
near him. 

palí³̣  n.  native razor blade (=tíḅịọkụmẹịn) 
palịí¹̣ [5]  v.p.loc.  A. be stuck to: Fúnbi 

tebùlubọọ palịíḍọ  The paper has stuck to 
the table; B. be too tight (of clothes) [palí¹̣ + 
í ̣process]  

palịí²̣ [5]  v.p.loc. be near, come close; [palí²̣ + 
í ̣process]  

palịkọọ́ ̀  id.  irregular 
palịkọpálịkọ  id.  irregular, badly shaped (as of 

teeth or toes) 
palịmẹíṇ  v.dir.p.  be gummed to, attached to 

[palịmọ́ + -í ̣process]  
palịmọ́  v.dir.  come near: Erí tọ̀bọụbí ̣ 

pàlịmọmị  He came near the child. [palí¹̣ + 
-mọ́ directional] 

pám  n.  (geom.) parallelogram 
pamá  n.  row or segment of natural objects in 

their natural arrangement, e.g. the segments 
of the orange, wax cells of the bee hive, 
alligator pepper seeds, or roe of the fish 

pamáà  id.  describes clustered rows or layers 
or segments like the bee hive 

pánì ̣  n.  pan; bowl [<English pan] 
panranraán see pararaán  flattish 
papapaá  id.  hot; ọfíṛị pàpapaá; hot (as of 

water, body when the temperature is high): 
Ọngọ́ sẹ̀ ará ghọ pàpapa kí ̣ èmi  Her whole 
body is hot. 

paraí ̣  see  paraụ́ 
páraịn (=báraịn)  id.  free; with no 

restrictions; manifest; clear; distinct; mịẹ 
paráịnmọ  make clear; make free 

pararaán (=panranraán)  id.  flattish 
pasá  v.t.  patch, e.g. cloth; reforge, e.g. old axe 

by adding more metal 
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pásapàsa  id.  sound produced while walking 
on wet ground; patter [?] 

pasapasá  id.  prosperous, flourishing; profuse: 
Pasapasá ò!  an expression wishing one’s 
self or others prosperity in a venture 

pasẹ́ntì ̣  n.  (math.) per cent, percent (%); árere 
pasẹntì ̣  percentage profit; fa pasẹ́ntì ̣  
percentage loss; sụ́ọ fa pasẹntì ̣  loss %; sụ́ọ 
pasẹntị  gain % [<English per cent] 

pasií  id.  descriptive of a person with a broad 
waist and well-formed legs 

pásiipàsii  id.  walking with confidence [cf. 
with next, discuss] 

pásipàsi  id.  describes movement and sound of 
someone with feet coming down flat on 
ground, lifting legs high and striding flat-
footedly (<kpásikpàsi) 

pásisei  excl.  please 
Patáịkọ̀tị  n.  Port Harcourt (older form; cf. 

Pọọ́ ̀t) [<English Port Harcourt] 
pátapata  id.  very many; plentiful; in 

abundance 
pataraá¹  id.  messy (as faeces or split akamu) 

(<potoraá) 
pataraá²  id.  coiled, as fairly large python 

(<potoraá) 
patarí  n.  a loose underwear worn by women; 

a miniskirt [?]; petticoat [?<English petty, 
shortened form of petticoat]  

pátìọ̣kọ́  (probably shortened form of  pá tèi yọ́ 
kọ̀)  why should it be? 

pebí (=pebú)  v.t.  allow; let: I pebí nì yé fị 
yò!  Please allow me to eat. 

pebú (=pebí)  v.t.  allow; let: I pebú nì yé fị 
yò!  Please allow me to eat. 

pebuu  a.  describes a well-built house or a 
substantially-built person of average height: 
Ébì pebuu kí pàamị  Ebi is well-built. 

peé  v.i.  be at liberty; have a chance [sentence 
example?]  

péeè  id.  describes sudden getting up from 
sleep 

péeleè  id.  unexpectedly: Erí peeleè ki akị nị 
u koromọ́mị  He threw the person 
unexpectedly. 

peeleí  v.i.  move about quickly, as when one is 
moved by spirits, or when one moves 
ceremonially to a special rhythm (cf. yé sụọ) 

péelepèele  id.  describes rapid, irregular 
movement of something large (as aeroplane 
manoeuvring) 

péepèe  id.  gadding about; roving; wandering 
aimlessly 

péerepèere  id.  vigorous; physically strong 
and active; energetic; vivacious; smart; 
brisk; lively 

pegelepegelé¹  id.  moving fast and irregularly, 
on land, water, or air (as of humans, 
animals, or machines) (>pẹgẹlẹpẹgẹlẹ́) 

pégelepègele  id.  move irregularly, as by 
bigger birds or aeroplanes (>pẹ́gẹlẹpẹ̀gẹlẹ) 

pegí  n.  bat (animal) (general term, 
CHIROPTERA); óru pegi  small 
insectivorous bat (MICROCHIROPTERA) 

péi (=pói =póu (archaic))  v.t.  A. [tone class 2 
or 3?]; believe; fíe pei  wait in anxiety for 
news; B. obey; gbá ye pèi  be obedient 

pekéì  n.  morning; pekéìbọọ  in the morning; 
(tech.) a.m. 

pekéipèkei  n.  [or id.  ?] early morning; dawn 
[very early?] 

péle  n.  A. houses built together in a 
rectangular shape with one side open; B. 
family, theoretically living together 

pelelépèlelé  id.  of strands or yam mounds far 
apart (opposite kịtịkịtí)̣ 

pélipèli  id.  describes fast unsteady movement, 
as of bats or people 

pénenèe  id.  emerging suddenly and 
unexpectedly from water: Bụmọụnbí ̣ 
peneneè ki akị bení dùo páamị  The 
“bamboo” has suddenly appeared on the 
surface of the water. 

pénì  n.  barrel; cask 
péni  v.t.  pin; attach [example?] 
penií  v.p.  be entangled, entrapped in a trap or 

case [péni + -í process]  
pénipèni  id.  suffocating; having a choking 

feeling, as a drowning person 
pénimọ (=pónomọ)  v.t.  force; rape (adult)  
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péniowèi  n.  pneumonia 
pepeleé  id.  flat (>pẹpẹlẹẹ́) 
pepeleyeé  n.  (geom.) plane figure [pepeleé + 

yé thing]  
pépepe  id.  pale, as grass that has been shut off 

from the light of the sun, or the legs of a 
person who has stood in the water for long 

pepesií  id.  broad, wide and flat 
perepére  id.  be easily seen through due to 

lack of thick vegetation, esp. where there is 
little or no undergrowth: Wó mu dii bou sẹ̀ 
perepérè ki emi  The bush we went and 
inspected is thin and scanty. 

pérepere¹  id.  innocent; free from guilt  
pérepere²  excl.  word used at time of 

purification  by a priest or priestess, urging 
that the person should be brisk, smart and 
healthy, or free from pollution 

pererupererú  id.  flapping, as of birds 
pereruú  id.  describes the downward flight of 

a bird with wings outspread; swooping 
pérerùu¹  id.  pale  
pérerùu²  id.  low and flattish; too wide, as 

roof 
péri¹  n.  winged white termites which fly 

(ISOPTERA) 
péri²  n.  used in: péri ba  develop white 

feathers on the wings, tail and underparts of 
the body, as “eagle” (Palm-Nut Vulture, 
Gypohierax angolensis): Erí periba uge ki 
kọ̀rị bómi  He brought an “eagle” which 
had grown its white feathers; ọgọnọ ghọ 
peri bá  said of a child when it cuts the 
upper teeth first: Ará tọbọụbị ọ̀gọnọ kọọ́ ̀ 
péri bamị  Her child cut the upper teeth 
first. 

péritan  v.i.  be free, esp. in the absence of the 
person in authority as children do when the 
parents (esp. the father) are absent 

périyan  v.t.  surround in large numbers, as a 
weaker wrestler is surrounded by many 
others asking to wrestle with him 

pesí (=posí)  n.  youth; young men; kála pesì  
small boys 

pési (=pósi)  v.acc.  be of same age as: N mọ ị 
mọ́mọ pesi  I am the same age as you. 

pesii¹  id.  term applied to women with fat 
buttocks: Eréma sẹ̀ pesii kí èmi  The 
woman has very big buttocks. 

pesii²  a.  broad and level, as farm-land, big 
tables, etc. 

petibaa  id.  be plump, as a child 
peuu  a.  describes a well-roofed house, not too 

high 
pẹẹ́ ̀ẹn  id.  A. describes a smooth gliding flight 

with spread wings; B. describes a very fast 
movement of light boats or canoes on the 
water 

pẹ́ẹlẹpẹ̀ẹlẹ  id.  of rapid movement; describes 
something moving unsteadily, e.g. a plate 
thrown 

pẹẹrẹíṇ pẹ̀ẹrẹíṇ  v.i.  be eager; restless; very 
anxious: N kẹ́nì ̣ béi pẹẹrẹ̀ịn pẹẹrẹịnyemibi, 
i tíe kì ni i weringhímàáà?  As you are 
gesturing and struggling like this, what 
abusive words are you going to say against 
me? [meaning correct?] 

pẹgẹlẹpẹgẹlẹ́  id.  moving fast and irregularly, 
on land, water, or air (as of smaller birds, 
insects or objects) (<pegelepegelé)  

pẹ́gẹlẹpẹ̀gẹlẹ  id.  move irregularly, as by 
smaller birds or aeroplanes after being 
wounded or partly damaged (<pégelepègele) 

pẹí¹̣  v.t.  break (fragile object); “butcher”; cut 
up: indi pẹí ̣ “butcher” fish: náma pẹị 
“butcher” meat; pẹí ̣ fàá  be broken entirely, 
as plate or canoe; be broke (financially): Arí ̣ 
kẹ̀ní ̣ pẹ̀í ̣ fàdọ́ wèé; kẹní ̣ òkoba kpọ ine ghọ 
faá  I’m broke; I don’t have any money at 
all; kíri pẹì ̣  destroy farms by browsing on 
them 

pẹí²̣  v.t.  carve or cut off in large pieces, as 
when moulding the bottom of the canoe into 
the correct shape 

pẹịkọrí ̣ [5]  n.  part of neck nearest the 
shoulder in animals, always given to butcher 
at any time an animal is cut up 

pẹịpẹ́ị  id.  full of cracks and about to break (cf. 
puipúi, less close to breaking) 
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pẹịpẹíṇẹ̀nghị (=pẹịpẹíṇẹ̀ngị) n.  whale 
pẹkẹlẹẹ́ ̀  a.  short, slim, and pleasing to look at 
pẹ́kẹpẹke  id.  tall and very thin, with belly 

curved in 
pẹlẹ  v.t.  buy a measure of drink or salt: Mú 

kẹ̀nị náịrà uru pẹlẹ bó  Go and buy a 
naira’s worth of drink. 

pẹ́lẹ¹  v.t.  cut; stop; pẹ́lẹ wonìmí sẹ̀kị (tech.) 
crossed cheque; abalị pẹlẹ́  cut in a slanting 
way, slantwise; fíṇa pẹlẹ  unlock, untie, 
loose ceremonially; this is a ritual performed 
when it is suspected that a sick person is 
being bound by the spirits of the dead, as the 
art of unlocking those bonds; ịgbá pẹlẹ  cut 
rope ceremonially.  When a person who has 
been sick for long finds it difficult to die, 
this ceremony is performed in order to 
shorten the period and free the person from 
further suffering; ịyọ́ụn pẹlẹ  draw one’s last 
breath; give up the ghost; kọn-ịgbá pẹlẹ  cut 
necklace ceremonially in public to declare a 
widow’s formal divorce from her husband 
within the ffamily to whom she was 
allocated; tebi pẹlẹ́  circumcize female 
organ, the clitoris; tọọ́ ̀n pẹlẹ  circumcize 
male organ; umé pẹ̀lẹ  plot secret plan with 
evil intent 

pẹ́lẹ²  v.t.  usu. bíḅị pẹle  judge; decide; settle; 
bíḅịpẹlẹbọ  judge; bíḅịpẹlẹ erein  
judgement day 

pẹ́lẹ³  v.i.  ebb (of tide); recede (of flood): Séri 
pẹlẹyemi  The tide is ebbing. 

pẹ́lẹ4  v.i.  drum an accompaniment: alíli pẹlẹ 
drum on alíli 

pẹ́lẹ5  v.t.  go in; wárị pẹlẹ̀ sụ́ọ  rape; go into a 
woman’s room unnoticed for sexual 
intercourse 

pẹ́lẹ6  v.t.  capture all the ọgbọ́lọ̀ of an 
opponent in the ikóso game in the normal 
course of playing 

pẹ́lẹ7  v.t.  trip up; cause to stumble by 
entangling or suddenly catching the feet; 
catch the foot (in wrestling) 

pẹ́lẹgha-dii  n.  liane which is forbidden to be 
cut; its wood is taken in gin as medicine 

[how can it be used for medicine if it is not 
to be cut?] (Friesodielsia gracilis (Hook.f.) 
van Steenis ANNONACEAE) 

pẹlẹí ̣ [5]  v.p.  break; snap; pẹlẹí ̣ koro  fall; fall 
down; be dried up, as stream; pẹlẹí ̣ tẹị  
escape [pẹ́lẹ + -í ̣process]  

pẹ́lei¹  n.  cane rat; cutting-grass; “grasscutter” 
(Thryonymys swinderianus 
THRYONOMIDAE) (=ikirí) [pẹ́lẹ + yé thing]  

pẹ́lei²  n.  sleeveless singlet [pẹ́lẹ + yé thing] 
pẹlẹlụụ (=pẹlẹlụụ́) id.  meticulously 
pẹlẹmẹíṇ [5]  v.dir.p.  be stranded, cut off (as 

fishes from river, or person kept somewhere 
by rain) [pẹ́lẹmọ + -í ̣process] 

pẹ́lẹmọ  v.dir.  cross (one’s path); intercept; 
interrupt; bọ́lọụ pẹlẹmọ òo  a cry signalling 
that people should advance in front to 
intercept the movement of an assailant [pẹ́lẹ 
+ -mọ́ directional] 

pẹ́lẹpaamọye  n.  (geom.) cut-out [pẹ́lẹ + 
páamọ bring out + yé thing]  

pẹ́lẹyemịye  [sub-dots?]n.  (geom.) cutting 
[pẹ́lẹ + -yémi present continuous + yé 

thing]  
pẹ́lịì ̣  id.  (usu. pẹ́lịì ̣ banghí)̣run away before an 

accident occurs; dodge; avoid something 
before it happens or falls: Sụotúmọ̀ boyemi 
naa bị, erí pẹ́lịì ̣ banghí ̣ fàdọọ́  When he 
heard of the coming of the soldiers, he took 
to his heels. 

pẹ́lịpẹ̀lị  id.  unsteady; describes a restless 
person 

pẹmẹrẹíṇ  v.i.  move restlessly, itching to go 
into action 

pẹpẹlẹẹ́  id.  flat (<pepeleé) 
pẹpẹsịí ̣  id.  low and flat 
pẹrẹ́¹  a.v.  be rich; pẹrẹ́ zìgeizígei  be 

fabulously rich 
pẹrẹ́²  n.  riches: Pẹrẹ inéghà  He is showing 

off his riches (lit. not enduring his riches): 
Pẹrẹ isé ise  Riches are of many kinds: Pẹrẹ 
kịmí ̣ mà serí ègberi naamị  A rich man 
hears a story twice (i.e. people come to eat 
and ask for help in a rich man’s house, so he 
hears the news before it is official): Pẹrẹ 
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kosú fà  Riches has no seniority (even a 
young person can be rich): Pẹrẹ pọọn lagha  
[tone?] He is not satisfied with his wealth. 

pẹrẹ́³  n.  ruler; clan head or equivalent of a 
king; pẹre �� ��fịí ̣  enjoy lordship, as in a person 
who is not entitled [required?] to paddle as a 
result of his/her rank or ill health 

pẹrẹ-ikémì  n.  tap-root [pẹrẹ́ + ikemí root]  
pẹrẹ-imemerékè (=pẹrẹ-umboberékè =pẹrẹ-

umbébèreke) n.  “king” fern, ground up and 
rubbed on for swelling (óin) or for 
purification by women after menstruation 
(Nephrolepis biserrata (Sw.) Schott 
DAVALLIACEAE) [pẹrẹ́ + imemerékè fern] 

pẹ́rẹịn  id.  describes the way some fishes like 
ọfọ́ụ, ụsaụ́, etc., (and even people) jump 
over fences or given targets 

Pẹrẹkirí  n.  Aboh Kingdom in Delta State of 
Nigeria 

Pẹrẹkosúfà  n.  personal name [Riches has no 
seniority] 

pẹrẹmọ́  v.cs.  enrich [pẹrẹ́ + -mọ causative]  
pẹ́rẹịnpẹrẹịn  id.  frequently jumping 
pẹ́rẹnpẹrẹn (=pẹ́nrẹnpẹnrẹn) id.  light in 

weight and thin 
pẹrẹ-olíeliè  n.  bird, the Pin-tailed Whydah 

(Vidua macroura VIDUIDAE) 
Pẹrẹpọọnlagha  n.  name of a traditional deity 

in Otuan and in pre-Christian times in 
Kịlẹgbegha quarter of Kaiama [Not satisfied 
with his wealth]  

pẹrẹrẹ́è  id.  sloping gently; on a gentle 
gradient 

pẹrẹpẹ́rẹ  id.  full of chiefs or rich people 
pẹrịpẹrí ̣  v.i.  be pale, colourless (of man or 

grass): Dọnbí ̣ wò ọngọ́bì ̣ mịẹ bó pẹ̀rịpẹrị 
kí ̣ pàdọ́  The sickness has made him pale 
and yellowish. 

pẹsẹrẹẹ́ ̀  id.  evenly sloping 
pẹsịí ̣  v.a.  become low (e.g. of seat); pẹsị titéì  

low seat 
pẹsịmọọ́  v.cs.  make lower [pẹsịí+̣mọ́] 
pẹsịpẹsí ̣  id.  slowly and fully (of eating, 

working, talking, walking) 

pẹ́sụwa  n.  (tech.) (Ghanaian) pesewa [< 
English pesewa] 

pẹtẹẹ  id.  inactive; with nothing doing 
pẹ́tịpẹ̀tị  id.  hopping; skipping 
pẹturólù (=pẹtụlụ́)  n.  (tech.) petroleum 

[<English petrol]  
pẹtụlụ́ (=pẹturólù)  n.  (tech.) petroleum 

[<English petrol]  
píge  v.t.  A. “pin”; fix stick in ground; fix 

feather in hat or hair; B. roast fish by putting 
a prepared stick through the mouth of the 
fish and pinning the stick with the fish over 
the fire.  This is done in the bush when 
bailing fish-ponds and not in the 
town/village. 

pigeí [5]  v.p.  become “pinned”, fixed 
pigirií  id.  forcing  oneself in or through (usu. 

with sụ́ọ): Erí pìgirii kí nàá warịị sụ̀ọmị  
He forced his way into the house through the 
crowd.  

píii (=píiin) id.  hooting from a ship, motor-
horn or hooter 

piín [5]  v.i.  be near 
píiin (=píii) id.  hooting from a ship, motor-

horn or hooter 
pilapilá  id.  (flying) with big wings 
pímaa  id.  gigantic 
pímpim  id.  very full, esp. of stomach due to 

over feeding 
pín  v.loc.  A. become too small for (of 

clothes): Béi butùweibi ine ghọ pindọ́  
This shirt has got too small/tight for me; B. 
be overcrowded: Kíṃịmọ ìzan bọọ ní ̣ 
warịbị pinmi  The people were so many 
that the house ws overcrowded. 

píne¹  v.i.  become thoroughly dried and 
matured, as of kernel 

píne²  v.i.  show clearly (of indelible pigment or 
scars from tattoo or sore) 

pínèí  n.  leprosy [píṇa + yé thing]  
pínèídọ̀n  n.  leprosy [pínèí + dọọ́n] 
pínì¹  n.  pith of the “bamboo” of the bamboo-

palm (boyá) or less often the wine-palm 
(kọ́rọ); pínì kambala  strands; strings from 
the pínì 
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pínì²  n.  pin [<English pin] 
pínìtọnye  n.  (tech.) pin drawing [pínì² + 

tọ́nye drawing] 
pinmẹíṇ  v.dir.p.  force one’s way into or out of 

an already filled-up place: Eri kpọ́ pìnmẹíṇ 
warịị dùo sụ́ọmị  He too forced his way 
through (the people) into the house with the 
others: Yọ́bị sụọgha; ẹnị kí ̣ nì ̣ ẹnị ẹ́bẹ kpọ, 
erí laa pìnmẹíṇ sụọ tìṭẹmí ̣  The place was 
full; yet he got a place to sit down by forcing 
his way in. [pínmọ² + -í ̣process] 

pínmọ¹  v.cs.  force into an already small space 
or push people in such a situation: U pinmọ́ 
Force him to go forward (so that you can 
follow): Pínmọ pìnmọ, óloko pìnmọ (song 
for a game where children push each other 
along a log till the end one falls off and 
rejoins at the other end) [pín + -mọ 
causative] 

pínmọ²  v.dir.  push through; force one’s way 
through: Eri kpọ́ pinmọ warịị dùo sụ́ọmị  
He too forced his way through (the people) 
into the house; pínmọ paa  squeeze through 
[pín + -mọ́ directional] 

pinmọpínmọ  id.  successively; in succession 
píoo  id.  describes a high degree of 

comprehension; properly understood 
píopio  id.  protruding (of occiput); pointed; 

sharp (of larger object) (>píọ̣pịọ) 
pirain  id.  very silent; quiet 
píramìdi  n.  (geom.) pyramid [<English 

pyramid] 
piripirí  id.  (of motion) fast; swift; rapid 
pírirì  id.  startled jump; start 
pisí (=pusí)  v.a.  become wet, drenched 
pisimọọ́  v.cs.  make wet; drench; soak: Osuobí 

bìḍẹmọ́ pìsimọmị The rain soaked the 
clothes. [pisí + mọ causative]  

písụ̀lụ  n.  pistol [<English pistol] [dots OK?] 
piteí (=pịtẹyé) [4]  n.  trap (general) [pịtẹ́ + yé 

thing] 
pití¹  v.t.  bend (stick, rod, plywood); coil (e.g. 

fish, when preparing it for smoking) 
pitimọ́  v.dir.  bend towards 
pitimọọ́  v.cs.  cause to bend 

pịanlí ̣ị  id.  with flat buttocks (not admired) (cf. 
lẹlụwẹẹ́ ̀)  

pịịịn  id.  with a whistling sound 
píḳị¹  [tone class 2 or 3?] v.t.  turn; twist; spin; 

whirl 
píḳị²  v.t.  switch on; put on (e.g. lantern) 
pí ̣lasịpì ̣lasị  id.  walking with bended knees 
píṃụụ  id.  far; distant; distantly 
píṇ¹  v.t.  A. tap (palm wine), usu. kọ́rọ pịn; lí ̣ị 

pịìṇ tap mature oil-palm for wine (not 
normal in Kolokuma); B. (fig.) urinate 
copiously (of child) 

píṇ²  v.t.  usu. lí ̣ị beìn pịn [or lí ̣ị gbeìn?]; 
harvest palm-fruit by inserting igóinzoro 
between fruit and supporting leaf, and 
pushing to one side to cut off 

píṇa [3]  v.a.  A. become white, bright; 
Píṇadẹị òfoni má dìrimaghá  A bird 
(“eagle”) that has developed white feathers 
cannot return to being black; B. become 
ripe; píṇa paa  be ripe all over 

píṇa-aràụ  n.  light-skinned woman (=oyedé) 
[píṇa + -araụ female]  

píṇa-erè  n.  (female) European [píṇa + eré 

woman]  
píṇakịmì ̣  n. (male) European (=píṇa-owèi) 

[píṇa + kíṃị person] 
píṇamọ¹  v.cs.  force to ripen; mịẹ pịnamọ́  

whiten; make white [píṇa + mọ causative] 
píṇamọ²  v.dir.  (usu. tọ́rụ pịnàmọ) make eyes 

wide and stare at [píṇa + mọ́ directional]  
píṇamọ³  v.t.  (fig.) scold; rebuke sternly; 

reprimand [If this is fig., what is the literal 
meaning?)  

píṇa-owèi  n. A. fair-skinned black person 
(male); B. male European (=píṇakịmì)̣ 
[píṇa + owéi man] 

píṇa paa  v.p.  fight openly  
pịní ̣�� ��¹  v.i.  ache (as head) [sentence example?] 
pịní ̣�� ��²  v.i.  usu. pịní ̣ fàá; move away forcefully  
pịnwọ́kọ  excl.  a nursery expression; in saying 

this, the elder person pushes the head of the 
younger one 

píọ̣pịọ  id.  protruding; pointed; sharp 
(<píopio) 
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pịpaa (=pịpaá) id.  filled to overflowing 
(referring to non-liquids) 

píp̣ị  v.t.  A. squeeze; wring (clothes); B. revive 
(someone fainting) by pressing (cf. ụfụ́ọ) 

pịpịmọ́pìp̣ịmọ́  adv.  ceaselessly; incessantly 
pịrí¹̣  v.t.  give; pịrí ̣ kọ̀rí ̣  A. pawn; pledge; 

mortgage; B. do something with 
enthusiasm, such as eating, drinking, 
wrestling, fighting, working: Ọ pii tími 
ni, ọ mẹẹ́nì ̣ pịrí ̣ kọ̀rị yáà  As they had 
been challenging each other, they 
encountered each other with enthusiasm: 
Ugé fìỵaịmọ tụọ sin bí, wó paa kị pịrí ̣ 
kọ̀rịmí ̣  When the food for the festival 
was ready, we ate it with gusto. 

pịrí²̣  v.i.  chatter (of parrot) 
pịrí³̣  n.  game played by women, involving 

clapping and moving the legs (cf. imbíse) 
pịrịmẹịn-píṛịmẹịn  id.  derogatory expression 

referring to an inherited characteristic 
pịríṇtì  n.  print (cloth) [<English print]  
píṣẹ¹  v.t.  take out palm nuts from the bunch 
píṣẹ²  v.i.  A. hatch (of young birds); B. develop 

and grow: buru pịsẹ́  (of new yams) 
develop from the old in the mound: Ará 
burumọ èbi bara kí ̣ pìṣẹmị  Her yams grew 
big: píṣẹyemi fìỵaị  (tech.) tuber 

píṣẹ³  v.t.  cause to burst or break, as of a small 
boil, crawcraw or scabies on the body 

písụ̀lụ  pistol [<English] [pi- or pị-?] [discuss: 
delete one entry] 

pịtẹ́  v.t.  trap; set (fishing or animal trap) 
pịtẹyé (=piteí)  n.  trap [pịtẹ́ + yé thing] 
pịtẹíp̣ìṭẹí ̣  id.  emphatic; talking with emphasis 
pịtịbaá  id.  describes a very plump person 

sitting, or a bull frog resting 
pịtịbụụ́  id.  very full; filled to the brim (of 

people); packed to capacity: Yọ́bị kịmịmọ 
sẹ̀ pịtịbụụ kí ̣ tìmimi  [tone?] The place was 
packed with people. 

píṭịị  id.  at very close range; nearly: Ará ụ̀ 
kọrịnghí ̣ tìmibi, píṭịị dọ̀lọ́ kụmọ  She very 
nearly caught him. 

pịtịmọ́pìṭịmọ́  id.  persistent, continual; 
demanding emphatically; asserting strongly 

and repeatedly; stressing the importance of 
[correct meanings?] 

píỵanpịyan  id.  thoroughly; exhaustively; 
entirely 

plánkụ̀  n.  plank; plánkụ̀mọ tárasụn  three 
lengths of plank; three planks [<English 
plank] 

pó  id.  sound made when a hollow object (e.g. 
a floater) upside down strikes the water 

póì  id.  pale; yellow (cf. píṇa) 
pói (=péi =póu archaic)  A. listen; believe; fíe 

poi  wait in anxiety for news; B. obey; gbá 
ye pòi  be obedient 

póipoi  v.i.  be pale, yellowish [id.  ? tone? cf.. 
póì] 

póko¹  v.i.  (spend) honeymoon with: Ọrọ ayá 
tàa mọ yei mọ́ mu ni Òlóbìri kọ tími 
pokoyemi  The new couple are 
honeymooning at Olobiri. 

póko²  n.  pleasant honeymoon period shaared 
by man and woman 

pokopokó  id.  preparing food (usually yam) in 
big chunks, with plenty of oil and other 
ingredients 

Pólakụ  n.  town in Gbanraịn ibé of Northern 
Nzọn, more fully Opóoloaku ¢¢ ¢¢, somewhat 
hidden from view from the main river 
[opóolo + akú ¢¢ ¢¢=o ¢¢ ¢¢kú ¢¢ ¢¢ side]  

poleí [5] (=poloí)  v.p.  peel off (as skin from 
scar); burst open; become chipped off: 
Alalábì ̣ poleídọ  The enamel coating (of the 
bowl, etc.) has got chipped off. [pólo¹+-í]  

poleipólei  id.  be chipped here and there: 
Alalábì ̣ poleipólei ki pàadọ́ụ  The enamel 
plate has got chipped here and there. [pólo¹ 
+ -í process]  

polí-àrụ  n.  (railway) train [shortened form of 
igbúrugburù-polí caterpillar + árụ canoe]  

pólo¹  v.t.,v.i.  burst open; explode; break open; 
shatter in pieces; pólo paa burst out: 
Fụ́mụbị polo paadọ The seed has burst out 
of its pod (by explosion); (fig.) emerge from 
poverty to affluence [sentence example?]  

pólo²  v.i.  slap; clap; bára polò  clap hands 
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pólo³  v.i.  harvest yam for the first time for the 
children to eat; pólo fị  harvest in this form 
and eat 

poloí [5] (=poleí)  v.p.  peel off (as skin from 
scar); burst open; become chipped off: 
Alalábì ̣ poloídọ  The enamel coating (of the 
bowl, etc.) has got chipped off. 

polokií  v.i.  fight to the point of exhaustion: 
Maa diokó-òtumọ andá pòlokiimí  The 
two enemies wrestled seriously until they 
were exhausted. 

pololapólola  id.  describes unsteady 
movement of trying to keep one’s balance 
on slippery ground 

pololápòlolá  id.  well spaced, as of strides or 
the spaced weft of a mat 

pólomọ  v.dir.  snap or fillip two fingers at 
someone in contempt [pólo²+-mọ́ 
directional]  

pómbo  v.i.  suck with great anxiety with the 
mouth or with the help of an object, as a 
hungry child sucking the mother’s breast 

pomú  n.  compound leaf (contrast berí for 
simple leaf), as of lí ̣ị, beribaá, okokodíà, 
kọ́rọ, boyá; (tech.) déri wonìmí pòmu 
compound leaf with net veins [check]; 
igbóro-igboro pòmu  compound leaf with 
parallel veins [check] 

pomu-aká  n.  (tech.) margin of compound leaf 
pomu-akáràbiri-ungbou  n.  (tech.) midrib of 

compound leaf 
pomubọlọ́ụ  n.  (tech.) apex of compound leaf 
pónomọ  (=pénimọ)  v.t.  force; rape (adult) 
poó  n.  tree used for building a long dug-out 

canoe for mashing palm fruits [species? 
identify?] 

póò  n.  po; chamber-pot [<English po] 
póo¹ [3]  v.t.  A. pull out; carve out; remove 

(e.g. eyes); cut out flesh of fish for bait; B. 
castrate; emasculate; póo òbori  castrated 
goat 

póo²  v.t.  cut off the outer part (e.g. of fish, 
bark of tree) 

poorápòorá  id.  in large units, as teeth: 
Akámọ̀ sẹ poorápòorá  His teeth are large. 

pópolo  v.t.  flatten the side of the tree after 
felling it to provide the base from where the 
carving out (of canoe) will be done 

porokopóroko  id.  describes someone who 
was fat but is now lean due to illness or 
poverty 

pósalị ọdà  n.  postal order [<English postal 

order] 
pósapòsapósa  id.  describes walking on 

slippery ground covered with some water 
posí (=pesí)  n.  youth; young men; kála posì  

small boys 
pósi (=pési)  v.acc.  be of same age as: N mọ ị 

mọ́mọ posi  I am the same age as you. 
posi ọ́fìṣị  n.  post office [<English post office] 
posoú  v.t.  meet singly or in a group; attack; 

invade 
póto  v.t.  boil more than necessary; over-boil 
potobupótobu  id.  soft, as of a well-cooked 

yam, or soft mud and sand.  It describes both 
the movement and the squelching sound 
produced when one moves in such places. 

pótopoto  id.  in great number; myriad; 
multitudinous; piled up upon one another 
(not so high as tíkpotikpo) 

potoraá¹  id.  describing a messy thing, such as 
faeces of elephant (>pataraá) 

potoraá²  id.  coiled, as of a very large python 
(>pataraá) 

potoraá²  id.  describes a fat person’s way of 
sitting  

potoú  v.t.  A. cultivate a muddy area, planting 
sweet potatoes, cassava, or cocoyam;  B. 
walk in muddy area 

potoupótou  id.  muddy; soft 
poú¹  v.t.  A. press down with a heavy weight; 

cover something with a heavy weight: Ugu 
gbasabí ̣ àkị na fúnmọ pòu eni kí ̣ mà fiín 
fàghá Put the iron rod to hold down the 
papers so they don’t fly away; angá pou  
bend to one side; atụ́ pou  fish with atụ́; B. 
brood, sit on eggs, cover chicks (as hen): 
Ofónibi wò angámọ̀ poudọụ́ The hen has 
started brooding her eggs. 
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poú²  n.  bundle (of sticks, cane-ropes, 
“bamboos”, yam stakes, “thatches”); pou 
póu fìṇa tie into bundles 

poú³  n.  hand or bunch of plantain, usu. beriba 
poú 

póu¹  v.i.  become a witch 
póu²  v.i.  lose in a game [sentence example?]  
póu³ (arch.) (=péi =pói) v.t.  listen 
póu4  n.  witchcraft; witch 
poúbùní  n.  bush fig tree, the inside of whose 

bark reflects light in the dark (Ficus sur 
Forsk. MORACEAE) [poú [which?] +bùní]  

poumọọ́¹  v.dir.  press someone on any part of 
the body to indicate one’s meaning or draw 
someone’s attention: Iné barabị nì ̣ i poumọ́ 
kụmọ Don’t press your hand on me. [poú¹ + 

mọ́ directional]  
poumọọ́²  v.dir.  cheat; oppress; poumọ́ tubo  

beat down price to less than normal: Kíṃị ì 
poumọ́ tubo kụmọ!  Don’t try to force me 
into selling below the proper price! [poú¹ + 

mọ́ directional]  
póumọ²  v.cs.  cause to lose in a game [póu² + -

mọ causative]  
poyonbaụ́  id.  juvenile toriyé (bigger than 

báan) (Heterobranchus spp.) 
pọmí ̣  n.  fish, the featherback (Papyrocranus 

afer NOTOPTERIDAE) 
pọmị-aká  n.  [?] describes a situation when 

two teeth grow together like those of the 
pọmí ̣ fish 

pọ́mpụ̀  n.  tap [<English pump]  
pọ́nị  v.t.  pull off (scales, scabs, etc.) from 

body; pluck (fowl) (usu. ofóni pọnị) 
pọọ́¹  v.t.  wash (cloth) 
pọọ́²  v.t.  speak ill of; backbite: Ọrọọ́ ì ̣ pọọ 

tími ni, i mu ní ọ̀ kọrịdọ́  As they were 
speaking ill of me, I caught them at it. 

pọ́ọ  v.t.  snatch at; pọ́ọ nị àkí ̣  snatch 
pọọmẹíṇ  v.dir.p.  be released through one’s 

own effort [pọ́ọmọ + -í ̣process]  
pọ́ọmọ  v.dir.  pull apart with a struggle [pọ́ọ + 

-mọ] 
pọọ́n¹  n.  A. satisfaction; enough; pọn laá  be 

enough for one; be to one’s satisfaction: 

Yébi ìne ghọ́ pọ̀n laadọ́  It is enough for 
me/I am satisfied; Pọn laa fíỵàị fị kị ebimí  
It is good to eat food that is enough; B. too 
much; pọn dụụ́  be tired of: Yébi wò ghọ́ 
pọ̀n dụụdọ́  He is tired of it. 

pọọ́n²  n.  voice; dialect; Kólokùmá pọ̀ọn  
Kólokùmá dialect (of Nzọn) 

Pọọ́ ̀t  n.  Port Harcourt (= Patáịkọ̀tị) 
pọpọ́  n.  pawpaw (Carica papaya Linn. 

CARICACEAE) (=beké-ùndu) [<English 
pawpaw] 

pọ́pọ¹  v.t.  make watery or muddy by adding or 
pouring water on to clay and stirring or 
mixing them 

pọ́pọ²  v.t..  coddle; nurse (as patient) 
pọpọịpọ́pọị  id.  scantily; nasty; unclean; 

watery; messy 
pọrịyọpọ́rịyọ  id.  watery, as paste; filthy or 

dirty 
pọtọpọtọ́¹  id.  muddy: Amá sẹ̀ pọtọpọtọ́  The 

town is all muddy; pọtọpọtọ amá  muddy 
town 

pọtọpọtọ́²  id.  very easy, as of problem or 
examination questions 

pọtọpọ́tọ̀  n.  pottage; “porridge” 
pọ́tụụ  n.  a small lump packed compactly on 

one spot, e.g. a child’s faeces 
pọ́ụ  n.  waterside; moorage; pọ́ụ tụa  fish at 

the waterside of the town with atálaye; 
(Sayings): Bíẹ̣n dịsẹ kịmị sèi pọụ tọ́nghà  
Someone who wants to defecate does not 
worry about a bad waterside: Eré sụọ pọụ 
tọngha  (=Eré sụọ kiri tọngha = Eré ìgbé 
pọụ tọngha)  A woman can marry 
anywhere. 

pọ́ụdà  n.  powder [<English powder]  
pọụ́ ̀n  n.  pound (money) [<English pound]  
pọ́ụ-obirima  n.  herb which produces ink 

(Eclipta alba (Linn.) Hassk. COMPOSITAE) 
[pọ́ụ + obírima Eclipta alba]  

pọ́ụtụa  n.  type of marraiage by which a 
female relative of a deceased wife is given 
in marriage to the bereaved husband as 
compensation when she has died without a 
child, or even when the child dies without 
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cutting its milk-teeth: Erí pọụtụa kị àkị 
(nị) wo erémà nanamị  He married his 
current wife as replacement for a lost one. 

pọwẹí¹̣ [5]  v.i.  be glad: N pọwẹíḍọ, ine tọbọ́ụ 
bo paadọ  I am glad now that my child has 
come back. 

pọwẹí²̣ [5]  v.i.  escape; slip from grasp: Indi 
dei bíḅị ghọ pọ̀wẹíḍọ  The fish has slipped 
off the hook; pọwẹí ̣ koro  slip and fall 

pọyọọn  id.  drenched (as a result of being 
beaten by rain, as cock); (fig.) battered by 
poverty and other problems  

prómọ (=púromọ)  v.t.  group (objects) 
together; púromọ fẹ  buy in a group (not 
singly) 

púàpúà (=puapuá)  id.  talking or laughing 
anyhow 

puansií  id.  springy, as of “cushion chair”; 
cosy 

puepué  id.  describes a well-cooked good 
yam, cocoyam, or sweet potato 

puí [5]  v.p.  separate; fork; bifurcate; split 
open; maamụ ghọ́ pùí  split into two; fork 
(of road); táarụ ghọ pùí  fork three ways (of 
road) 

púi  v.t.  deny; refute 
puilipúili  id.  in bits, as of palm-kernels when 

cracked 
puirií  v.i.?  shove; jostle; push roughly; force 

one’s self [or id.  ?] 
puiyaí ̣ [5] (=puyaí)̣  v.acc.  compete; 

challenge: Erí ì ̣ mọmọ́ bànghí ̣ pùiyaíỵemi  
He is competing with me in running. 

púkepùke  id.  flapping like a fish out of water 
(as opówèí) 

pulií  v.p.  break into pieces, as a kernel when 
cracked 

puloú¹  n.  oil; palm-oil; pulou tụá A.  add oil 
in cooking; B. (fig.) try by ordeal; egbé 
pulou  hard oil; kụ́nụ̀ pulou special grade 
of oil; ọkíọ̣̀n pulou  soft oil; ọmbị púlòu  
pomade 

puloú²  ordeal; pulou tụá²  try by ordeal 
pumoún¹  n.  fart; flatulation; pumoun baá  

fart; flatulate; “defile the air” 

pumoún²  n.  very lazy, weak person 
purirí [4]  id.  defecating forcefully 
purobu  id.  describes the sudden collapsing of 

flame 
purokúù (=opurokúù)  id.  dull (of weather) 
púromọ (=prómọ)  v.t.  group (objects) 

together; púromọ fẹ  buy a group of objects 
(not singly) 

puroun-púroun  id.  soft as of cushion, pillow 
purupurú  id.  well-ground, but with bigger 

particles than mọtọmọtọ́ (e.g. well-ground 
pepper, or sawdust) 

pusí (=pisí)  v.a.  become wet, drenched 
púu¹  v.t.  A. split: fịnị puú split firewood; B. 

separate; breach; make a gap, e.g. through a 
dam; púu tụa A. make a breach in a dam 
and thus allow in water; B. place leg outside 
the climbing loop to get nearer the palm-
fruit being harvested; púu tụa anda grip in 
a bear-hug and lift, as a wrestling technique;  
C. peel (plantain); D. incise; operate on; 
pierce; bára puù  vaccinate; fúròú pùu  
operate on the stomach 

púu²  v.i.  germinate; sprout, as by plantain 
sucker when it is starting to grow 

púu-bo-erein  n.  sunrise 
púumọ  v.cs.  separate (into portions); separate 

(people fighting); (math.) púumọ gbasị  
distribute equally [púu¹ +  -mọ causative] 

púumọbara  n.  (math.) expanded form (of 
numbers) [púumọ+bára way] 

puurií  v.i.  struggle into a space, or struggle 
out of an almost filled space 

puyaí ̣ [5] (=puiyaí)̣  v.acc.  compete; 
challenge: Erí ì ̣ mọmọ́ bànghí ̣ pùyaíỵemi  
He is competing with me in running. 

pụ́gọụ (=pụ́kọụ)  n.  (usu. déi pụgọụ) rod (for 
fishing), made of the young frond of kọ́rọ  

pụkẹẹ  id.  opening slightly; ajar 
pụ́kẹpụ̀kẹ¹  v.i.  whisper [verb or id?] 
pụ́kẹpụ̀kẹ²  v.i.  gossip; reveal secrets [verb or 

id?] 
pụ́kẹpụ̀kẹpụ́kẹ  id.  gossiping 
pụ́kọụ (=pụ́gọụ)  n.  (usu. déi pụgọụ) rod (for 

fishing), made of the young frond of kọ́rọ  
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pụ́la  v.t.  remove or peel, e.g. the hard cover of 
ọkpọ́ọrọ of boyá or kọ́rọ 

pụlaịpụ́lai  id.  with bruises appearing here and 
there on the body 

pụ́lẹ  id.  flying or moving off quickly 
pụ́lẹpụ̀lẹ  id.  always flying off, as an under-

sized piece of cloth: Wo ụwáịn bìḍẹbị 
pụ́lẹpụ̀lẹ kị finyémi  His wrapper is badly 
tied and revealing too much. 

pụ́lụụ̀  id.  moving or flying out quickly, 
smartly; slipping in or out through an 
opening 

pụmẹíṇ¹ [5]  v.i.  wake up briefly and then go 
to sleep again 

pụmẹíṇ² [5]  v.i.  get free; get out of trouble; 
recover from sickness: Áràụ́ ìẓáị sụ̀ọ tími 
pụ̀mẹíṇdọ  She has recovered from yaws. 

pụmẹíṇ³  n.  instrument for tapping palm wine 
and cutting palm-fruits; a kind of chisel 

pụ́mụ¹  v.t.  throw with force; fling with force: 
Olótùbi súu kịmìḅị pụmụ kóromọmị  The 
champion flung down the weaker wrestler. 

pụ́mụ²  v.t.  purify; sanctify: ọngọ́ pụmụ purify 
oneself [sentence example?]  

pụ́n¹  v.t.  boil food (yam, plantain, cassava, 
beké-òdu (but not Nzọ́n-odu)) for 
immediate use, without making soup, and 
using all the water 

pụ́n²  v.i.  die without sprouting or 
germination, e.g. yam set, cocoyam set, 
plantain sucker 

pụ́n³  v.i.  (get) together; at the same time: Erí 
ọ̀ sẹẹ́ kì ̣ akị pụ́n kọrịmị  He grabbed both 
of them together. 

pụnẹẹ́ ̀  id.  very early (of morning) 
pụnẹpụnẹ́¹  id.  very early (of morning) 
pụnẹpụnẹ́²  id.  very light, thin; transparent; 

not thick 
pụ́n fẹịn  v.t.  roast (green plantain) without 

peeling (as in camp) 
pụnụpụnụ́  id.  falling very lightly, as of rain, 

dust 
pụ́pụ  v.t.?  cheer people as they return from 

war, wrestling, etc. (esp. of women); come 

out and join dancers to encourage them with 
words of praise [sentence example?]  

pụ́ra  v.t.  elevate (floor); fill in (pit); bára a 
tịbị pụra  clasp hands over head 

pụraa  id.  remaining quiet, attentive, silent, 
passive: Áràụ́ dụụ gbà timibi, ọwọụmọ́ sẹ̀ 
pụraa kí ̣ tìmi pói timimi  As she was 
telling a folk-tale, the children listened 
attentively without interrupting. 

pụ́rẹn  id.  very short time; a short while 
[sentence example?]  

pụrẹpụrẹ́¹  id.  cover lightly, esp. with leaves 
or rags 

pụrẹpụrẹ́²  describes a low and weak fire or a 
very weak light breeze 

pụrẹpụrẹ́³  id.  just managing 
pụrẹpụrẹ́4  id.  describes a sore mouth, esp. 

sore lips 
pụ́rẹpụ̀rẹ  id.  chattering, talking continually 

and irrelevantly 
pụrịkí ̣  v.t.  rumple: Áràụ́ bìḍẹẹ́ pụ̀rịkịmị She 

rumpled the cloth: Áràụ́ pụ̀rịkị bíḍẹ kị 
tụamị  She wore a rumpled dress. 

pụrịkịí ̣  id. tucked in, pleated, as by 
seamstress: Áràụ́ pụ̀rịkị(ị) bíḍẹ kị tụamị  
She wore a pleated dress. [Long or short 
vowel?] 

pụrịkịpụ́rịkị  id.  of cloth that has become 
crumpled 

pụrọọ́ ̀  id.  solitary; deserted; forlorn; quiet 
pụrọpọ́sọ̀nị  n.  (math.) proportion; daịrẹ́ktì ̣ 

pụrọpọsọnị  direct proportion; íṇvasì ̣ 
pụrọpọsọnị  inverse proportion [<English 
proportion] 

pụrụpụrụ́  id.  A. chopped finely (as onions, or 
tobacco for snuff (used with kíṛị): Ifíyàn 
beribi kịrị pụrụpụrụdẹị kí ̣ san.  Tobacco 
leaf should be finely chopped before 
grinding; B. (tech.) granular 

pu ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢pu ¢¢ ¢¢ru ¢¢ ¢¢-óun  n.  sand [pụrụpụrụ́ + óùn 
sand] 

pụrụpụrụyé  n.  (tech.) particle [pụrụpụrụ́ + 
yé] 

pụrụrụụ¹  id.  in abject poverty; poverty-
stricken 
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pụrụrụụ²  id.  unable to do anything due to 
laziness 

pụrụsịí ̣  v.i.?  remain in a depressed mood 
[sentence example?]  

pụsịíṇ  v.t.?  press an object flat with the hands 
and feet [sentence example?]  

pụ́sịìp̣ụ́sịì ̣  id.  highly productive; delivering 
(children) regularly and with ease 

pụtụpụtụ́  id.  of small pieces; very small, as 
feet of small children or their footprints 

pụtụụ́¹  id.  very small, as a very small child 
pụtụụ́²  id.  describes the footprint of a small 

person or animal 
pụ́ụrị  v.t.  crumble (e.g. chalk, foodstuff); give 

reluctantly; pụ́ụrị koromọ  crumble cooked 
food into small fragments and drop it on the 
ground when worshipping a deity or an 
ancestor, in the belief that it should also 
partake in the food like the living 

pụụrí ̣ì ̣  id.  small (of man, thing) 
pụ́ụrịpụụrị  id.  in small bits, fragments 
pụ́wẹẹn  id.  (eat up) completely (abusive); fí ̣ 
pụwẹẹn  eat up completely 

 
 

R 
 

rábìṭị  n.  (tech.) rabbit [<English rabbit]  
rága (=ịrága)  n.  fishing-net let down from 

frame on bank; rága tịẹ  fish with rága 
ragaragá  id.  over-anxious or impatient about 

food 
raghaịrághai  id.  restless; irritating 
rátà  n.  trading in yams wholesale in heaps of 

fifties or one hundreds 
reberebé (=rẹbẹrẹbẹ́) id.  postponing; dilly-

dallying 
rédìọ̣sị  n.  (geom.) radius [<English radius] 
regérègé  n.  type of “George” cloth with a lot 

of red 
regeregé ò  id.?  very thirsty and shaky; 

feverish within the chest, as when one is 
suffering from high fever or malaria 

résìo  n.  (math.) ratio [<English ratio] 

rẹbẹrẹbẹ́ (=reberebé)  id.  postponing; dilly-
dallying 

rigímà  n.  cunning act; device used to deceive 
or cheat another 

ríḳịtịrìḳịtị  id.  describes how a small person 
walks alongside a bigger person 

ririí  v.loc.  feel excited: Ọngọ́bị ìne ghọ́ 
rìriyemí  I am feeling excited. 

Rívas Stetì  n.  Rivers State [<English Rivers 

State]  
ríḅụrịbu �� �� (=ịrụ́bụ-ịrụbụ) id.  describes a 

person suffering from stunted growth; 
describes eating very slowly and in little bits 

rogorogó id.  sugary; delicious (of taste) 
palatable 

rómbọ̀sị  n.  (geom.) rhombus [<English 
rhombus] 

roroó  id.  sugary; delicious (of taste) palatable 
rọ́bà (=ọrọ́bà)  n.  rubber; plastic [<English 

rubber] 
rúlà (=urúlà) n. (tech.) ruler  [<English ruler] 
 
 

S 
 

sa  excl.  (expression of surprise when 
something is not found) where can it have 
got to? 

sáa  n.  debt; sáa fị  owe debt; sáa gbẹ  pay 
debt; Ọrọ ará àkị sáa kị gbẹ̀mị  They used 
her to pay their debt (i.e. they married her 
into a family as compensation for an injury, 
etc., to one of their members); sáa koromọ  
sell on credit: Sayings: Gbẹ́ sa, fa saá  A 
debt that is paid is finished; Oru saa 
bíikìṃị, bii tịbị póumi  Someone who asks 
for an old debt reminds people of what he 
owes them; Sáa bụ̀rụghá, gbẹ́ da lụ̀amọ́ 
tìmi  Debt does not rot away, pay and be at 
rest; Sáa mọ saa mọ bọ̀ọyaí ̣  One debt 
cancels another. 

sáafị-araụ  n.f.  female debtor [sáa + fị owe + 

araụ female] 
Sáabọ̀  n.m.f.  personal name [sáa+ bọ person] 
sáabọ  n.m.f.  debtor [sáa+ bọ person] 
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sáafị-owei  n.  male debtor [sáa+ fị owe + 
owei male] 

sáagbẹ  n.  marriage in payment of debt; 
compensatory system of marriage [sáa + 

gbẹ pay] 
saán  n.  tail; hind part; (fig.) last part: dụ́nọụn 

san  last part of a lake; san ịpálịpà  last 
section of a fish including the tail; san 
kpụụ́n  tease; pester; worry; irritate (lit. 
‘pull one’s tail’) 

sáan  n.  camouflaged artificial shelter made of 
sticks by fishermen in the river near 
sandbanks.  When many fish have found 
their way into it, the fishermen fence the 
area around and catch the fish with agbunú; 
sáan imbi  to fish in sáan; sáan tịẹmọ/pige  
make sáan 

sáayẹrịbara  n.  (tech.) credit [sáa + yẹrí ̣sell+ 
bára way] 

sába  v.t.  cross (water) (cf. asába) 
saí¹̣  v.t.  take (person or load) in canoe; saị 

bẹịnmọ́  ferry across; árụ saị  load canoe; 
kíṃị saị  paddle someone somewhere 

saí²̣  v.loc.  accuse someone; blame someone 
for, usu. tíḅị ghọ́ saí ̣: Ọmịní ̣ bei paayèbi 
akị nị ará tịbị kọọ̀ saịmí ̣  They blamed her 
for this happening. 

sáị¹  v.t.  A. bail (fishpond, lake), usu. bụ́ụ saị; 
B. sprinkle, splash, liquid on to; tiri saí ̣  
sprinkle dancing-ground with drink before 
dance; tíṇ saị  water plants; wárị saì ̣  
sprinkle floor with water before sweeping, 
or with medicine to purify 

sáị²  v.t.  cover (place) (of silt) 
saịmọ́  v.dir.  order something through someone 

[saí¹̣ + -mọ́ directional]  
sáịmọ  v.dir.  splash or pour (water, medicine, 

etc.) on to; sáịmọ tịbì ̣/tirì  that part of the 
fishpond to which water is bailed [sáị¹ + -
mọ́ directional] 

sáịyẹnsì ̣  n.  science [<English science] 
saíṇ (=sanghí)̣ v.i. stay at a distance: Iné 

saịnnimi barabị ì ̣ dịsẹghá  I don’t like your 
staying at a distance (colloq.); (usu. followed 
by a second verb): Iné saịn tịtẹnimi barabị 

ì ̣ dịsẹghá  I don’t like the way you are 
sitting far from us; saíṇ bụnụ  sleep far 
away; saíṇ tịẹ  stand far away 

sáịnsaịn  id.  become lively; alert; smart; 
clever: Bụ́nụ timi sèribi, ine tịbí ̣ sẹ̀ bó 
saịnsaịn kị pàamị  After sleeping my brain 
became more active. 

sáịsaị  n.  extreme top (of tree), usu. ọgọnọ 
saịsáị  (=sọ́kịsọkị) [noun or ideophone?] 

saịsaịbáụ  n.  person in the land of the dead 
who ferries dead people from where they 
died to the other side of the river which is 
their new abode [saí¹̣ + saí¹̣ + -baụ́ girl] 

sáka  v.t.  gradually bore, drill or burrow into 
something and stay in the hole (of insects or 
fish); sáka paa  drill a way out and escape 

sakaláà  id.  not very tall; thin and delicate in 
posture 

sakamịí ̣  id.  fairly tall with a long but well-
proportioned neck 

sakeléè  id.  tall and  thin with a badly-
proportioned body, often having tiny legs 

sakịrí ̣ì ̣  id.  describes a small lean-looking 
person 

sakịrịsákịrị  id.  dirty, ragged (of cloth, 
humans): Bịdẹ́ sẹ̀ bó sàkịrịsákịrị kị pàadọ́  
The cloth has become all ragged and dirty. 

sákìṛịsá  n.  dragnet; trail-net; trawl-net; 
sákìṛịsá fọ̀ụn  fish with sákìṛịsá 

sákiuutù  n.  circuit [<English circuit] 
sakparáà  id.  gawky; lanky; skinny 
sákpee  id.  tall, with an elongated neck 
sakpeí  v.i.?  snub and turn one’s face away in a 

proud manner; frown at; disregard (cf. abeí) 
[sentence example?]  

salá¹  v.t.  comb; tíḅị sala  comb hair 
salá²  n.  comb 
salá³  n.  moonfish (Citharinus latus 

CITHARINIDAE) 
sála  v.t.?  scatter backwards and above the 

surface, as seeds by fowls, or raise water 
behind with a paddle during the process of 
paddling: Erí bènibí yọ̀ụ sála kì ̣ mịẹmị  He 
paddled in a superficial way (not dipping the 
paddle deep and splashing a lot). 
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sálaa  id.  describes continuous leisurely 
laughter, usu. dẹrị saláa 

sálakoò  id.  ungracefully (jumping) of fish or 
man 

Salayóun  n.  Sierra Leone; (tech.) Salayóun 
lìoni  Sierra Leone leone [< English Sierra 

Leone leone] 
samí ̣  n.  bird, the Yellow-billed Stork (= Wood 

Ibis) (Mycteria ibis CICONIIDAE) or Sacred 
Ibis (Threskiornis aethiopicus 
THRESKIORNITHIDAE) ; (Proverb) Samị tụá 
òloko samị bụọ kọ́rìṃị  The law made by 
the samí-̣bird caught him by the leg (i.e. he 
was hoist with his own petard). 

sámị  n.  bubble  
samịnángà  n.  the act of choking an opponent 

in a fight between a strong person and a 
weaker one by encircling his neck with the 
left hand, thereby compressing his throat 
and blocking the windpipe.  It is carried out 
by the weaker opponent with his/her back on 
the ground while the victim is above 
him/her with his/her head right inside the 
left ampit of the weaker person; samịnángà 
tụa  carry out such an act 

Sampọụ́ [5]  n.  a village in Kólokùmá ìbe of 
Northern Nzọn 

sámpụ̀lụ  n.  A. small specimen of a ny new 
product; B. left-over pieces of cloth which 
can later be joined, hence patchwork cloth 
[<English sample] 

sán¹  v.t.  crush; grind 
sán²  v.i.  urinate; sán pẹ̀lẹí ̣  keep dry at night 

(of children) 
sán³  v.i.  (used only in combination); sán zii  

talk at length in reply to something said: Erí 
san zii nì a píṛịmị  He replied to her at 
length. 

sán4  v.i.  (used only in combination) peer (see 
sánmọ³ and sanmẹíṇ) 

sán5 n.  (used only in combination): sán siin  
“brush” or clear  for the first time, used only 
in connection with plantain farm; follows 
kíri dịìṇ, which is clearing the undergrowth, 
after which the plantains are planted; then 

the trees are felled and the branches cut into 
pieces and left to provide partial shade; after 
about three months sán siin is done, i.e. the 
grass and branches are cut so as not to 
overwhelm the plantain, and then the next 
time kpókpo is done, i.e. the grass is cut 
lower 

sanaí ̣  [5?] v.i.  move in a way showing 
consciousness of one’s neatness and good 
dress, unwilling to mix with those of a lower 
standard  

sánamọ  v.dir.  sprinkle over; fling (liquid) at 
[*sána ?+ -mọ́ directional] 

sán-dịnà  n.  urine [sán² + díṇa] 
sangaláà  id.  lanky, tall and lean (people) 
sangalangáà  id.  have bad posture, as of a tall 

lanky person (cf. yangaláà for someone 
slightly fatter) 

sanghí ̣ (=saíṇ) v.i. stay at a distance: Iné 
sanghịnnimi barabị ì ̣ dịsẹghá  I don’t like 
your staying at a distance (colloq.); (usu. 
followed by a second verb): Iné sanghị 
tịtẹnimi barabị ì ̣ dịsẹghá  I don’t like the 
way you are sitting far from us; sanghíṇ 
bụnụ  sleep far away; sanghíṇ tịẹ  stand far 
away 

sanghịrí ̣ìṇ  id.  very tiny (of person) 
sángò  n.  demijohn; thick glass jar 
saní ̣  v.t.  melt 
sán-ịgba  n.  urethra; sán-ịgba pẹ̀lẹí ̣  suffer 

from urinary incontinence [sán² + ịgbá] 
sanịí¹̣ [5]  v.p.  melt 
sanịí²̣ [5]  v.i.  shine; glisten; sparkle 
sanị-sanị-kilóbaụ  n.  beautiful, handsome 

person 
sánkiri  n.  plantain farm (=gbákirì = 

gbágbakìri) [sán³+kíri] 
sanloó [5]  n.  gills (of fish) 
Sanma  n.   town in Western Nzọn [which ibeé? 

any details? ordinary sp?] 
sanmẹíṇ [5]  v.i.  peer: Erí sànmẹíṇ nàá yọọ 

dìimi  He peered over to look at the place. 
sánmọ¹  v.cs.  cause to urinate [sán² + -mọ 

causative]  
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sánmọ²  v.dir.  urinate upon, towards [sán² + -
mọ́ directional] 

sánmọ³  v.i.  A. call (or ask someone to call) to 
someone at a distance, usu. sánmọ gba, 
sánmọ tịíṇ; B. v.t.  peer round or across 
someone, usu. kọn sanmọ́[sán4 + -mọ 
thing]  

santuú  n.  A. used in the expression Santuú 
sèighá, sei seí sèighá  Eternal love does not 
end, even when spoilt it is not completely 
spoilt (used as comment on a couple); B. 
children’s song accompanying a tug-of-war 
without a rope, the leaders on each side 
pulling hands [saán+ túu end]   

sán-ungu  n.  urinary bladder [sán²+ ungú 
water-pot] 

sán zii  see  sán4 
sapó  [4]  n.  sponge [<Igbo sàpó sponge] (cf. 
ịsaán) 

sápụsàpụ  id.  sound of a deep-water fish 
jumping in water (cf. sáwasàwa for surface 
fish) 

sára [3]  v.a.  A. be quick; bára sara  be quick 
in working/eating with the hand(s); beri 
sará  be quick of hearing; bíḅị sara  be 
quick in speaking; bụ́ọ sara  be quick in 
walking; ọngọ́ sara  be smart; tọ́rụ sara  be 
quick at seeing; B. (fig.) be short (of road); 
sára ụ̀wọụ  short road 

saradaá [5]  v.i.  flower (of maize): Akábì ̣ 
sàradaayémi  The maize is in flower. 

saradeí  n.  trawl-line; “hook-and-line” 
sáramọ¹  v.cs.  hurry (someone): ụ saramọ́ mìẹ̣́  

Hurry him up (to do something). 
sáramọ²  v.i.  act quickly: Erí fìṛí ̣ wẹ̀nị 

sáramọyemi  He is working quickly. 
sáramọbara  n. (tech.)  speed; ẹgbẹị 

sáramọbara  average speed [sáramọ + bára 
way] 

sáramọbara-tọ̀nmọye  n.  (tech.) speedometer 
[sáramọbara + tọ́nmọ point out + yé thing] 
(=spidómità) 

sararáà  id.  very numerous (of objects which 
are spread out, such as palm-nuts, gravel, 
etc.) 

sárarùu  id.  icy cold; bitingly cold to the 
hands or feet when touched 

saraụ́¹  v.t.  commit piracy; board a boat and 
attack in order to loot the cargo or kill the 
crew, usu. árụ saraụ; tọ́rụ saraụ  cruise 
about ready for piracy 

saraụ́²  v.t.  sing the refrain, chorus, of a song 
saraụ́³  n.  funnel 
saraụyọ́  n.  chorus; refrain [saraụ́² + yọ́ 

place] 
sasasaá  v.i.  behave (oneself) well (used in 

warning): Ábì ̣, ị sásàsaá ò!  You (male), just 
behave yourself! 

Sátàdébàị  n.  Saturday [<English Saturday 
+báị day] 

sátì ̣  n.  chart [<English chart] 
sáùun  id.  cold; chilly (as iced water, ice-

cream) 
sáunsaun  id.  very cold, chilly (of water) 
saụnsáụn  id.  uncomfortable feeling, as in 

wading through polluted water or rubbish) 
sáwasàwa  id.  sound of a small surface fish 

jumping in water and making a splash (cf. 
sápụsàpụ for a deep-water fish) 

se  excl.  oh! (showing surprise) 
segí  n.  crocodile (archaic; cf. igeré, atú 

(poetic), agúì, túgu) 
segi-baa-kí-̣tùngbo-tụa  n.  Black-Crowned 

Night Heron (Nycticorax nycticorax 
ARDEIDAE) [meaning of name?] 

seí¹  v.a.  A. be bad, evil; sei dawáị  bad dream; 
nightmare; sei deín  dark night; sei dụ bọọ́ ̀  
go down the wrong way (when eating or 
drinking); sei egbérì  bad news, tidings; sei 
fịí ̣  unexpected or accidental death, as in 
child-birth; sei ụndụ́  bad life; bólou sèí  be 
wicked: Erí bolou sèimí  He is wicked; tíḅị 
biri sèí  have ill-luck; be unfortunate; B. 
(fig.) very much: Eréma sèi bara kí ̣ èbimi  
The woman is very beautiful. 

seí²  n.  A. evil; mischief; sei mịẹ́  do evil, sin; 
sei timí  have a bad life: Sei kí tọn  
“medicine after death”, i.e. advice too late; 
Sei mọ́ èbi mọ́ kẹnị tuu ki wẹ̀nịyémi Evil 
and good move together; Seibọ́ sèi sụọ́, yé 
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èbi kí ìneí, tímibọ fàbọ píṛìg̣ha Trouble is 
for oneself; if you have good it’s for me; the 
one who has doesn’t give to the one who 
hasn’t (three different sayings, sometimes 
said one after the other, all referring to a 
selfish attitude); B. (fig.) faeces; excreta 

seibení¹  n.  bad tide for fishing [seí¹ + bení 
water] 

seibení²  n.  pus from ulcer, wound or dead 
tissue  [seí¹ + bení water] 

sei-bịbị-fíè  a.?  ominous; wicked (of spirit, 
deity); difficult to deal with [seí¹ + bíḅị 
mouth+ fíe talk] (opp. ebi-bịbị-fíè) 
[sentence example?]  

seiboú  n.  burial-ground for those who die 
accidental and untimely deaths, whose 
ghosts are feared [seí¹ + boú bush] 
(=agbárabou) 

Seibọ́kòrogha  n.  town in Kólokùmá ìbe of 
Northern Nzọn.  (The English name 
‘Sabagreia’ is a corrupted form of 
Seibọ́kòrogha and is often used to include 
the neighbouring town of Okóloba.) 

seifịí ̣  n.  disease affecting the leaves of yam 
plants, causing them to wither: Seifị 
kórodọụ  The yams have been atacked by 
seifịí ̣. [seí¹ +fịí ̣‘death’? or fí ̣eat] [check 
etymology] 

Seigbeín  n.  annual feast, festival where evil 
things are driven out of the town [check 
meaning] [seí² + gbéin cast away]  

seikála-mìṇịbáụ̀  n.  spirit in the form of a bird 
which can advise an intended victim how to 
escape and warn the attacker 

seí kpọ̀  conj.  however: Áràụ́ àrá tọnye 
mịẹmị, erí ẹ̀rẹ ẹrẹ́ sèi kpọ  She did what 
she wanted, however he talked. 

seimọọ́  v.t.  plaster mudded walls for the first 
time with hand and clay [or seimọ́? check 
tone]  

seimọọ́  v.cs.  (usu. kóro seimọ) grimace [or 
seimọ́? check tone] [seí¹ + -mọ causative] 

seimọọ́¹  v.cs.  A. damage; spoil; abolish (law); 
erase; B. counteract, neutralize (effect of 
snakebite) [seí¹ + -mọ causative] 

seimọọ́²  v.dir.  rebuke; reprove; chide; blame; 
assassinate someone’s character; dií sèimọọ́  
despise; look down on; oppress [examples; 
tone wrong for v.dir.?] [seí¹ + -mọ́ 
directional] 

seimọọ́³  n.  medicine type, antidote for 
epidemic or poison, kept in a pot supported 
by live stick 

seimọséimọ  adv.  anyhow (as in selling 
something below cost price or preparing 
food in any form): Garímọ̀ fọ́ụbọò ịzandẹí ̣ 
nì ̣, wónì seimọséimọ kị yẹ̀rịmị  As there 
was so much gari in the market, we sold it at 
a give-away price: Indi kpọ́ fàdẹịbị, 
fíỵaịmọ à seimọséimọ tụ̀ọ  As there is no 
fish, prepare the food in any way. 

seimọ́tùré  n.  abusive name given to the 
ugliest person 

seimọ tụọ́  parboil (fish, meat, shrimps, etc.) to 
preserve [discuss] 

seisei-ni-okómbàụ  n.  the ugliest person 
sei-sin-bíḍẹ̀  n.  nappy; diaper [seí² + siín 

remove + bịdẹ́ cloth] 
seitẹmẹ́  n.  evil spirit; devil [seí¹ + tẹ́mẹ spirit] 
seituó (seituá)  n.  Siam weed, a useless herb, 

causing injury if used to wipe anus 
(Chromolaena odorata (Linn.) King & 
Robinson COMPOSITAE) [seí¹ + túo =túa 
herb] (=fụ́rụtuo² =fụ́rụtua²) [check if 
same] 

seiyeé  n.  snake (=wónii = tanií = dánghèín) 
[seí¹ +yé thing] 

sekeléè  id.  out of proportion; describes a 
person whose lower limbs are smaller than 
the body 

sékelesèkele  id.  describes the walking of a tall 
unbalanced person 

sérekpee  id.  describes a tall and stately 
woman 

seri [1]  n.  time; period: u bo sérìbi,  when he 
came .... [tone in isolation?] 

serí [5]  v.i.  (probably a shortened form of 
serií) get up; rise; get up (from sleeping); 
leave; go away: Serí tịẹ  Stand up: Erí 
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sèrídọ  He has got up (from sleep)/He has 
left. 

séri¹  v.t.  A. raise; lift up; haul up; buru serí  
stake yams; dúma seri  raise a song; ingo 
sérì  take up lobster-pot; (fig.) bára kọrì ̣ 
serií  raise someone to prosperity: Oru baị 
fún yẹ̀rị ará bara kọrị sèriídọ  Selling old 
papers has made her prosperous; B. remove; 
take away; subtract (often séri sìín): Náịrà 
boloubọọ kẹnị kọ́bọ̀ seri  Remove one 
kobo from a naira; séri sìín  A. take away 
completely; ingbekemọ́ sèri siín  take the 
rubbish away (from something or 
somewhere); B. (tech.) subtract; deduct; 
ọngọ́ seri  cleanse (husband) of impurity 
caused by wife (such as menstrual blood or 
cloth mixed in food) at the ancestral house; 
usually the expenses are borne by the wife 

séri²  v.t.  praise; kíṃị seri  praise someone 
séri³  v.t.  choose, pick, usually according to 

seniority 
séri4  v.t.  bestow, grant (supernaturally): 

Egbésù ki tọbọụ serí nì a píṛịmị  The 
Egbesu has bestowed a child on her/granted 
her a child. 

séri5  v.aux.  begin to; start to; commence 
séri6  n.  tide; séri pẹlẹ  (of tide) ebb; séri sụọ  

(of tide) flow 
seribénì  n.  rising water (at flood time) [serí + 

bení water]  
séribeni  n.  rising or flow tide [séri¹ + bení 

water] 
serií [5]  v.p.  A. rise (e.g. of flood): Bení 

sèriídọụ  The flood has risen; B. wake up: 
Erí bụnụ timi sèriídọụ  He has got up 
(from sleep); C. get up from sitting or lying 
position (cf. serí): Erí tìṭẹ́ timi sèriídọụ  He 
has stood up (from a sitting position); D. 
desert; evacuate; leave one’s abode: Erí 
gbene dùo seriídọụ  He has left the hamlet; 
E. come to a close (e.g. of work, game, 
service, or any ceremonial function) : Fịrị 
ghọ́ sèriídọụ  (They) have closed from 
work; F. (fig.) break out (of fire): Wárị 
sèríidẹị nì ̣, yémọ ìỵọ́ụnmị  The house 

caught fire, and the things were burnt. [séri¹ 
+ -í process] 

sérimọ¹  v.cs.  help to lift load [séri¹ + -mọ 
causative] 

sérimọ²  v.cs.  A. cause to begin; imbí serimọ  
cause to begin fishing (on a lake); B. incite; 
tempt: Áràụ́ ù serimọ́ mu kịmị mọ̀ sụụdọọ́  
She has incited him to fight the person. 
[séri5 + -mọ causative] 

sérimọ³  v.cs.  cause to close (as ceremony) 
[check, [sentence example?] 

serimọọ́ sẹ̀  adv.  always; every time [seri + -

mọ def.pl. + sẹ all] 
sérimoye  n.  (tech.) lever [sérimọ¹ + yé thing] 
sérisìnleleí  n.  (math.) subtraction or minus 

sign (-) [séri¹ + sìín remove + leleí sign] 
sérisìnyeé  n.  (math.) subtraction [séri¹ + sìín 

remove + yé thing] 
sérisìnghọ́paayọ  n.  (math.)difference [séri¹ + 

sìín remove + ghọ from + páa come out + 
yọ́ place] 

séùun  id.  cold 
sẹ  part.  all; kíṃịmọ sẹ̀  all the people; ọ sẹẹ́  

all of them; they all; ọ sẹẹ́ ̀  all of you 
sẹẹ́n¹  v.t.  shave (beard or hair); ịpọ́rị sẹn  

shave beard; tíḅị sẹn  shave hair 
sẹẹ́n²  v.t.  “dash”; give (out of admiration): N 

kpọ́ mu ni à sẹ́ndọọ̀?  Have you also 
“dashed” her? 

sẹẹ́n³ (=sẹíṇ) v.t.  cut into slices (as yam for 
planting) [?=sẹ́ịn = sẹ́nghị][add agreed alts] 

sẹ́ẹnlẹ  v.t.  split or peel off a small strip (with 
an instrument): Apíe sẹ̀ẹnlẹ pú  Peel off a 
small strip of cane-rope (cf. wịsí ̣, split or 
peel off with mouth or hand) 

sẹẹnlẹí ̣  v.p.  split (by itself), as cane-rope: Erí 
àpíe pù tími, (apíe) sẹẹnlẹíḍọ  As he was 
splitting the cane-rope, it got too narrow. 

sẹ́gbọrụ  n.  the world, earth (= akpọọ́, ọkpọọ́) 
sẹ́-ghọ-kọ̀rí-̣yẹ̀rị-fịí ̣  n.  seventh-generation 

slave  
sẹ́ị¹  v.i.  dance [or v.t.?] 
sẹ́ị²  n.  dance 
sẹ́i-arụ  n.  dance canoe [sẹ́ị² + árụ canoe] 
sẹ́ịbụọ  n.  dance-step [sẹ́ị² + bụ́ọ step] 
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sẹ́ị-ete  A. circle formed by spectators at 
dancing field; B. ring around the moon 
observed on clear night [sẹ́ị² + eteé circle] 

sẹ́ịmọ  v.cs.  dandle (child); wag (tail), as dog 
[sẹ́ị¹ + -mọ �� �� causative] 

sẹ́ịmọ  v.dir.  A. dance towards; wag (tail) 
towards (owner), as dog; B. (fig.) show off: 
Iné timi-ebibi nì ị sẹịmọ́ kụmọ èé  Don’t 
flaunt your luxurious life-style at me; C. 
urge forcefully; force someone to act against 
their will; threaten: Áràụ́ gbasabị àkị naá 
òdubo tọbọ́ụmà sẹịmọ́mị  She threatened 
the servant-girl with a stick [sẹ́ị¹ + -mọ́ �� �� 
directional] 

sẹíṇ (=sẹẹ́n³) v.t.  cut into slices (as yam for 
planting) 

sẹ́ịn  v.i.  be mentally disturbed [sentence 
example?]  

sẹ́ịịn¹  id.  long (of neck) (an admired feature) 
sẹ́ịn²  n.?  planting distances [unclear] 

[sentence example?]  
sẹ́ị-ogbo  n.  dancing club [sẹ́ị² + ogboó club] 
sẹ́ị-tiri  n.  dancing field [sẹ́ị² + tirí open 

space] 
sẹ́kì ̣  n.  cheque; (tech.) pẹ́lẹ-wonìmí sẹ̀kị  

crossed cheque; suboweí sẹ̀kị  bearer 
cheque; yọ́ghọmùbọ sẹkị  traveller’s cheque 
[< English cheque] 

sẹ́kì-̣akpakpa  n.  (tech.) cheque-leaf [< 
English cheque + akpákpa page] 

sẹ́kì-̣fun  n.  (tech.) cheque-book [< English 
cheque + fún book] 

sẹ́kọ̀nị (=sẹ́kọ̀nụ)  n.  (tech.) second; sẹ́kọ̀nị 
bara  second hand (of watch or clock) 
[<English second n.] 

sẹlẹ́¹  v.t.  choose; pick; select; ivín sẹlẹ  pick 
over kernels, removing bad ones 

sẹlẹ́²  v.t.  shun; forsake; desert: Áràụ́ àrá yei 
sẹ̀lẹdọ́  She has left her husband. 

sẹ́lẹ  n.  seed (of fruit); (bot.) ovule 
sẹlẹí ̣ [5]  v.p.  be chosen, selected [sẹlẹ́ + -í ̣

process]  
sẹlẹịsẹ́lẹị  id.  carefully selected to be uniform: 

Óùnmọ sẹlẹịsẹ́lẹị kị èmi  The pebbles are 

carefully selected so that they are all of the 
same size. [sẹlẹí ̣x 2] 

sẹ́lẹkokouyọ  n.  (bot.) receptacle [sẹ́lẹ +kókou 
keep+yọ́ place] 

sẹ́mbị  n.  padlock and key [<Portuguese 
chave key] 

sẹ́mbịgbasa  n.  key [sẹ́mbị + gbása stick] 
sẹ́mbịyenghi  n.  padlock [sẹ́mbị + yenghí 

mother] (= igodó) 
sẹmụsẹmụ́  id.  dwindling, decreasing, ceasing 

or lessening, as of the fall of rain or the 
movement of a crowd of people; abating 

sẹ́ndẹrẹẹ  id.  completely or wholly without 
struggle 

sẹ́nị  v.i.  writhe and moan in pain 
sẹntímì n.  (tech.) centime [< French centime] 
sẹntímità  n.  (tech.) centimetre; sẹntímità 

fanụ  square centimetre; fánụkutu 
sẹntimita cubic centimetre [< English 
centimetre] 

sẹrịí ̣  v.i.  let go entirely: Kẹní ̣ sẹ̀rịí ̣ nì ̣ wo ghọ 
barasín  Leave him entirely. 

sẹ́sẹrẹ  v.t.  lean in a slanting position: Titéibì 
akị wárị-akpàkpabọ sẹ́sẹrẹ  Lean the seat 
against the wall. 

sẹsẹrẹí ̣ [5]  v.p.  lean against; recline: Obóbòbi 
wárị-akpàkpabị sẹsẹrẹíṇìmí  The ladder is 
leaning against the wall. [sẹ́sẹre + -í ̣
process]  

sẹsẹrẹí-̣àkasị  n.  deck-chair; easy chair 
[sẹsẹrẹí ̣+ akasí ̣chair] 

sẹ́sẹrẹmọ¹  v.cs.  put or place an object against 
another object in a slanting way [sẹ́sẹrẹ + -
mọ́ directional] 

sẹ́sẹrẹmọ²  adv.  slantingly [sẹ́sẹrẹ + -mọ 
adverb] 

sẹ́tì ̣ sụkụ́ayà  n.  (tech.) set-square [<English 
set-square] 

sía  num.  twenty (qualifying form); sía kịmì ̣  
twenty people [síi² + -a qualifying]  

síakiì  id.  entangled, caught by thorns, rope, 
etc., while walking (>síạkịì)̣ 

síakisìaki  id.  with difficult movement, 
because of something “hooking” one, 
usually in the bush (>síạkịsìạkị) 
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sídì  n.  (tech.) cedi; Gánà sidi Ghanaian cedi 
[<Ghanaian English cedi cedi]  

sigerétì  n.  cigarette [<English cigarette]  
sigidíì  id.  of crooked appearance (of a person 

with big buttocks drawing the person back) 
síi¹  v.i.  A. depart: Árụ siidọ  (The) canoe has 

left; (saying) Igoni síi kì, sáa  When the 
guests have departed, the debt (remains); B. 
go to bush to work for one’s living: Áràụ́ 
siidọ  She has gone to the bush (to work). 

síi²  num.  twenty; score; síi karamọ �� ��  twentieth; 
síi sii kìẹ̣n  count in scores 

sílivà  n.  silver; (tech.) sílivà fun  silver foil 
[<English silver] 

síimọ  v.cs.  A. push off (canoe); B. see off 
ceremoniously (e.g. a canoe for a special 
occasion, such as a war or dance canoe); C. 
see off (visitors from another town, who 
would normally come by canoe); D. remove 
burning brand from fire, usu. fịnị siimọ́; 
[Could D, E, F be sinmọọ́?] E. disassociate 
oneself from a group, usu. ọngọ́ siimọ; F. 
(hence) be excepted: I síimọdẹịbị, arí ̣ zịnị 
ọwẹịyemi kịmị kpọ́ fàá  Except for you, I 
am not afraid of anyone. [síi¹ + -mọ 
causative]  

siín¹  v.t.  remove; subtract; dismember or cut 
off fronds of oil-palm tree when harvesting 
the bunches, usu. lí ̣ị pomù sin; cut off the 
limbs of fowl, animal or man from the 
shoulder or hip joint: Náma bụọmọ sìn  Cut 
off the animal’s legs; akáịn sin  cut the 
fronds of the bamboo palm (boyá) and cut 
off the leaflets ready to prepare thatch; beni 
siín  bail water (out of canoe); bútuwei sin  
remove clothes; undress; díri sin  A. remove 
poison magically from body; B. taste drink 
or food before offering it to guests; indi 
ịkpákpàị sin  scrape off scales of fish; 
náma ozun sin  flay animal (= ọnịí)̣; túbo 
sin  reduce price slightly 

siín²  v.i.  finish; complete; wẹ́nị sìín  finish 
working 

siín³  v.i.  vomit [sentence example?]  

siín4  v.t.  mention, name, usu. ẹrẹ́ sin; ama 
siín  confess adultery (of married women) 

siín5  v.t.  (usu. lí ̣ị siìn) mash or squeeze boiled 
palm fruits inside a mortar to extract oil 

síiri  v.t.  rub; rub in 
siirií  v.p.  rub one’s self [sentence example?]  
sikaa  id.  describes an abrupt and temporary 

stopping of movement, as a canoe being 
stopped temporarily by the current, resulting 
in its standing still 

sikélì  n.  (tech.) scale; balance; sikélì balánsì  
scale balance; benibiriwárì ̣ sikeli bathroom 
scales [<English scale] 

síki  v.t.  worry; disturb; bother; trouble: I siki 
kụ́mọ̀ èé  Don’t bother me. 

síkisìki  id.  worrisome; pestering, troublesome 
[síki x 2]  

síko  v.t.  drum for war: Ọmụ́ ezebi siko  Beat 
the war-drum. 

síkoòsíkoò  id.  describes the way creatures 
such as birds swallow something like a 
worm with difficulty, shaking it up and 
down 

síkou  (=súkou)  n.  humped device protruding 
from the back of the waist of a masquerade 
dancer 

síkpa  v.t.  wade, usu. beni sikpá (less water 
than tíkpa) 

sikpaá  id.  full to the brim: Osuo benibí 
ògugubọọ́ ̀ sikpaa kí ̣ èmi  The rainwater has 
filled the pit to the brim. (>sịkpaá) 

sikpoó  id.  in large numbers or quantity; 
plentiful, abundant, quite enough [sentence 
example?]  

silétì  n.  slate (for writing in primary school) 
[<English slate] 

simasimá  id.  lessened, abated (of pain) 
simení¹ (=sumení¹)  v.i.  (only in combination); 

dií sìmení  pity; simení kọ̀rí ̣  be filled with 
pity 

simení² (=sumení²)  n.  pity: Erí sìmení fàá  
He has no pity. 

singberí (=sungberí = singberí)  v.t.  scratch 
(with the fingers); ọngọ́ singberi  scratch 
oneself 
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singbí¹  v.t.  choke someone inside the water; 
plunge, submerge in water 

singbí²  n.  wart (on face of bush-pig, etc.): ụbí ̣ 
sìṇgbịama warts of a bush-pig (cf. ịgálị for 
human being) 

singberí  see singberí 
síoo  id.  describes the profuse and continuous 

flow of water or other liquid, streaming off a 
surface in heavy rain, or pouring out of a 
container (>síọ̣ọ) 

sioríìn  id.  describes the feeling of emptiness 
one experiences due to the sudden removal 
of something one has been accustomed to 
using, such as a familiar necklace or watch 

sipíringì  n.  (tech.) spring; sipíringì balansị  
spring balance [<English spring] 

sipíritì  n.  (tech.) methylated spirits [<English 
spirit]  

siribusiribú  id.  profuse oozing of liquid, as 
from a cut on the skin or on a root, or tears 
from the eyes 

síridìi  id.  describes something which is being 
dragged, such as a snake or rope 

sirikíì  id.  intertwined (>sịrịkí ̣ì)̣ 
sírikisìriki  id.  describes restricted movement, 

with small paces (>síṛịkịsìṛịkị) 
sirikpíì  id.  weighty; well loaded; heavy-laden 
siroó  id.  plentiful; abundant; in large 

numbers; quite enough; existing in great 
quantity 

sísei  excl.  please (cf. pásisei) 
sísì (=síṣì ̣ older form) n.  sixpence [<English 

six] 
sisií  v.i.  be hesitant or reluctant to move or 

proceed 
sisiríì  id.  numb; without feeling; stiff through 

cold or by the application of drugs or native 
herbs to a fresh wound 

sisiríìmọ  v.cs.  be numbed: Díribi ìṇọ́ụn mìẹ̣ 
sisiríìmọdọ́  The medicine has numbed the 
pain. 

sísìrísì  n.  small tree with greyish bark, used 
for matchet wounds (Erythrina sp. 
LEGUMINOSAE-PAPILIONIOIDAE) 

sisisií¹  v.i.  be reluctant to act: Sụụbọọ́ ̀ 
munghibi ụ mịẹ́ sìsisimí ̣  The idea of going 
to war made him reluctant. 

sisisií²  id.  reluctant to act: Sụụbọọ́ ̀ munghibi 
sisisi kí nì ụ mịẹmí ̣    The idea of going to 
war made him reluctant. 

sísọ̀  n.  (tech.).seesaw [<English seesaw] 
sitatístìks  n.  (tech.) statistics [<English 

statistics] 
sitétì  n.  state, a political community organised 

as a component of a federation, e.g. Bayelsa 
State of Nigeria [<English state] 

siwísì  n.  switch [<English switch] 
síwisi  v.t.  switch [<English switch] 
síyaìi  id.  completely soaked, with water 

dripping from clothes 
siyaí ̣  n.  form of abuse in which someone 

stresses his own large number of relatives, 
riches, etc., to the disadvantage of someone 
else (cf. ofóniyaị); siyaị fié  abuse in this 
way; siyaị mịẹ́  do bad; be stingy, selfish 
(=dáma) 

siyaịsíyaị  id.  lacking (as in abuse) 
síyaìi  id.  completely soaked, with water 

dripping from clothes 
síạkịì ̣  id.  entangled, caught by thorns, rope, 

etc., while walking (<síakiì) 
síạkịsìạkị  id.  interwoven; tangled [check this 

and next; does it refer to movement or 
state?] 

síạkịsìạkị  id.  with difficult movement, 
because of something “hooking” one, 
usually in the bush (<síakisìaki) 

sịankóò  id.  lean and bony; an ugly shape of a 
person or animal [subdots?] 

sịasịá  id.  ha ha! (of laughter) 
síḅụụ  (=síp̣ụụ)  adv. exactly: Árì ̣ kẹní ̣ sịbụụ 

dènghi yọ́ kọ̀ mú timimàáà?  Where 
exactly have you been all this time? 

sịdí¹̣  v.i.  be on the verge being rotten, as fish 
sịdí²̣  v.i.  A. briefly lose consciousness, 

especially with newborn babies and 
stammerers (contrast fụ́mụ, which is for a 
longer period); B.  be suffocated in fish-trap 
(of fish) 
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sịdí³̣  n.  surprise and confusion: Wo mịẹyémì 
seiyemọ, sịdị kí ̣ ì ̣ kọrịmí ̣  I am very 
surprised at his bad behaviour. 

sịdịmọ́  v.dir.  push (amulet) up the arm to 
make it firm: Ederí sìḍịmọ Push the armlet 
up the arm (to make it tight). [amulet or 
armlet?] 

sịdịmọọ́  v.t.  go down the wrong way and 
make one cough or choke (of food or drink): 
Wo bou bénìbi ụ sịdịmọmí ̣  The water he 
drank made him choke. 

sịgịdí ̣ì ̣  id.  pulled in; pinched 
sịí ̣  v.t.  move with circular rubbing motion; A. 

grate; abábùrú sì ̣ị  grate cassava; B. search 
for lice on head with forefinger, usu. tíḅị sịị; 
C. rub (part of body) against; konu wáa yọ 
sịị  rub one’s back against something 

sí ̣ì ̣ịn  id.  continuous noise, as of insect or of 
rain falling: Osuó sẹ̀ sí ̣ì ̣ịn kị koroyémi  The 
rain is falling with a loud continuous sound. 

sí ̣ịịn  id.  (tech.) high, shrill continuous sound, 
as of cricket at night 

sịịrí ̣  v.t.  (usu. indí sì ̣ịrị) score (fish, etc.) with 
incisions for flavouring, usu. sịịrị tụá [is 
this a noun form?] 

sí ̣ịrị  v.t.  saw (with blunt instrument) 
síḳa  n.  sting-ray (Dasyatis garouaensis 

DASYATIDAE) (cf. odúbèrí)  
sịkákà  n.  mast of ship 
sịkápà  n.  rice [<Igbo òsíkápá <Hausa 

shínkáafá] (=ọrọ́sì ̣ =atangbalá-ànga) 
sịkẹ́  v.i.  swim with breast-stroke (esp. by 

women) 
síḳị  v.i., v.t.  bother, worry.  Arí ̣ sịkịgha.  I 

don’t bother, I am not in the least worried; 
bẹ́rẹ sịkịgha  not perturbed 

síḳịrịsìḳịrị  id.  hesitating; on the turn 
sịkọọ́  id.  being fed up (with husband 

previously dearly loved); get tired of: Ará 
sịkọụ timi yeibi bo ni àrá ghọ sìḳọọ kí ̣ 
pàadọ́  She has become tired of the husband 
she was infatuated with (= sịlọọ) [cf. sịkọú, 
sịlọọ and discuss] 

sịkọụ́¹  v.t.  be infatuated with; sịkọụ yéi  
husband married for love 

sịkọụ́²  v.i.  hiccup; hiccough 
sịkọụ́³  n.  hiccup; hiccough 
sịkpaa  id.  with no more progress; 

deadlocked; at a stalemate, standstill: Wo 
wẹnị fíṛìṃọ sẹ bó sìḳpaa kí ̣ tìẹ̣mị  The 
work he was doing has come to a standstill. 

sịkpaá  id.  full: [sentence example?]  
(<sikpaá) 

sí ̣lì ̣  n.  money; shilling; sí ̣lì ̣ akpa  a “bag” of 
money, i.e. 100 pounds or 200 naira; fún sịlị  
paper money; (currency) notes; (tech.) sí ̣lì ̣ 
ọda  money order [<English shilling] 
(=okóbà, igbegí) 

sí ̣lìṭọrụ  n.  coins [síḷì ̣+ tọ́rụ ??]  
sịlọọ  v.i.  be tired, fatigued, disgusted, bored 

(=sịkọọ) 
sịmbịrí¹̣  A.  v.i.  tie a knot fast; sịmbịrị kaká  

tie up tightly; B.  v.t.  (fig.) bewitch: Áràụ́ ụ̀ 
sịmbíṛịdọ  She has bewitched him. 

sịmbịrí²̣  n.  v.i.  solid, self-confident person: 
Wónì béì sịmbịrịmọ́  We are the solid 
people (nucleus or core of a group). 

sịmẹ́ntì ̣  n.  cement [<English cement] 
síṇgbaa  id.  constant; Wo sịngbáa tìẹ̣ sụnbị 

aládẹị nì ̣, erí koromi  Standing in one place 
for a long time, he fell down. 

sịngbí ̣ì ̣ (=sịngbí ̣ì)̣ id.  slow-moving due to 
much weight; heavy; sluggish 
(=síṇghịnịsịnghịnị) 

síṃụụ  id.  tingling; strain 
síṇdẹ  id.  hard as a result of being kept, e.g. 

boiled or roasted yam, cassava; strong and 
inelastic, e.g. hard stick of some kind: Tụọ 
beribámọ̀ síṇdẹdẹị nì ̣ temi kpọ́ zìg̣ẹịghá  
The cooked plantain has become so hard 
that it could not be smoothly pounded. 

síṇdụụ  id.  painful feeling due to strain or 
stress 

sịngbí ̣ì ̣  see sịngbí ̣ì ̣ 
síṇghịnịsịnghịnị  id.  slow-moving due to 

much weight; heavy; sluggish (=sịngbí ̣ì)̣ 
síṇgịdịsịngịdị  id.  long (of speech, story, in a 

derogatory sense) 
síṇịnì ̣ị  id.  gushing out continuously, as blood 

from the veins and arteries 
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síṇịnìsíṇịnì ̣  id.  gushing out in jerks, as blood  
síṇsịn  id.  insistent and shrill (of sound) e.g. of 

cricket; déinsịnsịn  sound believed to be 
produced by the eggs of the praying mantis 
in the night 

sịnyaíṇ see sịyaíṇ 
sịnyaịndọọ́n see sịyaịndọọ́n  
sịnyaịnsíṇyaịn see sịyaịnsíỵaịn 
sịnyọ́nsìṇyọ́n see sịyọ́nsìỵọ́n 
síọ̣ọ  id.  describes the steady leaking of water 

or other liquid from a pond or a container 
(<síoo) 

síp̣ụụ  (=síḅụụ)  adv. exactly: Árì ̣ kẹní ̣ sịpụụ 
dènghi yọ́ kọ̀ mú timimàáà?  Where 
exactly have you been all this time? 

síṛịdì ̣ị  id.  describes a slender, dark-skinned, 
good-looking person 

sịrịkí ̣ì ̣  id.  intertwined (>sirikíì) 
síṛịkịsìṛịkị  id.  describes restricted movement 

(as of person wearing tight cloth) 
(<sírikisìriki) 

síṛịrịị  id.  describes standing in a straight line 
síṣì¹̣ (=older form of sísì) n.  sixpence 

[<English six] 
Síṣì²̣  n.  personal name [<síṣì¹̣]  
síṣịmọ  v.i.  shuffle; move with a slow, 

dragging walk 
síṣịmọsìṣịmọ  id.  walking hesitantly; shuffling 
sịsịsịí¹̣  id.  unrelenting; unremitting; unabating 
sịsịsịí²̣  id.  reluctant: Wo wẹnị tú gbà abá, erí 

sịsịsị kị mìẹ̣mị  When he was asked to give 
an account of his stewardship, he was 
reluctant. 

sịtálìṇị  n.  (comm.) sterling [<English 
sterling] 

sịtámpụ̀  n.  stamp; (tech.) fún fịrịmọ sịtampụ  
postage stamp [<English stamp] 

sịtọ́kì ̣  n.  (comm.) stock [<English stock] 
sịyaíṇ (=sịnyaíṇ)  n.  sleep; sịyaịn bụnụ́  

sleep: Erí sìỵaịn bụnụ́nìmí  He is asleep; 
sịyaíṇ kọ̀rí ̣  (of sleep) overtake one: Sịyaíṇ 
ì ̣ kọrịdọ́  I feel sleepy. 

sịyaịndọọ́n (=sịnyaịndọọ́n) n.  (tech.) sleeping 
sickness [sịyaíṇ + doọ́n sickness]  

sịyaịnsíỵaịn (=sịnyaịnsíṇyaịn) id.  full of 
sleep: Ine tọrụmọ́ sẹ̀ sịyaịnsíỵaịn  My 
eyelids are weighed down with sleep. 
[sịyaíṇ x 2] 

sịyọ́nsìỵọ́n (=sịnyọ́nsìṇyọ́n) id.  quite often; 
insistently; time and again: Erí sìỵọ́nsìỵọ́n 
kì ̣ boyémi  He keeps on coming here. 

sódà  n.  soda [<English soda] 
sóda  v.t.  solder [<English solder] 
soí  v.i.  (usu. soí koro) fall down 
sói  id.  leaping (as antelope) (>sọ́ị) 
sóisòi  id.  continuous leaping (as by person or 

large animal) (>sọ́ịsọ̀ị) 
sókaìṇ  id.  standing out prominently; towering 

above the others in a group 
sóko  v.i.  fish for shrimps and small fish with 
ẹkẹrẹ́ at the waterside; (fig.) frequent (a 
place): Erí Èbiowéi yọ̀ kọ sokoyémi  He is 
always at Ebiowei’s place. 

sókolomusòkolomu  id.  describes sound made 
by wading in water 

sókolosòkolo  id.  describes the gait of 
someone tall and unbalanced 

sókoroò¹  id.  raised beyond what is normal, as 
a long-legged person or someone on stilts (> 
sọ́kọrọọ̀¹) 

sókoroò²  id.  narrowed; tapering (>sọ́kọrọọ̀²) 
sókorosòkoro  id.  movement of a long-legged 

person (>sọ́kọrọsọ̀kọrọ) 
sókpoo  id.  tall; high 
sokuláà  id.  describes s.t. that is swollen or 

bulging 
sokulasókula [4]  id.  describes s.t. protruding, 

swelling or bulging 
sólo  v.i.  be restless; struggle hard: Tọbọụ́ solo 

kaamị  The child is very restless: Erí sèi 
bara kí ̣ sòloyémi  He is struggling very 
hard. 

solobáà  id.  tall, towering (usually abusive); 
bulging, protruding; long (of finger- or toe-
nails) 

sólokasòloka  id.  superficial way of paddling 
with the paddle held too high 

sololóò  id.  long (as of fingers and toes) 
(>sọlọlọọ́ ̀)  
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sómà  excl.  a call used for dogs, and 
insultingly for a person 

sóndia [3]  num.  six (qualifying form): sóndia 
namà  six animals; (modern decimalized 
forms) sóndia oi sixty; sóndia ọdọzọ̀ �� �� six 
hundred [sóndie + -a qualifying]  

sóndiangayè   n.  (tech.) hexagon [sóndia + 
angá side +yé thing] 

sóndie  num.  six (counting form); sóndie 
karamọ  sixth 

sóndu  n.  wormhill 
sooloí (=sooleí)[5]  v.p.  be hanging (of person 

or object): Erí tịn ghọ sòloínìmí  He is 
hanging (by his hands) from a tree; bụ́ọ 
sòloí  suffer from a leg deformity causing a 
limp [sooloó + -í process]  

sooloó  v.t.  hang up; suspend: tún sòolo  hang 
up the hat 

soósòó  id.  prominent; conspicuous; 
outstanding; outspoken (as of a person) 

sorobusorobú  id.  dripping or exuding 
profusely, as fluid 

sss  excl.  shoo; a sound to drive away birds and 
fowls 

sóu  v.t.  dig; harvest; buru soú  harvest yams; 
ẹpẹ́tẹ̀ sou  dig soil 

sóutolu  n.  canal [sóu +tólu² canal] 
sóu-uge  n.  harvest festival [sóu +ugé² 

festival] 
souwa  v.i. make noisy effort (esp. of fish) in 

water 
sọ́ị  id.  leaping (as duiker) (<sói) 
sọ́ịn  id.  be restless: Egberibí ù pinmọ́yemi 

nì, erí sọịnmị  As the story was disturbing 
him, he became restless. 

sọ́ịnsọ̀ịn  id.  impatient; restless due to pain or 
anxiety 

sọ́ịsọ̀ị  id.  continuous leaping (as by small 
person with slender legs, or duiker) 
(<sóisòi) 

sọ́ịsọ̀ịsọ́ị  id.  describes someone walking with 
slender legs, like the jacana 

sọkí ̣  n.  chock; wedge; sọkí ̣ tụ̀a  put a wedge 
or chock against a wheel, etc. [<English 
chock]  

sọ́kị¹  v.t.  pick out (with pointed instrument): 
Okokodíạ̀ sọkị nị ị pịrí ̣  Pick the coconut 
out (of its shell) for me; (fig.) find out the 
truth; Béi ègberi ụ sọkịdáaba, túu 
paanghimi  For this issue, he is “tapped”; 
the truth will out.  [tapped? meaning?] 
(implies a deep enquiry, probing secrets) 

sọ́kị²  v.t.?  tap; pinch as when one wants to 
give someone secret information [sentence 
example?]  

sọ́kị³  n.  ??; sọ́kị tụa  fill up hole (e.g. in 
canoe) with soft material like putty, rag, or 
ịkpọtọ́ (the rotten pith of plantain) 

sọ́kịị   id.  to the very top (=sọ́kịsọkị) 
sọ́kịmọ  v.cs.  A. wedge, chock; B. tuck in 

(shirt, etc.); tighten (wrapper): Iné ụwaịn 
bịdẹbị sọ̀kịmọ  Tighten your wrapper: 
Andáoweibi wò bịdẹ́ sọ̀kịmọ naá àbulúkù 
mịẹmí ̣  The wrestler tucked up his wrapper 
to make a wrestling kilt. 

sọ́kịsọkị   id.  to the very top: Erí tịnbị ùwou 
mú sọkịsọkị ki làmị  He climbed the tree to 
the very top. (=sọ́kịị) 

sọ́kọlọsọ̀kọlọ  id.  describes gait of someone 
with slender legs 

sọ́kọlọbụsọ̀kọlọbụ  id.  wading in water with 
slender legs 

sọ́kọrọọ̀¹  id.  raised beyond what is normal, as 
a long-legged person with slender legs 
(<sókoroò¹) 

sọ́kọrọọ̀²  id.  narrowed; tapering towards a 
point (as in the ụtán fish-trap) (<sókoroò²) 

sọ́kọrọsọ̀kọrọ  id.  movement of a long-legged 
person (>sókorosòkoro) 

sọ́kọsọkọ  n.  musical rattle made out of cane-
rope, with a calabash bottom, containing 
pebbles 

sọkọtọ́yọ̀kọtọ́  n.  pot-herb (Celosia argentea 
Linn. AMARANTHACEAE) [<Yoruba s �� ��ọkọ 
yọ̀kọ̀tọ̀] 

sọ́kpọọ  id.  pointed; protruding 
sọ́kpọsọ̀kpọ  id.  tapering towards a point 
sọ́lfụ̀  n.  (tech.) sulphur [<English sulphur]  
sọlọlọọ́ ̀  id.  long but narrow (<sololóò) 
sọlụ́sọ̀lụ́  id.  insisting; persistent 
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sọngbọlọọ́ ̀  id.  growing gradually smaller and 
thinner at one end; pointed, as of mouth; 
tapering 

sọmọụ́n  n.  pity; sympathy; sọmọụn nimí  
pitiful [? or full of pity]; sympathetic; 
sọmọụn nimighá  not sympathetic; having 
no pity 

sọmụsọmụ́  id.  feeling nauseous; Dụa 
fịyaịámà kíṃị mịẹ sọ̀mụsọmụ pamí ̣  Some 
foods make one feel like vomiting. [sọmụú¹ 
x 2]  

sọmụụ  id.  straight; directly: Woó ègberí nàa 
bị, erí sọ̀mụụ wẹnị bó ni ì ̣ lamí ̣  When he 
heard the story, he came straight to me. 

sọmụụ́  v.i.  be nauseated; feel an unpleasant 
sensation in the stomach with a tendency to 
vomit 

Sọ́ndịbaị  n.  Sunday [<English Sunday +báị 
day] 

sọnghịrí ̣ìṇ  id.  small and dried up 
sọní¹̣  v.t.  select better ones from a group of 

bad things; be selective 
sọní²̣  v.t.  search out; enquire into: Béi 

ègberibọ kíṃị ì ̣ sọnị kụ́mọ èé; i túu 
niminghi aba, zíṇịout bii  For this issue, do 
not enquire from me; if you want to know, 
ask others (implies a more frequent, 
continuous way of enquiring than sọ́kị²). 

sọnịsọní ̣  id.  patiently and thoroughly; in a 
detailed way [sọní²̣ x 2]  

sọnlẹí ̣  v.i.  (used in combinations): sọnlẹí ̣ sụọ 
force one’s way in through a crowd; sọnlẹí ̣ 
paa force one’s way out through a crowd 
[sọ́ọnlọ² + -í process]  

sọ́nọmà  num.  seven (counting form); Sọ́nọmà 
díiye  Seven is forbidden; sọ́nọmà karamọ  
seventh 

sọ́nọma [3]  num.  seven (qualifying form): 
sọ́nọma kịmì ̣  seven men; (modern 
decimalized forms) sọ́nọma oi sixty; 
sọ́nọma ọdọzọ̀ six hundred [sọ́nọmà + -a 
qualifying] 

sọ́nọmangayè  n.  (tech.) heptagon [sọ́nọma + 
angá side +yé thing] 

sọnọnịí ̣  id.  thoroughly; patiently; carefully; in 
a detailed way 

sọ́nraịn see sọ́raịn 
sọọ́n  n.  earthworm; worm (in general); sọn 

soú  dig up worms (for bait); amá-ogbo-sọn  
very small earthworm in town soil, used in 
baiting a small line by children; bou sọọ́n  
earthworm in clay swamp soil; olúlùlú sọ̀n  
dungworm, which moves fast, is brittle,and 
has a red portion near the head; pẹrẹ sọọ́n  
“king worm”- blind wormsnake [pictures?]; 
(tech.) érì sọọn  guineaworm; threadworm; 
ẹfẹ́n sọ̀ọn  ringworm; (tech.) fúròú bòlou 
sọọn  roundworm; kíri sọ̀ọn  earthworm; 
tépù sọọn  tapeworm 

sọ́ọnlọ¹  v.t.  tickle; cause one to laugh by 
scratching the armpit with the fingers; 
sọ́ọnlọ kị bịẹn  be led by the nose, i.e. do 
things only when told [discuss] 

sọ́ọnlọ²  v.t.  poke around inside with stick; 
gbére sọọnlọ  explore hole for fish with 
stick; beri sọọnlọ́  scratch, clean out ear 

sọ́ọnlọ³  v.t.  rape, ravish, defile (under-age 
girl) (cf. pénimọ, rape (adult)) 

sọ́ọnrọn  num.  five (counting form); sọ́ọnrọn 
karamọ  fifth 

sọ́ọnran [3]  num.  five (qualifying form); 
sọ́ọnran kịmì ̣  five people [check tone]; 
sọ́ọnran naịrà fun  five-naira note; 
(modern decimalized forms) sọ́ọnran oi 
fifty; sọ́ọnran oiyà kọpa fun fifty-kobo 
note; sọ́ọnran ọdọzọ̀ five hundred [sọ́ọnrọn 
+ -a qualifying] 

sọ́ọnrangayè  n.  (tech.) pentagon [sọ́ọnran + 
angá side +yé thing] [double vowel?] 

sọrọụ́  n.  origin; source (of lake or fishpond); 
bụ́ụ sọrọụ  source of fishpond; dụ́nọụn 
sọrọụ  source of lake 

sọ́pụ̀lụ  n.  shovel; spade [<English shovel] 
sọ́raịn (=sọ́nraịn) id. tall and straight; straight 

and long, as neck [check meaning] 
sọrọrọọ́ ̀  id.  elongated 
sọ́sì ̣  n.  church [<English church]  
Sọ́sìḳiri  n.  Church settlement [sọ́sì ̣ +kiri 

land] 
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sọ́ụ  v.i.  become activated, esp. in the 
following senses: A. sprout, germinate, 
grow (of plants); B. come up to surface; 
snap at flies (of fish); C. (of penis) be active, 
usu. tọọ́ ̀n sọ́ụ 

sọ́ụmọ¹  v.cs.  cause to be activated; make 
germinate; make (fishes) come to surface; 
akpíṛì ̣/mịnịmẹíṇ sọ̀ụmọ  tantalize 
(someone) by touching throat with food 
(done by children); make someone’s mouth 
water [sọ́ụ +mọ causative] 

sọ́ụmọ²  v.dir.  grow towards: Tíṇ ikemibi kiri 
ki sọ̀ụmọ́yemi  The root of a plant grows 
downwards. [sọ́ụ +mọ́ directional] 

sọ́ụtọrụ  n.  node of plant; sọ́ụtọrụ katị A. cut 
off shoots from the node; B. (fig.) nip in the 
bud; foil one’s plans [sọ́ụ + tọ́rụ �� ��6 germinati 
ng point] 

sọ́wẹị  v.t.  hide; yé sọwẹị  hide something 
sọwẹí ̣  [5]  v.p.  hide (oneself); be hidden, 

concealed: Erí sọ̀wẹíṇìmí  He is hiding. 
sọwẹí-̣zórù  n.  game of hide-and-seek: 
Ọwọụmọọ́ tè zorú kì zoruyémàáà?  
Sọwẹị-zórù  What game are the children 
playing?  Hide-and-seek. [sọwẹí ̣+zorú 
game] 

spidómità  n.  (tech.) speedometer 
(=sáramọbara-tọ̀nmọye) [<English 
speedometer]  

sss  excl.  shoo!; a sound to drive away birds 
and fowls 

suaa¹  id.  profusely (of sweating or flow of 
blood): Erí sùaa kí wẹ̀nị bó nì ị pamí ̣  He 
came to me sweating (or bleeding) 
profusely. (>sụaa) 

suaa²  id.  describes a noisy splash  
subeí  (=suboí =suboyé)  n.  gun [subó¹ +yé 

thing] or [sụụ́ + bó come+yé thing] [Which 
is the origin?] (= alagbá) 

subékè  n.  one who helps others in various 
ways 

subó¹  v.t.  carry; (fig.) bear (responsibility, 
etc.) 

subó²  v.t.  look after (animals, fowls): obóri 
subo  look after goats; ofóni subo  look 

after fowls (cf. gbálị, which is not used for 
fowls) 

suboí (=suboyé = subeí)  n.  gun [subó¹ +yé 
thing] (= alagbá) 

suboifịní ̣  n.  gun-caps [suboí + fịní ̣fire] 
(=asángbafịnị = kíạpìṣị) 

suboi-obó  n.  tubular metal part of a gun; 
barrel [suboí + obó pipe] 

suboitọọ́n  n.  trigger [suboí + tọọ́ ̀n penis] 
suboitịíṇ  n.  timber tree (Milicia excelsa 

(Welw.) C. C. Berg, formerly Chlorophora 
excelsa MORACEAE) [suboí + tíṇ tree] 
(=alagbátìṇ) 

suboyé¹ [Does this form exist?] (=suboí = 
subeí)  n.  gun [subó¹ +yé thing] (= alagbá) 

suboyé²  n.  A. load; B. (fig.) responsibility 
[subó¹ +yé thing]  

suboyé³  n.  domestic animal [subó² +yé thing]  
súgà  n.  sugar [<English sugar]  
súkou  (=síkou)  n.  humped device protruding 

from the back of the waist of a masquerade 
dancer 

sukúlù  n.  school [<English school]  
sukúlùkiri  n.  school compound [sukúlù 

+kíri land] 
sukúlùwarị  n.  school building [sukúlù +wárị 

house] 
sulekeé  id.  protruding (from pocket, etc.) 
suleleé  id.  A. describes a running nose; B. 

describes an overhanging lower lip 
(>sụlẹlẹẹ́) 

sulesulé  id.  protruding, as of eyes (>sụlẹsụlẹ́) 
sulukúù  id.  taut (as fishing-line caught on 

obstacle in water) 
súlusùlu  id.  tugging; pulling sharply and 

roughly: I béi sulusùlu kpụnyemi ịgbabị, 
pẹlẹíṇghimi  The way you are tugging 
roughly at this rope, it will break. 

sumení¹ (=simení¹)  v.i.  (only in combination); 
dií sùmení  pity; sumení kọ̀rí ̣  be filled with 
pity 

sumení² (=simení²)  n.  pity: Erí sùmení fàá  
He has no pity. 

sungberí (=singberí)  v.t.  scratch (with the 
fingers); ọngọ́ sungberi  scratch oneself 
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suó¹   n.  form; shape: Eréma pàsuobi ebi 
kaméèé  The woman is very well built. 

suó² (=súo=soó)  n.  sky; heaven 
Súoaraụ (=Suoaráụ =Soaráụ)  n.f.  God, 

controlling the fate of people [súo=suó² + 

araụ female] (= Wóyenghi, Ayíba, Áyòú, 
Ogínaaraụ, Tẹ́mẹaraụ, Zibaaraụ) 

surekpeé  id.  looking stupid; hanging down 
stupidly 

surereé  id.  describes a running nose 
suresuré  id.  describes a running nose or 

dribbling 
súrìí  (=sụ́ụrụye)  n.  sponge (for washing) 

[sụ́ụrụ + yé thing]  
surukusúruku  id.  describes a tangled mass of 

flesh; spongy; fibrous (>sụrụkụsụ́rụkụ)  
surukúù¹  id.  benumbed as a result of some 

accident or cramp 
surukúù²  id.  heavy (as bag) 
sururúù  id.  with pointed mouth; protuberant 
súu  [3]  v.a.  be lazy, weak; súu kịmì ̣  weak, 

lazy person 
súu  [3]  n.  laziness; weakness 
súwei¹  (=sí oi fịnị)  num.  thirty; súwei 

karamọ  thirtieth: olólo asuwei  thirty 
bottles [sí twenty+ ói ten]  

súwei²  n.  revenge, usu. in súwei dụnụ  take 
revenge on behalf of a weaker person [?súu 
+ owéi man]  

suweinsúwein  id.  distressed; sad and 
melancholic; depressed; sorrowful 

sụaa  id.  profusely (of sweating or flow of 
blood) (<suaa) 

sụbá  n.  spike, spine (of fish); indi sụbá  spike 
of fish; sụba katí ̣  remove spike 

sụẹẹ  id.  trickling of a few tears  
sụẹsụẹ́  id.  trickling of tears 
sụíṇ  v.p.  be straight, horizontal, well spread 

out; (tech.) sụíṇ ìg̣balị horizontal line [sụ́n 
stretch+-í ̣process] ? 

sụ́la  v.t.  scratch in fighting, usu. ọngọ́ sụla 
sụlaịsụ́laị  id.  untidy skin or face; describes 

rough untidy writing or a tattooed face or 
body 

sụlalí ̣ì ̣  id.  elastic; tensile 

sụ́lasụ̀la  id.  worrying unnecessarily 
sụlẹlẹẹ́  id.  A. describes a running nose; B. 

describes an overhanging lower lip 
(<suleleé) 

sụlẹsụlẹ́  id.  protruding, as of eyes (<sulesulé) 
sụmịnịsụ́mịnị  id.  pathetic; looking sorrowful 
sụ́n¹  v.t.  stretch; straighten; ọngọ́ sụn  stretch 

oneself; apíemọ lọ̀lị sụ́n  straighten out the 
cane-ropes; kpụ́n sụn  pull straight; (dụ́wẹị) 
sụn  (of corpse) lie in state 

sụ́n²  v.acc.  be together with: Ọ mọmọ sụn 
wẹ́nị  Move/go about with them. 

sụ́n³  n.  bar (of soap), usu. ẹsẹn sụụ́ ̀n 
sụ́n4  n.  length of time: Apó! béi sụụ̀n sẹ mánị 

ìné ẹ̀rịgha  Oh! (I) haven’t seen you for 
such a long time: Béì iné ẹ̀rịgha sụn!  How 
long it is since I saw you: I béi yè mịẹ sụn 
aládọ  You have been doing this thing for a 
long time. [Can this word be pronounced 
alone to get its real tone?] 

sụ́nmọ  v.cs.  cause to be stretched, 
straightened 

sụnsụnsụụ́n  id.  mild, warming heat as that 
from the sun, esp. in the morning hours, or 
late in the day in cold weather 

sụ́nụnụụ  id.  long (of speech, story) 
(descriptive, not abusive) 

sụọ [1] dem.  that, such a (applied only to 
people); sụọ aráụ  that/such a woman/girl; 
sụọ bọọ́  that/such a person; sụọ owéi  
that/such a man/boy (cf. anị) 

sụ́ọ¹  v.t.  A. enter; come in: Sụ́ọ ò!  Come in!; 
sụ́ọ bo  come in; B. open; begin: Fọ́ụ sụọdọ 
The market is open; C. lodge, usu. wárị 
sụọ̀; sụ́ọ koro  come to stay with someone; 
D. live with husband, usu. yei biri sụọ́ ̀; E. 
enter on relationship; become: ará tọbọụ 
sụọ  become her child; kẹ́nị ghọ sụọ  come 
together; sleep together; have sexual 
intercourse; sụ́ọ nì ̣ ẹ́rị  agree with; concur; 
see eye to eye with; F. (of goal) be scored 
(lit. ‘enter goal’): Kẹnị gólù má sụọdọ  
Another goal has been scored; G. hold 
(meeting): Ọmịní ̣ bìyaị sụọ́ ̀dọ́  They have 
held a meeting; H. v.loc.  injure, attack (part 
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of body): Ogidi ará bụọ ghọ sụọmị  The 
matchet injured her foot: Nnọ́ụn àrá bara 
ghọ sụọmị  A sore developed on her arm; I. 
v.acc.  accompany: Erí ọ̀ mọmọ sụọ múmi  
He accompanied them: J. join (others) in 
(used in many combinations): sụ́ọ bìí  join 
in asking; sụ́ọ dìí  join in looking; sụ́ọ dọụ̀ ́   
join in seeking; sụ́ọ fị  join in eating; sụ́ọ 
mìẹ̣́  join in working; sụ́ọ mu  join in going; 
sụ́ọ nàá  join in hearing; sụ́ọ paa  join in 
suffering;sụ́ọ sẹ̀lẹ́  join in choosing; sụ́ọ sẹị  
join in dancing;sụ́ọ sụụ̀ ́   join in fighting; 
sụ́ọ tịẹ  A. join in standing; B. scold: Erí ụ̀ 
mọmọ sụọ tíẹ̣mị  He scolded (and even 
beat) him; sụ́ọ tọn  join in thinking, 
planning; sụ́ọ tun  join in singing; sụ́ọ wẹnị  
join in walking, working; sụ́ọ zòrú  join in 
playing 

sụ́ọ²  v.t.  get (profit); gain; sụ́ọ fàá  lose; sụ́ọ 
fà pasẹ́ntì ̣  loss percent; sụ́ọ pasẹntì ̣  gain 
percent; arere sụọ́  make a profit: Fọ́ụbị 
àrere sụọmí ̣  The trade made a profit. 

sụ́ọ³  v.i.  rise (of tide, flood); get full of water: 
Séri sụọdọ  The tide is up: Adịmọọ́ sụọdọ  
The water has entered the channels 

sụ́ọ4  v.t.  backbite; speak ill of: Ọrọ́ ì ̣ sụọ tími 
ni, i bo ni ọ kọ́rịdọ  As you were speaking 
ill of me, I’ve caught you. 

sụ́ọbaị (=yésụọbaị) n.  day when everything 
goes well for one, beyond expectation [sụ́ọ² 
+báị day]  

sụ́ọbeni  n.  high tide [sụ́ọ³ + bení water]  
sụ́ọfàyọọ́  n.  (tech.) loss per cent [sụ́ọ² + faá 

lose +yọ́ place]  
Sụ́ọkiri  n.  male personal name [sụ́ọ¹ join+ 

kíri place] 
sụọmẹíṇ [5]  v.dir.p. [or reciprocal?] 

accompany; join: Erí ọ̀ sụọmẹíṇdọ  He has 
joined them; sụọmẹíṇ koro  settle down 
with; stay with (e.g. in fishing camp): Erí ọ̀ 
sụọmẹíṇ korodọ  He has setttled down 
among them. 

sụọmẹịnsụ́ọmẹịn  id.  accompanying 
(circumstances): Sụọmẹịnsụ́ọmẹịn yeama 
ki ì ̣ mịẹ mọ́bị èmi  So many things made me 

to be so (i.e. not rich, because of family 
reponsibilities). 

sụ́ọmọ  v.dir.  approach: ụ sụọmọ́  (You) 
approach him. 

Sụ́ọyaị  n.  traditional lunar month, roughly 
corresponding to mid-August to mid-
September, the time when all channels are 
flooded 

sụ́ọyọ¹  n.  lodging-place [sụ́ọ¹ +yọ́ place] 
sụ́ọyọ²  n.  profit; gain [sụ́ọ² +yọ́ place] 
sụrẹrẹẹ  id.  looking sorrowful, poor and 

preoccupied; badly dressed 
sụ́rẹrẹsụ̀rẹrẹ  id.  walking sorrowfully (= 

enéni-èneni) 
sụrẹsụrẹ́  id.  with tattered clothes 
sụrịí¹̣  [5]  v.p.  fade when washed (of cloth) 

[sụ́ụrụ wash + -í ̣process]  
sụrịí²̣  [5]  v.i.  emerge from poverty to a better 

standard of living 
sụrịí³̣  [5]  v.i.  A. become reduced through 

weathering till only the hard part remains; 
B. become bald: Wo tịbí ̣ sụ̀rịíḍọ  He has 
become bald. 

sụ́rụ  v.t.  mark out the boundary between two 
farm portions; delimit, demarcate; kíri sụrụ̀ 
ịgba  rope used for the demarcation 

sụrụkụsụ́rụkụ¹  id.  describes a tangled mass 
of flesh; spongy; fibrous (<surukusúruku)  

sụrụkụsụ́rụkụ²  id.  describes a securely tied 
knot  

sụrụkụụ́ ̀   id.  tight, closely drawn, as of badly-
fitting undersized dress, esp. of upper dress 
which is too small for wearer 

sụụ́¹  v.acc.  fight 
sụụ́²  n.  fight; war; conflict; strife; sụụ ká bìo 

bẹlẹ  an aggressive person; one who takes 
delight in making or brewing trouble; be 
trigger-happy [discuss]; sụụ kọrí ̣  separate 
two people who are fighting; báma sụụ  
unending war; báyaị sụụ  feud which 
continues indefinitely; fúru sụụ = kpálị sụụ  
guerrilla warfare; ninibara sụụ́ ̀   guerilla 
warfare; Iné ki bụmọụn sụụ  It is 
endurance that counts in a fight on a 
sandbank. 
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sụụ-arụ́  n.  war canoe [sụụ́² + árụ canoe]  
sụụbení  n.  war-dress [sụụ́² + bení dress] 
sụụboú  n.  battle-field [sụụ́² + boú bush] 
sụụbụrọ́ụ  n.  war-front; theatre of war [sụụ́² + 

bụ́rọụ hearth] 
sụụkịmí ̣  n.  soldier [sụụ́² + kíṃị person] 
sụụkọrịbọ́  n.  one who separates a fight: 

Sụụkọrịbọ́ kẹ̀nị umbolo  One who 
separates a fight can be injured (and cannot 
fight back). [sụụ́² + kọrí ̣�� �� hold + bọ person] 

sụụ́n  v.i.  be acceptable;be presentable; taste 
good (of meat or something savoury) 

sụ́ụrụ  v.t.  A. wash (body, container, etc., but 
not cloth: cf. pọọ́); ivín sụụrụ  wash 
cracked palm-kernels to separate shells from 
kernels; (ọngọ́) gẹẹ sụụrụ  give one’s self a 
quick wash, a lick and a promise; B. wash 
away, down: Ọdụọnmọ́ mu ni ògbó 
sụ̀ụrụmị  The waves wash down the bank. 

sụ́ụrụye  (=súrìí)  n.  sponge for washing 
plates [sụ́ụrụ + yé thing]  

sụụtẹmẹ́  n.  spirit of war [sụụ́² +tẹ́mẹ spirit] 
 

T 
 

tá (=táa) excl.  hush! (exclamation of rebuke) 
-tá  see  -dá 
ta(á)  n.f.  wife; taa mọ́ yèi mọ́  husband and 

wife (lit. wife and husband); ta sụọ́  become 
a wife 

táaàn  id.  describes an aimless movement, as 
of a stranger in a strange land; wandering 
about 

táalatàala  id.  describes a state of 
insufficiency; too little, as of food or work 

táantàantáan  id.  describes a person walking 
unsteadily, as if disoriented 

táarụ  num.  three (counting form); táarụ 
karamọ  third; táarụ ghọ pùí  split into 
three (of road) 

táa tìẹ̣!  excl.  don’t fall!  stay on your feet! 
táa tùa¹  excl.  exclamation to hush, encourage 

or hearten somebody:  Táa tua!  ámà, kóro 
ku ¢¢ ¢¢mo ¢¢ ¢¢ ò!  Look out!  (you woman), don’t 
fall! 

táa tùa²  excl.  shoo!  (call to drive away 
animals) 

tába¹  v.t.  lick (with finger, cf. mẹlí)̣; eat 
(orange, banana); fụ́lọụ taba  “lick” soup; 
eat soup with finger; oyobá tàba  eat banana 
[check if tone class 2 or 3] 

tába²  v.t.  flower, usu. as in ifolifo tabá  
flower (of certain crops, such as okra or 
groundnuts) (=ifolifo tụá) 

tabaí ̣  v.t.  receive someone enthusiastically: 
Erí wò ikíaòwei tabai ¢¢ ¢¢ ni ¢¢ ¢¢ akí ¢¢ ¢¢mi ¢¢ ¢¢  He 
received his friend enthusiastically. 

tábèí (=tábaye)  n.  honey [tába¹ + yé thing] 
(=bọụ́ ̀n) 

tabịyaa  id.  unseasoned; unpalatable; not tasty 
due to lack of salt and pepper 

taboloo  id.  tasteless (lacking salt or sugar): 
Fụ́lọụ sẹ̀ taboloo; fụ́ụ kpọ fà  The soup is 
not tasty; it has no salt. 

tabụ́  v.t.  A. put, immerse, in water: Indibí àkị 
bení tàbụ  Immerse the fish in the water; B. 
dye: Kọ́rọmọ tàbụ  Dye the raffia. 

tabụ-abábùru  n.  tapioca [tabú ¢¢ ¢¢ + abábùrú 
cassava]  

tabụbení  n.  colour; dye [tabú ¢¢ ¢¢ + bení water]  
tafịyaan¹  id.  plumping lightly in water; 

splashing 
tafịyaan²  id.  describes unpalatable food, fish, 

etc., without relish (fish, meaat, etc.): 
Ngịnábènibi tafịyaan kí ̣ èmi  The pepper 
soup doesn’t have enough fish/meat, it’s too 
watery. 

taị (=taí)̣  keep still and quiet: Taị mọ́ tìmí, ẹrẹ 
kụmọ́ timi, ine boó ìfìye laa  Stay still, 
don’t talk till I come back (teacher to class) 
(cf. kpaịn, which only means not talking). 

táịmtebùlu n.  multiplication table [<English 
times table]  

taíṇ [5]  v.p.  flock; congregate: Kíṃịmọ tàíṇ 
bodọ  The people have congregated here; 
taíṇ paa  come out in large numbers [tán¹ + 
-í ¢¢ ¢¢ process ]  

taịndítàịndí (=taịndíditàịndídi) n.  A. drum 
rhythm used by older people in egelé 
(processional dance), and formerly by both 
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old and young on the wrestling field; B. 
onomatopoeic name of drum type 
(=kpangbúkpàngbú) 

taịnmọ́  v.t.  put pot on fire; usu. bẹ́lẹ taịnmọ 
takaláà  id.  describes an unbalanced posture 

of a tall person (<takaléè, tákalịì)̣ 
tákalaà  id.  describes an unbalanced thing 

placed on another thing 
takalíị̀ ̣  id.  describes a tall, almost 

overhanging, thin, unbalanced person 
standing (> takaláà) 

tákalịì ̣  id.  suspended precariously, like a 
small bunch of palm-nuts 

takataká  id.  speedy, rapid, as of rising water 
or flood, or of the fast running of people or 
moving of a canoe or ship 

tákatàka  id.  tottering, of a newly walking 
child 

tákalatàkala  id.  movement of an unbalanced 
person: Áràụ́ takalatàkala wẹnị bómi  She 
came walking in an unbalanced way, as if on 
her toes (implying thin, badly shaped legs, 
almost bending inwards, too tall) 

takeléè  id.  tottering; on the point of falling 
(cf. tangeléè) [> takaláà] 

tákì ̣  n.  pole (bamboo or stick) for carrying 
palm-bunch, plantain bunch, etc., over one 
shoulder 

tákị¹  v.t.  carry slung on pole over shoulder: 
Lí ̣ị beinmọ̀ takị  Carry the bunches of 
palm-fruit on a pole over your shoulder. 

tákị²  v.t.  remove lump of food from pot with 
spike or ladle; remove millipede with a 
stick, usu. osími takị 

tákị³  v.t.  tie cloth in a special way, as by old 
men during labour; ingbí ̣ tàkị  hook up the 
testicles with part of the cloth which is 
already tied to the waist 

takịtakí ̣  id.  A. scattered: Tíṇmọ yọbọọ̀ 
takịtakị kí ̣ sọ̀ụnimí  The trees are growing 
here and there; B. petty: Béi takìṭakị 
egberimọ ghọ bárasin  Leave these petty 
matters. 

tákpetàkpe  id.  staggering, as a drunken man 
(cf. tálakpetàlakpe) 

takpọlọọ́ ̀  id.  describes a shape in which the 
upper part is disproportionately bigger than 
the lower part 

tála  n.  tree (Sacoglottis gabonensis (Baill.) 
Urb. HUMIRIACEAE) whose timber is used 
for canoes and for building; the heartwood is 
used to carve axe-handles; it has an edible 
fruit used as chewing gum (i ¢¢ ¢¢kábu ¢¢ ¢¢kabù ¢¢ ¢¢); its 
bark is used to flavour palm wine, cure 
malaria and stimulate the penis; erétala  
type which has i ¢¢ ¢¢kábu ¢¢ ¢¢kabù ¢¢ ¢¢; kíritàlá  
another type: Tála kpukpui bèri ghọ 
tụaghá  said when someone refuses to listen 
(lit. ‘One cannot drum tála into the ear’). 

talaịtálaị  id.  spread about, scattered about 
tálakatàlaka  id.  describes a tottering walk on 

slippery or uneven ground, as if about to fall 
talakịtálakị  id.  standing aloof; standing in 

scattered groups 
tálakpetàlakpe  id.  describes walking on 

undulating ground in a hurry (cf. 
tákpetàkpe) 

táleketàleke  id.  describes unbalanced 
movement 

táma¹  n.  body-hair (excluding that of armpit 
and the pubic hair, which is ịwịrí)̣ (cf. 
dúma) 

táma² (=tẹ́mẹ)  n.  morale; mental state as 
regards courage, confidence and discipline: 
Béingbàị ine tamá sèrighá  My morale is 
low today; O ¢¢ ¢¢ngó ¢¢ ¢¢ tama sèrighá  My morale 
is low. 

tamamáà  id.  surprising: tamamáà egberi  
surprising story 

tamanaíṇ  v.i.  guess: I nimi kágha, ị 
tamanaịn kí ̣ tàmanaịn gbáyemi  I’m not 
sure, I’m just guessing. 

tamanaịnyé  n.  (tech.) hypothesis [tamanaí ¢¢ ¢¢n 
+ yé thing]  

Támaraụ  n.  God (assimilated form of 
Tẹ́mẹaraụ) 

tamarin  n.  a four-cornered wooden drum 
formerly used in the asuko dance [<English 
tambourine] (=tandí (èze)) 
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tamátòsi (=tomátòsi) n.  tomato(es) [<English 
tomatoes]  

táma-tụagha-èke  n.  petty thief (lit. ‘a rat 
without hair’) [táma¹ + tụagha not putting+ 
ekeé rat]  

támì ̣ (=támụ̀) n.  (school) term; (math.) term 
[<English term]  

támụ [3]  n.  downstream, (hence) south; támụ 
angà/támụ dụụ̀  southern side; támụ 
kunòun  southern end (opp. tụ́bụrụ) 

támu ¢¢ ¢¢-angà-otu  people who live to the south, 
or downstream [támụ + angá¹ live + otu 
people]  

támụtamụ̀  id.  to the south [támụ x 2] 
tán¹  v.t.  collect, gather (small objects); 
ẹgbẹnẹ taán  collect “bush-mango” fruits 

tán²  v.t.  trip up (of feet); bụ́ọ tan  trip and get 
off feet.  It is a wrestling trick in which one 
catches the opponent’s legs and thus causes 
him/her to stumble or fall. 

taná  n.  A. raised bamboo drying rack (for 
cocoa, kernels, etc.) outside house; tana serí  
make, build a taná; B. long seat of lengths 
of trimmed bamboo or old plank of canoe, 
set under shady tree for public use; C. shelf; 
D. bridge 

tanaíṇ [5]  v.i.  spread; creep (e.g. of plants) 
tanaịntúo  n.  a creeping herb (Ipomoea 

aquatica Forsk. CONVOLVULACEAE) 
[tanaíṇ + túo herb] [Or is this a general 
term?] [Is it the same as eméìn-fị-tuo?] 

tandí (èze)  n.  a four-cornered wooden drum 
used in the asuko dance (an ideophonic 
name describing the sound) (=tamarin) 

tángbei  v.t.  A. throw away; B. (fig.) renounce: 
Iné seimọ tàngbei  Renounce your evil 
deeds. 

tangeléè  id.  having bad posture; 
disproportionate (≥ takeléè) 

tanií [5] (=tanịyé)  n.  snake; tanii zụ́ọ kìṃị 
someone who tries to help a dangerous 
person [taní ¢¢ ¢¢¹ + yé thing]  (= wónii = 
dánghèín = seiyeé) 

taní¹̣  v.i.  climb by twining (as done by 
climbing plants or snake); Burú gbasa duo 

tànị nị uwóudọ  The yam-vines have 
climbed up the stakes. 

taní²̣  v.i.  A. crawl slowly (as insects, snail); B. 
walk carefully, keeping one’s balance (as of 
someone on edge of canoe or tree-trunk 
across stream) 

taní³̣  v.i.  slide; slip; imbíbile tanị  slip on wet 
or slippery ground 

taní ̣4  (=to ¢¢ ¢¢ní ̣, tọnụ́)  v.t.  A. take fire from 
somewhere and kindle one’s own fire; strike 
a match; ignite, usu. fịnị tọní ̣; B. light 
(lamp), usu. tụkpa tọní ̣ 

tánịbaị  v.i.  prepare; get ready: O ¢¢ ¢¢ táni ¢¢ ¢¢bai ¢¢ ¢¢ timi 
yò!  Be getting ready![< English stand by]  

tánìg̣ráfụ̀  n.  telegram: Wo fịbí ̣, ọmịní ̣ 
tanìg̣ráfụ̀ kị gbele bómèé  They sent a 
telegram to inform people about his death. 
[<English telegraph] (=télegìṛamụ) 

tánmọtànmọ  id.  haphazardly; not thoroughly 
done 

tanwáịn (=tawáìṇ) n.  brownish edible fruit 
from a tree (Hexalobus crispiflorus A. Rich. 
ANNONACEAE); tanwáìṇ ti ¢¢ ¢¢n  the tree itself 

tanzarínì  n.  tangerine [<English tangerine]  
tára [3]  num.  three (qualifying form): tára 

kịmì ̣  three people 
táraangayè  n.  (tech.) three-dimensional 

figure or shape [tára + angá² plane + yé 

thing]  
táraikoli (=táraikolì) n.  (tech.)  tripod [tára + 

ikóli leg of pot] 
táraìḳọkị  n.  (geom.)  triangle; finii táraìḳọkị 

obtuse-angled triangle; gbabu 11 11í 11 11 tàraịkọkị 
acute-angled triangle; go 11 11mu 11 11 taráìḳọkị  
right-angled triangle; kẹnlẹẹ́ ̀ taraịkọkị  
scalene triangle; kịríị̀ ̣ taraịkọkị  equilateral 
triangle; maa kịríị̀ ̣ taraịkọkị  isoceles 
triangle [tára + ịkọ́kị angle] 

Tárakirì  n.  name of an ibe in Western Nzọn.  
They are the descendants of their great 
ancestor Tarakiri, one of the sons of Nzọn; 
Tárakirì Egbesu  the chief deity of 
Tárakirì Ibe 
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tára-kụraị-màa-ọwọ́ụ  n.  normal spacing of 
births [tára + kụ́raị year + maa two + 
ọwọụ́ children ] 

tararaan (=tanranraan) id.  A.  shallow, with 
some water flowing, but not deep (cf. 
tatalaa); B. (fig.) superficially: Fịrí ̣ wẹ̀nị 
bara sẹ tararaan  The work was not done 
seriously. 

tárasi (=tési)  num.  sixty; three score (in 
traditional counting system) [tára + síí 
twenty] (=sóndia oi in the modern system) 

tárasụn  n.  length (to which something is cut); 
plánkụ̀mọ tárasụn  three lengths of plank; 
three planks; kabọlíkà ẹsẹnmọ tárasụn  
three bars of carbolic soap [tára + sụ́n 
length] 

táripai (=tárịpaị) n.  head (old usage) (=tí ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢) 
tariyetariyé  id.  staggering  
tarí¹̣  v.t.  love; bless 
tarí²̣  n.  love; blessing; tarị pịrí ̣  bless; give 

blessing 
tárịbaị  a.  the same; former: Ọrọ ikiábì ̣ 

tárịbaị bara kị èmi  Their friendship is still 
the same. [*tári ¢¢ ¢¢ first + bái ¢¢ ¢¢ day]  

tárịbaịbaraye  n.  (geom.) translation 
[?][tári ¢¢ ¢¢bai ¢¢ ¢¢ former + bára hand? + yé thing] 

tárịbaịye  n.  former one; original one [tári ¢¢ ¢¢bai ¢¢ ¢¢ 
former + yé thing] 

tárị kụmọ̀  adv.  some time ago; before long: 
Arí ̣ tarị kụmọ̀ bódọ  I came some time ago, 
“I have come since”: Arí ̣ tarị kụmọ̀ mú ni 
ìle ọgọ́nọ̀ ladọ́  Before long I had reached 
the top of the ileé-tree/stack of firewood. 
[*tári ¢¢ ¢¢ first + ku ¢¢ ¢¢mo ¢¢ ¢¢ since] 

tárịpaị (=táripai) n.  head (old usage) (=tí ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢) 
tátà  excl.  look out! (said to someone who is 

about to fall) 
tataá  id.  eager; ardent; actively enthusiastic; 

earnest: Áràụ́ ìneé ẹ̀rị bị, tataa kí ̣ mìẹ̣mị  
When she saw me, she welcomed me 
warmly (enthusiastically). [Difference from 
tatataá?) 

tatalaa  id.  shallow, as of a lake which is silted 
up and has only a little stagnant water (cf. 
tararaan) (opp. gúdugudu) 

tatataá  id.  welcoming someone warmly: Erí 
ìneé ẹ̀rị bị, tatata kí ̣ mìẹ̣mị  When he saw 
me, he received me very cordially. 

taụ́¹  v.t.  dip, especially into soup, with the 
finger(s); pulou taụ fí ̣  eat boiled food with 
oil as relish 

taụ́²  v.t.  paddle effortlessly 
táụ̀ (=ịtáụ̀)  n.  grand(child): Béimọ̀ sẹ ine 

taụámà  All these are my grandchildren. 
táụtọ̀bọụ  n.  grandchild [táù ¢¢ ¢¢ + to ¢¢ ¢¢bo ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢ child]  
tawáịn (=tanwáịn) n.  brownish edible fruit 

from a tree (Hexalobus crispiflorus A. Rich. 
ANNONACEAE); tanwáìṇ ti ¢¢ ¢¢n  the tree itself 

táwì ̣lị  n.  A. towel; B. tripe; organ inside the 
largest stomach of a ruminant, resembling a 
towel; “towel” [< English towel; B is 
Nigerian English usage]  

te [1] inter.  what?; te tọrụ yéè?  what kind of 
thing?; te tuu kọọ́ ̀  why is it?; te tuú wà?  
for what reason?; te yé kì?  (usu. shortened 
to tié kì?) what?: Tié kì ị báamàáà?  What 
has killed you? (question put by diviner to 
corpse): Tié kì páamà?  What has 
happened?; te yọọ́ ̀?  where? (cf. denghi 
yọọ́ ̀?) 

(tebi)  n.  (used only in combinations); bou 
tebí  part of bush nearest town; kíri tebì  
small yam-farm 

tebí  n.  vagina 
tébùlu  n.  table [< English table] 
téeè  id.  A. gliding: Ekúlèíbì téeè ki fin 

finyémi  The kite glides in its flight; B. 
(fig.) in a daze: Kụrọyé kịmị pàamẹíṇdẹị 
sẹ̀, ụbọọ́ teeè kị wẹnịyémi  When someone 
has a serious problem he may move about in 
a daze. 

teereé  v.a.  be round, circular, and big; teere 
alálà  round plate (> tẹẹrẹẹ́) 

téetèe  id.  moving aimlessly, unsteadily: Uruú 
ụ̀ kọrịdẹ́ị nì ̣, erí bo teetèe ki wẹnịmị  When 
he was drunk, he moved about aimlessly, 
swaying from side to side. 

tefeleé  id.  describes a person who is not able 
to conceal much, and is therefore easily 
flattered or tricked; simple, open, naive, 
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ignorant (of person): Erí tèfelee kí tìmi ni a 
píṛị tụamọ koromọmị  He was naive, so 
she tricked him. 

tégeretègere  id.  describes the movement of an 
adult or bigger bow-legged person 
(>tẹ́gẹrẹtẹ̀gẹrẹ) 

tegezaá  id.  very large in size; enormous: 
Tegezaa, yé korodọụ wo!  It has happened, 
an enormous problem! 

teí  v.i.  expose; reveal; teí bàmọ́ kpọ̀ faá  with 
no concern; Erí ìne egbérì naa bi ¢¢ ¢¢, teí bàmọ́ 
kpọ̀ faá  When he heard what happened to 
me, he treated it with levity; tiri teí  expose; 
ịmọlọụ́ ̀  tiri teí  let the tongue hang out 

téi¹ [3]  v.t.  play; make love; frequent a place 
and spend time there; dóo teì, fúa teì, ọgọ́ 
tèi, yábị teì  tease and banter (of near male 
and female in-laws among themselves; have 
joking relationship among male and female 
in-laws 

téi² [3]  n.  play 
téiaràụ  n.  girlfriend; lover [téi + aráu ¢¢ ¢¢ 

female] 
teín¹  v.t.  shoot; hunt; atángbà tein  injure by 

magically ‘shooting’ the victim; inject 
poison from one’s own body into someone 
else’s body; bou teín  A. hunt for game; B. 
be poisoned by the bush (believed to be 
done by some evil spirits, such as osúowèi) 

teín²  v.t.  play (game that involves pieces, e.g. 
tops, draughts) 

teín³  v.t.  sting (of bee, ant, etc.); shock, as 
electricity or electric fish; cause to itch (of 
poisoned water, grass, fresh yam peelings, 
etc.): Túomọ ìne ọngọ́ tèinmi  The grass is 
making me itch; ogbóru tèín  be in a 
quarrelsome mood 

teín4  v.t.  mottle; spot; toru teín  mark with 
chalk: Óru sẹị erema tòru teinyémi  The 
woman dancing for a deity is putting spots 
on her body with chalk; tein yọwẹ́ị  paddle 
decorated with dots of different colours; 
ẹdụlẹ (=ọdịlẹ) toru téìn  apply native chalk 
of different colours mixed with water to a 
deceased person customarily and 

ceremoniously, as formerly done at Kaiama 
for those whose totem is leopard 

teín5  n.  (in tops) a set of three pieces 
tein-á-sụọgha  n.  name of a medicine which 

protects the owner from gunshots [teín¹ + 
ya when + sú ¢¢ ¢¢o ¢¢ ¢¢gha does not enter; i.e. when 
shot, doesn’t enter] 

tein-leléi  n.  (geom.) point; ; ịgbalị ghọ emí 
tèin-leleiama collinear points; ịgbalị ghọ́ fà 
tein-lélèiama non-collinear points [teín¹ + 
leleí sign] 

tein-owéi¹  n.  social wasp [any better 
identification?] [teín³ + owéi man] 

tein-owéi²  n.  one who shoots [teín¹ + owéi 
man] 

teintuó  n.  herb (Diodia scandens Sw. 
RUBIACEAE) [teín³ + túo herb]  

téi-owèi  n.  boyfriend; lover [téi + owéi man] 
téitọbọ̀ụ  n.  child born without payment of 

bride-price; love-child (= agbaị tọ́bọ̀ụ) [téi 
+ to ¢¢ ¢¢bo ¢¢ ¢¢ú ¢¢ ¢¢ child] 

tékele  v.t.  raise up above ground; hang (as) 
cloth: Akpaá tèkele  Carry the bag in the 
hand; bụ́ọ tekele wẹnị  walk on tiptoe 

tekeléè  id.  disproportionate, with the upper 
body bigger than the lower (>tẹkẹlẹẹ́ ̀) 

tékelepanì ̣  n.  bucket [tékele + pánì ¢¢ ¢¢ 
container]  

tékeneè  id.  firm and well-built, as of person 
or canoe: Ufoumọọ́ sẹ̀ tékeneè  The calves 
are fine and fleshy (but not too fat) 
(>tẹ́kẹnẹẹ̀) 

teketeké  id.  unsteadily, as a toddler: Erí ìne 
ẹ́rì ̣ bị, teketeke kí bànghị bómi  When he 
saw me, he came running unsteadily towards 
me. 

téketèke  id.  tottering, as a newly walking 
child 

tekpeé  id.  top-heavy with big head 
tékpetèkpe  id.  walking swaying from side to 

side; (fig.) without any decisive opinion; 
having no opinion of one’s own 

tekuú  id.  well-shaped; bulky; well-balanced 
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telefómù  n.  A. telephone; B. rumour-monger; 
one who gossips; tale-bearer [<English 
telephone] (=telefónù) 

telefónù  n.  A. telephone; B. rumour-monger; 
one who gossips; tale-bearer [<English 
telephone] (=telefómù) 

télegìṛamụ  n.  telegram [<English telegram] 
(=tánìg̣ráfụ̀) 

tengbelee  id.  with a big swelling or distension 
(>tẹngbẹlẹẹ) 

temí  v.t.  pound; díri temi  pound medicine; 
ụtáràn temi  pound fufu 

témi¹  v.t.  stab; pierce; prick; inject 
témi²  v.t.  “hint”, drop a hint to someone so 

that he can investigate the full story: I mu ní 
ù temi wónìmí, ịndaá nàá ye nagha  I went 
to “hint” him, but I have not yet heard 
anything from him. 

témiye [4]  n.  spike (= ụndụ́dụ̀) [témi¹ + yé 
thing]  

tenghetenghé  id.  jelly-like (of large object) 
(>te ¢¢ ¢¢nghe ¢¢ ¢¢te ¢¢ ¢¢nghé ¢¢ ¢¢) 

tépù  n.  (measuring-)tape; (tech.) tépù sọọn  
tapeworm [<English tape] 

terí  v.t.  A. cover; close: bẹ́lẹ tèri  cover the 
pot: wárịbọọ̀ teri  close the door; buru terí  
germinate yams on the ground by covering 
them with mown grass; lí ̣ị terì  A. cover a 
palm bunch carefully on top of the palm tree 
to prevent it from dropping any of its ripe 
fruits to attract other palm cutters (=lí ̣ị 
ònyoma); B. cover smoked or sun-dried 
palm-fruits in the akpórogù with plantain 
leaves to soften them through fermenting.  
This was the method used before boiling 
was introduced.  After the palm fruits so 
softened have been crushed with the feet and 
enough boiling water has been added, the 
paste is covered again to allow the oil to 
drip off; terighá èlemulemu beni  
uncovered well-water; B. crown: Ọrọ 
amánanaowei tun nì u teridọ́  They have 
crowned him (with a king’s crown). 

teribịbí ̣  n.  cover [terí + bíḅị mouth]  

terií [5]  v.p.  be closed; cover (place) thickly 
(as yam vines): Buru kirí tèriídọ  The yam 
farm is thriving. [terí + í process] 

teriiyé  n.  shelter (e.g. umbrella, mat) [terií + 
yé thing] [or teriyé?] 

terimọ́  v.dir.  cover up (moving something 
with the hands): Ọtọ́kọ̀ naá bùrumọ́ tèrimọ  
Cover the yams with earth. [terí + -mọ́ 
directional] 

terínìmíkùtu  n.  (geom.) closed shape [terí + -
nìmí present state + kútu  piece] 

tési (=tárasi)  num.  sixty; three score (in 
traditional counting system) [tára + síi 
twenty] (=modern sóndia oi) 

tesií  v.i.  be flattened (as of head of a person); 
tesiínìmí tìḅị  flattened head: Wo tịbịbí ̣ tèsi 
kí èmi  His head is flattened. 

tétete  id.  describes a bright moonlit night 
teuu (=teuú=teu=teú) id.  not too high or low; 

average: Wárị ùtu sẹ teu kí èmi  The roof 
of the house is not too low. (>tẹụụ) 

tẹ́ẹ¹  v.t.  beg; implore; pray [?tone class] 
tẹ́ẹ²  n.  prayer [Check tone class] 
tẹẹrẹẹ́  v.a.  be round, circular, and not too big 

(<teereé) 
tẹ́ẹrụtẹ̀ẹrụ  id.  describes the movement of a 

short or dwarfish bow-legged person, or of 
an ordinary small child 

tẹẹtẹ́  excl.  expression urging a small child to 
try and walk, or calling on a child to toddle, 
usually followed by a song: Okírikà 
bóyemòo!  Tẹẹtẹ́ẹẹẹ!  Cold is coming!  
Walk! 

tẹfẹlẹẹ́  id.  very light; weightless 
tẹgẹrẹẹ  id.  small and circular; also describes a 

short person with bow legs 
tẹ́gẹrẹtẹ̀gẹrẹ  id.  describes the movement of a 

short bow-legged person or a child 
(>tégeretègere) 

tẹ́ị¹  v.i.  A. escape; be free: Tẹ́ị erema èbi na 
fị dẹnghịmí ̣  The woman who runs away is 
better than the one who dies in your house; 
B. be declared not guilty 

-tẹ́ị² (=-dẹ́ị) (older form of -dẹ́ị)  t.m.  form of -
dọ́ụ used in middle of sentence: Nkịan 
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kụntẹ́ị kì ̣ yémọ sẹ̀ fatọụ́  It is when sacrifice 
has been made that problems will end. 

tẹ́ịn¹ [3] v.i.  drift with current; flow; glide; 
Tẹ́ịn arụ̀ nimi kọ́rì ̣ káamị  A canoe that is 
adrift is usually found by a person who is 
familiar with its owner (traditionally, one 
shilling per seat is normally paid for rescue 
of a drifting canoe, but one doesn’t exact 
payment from a person one knows well); 
tẹ́in daa  angle; fish with hook and line, 
especially for aíṇ, while floating in canoe, 
holding the rod with the right hand, paddling 
with the left; tẹ́ịngha bèni stagnant water; 
ẹdẹlẹ tẹíṇ  float about uncared for, as a 
canoe 

Tẹ́ịn²  n.  the headquarters of Bíseni ibe in 
Northern Nzọn 

tẹ́ịnmọ¹  v.cs.  cause to drift; fish with a big 
ẹkẹrẹ́ as in tíẹ̣; díi tẹịnmọ  fish with a 
floating net [tẹ́ịn¹ + -mọ causative]  

tẹ́ịnmọ²  v.dir.  drift or float towards: Alalábì ̣ 
tẹịnmọ bó  Float the plate towards me 
(traders moving by canoe can put a plate of 
food on the water gently to float down to 
someone at the other end of the canoe). 
[tẹ́ịn¹ + -mọ́ directional] 

tẹ́ịnmọ³  v.t.  let (nose) run: Níni tẹịnmọ̀ kụ́mọ 
èé  Don’t let your nose run. 

tẹ́ịnmọ4  n.  (usu. tẹ́ịnmọ (páa)) a style of 
women’s blouse with a loose open neck 

tẹ́ịnmọdeì  n.  rectangular frame triggered 
baited floating hook; floating snaphook 
[tẹ́ịnmọ¹ + déi hook]  

tẹ́ịnmọdiì  n.  floating net [tẹ́ịnmọ¹ + díi net]  
tẹ́kẹẹ  id.  aloft; high up; upward: Ine warị-

útùbi tẹ́kẹẹ nì ̣ aréibi dẹ̀nghịmị  My roof is 
higher than hers: (fig.) Ine egbérìbi tẹ́kẹẹ nì ̣ 
woí dẹ̀nghịmị  My story surpasses his own. 

tẹkẹí ̣  v.i.  act quietly, gently; be at rest; remain 
without work; be idle: Lẹ́ị tẹ̀kẹị timí  Be 
calm: I béi tẹkẹ̀ị nị emi barabị ebighá  It is 
not good for you to be idle like this: A 
tẹ́kẹ̀ịnimí yà?  Is she getting on well? (e.g. 
with husband, or in sickness) 

tẹkẹlẹẹ́ ̀  id.  disproportionate, with the upper 
body bigger than the lower  (<tekeléè) 

tẹ́kẹnẹẹ̀  id.  small and well-built, as of a small 
well-built canoe floating on the water 
(<tékeneè) 

tẹ́kpẹmọ  v.i.  pet; comfort; coax: Nzáị sụ̀ọ 
tọbọụbị tẹ́kpẹmọ kị tẹ̀kpẹmọyémi  It is 
usual to pet a child who is suffering from 
yaws: Yeé ụ̀ tẹkpẹmọ́ timi mìṇí ̣ìḍẹ́ị kọọ̀ erí 
bo ni arụbọọ̀ bíỵọụmị  I had to coax him 
for a long time before he got into the canoe. 

tẹkpẹrẹẹ́  id.  floating motionless, as a canoe 
on the river; (fig.) sitting idly 

tẹlẹ́kìṣị  n.  (tech.) telex [<English telex] 
tẹlẹ́sìḳopu  n.  (tech.) telescope [<English 

telescope] 
tẹlivísọ̀nị  n.  (tech.) television [<English 

television] 
tẹ́mẹ¹  v.t.  A. create: Wóyenghi ki wo tẹ̀mẹmị  

It is God who created us; B. mould; form; 
shape; manufacture; mint (coin) : Arí ̣ ẹ̀pẹ́tẹ̀ 
kịmị tẹmẹtọ́  I have moulded a clay man; C. 
fabricate, make up (story): Kíṃị ègberí 
tẹ̀mẹ kụ́mọ, páa bara kì ̣ dii gbá  Don’t 
make up a story, state it as it happened. 

tẹ́mẹ²  v.t.  (often dụ́wẹị tẹmẹ) honour the dead 
by shooting guns, dancing and telling stories 
after the deceased has been buried: Erí dàụ 
tẹmẹyémi  He is honouring his dead father. 

tẹ́mẹ³  v.t.  appease (for sexual offence); bou 
tẹmẹ́  perform a ceremony as a peace 
sacrifice for the bush when any male and 
female human beings have sexual 
intercourse in the bush where fowls (cock 
and hen) are absent (the bush is desecrated if 
a couple have sexual intercourse in the bush 
without having a cock and hen with them); 
kíri tẹmẹ̀  perform a ceremony to appease 
the earth when sexual intercourse is done on 
the bare ground 

tẹ́mẹ4  n.  A. shadow: Tọbọụbí ̣ wò tẹmẹbí ̣ 
ọ̀wẹi banghịmí ̣  The boy ran away from his 
shadow in fear; B. (tech.) [or general?] 
reflection; image; silhouette; tẹ́mẹ mịẹ 
paamọ  reflect (as mirror);  C. spirit; ghost; 
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apparition: Erí bòu ghọ́ kịmị tẹmẹ ẹrịmị  
He saw a ghost in the bush; tẹ́mẹ bì warí ̣  
the house where a girl’s soul desires to be 
circumcised or a person who is sick wishes 
to be; tẹ́mẹ biye what one’s spirit demands, 
i.e. things that should be done before 
circumcision or delivery, etc., as revealed by 
divination 

tẹ́mẹ dụ̀dụ kọrí ̣  A. embrace and welcome 
someone, usually a dear person, such as a 
member of the family (lit. ‘let souls hold 
each other’); B.  drink together as a sign of 
re-union of souls; tẹ́mẹ ọ̀fọíṇ  death-
conscious; mindful of death; kíṃị tẹmẹ  
person’s ghost/spirit 

Tẹ́mẹaraụ  n.f.  God (‘she who creates’); (= 
Wóyenghi, Ayíba, Áyòú, Ogínaaraụ, 
Súoaraụ /Soaráụ Zibaaraụ) [tẹ́mẹ¹ + -
araụ female agent]  

tẹ́mẹdii (=tẹ́mẹdiiye)  n.  mirror 
tẹ́mẹdiiye (=tẹ́mẹdii)  n.  mirror [tẹ́mẹ 4B + dií 

look at + yé thing] 
tẹ́mẹtọnmọye  n.  model [tẹ́mẹ 4B + tọ́nmọ 

compare + yé thing] 
tẹ́mẹsuo  n.  collective spirit of a social entity, 

expressed in a formal praise-title (i.e. the 
‘spirit-form’ that envelopes the group); 
amátẹmẹsuo  collective spirit of a town, 
expressed in its formal praise-title; 
bíritẹmẹsuo  collective spirit of a quarter, 
ward, expressed in its formal praise-title; 
ibetẹmẹsúo  collective spirit of an ibeé or 
‘clan’, expressed in its formal praise-title 
[tẹ́mẹ4C + suó form] 

tẹ́mẹzụọye  n.  salvation  [tẹ́mẹ4C + zụọ́ save + 
yé thing] 

tẹngbẹlẹẹ  id.  with a swelling or distension 
(>tengbelee) 

tẹ́mụtẹ̀mụ  id.  describes the slow movement 
of a fat person; waddling 

tẹnẹ́  n.  thigh, lap (of body); tẹnẹ bọụmọ́  an 
initiation ceremony into manhood when a 
boy cuts his first palm-bunch; tẹnẹ famụ́  
(fig.) fabricate a story (lit. ‘slap thigh’); tẹnẹ 
sẹí ̣  become nervous while climbing a palm 

tree, as of beginners and those who have not 
been climbing for a long time 

tẹnghẹtẹnghẹ́  id.  jelly-like (of small object) 
(<tenghetenghé) 

tẹ́rẹ¹  v.t.  A. heave up; carry (heavy object) in 
hands for short distance; B. support: Utu 
tịnmọ́ kì ̣ utuú tẹ̀rẹ wónìmí  It is the major 
house-posts that are holding up the roof. 

tẹ́rẹ²  v.t.  love very dearly: Erí à tẹ́rẹ kị nì ̣ a 
tẹ́rẹ wonìmí  He loves her very dearly. 

tẹ́rẹ³   n.  deep affection: Tamaá tẹrẹ kọọ̀ emí  
His wife is (held) in deep affection. 

tẹ́rẹyaị  n.  palm-leaf supporting the bunch; 
(fig.) (of woman) buttocks; rump [tẹ́rẹ¹ + -
yaị things]  

tẹ́rẹ-yèi, tẹ́rẹ-tàa-yarí ̣  n.  children’s game in 
which a boy is borne by his playmates to his 
play-wife [tẹ́rẹ² + yeí husband + tẹ́rẹ² + taá 

wife + yarí ̣send]  
tẹ́rụụ  id.  describes a very high flood: Bowei 

bení sẹ̀ tẹ́rụụ kị èmí  The flood is very 
high; (of container) full to the brim 

tẹsịị  id.  dwarfish; low in height 
tẹ́tẹbụ̀rẹ́ (=ètẹ́tẹbụ̀rẹ́) n.  Laughing Dove 

(Streptopelia senegalensis COLUMBIDAE) 
[check id]  

tẹ́tẹmọ  v.t.  use caution; be mindful, as when 
treating delicate issues, or when handling 
delicate things; use with care a dilapidated 
object that is almost worn out: Ungúbi pẹ̀í ̣ 
dụ̀ríṇìmí, ụ tẹtẹmọ́ kọ̀rí ̣  The pitcher is 
almost broken, so handle it with care [What 
is dụrí?̣ not found under D; check tone]; 
(fig.) handle in such a way that an already 
complicated matter or condition is not 
worsened [sentence example]  

tẹ́tẹrẹntẹ̀tẹrẹn  id.  extremely tired and not 
finding it easy to continue working, 
wrestling, fighting or any other activity 

tẹụụ  id.  low (in a derogatory sense), esp. of 
roof of house (>teuu) 

tibú [4] n.  incitement; tibú tụ̀a  inflame:  
Tibú tụ̀a naá yee sèimọ kụmọ eé  Don’t 
inflame the situation to make matters worse. 

tié shortened form of te yé, see te 
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tiii  id.  rushing; running simultaneously 
tikiritíkiri  id.  very fat and not well-shaped (of 

legs) 
tíkpa  v.t.  wade with difficulty, in water up to 

knee-level, usu. beni tikpá (more water 
than síkpa) 

tíkpatìkpatíkpa  id.  splatter continuously; 
thrash about (of someone learning to swim) 

tíkpi  v.t. A. stir up or splash water with hand, 
leg, stick or paddle in the hope of driving 
the fish in the water into the ẹkẹrẹ́ fish-
basket; B. (fig.) exaggerate, magnify, as a 
story or incident 

tíkpi²  v.t.  A. over-charge; exploit someone on 
a small scale over time: Ọmịní ̣ ụ̀ tikpi kí nì 
u tikpi fíỵemi  They are cheating him by 
continually taking advantage of him; B. 
(fig.) exaggerate, magnify, as a story or 
incident 

tikpisií  id.  very heavy; heavy-laden 
tíkpo  v.i.  buy cheap: Wónì indimọ́ tìkpo ki 

tikpo fẹ́ẹmị  We bought the fish very cheap. 
tikpoó  id.  very large, heavy and huge, bulky 

(>tịkpọọ́²)  
tíkpotikpo  id.  many, piled up (one upon the 

other) (higher than pótopoto) 
tími¹  [tone class 2 or 3?] v.loc.  stay; live; 

dwell; exist (emí acts as its present tense): 
Mú ni ì ̣ dáụ mọ timi  Go and stay with your 
father: Erí Ìbadan kọọ tímimi  He was 
living in Ibadan: Kẹnị sérì kẹnị ámà tímimi  
Once a certain town existed; Áràụ́ fàá 
timiya, yé ki sèinghí timimòo!  Without her 
(lit. if she had not been there) it would have 
gone wrong! 

tími²  v.aux.  be (marks imperative and non-
present continuous and habitual verb 
forms): Mú timi  Be going: Eri òkí timimi  
He was swimming: Erí òkí timinghimi  He 
will be swimming: Wónì déin ghọ bụnụ 
timidaaba, ...  When we are asleep at night, 
...: Akụ́gha timi aba, arí ̣ bounghi timimi  
If it had not been bitter, I would have drunk 
it; Mọ́ mìẹ̣gha tímiya, ebighá  If it is not 
done so, it is not good. 

tími³   n.  condition; lot; standard of living: Wo 
timibí sèi kaamí ̣  His condition/standard of 
living is bad: Iné timibi nì ine ghọ wẹrị 
kụ́mọ  Don’t put your own problems on me; 
tími èbií  live in good conditions: Áràụ́ timi 
èbinimí  She is living in good conditions; 
tími fàá  be without means; ebi timí  good 
living; sei timí  bad living; penury; poverty  

tímibara  n.  living conditions [tími³ + bára 

way]  
tímibọ  n.  person who has some means: 

Tímibọ fàbọ píṛìg̣ha, ọkpọ  A world in 
which those who have do not give to those 
who do not have. [tími³ + bọ one] 

tími-èbií  n.  affluence; wealth; prosperity: Béi 
kpọ̀ tími-ebiì?  Is this all about your 
wealth? (to someone who is showing off) 
[tími³ + ebií be good] 

tímifàá  n.  lack of means [tími³ + faá be 
absent] 

tími-sèí  n.  poverty; poor standard of living 
[tími³ + seí be bad] 

Timítìmi  n.  personal name meaning ‘live and 
let live’ 

tí ¢¢ ¢¢n-pali ¢ n. snake sp. Toxicodryas blandingii  
 

 
tínì  n.  tin [<English tin]  
tirí  n.  outside; open space; tiri paá  

menstruate 
tirikịmí ̣  n.  an outsider [tirí + kíṃị person] 
tiri-ọfíṇ-àraụ  n.f.  a female compound 

sweeper (in tales); it is also the name of a 
mask, the dancer of which performs the 
normal duties of the female sweeper early in 
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the morning on the dancing day, as a 
ceremony [tirí + ọfíṇ sweep + araụ female] 

tiripaá  n.  menstruation; monthly period [tirí 
+ páa go out] 

tiró  n.  antimony; an element commonly 
applied by women to their eyelashes as a 
cosmetic [<Igbo tiró blue galena stone used 
as cosmetic for the eyes < Yoruba tìróò 
galena] 

tísà  n.  teacher [<English teacher] (=tólumọ-
aràụ, tólumọ-owèi) 

titéì (=titeí =tịtẹyé)  n.  seat [tịtẹ́ + yé thing]  
títi  A. v.t.  strike; beat (with fist): Ọrọọ́ èbi 

bara kí ̣ nì ̣ u titimí  They beat him well; B. 
v.loc. knock at (door): Tụba kí ̣ warịbọọ̀ 
titiyémì?  Who is knocking at the door? (= 
gbéle¹) 

titií¹  v.i.  do, start (rather vague sense): Ọ 
mẹẹ́nì ̣ titiyáà, kụrọ sụụ́ wèé  When they 
started, it was a big fight. 

titií² [5]  v.p.  sink down, subside (of building, 
grave, etc.): Wárị tìtiíyemi  The house is 
sinking down. 

titií³ [5]  v.i.  talk or act seriously with: Erí à 
mọ́mọ èbi bara kí ̣ tìtimi  He spoke 
seriously with her. 

titimétì  n.  mallet for breaking a big piece of 
timber with a wedge 

títimọ  v.t.  A. shake down: Áràụ́ àlalábọ̀ fụ́ụ 
tìtimọ nị iyérimọmị  She shook down the 
salt in the pan; B. (fig.) calm down: Ọmịní ̣ 
mu ni àrá bolou kọn yọbị tìtimọ nị 
iyérimọdọ  They have gone to calm her 
down. 

titimọ́tìtimọ́  excl.  drum message pleading 
with a masquerader or diviner to calm down.  
This is played when the dancer becomes 
possessed with the spirit and acts wildly. 

tiyeí [5]  v.i.  go downstream: Wónì támụ 
tìyeíyemi  We are paddling downstream; 
tẹíṇ tìyeí  drift along with the current: 
Árụbị tẹịn tìyeíyemi  The canoe is drifting 
downstream. 

tíḅị¹  n.  A. head: Iné tịbị ọ̀gọnọ ghọ timí yò  
(lit.)  ‘May your head live on high’.  This is 

the highest prayer a person can offer for 
someone who has shown an unspeakable 
kindness to him/her.  It means that the 
person’s whole life (tíḅị) should be in the 
hands of God (ọgọnọ́); and that the person 
should prosper and live long to show more 
kindness to the needy; tíḅị kpaka  nod head; 
tíḅị kun  plait one’s hair; tíḅị seri  A. 
support head with pillow; B. begin, start, 
raise the men that matter, V.I.P.’s; tíḅị sẹn  
shave hair; this is done ceremonially on the 
following occasions: a) For a deceased man 
(three days after burial) or woman (four days 
after burial), by their children, relatives, and 
friends, who dance round the town with 
music before the last ceremony (kóru 
erewọụama wàla dismissing the wake-
keepers); b) When a wife has polluted her 
husband by sleeping with him during her 
menses, or by adultery, etc.; she will confess 
at the kíriye, and after being fined, she will 
hire a post-menopausal woman to shave her 
husband’s head at the kíriye; c) If a bẹ́rẹ-
ere (woman married under “big dowry”) 
bears a son to another man, when he grows 
up he can go to the family of his mother and 
then to the kíriye to change his name to that 
of his biological father; he will hire a post-
menopausal woman to shave his head, and 
pay money to his mother’s husband to free 
himself and his children; d) in a ceremony 
performed at the shrine of Kolokuma 
Egbesu after a man has carried out a ritual 
killing (kịlẹ́); this involves scraping the hair 
on the head of the killer with palí ̣ (native 
blade) by a post-menopausal woman who 
has been approved by the deity; she is paid 
for her services by the killer; B. (fig.) a 
whole person; tíḅị dụbamọ  honour 
someone; tíḅị fị  be stubborn; tíḅị 
gbàamọ́/tìṇmọ́  accuse; tíḅị ghọ gbòró  
accept responsibility one’s self, and/or 
initiate action; tíḅị kụ̀rọ́  A. be stubborn; B. 
show a strong spirit by suddenly appearing 
when talked about: Tíḅị kụ̀rọ kịmí ̣/eré!  
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exclamation when a man/woman appears 
who has just been spoken of (equivalent to: 
Béi kịmìḅị/erèma tíḅị kụ̀rọméèé); C. 
continue to live unaffected by the bad 
intentions someone has against them; tíḅị 
laa  become adult; mature (of plants); tíḅị 
puu  be on one’s own; stay alone; tíḅị sin 
pìṛí ̣  honour, respect someone; tíḅị tịẹmọ  
substitute; tíḅị tụa  A. start or begin a job, 
work; B. put one’s heart into: tíḅị tụa fìṛị 
wẹní ̣  work whole-heartedly (=ọngọ́ tụa fìṛị 
wẹní ̣                                                                 
= tíḅị a dìạ́ fìṛị wẹní)̣; C. chief; tíḅị owei  
leader; Tíḅị Oru  name of a dancing club in 
Kolokuma (lit. ‘chief deity’); D. luck; tíḅị 
èbií  be lucky: Erí tịbị èbimí  He is lucky; 
E. fact; result; way; tíḅị fàá  there is no way, 
no possibility 

tíḅị²  n.  handle (cf. tụbụ́); ẹdẹịn tịbí ̣  handle of 
knife 

tíḅị-araụ  n.  (female) leader [tíḅị¹ + -araụ 
female] 

tíḅịbiri  n.  luck, sense; [also memory?] 
tíḅịbiri ghọ nimi (tech.) memorize; tíḅịbiri 
ghọ gba (tech.) recite [tíḅị¹ + bíri inside]  

tíḅịduma  n.  hair of head [tíḅị¹ + dúma hair] 
tíḅị-ẹfẹrẹ  n.  scalp [?][tíḅị¹ + ẹfẹ́rẹ plate] 

[check PIE] 
tíḅịgbàamọ́yè  n.  accusation [tíḅị¹ + gbáamọ 

accuse + yé thing] 
tíḅịgẹyọ  n.  (tech.) title (of something written) 

[tíḅị¹ + gẹẹ́ write + yọ́  place] 
tíḅị-igbegi  n.  (tech.) tax; amáogbo tịbị-

igbegi  rate(s); beni tịbí-̣ìgbegi  water rate; 
fẹ́ tịbị-igbegi  purchase tax; sales tax; nana 
okóbà tịbị-igbegi  income tax; wárị tịbì-̣
igbegi  tenement rate [tíḅị¹ + igbegí money] 

tíḅịkịẹnye n.  (tech.)  prime number [tíḅị¹ + 
kịẹ́n count + yé thing] 

tíḅịkpọkọ  n.  pupa stage of a beetle  [tíḅị¹ + 
kpọ́kọ shake] 

tíḅịmọtịbịmọ  id.  as a whole; in a whole; all: 
Erí tíḅịmọtịbịmọ kì ̣ akị indimọọ́ sùbo ni 
akíṃị  He carried all the fish away. 

tíḅị-nà-tíḅị-nà-mọ  n.pl.  the principal 
members, representatives, leaders: Amábọọ̀ 
tíḅị-nà-tíḅị-nà-mọ bó kpèídọụ wèé  The 
principal members of the community have 
assembled. 

tíḅị-okpokpo  n.  skull [tíḅị¹ + okpókpo empty 
case] 

tíḅị-owei  n.  (male) leader [tíḅị¹ + owéi male] 
tíḅị-ọkụmẹịn  n.  native razor blade (archaic) 

(=palí³̣) [tíḅị¹ + ọkụ́mọye ??] 
tíḅịsaa  n.  A. bride-price; bride-wealth (=tíḅị-
ụngọ); B. head-tax [tíḅị¹ + sáa debt] 

tíḅị-sèibọ́-lògí  n.  A. children’s game where a 
bunch of berisọnléi (or anything light) is 
thrown at a group; the one it touches must 
come and recite the formula, the children 
respond, and the reciter throws it at the 
group again; B. a person who is the unlucky 
one in a group who is hurt or caught at 
random (e.g. the one who is arrested or 
struck by lightning or a falling tree) 

tíḅịserii (=tíḅị-seri-ye)  n.  pillow [tíḅị¹ + séri 

raise + yé thing] 
tíḅịsooloye  n.  a medicine prepared and hung 

to the roof which is believed to preserve 
one’s life, esp. to prevent one from 
encountering a premature death [tíḅị¹ + 
sooloó hang up + yé thing] 

tíḅịtòróun  n.  brains [tíḅị¹ + toróun brain] 
tíḅịtoùn  n.  centre of occiput; the pointed part 

of the back of the head (cf. toun-egbé, the 
lower part adjoining the neck) [tíḅị¹ + toún 

back] 
tíḅị-ụngọ  n.  bride-price; bride-wealth 

(=tíḅisaa) [tíḅị¹ + ụngọ́ wealth] 
tíḅịyọ-ghọ-gbànayọ  n.  simple interest  [tíḅị¹ 

+ ghọ on + gbanayọọ́ addition] 
tíẹ̣¹  v.loc.  A. stand; B. (fig.) take a stand: Béì 

ine tịẹními kìribi, bíḅịbị àrá bara ghọ 
sèimí  My decision is that she has lost her 
case: C. stand for; guarantee: Béi yèbi arí ̣ 
tịẹ nì ̣ ị píṛịnghịmèé  I will guarantee you in 
this matter. 

tíẹ̣²  v.t.  fish by any method whereby the 
person stands and manipulates some type of 
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fishing-material, such as rágà (by men) or 
ẹkẹrẹ́ (by women): Ọmịní ̣ raga kị tìẹ̣ tími 
ìndimọ́ bàamị  They caught fish by 
operating a lift-screen. 

tíẹ̣³  v.a.  A. be tall: Kíṃị tịẹmò  The man is 
tall; B. be high [sentence example?]  

tíẹ̣4  n.  height: Wo tịẹbí ̣ mà agbóbù  He is two 
“fathoms” tall. 

tíẹ̣fịgha  v.neg. not be on amicable terms; have 
a strained relationship; be unfriendly: Béi 
owèi kẹní ̣ ì ̣ mọmọ tịẹfíg̣ha  This man is not 
on good terms with me. 

tíẹ̣kiri¹  n.  position; rank: Wo tịẹkírìbi ebidọọ́  
His position has improved; (tech.) order [tíẹ̣¹ 
+ kíri ground] 

tíẹ̣kiri²  adv.  immediately; at once [tíẹ̣¹ + kíri 

ground] 
tíẹ̣kirimịẹ-ifie [tone?] n.  (tech.) present tense 

[tíẹ̣kiri² + ifíè time] 
tịẹmẹíṇ¹ [5]  v.p.  be collected together: Benibí 

yọ tìẹ̣mẹíṇdọ  The water is collected in one 
place. [How does one say: Collect the water 
in one place?]; (fig.) settle on: Egberibí à 
tíẹ̣mẹ̀íṇdọ  The blame has settled on her. 
[tíẹ̣¹ + -mọ́ directional + -í ̣ process] ?? 

tịẹmẹíṇ² [5]  v.dir.p.  lean against: Erí warị 
akpàkpa tịẹmẹíṇnìmí  He is leaning against 
the wall. [tíẹ̣¹ + -mọ́ directional + -í ̣ 
process] 

tíẹ̣mọ¹  v.cs.  make stand; stop; (tech.) order; 
arrange [?][tíẹ̣¹ + -mọ causative] 

tíẹ̣mọ²  v.dir.  lean (something) against: 
Yọwẹịbí ̣ àkị wárị akpàkpa tịẹmọ́  Lean the 
paddle against the wall. [tíẹ̣¹ + -mọ́ 
directional] 

tíẹ̣pìṛịbọ́  sponsor; guarantor [tíẹ̣¹ + pịrí ̣give + 

bọ  one] 
tịíṇ¹  v.t.  A. call; invite: Ụ tịn bó  Call him 

here; tịíṇ pàán  lead ‘cheering’ on a formal 
occasion; B. name; tọbọụ ẹrẹ́ tìṇ  name a 
child; C. (tech.) pronounce; D. invoke; bíẹ̣n 
tịn  invoke a curse on; tịn barí ̣  recant or 
retract a curse 

tịíṇ²  v.t.  suck continuously; inhale (cigarette 
smoke) 

tịíṇ³  n.  call; invitation 
tí ̣ịn  id.  describes a tingling noise in the ear-

drum 
tịkọọ́ ̀  id.  describes something barely above 

the level of the water, e.g. a floater almost 
submerged 

tíḳọọ  id.  describes a short person 
tịkpaa¹  id.  plump; corpulent; describes a 

swelling which affects the whole of the 
lower limbs, e.g. elephantiasis (=tịkpasịị) 
[vowels?] 

tịkpaa²  id.  describes a state of unabating 
flood, or excessive water in a pond 

tịkpasịị  id.  plump; corpulent; describes a 
swelling which affects the whole of the 
lower limbs, e.g. elephantiasis (=tịkpaa) 
[vowels?] 

tịkpọọ́¹  id.  showing no progress, as work 
tịkpọọ́²  id.  fairly large and heavy (<tikpoó) 
tíṃụụ  id.  deaf; deafened 
tíṇ  n.  tree; stick; (tech.) plant 
tíṇ-apụra  n.  bark (of tree) [tíṇ + apụ́ra bark] 
tíṇ-apụrabeni  n.  (tech.) sap (of plant) [tíṇ + 

apụ́ra bark + bení  water] 
tíṇbara  n.  branch [tíṇ + bára arm] 
tíṇbeinye (=tíṇbein)  n.  fruit [tíṇ + béin² bear 

fruit + yé  thing] 
tíṇbeinyebeni  n.  (tech.) fruit juice [tíṇbeinye 

+ bení water] 
tíṇbeinye-tụayemi-bàra  n.  (bot.) pollination 

[tíṇbeinye + tụ́a put + -yémi present 
continuous + bára  way] 

tíṇberi  n.  (simple) leaf (contrast pomú) [tíṇ 
+ berí ear, leaf] 

tíṇbiri  n.  trunk (of tree); (tech.) stem; gomu 
tịíṇbirì  erect stem (as of bitterleaf) [tíṇ + 
bíri belly, trunk] 

tịnbịbí ̣  n.  A. call; invitation; B. false 
accusation; C. talking evil of a person and 
wishing evil on him; D. (tech.) terms [tịíṇ¹ 
+ bíḅị mouth] 

tịnboyé  n.  fee paid to man who goes to 
summon the girl (in marriage ceremony) 
[tịíṇ + bó come + yé thing] 

tíṇbọlọụ  n.  top or tip of tree [tíṇ + bọ́lọụ tip] 
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tíṇẹ  v.t.  string, thread, reeve, or skewer 
(crayfish, fish) on piece of sharpened 
“bamboo”, strip of cane-rope, etc.; opúru 
tịnẹ  A. string crayfish, prawn; B. (fig.) give 
birth alternately to male and female children 

tíṇgbasa  n.  stick [tíṇ + gbása stick] 
tíṇ-ikemi  n.  root [tíṇ + ikemí root] 
tíṇ-mịẹ-beinye-tụ̀ayemi-ye  n.  (bot.) agent of 

pollination [tíṇ + mịẹ́ make + béinye fruit + 
tụ́a put + -yémi present continuous + yé 
thing] 

tịnmọ́¹  v.dir.  send for; send message to 
(someone) through: Bíḅị tịnmọ nì ̣ ụ yarí ̣  
Send word to him; tịnmọ bịbí ̣/tịnmọ́ ègberi  
message sent through someone [tịíṇ¹ + -mọ́ 
directional] 

tịnmọ́²  v.dir.  accuse of; lay the blame on: Erí 
ye nì a tíṇmọmị  He accused her of 
something. [tịíṇ + -mọ́ directional] 

tíṇ-ogbo  n.  buttress of tree [tíṇ + ogboó 
buttress] 

tịnpaamọ́bàra  [tone?] n.  (tech.) 
pronunciation  

tíṇ-palị¹  n.  plant whose roots are used for 
weaving [tíṇ + palí ̣stick] 

tíṇ-palị²  n.  snake species, probably 
Blanding’s Tree Snake (Toxicodryas 
blandingii COLUBRIDAE) [tíṇ + palí ̣stick] 

tíṇrịntịnrịn see tíṛịntịrịn  
tíṇ-tíṇ-tíṇ   id.  pure white; snow-white (as 

clothes) (=tọ́n-tọn-tọn) 
tíṇtọrụ  n.  knot, a hard lump in wood [tíṇ + 

tọ́rụ5 joint] 
tíṇtọbọụ  n.  pith of woody plant (cf. umbuú) 

[tíṇ + tọbọụ́ child] 
tíṇtuu  n.  base of tree: Tíṇtuu ghọ ègberi gba 

yá, tíṇbara nàamí ̣  If something is said 
(against someone) at the base of a tree, the 
branches will hear (said when someone 
hears and reports something said against 
one): Tíṇtuu èbi yá, ma aká gbòromí  If 
the base of a tree is fruitful, you plant a 
second maize-seed (refers to marrying a 
second wife from a family which was 
fruitful the first time). [tíṇ + túu bottom] 

tịọ́kọ̀ (=te yọ́ kọ̀)  interrog.  where? 
tịọkọọ́ ̀  interrog.  why?; páa tìọ̣kọọ́ ̀  why 

should it be? 
tíọ̣n-tịọn  id.  very thin, as of a person or cane 
tíọ̣n! tíọ̣n! (=tíọ̣̀n! tíọ̣̀n!) excl.  cheep! cheep!, 

the cry of a chick calling for the mother hen 
típ̣ụụ  id.  laden; loaded; filled to the brim 

(=kpíp̣ụụ) 
tịraa  id.  too much, as of water in lake, river, 

or pond; filled to the brim; excessive 
tíṛịntịnrịn¹ (=tíṇrịntịnrịn) id.  very small 

quantity, as of liquid 
tíṛịntịrịn² (=tíṇrịntịnrịn)  id.  (usu. tíṛịntịrịn 

okolo) high-pitched or falsetto voice; head 
voice (=kíṛịnkịrịn) 

tíṛịsịìṇ (=tíṣịìṇ) id.  describes a way of spitting 
between the front two teeth 

tịtẹ́ [5]  v.loc.  sit: Tọbọụ́ tìṭẹ́yemi  The baby is 
learning to sit up; Tịtẹ́, kósu-owei  Sit 
down, elder (said politely even to a young 
visitor). 

tobí  v.i.  bask; warm oneself; fịní ̣/ụráụ tòbí  
bask by fire/in sun: Okírikà bịmẹíṇ nì ̣, 
áràụ́ fìṇí ̣/ụ̀ráụ tòbimi  Because of the cold, 
she warmed herself by the fire/in the sun. 

tobú  n.  seaside; coast area bordering the 
ocean: Erí tòbu kịmí ̣  He is someone who 
lives by the seaside. 

tobu-ọfọ́ụ  n.  saltwater type of ọfọ́ụ, with 
silvery-gold colour, rare in fresh water [tobú 
+ ọfọ́ụ moonfish]  

tofian  id.  describes the way a big object, e.g. 
canoe or log, falls on the surface of the 
water 

toí¹ [5]  v.p.  A. stoop; bend the head forward; 
B. (fig.) condescend: Erí tòí bo ni ọ̀ mọmọ́ 
zòrumí  He condescended to play with 
them. 

toí² [5]  v.p.  come to the end; be almost 
finished: Egberí bo tòídọ  The story is 
coming to an end. [toú¹ + -í process]  

tóìin  id.  tall (of people, trees): Tíṇ sẹ̀ tóìin ki 
tíẹ̣̀nimí  The tree is very tall. 
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tókitòki  id.  way of walking of a tall person 
whose legs are deformed, so that the he/she 
walks on tiptoe and unsteadily  

tokoní¹  v.t.  honour; praise; glorify 
tokoní²  n.  honour; praise; glory: Tokoni fị kí ̣ 
ìṣághaị lẹ̀ẹmọ nị ọkpọ tụaghá  It is praises 
that cause the silk-cotton tree not to develop 
ironwood. 

tokumaá  id.  (of shape) robust and stout, and 
well-balanced and well-built 

tókuu  id.  a large heap as of sand, massive and 
heaped high 

tolií [5]  v.p.  burst (e.g. as boil, or river 
bursting into lake): Akpaá tòliídọ  The bag 
has burst; tolií dìí  peer, peep, spy through a 
hole; tolií paa  come out unexpectedly, as 
faeces when one has a running stomach 
[tólu¹ + -í process] 

tolitóli  id.  with several holes, as a bag; 
perforated; pitted [tolií + tolií] 

(tolu)  used in:  ẹnií dùo tolu kọ  because of 
that 

tólu¹  v.t.  bore; pierce; make a hole in 
something; incise (boil): Yenghimaá 
nounbi àkị nị ambáụ berimọ tòlumi  The 
mother pierced her daughter’s ears with a 
needle. 

tólu²  n.  canal; short cut by water; tólu bọọ  
entrance to a canal; sóu tolu  artificial canal: 
(fig.) Sóu tolu duo  Keep it short (when 
talking). 

tólumọ [3]  v.t.  teach; advise; direct; guide; 
instruct; educate; tólumọ dawaị iyemọ  
(tech.) learning activities, methods; akí ̣ 
tolumọnghị bara (tech.) suggested method; 
akí ̣ tolumọnghị ikpesemọ (tech.) suggested 
materials 

tólumọ-aràụ  n.f.  female teacher [tólumọ + -
araụ female]  

tólumọbara  n.  (tech.)  education; dọụfiyé 
tòlumọbara  agricultural education; 
duopaabará tòlumọbara  citizenship 
education; ete tolumọ́bàra environmental 
education [tólumọ + bára⁴⁴⁴⁴  way] 

tólumọbịbị  n.  (tech.)  lesson [tólumọ + bíḅị 
speech] (=tólumọye) 

tólumọbọ  n.  teacher [does this exist?] (=tísà) 
[tólumọ + -bọ person] 

tólumọdụụ  n.  (tech.)  moral tale [or 
tólumọbịbịdụụ?] [tólumọ + dụ́ụ tale] 

tólumọ-owèi  n.  male teacher [tólumọ + owéi 

male] 
tólumọye  n.  lesson (=tólumọbịbị); 

instruction; moral (of story) [tólumọ + yé 

thing]  
tomátòsi (=tamátòsi) n.  tomato(es) [<English 

tomatoes]  
Tómbia  n.  a town in Ekpétiama ibe of 

Northern Nzọn 
tomí  n.  Two-spotted Palm Civet (Nandinia 

binotata VIVERRIDAE), which steals palm 
wine; (fig.) drunkard 

tomiyóò  id.  poorly shaped, as of long legs, 
with calves not clearly defined 

tómu  n.  open space overlooking river; tómu 
bọlọụ  front edge of tómu, nearest to river 

tónonòo  id.  straight and tall (as of tree, pole) 
(>tọ́nọnọ̀ọ) 

tonwéin see towéin  
too¹  id.  tasteless; insipid 
too²  id.  foolish; stupid; unintelligent 
toorú  v.t.  chew; crunch; ivín tooru  crunch 

kernels 
toriyeé  n.  fish (Heterobranchus bidorsalis 

and H. longifilis CLARIIDAE), next in rank 
to abá 

torótòró¹  n.  turkey [<Igbo tòrótòró turkey 
<Yoruba tòlótòló or Hausa tòlótòló (old) or 
tàlótàló (modern)]  

torótòró²  id.  happy 
toróùn (=toróun)  n.  brain 
torú  n.  native chalk; chalk (general); toru akí ̣  

perform ceremony (of man who has killed 
seven people, before Kolokuma Egbesu; this 
entitles him to kill another seven); toru 
ovínmọ̀  perform ceremony before shrine of 
husband’s quarter (of woman divorcing her 
husband), thereby withdrawing from the 
quarter; toru teín  spot oneself with native 
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chalk; toru tụá  make mark down forehead 
with native chalk in blessing: Ingó owei 
bịẹn kọọ̀ toru tụamí ̣  A poor man puts his 
chalk-mark inside the anus (i.e. he doesn’t 
make it known publicly that he has won a 
case, because he can’t afford a celebration). 

toru-ẹpẹ́tẹ̀  n.  (tech.) limestone [torú + ẹpẹ́tẹ̀ 
mud] 

toru-gẹ-akpákpà  n.  (tech.) chalkboard [torú 
+ gẹẹ́ write +akpákpa wall ] 

torukpoó  n.  lump of native chalk [torú + kpó 

lump]  
torutóru  id.  covered with native chalk; (fig.) 

happy [torú + torú] 
tósoo  id.  describes big tufts of hair or grass (> 

tọ́sọọ) 
totoraán  id.  buoyant; able to keep afloat ?(> 

tọtọraán) [confirm!] 
toú¹  v.t.  bend down; tip up; kọrí ̣ tòú  bend 

down (branch of tree); izóngòbịbị tou  tip 
up jar 

toú²  v.t.  narrow down or shape sides of a 
paddle, usu. yọwẹị toú 

toumọ́  v.cs.  turn upside down; izóngòbịbị 
toumọ  turn the jar upside down; izóngò 
toumọ  turn the jar upside down [difference 
in meaning? is this causative or directional?] 

toún  n.  back (of something); behind; toun 
bọọ́ A. move into chambers for consultation; 
B. get behind (in wrestling); toun dií  look 
back; toun ebélì fie  lobby; solicit members’ 
votes; toun kií/kuí A. be old, thus getting 
near to dying; B. cut the other side of a tree 
after much has been chipped off from one 
direction, to cause it to fall easily; toun 
tití/tụá  move backwards; tíḅị toùn  pointed 
centre of occiput; wárị toùn  back of house; 
toun furú  take a small amount of 
something required in the owner’s absence, 
and later inform him/her 

tounbọọ́  n.  back door, window [toún + bọ́ọ4 

door]  
toun-egbé  n.  occiput; back of head [toún + ? 

?] 

toungọ́lì ̣  n.  Rhinoceros Beetle (Oryctes sp. 
SCARABAEIDAE), whose larva is okpokurú 

towéin (=tonwéin) [4]  n.  paper wasp 
(includes Polistes marginalis F.); towéin 
wàrị  wasps’ nest; tọ́rụ tòwéin  large wasp 
found along river, less aggressive than 
towéin (Belonogaster dubius Kohl.) 
[recheck] 

tọbịrịí ̣  v.i.  lessen, abate, as pain or noise: A 
kọ́n timi ịgịnabị bo tọ̀bịrịíḍọ  The smarting 
of the pepper that she felt has subsided. 
(=ọrịrịí)̣ 

tọbọụ́  n.m.f.  child (plural ọwọụ́); A. (general) 
kíṃịtọbọụ  mankind; humankind; tọbọụ 
mọ́ dàụ mọ́  father and child; tọbọụ mọ́ 
yèngi mọ́  mother and child: N tọ́bọụ̀ ́  wàáà? 
Are you a child? (abusive); Tọbọụ́ dàụbọ 
mọ́ tọọ̀n tọngha  A child cannot compare 
with his father (in wealth or knowledge); B. 
(considered in terms of relationship 
determined by birth) agbaị tọ́bọ̀ụ  love-
child; child born when father has not paid 
any bride-price to his father-in-law; bẹ́rẹ 
tọbọụ  child born under the “big dowry” 
system of marriage; bọ́lọụ tọbọụ  eldest 
child; firstborn; ikia tọbọ́ụ  child born under 
the “small dowry” system of marriage; kọ́nụ 
tọ̀bọụ́  eldest child; firstborn; maamụ zii 
tọ́bọ̀ụ  twin; owéi tọ̀bọụ́  male child; téi 
tọbọ̀ụ  love-child; child born when father 
has not paid any bride-price to his father-in-
law; túu pẹlẹ tọbọụ  youngest child; 
lastborn; yábị tọbọ̀ụ  A child whose mother 
(or mother’s mother, etc.) was married into 
another town or quarter on the “big dowry” 
system is yábị tọbọ̀ụ to her original town or 
quarter; zií pìṛị tọbọ́ụ  A child whose 
mother, etc., was married on the “small 
dowry” system is zií pìṛị tọbọ́ụ to all towns 
or quarters from which she or her mother 
(grandmother, etc.) were married as ikia eré.  
In tracing the female line backwards, a point 
will eventually be found at which the female 
ancestor was bẹ́rẹ tọbọụ in her father’s 
place.  Further back than this, the child is 
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yábị tọbọ̀ụ and not zií pìṛị tọbọụ́ ̀  to her 
town or quarter; C. (considered in relation 
to characteristics or function) afi tọlọ tọ́bọ̀ụ  
child who collects fish flung to the ground 
from fishpond or lake while bailing; such 
fish belong to the child; asíạ/ọsía tọ̀bọụ́  
youth; young man; bou subo tọ́bọ̀ụ  child 
who carries and takes care of the catch of 
the master fisherman or fisherwoman; daụ 
karị tọ́bọ̀ụ  boy who represents the father at 
the father’s funeral ceremony; daụ karị 
tọ́bọ̀ụ butei  father’s gown worn by the boy 
at his father’s funeral, often too big for him; 
ẹndẹ tọbọ́ụ  child suffering from the 
mother’s next pregnancy; petted or 
pampered child; iséle gbooro tọbọụ  child 
who grinds camwood for a newly 
circumcized woman (the bigger of the two 
who look after her); ịzáị sụ̀ọ tọbọụ  child 
suffering from yaws; koomọ tọbọ́ụ  child 
that is petted or pampered; oko túu tọ̀bọụ  
child that carries things for a newly 
circumcized woman (the smaller of the two 
who look after her); órie tọ̀bọụ́  orphan; 
ọfọụ dii tọ́bọ̀ụ  boy who looks after fish-
camp when others have gone out fishing; 
tọbọụ dẹị tọ́bọ̀ụ  baby-nurse (traditionally a 
boy, now usually a girl) 

Tọbọụ-gbalá-òu  n. a “masquerade” with a 
baby on its back that dances like a woman 
[tọbọụ́ + gbalá “back” + óu masquerade]  

tọbọụgbaléi (=tọbọụ-gbala-yé)  n.  a fathom 
of cloth bought by a husband or lover for his 
wife or lover for the tying of the baby after 
its birth [tọbọụ́ + gbalá “back” + yé thing] 

tọbọụkpayé  n.  A. a strip of cloth (about a 
fathom long) for tying baby on the back 
after the first tying with the tọbọụ-gbala-
bíḍẹ̀ [Is this the same as tọbọụgbaléi?] ; B. 
particular type of handwoven cloth, believed 
to be good for the child [tọbọụ́ + kpaá 
secure + yé thing] 

Tọbọụlaayéfà  n.f.  female name [‘There is 
nothing that surpasses a child’] 

tọbọụ́ ̀ ụ  id.  looking young and innocent [tọbọụ́ 
+ id.]  

tọbọụwẹnịmọ́yè  n.  pram; perambulator; baby 
carriage [tọbọụ́ + wẹ́nịmọ make walk + yé 
thing] 

tọ́bụ  id.  describes falling of a single drop: 
Udebí tọbụ kì ̣ koromi  A single drop of 
“pomade” fell down. [or tọ́bụụ?] 

tọbụtọ́bụ̀  id.  very young; fresh; youthful 
tọ́bụ̀tọ́bụ̀  id.  drop by drop; Míltìni akị 

tọ́bụ̀tọ́bụ̀ mọ tụa  adding drops of Milton 
[or tọ́bụụ̀tọ́bụụ̀mọ adverb?] 

tọ́ị  id.  lightly: Erí ọ̀gọnọ́ dùo koro bo tọ́ị kì ̣ 
tịẹmị  He came down and landed lightly. 

tọ́ịịn  id.  tall (tree, person), more slender than 
tóiin [check tone; tóìin?] 

tọíṇ  v.i.  plan, plot, agree on jointly: Ọ tọ́ìṇ nị 
ineé ìweyemi tubi gbá nì ̣ ị pịrí ̣  Tell me 
why you have all ganged up to envy me. [Is 
this connected with tọ́n ‘think, plan’?] 

tọ́ìṇ  id.  lightly; faintly; Erí dèsi mu tọ́ìṇ kị 
tịẹmị  He jumped and landed lightly on the 
ground (without being hurt). 

tọ́ịtọ̀ị  id.  stealthily on tiptoe, bending forward: 
Erí tọịtọ̀ị kị wẹnị bó timimi  He was 
coming stealthily on tiptoe. [tọ́ị x 2] 

tọkí ̣ [4] n.  riddle; tọkí ̣ zòru  play at riddles 
tọ́kị¹  v.t.  make a rude clicking sound 
tọ́kị²  n.  type of rude click 
tọ́kị³  id.  (touching) lightly; tọ́kị kì ̣ gbele  

touch lightly  
tọ́kị⁴⁴⁴⁴  id.  getting on well with member of 

opposite sex: Áràụ́ yèi warịbọọ́ ̀ tọ́kị kì ̣ emi  
She is happy in her husband’s house. 

tọ́kịtọ̀kị  id.  walking in a gingerly way to 
avoid making noise or getting dirty, usu. 
tọ́kịtọ̀kị kị wẹnị [tọ́kị³ x2] 

tọ́kọ¹  v.t.  tickle the private part of a male child 
with a feather or berisọnléi dipped in 
pepper solution to stop bed-wetting 

tọ́kọ²  v.t.?  use chewed pepper or “alligator 
pepper” to draw out the dirty matter in a 
deep sore on someone’s body with the 
mouth 
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tọ́kọlịtọ̀kọlị  id.  limping; tottering: Bụ́ọ zàụ 
kịmị wẹ́nì ̣ bara, tọ́kọlịtọ̀kọlị  Like a person 
walking with thin legs – tottering along. 

tọ́kọlọbụ  v.i.  dare (say): N tọ́kọlọbụ mọ̀ yé 
ẹ̀rẹ́ mọ̀, ye ị fámụdọ  If you dare say 
anything, I’ll beat you. [discuss – is this 
really a verb?] 

tọkọrọọ́  v.t.  talk evasively; tell in a 
roundabout way 

tọ́kụụ  id.  describes a small heap, e.g. of 
kernels, grains or faeces 

tọlẹí ̣  v.t.  struggle; try: Ụ tọlẹí dẹịbị, wo ghọ 
barasín  Since he has tried, let him alone. 

tọ́lọ  v.t.  A. gather, pick up, small objects 
scattered on the ground (contrast tán, which 
implies picking up from a single place); B. 
(with fí ̣ eat) scrape together food; “manage” 
to eat; Ọmịní ̣ tọlọ kị tọ̀lọ fíỵemi  They are 
living from hand to mouth; C. nurse; 
nurture; feed: Béi ìṇgịọ timi tọbọụbị, áràụ́ 
mọ tọlọ paamọdọ  This child who was 
sickly, she has nursed him back to health. 

tọlọkíṭọ̀lọkí ̣  id.  in small numbers; sparse 
tọlọlịí ̣  id.  carefully and completely 
tọ́lọmọ  v.t.  decorate; prepare; make tidy; 

repair (e.g. house); tọ́lọmọ dìí  survey with 
searching glance; inspect properly; bíẹ̣n 
tọlọmọ  (fig.) offer propitiatory sacrifice 
when the penalty has taken effect; ọngọ́ 
tọlọmọ  tidy oneself up 

tọmí ̣  v.i. or v.t.?  talk in vague terms; talk in 
such a way as to conceal the real topic 
[sentence example?]  

tọ́n¹  v.t.  think; expect; plan; decide; suggest; 
wish: Erí bonghi bàra ị mọ tọọ́ ̀n wónìmí  I 
think he will come: Ine tọn bárà kị mịẹ  Do 
as I wish; tọ́n pẹlẹ  decide 

tọ́n²  v.i.?  forbid; prohibit; taboo: Béi yè mịẹ 
kụ́mọ, tọ́nmị  Don’t do this, it is forbidden. 

tọ́n³  v.t.  A. dish out, apportion (food); B. 
(tech.) measure; weigh; estimate  

Tọ́nbara¹  n.  personal name [‘How God 
wishes’] 

tọ́nbara²  n.  (tech.) estimation [tọ́n³
B + bára 

way] 

tọ́nbiri  n.  (tech.) dimension [tọ́n³ + bíri⁶⁶⁶⁶] 
tọ́nghọ̀ (=tọọ́ ̀n) n.  penis: tọ́nghò pẹlẹ  

circumcize (male); igbéma tọ́nghọ̀  
pendulum [or, clapper of bell? check 
meaning] 

tọ́nghọ̀-pẹlẹ-owei (=tọ́nghọ̀-pẹlẹ-owei) n.  
circumcizer; tọ́nghọ̀-pẹlẹ-owei ta kị bụnụ  
(saying) sleeping with the wife of the 
circumcizer (i.e. repaying good with evil) 
[tọ́nghọ̀ + pẹ́lẹ cut + owéi man]  

tọní ̣ (=taní ̣ = tọnụ́)  v.t.  A. take fire from 
somewhere, usu. fịnị tọní ̣; B. light (lamp), 
usu. tụkpa tọní ̣ 

tọ́nì ̣  n.  ton; tonne [<English ton, tonne] 
tọnịí ̣ [5]  v.p.  be lighted [tọní ̣+ -í ̣process]  
tọnịyeé [5]  n.  A. moon (=akalụ́ = díiye = 

finyé = ọgọneí = ọgọnọyé); B. cigarette-
lighter [tọní ̣+ yé thing] 

tọ́nmọ [3] v.t.  A. point out: Tọbọụ́ tọ̀nmọ nị ị 
dịá  Point the child out to me; B. show (how 
something is); (tech.) demonstrate; illustrate; 
C. describe: Áràụ́ àkí ̣ kịmịbị tọ̀nmọ 
barabị, erí danghaịn kịmì ̣  As she 
described him, he was a tall man; D. imitate: 
Akpálụ̀ yenghima bịlabí ̣ èmi bara 
tọnmọmị  The mother frog imitated the way 
the elephant was; E. compare: Yé wò ákì ̣ nị 
a tọ́nmọyemi bàrabị ebighá  The way you 
are comparing him with her is not good; F. 
represent; symbolize: Wó bụ̀mọụn 
paaráịbì ̣/bèriba imbíyòu akị fị kimí ̣ 
tọ̀nmọ́dọụ  We take a piece of 
“bamboo”/flower stalk of plantain to 
represent the corpse. 

tọ́nmọbara  n.  (tech.) measure; measurement; 
demonstration; tọ́nmọbara ẹrẹdeiye 
[tone?].  (tech.) demonstrative pronoun; 
tọ́nmọbara taraangaye (tech.) three-
dimensional figure [tọ́nmọ + bára way]  

tọ́nmọdịà [tone?] n.  (tech.) example [tọ́nmọ + 
dịá show + n.?] 

tọ́nmọdịàye [tone?] n.  (tech.) demonstrative 
[tọ́nmọ + dịá show + yé thing] [noun or 
adj?] 
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tọ́nmọ-emìbara n.  (tech.) description; tọ́nmọ-
emìbara gba describe [tọ́nmọ + emí be + 
bára⁴⁴⁴⁴  way] 

tọ́nmọ-ikpèsemọ  n.pl.  (tech.) props (for 
acting?) [tọ́nmọ + ikpesé load + -mọ def. 
pl.] 

tọ́nmọyè [tone?] n.  (tech.) comparison [tọ́nmọ 
+ yé thing]  

tọ́nmọye  n.  (tech.) model (p. 71) [tọ́nmọ + yé 

thing] 
tọ́nọnọ̀ọ  id.  straight and tall (of person) 

(<tónonòo)?] 
tọ́npaamọye  n.  (tech.) literature [tọ́n¹ + 

páamọ bring out + ye thing] 
tọ́n-sụọgha-òmoni  n.  eighth-generation slave  

[tọ́n [which?] + sụ́ọgha does not enter + 
omóni slave]  

tọ́n-tọn-tọn  id.  pure white; snow-white (as 
clothes) (=tíṇ-tíṇ-tíṇ) 

tọ́ntọnye  n.  forbidden thing [tọn²  x 2 + yé 

thing]  
tọ́nwonìmíbàra  n.  (tech.) estimate [tọ́n³

B + 
wónìmí present state+ bára way] 

tọ́nye¹  n.  (tech.) drawing [(tech.) or general?]; 
(tech.) pínìtọnye   pin drawing [tọ́n 

[which?] + yé thing] 
Tọ́nye²  n.  personal name [‘God’s wish’] 
tọọ [=tọọ́] id.  perfectly clean and white (as 

teeth) (=tọtọtọ) 
tọ́ọlọtọ̀ọlọ  id.  insufficient; too little (of food, 

legs, work); inadequate; sparse 
tọọ́ ̀n (=tọ́nghọ̀) n.  penis: tọọ́ ̀n pẹlẹ  

circumcize (male); igbéma tọọ̀n  pendulum 
[or, clapper of bell? check meaning] 

tọọ́ ̀n-pẹlẹ-owei  n.  circumcizer; tọọ́ ̀n-pẹlẹ-
owei ta kị bụnụ  (saying) sleeping with the 
wife of the circumcizer (i.e. repaying good 
with evil) [tọ́ọ̀n + pẹ́lẹ cut + owéi man]  

tọ́pụụ̀tọ́pụụ̀  id.  dripping rapidly (as blood) 
tọ́rọ  n.  (arch.) threepence; a coin of that value 

[cf. Igbo and Yoruba tọ́rọ́ threepence]  
tọrọrọọ́ ̀  id.  describes a fine-looking, 

handsome, slender youth  
tọ́rụ¹ [3]  n.  eye; tọ́rụ akì ̣  dazzle, confuse the 

vision; be glittering; tọ́rụ bẹẹlì ̣  pull back 

the upper eyelid to frighten children (=tọ́rụ 
ọnì)̣; tọ́rụ bẹrị  open the eyes very wide; 
tọ́rụ bọụ̀ ́   A. be cowardly, weak; complain 
instead of fighting back; B. hence, cry easily 
(of man or woman); tọ́rụ dịsẹ̀ (usu. tọ́rụ kị 
dịsẹ̀) A. want to take more of a good thing 
than one can manage: Fíỵaịmọ àrá tọrụ kị 
dìṣẹmị, fí ̣ yọ kpọ fàá/dụbaghá  She was 
glad to see the food, but could not eat much; 
B. over-eat; tọ́rụ dọọ̀n  envy; regard with 
envy or hostility, with an intent to possess 
what is not one’s own; tọ́rụ finì  open the 
eyes; tọ́rụ gbalà close the eyes; tọ́rụ gbalà, 
tọ́rụ finì mọ  in the twinkling of an eye; 
instantaneously; tọ́rụ ghọ sụọ  be grateful, 
thankful, satisfied in mind; tọ́rụ ìḳasa  
wilful act; deliberate mischief; tọ́rụ kaa  
come of age; become mature, cunning; tọ́rụ 
kaị  keep one in by force; detain one 
informally under house arrest; tọ́rụ kiri ẹrì ̣  
be sober; tọ́rụ koròmọ  be vigilant, 
watchful, attentive, observant; tọ́rụ kpaà  
take advantage of someone’s position: Erí 
wò daụ kí ̣ àkị tọ́rụ kpaà béi seiyè mịẹmeé  
He did this because his father is there to 
protect him; tọ́rụ kụ̀rọ́  be bold; tọ́rụ kụ̀rọ 
furú [commit?] robbery; tọ́rụ mọ kìri mọ́  
A. be careful, mindful, wary, vigilant [is this 
a verb?]; B.  drum message warning people 
to be careful (in wrestling and in warfare); 
tọ́rụ mọ tọrụ mọ  be always watchful for 
the person watching, but a nuisance to the 
person who is watched [under surveillance? 
discuss]; tọ́rụ mọ tọrụ mọ bọọyaí ̣  an eye 
for an eye;  tit for tat; tọ́rụ nì ̣ ẹ́rịgha  
invisible; tọ́rụ ọnì ̣  pull back the upper 
eyelid to frighten children (=tọ́rụ bẹẹlì)̣; 
tọ́rụ pịnamọ  look in a threatening way; 
tọ́rụ pùí  be civilized; tọ́rụ puu  get the 
eyes open, as of a puppy; tọ́rụ pùlou paá  
become red (of eyes): Wo dii séimọ̀ wẹrị 
fịrịbị, erí bòu wẹnịya, tọ́rụ pùlou 
paaméèé  The work he looked down on, 
when he started to do it, his eyes got as red 
as palm-oil; tọ́rụ sèí  be wicked, selfish, 
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unkind; tọ́rụ tụa  keep one’s eyes on; (fig.) 
favour: Erí àrá tọrụ kụmọ̀ tuadọ́  His eyes 
are only on her/She is his favourite; tọ́rụ 
ùmbubula paá  A. see stars (when struck); 
B. (fig.) be shocked and become sober; tọ́rụ 
ye ẹrị  prophesy, foretell: (saying): Tọ́rụyaị 
àníỵaịn dii timi, beni famí;̣ Bíḅịyaị tìṇ nị 
akíṃị  Unnecessary delay is dangerous (lit. 
Eyeman was watching till his son got 
drowned, while Mouthman called his own to 
safety). 

tọ́rụ²  n.  river; tọ́rụ bẹịn  A. cross river  B. 
(fig.) cut   first tooth; tọ́rụ bọọ  miss one’s 
way among rivers (e.g. in salt-water area); 
tọ́rụ dii  expect; tọ́rụ fini  open a river (for 
a fishing festival; cf. bou finí); tọ́rụ 
kamọụn  make offering to river; tọ́rụ 
nimigha  be strange to a place; not to know 
one’s way in the river, creeks or sea; tọ́rụ 
paa  go out on river (to fish); tọ́rụ puu yọụ̀ ́    
sail in mid-stream against the current in a 
river; tọ́rụ saraụ  commit piracy tọ́rụ sèí  
(of river) A. be unproductive for fishing 
(=beni seí); B. be dangerous (because of 
piracy, etc.); tọ́rụ teri  have a close season 
on the river (lit. close a river) (in preparation 
for a festival; cf. bou terí); tọ́rụ yọụ  trade 
(long distance, using river) 

tọ́rụ³  n.  kind; type; class; order; way: Iné 
bịdẹ mọ̀ ará bịdẹ mọ̀ kẹ́nị tọrụgha  Your 
cloth and hers are not the same kind 

tọ́rụ4  n.  surface (of sore), usu. ịnọ́ụn tọrụ 
tọ́rụ5  n.  A. joint; node; báratọrụ̀  wrist-joint; 

bụ́ọtọrụ  ankle-joint; igbon-ịkịraị-tọ̀rụ 
[tone?] node of bamboo; ịgbọ́tọ̀rụ  mesh of 
cast-net; konutọrụ́  joint at back of hip; 
tíṇtọrụ  knot (in tree); ukputọrụ́  node of 
sugarcane; B. germinating point (of coconut, 
kernel, groundnut, etc.), usu. sọ́ụtọrụ 

tọ́rụ⁶⁶⁶⁶  n. appearance: Bịdẹ tọrụ́ sèidọụ́  The 
cloth has faded. [Shortened from dii tọrụ́] 

tọ́rụ-apụ̀ra  n.  eyelid [tọ́rụ¹ + apụ́ra skin]  
tọ́rụbenì  n.  water (standing) in the eyes [tọ́rụ¹ 

+ bení water] 
tọ́rụbeni  n.  river water [tọ́rụ² + bení water] 

tọ́rụbọọ̀  n.  mouth of river; estuary [tọ́rụ² + 
bọ́ọ⁴⁴⁴⁴  entrance] 

tọ́rụdiye  n.  glasses; spectacles [tọ́rụ¹ + dií 
look + yé thing] 

tọ́rụdumà  n.  eyelash [tọ́rụ¹ + dúma hair] 
tọ́rụ-ẹkẹ̀kẹ  n.  eyebrow [tọ́rụ¹ + ẹkẹkẹ ?] 
tọ́rụ-ẹkẹ̀kẹ-duma  n.  hair of eyebrow [tọ́rụ¹ + 
ẹkẹkẹ ? + dúma hair] 

tọ́rụ-indi  n.  river fish [tọ́rụ² + indí fish] 
tọ́rụ-isi  n.  known long stretch of a river: Béi 

tọrụ̀-isi sẹ, eri kí òlótù, nímigha kịmị fàá  
Along this stretch of the river, he was the 
champion, everyone knows it. [tọ́rụ² + isi 
??] 

tọ́rụ-ìṭọlọ́  n.  fruit-fly type which flies near 
one’s eyes [tọ́rụ¹ + ịtọlọ́ sandfly] 

tọ́rụkubù  n.  presence [tọ́rụ¹ + kúbu² width 
?] 

tọ́rụ-otuo  n.  river toll (lit. ‘collecting from the 
river’).  Whenever Kolokuma Egbesu is 
celebrating any of its festivals, any canoe or 
boat that passes by is called to shore and the 
head of the crew is politely asked to give a 
small quantity of the foodstuff (if any) he 
has in it.  In  return, the priest gives drink, a 
shilling, and a small quantity of native chalk 
(torú) to the person and blesses him and his 
voyage. [tọ́rụ² + otúo collect] 

tọ́rụ-ọkịa  n.  bird, the Pied Kingfisher (Ceryle 
rudis ALCEDINIDAE), noted for its hovering 
or ‘dancing’ over the river; (song when 
kingfisher is hovering over water) Ọkíạ̀, sé 11 11i 11 11 
nì 11 11 indi gbó 11 11lù 11 11  Kingfisher, dance and peck 
fish! (repeated until the bird dives for the 
fish, then the song ends with Gó 11 11u 11 11!); Árì 11 11 
ọkíạ̀ aáà?  Are you a kingfisher? (said to 
someone who is fond of dancing) [tọ́rụ² + 
ọkíạ̀ kingfisher] 

tọ́rụtòwéin  n.  hornet [tọ́rụ² + towéin wasp] 
tọ́rụtọbọ̀ụ  n.  pupil of eye [tọ́rụ¹ + tọbọụ́ 

child] 
tọ́rụ-ụ̀ngbọ  n.  eyeball [tọ́rụ¹ +ụngbọ́ nut] 
tọ́rụyọ¹  n.  private part; the pubic region [tọ́rụ 

?+ yọ́ place ?] 
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tọ́rụyọ²  n.  presence; in the presence of [tọ́rụ¹ 
+ yọ́ place ?] 

tọ́sì ̣  n.  torch [<English torch]  
tọsịị¹  v.i.  be completely diminished in height, 

quantity, riches: Wárịbị ìỵọ́ụn tọ̀sịịdọọ́  The 
house has burnt down completely. 

tọsịị²  id.  completely diminished in height, 
quantity, riches: Fịnịmọ́ tọ̀sịị kí ̣ òvindọ́ụ  
The fire has gone out completely: Bíḅị sẹ̀ 
tọsịị  No teeth again! 

Tọ́sdebàị  n.  Thursday [<English Thursday + 

báị day] 
tọ́sọọ  id.  describes a small tuft on a small 

head (<tósoo) 
tọtọtọ (=tọtọtọọ́) id.  A. perfectly white and 

clean (as teeth) (=tọọ); B. (fig.) very fair-
skinned 

-tọụ  older form of   -dọụ 
túa (=túo²)  n.  herb; grass; weed; leaves of 

vegetable; (tech.) plant which is not a tree; 
kíri-ghọ-tànaịn-túa  creeping plant; 
tanaíṇ-nì-̣uwóuyemi-tùa  climbing plant  

túaa!  excl.  cry to drive away animals 
túa tua!  excl.  cry to drive away goats and 

sheep (cf. ós os!) 
tubékeleke  n.  bird (Podica senegalensis 

HELIORNITHIDAE), heard calling around 
August, said to be bailing ponds because of 
the resemblance of the cry to the sound of 
bailing (tup tup tup kélélá); shy and 
skulking; found near water 

túbo¹  v.t.  bargain; fix price; trade 
túbo²  n.  price; cost; trade; commerce; túbo 

bọụ̀ ́   (of price) be cheap; túbo kụ̀rọ́  (of 
price) be dear; túbo tụa  A. increase price; 
inflate price: Erí funmọ tubo tụadọụ  He 
has increased the price of (his) books; B. 
trade; kẹ́nị tubo  same price (of article) 

túbobiri  n.  rate; túbobiri pasẹntị  rate per 
cent [túbo² + bíri value] 

túbobịbị  n.  cost; price; (tech.) yéama 
túbobịbị  bill; invoice [túbo² + bíḅị speech] 

túbokiri  “factory”; firm [túbo² + kíri ground] 
tubóò  id.  A. confused: Ine ịkíỵọ̀ụ sẹ tubóò ki 

emi  My mind is confused; B. uncertain; 

unclear: Ọkpọọ́ sẹ̀ ine ghọ́ tùbóò ki emi  
The situation is unclear to me; C. (used in 
an introductory formula for folk stories): 
Abá-amà kọ́kọ tùbóò kóronìmí  Once 
upon a time, the Ọba’s city (Benin) was in 
existence. 

tubú  n.  an exaggerated expression; tubú tụ̀a  
exaggerate 

tuetué  id.  A. describes how a big bird or fowl  
runs with its tail feathers opened; (fig.) 
similar running of a fat person: Eré-ofoni 
ìnénghi sẹ̀ tuetué The hen has its feathers 
scattered (when laying eggs); B. describes 
soft inside of a yam or cocoyam when 
roasted or cooked, easily absorbing oil; C. 
(fig.) describes an unreliable person who 
goes around gossiping: Ọ wáị nì ̣ u dií, 
tuetué, egberi gbaá ẹ̀gbẹ  You (people), 
look at him, running about telling stories 
(abusive). (>tụẹtụẹ́) 

tueletuele  id.  running frantically: Erí 
tùeletuele kí bànghị famí ̣  He ran away in 
panic. 

tuesee  id.  A.  describes a big shade as 
provided by a big tree with plenty of 
climbers; B. describes bushy hair 

túgu  n.  crocodile [poetic usage?] (cf. igeré, 
atú (poetic), agúì, segí (archaic)) 

túguru  v.t.   push; impel; poke; thrust; drive 
tuiin [1] id.  sizzling (as of fire put in water) 
túka  a.  later; next; some other time; túka baị  

another day; túka seri/ifie  some other time 
tukíì  id.  unlikely to burn, as a damp piece of 

firewood 
túkọyọ  [or túukọyọ?]n.  (tech.) residue 

(=ogbudugbudú) [túu + kọọ́ remain + yọ́ 
place] 

túkpo  v.i.  be cheap; túkpo fẹ  buy cheaply; 
túkpo yẹ̀rí ̣  sell cheaply by “auction” (i.e. in 
sale) 

túkpuu  id.  big, dark, and lowering: 
Agbatọrụbí ̣ tukpuu ki àkị tọ́rụ tèrinimí  
The mist was so thick that it covered the 
river. 
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túku  n.  female private part (archaic, but 
heard in poetry) (=túu¹C) 

túkuu  id.  protruding, filled high above the 
brim; more pronounced than tụ́kụụ: Erí 
àlalábọ̀ garímọ̀ tụa túkuu ki pàamị  He 
filled the bowl with gari, heaped up.  
(>tụ́kụụ) 

túlaa¹  id.  A. dead and swollen, of a big 
animal or person, e.g. elephant (>tụ́laa); B. 
describes a big and high heap of something: 
Wárị gbeìn ọtọkọ sẹ túlaa koronìmí  There 
is a big heap of mud dug for “mudding” a 
house; C. describes the fallen trunk of a big 
tree, e.g. cotton tree 

tún¹  v.t.  sing, usu. dúma tun 
tún²  n.  hat; cap; boutuún  rain-hat made of 

two layers of woven fronds, between which 
dried plantain leaves, or nowadays plastic, 
are fitted; okpómùtun  a fez woven with 
cane-ropes and covered with cloth both 
inside and outside, and fitted with a tassel; 
worn only by mock policemen during native 
dances; okporokpotuún  top-hat 

tunekpee  id.  fat, lazy person (>tụnẹkpẹẹ) 
tungbeí¹  v.i.  bend with the head facing or 

touching the ground 
tungbeí²  v.i.  somersault, usu. angalangaá 

tùngbeí 
tungbó  n.  tail of animals, birds, and fish (old 

word, =saán) 
Túngbo  n.  town in Sagbama LGA  
túo¹  v.t.  A. caulk; cork; B. (fig.) hide; conceal: 
Ọrọọ́ ègberí tùo famọụnmí ̣  They 
concealed the story; C. bribe someone to 
keep silent 

túo² (=túa)  n.  A. herb; grass; weed; leaves of 
vegetable; B. (tech.) plant which is not a 
tree; fíỵemi tùoama vegetables (=tụọ-fị-
túo/túa); kíri-ghọ-tànaịn-túo  creeping 
plant; tanaíṇ-nì-̣uwóuyemi-tùo  climbing 
plant  

tuokutúoku  id.  A. very weedy, grassy, as of 
farm or road; B. very shady (>tụọkụtụ́ọkụ) 

tuokúù  id.  A. weedy, grassy, as of farm or 
road; B. shady (??>tụọkụụ́ ̀ ) 

tuolutúolu  id.  describes large billows of 
smoke 

tuolúù  id.  describes a plump face which, in 
some cases, is also ugly, esp. fat cheeks 

túoye  n.  cork; caulking [túo¹ + yé thing] 
tupilíì  id.  plump; chubby (of man) 
túru  n.  nail (iron) [cf. Igbo ǹtú, ǹtúlí nail]  
túrudụnụye  n.  pincers; claw-hammer [túru + 

dụ́nụ pull + yé  thing] 
túruu  id.  very full (of basket); packed high 

like a pyramid; describes a large heap of 
materials, e.g. sand 

Túsdebàị  n.  Tuesday [<English Tuesday + 

báị day] 
túsiì (=túsi)  id.  explosive sound (as of a fruit 

bursting open as it hits the ground in a 
squashy way) (contrast kpópu (=kpópuù), 
of hard pod of fruit bursting on impact with 
the ground and scattering its seeds) 

tuturuu  id.  in a state of being over-stuffed 
(esp. of stomach), as when one is suffering 
from constipation 

tútutu  id.  heaped up (extending beyond top of 
container); tụ́a tututu  heap up 

(tuu)  see  under déin 
túu¹  n.  A. bottom; base; lower part; tip; stump 

(of tree); túu fàá¹  be bottomless [check 
meaning, cf. under E.]; túu firi  be hardly 
sufficient: Woó ụ̀ pịrị púlòubi túu kpo 
[kpọ?] fìrigha  The oil he gave him does 
not even cover the bottom/is hardly 
sufficient [check]; túu ìndeí  settle down 
properly, become firmly established; túu 
serimọ  give chance for a while; túu tụa  A. 
cover yam/cocoyam with earth when tuber is 
protruding from soil; B. add or prepare a 
base for the kaná/adoó basket to make it 
stand well; B. waist; buttocks; C. private 
part; túu fini¹  make oneself naked; túu 
wẹnị  prostitute (only of women); D. (fig.) 
secret; túu fini²  reveal; túu gugule  reveal, 
uncover, expose one’s secrets; túu tuo  
cover up secret; E. (fig.) reason; meaning; 
interpretation; origin; source; basis: wẹ́nị 
tuu bii  ask the reason for coming; túu dọụ  
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investigate, inquire into; túu fàá²  be 
groundless, meaningless, unfounded; túu 
gba  (tech.) explain; reveal; túu nimi  
understand; (tech.) comprehend; F. back; 
hind; behind; below; something coming 
after: Wo tuú dùo  Follow him; túu gbein  
retreat; withdraw (war term); túu pou bo  
retrace one’s course; túu titi  retreat, 
reverse:Árụbáàá tuu titi!  Reverse the 
canoe!; túu tụa  make a base, go backwards; 
túu wẹnị  walk backwards; G. end; last one, 
part; túu gbisi  the very last; túu kọọ  final, 
last: Túu-kọ-bọ èbi ẹrí ̣ The one who stays 
to the end will see good things (saying used 
at traditional weddings); amá tuu  end of 
town; H. younger: Áràụ kí ̣ ọ̀wọụmọọ́ sẹ̀ 
ghọ túu  She is the last of all the children. 

túu²  n.  “fathom” of cloth, usu. bịdẹ tuú (cf. 
kúbu¹) 

túu-araụ  n.f.  younger sister [túu¹
H + -araụ 

female] 
túu-bụnụ-ere  n.f.  prostitute [túu¹

C + bụ́nụ 
sleep + eré  woman] 

túu-duo-wẹnii (=tuu-duo-wẹnịye)  n.  
guardian spirit [túu¹

F + duó follow + wẹ́nị 
walk + yé  thing] 

túugbabara  n.  (tech.) explanation; revelation 
[túu¹

E + gbáa say + bára⁴⁴⁴⁴  way]  
túugbadụụ  n.  (tech.) myth [túu¹

E + gbáa say 
+ dụ́ụ  tale] 

túugbeinye  n.  charm tied round waist [túu¹
B 

+ gbéin sew + yé thing] 
túukpaye  n.  string to secure woman’s lower 

wrapper [túu¹
B + kpaá secure + yé  thing] 

túumọ-lei-tịnbịbịmọ  n.pl. [check] (tech.) 
synonyms [túu¹

E + -mọ def. pl. + leí 
resemble +tịnbịbí ̣pronunciation? + -mọ 
def. pl. check ] 

túunimibara  n.  (tech.) understanding; 
comprehension [túu¹

E + ními know + bára⁴⁴⁴⁴  
way] 

túu-owei  n.  younger brother [túu¹
H + -owei 

male] 
túupalii (=túupalịye)  n.  belt [túu¹

B + palí ̣ 
stick to + yé  thing] 

túupẹlẹ  a.  last(-born); túupẹlẹ tọbọụ  last-
born child; (tech.) closing: túupẹlẹ kule  
closing compliments (in letter)  [túu¹

G + 
pẹ́lẹ cut] 

tuurutúuru  v.a.  very fleshy 
túu-serimọ-ye  n.  last ceremony involving 

money or gifts in kind, performed in 
marriage, circumcision, bringing the wife 
home, and honouring dead parents-in-law 
[túu¹

G + sérimọ³ cause to close? + yé  
thing] 

túusụ̀ọmọ́  n.  women’s pants [túu¹
G + sụ́ọmọ 

approach] 
túu-tụa-ịla  n.  beads worn round waist [túu¹

B 
+ tụ́a¹

B wear + ịlá  bead]  
túuu  id.  understood thoroughly: Béi ègberibi 

bó ni ìné berimọ ghọ̀ sụ́ọ -- túuu  Listen 
well! (lit. Let this word enter your ears – 
understand?) 

túwaa  excl.  cry to drive away domestic 
animals, goats, sheep, etc. 

tuwáàtuwáà  excl.  a cry of rejection; go away! 
away with you! 

tuweí [5]  v.p.  A. be blocked: Olólo tùweídọ  
The bottle is blocked (e.g. by the cork 
falling inside); B.  (fig.) be concealed, 
covered up (of story, etc.) 

túwèí (=túoye)  n.  cork; caulking  [túo¹ + yé 
thing]  

túuwẹnị   n.  prostitution [túu¹
C + wẹ́nị walk] 

túuwẹnị-ere  n. f.  prostitute [túu¹
C + wẹ́nị 

walk + eré woman] 
tụ́a [3] v.t.  put (into) [sentence example?] 

(Used in many specialized phrases, of which 
a sample is given below): Ụ tụa mú  Go 
with him; tụ́a beinmọ  supplement, as a 
story; complete; Tụ́a burù mọ, dei búrù 
mọ  If you put yam, it is yam that will come 
back (=tit for tat); tụ́a dìbí  bury with (other 
things); tụ́a kìẹ̣́n  be counted with; tụ́a koro  
A. fall with; B. implicate someone else; 
make someone an accomplice; tụ́a paa  
quarrel openly; tụ́a pìṛí ̣  add a little extra to 
the amount being sold; tụ́a sàí ̣  incriminate; 
tụ́a sìín  A. ward off a blow, or any object 
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directed at one; B.  prevent someone from 
saying a particular word; tụ́a timi  stay with; 
tụ́a tọn  understand someone’s probable 
reaction; tụ́a wẹnị  walk, work with; aká 
tụa  A. cut teeth; B. enlarge a canoe by 
fixing planks to the edges; C.  break into a 
conversation; aga tụá  link arms; akolóu 
tụ̀a  make a slip-knot; akpa tụá  A. sew 
pocket on to a garment; B. cause a garment 
to be baggy as a result of bad sewing; 
amánanaowei tụa  make, crown chief, 
king; amátọrụ tụa  (of rainclouds) be 
gathered; anga tụá  produce, possess roe (of 
fish); apaíṇ tụ̀a  vow; promise; make an 
undertaking before a deity; bálà tụa  put on 
sail; báraamà á dụ̀dụ ghọ tụá  link arms; 
bára tụà  A. taste food before offering it to 
guests; B. join others to eat when asked to 
do so, even though one is not hungry; this is 
done as a customary sign of love; C. use 
finger to help spin top out of hole; beri tụá  
A. put on leaves; B. fix handles on to a 
basket or a barb on a fish spear; bíri tụa  put 
on weight around the waist-line; bíḅị akị 
tụa  summons; review case (in court); bíḅị 
tụa  break into a conversation; bou tụá  A. 
fish in lakes and fish ponds with ẹkẹrẹ́ 
(usually by women); B. share one’s tops in a 
common pool (of two or more boys) in the 
game of ikóso; bọụ tụá  be kind; burubara 
tụ́à  trim vines of yam; bụ́ọ tụa  join in a 
dance for a short time; bụụ ghọ́ bùru tụá  
plant yams in mound; díi tụa  commit 
suicide by hanging, etc.; ẹrẹ tụá  A. write or 
register name in a book; B. talk into (as in 
tape recording); C. take part in a discussion 
or talk; ẹtẹ tụá  make a circle; fánụ tụa  
make a fence round; fini tụá  open (door) 
for someone to enter; fịnị tụá  A. set fire; B.  
(fig.) aggravate a quarrel; gólù tụa  score 
goal; ifíàn tụa  take snuff; ifinghí tụ̀a  make 
a boundary; inbí tụa  A. sew button on 
clothes; B. score a point; ịfí ̣ị tụa  frequently 
remind someone of a promise; ịgálị tụa  
have a swelling on the body; ịgbọ́ tụ̀a  mend 

cast-net; ịkásà tụa  do bad things willfully 
(=tọ́rụ ìḳasa tụa); ịkịyọ́ụ tụ̀a  be cunning; 
ịkọlị tụá  have a handle (as a cup or pot); 
ịmbásì ̣ tụa  do bad things wilfully; ịwárà 
tụa  make (heaps of grass) ready for 
burning; káa tụa  be very cunning; become 
wary, e.g. of fish, animals, birds, etc.; kabụ 
tụá  A. use a proverb; B.  make up a proverb; 
kíri furòu tụa  develop middle-aged spread; 
have a sagging belly; minimeín tụ̀a  be 
greedy; ogidi tụá  fence, i.e. fight with 
matchet or sword;  olóko tụa  make a law; 
oteín tụ̀a  A. have a boil; B. incise boil; 
oteín tụa  (of boil) come to head; ọbụ tụá  
go astern, move backwards; pọ́ụ tụa  fish at 
the waterside of the town in the morning or 
evening with atálei; pulou tụá  A.  add oil 
in cooking; B. (fig.) try by ordeal; púu tụa  
A. breach a ridge to allow water to pass 
through when bailing a pond or lake; B. use 
a style of wrestling in which the hands of 
one wrestler are put under the ampits of the 
other, thereby forcing him to retreat; C.  
adjust climbing rope on the leg so as to be 
able to reach bunch to harvest; sịịrị tụá  
make a gash in fish or meat; sụụ tụá  be in 
the mood for war or fight; tán tụa  gather 
things which have been scattered on the 
ground, and put them in a container; tíḅị tụa  
A. act whole-heartedly; B. start to weave the 
first weft of anything; C. start something; 
toru tụá  smear native chalk on the right 
hand, or on the right side of face, as a sign 
of victory or freedom; tọ́rụ ìḳasa tụa  do 
bad things wilfully;  tọ́rụ tụa  be critical of 
someone; túu tụa  A. go astern; move 
backward  B. mulch with soil; ukíeye ghọ 
tụa  take into consideration; uru tụá  pour 
out wine; ụwárà tụa  make (heaps of grass) 
ready for burning; ụwọ́ụ ghọ tụa wẹrị  
waylay ; wárị tụà  mend roof (with 
“thatches”); wárị tụà séri  (accidentally) set 
house on fire; yaị tụá  scoop up something 
floating; yọ́ ghọ tụa wẹrị  set an ambush; 
zúu tụa  dip up from one container to 
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another; B. put on, wear (clothes, 
accessories); bútuwei tụa  put on, wear, 
clothes; ụrụka tụá  wear ring 

tụ́a²  v.t.  put forth (flowers) ; ifolifo tụá  
flower (of crops) (=ifolifo tabá); ịzághaị 
tụa  flower (of sugar-cane); odedé tụ̀a  
flower (in general); omosóu tụ̀a  flower (of 
oil-palm) 

tụ́amọ  v.cs.  tempt; flatter; beguile: Kíṃịbị à 
tụ́amọmị  The man tempted her. [tụ́a¹ + -
mọ causative]  

tụ́amọye  n.  temptation [tụ́amọ + yé thing] 
tụbá  inter.  who? whom?: Tụba kí ̣ boyemò?  

Who is coming?: N tụ́bà mọ́ kì ̣ 
ẹrẹyemáàáà?  Who(m) are you talking to?: 
Tụba kí ̣ tụ̀bá nì ̣ ị lẹmọ́nghimàá  Who is it 
that will come and deceive me? 

tụbara (=te bará)  inter.  how? in what way?: 
Ọ tụ́bàra kí ̣ bòma?  How did you people 
come? [te + bára⁴⁴⁴⁴  way] 

tụbụ́¹  n.  handle (of paddle, matchet or knife); 
ogidi tụbụ́  handle of matchet (enclosing 
part of iron) (cf. tíḅị D.; as tụbụ́ is not 
usually pronounced alone it is possible it is 
really *tụ́bụ; cf. fụụ́ handle of axe) 

tụbụ́ [5]²  n.  (from) the beginning, ancient 
times: Tụbụ́ sẹ̀ wó nàá mọbị ẹ̀rịgha tímimi  
We have never seen such a thing before; 
tụbụ kụ́mọ̀/tụbụ́ kụ̀mọ  from time 
immemorial: Tụbụ́ kụ̀mọ béì wó mịẹ mịẹ 
barabị  This has been our custom from time 
immemorial; tụbụ waí ̣  turn an old cloth 
(i.e. cut through middle and seam the 
original edges together) (=bíḅị waị) 

tụ́bụrụ¹  n.  upstream; (hence) northern part; 
north; tụ́bụrụ kunoun  northern end; 
tụ́bụrụ mọ ànga  northern side; Tụ́bụrụotu  
Hausas; Northerners; (tech.) gési tụbụrụ  
true north (opp. támụ) 

Tụ́bụrụ²  n.  a town in Bíseni ibe of Northern 
Nzọn 

tụ́bụrụ-ọgbọlọ  n.  bigger, tiger-striped type of 
o ¢¢ ¢¢gbó ¢¢ ¢¢lò ¢¢ ¢¢, obtained from the Niger above the 
bifurcation 

tụẹ́nì ̣  n.  twine [<English twine] 

tụẹtụẹ́  id.  describes how a small fowl or bird  
runs with its tail feathers opened, or a 
similar movement by a small person 
(<tuetué) 

tụ́ẹtụ̀ẹtụ́ẹ  id.  emphatic form of tụẹtụẹ́ 
tụẹsẹẹ́  id. A.  shortish; unimportant and 

(derogatory); B.  describes a low, small, 
wretched or uncared for roof, shed, or hovel; 
C.  describes a small nest (for bird) 

tụẹsẹtụ́ẹsẹ  id.  emphatic form of tụẹsẹẹ́ 
tụfịẹlẹ  excl.  God forbid! may it not happen!  It 

is an expression usually followed by spitting 
on the ground to show contempt. 

tụ́ị  id.  “hissing” (making a disapproving noise 
with the mouth) 

tụí ̣ì ̣  id.  describes something quenched or 
fizzling out (as fire, noise, or activity by a 
person): Fịnịmọọ́ òmu timí bo tụ̀íị̀ḍọ́ụ  The 
fire that was blazing has died out; Sí ̣lìṃọ fa 
duo bo bi, ọ maní ̣ ìzozoúgha, tụíị̀ ̣ kị 
paadọ́ụ  Since they lost the money, they 
have kept quiet about their riches; Wo 
egbérìbi bó tụ̀íị̀ ̣ kí ̣ fàmị   His story was a 
flop. 

tụ́ì ̣ịn  id.  sizzling 
tụ́kẹẹ  id.  appearing briefly, as peeping into 

room or bringing head out after diving 
tụkí ̣ì ̣  id.  not burning, as when firewood 

refuses to burn or blaze 
tụkịrí ̣ì ̣  id.  small; short; tiny [sentence 

example?]  
tụkpá  n.  A. lamp; B. light; C. (fig.) 

enlightenment [cf. Yoruba àtùpà lamp]  
tụkpa-ingbí  n.  globe for lamp [tụkpá + ingbí 

spherical object] 
tụkpatịẹmọ́yè  n.  lamp-stand [tụkpá +tíẹ̣mọ¹ 

make stand+ yé thing] 
tụ́kụụ  id.  protruding, filled above the brim 

(<túkuu) 
tụ́laa  id.  of a smallish dead swollen animal or 

person facing upwards (<túlaa¹) 
tụ́mụụ  id.  very slight bleeding or oozing of 

blood or water in small spots on the surface 
or from a leakage 

tụnẹkpẹẹ  id.  lazy and poor (<tunekpee) 
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tụ́ngbọ  A. singe (hair off dead animal); 
scorch; B. prepare halfway charcoal from 
fresh wood for the purpose of blacksmithing 
or baking (bread); C. shape a newly 
prepared canoe by careful burning 

tụngbọrụụ́ ̀   id.  dejected; depressed; under-
privileged; sad and gloomy 

tụngbụlụụ́ ̀   id.  round and shortish like the 
fingers of ikpíri plantain 

tụ́nọụn  n.  flag; tụ́nọụn iyerimọ  lower flag; 
tụ́nọụn tịẹmọ  put out flags; tụ́nọụn tụa  
put out flags [difference from preceding?]; 
tụ́nọụn uwoumọ  raise/hoist flag 

tụ́nọụn-bịdẹ  n.  flag [tụ́nọụn + bịdẹ́ cloth] 
tụ́nọụn-tịn  n.  flagstaff  [tụ́nọụn + tíṇ stick] 
tụ́nọụn-tuu  n.  base of flagstaff (seat of 

honour) [tụ́nọụn +túu¹
A base] 

tụọ́  v.t.  cook (by boiling); boil; tụọ kịadẹ́ị 
bèni boiled and filtered water; fíỵaị tụọ  
cook food; seimọ tụọ́/tụọ́ seimọọ́  boil (fish, 
meat) partially in order to preserve for later 
use in soup; parboil 

tụ́ọ  n.  island; tọ́rụ biri tụọ  island in the 
middle of the river 

tụ́ọbọlọụ  n.  end of island [tụ́ọ + bọ́lọụ¹
B tip] 

tụọ-fị-túo (=tụọ-fị-túò =tụọ-fị-túa =tụọ-fị-
túà) n.  (tech.) vegetable (=fíỵemi tùoama) 
[tụọ́ + fíị̣ eat + túo² herb] 

tụọkụtụ́ọkụ  id.  A. very weedy, grassy, as of 
farm or road; B. very shady (<tuokutúoku) 

??tụọkụụ́ ̀   id.  A. weedy, grassy, as of farm or 
road; B. shady (<tuokúù) 

tụ́rọ  v.t.  make a little longer; join or stick 
together, as rope 

tụ́tụ  v.t.  suck; kiss; indi ungbóu tụ̀tụ  suck 
bones of fish; kíṃị tụtụ  kiss someone 

tụụ́n  v.a.  be thin; grow lean; be emaciated 
tụwaí ̣  v.i.  disagree; tụwaí ̣ paa  disagree 

openly 
tụwaịtụ́waị  id.  in constant disagreement 
[tụwaí ̣x 2] 
 
 

U 
 

u  (ụ before narrow vowels) pron. he; him 
(short subject and object form when 
preceding consonant; cf. woó¹, woó²): U 
boyémàáà?  Is he coming? 

ubé (=obé)  n.  African pear (Dacryodes edulis 
(G.Don) H.J.Lam BURSERERACEAE) [<Igbo 
ùbé pear]  

ubí (=ubú¹)  n.  stick used by farmers, or grass-
cutters, to help to hold grass during the 
process of cutting and clearing  

ubií  n.  flying squirrel (Anomalurus sp(p). 
ANOMALURIDAE) 

uboí [5]  v.p.  bend down; stoop [ubóu + -í 
process] 

ubóu  v.i.  (used only in combinations) be 
upside-down; ubóu koro  be upside-down 
(i.e. with normal position reversed) lie face-
down; be turned upside-down (of boat) 

ubóumọ  v.cs.  turn upside-down [ubóu + -mọ 
causative] 

ubú¹ (=ubí)  n.  stick used by farmers or grass-
cutters, to help to hold grass during the 
process of cutting and clearing  

ubú²  n.  sacred things or spirits in the room or 
house.  It is used in dirges. [sentence 
example]  

udeí [5]  v.t.  change clothes: Ọ bíḍẹẹ̀ ́  ùdeída, 
wó sii  You all change your clothes and let’s 
go to farm. 

udeibíḍẹ̀  n.  working clothes [udeí +bịdẹ́ 
cloth] 

udelé  n.  bird, the Hooded Vulture 
(Necrosyrtes monachus ACCIPITRIDAE) 
[<Igbo ùdèlè vulture] 

u-deribọ́-yèi-díi  n.  trap with double or triple 
funnel entrance; u-deribọ́-yèi-díi pìṭẹ  fish 
with such a trap [‘(she) who weaves (and 
traps with this) is the husband’s favourite’ ]  

udisí  n.  rubbish heap; dunghill; udisi pụrá  
fill up a hole with rubbish; udisi tụá  dump 
rubbish in a place 
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udisipụ́rà¹  n.  female children, who marry 
elsewhere and thereby enlarge other 
people’s families [udisí + pụ́ra fill up]  

Udisipụ́rà²  n.  A. one of the revered deities at 
Akugbene in Western Nzọn; B. one of the 
lesser deities in Kolokuma [udisí + pụ́ra fill 
up] 

udisituó (=udisituá) n.  large white/grey 
fungus (Pleurotus sp.) [udisí + túo herb] [Is 
this also an alternative name for obóri-
ịmẹẹlẹị  n.  plant resembling waterleaf 
(Portulaca oleracea Linn. PORTULACEAE)?] 
[udisí + túo herb] 

udúbù  n.  tomb; grave; mud left after a mud 
house has been demolished, usu. wárị-
ùdubu; wárị-ùdubu also used (fig.) for 
male children, who build on what the father 
has left behind 

ufoú (=ofoú) n.  calf of leg  
ufúra(mọ)  see  ufúre(mọ) 
ufúre (=ufúra)  v.i.  conceive; be pregnant; 

have roe (of fish): Eréma ùfúrenìmí  The 
woman is “under conception”, pregnant; 
ufúranìmí ìfie  (tech.) antenatal period 

ufúremọ (=ufúramọ)  v.cs.  : “conceive”; 
impregnate; make pregnant: Eri kí àrá 
ùfuremọmị  He made her pregnant. [ufúre 
+ -mọ causative] 

ugbélè  n.  walking stick; tall staff used by 
elders; ugbélè kọrị  hold a staff (sign of old 
age): Kíṃịbị bo ni ùgbélè kọrịdọ́  The man 
has become old enough to use a staff. 

ugé [4]  n.  feast; festival; ugé tèi  celebrate 
feast, festival 

ugeé n.  bird, the “eagle”; African Fish Eagle 
(Haliaetus vocifer) and Palm-Nut Vulture 
(Gypohierax angolensis), both 
ACCIPITRIDAE ; péri ba(dẹị) uge  adult 
“eagle” with white-tipped wing feathers, 
which are used to adorn the caps of those 
who are entitled to them through the kịlẹ́ 
institution; péri bagha ùge  juvenile “eagle” 
without such white-tipped wing feathers [cf.  
Igbo, Urhobo ùgò “eagle”] 

ugeé² (=ugee)  n.  shout given when one is 
“free”, declared innocent; uge tịíṇ  shout 
ugeé (usu. ugeé òó! ugeé òó!  ad lib.) 

ugú¹ [4]  n.  louse; ọngọ́ ugu  body louse; tíḅị 
ugu  head louse; tọ́rụyọ ùgu  pubic louse 
(Pediculus humanus) [cf. Igbo ígwú louse]  

ugú²  n.  hill; mountain [<Igbo úgwú hill, 
mountain] 

ugubérì¹  n.  hammer-headed shark (Sphryna 
spp. SPHYRAENIDAE) [uguú + berí ear?]  

Ugubérì²  n.  “masquerade” carved as a 
hammer-headed shark [<ugubérì¹]  

uguú  n.  iron; abadị ugú  money; déi ugu  
hook; kụrọ-ugú  (tech.) steel [cf. Igbo 
ígwè] 

ugufamụyé  n.  mallet; hammer [uguú + fámụ 
beat + yé thing] 

ugupẹlẹyé  n.  hacksaw [uguú + pẹ́lẹ cut + yé 
thing] 

ugutoluyé  n.  drill; punch [uguú + tólu¹ 
pierce + yé thing] 

uké  see  under bíẹ̣n¹ 
ukíe  v.t.  think; remember; recollect 
ukíemọ [5]  v.cs.  remind [ukíe + -mọ 

causative] 
ukíemọye  n.  reminder; (tech.) reference (as in 

terms of reference) [ukíe + -mọ causative + 
yé thing]  

ukíri (=okíri =ukúri)  v.i.  A. crawl; B. (fig.) 
struggle; manage; labour; work hard at: Ye 
ukíri timi bei warì ̣ kọrị sụ́ọdọ aba, ị kịmị 
bọ́ọmọ sụọgha  As I have toiled at this 
house, if I finish building it I will not allow 
anyone to stay in it. 

ukoí¹ [5]  v.i.  kneel; genuflect (as sign of 
respect to elders) 

ukoí² [5]  n.  genuflection (sign of respect to 
elders) 

ukoimọ́  v.cs.  make kneel: Ọrọọ́ ùkoimọ  
Make them kneel. [ukoí + -mọ causative] 

ukóu¹  n.  canoe seat; usu. árụ-ukou 
ukóu²  n.  pair; twos; ukóu tịẹ  stand in twos; 

(tech.) be parallel 
ukóu-tịẹ-ịgbalịama  n.pl.  (math.) parallel 

lines [ukóu +tíẹ̣ stand + ịgbalịamá lines] 
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ukpókù  n.  fish with fat and tasty head 
(Petrocephalus spp.), and small blunt-nosed 
mormyrids (MORMYRIDAE) 

ukpubọụ́n  n.  molasses [ukpuú + bọ́ụn 
honey] 

ukpuluú  n.  kidney (=ungbúlùluú) 
ukpúrù  n.  disease which is closely associated 

with vomiting 
ukpúrutè  n.  the intermediate size of mortar 

(cf. okuná and odó) 
ukpuú (=ukpuún)  n.  sugar-cane; ukpu dụụ́  

chew sugar-cane.  Its parts include: ukpu 
apụ́rà  outer cover; ukpu bení  sap; ukpu 
bọlọ́ụ  upper part; ukpu ịtáụ  sucker; ukpu 
ịzághaì ̣  white silky-plumed inflorescence; 
ukpu mení  edible part; ukpu sọụtọ́rụ̀  bud; 
ukpu tuú  base; whole plant 

ukputọrụ́  n.  node [ukpuú + tọ́rụ joint]  
ukpuún  see  ukpuú 
ukú¹ [3]  v.a.  be heavy 
ukú²  n.  spleen 
ukú³  n.  nut which is hung on waist of children 

with a large spleen to cure it 
ukú4  n.  mud supports on the hearth for pot 

instead of iron ring 
ukúbiri  n.  (tech.) weight [ukú¹ + bíri⁶⁶⁶⁶ value] 
ukúdọn  n.  sickness affecting the spleen [ukú² 

+dọọ́n sickness] 
ukuká  n.  one side of jaw 
ukukurú [4]  n.  under(part); underneath; 

akasị ukúkùru  space under chair 
ukúla¹ [3] (=ukúle)  v.a.  be lame, crippled; 

ukúla kịmì ̣  lame person 
ukúla² [3] (=ukúle)  n.  lameness 
ukúlamọ  v.cs.  cause to be lame; lame [ukúla 

+ -mọ causative] 
ukunbilí  n.  fish, the goby (Eleotris  

senegalensis, E. vittata  ELEOTRIDAE) 
ukuré [4]  n.  stern of canoe, usu. árụ-ukure; 

ukuré kọ̀rịmọ  steer; ukuré tụ̀a  stand up 
and steer large canoes (e.g. war-canoe) 

ukuré-dàa-araụ (=ukuré-dàa-ere)   n.f.  
woman who stands at the stern of a dance-
canoe to perform when it reaches a town 

[ukuré + dáa¹
B dance as leader + -araụ/eré 

female/woman] 
ukuré-dàa-owei   n.  man who stands at the 

stern of a dance-canoe to perform when it 
reaches a town [ukuré + dáa¹

B dance as 
leader + -owei male/man] 

ukuré-tụ̀a-yọwẹị  n.  big paddle used as rudder 
for big canoes such as war-canoes, 
ceremonial canoes, and commercial boats 
[ukuré + tụ́a put + yọwẹí ̣paddle] 

ukúri (=ukíri = okíri)  v.i.  A. crawl; B. (fig.) 
struggle; manage; labour; work hard at: Ye 
ukúri timi bei warì ̣ kọrị sụ́ọdọ aba, ị kịmị 
bọ́ọmọ sụọgha  As I have toiled at this 
house, if I finish building it I will not allow 
anyone to stay in it. 

ukuruzí [4] (=ukurizí)  n.  cannon 
(<Portuguese o arcabuz the harquebus)  

ukuú  n.  field for wrestling or any kind of 
contest; arena [AOT: This word is queried; 
do you know it?] 

ulumaá  n.  “pepper-fruit” (Dennetia tripetala 
Bak. f. ANNONACEAE) 

umbeberékè (=umboberékè, umemerékè, 
imemerékè)  n.  fern (Pityrogramma 
calomelanos (Linn.) Link ADIANTACEAE) 

umboberékè  see  umbeberékè 
umbokúù  id.  curved; hunched 
umbólo  n.  fist; clenched hand; umbólo gbọlụ  

box 
umbú¹ [3]  v.a.  be sharp (of matchet, knife, 

etc.) 
umbú²  [4]  n.  navel 
umbú³  [plural ?]  n.  used in: buru umbú  

inner part of yam, which is eaten when the 
outer part is planted [Is this the same word 
as umbuú  n.  the pith or centre of the tree? 
(see below)] 

umbuaa  id.  stupidly 
umbubulaá  (=umbupulaá)  n.  insect found 

on the floor of mud houses which gives a 
small flashing light (but not a firefly) OR 
spark; firefly [which is correct?] 

umbubulú (=umumulú) n.  insect which feeds 
on human blood 
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umbúdiri  (=umbú-kòromọ-diri)  n.  a 
medicinal herb (Bryophyllum pinnatum 
(Lam.) Oken CRASSULACEAE) [umbú + díri 
medicine] 

umbú-ìg̣ba  n.  umbilical cord [umbú + ịgbá 
rope] 

umbú-kòromọ-diri  (=umbúdiri)   n.  a 
medicinal herb (Bryophyllum pinnatum 
(Lam.) Oken CRASSULACEAE) [umbú + 
kóromọ + díri medicine] 

umbúlùlú (=ungbúlùlú)  n.  kidney: 
Umbúlùlú ì ̣ kọrịbọ́ dụwẹị ẹkpẹtẹ  I’m no 
more for the game – anyone who catches me 
becomes a rotten corpse (said by child who 
excuses himself from a game after putting 
ashes on his midriff) (=ukpuluú) 

umbupulaá  (=umbubulaá)  n.  insect found 
on the floor of mud houses which gives a 
small flashing light (but not a firefly) OR 
spark; firefly [which is correct?] 

umbuú  n.  the pith or centre of the tree.  It is 
usually softer and more fragile, and thus 
breaks, cracks or splits easily (cf. tíṇ tọbọụ) 

umérèn  n.  very small fish (Chonophorus 
lateristriga) 

umumulú (=umbubulú) n.  insect which feeds 
on human blood 

ungbá [4] n.  quill of the porcupine; stick 
prepared in the form of a quill used for 
parting and plaiting hair 

ungbalúù  id.  swollen and lumpy 
(>ụngbụlụụ́ ̀ ) 

ungbósù¹  n.  fruit of the kọ́rọ or boyá palm 
ungbósù²  n.  miscarried male embryo or 

foetus (cf. ẹpẹ́tì ̣ for female) 
ungboráà  id.  prominent, conspicuous, 

bulging 
ungbóu  n.  A. bone; ungbóu kụ̀rọ́  be bony, 

strong (of person); B. (fig.) stalk (of 
cassava), usu. abábùrú ùngbou; empty 
maize-cob, usu. aká ùngbou; indi ungbóu  
bone of fish; náma ungbou  bone of animal 

ungbóungbou  id.  A. bony; skinny; B. full of 
bones (as soup) 

ungbufúù  a.  short and blunt; not elongated; 
rounded mouth (for humans); rounded snout 
(for animals) (>ụngbụfụụ́ ̀ ) 

ungbukúù¹  id.  describes a short and fat 
person [but cf. ụngbụkụụ́ ̀ ] 

ungbukúù²  id.  describes a round head 
ungbúlùlú¹ (=umbúlùlú)  n.  kidney: 

Ungbúlùlú ì ̣ kọrịbọ́ dụwẹị ẹkpẹtẹ  I’m no 
more for the game – anyone who catches me 
becomes a rotten corpse (said by child who 
excuses himself from a game after putting 
ashes on his midriff)  (=ukpuluú) 

ungbúlùlú²  n.  game played with berisonléi 
[Is this different from preceding?] 

ungbúlùlú³  n.  dungworm used as bait 
ungbulúù  id.  roundish shape, as of human 

being 
undokúù (=indokúù) id.  describes a hunched 

or bulging part of the body, e.g. of man, 
animal or stick. Thus Fulani zebu cattle are 
called konu-birí-ùndokú. 

undú  n.  pumpkin (Cucurbita pepo Linn. 
CUCURBITACEAE): Undú bo sèi beni ghọ́ 
beinmi  The pumpkin bore fruit at an 
unexpected time (saying used when 
something happens for which one is not 
prepared); beké-ùndu  fluted pumpkin 
(Telfairea occidentalis Hook. f. 
CUCURBITACEAE) [check identification]  

undukúù  id.  quiet; silent; secret; usually used 
in the phrase undúkù uru first two bottles 
of gin drunk at the bride’s stepfather’s place 
before the day of drinking wárị nimì uru 

undumọọ́ ̀  id.   unclear: Egberí sẹ̀ bó ni ìne 
ghọ́ ùndumọ́ọ̀ kị emí  The story is not very 
clear to me. 

ungú  n.  spherical earthenware water-pot with 
an everted rim [see photo] (cf. kúu, búu²); 
Ọpọpọríọ̣̀pọ!  ungú tịẹmọ yọ bèni irígha  
Where the water-pot is put will never dry up 
(prayer for prosperity) 
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ungú sei  dance accompanied by music from a 

set of different-sized pots tuned by filling 
them to different heights with water. Beaten 
on the mouth with a flat pad. 

ungúru  n.  maggot (inedible); (tech.) larva 
ungurupé  n.  locust (Locusta migratoria 

migratorioides); Árì ̣ kẹní ̣ ùngurupé àáà?  
(lit. Are you a locust?)  A. You consume like 
a locust; B. You are fond of causing bad 
relationships between people.  

upirí  n.  floating mass of vegetable matter 
which obstructs navigation; sudd  

uríì  excl.  a call for any person in the bush 
uríii  excl.  a call giving information that it is 

time to go home 
uróu  n.  fame; notoriety; ebi uróu  fame; sei 

uróu  notoriety; uróu paa  be famous, 
notorious: Erí ùróu paamị  He is 
famous/notorious. 

uróupaa-otu-dụụ  n.  (tech.) legend [uróu + 
páa come out + -otu people + dụ́ụ tale] 

uru-ịkpọ́  n.  an earthen pot that contains six 
jars of palm wine [uruú + ịkpọ ??] 

urukúmù  n.  shrub species (Craterispermum 
cerinanthum Hiern RUBIACEAE) 

urúlà (=rúlà)  n.  (tech.) ruler [<English 
ruler]  

urúru  n.  ?? urúru ụfa  cotton thread  
urusí  n.  indolence; weakness of mind and 

body at a particular moment 
uruú  n.  A. wine (general); any drink except 

water; uru dọsí ̣  pour drink before the gods 

or ancestors; uru tụá serve wine to a 
gathering; uru zuú  apply formally in 
advance to book for a lodging, as done by a 
dancing group in a canoe to a town during a 
return journey.  The offer is usually twelve 
bottles of gin; the host town is free to accept 
or reject the offer; beké urù  imported 
spirits; daụ-karí-̣ùru  drink in honour of 
bride’s father; dịẹ-boú-ùru  drink brought 
by husband which is shared by husband and 
bride; igoni-urú  drink offered by a guest to 
his host on arrival, or by a dance-canoe to a 
town; ịzọ́n-ùruú  wine-palm wine; kọrí-̣
tìṭẹmọ́-ùru  drink offered as welcome by 
household to one of its members on his 
return home; kúrukuru-uru  coloured 
spirits, mainly used for deities; mẹlịmẹlị 
urú  soft drink; usún uru  wine from oil-
palm; yei-dọụ́-ùru  wine brought by 
bridegroom which bride presents to identify 
him publicly as her husband; B. locally-
made gin, also tụọ urú; uru ekpétì  carton 
(usually twelve bottles) of gin 

urúuru  n.  sugar ant (Monomorium 
pharaonis) 

urutụa-ówèi  n.  wine-server: Urutụa-ówèi 
mọ, wo ebí mọ̀, mọ́ mọ mọ!   Wine-server 
and his handsomeness, so so so! (call by one 
of the drinkers for more wine) [uruú + tụ́a 
pour + -owei male ] 

uruzuú  n.  formal application in advance to 
book for a lodging [uruú + zúu unload] 

usí [3]  v.t.  spit out; spit chewed medicine on 
to the body of a sick person; díri usi  spit 
out medicinally; fí ̣là usi  spit out forcefully 

usífịlà  n.  shooting star [usí + fíḷa saliva] 
usií  n.  stiff elephant grass (Pennisetum 

purpureum Schumach.); pẹrẹ usí  another 
(‘king’) type (Panicum maxinum Jacq., both 
GRAMINEAE) 

usín sụọ  v.p. surrender authority or 
sovereignty to a god or person in exchange 
for defence or protection: Arí ̣ ìné ùsin 
sụ́ọnghị bàị kpọ faá  I cannot grovel before 
you. [Can usín be used without sụ́ọ?] 
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usisouyé  n.  “Indian hoe”; large hoe made 
from imported blade with handle fixed 
locally, for digging up elephant grass [usií + 
sóu dig up + yé thing] 

usún  n.  wine from the oil-palm, usu. usún 
uru 

uté  n.  A. plant whose stem is used for 
weaving; uté deri  weave uté; eré ute 
Sarcophrynium brachystachys (Benth.) K. 
Schum.; owéi ute Marantochloa leucantha 
(K. Schum.) Milne-Redh. or M. purpurea 
(Ridl.) Milne-Redh., all MARANTACEAE (cf. 
abélebei, which refers to the leaves of the 
same plant); B. kind of sleeping-mat woven 
from the plant 

utébeinye  n.  fruit of uté [uté +béinye fruit] 
utií  v.i.  swell as a result of decomposition 
utísi  n.  the distended lower part of a woman’s 

abdomen after she has been delivering 
children for some time 

utórù  n.  bird, the Pink-backed Pelican 
(Pelecanus rufescens PELICANIDAE) 

utulú  n.  medium-sized calabash used as 
floater for the osísi net 

uturóowèi  n.  python; “boa-constrictor” 
(Python sebae BOIDAE) 

utuú  n.  roof, usu. wárị utù; utu tịíṇ  major 
house-post that supports the roof 

uuú  id.  prodigal; wasteful: Erí wò okóbàmọ 
akị uu kí mìẹ̣ famọụnmí ̣  He wasted all his 
money by prodigal living. 

uwóu  v.i.  ascend; go up; climb [tone class 2 
or 3?) 

uwóumọ  v.cs.  raise [uwóu + -mọ causative] 
uyán  n.  African Breadfruit (Treculia africana 

Decne. MORACEAE).  Its parts include: uyán 
bein  fruit; uyán ofora  husk; uyán 
ogbudugbudu  pulp; endocarp; uyán 
paaraị  cotyledon; uyán sẹlẹ/fụmụ  seed 

uyánsubo (=uyánsibe) n.  small bowl used in 
the measurement of gari, rice, etc. for sale 

Uzi  n.  the annual feasting period for the whole 
of Gbanraịn (Taylor Creek).  It is around 
July; thus July in Gbanraịn is named Uzi 
ọgọ́nèi (festival month). 

uzií¹  v.i.  do something to excess: Erí kẹ̀ní ̣ 
fịyaị fị bo ni ùzi kí ùzidọ́  He has now 
taken to over-eating. 

uzií²  n.  a special ceremony performed at the 
funeral of a deceased hero (cf. kịlẹ́³) 

 
 

Ụ 
 

ụ  (u before wide vowels) pron. he; him (short 
subject and object form when preceding 
consonant; cf. woó¹, woó²): U bomí  He 
came: Arí ̣ ụ̀ tịnmí ̣  I called him. 

ụbaá  n.  mainly natural channel which is 
navigable during the flood but largely dries 
up in dry season; some are named after a 
person who habitually fishes there (=oróro¹, 
contrast adịí ̣, a dug channel) 

ụbánà (=ụmbánà) excl.  thank you 
ụbí ̣  n.  [tone?] bush-pig; Red River Hog 

(Potamochoerus porcus Linn. SUIDAE): 
Ụbí ̣, mẹ́nì ̣ serí bùrú fì!̣  Arị kí ̣ kpoo nì i tin 
baramọ kìrí kòromọ  Bush-pig, now get up 
and eat yam! ??? (Expression in a folk-tale, 
making derogatory remarks on the Red 
River Hog for its vandalism of crops) 

ụbọọ́  n.  the person, the one: Tọbọụ́ bòdẹị 
bara mịẹ nị ụbọ nimimọ́  Inform that 
person about the arrival of the child. 

ụdẹẹ́ [1/5] n.  ointment; “pomade”; body 
lotion; (pl.) ụdẹáma, ụdẹamá oils; beké 
ụ̀dẹ  imported “pomade”; ivín ụdẹ  palm 
kernel oil; okokodíạ̀ ụdẹ  coconut oil 

ụdọ́ụ  n.  termite-hill; termitary; ant-hill 
ụfá  n.  guinea-worm [sure of this word?] 
ụfaá  n.  thread used for weaving; bịdẹ ụfá  

unravel threads (from the newly cut edges of 
a cloth); urúru ụfa  cotton thread 

ụfẹẹ́  n.  expert; adept, e.g. in fishing: Erí ìndi 
dọụ́ ụ̀fẹ  He is an expert in fishing. 

ụfíạn  v.t.  steer canoe from stern, usu. árụ 
ụfịan 

ụfụ́ọ  v.t.  apply first-aid to someone fainting 
by massaging, by applying oxygen or drugs, 
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using breathing techniques, etc., usu. kíṃị 
ụfụọ 

ụgadá¹  hurriedly; not meticulously; not in 
detail [part of speech? sentence example?]  

ụgadá²  public; common; not specifically 
assigned to any person; ụgada namá  
common or public meat, not assigned to any 
person 

ụgbákà  n.  dam 
ụgbalá¹  n.  one of the tastiest fish, a general 

term for mormyrids including Marcusenius 
and Hyperopisus bebe MORMYRIDAE 

ụgbalá²  n.  calabash used as floater for net 
ụgbọ́  v.i.  wander; rove without purpose or 

direction; roam about [how would one say ‘a 
person who roams about’ ?] 

ụgụ́la  n.  A. reception room; senior men’s 
council house; B. court; tribunal; ụgụ́la pẹlẹ  
give judgement; ụgụ́la sụọ  (=bẹ́rẹ gba = 
bíḅị gba) go for arbitration within family or 
between towns (=bẹ́rẹ, bíḅị) [?cf. Urhobo 
àgùàrè  Can we get the Isoko equivalent?]  

Ụgụ́lakiri  n.  one of the Kolokuma deities 
whose seat is at Kaiama (his original name 
is Gbọ́rụaka) 

ụká  n.  “native potash”; potash obtained from 
burnt plantain peelings and remains of oil-
palm fruits after the nuts have been removed 

ụkasụ́ [4]  n.  grass growing near water 
(Echinochloa pyramidalis (Lam.) Hitchc. 
and Chase); its flowers, mixed with lime-
juice, produce a substitute for red ink called 
ụkasụ́ ìnki  

ụkẹẹ́  n.  final and culminating point in a series 
of events; climax; the worst and most 
agonizing stage of an event 

ụkọ́ụ  n.  triggered trap; ụkọ́ụ pịtẹ  fish with 
ụkọ́ụ 

ụkpá¹  n.  pale white cane-rope used in making 
sponges and atálei; the tree from which it is 
derived (Laccosperma secundiflorum (P. 
Beauv.) Wendl. PALMAE) (> bóru > (often) 
apíe) 

ụkpá²  n.  method of tying cloth short between 
legs so as to form loincloth; ụkpá tụ̀a  put 
on loincloth 

ụkpán  n.  scarcity, shortage (of fish or meat): 
Béi amàbị ụkpán koro kaamị  There is a 
big shortage of fish in this town (cf. mọụ́n). 

ụkpárụ̀  n.  intermediate size of bullet (cf. 
angí ̣lì ̣, ọfụrụ́, gbọ́lụ̀, okpókìrikpó) 

ụkpasụ́ [4]  n.  ladle; wooden spoon for 
cooking 

ụkpátụ̀  n.  small bundle; any size less than the 
normal bundle for special objects, e.g. yam 
stakes, cane-ropes, etc. 

ụkpụ́kpà  n.  wild mango stone with the seed 
inside (cf. ẹgbẹnẹ́, ogboín) [discuss, see 
picture] 

ụkpụ́kụ̀  n.  used in: ụkpụ́kụ̀ tụa  to be clever, 
crafty, wise 

ụkpụrụ́  n.  yam seedling (cf. ịkpụ́rụ̀  n.  (used 
with burú);  buru-ịkpụ́rụ̀  seed-yam  
[discuss] 

ụkpụ́rụ̀  n. A. a lump in fufu or starch; B. a 
swelling on the body, esp. along main veins, 
as a result of blood collecting or clotting; 
(fig.) ụkpụ́rụ̀ sẹlẹ  be selective, 
discriminatory 

ụkpụrụkpụ  n.  used in ụkpụrụkpụ 
tụá/ụkpụ́rụkpụ̀ tụa  to be well experienced 
in 

ụkụ́atà  n.  a special shrine where bones of fish 
or animal bones and skulls are kept by the 
fisherman or hunter respectively 

ụkụ́bì ̣lákì ̣  n.  ant type, similar to the soldier 
ant (igílà), which devours anything edible 

ụkụkụí ̣  v.i.  be miserly 
(ụkụkụra)  used in:  lí ̣ị ụkụ̀kụra  spines or 

prickles at the stalk of the pinnate leaf of the 
oil-palm tree 

ụkụlọụ́ ̀   n.  bow(s) of canoe, usu. árụ ụkụlọụ 
ụkụlọ́ụ-dàa-araụ (=ụkụlọ́ụ-dàa-ere)   n.f.  

woman who stands at the bows of a dance-
canoe to perform when it reaches a town 

ụkụlọ́ụ-dàa-owei   n.  man who stands at the 
bows of a dance-canoe to perform when it 
reaches a town 
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ụkụ́ọ  n.  bird, the osprey (Pandion haliaetus 
PANDIONIDAE) [or is the osprey odokó?] 

ụkụọbụ́ [4] [=ụkọbụ́] n.  a fish (Tilapia 
nilotica) [check, or Tilapia spp.?]; ụkụọbụ́ 
ògugu  round hole in bed of river, lake, etc., 
where the female ụkụọbụ́ lays her eggs and 
nurses the young ones; (fig.) any hole less 
than the required size 

ụkụọbụ́tọ̀rụ  n.  a medicinal herb 
(Solenostemon monostachyus (P.Beauv.) 
Briq. LABIATAE) 

ụ́kụọ̀ ́dụ̀  n.  trumpet; cornet 
ụkụrẹíṇ [5]  v.i.  squat 
ụkụụ́  n.  private parts 
ụlaá¹  n.  epiphytic tree or strangler (Ficus 

natalensis Hochst., possibly also Ficus 
ovata Vahl, both MORACEAE): (saying) Ụla 
bo ní ì mọmọ timi ába, ụlaá ì ̣ fịna bá yọ 
kọọ̀ bómàáà?  I invited ụlaá to come and 
stay with me, but does it come to strangle 
me to death? (applied to a guest who 
becomes troublesome) 

ụlaá²  n.  ligament; short band of tough flexible 
fibrous tissue binding bones together 

ụláatà  v.i. [or noun?]  treat carelessly as a 
fool: Kíṃị ìneé àkị nị ụláatà mịẹ kụ́mọ  
Nobody should treat me as a useless person. 

ụlakụ́  v.i.  commit a nuisance (by urinating/ 
defecating/ blowing nose, etc., in an 
unsuitable place): Kíṃịbị ụ̀lakụ kaamí ̣  
The man is always committing a nuisance. 

ụ́làlátà  n.  worthless object [???] 
ụlụ́ma  n.  catfish or mudfish (Clarias 

buthopogon CLARIIDAE) 
ụlụ́ma-ufou  n.  calf (of leg) that is 

disproportionately shaped, which resembles 
an ụlụ́ma with eggs held upside-down 

ụlụmaá  n.  small lift-screen (used mainly 
proverbially): Indi baanghí ̣ àsa kọ ụlụma 
saịmí ̣  The ụlụmaá has been pulled into the 
canoe at the asaá-side where they would 
have got fish (i.e. they have given up at the 
crucial moment). (cf. atálei) 

ụmaá  n.  pus: (fig.) something wrong: Béi 
ègberibi ụma bolóu ghọ èmí  There is 
something fishy about this story. 

ụmbaá  n.  breath; ụmba saráụ/wamụ́  
breathe: Ụmba wamụyémi kìṃị naá fì ̣ tịn 
kụ́mọ  If someone is breathing, don’t call 
him dead yet. 

ụmbánà (=ụbánà) excl.  thank you 
ụmbaụfíòu (=ụmbaụfíyòu)  v.i.  rest 
Ụmbọ́kọ (=Ọmbọ́kọ)  n.  Ibibio; Ụmbọ́kọ-otu  

Ibibio people 
ụmbọmbọọ́  id.  describes a situation when 

many animals are seen sitting together with 
their heads bent, or many children on their 
knees close together 

ụmbọ́tọọ  id.  many and close together, as 
when heads of many fish like ụlụ́ma appear 
in the gbére (fish hole) 

ụmbụ́bụrụ  v.i.  murmur quietly, sometimes 
grumbling 

ụmbụkụụ́ ̀   id.  describes a short and stocky 
person bent downwards a bit [How is this 
related to ụmgbụkụụ́ ̀?] 

ụmbụ́kụ-ụ̀mbụkụ  id.  describes a fairly short 
and fat person walking with head bent down 

ụmbụlụụ́ ̀   a.  smeared all over the body with 
mud (=ọmbụlụụ́ ̀ ) 

ụmbụụ́  n.  hunch; hump; ụmbụ tụá  be 
hunchbacked: Ụmbụ tụá ère ịkịyọ́ụ kì ̣ akị 
yei mọ angámị  A hunch-backed wife takes 
care how she lives with her husband (saying 
used when someone works with another for 
a long time and studies them to know how 
they react). 

ụmbụ-tụa-kíṃì ̣  n.  hunchback 
ụngbálụ̀  n.  type of tree used in building 

houses  
ụngbalụụ́ ̀   id.  greatly swollen  
ụngbará  n.  shin  
ụngbárà  n.  baton; club  
ụngbẹẹ́  n.  A. iron spike: (saying) ụngbẹ fẹíṇ 

nì ụbọ inénghì ghọ tụ́a  keep torturing or 
taunting a person who is in a fix (lit. put a 
red-hot spike up someone’s anus); B. crafty 
person [is this the same word? Cf. ụngbẹẹ] 
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ụngbọ́¹  n.  A. (general term) nut of various 
trees: eré-ụngbọ (Mucuna pruriens var. 
utilis (Wight) Burck, c.vars.) [uses?]; ịzọ́n-
ụngbọ [refer to what? uses?]; okúlèí-ụ̀ngbọ 
(Dioclea reflexa Hook.f., Mucuna 
flagellipes Hook.f., M. poggei Taub.) used 
for games, (all LEGUMINOSAE-
PAPILIONIOIDEAE); lí ̣ị ụngbọ̀  palm-nut; B. 
hence, from the shape, cube (as of sugar); 
dice; lidó ụ̀ngbọ  dice; súgà ụngbọ  cube of 
sugar; tọ́rụ ụ̀ngbọ  eyeball 

ụngbọ́²  a.  (always in combination) 
significant; important: ụngbọ́ egberi  
significant story: ụngbọ́ bịbbbbị  important 
word; kíṃị ụngbọ distinguished person: 
Kíṃị ụngbọama kị ì ̣ mọ dọụ́ ̀yémi  I am 
looking for distinguished people. 

ụngbọ́tụa  n.  name of a game  
ụngbụfụụ́ ̀   id.  short and blunt (<ungbufúù) 
ụngbụkụụ́ ̀   id.  describes a short and stocky 

person bent downwards a bit [but cf. 
ungbukúù] 

ụngbụlụụ́ ̀   id.  slightly swollen; with a lump in 
the shape of a palm nut 

ụngbụ́mọ  v.i.  endure; forbear; bear up: Kíṃị 
ye nì ị míẹ̣dọụ aba, ụngbụ́mọ wẹrị mìẹ̣ 
naa akí ̣  If someone treats you (badly), 
endure (without showing your feelings and 
taking revenge). 

ụndụ́¹ [3]  v.i.  live 
ụndụ́² [tone?]  n.  life; living: Ụndụ́ laa ye fà  

There’s nothing like life. [cf. Igbo ńdụ̀ life] 
ụ́ndụ̀¹  excl.  Bless you! (said when a small 

child sneezes; adults may also say it to 
themselves) [cf. Igbo ńdụ̀ life] 

Ụ́ndụ̀²  n.  personal name [cf. Igbo ńdụ̀ life] 
ụndụ́dụ̀  n.  spike (=témiye) [?<Igbo ńdụ̀dụ́ 

skewer] 
ụndụkụụ́ ̀   id.  short with a protruding forehead 

like that of the he-goat 
ụndụ́rụmà  a. [?] mysterious; hard to 

understand; ụndụ́rụmà bibi  unexpected 
trouble 

ụngbẹẹ  id.  reputed, famous, an expert, an 
adept  

ụngbụlụụ́ ̀   id.  short and fat  
ụngọ́  n.  money; wealth; tíḅị ụngọ  

bridewealth; ‘brideprice’ (=tíḅị saa) 
ụngọ́warị  n.  shop; store [ụngọ́ + wárị house]  
ụngụ́a  excl.  hurry up! make haste! do (it) 

quickly!: I bóyemiì?  Ụngụ́a ò!  Are you 
coming?  Hurry up! [<Igbo ńgwá haste] 

ụngụ́gụrụ  v.t.  speak ill of; backbite (cf. fịdịí)̣ 
ụngụlí ̣  n.  silver catfish (Chrysichthys spp., 

including nigrodigitatus BAGRIDAE); ụngụlị 
mini tụ́à  look better as a result of good 
feeding [?]; sei ụngụ́lì ̣  silver catfish which 
looks lean and ugly when it comes out from 
holes where it has been feeding its young 

ụ́ngụọ̀ ́   n.  food (soup) prepared with ground 
meat or fish and mixed with palm oil, salt, 
pepper, kóun and hot water 

ụngụ́rụ¹  v.a.  be weak, lazy and unable to do 
anything; lack aptitude for work 

ụngụ́rụ²  v.a.  be very sickly (of both old and 
young): Tọbọụbí ̣ ụ̀ngụ́rụ kaamị  The child 
is sickly and not growing well. 

ụngụụ  id.  looking up from under the 
eyebrows to express an unhappy reaction 

ụpíṇ (=ụpụ́n)  n.  lower wall of abdomen in 
animal or fish, removed first in ‘butchering’.  
In large animals it is given to yábirìotu; 
ụpíṇ sìn  remove the ụpíṇ (first step in 
‘butchering’) 

ụpịrí ̣  n.  space between seats of canoe; beni 
siín ụ̀pịrị  space from which water is bailed 
(in centre in a 4-seat canoe); ukuré ụ̀pịrị  
space between last two seats before stern; 
ụkụlọ́ụ ụ̀pịrị  space between first and 
second seats from the bow 

ụpụ́n¹  n.  shelter provided with the body and 
the hands in front of the body, usually for 
small children who run for protection in the 
face of danger 

ụpụ́n (=ụpíṇ)  n.  lower wall of abdomen in 
animal or fish, removed first in ‘butchering’.  
In large animals it is given to yábirìotu; 
ụpụ́n sìn  remove the ụpụ́n  

ụráụ  n.  sun: Ụráụ kụ̀rọmí ̣  The sun is hot; 
ụráụ dịa  put things in the sun to dry and 
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air; ụráụ paa  rise (of sun); ụráụ sụọ  set 
(of sun); baara ụráụ  dry season sun, the 
second hottest; beni iyérì ụraụ  the hottest 
sun, when the flood is going down; osuo 
ụráụ  sun which is expected to be followed 
by rain 

ụráụpaangà  n.  east [ụráụ + páa come out + 
angá side]  

ụráụsụọangà  n.  west [ụráụ + sụ́ọ go in + 
angá side] 

ụrụká  n.  ring; waị ụrụ́kà  medicinal ring 
ụrụkụkụụ́ ̀   id.  describes a very short neck 
ụsaụ́ [4]  n.  African pike (Hepsetus odoe  

HEPSETIDAE): Ụsaụ́ ẹ̀rẹ sinya, ụsaụ́ dèsi ni 
árụ ghọ bịyọụ: When the pike was 
mentioned, it jumped into the canoe.  
(Applied to appearance of people just 
mentioned; cf. Talk of angels, and you hear 
their wings flutter.) 

ụsaụ́-àka  n.  peelings of skin usually 
occurring at the tips of the fingers [ụsaụ́ + 
aká tooth]  

ụsíạ¹ [3]  v.i.  shout at someone; howl; yell: 
Kíṃị ụ̀síạ nì ̣ ị pịrị kụ́mọ  Don’t shout at 
me; ụsíạ kịmì ̣  person who likes shouting 

ụsíạ² [3]  v.a.  be hot (as pepper) 
ụsụ́n  n.  shrew (Crocidura spp.) check 
ụtabụ́  n.  tree species (Celtis wightii Planch. 

ULMACEAE) check 
ụtán  n.  funnel-entrance trap; ụtán tụa  fish 

with ụtán 
ụtáràn (=ụtánràn)  n.  boiled and pounded 

fufu (opposed to ọkpụụ́nkọ̀rọ raw cassava); 
ụtáràn temi  pound fufu; tíṇ tịbị ụtaran  
hard nut to crack (lit. very hard fufu) 

ụtụ́bụ̀ra  n.  male sitatunga, “antelope” 
(Tragelaphus spekei TRAGELAPHINAE); 
Ụtụ́bụ̀ra wẹ́nị bụọ làla beni bóumì  When 
the sitatunga cannot walk well, it drinks 
swamp water (said of someone who has 
come down in the world and so accepts any 
given situation) (cf. asaalaá, female 
sitatunga) 

ụtụtụ́  n.  a small water pot 

ụụ́n  excl.  a form of response to calls, esp. 
when the caller is nearby 

ụụụ  id.  making a murmuring sound as of a 
crowd or market, or distant rain 

ụvịá  v.i.  eat and drink with someone who is 
not one’s friend or relative, regarded as 
disgracing one’s people and running the risk 
of absorbing witchcraft into one’s body; 
ụvịa kịmí ̣  person who habitually eats and 
drinks outside their immediate circle: Ụvịa 
ofónì angála gbọlụmị  An undiscriminating 
fowl pecks at burning charcoal (i.e. 
Indiscriminating actions lead to grave 
consequences). 

ụwá [3]  v.a.  A. be old, aged; ụwá kịmì ̣  old 
person; B. grow in stunted, ailing way (of 
plants and people, opposite of páa²) 

ụwaíṇ [5]  v.t.  tie cloth, usu. bịdẹ́ ụ̀waịn: 
Áràụ́ àrá bịdẹbị ụ̀waíṇdọ  She has tied her 
cloth (cf. gbalá for a head-tie). 

ụwárà (=ịwárà)  n.  heap of dry grass or twigs 
ready for burning 

ụwọ́ [3]  v.a.  be alive, fresh, raw; ụwọ́ ìndií  
fresh fish (opp. of éri ìndií); ụwọ́ fịyaị  raw 
foodstuff (opp. of tụọ fịyáị); ụwọ́ ịnọụn  
fresh sore or wound 

ụwọ́mọ  v.cs.  cause to be alive [ụwọ́ + -mọ 
causative]  

ụwọ́ụ  n.  path; route; way; road; passage; 
street; track; ụwọ́ụ fịnị ere/owei  first child 
that opens the womb; bou ụwọ́ụ  bush path, 
road; bụ́ọ ụwọụ  footpath in bush; yọụ 
ụwọ́ụ  water route (in flooded bush) 

ụwọ́ụ-biri-araụ  n.  a messenger of God out to 
do evil (folktales); (fig.) an enemy who 
openly poses obstacles to one’s progress 
[ụwọ́ụ + bírị middle + -araụ female]  

Ụwọ́ụbọọdọụ  n.  personal name, given when a 
child whose predecessors have died young 
has lived long enough to indicate it is going 
to survive [‘You have missed the road’] 

ụyaá  v.i.  suffer; be in trouble: Erí ụ̀yayemí  
He is suffering; n.  suffering; trouble: Ụya 
kịmị mọ́ ẹ̀gbẹịghá  Suffering is not good for 
a person; Ụya owéi kịmị laagha  A 
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suffering man cannot become a respected 
person; ụya fịí ̣  undergo suffering, 
punishment; suffer pain; grieve; ụya iné  
endure suffering; ụya mịẹ́  to suffer one’s 
self by behaving otherwise to cause or create 
trouble; ụya ó ụ̀ya  carefree. 

ụyamọọ́  v.cs.  ill-treat, maltreat, mistreat 
(someone) [ụyaá + -mọ causative] 

 
 

V 
 

váàa  id.  with speed 
vadavadá  id.  describes quick, rapid 

movement with splashes: Námamọ yọ dùo 
vadavada kí ̣ wẹ̀nị bọ́ọmị  The animals 
splashed quickly past the place. 

vaduvadú  id.  with a loud and heavy sound, as 
of soup boiling in a big pot 

vai [1] v.i.  disappear suddenly or completely: 
Ọwọụmọọ́ yọ dùo vai wẹnị tẹ́ịdọụ  The 
children have suddenly/completely 
disappeared from the place; akámọ vài  
devoid of teeth (of mouth) 

vaivaí  id.  hot and irritating (as of taste of too 
much pepper, or skin irritation after applying 
a stinging medicine): Ngịnámọ̀ vaivai kí nì 
ará ọngọ kọ̀nmị  The pepper stung her body 
sharply. 

valúù  id.  describes sudden flaming of fire: 
Fịnịbí ̣ vàlúù ni omu paadọ́ụ  The fire 
suddenly flared up. 

vamútù  n.  the first part of gin (with some 
water) that comes out while distilling 

vamúù  id.  describes sound produced while 
paddling when the paddle is inserted deep 
into the water, causing little noise on the 
surface, but the pulling is hard (cf. duwá, 
duwé) 

vámuù  id.  cutting or clearing bush with a big 
sharp matchet; the sound so produced 

vápuu  id.  disappearing; vanishing 
vararaa  id.  describes an unexpected or 

sudden approach or emergence from a 
hiding place 

vásiì  id.  describes the sound produced when a 
sharp object (e.g. stick, matchet or axe) cuts 
any flesh sharply 

vásịị  id.  disappearing completely: Námabị 
vasịị bìlé fàdọọ́  The animal has dived in 
and disappeared: Mánị ìné ẹ̀rị kpọ nị iné 
ẹ̀rịgha bị, vásịị kpọ mìẹ̣  I haven’t seen you 
for so long, you vanished completely. 

vasíị̀ṿàsíị̀ ̣  id.  pulling or paddling hard and 
causing water to spray 

vérekpee  id.  far apart; aloof; distant; remote: ị 
mọ ị mọ́mọ òvurubi vérekpee ki èmi  The 
space between us is very much/The 
difference between our ages is very great. 

vẹlíṿẹ̀lí ̣  id.  describes fierce scourging heat (of 
sun, fire) 

vẹnghẹvẹnghẹ́¹  id.  describes fierce scorching 
heat 

vẹnghẹvẹnghẹ́²  id.  exaggerating;  making 
much out of a small thing 

ví [3]  dem.  the other; ví baì ̣  day before 
yesterday; ví bọbì ̣  the other person; ví yè  
the other thing; the so-and-so: Ví yè kpọ ị 
mọ́ a bodọọ̀?  Have you brought that other 
thing too? 

víaà  id.  (frequently) running or moving past 
or round and round (=víàvíà) 

viain-víain  id.  describes free unrestricted 
movement of people or vehicles, or space in 
a room or house [check definition] 

víàvíà  id.  frequent or continuous running or 
moving past (=víaà) 

vidabuú  id.  sinking with gurgle: Árụ kẹ̀ní ̣ 
vidabu kí bìlemi  The canoe sank with a big 
gurgle. (>vịdabụụ́) 

vidividí  id.  thriving (of crops); plentiful; 
vigorous: Burumọọ́ kiribọọ̀ vidividi kí 
pàamị  The yams throve in the farm: Nzọ́n-
ùruú bo vìdividi kí pàadọ́ụ  The palmwine 
is now coming out in great quantity and 
frothing. 

vidoó  id.  “plumpy”-looking; plump and 
healthy: Kíṃị bo vìdoo kí pàadọ́  The man 
has become “plumpy”. 
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vigivigí  id.  violently; with great speed: 
Kíṃịbị vìgivigi kí wẹ̀nị bọ́ọmị  The man 
walked past at great speed. 

vílaà  id.  describes sound produced when a 
large fish slaps its tail on the water: 
Indiamá ma sọụyémo, vílaà kpọ mịẹ  
[tone?] See how the fishes are coming up 
and making a splash with their tails. (>ví ̣laà) 

vílii  id. A.  very dark (of something larger than 
ví ̣lịị): Amátọrụ wò, vílii kpọ mìẹ̣  See how 
dark the rainclouds are; B. (tech.) green, as 
grass or plants with a deep green colour  

viraa  id.  describes the sound when a big tree 
with many branches falls 

vírakuvìraku  id.  describes the sound when 
someone with wet clothes moves through 
the bush; noise made by oversized clothes 
worn by a person 

víridìi  id.  suddenly: Erí viridìi ki sụọ nị ụ 
dọụ múmi  He suddenly darted towards him 
(as in wrestling). 

vírigidi  id.  suddenly deciding to act (cf. 
gbírigidi) 

vírikaà  id.  a sudden movement, e.g. jumping 
up as if startled 

vírirìi  id.  entering or moving smartly, as of a 
wounded buffalo attacking an assailant, or a 
cut palm frond descending with the cut end 
pointing downwards; acting on momentary 
impulse 

virivirí¹  id.  hastily; hurriedly; in a rush: Ụ ma 
wẹ́nịyemò, viriviri kpọ́ mìẹ̣  See how 
hurriedly he is walking. 

virivirí²  id.  hurting severely: Ngịná kọ̀nmóò, 
viriviri kpọ́ mìẹ̣  See how severely the 
pepper stings. 

víyaà  id.  tugging on the line: Ewéribi viyaà 
kị akị déi kpụ̀nmị  The ewéri-fish gave a 
great tug on the hook. (>víỵaà) 

víyuù  id.  moving very quickly: Yébi viyuù ki 
waịmị  The thing whizzed round very 
quickly. 

víạ  v.t.  stroke; feel: Erí wò tọbọ́ụ ọ̀ngọ vịamị  
He felt his child’s body. 

víạn  id.  or v.i.?  touch lightly; glide or glance 
off [discuss] 

víạn  id.  instantly, as of seizing or taking 
something by force 

víạnvìạn  id.  describes frequent movement 
(observed at a point), as of heavy traffic on a 
busy road or port; people or vehicles 
frequently coming and going 

víạrịvìạrị  id.  of a slightly slippery floor, 
needing care while walking on it 

vịavịá  id.  in a hurry: Erí vìạvịa kí ̣ wẹ̀nị 
bọ́ọmị  He hurriedly walked past. 

vịbọọ  id.  filled to the brim, as of oil or water 
in a tin or basin; describes a fish hole 
(gbéré) filled with fish to the entrance; (fig.) 
describes a “plumpy” person who is so fat in 
the neck and chest that he or she finds it 
difficult to turn the neck 

vịdabụụ́  id.  sink with gurgle: Erí bìḍẹmọọ́ 
àkị vịdabụụ́ bèní tàbụmị  He immersed the 
cloths in water with a gurgling sound. 
(<vidabuú) 

vịdagbaá  id.  sinking deep; being immersed in 
liquid 

vịdịmavíḍịma  id.  illegible; badly written so 
that it cannot be read easily 

vịdịvịdí ̣  id.  describes the appearance of a 
large number of insects or people at the 
same time 

víḳaà  id.  for a short spell 
víḳavìḳa  id.  fast movement of the hands, esp. 

the swinging of the hands when a short 
person is walking 

víḳị  v.t.  chip off a bit: Tíṇbọọ̀ dọlọ́ vìḳị nị 
akí ̣  Chip a little bit off the wood. 

víḳịì ̣  v.i.  leave shortly before: Erí vịkịì ̣ mọ 
árì ̣ páakị bòmi  He had left just before you 
came. 

ví ̣laà  id.  describes sound produced when a 
small fish slaps its tail on the water (<vílaà) 

ví ̣lịị  id.  dark and smooth (<vílii) 
víỵaà  id.  tugging on the line: Epelepélè víỵaà 

kị akị déi kpụ̀nmị  The epelepélè-fish gave 
a little tug on the line. (<víyaà) 
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víỵọn  id.  deprived of one’s possessions: 
Ọmịní ̣ wò nanayémọ̀ sẹ víỵọn kị kọ̀rị nị 
akíṃị  They seized all his possessions at 
once, leaving him destitute. 

víỵụụ̀  id.  moving very quickly (>víyuù) 
vodiyaá  id.  appearing or acting suddenly, 

abruptly, or unexpectedly: Iné ẹrẹyemi 
barabị vòdiya kaamí ̣  The way you are 
speaking is very abrupt: Erí vòdiya kí ̣ àkị 
mú ni ọ̀ paamí ̣  He appeared to them 
abruptly. 

vodobuú  id.  treading on something big, soft 
and messy, like excreta, unexpectedly 

vodobúù  id.  tactless, expressing one’s 
opinion without any forethought: Erí 
vòdobúù ki ẹrẹ kíṃị pịrịyemi  He is 
speaking to the man very tactlessly. 

vóiin  id.  unusually tall: Eré danghaịn bara 
ò, vóiin kpọ mìẹ̣  See how tall this woman 
is. 

vokobúù¹  make sound as of an object being 
drawn from its roots 

vokobúù²  describes making a deep cut in the 
flesh, esp. wounds caused by biting or a 
sharp stick 

vonga  id.  sound from elephant’s shaking of its 
ears [cf. vóungavòunga? and next?] 

vóngavònga  id.  sound of flapping of wings of 
a big bird, such as a pelican 

vóngula  id.  swaggering, of something big 
vóngulávòngula  id.  swinging (of pendulum); 

swaggering, of something big: Ará 
wẹnịyemi bará dìi, vóngulavòngula kpọ 
mịẹ  See how she is swaggering along. 

vooó  id.  en masse; at once, as of many farm 
workers; quickly sold or done: Ọmịní ̣ mu 
vòo káàá fìṛí ̣ wẹ̀nịmị  They went and did 
the work quickly in a body. 

vorobuu  id.  describes how one sinks into 
something soft, e.g. cushion chair, or a 
marshy place 

vorobuvórobu  id.  filled with depressions; 
undulating; with covered holes into which 
one falls easily 

vorokpaá  id.  staggering back as a result of a 
sudden release from a trap or grip; springing 
back 

vororaá  id.  describes an unexpected 
emergence from somewhere, or from water: 
Erí bìle timí vòrora kí ̣ pàa bómi  He 
suddenly surfaced from his dive. 

vorosii  id.  describes the falling of a bigger 
thing, e.g. a big tree, man or animal falling 
on to a small group of shrubs, and the sound 
so made 

vóungavòunga  id.  describes sound of an 
elephant flapping its ears: Bịlá wò beriámà 
kpukpuyémo, vóungavòunga kpọ mịẹ  
The elephant is shaking its ears, flap flap. 

vọdí ̣  v.t.  A. soften (pounded fufu) by mixing 
in extra water by hand; B. eat in a messy 
way (as of child); C. (fig.) discuss from all 
angles (case, after evidence has been 
presented): Ọláotumọ ọ̀rọ bịbí ̣ vọ̀dịyémi  
The chiefs are discussing their case. 

vọdịvọdí ̣  id.  about to boil dry  
vọdọrịvọ́dọrị  id.  marshy and watery 
vọdụvọdụ́  id.  describes the boiling sound 

produced when the soup in a pot of food is 
decreasing [about to boil dry?] 

vọ́lùmu  n.  (tech.) volume [<English volume]  
(=bólousẹ̀ẹ) 

vọọ  id.  quickly and collectively: Ọmịní ̣ vọọ 
kí ̣ àkị fịrí ̣ wẹ̀nịmị  They enthusiastically 
finished the job.  

vọọ́  v.t.  trim off; cut off (e.g. thick hair, 
branches, etc.): Arí ̣ tịn baramọ vọ̀ọdọ́ 
[vọ̀dọ́?] I have trimmed the branches of the 
tree. 

vọ́rọbụvọ̀rọbụ  a.  describes a weak movement 
of a person, as if drunk or hungry 

vọrọbụụ  id.  same as vorobuu, but lighter 
vúkpavùkpa  id.  A. swinging from one end to 

the other, as of big rope or elephant’s trunk; 
B. (fig.) quick-tempered; impulsive 
(>vụ́kpavụ̀kpa) 

vúkpaà  id.  springing with force (>vụ́kpaà) 
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vukumúù  suddenly; violently: Bólou kọ̀n 
bará òó, vukumúù kpọ mịẹ  See how he is 
so violently angry. 

vúmu  id.  whizzing; describes the movement 
of a missile thrown at someone or 
something: Oún kùtubi bó vumu kì ni ị 
bọọmí ̣  The pebble whizzed by me. 

vúmuyè  n.  sling [vúmu + yé thing]  
vuobuú  id.  sinking in suddenly; subsiding (as 

grave): Arí ̣ mu ni òpóolobọọ̀ vuobu kí 
sụ̀ọmị  I suddenly sank into the hole: Dụ́wẹị 
ogugubi bo vùobu kí pàadọ́  The grave has 
subsided. (>vụọbụụ́) 

vúraàvúraà  id.  describes the movement of a 
large animal, such as an elephant, stirring 
the vegetation around it: Opu nama wẹ́nì ̣ 
bara -- vúraàvúraà  The way a big animal 
moves – rustling the leaves. 

vúrakuvùraku  id.  describes a woman 
wearing a stiff, oversized cloth which rustles 
and billows out as she walks 

vúrukuvùruku  id.  describes movement of 
person or animal in a confused or unsteady 
way (>vụ́rụkụvụ̀rụkụ) 

vururuvúruru  id.  hollow inside, but 
outwardly covered, e.g. a ditch or bog  
covered with leaves or twigs 

vúrurùu  id.  describes a sudden advance 
towards an opponent (under his arms to 
carry him up, as in wrestling), or into an 
enclosure such as a room; entering without 
hesitation 

vúuù  id.  veering: Árụ vuuù ki waịmị  The 
canoe veered round. (>vụ́ụụ̀) 

vụ́kpaà  id.  springing back lightly (<vúkpaà) 
vụ́kpavụ̀kpa  id.  A. swinging from one end to 

the other, as of big rope or elephant’s trunk; 
B. (fig.) quick-tempered; impulsive 
(<vúkpavùkpa) 

vụ́mụụ̀  id.  sweet-smelling: Béì pọ́ụdà fụrụ 
bara oó, vụ́mụụ̀ kpọ mịẹ  This is how the 
powder smells, it is so sweet-scented! 

vụọbụụ́  id.  shapeless, sunken (as of mouth 
when most of the teeth have fallen out) 
(<vuobuú) 

vụ́rọ  v.t.  flog; lash; whip 
vụ́ranvụ̀ran  id.  describes the movement of a 

lazy and hungry person; also a lazy person’s 
way of cutting grass 

vụ́rụ  id.    describes the quick or smart 
movement of small animals or small people 

vụ́rụkụvụ̀rụkụ  id.  describes movement of 
person or animal in a confused or unsteady 
way (<vúrukuvùruku) 

vụ́rụvụ̀rụ  id. describes the frequent quick or 
smart movement of small animals or small 
people [check meaning] 

vụ́ụụ̀  id.  veering (<vúuù) 
 
 
W 
 
wa, -wa, waáà  see  a, -a, aáà 
wáa  v.i.  spread (as of creeping plants); be 

filled to overflowing or flooding: Agbámọ 
kiribọọ̀ wáadọ  The calabash plants have 
spread over all the ground: Bowei bení bo 
waa yọmọ́ sẹ̀ laadọ́  The flood water has 
covered everywhere. 

wáàn¹  id.  describes the rustling movement by 
a person or animal through tall grass 

wáàn²  id.  describes the light burning 
sensation of pepper in the mouth 

wáanla  v.t.  rinse 
wagirií  id.  stout and plump (>wagịrịí)̣ 
wágiriwàgiriwágiri  id.  describes the 

movement of a well-shaped well-balanced 
“plumpy” person 

wagịrịí ̣  id.  stout and plump (<wagirií) 
waguruu  id.  describes a small sturdy person 

[>wagụrụụ] 
wáguruwàguru  id.  describes how a hard food 

such as “farina” or palm kernel is crunched 
[Any small size?] 

wagụrụụ  id.  describes a very small sturdy 
person [<waguruu] 

wágụrụwàgụrụ  id.  describes the movement 
and behaviour of a small but sturdy person 
[Any large size?] 
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waii [1] id.  A. completely ripe: Oyobámọ̀ sẹ 
waii kí pìṇadọ́  The bananas are completely 
ripe; B. white (of hair): Wo tịbí ̣ sẹ̀ waii kí 
pìṇadọ́  His hair has turned completely 
white. 

waí¹̣  v.t.  A. turn; stir: Fụ́lọụ wàị  Stir the 
soup; B. review or reverse (any action): waí ̣ 
dìí  turn over and look at; look over; review; 
waị(mọ) gbẹẹ́  pay back; restore; waí ¢¢ ¢¢ nì ̣ 
ukíe/waị nị ukíe (tech.) recall; waị tọọ́n  
rethink; replan; C. change; distort: bíḅị waị  
distort a statement [Is C. correct?  I have 
transferred it from the following word.] 

waí²̣ [5]  v.p.  return: Erí wàíḍọ  He has 
returned [probably from earlier *waịí;̣ (cf. 
serí)] 

waịmọ́  v.t.  A. turn over: Erí bìḍẹmọọ́ wàịmọ 
díạdọ  He has turned the cloths over to dry; 
B. return (to someone): Bịdẹmọọ́ wàịmọ nị 
a yárị  Return the cloths/clothes to her [waí¹̣ 
+ -mọ directional] 

waịmọ́-mìẹ̣nghí-̣bàra-faá  a.  (tech.) 
irreversible [waíṃọ + mịẹ-nghí ̣do-will + 
bára⁴⁴⁴⁴ way faá be absent] 

waíṇ  v.t.  scrape with a sharp object: Burú 
wàịn fụ́lọụbọọ̀ tụ́a  Scrape the yam and put 
it into the soup. 

wáìṇ  id.  sounding as when a sharp knife is 
used to cut a small object: Ogidi fie bárà o, 
wáìṇ kpọ mịẹ  Hear how the matchet is 
cutting it, zip! 

waịwáị  id.  always changing; unreliable: Bíḅị 
sẹ̀ waịwáị  What he says is unreliable. [waí¹̣ 
+ redup + tone] 

wáịwàị¹  id.  smart; agile: Tọbọụ kịmị díṣẹmò, 
wáịwàị kpọ mịẹ  How I like this boy; he is 
smart and agile. [waí¹̣ + redup + tone] 

wáịwàị²  id.  rustling: Bou bo kpárịdọ wò, 
wáịwàị kpọ mịẹ  How dry the bush has 
become; it rustles everywhere. 

wáka  v.i., v.t. A.  v.i.  wriggle violently, like an  
ụlú ¢¢ ¢¢ma-fish on the ground trying to escape: 
Indibí wàka tẹịnghí ¢¢ ¢¢dọụ [tone?] The fish 
(on the ground) is trying to wriggle away; B. 
v.t.  ọngó ¢¢ ¢¢ waka  shake the body violently 

together with the hands, as in some kinds of 
dance 

wakaí ̣  v.p.  struggle, as in a bid to free one’s 
self from someone’s grip or a case: Erí 
wàkaị kpó ¢¢ ¢¢ bei bịbì ¢¢ ¢¢bọọ té ¢¢ ¢¢ịgha  Struggle as 
he may, he cannot get free from this case.  
[wáka + -í ̣process] [Correct derivation?  I 
do not quite understand the difference 
between wáka and wakaí ̣. ] 

wakawaká  id.  describes a shaking movement, 
esp. the unnecessary waving about of hands 
[wáka + redup + tone]  

wákịsì ̣  n.  (tech.) wax [<English wax]  
wála¹  v.t.  A. separate: Mú sụ̀yemí ọ̀wọụmọ 

kọrị wála  Go and separate the children who 
are fighting; B. scatter: Ofónimọ gàrímọ̀ 
walayémi  The fowls are scattering the gari. 

wála²  v.t.  scratch (of birds, cat): Ofónimọ 
kiri wàlayémi  The fowls are scratching the 
ground. 

walaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  scatter; disperse; break up; 
close: Owoumọọ́ wàlaíḍọ  The smoke has 
dispersed: Andá wàlaíḍọ  The wrestling has 
come to an end: Sukúlù walaíḍọ  School 
has closed [wála¹ + -í ̣process]  

walaịwálaị  id.  (of tribal marks) put on the 
face carelessly [walaí ̣+ redup + tone]  

wálaka  v.t.  scatter: Tụba kí ̣ yemọ 
wàlakamaáà?  Who scattered the things? 

walakaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  be scattered (of objects): 
Yémọ wàlakaíḍọ  The things have got 
scattered [wálaka + -í ̣process] 

walakawálaka  id.  scattered carelessly: Béì 
kpọ yéama koronimi baraà, 
walakawálaka kpọ mìẹ̣  See how the things 
are lying scattered about so carelessly 
[wálaka + redup + tone]  

walalaá  id.  flat, shallow (as of pan or plate): 
Alalábì ̣ walala kí ̣ èmi  The pan is flat and 
shallow. 

wálamọ  v.cs.  A. make scatter; spread out: 
Bịdẹmọọ́ wàlamọ nị ụráụ dịa  Spread out 
the cloths in the sun; B. (tech.) usu. gbá 
walamọ disseminate (information) [wála¹ + 
-mọ causative]  
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wálamọbara  n.  (tech.) dissemination 
[wálamọ + bára⁴⁴⁴⁴ way]  

walawalá  id.  broken into pieces: Fẹ́rẹbị 
wàlawala kí ̣ pẹ̀ịmị  The plate is broken into 
pieces. 

waluwalú  id.  describes the blazing of a big 
fire 

walúwàlú  id.  blazing in irregular jets 
wámbuluwàmbulu  id.  gobbling 
wámu¹  id.  cutting off, biting, greedily: Buru 

owéin fì ̣ bara o, wámu kpọ̀ mịẹ  See how 
greedily he bites and eats the yam. 

wámu²  id.  describes the feeling when one’s 
heart gives a sudden leap and makes one 
afraid: Béì mála òó, wámu kpọ̀ mịẹ  What 
a fear this is that made my heart suddenly 
jump! 

wámuwàmu  id.  eating greedily: Kíṃịbị 
wamuwàmu ki akị fíỵaị fịyemi  The man is 
eating the food greedily.  [wámu¹ + redup + 
tone] 

wámụ  v.t.  breathe (air), usu. ụmba wamụ́ 
wámụwàmụ  id.  describes a person with no 

feeling of shame, or one who refuses to 
express any sign of remorse or sympathy 

wán  n.  “hare”; Maxwell’s Duiker 
(Cephalophus maxwelli CEPHALOPHINAE): 
Wán zìyá, bịlá ìreighá  One born of Duiker 
cannot call on Elephant as father (i.e. facts 
are facts).   

[I checked on our definition of ireí, and found 
the following: 

ireí  n.  call on one’s dear one, esp. their 
nickname or initials, when one slips 
(as if the name gives one some sort of 
strength) 

This definition obviously needs changing, since 
it is listed as a noun, but the use in this case 
is clearly as a verb.  Example also needed of 
the usage given in the definition.] 

wánaà  id.  sudden stinging of pepper or gin 
when put in the eye: Ngịnábì ̣ ará tọrụbọọ̀ 
sụọbị, ará tọrụbị wanaà kị mịẹmị When 
the pepper got into her eyes, it made her eye 
sting. 

wanawaná¹  v.i.  dawn; break (of day): Déinbi 
bo wànawana baịyémi  The day is 
dawning: Déinbi bo wànawanadọ ába, 
wónì múnghimi  When it dawns, we shall 
go. 

wanawaná²  id.  thin (as of cloth); transparent: 
Otóngbolowarịbị wànawana kí ̣ èmi  The 
mosquito net is transparent. 

wánawàna  id.  describes a sensation of 
stinging or burning lightly for a short time 

wángalawàngala  id.  describes an unsteady 
walk, swinging sideways, esp. of a thin 
person 

wángarawàngara  id.  rattling; a sound 
produced when a dry hard seed or gravel is 
shaken in an iron container, or hollowed pan 

wangolowangoló  id.  describes the shaking or 
movement of the head of a cow or big 
animal when it runs or moves fast 

wánkawànka  id.  describes the struggling or 
movement of fish on dry land with the 
support of the fins, esp. the fin rays 

wánle  v.t.  shake or rock a canoe from one side 
to the other intentionally, or to remove water 

wánlewànle  v.i.  shake or rock (of a canoe) 
from one side to the other repeatedly, as by a 
wave: Ọdụọnmó ¢¢ ¢¢ arụ mì ¢¢ ¢¢ẹ wánlewànlemi  
The waves rocked the canoe. [Check this 
definition and example.] 

wánlowànlo  id.  staggering movement of a tall 
person, esp. when irritated or annoyed 

wanr-  see war- 
wára  v.i.  increase (in number or quantity): 

Wárịbị bo ni wo ghọ warayemi  Our 
family is increasing. 

wárabu  id.  crunching of raw food, esp. yam, 
cassava, etc., as by a goat 

wárabuwàrabu  id.  continuous crunching of 
raw food, as by a goat 

wáramu  id.  eating with wide open mouth 
wararaa  id.  flooded or covered widely by 

water 
wáraràan (=wánraràan) id.  neat; clean or 

fairly clean 
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wararawárara  id.  describes a harsh grating 
voice 

warawará  id.  coarse, not sticky, as of yam 
fufu that has stayed overnight 

warinwárin see warunwárun 
wárị¹ [3]  n.  A. house; building; wárị bọụ̀n  

roof a house; wárị gbeìn  “mud” a house; 
wárị gbeìn bi ¢¢ ¢¢bi ¢¢ ¢¢ seimo ¢¢ ¢¢  plaster a house after 
“mudding”; wárị gọgọ̀lọ  demolish a house; 
wárị lọọ̀  renovate a house; wárị nanà  own 
a house; wárị ọfìṇ  sweep a house; wárị 
puù (=wárị akì)̣  A. divide, separate 
members of a family; B. (specifically) cook 
separately after cooking together with 
someone else.  This normally happens when 
a newly married woman stays with her 
mother-in-law or her equivalent at an early 
stage, but later decides to be on her own; 
bíḅị fà warí ̣  house with no entrance or exit; 
bíẹ̣nwarị¹  latrine; toilet; dọn-zụọ-wárì ̣  
hospital; eré ziimọ-warị  maternity home; 
kíri warì ̣  A. permanent building with not 
more than one storey; bungalow; B. grave 
(lit.‘underground house’); óruwarị  shrine 
of a deity; ọsáịnwàrị  A. shrine of a war-
charm; B. shrine of a healing charm; 
ọgọnọwarí ̣  building with two or more 
storeys; B. family: Wárị kị àmá  It is 
families that make up a town; C. (fig.) place 
where something is concentrated or 
collected, as in a house; akáwàrị  maize-
cob; bíẹ̣nwarị²  the two buttocks taken 
together; dọn-warí ̣  rheumatic swelling; 
fí ̣ịsanị warị  pod of “alligator pepper”; 
ofóniwarị  A. bird’s nest; B. roofed canoe; 
towéin-wàrị  wasps’ nest; ugú wàrị  matted 
place in hair 

wárị² [3]  n.  “piece” (of cloth), usu. bịdẹ warí ̣ 
(always in standard sizes, e.g. 6 yards, 8 
yards, 12 yards) 

wárị-àkpakpa  n.  wall [wárị¹ + akpákpa 
wall] 

wárịbịbì ̣  n.  family matter, case: Wárịbịbì ̣ 
wárị kị fàmị  A family matter ends in the 
family. [wárị¹ + bí ¢¢ ¢¢bị C. case] 

wárịbọọ̀  n.  door of house [wárị¹ + bó ¢¢ ¢¢ọ⁴⁴⁴⁴ door 
]  

wárịkirì  n.  floor of house [wárị¹ + kíri³ 
ground]  

wárịkpalì ¢¢ ¢¢  [tone?]n.  door-frame [wárị¹ + 
kpalị ?]  

wárịnamà  n.  rat (cf. ekeé) [wárị¹ + náma A. 
animal]  

wárịtẹmẹ̀ (=wárịtamà)  n.  wall-gecko  [wárị¹ 
+ té ¢¢ ¢¢mẹ⁴ C.⁴ C.⁴ C.⁴ C. spirit]  

wárị toùn  n.  back of house [wárị¹ + toún 
back]  

wárị-ùdubu n.  tomb; grave; mud left after a 
mud house has been demolished; (fig.) male 
children, who build on what the father has 
left behind [wárị + udúbù grave]  

wárị yeàma  n.pl.  (idiomatically) the gods of 
the family; fortune; luck; destiny  [wárị¹ + 
yé thing + -ama plural]  

warunwárun (=wanrunwánrun = 
warinwárin = wanrinwánrin) id.  roomy, 
spacious, as of rooms of a building, or holes 

wása¹  v.t.  sprinkle; scatter: Tụba kí ̣ warị 
kirìbọọ beni wasamoo?  Who sprinkled 
water on the floor? [Tone?] 

wása²  v.i.  flower (of plants like maize): 
Akámò ¢¢ ¢¢ wásayemi  The maize crop is 
flowering. 

wasawasá¹  id.  A. careless pouring or 
sprinkling of water; B. careless eating habit 
in which bits of food or drops of soup stain 
the table or table-cloth, or the clothes of the 
eater  [wása¹ + redup + tone] 

wasaí ̣ [5]  v.p.  spread (as water): Benibí 
kiribọọ̀ wasaíḍọ  The water has spread on 
the ground.  [wása¹ + -í ¢¢ ¢¢ process]  

wasaịwásaị¹  id.  overflowing, as of soft fufu in 
a small container  [wasaí ¢¢ ¢¢ + redup + tone] 

wasaịwásaị²  id.  watery, as of a badly watered 
floor or table [discuss; in English one does 
not ‘water’ floors or tables]  [wasaí ¢¢ ¢¢ + redup 
+ tone] 

wasaịwásaị³  id.  describes an excessively fat 
person 
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wásamọ  v.dir.  sprinkle on: Benibí àkị wárị 
kirì wasamọ́  Sprinkle the water on the 
floor.  [wása¹ + -mó ¢¢ ¢¢ directional]  

wasarawásara  id.  overflowing; abnormally 
fat 

wásiì  id.  shocked, with sudden fear: Yeé ì 
yenghi fí ̣ì ̣ na bị, ine malá wasiì ki mịẹmị  
When I heard of the death of my mother, I 
felt a great shock. 

webuu  id.  A. plump and well-proportioned, 
as an average person; B. well-proportioned, 
as a tree, shrub,  or house with a fairly low 
roof; C. shady, as an average tree (>wẹbụụ) 

webuwebú  id.  “plumpy” (>wẹbụwẹbú ¢¢ ¢¢) 
wéerewèere  id.  describes smart movement 

with dignity 
wéereen (=wéenreen) id.  coming out cleanly 

(as of gari or starch, from container used in 
preparing it on to the plate) 

wegelee  id.  wide, open, as of canoe or legs 
wegeree  id.  wide and roundish, as of canoe 
wegezeé  id.  flabby; lazy (>wẹgẹzẹẹ́) 
weí, wéi  see  woí, wói 
wekekéè  id.  describes a wide crack or fault 

with gaps (>wẹkẹkẹẹ́ ̀) 
wekii  id.  describes a plump well-built person, 

or a sack swelling sideways because of its 
contents; Kíṃịbị wèkii kí pàamị  The 
person looks plump and well-nourished 
(>wẹkịị) 

wekiwekí  id.  plump and fatty: Opówèí sẹ̀ 
wekiweki kí èmi  The Synodontis catfish is 
plump and fatty.  (>wẹkịwẹkí)̣ 

wekpeé (=wekpee) id.  with broad face and 
body (>wẹkpẹẹ́) 

welee  a.  id.  normally rounded, well-shaped, 
as of canoe or legs 

welekéè  id.  wide open, as a door: Wárịbị 
fìnií wèlekéè ki emi  The (door of the) 
house is standing wide open.  

wélewele  id.  very dry (of weather, wood, esp. 
of drier weather with no sign of rain) 

wélewèle  id.  walk in a bow-legged way 
wénghelewènghele  id.  rocking from side to 

side, as canoe; swaying 

wenghenghéè  id.  describes the initial stage of 
a long and deep crack or cut [or: describes 
the widening of a crack or cut?] 
(>wẹnghẹnghé ¢¢ ¢¢è ¢¢ ¢¢) 

wenghewenghé  id.  neat, well weeded and 
swept, as compound; neatly rubbed with 
mud (as house) (>wẹnghẹwẹnghé ¢¢ ¢¢) 

wénle  v.t.  (cause to) sway or rock from side to 
side 

wénlewènle  id.  lurching; unsteady; 
continuous sideways swaying of a canoe  
[wénle + redup + tone] 

wénr- see wér-  
wereé  id.  roundish; spacious 
wérein (=wénrein) id.  totally stopped; 

completely stopped  
wérenweren (=wénrenwenren) id.  

completely evacuated or emptied 
wéreree  id.  describes the way something is 

detached, pulled off or removed without 
struggle (>wẹ́rẹrẹẹ) 

wérewere  id.  describes the state when a 
greater portion of something has been 
removed or torn, as cloth 

werí¹  v.t.  abuse; curse [sentence example?] 
werí²  n.  abuse; curse: Werí ì ̣ laa kụ́mọ  Let 

no abuse fall on me: Werí mèni soughá  
Curses don’t pluck out flesh. 

wesii  id.  shady, as of a tree; bushy, as of hair 
on the head, or the top of a bushy palm tree 
(>wẹsịị) 

wesiwesí  id.  describes a messy way of eating, 
or profuse bleeding [>wẹsịwẹsí ̣, but 
meanings look different] 

wéwèwé  id.  describes a waddling movement, 
as by a duck, or by a person who has a 
wound or a boil on the private parts 
[>wé ¢¢ ¢¢wè ¢¢ ¢¢wé ¢¢ ¢¢, but meanings look different] 

wẹ́bẹẹ̀  id.  describes how an already cracked or 
almost broken plate, pot or canoe is broken 
with minimum effort.  It also applies to a 
weakly made material that is easily broken 
in that way. 

webuwebú  id.  “plumpy” (>wẹbụwẹbú ¢¢ ¢¢) 
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wẹbụụ  id.  A. plump and well-proportioned, 
as an average person; B. well-proportioned, 
as a tree, shrub,  or house with a fairly low 
roof; C. shady, as an average tree (<webuu) 

wẹbụụ  id.  “plumpy” and badly-shaped, as of 
a short person (abusive) (<webuu) 

[wẹbụụ has been given both as the smaller size 
of webuu and with an abusive meaning.  Is 
it always abusive, or can it be simply 
smaller?  What of the B. and C. meanings 
referring to objects?  Let’s have some 
sentence examples to bring out the shades of 
meaning clearly.]  

wẹ́ẹ  id.  moving in confusion 
wẹẹ́ ̀ẹ  id.  filled to the brim: Árụ sàị bó ni 

wẹẹ̀ẹ kị paadọ́  The canoe is loaded to the 
brim. 

wẹ́ẹlẹwẹ̀ẹlẹ  id.  lurching 
wẹ́ẹrẹwẹẹrẹ  id.  dry; parched 
wẹẹnr-  id.  wẹẹr- 
wẹ́ẹrẹnwẹẹrẹn (=wẹ́ẹnrẹnwẹẹnrẹn) id.  

completely void of water and neat, e.g. the 
inside of a well-prepared canoe, or a water-
pot or drum which is meant to have some 
water in it 

wẹ́gẹrẹwẹ̀gẹrẹ  id.  waddling 
wẹgẹzẹẹ́  id.  flabby; lazy (<wegezeé) 
wẹ́kẹ¹  v.i.  be proud of one’s possessions or 

children: Pẹrẹdẹí ¢¢ ¢¢ nì ¢¢ ¢¢ a má wẹkẹyemo!  
Because she has become rich, she is 
bragging. 

wẹ́kẹ²  v.i.  move or act smartly with pride and 
gladness [sentence example?  Is this 
different from wẹ́kẹ¹?]  

wẹ́kẹwẹ̀kẹ  id.  describes a proud and smart 
movement; bustling about happily; running 
in haste  [wé ¢¢ ¢¢kẹ² + redup + tone] 

wẹkẹkẹẹ́ ̀  id.  describes a crack or fault 
(<wekekéè) 

wẹkịị  id.  describes a well-built, plump but 
short person, or a small sack swelling 
sideways caused by the pressure of its 
contents, e.g. small bag of gari or salt 
(<wekii) 

wẹkịwẹkí ̣  id.  plump and fatty (<wekiwekí) 

wẹkpẹẹ́  id.  with broad face and body 
(<wekpeé) 

wẹ́lẹẹ  id.  exactly: Béi kẹ̀nị Timítìmi yo, 
wẹ́lẹẹ!  This person looks exactly like 
Timitimi! 

wẹlẹkpẹẹ  id.  loose; lax 
wẹ́lẹkpẹẹ  id.  empty; destitute: Wo arụ́ bìle ní 

yemọ sẹ̀ faá sìn ní, erí bo wẹlẹkpẹẹ kị 
pàamị  When his canoe capsized and all his 
things were lost, he became destitute. 

wẹ́lẹwẹlẹ  id.  very fluent and friendly in 
speech; always eager to speak; talking well; 
very entertaining 

wẹ́nẹnẹwẹ̀nẹnẹ  id.  describes how small sharp 
things like a blade or penknife and some 
sharp blades of grass cut the human body 

Wẹ́nẹsdebàị  n.  Wednesday [<English 
Wednesday + báị day]   

wẹnghẹnghé ¢¢ ¢¢è ¢¢ ¢¢  id.  describes the initial stage of 
a long and deep crack or cut [or: describes 
the widening of a crack or cut?] 
(<wenghenghéè) 

wẹnghẹwẹnghẹ́¹  id.  widening (of crack) 
wẹnghẹwenghé ¢¢ ¢¢²  id.  neat, well weeded and 

swept, as compound; neatly rubbed with 
mud (as house) (<wenghewenghé) 

wẹ́nị¹  v.i.  A. walk; move: Wẹ́nị bo  Walk to 
me; Wẹ́nị bụọ sẹị dẹnghị  This graceful gait 
is better than dancing; Wẹ́nịdẹị tọ̀bọụ waí ̣ 
nì ̣ ukúrimi  A child that was already 
walking has gone back to crawling (saying 
referring to regression); wẹ́nị tuu gba  give 
an account of one’s stewardship; B. swim 
(of fish) [sentence example?]; C. move (of 
vehicles), as canoe when pulled, or ship or 
boat when the engine is started; D. v.t.  (in 
combination only)  fịrị wẹní ̣  work: Erí fìṛị 
wẹnịyémi  He is working 

wẹ́nị²  v.i.  be fortunate, as some fish traps into 
which fishes enter often: Ine beí ìḳarabị 
wẹ́nị kaamị  This fish-trap of mine is very 
successful. 

wẹ́nị³  n.  mission: Wó bei wẹnìḅị ebi 
paanghími  This mission of ours will prove 
successful. 
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wẹ́nịbụọ  n.  venture; encounter; wẹ́nịbụọ èbií  
meet something good; be fortunate; 
wẹ́nịbụọ sèí  meet something bad; be 
unfortunate: Wẹ́nịbụọ sèighá  You’ve come 
at the right time! (lit. ‘You’ve not come at a 
bad time!’) (when someone meets a festivity 
in which they can naturally share).  [wé ¢¢ ¢¢nị¹ + 
bú ¢¢ ¢¢ọ¹ foot]  

wẹ́nịfịrị  n.  work; (tech.) occupation; 
orukụ́mọ̀ wẹnịyemifịrị  traditional 
occupation [wé ¢¢ ¢¢nị¹ + fịrí ¢¢ ¢¢ work] 

wẹ́nịfịrịdịaye  n. (tech.) timetable; work 
schedule [wé ¢¢ ¢¢nị¹ + fịrí ¢¢ ¢¢ work + dịá¹ show + 
yé thing] 

wẹ́nịkịmị  n.  A. someone who walks; 
pedestrian: Wẹ́nịkịmị bụọ bigha  Someone 
who is walking will never ask for feet; B. 
traveller: (saying) Wẹ́nịkịmị ye ẹrịmị  A 
traveller sees many things.  [wé ¢¢ ¢¢nị¹ + kí ¢¢ ¢¢mị 
person] 

wẹ́nịmọ¹  v.cs.  make walk: Tọbọụ́ wẹ̀nịmọ  
Make the child walk.  [wé ¢¢ ¢¢nị¹ + -mọ 
causative] 

wẹ́nịmọ²  v.dir.  move, walk, towards: Tọbọụ́ 
wẹ̀nịmọ́  Walk towards the child.  [wé ¢¢ ¢¢nị¹ + -
mó ¢¢ ¢¢ directional] 

wẹ́rẹwẹrẹ  id.  glib; talkative; loquacious 
wẹ́rẹrẹẹ  id.  describes the way something is 

detached, pulled off or removed without 
struggle, as paper, skin, etc. (<wéreree) 

wẹ́rẹrẹwẹ̀rẹrẹ  id.  describes well-dried leaves, 
paper  

wẹ́rị¹  v.t.  leave; let remain: Burú wẹ̀rị nị ị 
pịrí ̣  Leave the yam for me. 

wẹ́rị²  v.aux.  A. (past action previous to 
another): Erí bo wẹrịmị  He came 
previously; B. (past state, now ended): 
Uwọ́ụbị èbi wẹrịmí ̣, ịndaá bo sèidọọ́  
The road was good before, but now it has 
deteriorated. 

wẹ́sẹ  v.i.  continue till dawn: Wónì déin koru 
timi kẹ̀ní ̣ bo wẹsẹdọ  We kept wake until it 
came to daybreak. 

wẹ́sẹẹ  id.  exactly; the same: Béì egberí pàa 
barabị, kẹní ̣ wẹsẹẹ  This is how the matter 
came about, exactly this way. 

wẹsịwẹsí ̣  id.  untidily dressed, wearing tattered 
clothes [<wesiwesí, but meanings look 
different] 

wẹsịị  id.  shady (<wesii) 
wẹtẹwẹtẹ́  id.  describes the fast movement of a 

person, as when pressed by the call of 
nature, e.g. in a case of dysentery 

wẹ́wẹ̀wẹ́¹  id.  A. describes the state of any 
container when it is over-loaded or over-full, 
such as an over-loaded small canoe trying to 
cross the river; B.  describes a fast but tired 
movement, esp. when carrying a heavy load 
on the head or shoulder [<wéwèwé, but 
meanings look different] 

wiawiá  id.  extremely generous: Kíṃịbị 
wìawia kí ̣ èmi  The man is extremely 
generous. 

wíbuù (=wúbuù)  id.  describes a loud bursting 
of cloth or sack due to pressure, and the 
sound so made (>wíḅụụ̀) 

wíì  id.  furiously, with uncontrolled 
movement, as when a hungry big fish takes 
a bait from the hook greedily 

wiii  id.  coming out freely, as mud from 
clothes when washed 

wíkì  n.  week [<English week] 
wíki  v.t.  walk arm-in-arm with someone; 

“hook”: Erí à wíki nì akíḍẹị nì ̣, ọmịní ̣ wẹnị 
mudọ  He “hooked” her and they walked 
away/ They walked away arm-in-arm. 

wíkiwìki  id.  move about proudly, expressing 
happiness over a good achievement 

wíkì-wíkì-gbẹ  n.  (tech.) weekly wages 
(contrast eréin-èréin-gbẹ daily wages)  [wíkì 
+ wíkì + gbé ¢¢ ¢¢ẹ² wages]  

wílì  n.  (tech.) wheel [<English wheel] 
wililií  id.  sliding 
wíliliwìlili  id.  slippery (>wí ̣lịlịwì ̣lịlị) 
wílipuù  id.  describes the quick slippery entry 

of a small object into a hole 
wimọ́¹  v.t.  scrape cleared ground clean of 

small weeds, holding the matchet in the 
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right hand and applying pressure to the back 
edge of the blade with the left: Buru kiribí 
wìmọ kẹrẹnkẹré ¢¢ ¢¢n  Weed the yam farm very 
thoroughly. 

wimọ́  v.t.  eat greedily by tearing with the 
teeth, e.g. as when a hungry person eats a 
fresh maize cob, or a goat eats yam, cassava 
or plantain 

wirirí¹  v.t.  clean (trunk of tree) by cutting off 
unwanted climbers, dead leaf stalks and 
other parasites on the body of a palm tree or 
ordinary tree: Tí ¢¢ ¢¢nbị fì ¢¢ ¢¢nanimi ịgbamọ 
wiriri kóromọ  Remove the climbers from 
the tree.  (>wịrịrí)̣ 

wirirí²  v.i.  slide or move down (a large object 
or mass) carefully: Erí bụmọụn okoka dùo 
wiriri koromí  He carefully slid his feet 
down the sand-hill.  (>wịrịrịí¹̣ ?) 

wiririí  id.  sliding, moving, slipping, gliding, 
as of a chunk of land collapsing at the edge 
of the river: Fịnịmọ́ wìriri kí àkị kóro mu 
pọụ làamị  The firewood slid down to the 
waterside. 

wiriwirí¹  id.  describes a prolonged fast or 
hurried movement or gliding, as of snake 

wiriwirí²  id.  describes the quality of palm oil 
when it is fairly coagulated, the stage at 
which small lumps of oil are being formed 
(>wịrịwịrí)̣ 

wísiì  id.  a loud outburst, as of excrement from 
the anus, or when the bark of sugar cane is 
removed with the teeth forcefully 

wíwì  id.  with vigour 
wíyaà  id.  describes fast movement as of 

water, or a big fish moving with the rod 
when it has been hooked; also describes the 
fast movement of persons and animals 

wíạ¹  id.  quick snatching of something, e.g. a 
cluster of sandflies or mosquitoes 

wíạ²  id.  quickly washing or cleaning the body 
with the hand 

wịatawíata  id.  describes careless behaviour 
or action, esp. when washing plates 
carelessly; not thorough 

wíạwì ¢¢ ¢¢a  id.  describes very quick action of 
washing utensils, etc. 

wíḅụ  id.  sound made when cloth tears 
wíḅụụ̀  id.  describes a light bursting or tearing 

of cloth or sack due to pressure, and the 
noise that follows (<wíbuù) [Is there also 
wụ́bụụ̀?] 

wịịị  id.  talking fast and smoothly with no 
breaks 

wí ̣ịị¹  id.  moving very fast; dashing; gliding 
wí ̣ịị²  id.  filled to the brim, as a bucket filled to 

the brim with palm oil 
wí ̣ìṇ¹  id.  compact and small; tight-woven: 
Ẹkẹrẹ deri bàra o!  wí ̣ìṇ kpọ mịẹ  The 
fishing-basket is woven in a compact 
pattern. 

wí ̣ìṇ²  n.  describes the small bubbles made by 
some fish in the water 

wí ̣ịriwì ̣ịrị  id.  move smartly, as of a small 
person or child 

wíḳịwìḳị  id.  describes fastness, speed, e.g. in 
writing 

wí ̣lịa (=wí ̣lịya)  id.  slipping, sliding 
involuntarily; losing balance on slippery 
ground 

wí ̣lịawịlịa  id.  slippery 
wí ̣lịkaà  id.  slipping; sliding involuntarily; 

losing balance on slippery ground 
wí ̣lịlịwì ̣lịlị  id.  slippery (<wíliliwìlili) 
wí ̣lịya (=wí ̣lịa)  id.  slipping, sliding 

involuntarily; losing balance on slippery 
ground 

wịmọọ́  v.cs.  cause to slip  [Is there a verb wịí ¢¢ ¢¢ 
‘slip’ from which this is derived?] [wịí ¢¢ ¢¢ ? + -
mọ causative]  

wíṃụụ̀wíṃụụ̀  id.  describes the way 
something is eaten hurriedly, e.g. a goat 
eating a piece of yam in a hurried way; 
gobbling 

wịnaịwíṇaị  id.  twining 
wíṇkịwìṇkị  id.  fluttering the eyes; blinking; 

(fig.) flirting, showing very unsteady 
character, as of girls and women  

wíṛịbụụ  id.  the sound produced when a raw 
piece of food, e.g. yam, is pierced or cut 
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wịrí ̣ìṇ  id.  describes the feeling of relief and 
relaxation when a headache, cold or illness 
abates suddenly 

wịrịnkí ̣ì¹̣  id.  be opened wide, as of eye after 
sleep, or after something has been put into it 

wịrịnkí ̣ì²̣  id.  shameless, as of a person 
wịrịrí ̣  v.i.  cut clean or remove smaller things 

for use  (<wirirí) 
wịrịrịí¹̣  v.i.?  slide, move, slip, glide; move 

smoothly and gradually: Ụngbó ¢¢ ¢¢mọ bara 
dùo wịrịrịí ̣ korodọụ  The nuts have slipped 
down from my hand.  (<wiririí)  

wịrịrịí²̣  v.i.?  pour abuses unreservedly on 
someone; revile; reproach 

wíṛịrịwìṛịrịwíṛịrị  id.  describes how someone 
walks on sand 

wíṛịsịị  id.  totally emptied or lost, e.g. when 
losing one’s money or property 

wịrịwịrí ̣  id.  grainy; describes a feeling like 
that when one touches or eats the eggs of 
fish or shrimps  (<wiriwirí) 

wịsí¹̣  v.t.  remove the outer strong cover of 
sugar-cane with the teeth: Ukpu(n) wịsí ¢¢ ¢¢  
Peel the sugar-cane (with your teeth) (cf. 
sẹ́ẹnlẹ  split or peel off a small strip with an 
instrument) 

wịsí²̣  v.t.  cut, break, disconnect by pressing 
one side against the other between the 
thumb and the first finger, and pushing the 
thumb vigorously upwards; slice out 
[discuss, sentence example] 

wíṣịìẉíṣịì ̣  id.  describes the way faeces are 
passed out freely by a child 

wíṣịnịwìṣịnị  id.  with unsteady eyes 
wíỵaà  id.  quickly: Erí ye nàa mọ, wíỵaà 

páadọ  As soon as he heard of the matter, he 
quickly went out. 

wíỵaịn  id.  drying quickly, especially of water 
sinking through cracks or holes: Benibí oun 
kiribọọ wíỵaịn fàdọú ¢¢ ¢¢ [tone?] The water on 
the sandy gound has dried up. 

wo¹ (=woó) poss.  his; its: Béì wo bịdẹ́  This is 
his cloth: Obiribí dìi; béì wo saán [check 
correctness of sentence] Look at the dog; 

this is its tail.  (Note: wo¹ refers only to 
animate beings or creatures.) 

wo²  see  o 
wó¹  poss.  our: Béì wó obori  This is our goat: 

Wó Daụ (lit. ‘our father’)  A. title of honour 
given to Kólokùmá Ègbesu: Wó Daụ bùru 
fịyémi  Our father (Kólokùmá Ègbesu) is 
celebrating his yam festival; B. title given to 
the priest of Kólokùmá Ègbesu; Wó Daụ 
bụnụ kụraị  the year in which our father 
(the priest) slept (i.e. died); Wó Nanaaraụ  
(lit. ‘she who owns us’) title given to the 
Kólokùmá ìbe priestess who serves 
Kólokùmá Zìbaaraụ at Odi; Wó Yenghi  
(lit. ‘our mother’) title of honour given to 
Kólokùmá Zìbaaraụ 

wó² [3]  pron.  we (short pronoun subject 
form): wó sẹẹ̀  all of us: wó kụmọ̀  only we: 
Wó nàadọọ́  We have heard (it); Wó òkími  
We swam. 

wó³ [4]  pron.  us (short pronoun object form): 
Wó pìṛị  Give (it) to us. 

woaa  id.  describes the movement and sound 
of a large quantity of water, or of a canoe or 
boat splashing through the water or on a 
beach 

wóaa  id.  sound of a cloth or paper being torn 
harshly 

woaan  id.  describes a sudden big flash of 
light 

wóànwóàn  id.  describes the feeling of one’s 
heart giving a sudden jump 

wóba  id.  describes the sound of big objects, 
e.g. plates, breaking into pieces 

wóbu  id.  A.  describes the sensation and 
sound of a very loud bursting of cloth, bag 
or sack due to great pressure from within; B. 
describes an instantaneous rush of water 
through a hole or leakage suddenly 
uncovered 

wogozoo  id.  heavy; heavily filled, as scrotum 
woí (=weí =wo yé)  his (own): Béi warìḅị woí  

This house is his. 
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wóì (=wéì =wó ye)  ours: Béi warìḅị wóì  This 
house is ours; (plural) Béi warìṃọ wóìama  
These houses are ours. 

wóko¹  v.t.  wash small things such as cocoyam 
or small yams by putting them in a basket, 
holding the edges of the basket, and 
immersing it in water 

wóko²  v.t.  carve out; hollow out; cut deep 
wokoí  v.p.  be hollowed or carved out  [wóko² 

+ -í process] 
wókuuwòkuu  id.  eating a big lump of food in 

the mouth 
wokowokó  id.  in a fit of excitement 
wókowoko  id.  very deep, as of a matchet cut 

[wóko² + redup + tone] (<wọ́kọwọkọ)   
wolawolá  id.  describes the flames of a great 

conflagration, as of a house; ablaze, aflame 
woleí  see  woloí 
wóliowòlio  id.  frictionless; freely moved 
wólo  v.t.  reveal; speak out; expose: 

Béingbàịbị ye i wólonghimi  Today I will 
expose you (i.e. what you have been doing): 
Yémọ wòlo páamọ  Speak out about 
everything. 

woloí [5] (=woleí)  v.p.  be revealed, exposed: 
Egberibí wòloídọ  The whole story has 
been exposed.  [wólo¹ + -í process]  

wolokoo  id.  loose; slack; not tight; (fig.) 
weighed down (in spirit) (>wọlọkọọ) 

wolokowóloko  id.  very loose, slack; not 
fitting 

wolokpaá  id.  wide open; exposed; revealed 
wololaa  id.  wide open, as of mat, box, or legs 

of a person 
wólomọ  v.cs.  reveal; spread: Egberibí 

wòlomọ  Reveal/Spread the story; (fig.) 
exaggerate: Erí ègberi wolomọ́ kaamị  He 
is fond of exaggerating stories.  [wólo¹ + -
mọ causative] 

wólomùu  id.  describes a stench; stinking 
wolowoló  id.  describes things falling through 

holes, as from a punctured bag (cf. 
kpolokpoló, which describes things falling 
from above) 

wólowòlo  id.  indiscreet; describes someone 
who talks too noisily, without reservations, 
thus revealing what should be secret 

wolúwòlú  id.  flowing out; leaking profusely, 
as water gushing from river into canoe; 
gushing out 

wómịnì ̣  pron.  we (emphatic; cf. wónì): 
Wómịnì ̣ kíṃị ọwọụama  We are human 
beings.  [wó² + -mịnị pronoun ending]  

wónaà  id.  describes a sudden flash of ligh 
wonáwòná  id.  bright, colourful, as of cloth 
wonghonghaán¹  id.  glowing 
wonghonghaán²  id.  rapidly opening into (as 

large door into building) 
wonghongháà  id.  describes the sudden 

opening of a door: Wárịbọọ̀bị 
wonghongháà kị finimi  The door was 
suddenly flung open. [discuss meaning; 
check spelling and compare with previous 
word) 

woni  n.  used in: asụ́baị woni  iron blade of 
hoe [discuss] 

wónì  pron.  we (indep. pronoun): Wónì 
bóyemi  We are coming.  [wó² + -ni ? 
pronoun ending??] 

wónii (=wẹ́nịye)  n.  snake (= dánghèín = 
seiyeé = tanií)  [wé ¢¢ ¢¢nị¹ + yé thing]  

wónii-kpotu-diri  n.  herb (Senna occidentalis 
Linn. LEGUMINOSAE-CAESALPINIOIDAE), 
which is planted near houses to drive away 
snakes; the leaves are added to soup and 
used as a cure for malaria, and the plant is 
used as “medicine” for fish-traps  [wónii + 
kpótu chase + díri “medicine”]  

wónìmí  t.m.  A. (present state, with transitive 
verbs; contrast -nimí with intransitives): 
Ọrọọ́ ụ̀ kọrị wónìmí  He is being detained; 
B. must be/have (assumptive): U paa 
wónìmí  He must have gone out: Erí 
ègberibí nàa wónìmí  He must have heard 
the news. 

wonkíwònkí  id.  describes the croaking of a 
toad 

wónowònowóno  id.  describes the buzzing, 
swarming and hovering around of insects 
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such as houseflies, bees, or wasps 
(>wọ́nọwọ̀nọwọ́nọ) 

wonr-  see  wor- 
wontáwòntá  id.  bright, colourful, as of cloth 
woo  id.  falling heavily, pouring down (of 

rain): Osuobí wòo kí kòromi  The rain 
poured down. 

woó¹ (=wo) pron.  he; it (short pronoun subject 
form preceding vowels; cf. ụ before 
consonants): Woó ì ̣ tịnmí ̣  He called me: 
Wo okídọ  He/It has swum.  (Note: woo 
refers only to animate beings or creatures.) 

woó² (=wo) poss.  his; its: wo warịbí ̣  his 
house: wo obírì  his dog: wo tịbí ̣  his/its 
head wịrịrí ̣.  (Note: woo refers only to 
animate beings or creatures.) 

woó³ [5]  pron.  him (short pronoun object 
form preceding vowels; cf. ụ before 
consonants): Arí ̣ wòó ẹ̀rịdọ́  I have seen 
him/it (animal). (Note: woo refers only to 
animate beings or creatures.) 

woó³  see  oó 
Wóò  n.  name of a sacred forest or “bush” 

between Kaiama (to which it belongs) and 
Odi: Wóò seimọ  desecrate Wóò: Wóò 
tọlọmọ  appease Wóò 

wookowóoko  id.  shaky, not firm, as of table, 
chair, etc. 

wóon¹  id.  describes the burning of pepper 
wóon²  id.  id.  buzzing in a group, as of flies 
wooo¹  id.  describes the sound of heavy rain 

(>wọọọ) 
wooo²  id.  describes the loud sound of 

foodstuffs like small yams and cocoyams 
being quickly boiled  

wooroo  id.  relieved, freed, no more 
cumbersome  

woraworá¹  id.  reddish; red  
woraworá²  id.  describes the loud noise 

produced when a person urinates 
woranworán  id.  big and well-spaced 
woreín (=wonreín)  id.  describes the clinking 

sound produced by falling keys, coins, or 
chain 

wórein (=wónrein =wóroin =wónroin) id.  
describes the instant ceasing of pain or noise 

wóro  v.t.  scoop inside a hole; hollow out; 
undermine; wóro fị  eat something by 
pulling out the soft inside, leaving the hard 
outside 

woroí [5] (=woreí)  v.p.  become hollowed out 
(as sore): Nnọ́ụnbị wòreíyemi  The sore is 
getting deeply hollowed.  [wóro + -í 
process] 

wóroì  id.  smashing sound produced when 
many plates fall and break together 

wóroin (=wónroin = wórein =wónrein)  id.  
describes the instant ceasing of pain or noise 

worokoó  id.  get loosened, esp. from a knot 
wóron (= wónron =wóroron = wónronron) 

v.t.  chop off the fronds of raphia palm and 
palm leaves: Akáịn pomumọ 
wòron/wòroron  Chop off the palm-fronds. 

woronkaa (=wonronkaa) id.  describes abrupt 
opening of eyes, or sudden sight; immediate 
clearance of mist or fog 

wóroràa  id.  suddenly flashing brightly: 
Tụkpá wororàa kị pịnamị  The light 
suddenly flashed out/on. 

wororawórora  id.  describes a very harsh, 
creaky voice: Béì tọbọụ you ókòlo, 
wororawórora kpọ mìẹ̣  How creaky and 
harsh the crying of this child is. 

wóroròo¹  id.  entering freely: Wárịbọò ¢¢ ¢¢bị finií 
timimi, erí wororòo ki sụọmị  As the door 
was open, he entered freely. 

wóroròo²  id.  describes the inside of a long 
bag or sack: (fig., abusive) long abdomen 
[sentence example?] 

wóroròon  id.  dashing out; coming forth; 
bringing forth; drawing out, springing forth; 
Erí wororòon ki akị naá ò ¢¢ ¢¢gbọdọbí ¢¢ ¢¢ 
dù ¢¢ ¢¢nụmị  He brought out the whole length of 
the sword at once. 

woroworó  id.  describes the easy loosening or 
untying of a rope, esp. when the knot that 
binds it is cut 

wóroworo  id.  describes a very deep and fairly 
wide hole [Also a cut?  See wọ́rọwọrọ) 
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worosii  id.  describes the heavy fall of a big 
tree, or big snake or animal, and the sound 
so produced 

worosiwórosi  id.  describes the large size of 
flexible things, such as the intestines or a 
big dead snake 

wosaa¹  id.  spraying, splashing of a fairly large 
quantity of water from a container 

wosaa²  id.  describes a fat, “plumpy” person 
wosawosá¹  id.  blood or water gushing out 
wosawosá²  id.  describes gulping food 
wosawosá³  id.  sound of wading in knee-deep 

water 
wosiwosí  id.  flowing in profusion or 

excessively, e.g. blood from a fresh wound 
wosó  v.t.  (usu. lí ̣ị wosò) get raw oil (ibobó) by 

stirring up the water mixed with crushed 
palm nuts in a canoe with both hands 

wosoo  id.  bushy, as of the head, or fur of an 
animal, or top of a palm tree (>wọsọọ) 

wosowosó¹  id.  describes careless behaviour, 
esp. that resulting in soiling table or clothes 
while eating 

wosowosó²  id.  describes a fast rate of getting 
rich 

wouwoú  id.  describes fast-flowing water or 
current at a cape, or through a creek or canal 

wóùwóù  id.  describes the barking of a dog 
wowosií  id.  clustered, e.g. bunch of keys or 

fruits 
woyaa  id.  A. describes a very wide expanse of 

water, as of rivers or lakes during flood; B. 
describes a wide-open mouth 

woyaíẉòyaí ̣  id.  loud, croaking voice 
Wóyenghi  n.  God; Wóyenghi Egberi  the 

Word of God; the Christian Scriptures 
(=Ayíba, Áyòú, Ogínaaraụ, Súoaraụ 
/Soaráụ, Tẹ́mẹaraụ, Zibaaraụ)  (In pre-
Christian times this word was no doubt 
feminine, as is obvious from its etymology, 
but it has been adopted as the Christian 
word for ‘God’ and is therefore now 
masculine.  The various synonyms retain 
their original feminine gender and are not 

used in a Christian sense.) [wó² + yenghí 

mother]  
wóyenghimịẹbara  n.  (tech.) nature  

[Wóyenghi + mịé ¢¢ ¢¢ do + bára⁴⁴⁴⁴  way]  
wọ́kọ  v.t.  loosen; slacken [check meaning] 
wọ́kọmọ  v.cs.  hitch up (e.g. trousers); tighten  

[wó ¢¢ ¢¢kọ + -mọ causative] 
wọ́kọwọkọ  id.  deep and narrow 

(<wókowoko) 
wọ́lịọwọ̀lịọ  id.  describes something small in 

the hole of a bigger thing, as a tiny thread 
passing freely through the eye of a big 
needle 

wọlọkịwọlọkí ̣  id.  talking without any break; 
chattering; babbling 

wọlọkọọ  id.  loose; slack; not tight; (fig.) 
weighed down (in spirit) (>wolokoo) 

wọlọwọlọ́  id.  talking freely without any 
restraint; hiding nothing [Any wolowoló?] 

wọ́nọwọ̀nọwọ́nọ  id.  buzzing and hovering of 
smaller insects like sandflies 
(<wónowònowóno) 

wọnr-  see  wọr- 
wọ́nwọ̀n  id.  the croaking of a frog 
wọọnwọọn  id.  sound of drizzling, light rain 
wọọ́ ̀n  id.  for a short spell: Osuó wọọ̀n 

kórodẹị nì ̣ pẹ́lẹdọ  The rain fell for a short 
time and stopped. [tone?] 

wọọọ¹  id.  the sound produced by a downpour 
of rain and the way it falls (<wooo) 

wọọọ²  id.  a very loud noise produced by some 
birds like ọgíḍịgịdì ̣, the Black Crake 

wọ́rọ  v.t.  dismantle a table, ladder or fish trap, 
or remove such things as the teeth, seeds of 
maize; undress; untie 

wọrọkọwọ́rọkọ  id.  describes the act of tying 
loosely or fastening insecurely 

wọ́rọrọ̀ọ¹  id.?  describes entering into a 
narrow way freely and without obstacles 

wọ́rọrọ̀ọ²  id.  describes a very long and narrow 
creek 

wọ́rọrọọ̀n (=wọ́nrọnrọọ̀n) id.  longish, 
slender, as of a thin cane-rope or stick, or 
the legs of a person 

wọrọsị  id.  looking hungry, tired and depressed 
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wọ́rọwọrọ  id.  descriptive of a very narrow but 
deep hole or cut (<wóroworo, see comment 
there) 

wọ́sì ̣  n.  watch [<English watch] 
(=ifíèkịẹnye) 

wọ́sìg̣ịlasị  n.  (tech.) watch-glass [<English 
watch-glass] 

wọsọọ  id.  unkempt; bushy (<wosoo) 
wọ́wọị  v.t.  plane; tíṇ wọwọị  plane wood 
wúbuù (=wíbuù)  id.  describes a loud bursting 

of cloth or sack due to pressure, and the 
sound so made 

wúu-wuu-wuu  excl.  an alarm raised, esp. by 
women, in any case of mishap, e.g. fainting, 
outbreak of fire, or accident 

wụ́rụbụwụ̀rụbụ  id.  sound produced while 
tapping palm wine [sentence example?] 

wụrụdụụ́  v.i.  be noisy (of a crowd of people, 
often lamenting): Ọwọụmọọ́ wụ̀rụdụ 
kụyémi  The children are making a noise: 
Tié kì páamàáà, ọ béi wụrụ̀dụyemibi?  
What happened for you to be making this 
noise? 

wụrụwụrụ́  id.  easily crumbling; separated, 
not in a solid lump, as of clay soil 

wụ́rụwụ̀rụ  id.  describes the smart movement 
of eyes, as of bird 

wụsụụ́n (=wụ́sụụ̀n) id.  describes the sweet 
smelling of a well-prepared soup; fragrant, 
of a good odour  

wụ́sụụ̀n  see  wụsụụ́n 
 
 

Y 
 

ya, -ya, yaáà  see  a, -a, aáà 
yaá¹  v.t.  collect (e.g. rainwater, or fish with a 

basket in fishpond or river): Báfụ̀bị akị 
bení yàa  Collect the rainwater in a basin: 
Adobí àkị bụ́ụbọọ̀ indimọọ́ yàa  Collect 
the fish in the fishpond with a basket. 

yaá²  v.t.  steam the body with the vapour from 
water that has been boiled together with a 
variety of leaves.  It is believed to be the 
best cure for malaria.  When steaming, the 

whole body is heavily covered with thick 
cloths, and the patient sits leaning forward 
to inhale the steam from the pot.  Pọpó ¢¢ ¢¢ 
bèrimọ, alaláì ¢¢ ¢¢nda berimọ, ọgú ¢¢ ¢¢n bèrimọ 
tụọ dá ìné ọngọ yàa.  Béì erémaovin dọn 
zụọ diri [tone?] Boil pawpaw leaves, orange 
leaves, and lime leaves and steam yourself.  
This is the treatment for malaria. 

yaá³  v.t.  dry, air (cloths): Bịdẹmó ¢¢ ¢¢ àkị tiribọó ¢¢ ¢¢ 
yàa  Put the clothes/cloths in the open to 
dry. 

yaá⁴⁴⁴⁴  v.t.  dry (fish/meat)’?  [Is there such a 
word?] 

yaaa (=ịyaa)  excl.  response to greeting or 
salutation 

yaabáà  id.  not feeling normal: Ọngó ¢¢ ¢¢ sè ¢¢ ¢¢ ịnọó ¢¢ ¢¢ 
yàabáà kị emí  I do not feel normal. 

yáabirì (=yábịbirì) n. town or quarter of a 
family to which one bears a yábị 
relationship [yábị + bíri quarter, shortened 
]  

yaáì ̣  id.  calm; quiet; serene: Yọ́ sẹ̀ yaáì ̣ kị 
paadọ́  The place has become quiet. 

yáalayàala  id.  not satisfying 
yaamọ́  v.dir.  catch something coming through 

the air (in hands or container): Kanabí ¢¢ ¢¢ àkị 
katịyemí ògboinmọ yaamọ  Take the basket 
to catch the mangoes being “plucked”.  
[yaá¹ + -mọ́ directional] 

yáaro  v.t.  bore (a hole): Erí tịn yàaroyémi  
He is boring a hole in the wood. 

yaatịyáatị  id.  feeling dirty and uncomfortable 
yábala  v.t.  roll and grind between palms or in 

fingers; díri yabala  squeeze herbs in hand 
for medicine (cf. fọdí ̣, where herbs are 
crushed in container); ụtáràn yabala  roll 
fufu between fingers ready to dip and 
swallow 

yabásì ̣  n.pl.  onions (Allium cepa Linn. 
ALLIACEAE); yabásì ̣ kutu  one onion; 
yabásì ̣ ofora  skin of onion [cf. Pidgin 
yàbáàs, Igbo yàbáàsì ̣onion, ultimately from 
Hausa àlbásà < Arabic ] 

yábị [3]  n.  the relationship in which a child 
stands to the town or family from which 
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his/her mother (or mother’s mother, etc.) 
was last married on the “big dowry” (big 
bride-price) system (bẹ́rẹ): Yábịbọ bàra 
kọrịgha  Nothing stops a yábị relation’s 
hand (i.e. when a woman has been given out 
in marriage to save her family, any of her 
children who visit her town can freely take 
any bunch of plantain, coconut, fish, or 
meat without anyone challenging them); 
yábị teì  A. have joking relationship with 
one’s yábị relations; B. formally feast with 
one’s yábị family when wealthy males die; 
the yábị family entertains them for some 
days, and when they leave they traditionally 
give two shillings each to the daughters of 
the yábị family for the feeding of the 
children  

yábịbirì (=yáabiri) n.  town or quarter to 
which one bears a yábị relationship [yábị + 
bíri quarter]  

yábịbịdẹ̀  n.  cloth, pall, which covers a coffin 
and is later sent back to the town or quarter 
with which the dead person had yábị 
relationship [yábị + bịdẹ́ cloth]  

yábịnamà  n.  the first to the seventh ribs of a 
large herbivore (such as wán, asaalaá, ụbí ̣, 
eméìn, or ogórì), which are the traditional 
portion of the yábịbirì, together with one 
bottle of drink; when it is presented, they 
give entertainment and money in return 
[yábị + náma meat] 

yabịrịị  id.  smallish; dwarfish 
yabịrí ̣ì ̣  id.  having no flavour; tasteless; 

without relish 
yábịtọbọ̀ụ  n.  child standing in a yábị 

relationship to a family [yábị + tọbọụ́ 
quarter] 

yagá  [=ịyagá] n.  fufu type. It is made by 
grating cassava, putting it in a solution with 
water, putting it in a sieve or bag where it is 
sifted by squeezing to remove the water.  
What remains is i 11 11yagá.  If it is dried and 
fried with oil, it becomes ofoníyà “farina”. 

yagịrịị  id.  hardy and smallish 

yaii  id.  entirely; all over; completely; píṇa 
yàii A. ripe all over, as banana or plantain; 
B. white all over, as hair 

yaíi  id.  noiseless; quiet 
yaị  v.i.?  make an effort; pui yaí ̣  compete 

[Can yaị be used without pui?] [sentence 
example?]  

yaí¹̣  n.  son; boy 
yaí²̣  n.  agreed rule or principle [sentence 

example?]  
yaịbí ̣ yò  excl.  a courteous way of addressing 

males [yaí ¢¢ ¢¢¹ + -bị  the + yo emphasizer] 
yaịí ̣ì ̣  id.  completely destroyed, perished; 

desolate: Yémọ sẹ̀ kẹní ̣ ìỵọ́ụn fàá, yaịí ̣ì ̣  
Everything is completely burnt out and 
destroyed. 

yaíṇ [5]  v.i.  be broken; fractured: Ará bụọbị 
yàíṇdọ  She has broken her leg/Her leg is 
broken. 

yáịnmọ¹  v.cs.  A. bend; bára yàịnmọ  bend 
your arms; B. break by bending (as stick) 
[yaí ¢¢ ¢¢n + -mọ causative] 

yáịnmọ²  n.  joint; place where bend is 
possible; bárayaịnmọ̀  inside of elbow; 
bụ́ọyaịnmọ̀  inside/back of knee; 
níniyaịnmọ̀  top of bridge of nose 
[<yáịnmọ¹] 

yaịyaí ̣  id.  full of bones 
yakatáà  v.  be unbalanced, as a slender person 

in an unbalanced standing position, or a tree 
which has been partially taken by erosion 
[verb or ideophone? sentence example?]  

yakayaká  a.  describes healthy luxuriant vines 
or sprouting yams 

yákayàko  v.i.?  or id.  ?be challenging 
indiscriminately; retort, counter charge; a.  
repulsive, aggressive [discuss [sentence 
example?] ] 

yákị  v.i.  touch slightly; have light contact 
yakpuruyakpurú  v.  or id.  ?A. feel as if a 

foreign body, such as a fly, has entered the 
eye; B. feel as if there are lumps under the 
skin or in the stomach [verb or ideophone? 
[sentence example?]  
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yalakéè  be tasteless, as lukewarm water taken 
in order to satisfy thirst [verb or ideophone? 
[sentence example?] 

yalíỵàlí ̣  v.i.  or id.  ?be clear, colourless and 
dirt-free, as of water; sparkling clean; crystal 
clear (cf. kịánkìạ́n, kịọ́nkìọ̣́n) [verb or 
ideophone? sentence example?] 

yálò (=yẹ́lò)  n.  yellow sweet pepper 
[<English yellow]  

yamayámà  id.  A. feeling uneasy due to 
itching or other internal physical movement, 
or to unexpected shock: I boó fì ̣ owéibì ẹrị 
bị, ọngọ́ sẹ̀ ine ghọ́ yàmayámà kị mịẹmị  
When I came and saw the dead man, I 
became very uncomfortable; B. (fig.) feeling 
reluctant to complain or act against someone 
who is close to one (cf. gụrụngụ́rụn) [Is it 
correct to regard B. as figurative from A.?] 

yámpịị  id.  describes the bending of grasses or 
plants in unison when the wind blows from 
one side 

yangá  n.  a proud movement; yangá mìẹ̣ 
“bluff”; show off [cf. Pidgin nyangá show 
off]  

yangaláà  id.  of a bad posture, as of a person 
who is a little fatter than sangalangáà 

yanghịyanghí ̣  id.  tiny (of teeth, thatches) 
(=gịrịgịrí)̣ 

yankụụ  id.  describes an angry and frightful 
look; ugly, esp. of face 

yanr-  see yar- 
yárịn (=yánrịn)  v.t.  A. shake; sift; sieve: 

Erámịnịmọ oùn yarịnyémi  The women 
are sifting gravel; B. rouse; move to action: 
Ụ yaríṇ seri  Rouse him up (from sleep): 
Erí bo ni àmá yàrịnmị  He came to move 
the town to action. 

yarịíṇ (=yanrịíṇ) [5]  v.p.  be shaken; be 
moved: Ẹfẹ́rụ paa nị, tíṇmọ yàrịíṇyemi  
As the wind is blowing, the trees are 
moving: Egberí bò paa bị, amá sẹ̀ 
yarịịnmí ̣  When the story came out, the 
whole town was moved. [yárịn + -í ̣
process] 

yansí ̣  v.t.  slang word which is substituted for 
the verbs ‘eat’ or ‘drink’: Ọ fịyáịmọ àkị bó 
ni woó yansí ̣ sìndọụ́  They brought the food 
and he ate it all. 

yaraịyáraị  id.  sitting with legs wide apart; 
sitting majestically 

yarí ̣  v.ben.  send (to someone): Burubí nì a 
yárị  Send the yam to her. 

yarịyemibọ́  n. [tone?] (tech.) addressee (of a 
letter) [yarí ¢¢ ¢¢ + -yémi present continuous + 
bọ person] 

yatịyátị¹  id.  describes the feeling when one’s 
body is uneasy and scratchy 

yatịyátị²  not clean, as of the body or room; 
dirty [Could this be the first meaning from 
which the preceding one is derived?] 

yaun [1]  id.  calm; quiet: Yọ́ sẹ̀ yaun kí èmi  
All the place is quiet and calm. 

yaún[4]  excl.  hush!: Yaún! Kíṃị ẹ̀rẹ kụmọ́  
Hush! No one should talk/Everyone should 
be quiet. 

yaụ́nyàụ́n  id.  describes mewing of a kitten 
yaụụ́ ̀n  id.  feel a sudden biting pain in the 

stomach 
yayagídi  id.  exclamation expressing joy, esp. 

by children when their parents return from 
bush, fishing or trading trip 

yé¹  (=iyé)  n.  A. thing; something: Yébi àkị 
bó  Bring the thing: Yé nànabọ bárà kọ 
pẹlẹíỵemi  The price of anything depends on 
the owner; yé nimi  know something; be 
wise, clever; yé sụọ  be in a state of ecstasy, 
as by seers or diviners; be possessed; B. 
(tech.) object; substance 

yé²  pron.  you (singular) (short pronoun 
subject used when preceding short pronoun 
objects; cf. ị²): Yé ọ̀ tịndọ́ wàáà?  Have you 
called them?: (idiomatic) Yé ụ̀ 
baangháàáà?  Do you want to kill him (by 
stopping him doing what he enjoys?) 

yéà  excl.  my friend!: Yéà, bó!  My friend, 
come! 

yéama-tubobịbị  n.  (comm.) bill; invoice  
yebuu  id.  shady, as under a big tree of average 

height; overcast, as of cloudy weather 
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yeé¹  pron.  I (short pronoun subject used when 
preceding short pronoun objects; cf. ị¹): Ye ị 
tíṇyemi  I am calling you: Yeé ù bimí  I 
asked him. 

yeé²  see  eé 
yé-emi-bara  n.  (tech.) property (of 

something) [yé¹ + emí  be with + bara way] 
(=yékụrọ(bị)) 

yeereín  id.  about to fall; about to explode 
yéerenyèeren  id.  about to fall in or drop, as of 

water 
yéereyèere  id.  describes the movement of a 

person with a boil on the private parts, or 
with a big scrotum, or a person who is 
newly circumcised 

yéfàá  n.  (tech.) zero (=zírò) [yé¹ + faá  be 
absent] 

yégbanayọ  n.  ledge; shelf [?] [yé¹ + gbaná  
put on + yọ́ place] 

yegbelee  id.  describes a thick lower lip that is 
left-drooping 

yegeyegé  id.  red (as banana) (cf. yereyeré) 
[sentence example? is this a verb or an 
ideophone?]  

yé-ghọ-sụ̀wẹịghá  worthless: Ará gba 
egberimọ sẹ̀ yé-ghọ-sụ̀wẹịghá  All her 
stories are worthless. [yé¹ + ghọ  put on + 
sụwẹí ̣? + -gha not] 

yeí  n.  husband; i yeí  my husband; yéi yoo, 
yéi yoo!  O my husband, my husband! 
(lamentation); i yei dáụ  my father-in-law 
(of woman); í yèí yèí yèí  sound of 
exclamation used in cheering dancers, 
including husbands, and expressing 
satisfaction; i yei yénghì  my mother-in-law 
(of woman) 

yéidaụ̀/yeidaụ́  n.  father-in-law (of woman) 
[yeí + daụ́  father] 

yei-dii-eré  n.  husband’s beloved wife (among 
other wives in a polygamous home) [yeí + 
dií  look at + eré woman] 

yeí-ì-̣kụmọ-díi  n.  love medicine usually made 
by one of the mates in a polygamous home 
to entice the love of the husband; a woman 
who uses it is eventually forced by the 

ancestors to reveal it [yeí + ị me + kụmọ¹ 
alone +  dií  look at] 

yé-ine  n.  endurance [yé¹ + iné¹ endure] 
yéiyenghì/yeiyenghí  n.  mother-in-law (of 

woman) [yeí + yenghí  mother] 
yekebuu  id.  gloomy, cloudy, as of the sky; 

overcast; shady 
yeketéè  id.  slanting; on the brink of 

falling;describes a tree that is undercut by 
erosion, or a person who does not sit, stand, 
or walk erect 

yékịẹnfun  n.  (comm.) ready reckoner [yé¹ + 
kịẹ́n count + fún  book] 

yékụrọ(bị)  n.  (tech.) property (of something)  
[yé¹ + kụrọ́² power (+ -bị  the)] (=yé-emi-
bara) 

yéla  v.a.  be dear, important, precious: Béi yelà 
egberi barafa kụmọ́  Don’t forget this 
important story/word. [yélanìmí It is 
precious ?? is this correct?] 

yeleyélè  id.  describes a wide expanse of land 
with few trees, esp. if the place is 
unfamiliar: Boú sẹ̀ yeleyélè ki emi  The 
bush is savanna-like. [check translation]  

-yémi  t.m.  A. (continuous, esp. present): Ụ 
banghịyemí  He is running: A tụ́ọ̀yemí 
ìfiebi, erí paadọ  While she was cooking, he 
went out; B. (habitual): Déin biri laadọ 
aba, kíṃị tẹmẹ dòrou dorouyemí  When it 
comes to midnight, men’s ghosts cry aloud. 

yengheyenghé  id.  red; ripe (as fruit); 
glowing, red-hot (as fire, iron); (tech.) 
white-hot: Bụ́rọụbọọ̀ emi ugubi bó 
yènghenyenghen kí pàadọ́  The piece of 
iron in the fire has become red-hot. 

yenghí¹  n.f.  A. mother; kálayènghí  one’s 
actual mother; kẹ́nị yenghibọ  A. having the 
same mother and same father; B. having the 
same mother, different fathers; kosuyénghì  
grandmother (cf. kosúinà); ofóni yenghi  
mother hen; yénghi yoo, yénghi yoo!  O 
mother, mother! (lamentation); B. female 
employer (of cook or steward); C.  n.  (fig.) 
main shoot of plantain, surrounded by 
suckers, usu. beriba yenghí 
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yenghí²  n.  used in: akáịn yenghi  slip of 
bamboo with which roof mats are stitched; 
ingo yénghì  warp of lobster-pot; ivín baị 
yenghi  piece of iron or wood on which 
kernels are crushed 

yenghí³  n.  portion, part: Indimọọ́ àkị ma 
yenghi ghọ́ dìẹ̣  Share the fish into two parts 
or portions. 

yenghibọọ́  n.f.  mother: (saying) Yenghibọ 
fíỵàị tọbọụbọ bíḅì ̣ ghọ seighá  The 
mother’s food always tastes good to the 
child. [yenghí¹ + bọ person] 

yenghizií  n.  the closest relatives; the inner 
circle on both father’s and mother’s side; 
hence, the first people to hear and solve 
problems affecting a particular person 
[yenghí¹ + zií³ family] 

yénimi¹  n.  knowledge; learning; wisdom; 
prudence: Iné yenimibi bọ̀wẹíḍọụ  Your 
always knowing best is too much. [yé¹ + 
ními  know] 

yénimi²  a.  discreet; judicious; prudent; wise; 
clever: Erí yenimi kịmị  He is a wise man.  
[<yénimi¹] 

yenr-  see  yer- 
yére  n.  woman, female (used in songs) (=eré) 
yerekéè  id.  describes a wide expanse of water 
yerekúù  id.  ripe all over: Beribamọ́ bo 

yèrekúù ki pịnadọ́  The plantains have got 
completely ripe. 

yérenyèren (=yénrenyènren)  id.  brimful (of 
river) 

yereruú  a.  low, not high, as a roof 
yereyeré  v.a.  be red (cf. yegeyegé) [sentence 

example?]  
yerín¹ (=yenrín)  v.i.  live; spend one’s life: 

Iné yerinyemi barabị ì ̣ dịsẹghá  I don’t like 
the way you are leading your life. 

yerín² (=yenrín)  n.  way of life: Iné yerinbi ì ̣ 
dịsẹghá  I don’t like your way of life. 

yesii  a.  branchy, patulous, spreading, as of a 
tree [sentence example]  

yésụọbaị (=sụ́ọbaị)  n.  day when everything 
goes well for one, beyond expectation [yé + 
sụ́ọ² gain + báị day]  

yétịbị  n.  capital; principal: Wó fọụbị, yétịbị 
sụọ fàghá  In our trade, we were able to 
recover the capital.  [yé¹ + tíḅị  head] 

yétọnbara  n.  (tech.) measurement [yé¹ + tọ́n³  
measure + bára

4 way] 
yétọntọnyeama  n.pl.  (tech.) standard units 

[yé¹ + tọ́n³  measure x2 + yé¹ + -ama 

plural] 
yétọnye  n.  (tech.) unit measure; (pl.) arbitrary 

units [yé¹ + tọ́n³  measure + yé¹] 
yeuu¹  id.  calm; quiet: Boú sẹ̀ yeuu kí pàadọ́  

The bush has suddenly become very quiet. 
yeúuù  id.  desolate owing to desertion or 

destruction: Amábị kịmịmọ sii sìndẹí ̣ nì ̣, 
bó yèúuù ki paadọ́  As all the people have 
gone to their farms, the town is left deserted. 

yeyeuyéyeu  id.  holding moisture (of cloud); 
threatening to rain (of weather); having 
ready tears in eyes (of person) 

yẹbụụ  id.  describes a short plump person, or a 
low, short, shady tree (cf. yẹkẹbụụ)  

yẹ́ẹlẹyẹ̀ẹlẹ  id.  A. describes a careless way of 
treating a delicate thing: Fẹ́rẹmọ àkị naá 
yẹẹlẹyẹ̀ẹlẹ bara subo kụ́mọ ò!  Don’t carry 
the (breakable) plates in a careless way!; B. 
too loose (of waist-beads) 

yẹ́ẹrẹnyẹ̀ẹrẹn  id.  eager; enthusiastic 
yẹgbẹlẹyẹ́gbẹlẹ  id.  always drooping, as of the 

lower lip (cf. yẹlẹgbẹẹ́) 
yẹgbẹyẹgbẹ́  id.  describes foolish behaviour, 

as when one is drunk 
yẹgẹyẹgẹ́  id.  reddish, as of a fair-skinned 

person whose hair is reddish (brighter than 
yẹrẹyẹrẹ́) 

yẹịyẹí ̣  id.  A. reddish colour, as of the tail of an 
immature yam; B. pale colour, as of stunted 
grass 

yẹkẹbụụ  id.  describes a short person with a 
distended stomach, or a short and shady tree 
(cf. yẹbụụ) 

yẹ́kụẹ  v.t.  speak ill of: Kíṃị ì ̣ yẹkụ́ẹ kụmọ  
Don’t talk ill of me. 

yẹlẹgbẹẹ́  id.  hanging loosely, as the lower lip 
(cf. yẹgbẹlẹyẹ́gbẹlẹ) 
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yẹlẹlẹẹ́  id.  A. describes a person or animal 
with one side drooping or slipping; B. a 
posture with one part lowered; C. cloth tied 
lower at one end (cf. yẹ́lẹlẹyẹ̀lẹlẹ) 

yẹ́lẹlẹyẹ̀lẹlẹ  a.  describes a style of tying cloth 
so loosely that the tied side hangs down 
below the knee (cf. yẹlẹlẹẹ́) 

yẹ́lò (=yálò)  n.  yellow sweet pepper 
[<English yellow] 

yẹ́mụ  v.t.  precede immediately in age (of full 
siblings): Tụ́mọtà kị Akíṃua yẹ̀mụmị  
Tụmọta is immediately senior to Akịmua. 

yẹmụíṇ  v.i.  be sunk [or v.p.?  sentence 
example?]  

yẹ́ngbẹyẹ̀ngbẹ  id.  staggering tired movement, 
as of a tired person or drunkard 

yẹngbẹyẹngbẹ́  id.  staggering movement 
under the influence of some weight, as a 
man carrying some bunches of palm fruit 

yẹngẹlẹẹ́ ̀  id.  slanting; unstable; unbalanced, as 
of a tall slender tree or person; (tech.) 
scalene, with no two sides equal (of triangle) 

yẹngẹlẹyẹ́ngẹlẹ  id.  slanting; on the point of 
falling, as of a tall, slender tree or person 

yẹ́ngẹlẹyẹ̀ngẹlẹ  id.  unbalanced movement by 
a slender person 

yẹnghẹyẹnghẹ́  id.  abnormally hot; 
pronouncing forcefully; vibrating as a result 
of roaring or scolding: Béi yẹnghẹyẹnghẹ nị 
ẹrẹyemi barabị èbighá  The way you are 
talking so vehemently is not good. 

yẹ́nị  v.t.  A. press with the hand, esp. press the 
belly during delivery of a child; B. hold up 
the tail of the puffer-fish (obúbu) and shake 
it vigorously up and down, which action 
results in the distention of the belly; C. give 
first aid treatment to a drowning person, by 
carrying them on the back upside down, 
with legs over the shoulder of the first-aider, 
who is running about.  The desired effect of 
this action is to force out the swallowed 
water through the mouth and nose. 

yẹ́nịmọ¹  v.cs.  shake up or press down to make 
more room or to relieve pain:  Akpabí ̣ 
yẹ̀nịm ọ, zíni yeama ma sụọnghimi  Shake 

up the bag, more things will still go in: Erí 
wò kụrọ́ sẹ̀ kị akị naá gàrí àkpa yẹnịmọmị  
He pressed down the gari in the bag with all 
his might: Ará furoubi yẹ̀nịmọ.  Dọnyọbí ̣ 
ìyéringhimi  Press her belly.  The pain will 
lessen. [Translation OK?]  Erí ègberibí gbà 
dọụgha, eni ní òró ù yẹnịmọ́ [meaning?  
Does this go with the next word?  He does 
not want to tell the story, so ] [yẹ́nị +-mọ  
causative] 

yẹ́nịmọ²  v.dir.  threaten: Yé ụ̀ yẹnịmọdába, 
erí gesi yebi gbànghimi  If you threaten 
him, he will tell the truth.  [yẹ́nị +-mọ́  
directional] 

yẹnkẹẹ́ ̀  v.i.  or id.  ? move slightly [sentence 
example?  I suspect this is an ideophone.]  

yẹrẹgẹdẹẹ  n.  stump (of tree): Wẹ́nịbị à 
dẹ́nghịdẹị nì ̣, áràụ́ yẹ̀rẹgẹdẹẹ kí ̣ kòro 
tịtẹmí ̣  When she was tired of walking, she 
sat down on a stump. 

yẹrẹrụụ́  id.  bending extremely low; of less 
than usual height 

yẹ́rẹyẹ̀rẹ  id.  brimful (of a basket) 
yẹrẹyẹrẹ́  id.  A. reddish (of hair): Ará 

tịbịdumamọ yẹ̀rẹyẹrẹ kí ̣ èmi; B. fair-
skinned, duller than yẹgẹyẹgé (<yereyeré) 

yẹrí ̣  v.t. A. sell; B. betray 
yẹrịbịbí ̣  n.  (tech.) selling price 
yẹrịíṇ  v.i.  be in readiness; be imminent; be on 

the alert: Sụụ́ pàanghịbị yẹrịíṇyemi  They 
are poised to fight. 

yẹ́rịnyẹ̀rịn  id.  well distended, as the stomach 
of obúbu when forced to become so 

yẹụụ  id.  calm, quiet 
yímuùyímuù  id.  sheepish, dumb-looking (of 

person) 
yingbá  n.  gamble; risky undertaking; yingba 

teín  A. gamble; play games of chance for 
money, e.g. lottery for high stakes; B. take 
great risks to secure great results [is this a 
verb or a noun? sentence example?]  

yínge  v.t.  shake; disturb by shaking (tree, 
animal or man) (cf. zíge) 
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yingeyingé  id.  shaking, as of a tree when 
shaken by a person or animal, or blown by a 
violent storm [yínge x 2] 

yíribuyìribu  id.  describes a bad watery 
feeling in the mouth when bad watery or 
immature yam is eaten 

yirimuu  id.  continuous slow pulling down of 
the hook-line-and-sinker (déi) by bigger 
fishes 

yíg̣ẹ  v.t.  pound or grind well: Ngịnámọ̀ temi 
yíg̣ẹ  Grind the pepper to the required 
standard. 

yịgẹí ̣ [5]  v.p.  be well pounded (as of pepper): 
Ngịnámọ̀ yịgẹíḍọ  The pepper is well 
pounded (ready for use).  [yíg̣ẹ +-í ̣ process] 

yíṃụụ̀yíṃụụ̀  id.  pressed with the desire to go 
to stool; describes the irritation of the anus 
during stool     

yíṇkị  v.t.  be moved [any better translation?]: 
Wo mịẹyémi bàrabị ebighá èé gbà nị ụ 
pịrị kpọ́, erí yịnkịghà  When he was told 
that what he was doing was not good, he 
never paid any attention: Páa kụrọyebi ụ̀ 
mịẹ yíṇkị kpọ̀ mịẹgha  He was not moved 
by the serious disturbance.  

yịnkí ̣ì ̣  id.  describes the behaviour of someone 
who refuses to obey an order and just sits 
tight 

yo, yoó  see  o, oó 
yoboyobó  id.  describes a person whose mouth 

flows with spittle; drooly; slobbering 
yókii  id.  dark, as of bad weather 
yókiyòki  id.  A. describes uneasy state of 

mind; B. describes uneasy state of affairs in 
a town or nation; not steady; not at ease 

yokoíyòkoí  id.  handsome, healthy with 
youthful growth, as of a tall person or 
luxurious plant or crop 

yokotoó  id.  heavy and bending down: 
Beribaá yòkoto kí tòidọ́  The plantain is 
weighed down and bending over. 

yolíyòlí  id.  glossy, shining, as when “pomade” 
is applied to the body; also describes the 
natural colour of some birds’ feathers, and 
some shining dark hair (>yọlíỵọ̀lí)̣ 

yolokoyóloko  id.  not thick, watery (as soup) 
yómiìyómiì  id.  staring sheepishly; looking 

with eyes fixed and wide open 
yomoríìn  id.  describes the dashing in of a tall 

person, or unexpected peeping with the head 
thrust forward 

yongboo  id.  bending the head forward 
drowsily [nodding off?] 

yongoloó  id.  heavy (of head); weighty (of 
something held): Ará tịbị sẹ̀ yongolo kí èmi  
Her head looks big and heavy: Yé kọ̀rị 
kụrọmọọ́ ò, yongolo kí èmi yo  Hold it 
carefully, it’s heavy. 

yonkuu  id.  describes a bent or drooping head 
yonr-  see  yor- 
yóò  id.  glossy black; shiny (e.g. from too 

much pomade, sweat) 
yóòn¹  id.  gazing from a very large crowd; 

looking steadily, as when a large crowd 
focuses their eyes on one particular thing 

yóòn²  id.  describes a luxuriant state of crops 
such as plantain, palm trees, etc. 

yóoro  v.t.  bore a roundish hole (e.g. in log for 
making a drum); remove inside from snail-
shell prepared as top: Erí ̣ ọ̀gbọ́lọ̀ yooromi  
He cleaned out the inside of the shell (to use 
it as a top). 

yooroí  v.p.  rot or disintegrate internally while 
the outside still appears strong (of palm or 
coconut tree, plantain stump, etc.; [fall out 
(of the inside) on its own: Otoín pàtimi 
yọbị yooroídọ  meaning?] [Should the 
second part (in square brackets) be there?] 
[yóoro + -í  process] 

yooroíyòoroí  v.i.  move in a circular form, as 
an eddy or whirlwind [sentence example?] 
[verb or ideophone?] 

yorokoyóroko  id.  watery; having much liquid 
yóroròn  id.  (tech.) oval 
yóronyoron (=yónronyonron) id.  long and 

pointed (as sword); projecting; tapering 
[sentence example?]  

yoróyòró  id.  describes a very bright attractive 
or comely appearance 
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yóu  v.i.  A. cry; weep: yóu you kàá wẹnị  
walking while crying: (saying) Obóri you 
you kàá tùgá pẹlẹ  The goat is crying but it 
still eats grass; yóu dịị  cry frequently (as 
child); yóu kọrị  stop crying; yóu pẹlẹ stop 
crying; yóu sii  go to bush for first time after 
death of husband; this is a formal ceremony 
at which only token work is done, while the 
rest of the town stay at home; ọgọ yoú  cry 
in stages and with stylish embellishment; 
yóuyemi bàraama  kinds of weeping 
laments, listed as follows: Bịna o bịna o  
lament for a relative in general: Daụ wo daụ 
wo  lament for a father: Nmbaụ wo ịmbaụ 
wo  lament for a daughter: Nmbirei yo 
ịmbirei yo  lament for a brother: Nmbụraụ 
wo ịmbụraụ wo  lament for a sister: 
Nnịyaịn yo ịnịyaịn yo  lament for a son: Yeị 
yo yei yo  lament for a husband: Yenghi yo 
yẹnghi yo  lament for a mother: Zi yo ziyo  
lament for all groups; B. (fig.) praise, 
honour: Iné you kụ̀mọ  All praise and 
honour to you! only you! [Should B. be 
treated as a separate word?] 

yóu²  v.t.  appeal; beg [Perhaps this should be 
listed as the B. meaning of the preceding 
word?] 

yóu³  n.  weeping; cry(ing) 
youbaá  id.  in a comfortable sitting posture; 

majestically, honourably: Abáamà kọ́kọ 
yòuba korónìmí  The Ọba’s city was well 
established (formula at beginning of folk 
stories) 

yóubeni  n.  tears (=yóuyaị) [yóu¹ + bení  
water] 

Yóudịowei  n.   male personal name 
[frequent crier] 

Yóukọrị  n.   personal name given when a 
child is born shortly after a death in the 
family [stop crying]   

yoún  excl.  Silence! [Is this correct?]  
Yóunyaị  n.  New Year [<English New Year]  
Yóupẹlẹ  n.   personal name given when a child 

is born shortly after a death in the family 
[stop crying] 

yóuyaị  n.  tears (=yóubeni) [yóu¹ + -yaị 
things] 

younyounbáụ  n.  dead silence [sentence 
example?]  

youun  id.  calm; quiet; silent 
yóuyou  id.  with tears; sorrowfully: Yóuyou 

kàá wẹnị  He walks sorrowing (because of 
many problems). [yóu¹ x 2] 

yoyoó¹  v.a.  be handsome; yoyo tọbọ́ụ  
handsome man, person [cf. Igbo òyòóyò 
beautiful]  

yoyoó²  id.  full of fat: Náma sẹ̀ yoyo kí èmi  
The meat is full of fat. (>yọyọọ́) 

yọ́  n.  place: Mú ni ẹ̀nị yọbọọ́ ̀ tíẹ̣  Go and 
stand there; ine yọ́  my place, house, 
portion, share; iné yọ  your place, house, 
portion, share; yọ́ dẹị kọọ̀  in the event of, if 

yọbọyọbọ́  id.  foolish; stupid; childish 
yọbụyọbụ́  id.  A. succulent, as well-boiled 

“pear”; B. tasting of too much fat, as pork 
yọgọlọọ  id.  weak; with little or no strength 
yọ́gọlọyọ̀gọlọ  id.  with weak behaviour 
yọgọlọyọgọlọọ́  A. drooping or wilting in the 

heat (as grass): Ụráụ bo paa kụ̀rọdẹ́ị nì ̣, 
túomọ yọ̀gọlọyọ́gọlọ kị pàadóụ  When the 
sun became hot, the grass wilted; B. (fig.) 
(of person) [sentence example?]   

yọlíỵọ̀lí ̣  id.  glossy; shining; attractive 
(<yolíyòlí) 

yọ́lọyọ̀lọ  id.  treated without any seriousness; 
handled with levity or in a carefree way  

yọ́mịyọmị (=yọ́nmịyọnmị) id.  gazing steadily 
and wistfully: Tọbọụbí ̣ yọnmịyọnmị kaàá 
yọ dìiyémi  The boy is gazing steadily at the 
place. 

yọ́ngọ  v.i.  droop; hang down; slope; incline 
yọ́ọkịyọ̀ọkị  id.  about to explode; in a 

preparatory stage to an outburst such as a 
war or fight 

yọọrẹí ̣  [5] (=yọọrọí)̣  v.p.  rotate; become 
round: Akalụ́ yọ̀ọrẹíḍọ  The moon has 
become full. [yọọrọọ́ + -í  process] 

yọọrẹịbárà (=yọọrọịbárà)  n.  (tech.)  rotation 
[yọọrẹ́ị +bára

4
 way] 
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yọọrọí ̣ [5] (=yọọrẹí)̣  v.p.  rotate; become 
round: Akalụ́ yọ̀ọrọíḍọ  The moon has 
become full. [yọọrọọ́ + -í  process] 

yọọrọọ́  v.t.  encircle; surround: Ọ bo ní ì ̣ 
yọọrọ́mị  They surrounded me: Ọmịní ̣ ụ̀ 
banghí ̣ yọ̀ọrọdọụ́  They have run round 
him. 

yọ́ọrịyọ̀ọrị  id.  uneasy; restless; not finding it 
easy to sit in one place, or do something for 
long 

yọrọ́¹  v.t.  tie split bamboo on to 
oforontanịghá before roofing with thatches 

yọrọ́²  n.  small pieces of bamboo split into 
four for fixing thatch 

yọrọ́yọ̀rọ́  id.  comely; attractive; bright-
coloured 

yọụ́  v.t.  ‘pull’, paddle (a canoe); propel or 
drive (any vehicle); ride (a bicycle); yọụ 
bẹlẹ táịnmọ̀  (=yọụ bẹlẹ tụ́ọ̀) entertain 
visitors with food on their return from a 
journey; yọụ dịí ̣  know how to paddle; yọụ́ 
dàwaí ̣  learn how to paddle; yọụ dịí ̣  know 
how to paddle; yọu paá  travel out; yọụ́ 
pùiyaí ̣  compete in paddling; yọu tụá  go 
to a spot where something has happened on 
the river, as when a canoe has capsized or an 
animal is floating; yọụ yọwẹ́ị yò!  (shout to 
encourage paddlers); páa yọụ̀ ́   set off by 
boat 

yọụmọ́  v.dir.  paddle, ‘pull’, towards [yọụ́ + -
mọ́  directional]  

yọụmọyé [4]  n.  shrimp-trap made of apíe 
cane-rope [yọụmọ́ + yé thing] 

yọwẹí ̣  n.  A. paddle.  The parts of a paddle are: 
yọwẹị aká  edge of blade; yọwẹị akú  
widest part of blade; yọwẹị bọlọ́ụ  tip of 
blade; yọwẹị furóú  front surface of blade; 
yọwẹị konú  back surface of blade; yọwẹị 
niní  part of handle which is inset into blade 
on front side; yọwẹị tịbí ̣/tụbụ́  handle.  
Different types are: atála yọwẹị  large 
paddle used in atála-fishing; Ikétè yọwẹị  
paddle with large round blade used by 
Northerners; Isélema yọwẹị  carved paddle; 
Nzọ́n yọwẹị  ordinary paddle; péinti yọwẹ̀ị  

paddle with ornamental painting given to 
bride; toun yọụ yọ́wẹ̀ị  oar; ukuré tụ̀a 
yọwẹị (=ụkụlọ́ụ kpèkumọ yọwẹị)  large 
paddle used from standing position for 
steering in war-canoe, etc.; B. spade(s) in 
the game of cards [yọụ́ + yé  thing] 

yọwẹị tịíṇ  n.  tree from which paddles are 
carved (Olax sp. OLERACEAE) [yọwẹí ̣+ tíṇ  
tree] 

yọyọọ́  v.a.  be fatty, filled with fat (<yoyoó) 
yurú (=uruú)  n.  (archaic form of uruú; 

presently it is only used in singing and in 
some sayings) wine; gin; mineral 

yụ́nkụụ̀  id.  nodding (without speaking) 
 
 

Z 
 

záàa  id.  conspicuous; showy: Asíạ paa bará 
ò, záàa kpọ mịẹ.  See how this young 
person is showing off his/her clothes. 

záaà  id.  describes the quick simultaneous 
sprouting of crops, e.g. maize, yam, etc. 

zainzaín  id.  very hairy: Kíṃịbị ọ̀ngọ sẹ 
zainzain kí èmi.  The man’s body is very 
hairy. (>zaịnzaíṇ) 

zaịnzaíṇ  id.  hairy (<zainzaín) 
záịzàị  id.  new, fresh (e.g. of fish); youthful 

(e.g. of person); current, fresh (of news); 
záịzàị indi/egberi  fresh fish/news; záịzàị 
kịmị  youthful person 

zakabáà  id.  upright; vertical; perpendicular 
[sentence example?]  

zála  v.t.  reveal: Ye iné tuu zàlanghími.  I 
shall reveal your secret. 

zalaá  n.  third size of Niger perch (Lates 
niloticus Linn. CENTROPOMIDAE) 
(otókorotọrụpịna < ikírika < zalaá < kíṇa 
< káran) 

zálaà  id.  open, spacious: Tirí sẹ̀ zálaà kị emi  
The field is wide open, spacious. 

zálaakutu  n.  (geom.) open shape [zálaà + 
kútu  solid figure] 
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zalaí¹̣ [5]  v.p.  be exposed, shown up: Iné 
tuubi tìri ghọ́ zàlaíḍọ  Your secret has been 
revealed to the public. [zála + -í ̣ process]  

zalaí²̣ [5]  v.p.  fall down: Olótù kórodẹị yò, 
Zálaị yoo, Olótù zalaị yo!  The champion 
has fallen, Fallen, The champion is fallen! 
(wrestling song) [Is there any zála from 
which this is derived?  It does not seem to 
go with ‘reveal’.] 

zalakazálaka  id.  not in order; uneven 
zalakázàlaká  id.  standing well-spaced 
zalazála  id.  woven in an uneven way 
záloò  id.  describes the late afternoon when 

there is less heat (between 4 and  5 p.m.) 
záluu  id.  huge; gigantic (>zálụụ) 
zálụụ  id.  huge (<záluu) 
zanrí ̣ìṇ  see  zarí ̣ìṇ 
Zarámà  n.  Zarama ibe in Northern Nzọn.  Its 

towns are Zarama-Epíè and Zarama-
Yánbìri (headquarters); Zarámà pọọn  
Zarama dialect (of Engenni) 

Zarama-Epíè  n.  a town in Zarámà ibe of 
Northern Nzọn 

Zarama-Yánbìri  n.  the headquarters of 
Zarama ibe in Northern Nzọn 

zarí ̣ìṇ (=zanrí ̣ìṇ)  id.  looking wretched, 
neglected: Ará tịbị sẹ̀ zarí ̣ìṇ kị emi  Her 
hair is untidy and neglected: Béì kíṃị paa 
bara òó, zarí ̣ìṇ kpọ mịẹ  Look how this 
man appears, untidy and scruffy. 

zarukúù  id.  very big (as of small person 
wearing an over-sized dress) 

zarukuzáruku  id.  plump; fat; very big; large 
zauu [1] id.  lonesome: Amá sii sìndẹí ̣ nì ̣, bó 

zàuu kí pàadọ́  Since everyone went to 
bush, the town has become lonesome. 

zaụ́  v.a.  be small; zaụ tọbọ́ụ  child who is 
small for his age 

zaụ́-dẹ̀nghị-díẹ̣-dịẹnghị-ye  n. (math.)  lowest 
common multiple (LCM) [zaụ́ + dẹnghị  
surpass + dịẹ́ divide+ dịẹnghí ̣will divide + 
yé thing] 

zaụmọọ́  v.cs.  make small; reduce [zaụ́ + -mọ  
causative]  

zázalịì ̣  id.  describes a very small bunch, e.g. 
of plantain, banana, oil-palm 

zébaa  id.  confused; perplexed 
zeé  v.t.  lay in groups for sale (e.g. pepper, 

palmnuts, prawns, shrimps): Ofoníàmọ zee 
yẹrí ̣  Sell the ‘farina’ by little heaps: Arí ̣ 
ìndimọ́ zèeyémi  I am making the fishes 
into groups for sale. 

zeelezeelé  id.  dancing or running like a mad 
or foolish person 

zéere  id.  rejected, as by pushing a person 
about physically, or by shouting at him from 
all sides  

zeeréè  v.i.  be dejected [verb or ideophone? 
sentence example?]  

zeereí  v.p.  be depressed, dejected, rejected 
[zéere + -í  process]  

Zeésù  n.  Jesus [<English Jesu] 
zéezèe  id.  describes the movement of a 

drunkard; staggering; tottering (cf. 
zékezèke) 

zégbee  id.  all alone 
zéìn  id.  giving a start as result of surprise or 

shock: Erí ègberí nàa bị, wo ọngọọ́ ̀ sẹ zéìn 
ki mịẹmị  When he heard the news, he gave 
a big start. 

zékezèke  id.  describes the movement of one 
who is drunk; totter, stagger (cf. zéezèe) 

zeléè  id.  open (of space) 
zélelee  v.i.  be empty: Ọwọụmọọ́ sẹ̀ mú sìndẹí ̣ 

nì ̣, wárịbị bo ni ìṇọọ zelélee ki pàadọ́  
Since the children all went away, the house 
seems very empty to me: Wárịbị bo ni ìṇọọ 
zeleléeyemò!  The house is (gradually) 
getting empty. 

zelezéle  id.  spacious; wide 
zemeníì  id.  unexpectedly; suddenly 
zereí  v.i.  shake one’s self to show happiness 

[any better translation? any zére 
corresponding to it?] 

zézemọ  v.t.  rebuke; reprove; censure: Wo mịẹ 
yébì ebighá nì ̣, arí ̣ ù zezemọ́mị  Since what 
he did was bad, I rebuked him. 
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zezerúù  v.a.  be thick (e.g. of grass, hair, fur): 
Túoama òó, ọ maá zèzerúùyémò!  Look at 
the grass, it is becoming very thick. 

zezeruzézeru  id.  describes many spongy 
things packed together in a heap 

zẹbẹrí ̣ìṃọ  adv.  taking place not long after, 
soon: Wó ẹ̀rẹẹ́ sìn ní, zẹbẹrí ̣ìṃọ, ụ kpọ bo 
páadọ  When we had finished talking, not 
long after he appeared. 

zẹ́bịịzẹ̀bịị  id.  slow movement with short 
pacing, as by a child 

zẹbụ  [tone?]v.t.  A. tread into mud (as 
animals); mash with feet (less expertly than 
daán): Ọwọụmọọ́ lịịmọ zẹ̀bụyémi  The 
children are trying to mash the palmfruit; B. 
discuss at length, chew over (matter): 
Egberí bo korodọ, wó mẹnì ̣ ụ zẹbụ́  The 
matter is now before us, let us thrash it out. 

zẹẹ́ ̀  v.i.  spend some time: Wó bo bei àmabọọ 
gbẹ́nẹị zẹẹ̀dọ́  We have been staying in this 
town for some time. 

zẹ́ẹẹ̀  id.  gazing aimlessly: Yé diiyemi bàra o, 
zẹ́ẹẹ̀ kpọ mịẹ  See how he is gazing 
aimlessly. 

zẹ́ẹzẹ̀ẹ  v.i.  hesitate; be indecisive, irresolute: 
Múbi ì ̣ díṣẹgha à, i béi zẹẹ̀zẹẹyembi?  
Don’t you want to go, the way you are 
hesitating/dragging your feet? 

zẹ́gbẹẹ  id.  isolated; alone; solitary: Zẹ́gbẹẹ, 
béì ye emí bàra  All by myself, that’s how I 
am. 

zẹ́lẹlẹ̀ẹ  id.  lonely; deserted: Ọ bo ní ̣ 
ọ̀wọụmọọ́ àkịdẹ́ị nì ̣, wárị bo zẹlẹlẹ̀ẹ kị 
paadọ́  They have come and taken all the 
children away, leaving the house very 
lonesome. 

zẹzẹrụụ́ ̀   v.a.  be thick (<zezerúù) 
zẹzẹrụzẹ́zẹrụ  id.  out of proportion, too big: 

Bútuwei yò, dẹdẹ kpọ́ dụ̀ba gha, 
zẹzẹrụzẹ́zẹru kpọ mìẹ̣  What sort of 
garment is this, so big and clumsy? 

Zibaaraụ¹  (? =Zibọáràụ)  n.f.  God (‘Giver of 
Birth’); Tẹ́mẹaraụ mọ Zìbaaraụ mọ, ị zụọ́ 
ò!  Creator and Giver of Birth, save me! 
(Also shortened to Zibaụ́, which see.) (= 

Wóyenghi =Ayíba =Áyòú = Ogínaaraụ 
=Súoaraụ /Soaráụ =Tẹ́mẹaraụ) [zií + bọ  
person? + áràụ́ female agent] 

Zibaaraụ²  n.f.  chief female deity of certain 
ibe, e.g. Kólokùmá Zìbaaraụ, Opokumá 
Zìbaaraụ [zií + bọ  person? + áràụ́ female 
agent]  

zibaụ́¹  n.  A. oracle; zibaụ uwóú/wẹní ̣  go to 
consult oracle; zibaụ tuú  place of oracle: 
B. (fig.) distant place [Zibaaraụ, shortened] 

Zibaụ́²   n.  Zibaụ bií  (lit. ‘ask God’) (of 
drowning person) come up to surface before 
finally going under (three times for a man, 
four for a woman) [Zibaaraụ, shortened] 

zibaụ-bara-gbasa  n.  ring finger [tone?] 
[Zibaụ² + báragbasà finger] 

zibaụ-ịnọụn-ama  n.  the lines on the palm 
[tone?] [Zibaụ² + ịnọ́ụn sore + -ama 
plural] 

zigbaa¹  id.  describes a wide piece of cloth, i.e. 
a fathom of cloth or a yard of cloth with a 
wide breadth 

zigbaa²  id.  standing deep in water: Erí 
bènibọọ́ ̀ zigbaa tịẹ́nìmí  He is standing 
deep in the water (normally with clothes 
on). 

zígbaa  id.  too much (of liquid); brimful: 
Fụ́lọụ benibi zigbaa kị èmi  The liquid part 
of the ‘soup’ was too much. 

zigbazigbá  id.  over-sized (of clothes) 
(>zịgbazịgbá) 

zigboó  v.i.  be overgrown, bushy (of hair); be 
shady (of tree); be huge (of person or 
animal): Iné kiri tuomọ bo zìgboyemí  The 
weeds in your farm are greatly overgrown. 

zígbozìgbo  id.  walking in a confused manner, 
without definite route; moving about 
aimlessly; rambling 

zíge  v.t.  shake; (tech.) vibrate 
zigeí [5]  v.p.  shake; quake; tremble; (tech.) 

vibrate (= yínge) [zíge + -í  process]  
zigeizígei  id.  in abundance (used with pẹrẹ́); 

pẹrẹ́ zìgeizígei  very wealthy 
zígizigi  id.  describes many things 

overcrowded, as seedlings growing together, 
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or beads worn at the waist by a woman 
(>zíg̣ịzịgị) 

zígo (=zúgo)  v.t.  contaminate, disturb or make 
dirty by stirring up, e.g. water 

zií¹  v.t.  bear (child); give birth; ‘deliver’: 
Áràụ́ zìidọọ́  She has had a baby/given 
birth; zií bìnmọ́  give birth to many; zií kọ̀rí ̣  
be in labour; zií pìṛí ̣  belong by birth to 
one’s mother’s side; zií pẹ̀lẹí ̣  reach 
menopause  

zií² [5]  v.i.  be stretched, slack (as of clothes, 
rope, etc.): Fọrọ́kọ̀bị ziídọ  The singlet has 
stretched (i.e. it no longer fits well). 

zií³  n.  A. bearing (of children); fertility; zií 
bọ̀ụ́  [noun or verb?) give birth easily  (esp. 
to boys); zii dọụ́  (avidly) wish for a child; 
strive to be fertile: Áràụ́ zìi dọụbí ̣ àládọụ  
She has been wanting a child for a long 
time; zií èbií  have good fortune to deliver 
children that live; zií fàá  be without any 
delivery of a child; zií gbàamọ  attribute a 
child to someone other than the biological 
father; zií ìṃbẹlẹ́  [noun or verb?) take 
pleasure in bearing children; zii kaí ̣  render 
someone infertile by magic means; zií kọrì ̣ 
[tone?] pause in childbearing [noun or 
verb?]; zií kụ̀rọ́  [noun or verb?) give birth 
with difficulty (esp. to girls); zií sèí  have ill-
luck to deliver children that do not live; zii 
tịẹ́  cease to have children [pause or 
permanent?]: Iné ziibi tịẹ laadọụ  It’s time 
for you to stop bearing; Ará zii tìẹ̣bị naá 
àlágha  It is not long since she stopped 
having children; zii tịẹmọ́  deliberately stop 
having children (after bearing many); zii tụá  
give birth to add to others; ịmọlọ́ụ zìí  spray 
saliva spontaneously during talking; the 
spraying originates from below the tongue 
[Is this a different zií?]; B. family; zii puú  
divide a family (by misunderstanding); zii 
tịíṇ A. assemble, gather family; B. lament 
over deceased children and/or relatives; zíi 
yoo, zii yo!  words of lamentation for a 
deceased son or daughter; zii zíi  family by 
family: Zii zíi kì andá puiyaịnghími The 

wrestling competition will be family by 
family. 

ziibaí ̣  n.  day or date of birth (=zii-eréin) [zií³ 
+ báị day] 

[OAE: Should all these compounds not be 
zibaí ̣, etc.?  I have in general been rewriting 
all words which have LH in isolation (zií 
etc.) with a single vowel in compounds, 
whereas I have been retaining the double 
vowel in HH words (páa etc.)  I think this is 
in accordance with your usage – am I 
correct?] 

ziibení¹  n.  amniotic fluid [zií³ + bení¹ water] 
ziibení²  n.  costume worn after delivery 

involving camwood [zií³ + bení² dress] 
ziibịdẹ́  n.  dress for a newly-delivered woman 

[zií³ + bịdẹ́ dress] 
ziidirí  n.  medicine to cause pregnancy [zií³ + 

díri medicine] 
ziidịná  n.  semen [zií³ + dịná² urine/semen] 
zii-egbé  n.  cervix [zií³ + egbé³ container] 
zii-eréin  n.  day or date of birth (=ziibaí)̣ [zií³ 

+ eréin day] 
ziifuróu  n.  one’s own child [zií³ + fúròú 

belly] 
ziii [1] id.  sound of heavy rain: Osuó zìii 

koroyémi  The rain is pouring down with a 
great noise. 

zii-ifíè  n.  time of birth [zií³ + ifíè time] 
zii-ịgbáàma  n.pl.  (tech.) reproductive organs 

[zií³ + ịgbaá opening] 
Ziikí-àlá  n.  personal name [Zii kí àlá It is 

giving birth to children that confers royalty] 
Ziikí-èré  n.  personal name [Zii kí èré It is 

giving birth to children that shows a 
woman] 

Ziikí-ìyé  n.  personal name [Zii kí ìyé Giving 
birth is something] 

ziíkọọ̀ ́n  n.  (tech.) labour pains [check 
meaning; also, is kọọ́n ‘hurt’ a noun as well 
as a verb? ] [zií³ + kọọ́n4 hurt] 

Ziikọ́rì ̣  n.  personal name [Zii kọ́rì ̣ Pause in 
child-bearing] 

ziikụráị  n.  year of birth [zií³ + kụ́raị¹ year] 
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Ziilaayéfà  n.  personal name [Zii laa yé fà 
Nothing can be compared to the birth of a 
child] 

ziimọ́  v.cs.  slacken; relax; ease off: Ngbá 
zìimọ  Slacken the rope: Iné bịbị zìimọ  
Ease off the way you are talking. [zií² + -mọ 
causative]  

ziimọọ́  v.cs.  facilitate delivery of a child 
[different pronunciation from preceding?] 
[zií¹ + -mọ causative] 

ziimọ-eré  n.  midwife [ziimọọ́ + eré woman] 
ziimọyé  n.  delivery fee [ziimọọ́ + yé thing] 
zii-ovírì  n.  labour during childbirth [zií³ + 

ovírì² suffering] 
zii-ọbụ́gụ̀  n.  womb; (tech.) ovary (of plant) 

[check] [zií³ + ọbụgụ́ deeper part of lake] 
zii-ọgọ́nèi  n.  month of birth [zií³ + ọgọ́nèi 

month] 
Ziipaamọ́-ère  n.  female personal name [zii 

paamọ́ deliver and show; refers to a child 
born after much expectation] 

Ziipaamọ́-òwei  n.  male personal name [zii 

paamọ́ deliver and show; refers to a child 
born after much expectation] 

ziitirí  n.  place where baby is born (=ziiyọọ́) 
[zií³ + tirí outside] 

ziituú  n.  part of body between nipples and 
pubic area [zií³ + túu lower part] 

zii-ugé  n.  ceremony for the birth of a child 
[zií³ + ugé feast] 

Zii-ugé  n.  personal name [zii-ugé  birth-
feast]  

ziiyọọ́  n.  place where baby is born: Ziiyọ́, 
ziiyọ́ -- Pụlịlị -- Ẹdẹ bou kọ́ zìi kpọ -- Bou 
biri kọọ́ ̀ zii kpọ́ …  (closing song by young 
girls at the end of their play)  (=ziitirí) [zií³ 
+ yọ́ place] 

zíni (=zíṇị)  dem.  (harmonizes with following 
word) another; different; other: Béì 
waịmọdá, zíni fun nì ị yarí ̣  Return this and 
bring me another book. 

zinií (=zíniye)  n.  another thing [zíni + yé 
thing] 

zíni-ibe-ghọ-okoba-dei-bara  n.  (comm.) 
foreign exchange [zíni + ibeé nation + ghọ 

at + okóbà money + deí exchange + bára
4 

way] 

zípu  id.  describes the manner and the noise 
produced when a big person or object drops 
into the water (>zíp̣ụ) [not zípuu?] 

zípuu  id.  describes the state when one loses 
money or property (>zíp̣ụụ) 

zírarìi  id.  untidily dressed; shabby; flabby [cf. 
zịrarịị, check tone] 

ziribuú  id.  plunging deeply; immersed in 
water: Erí zìribuu kí àkị benibọọ́ ̀ sụ́ọmị  
He immersed himself smoothly in the water.  

zirizirí  id.  heavy, continuous downpour of 
rain or water from a container, or of tears 
from the eyes, or of nuts or gravel pouring 
out from a container (>zịrịzịrí)̣ 

zírò  n.  zero (=yéfàá) [<English zero] 
zịabụụ  id.  short and clumsy; describes a short 

untrimmed tree that is shady 
zíḅụụ  id.  describes the state of being absent 

from a place for a considerable time: Béì wó 
dụ̀dụ ẹríg̣ha sụ̀n woó, zíḅụụ  What a long 
time since we saw each other!/ “Quite an 
age!” 

zịgbazịgbá  id.  over-sized (of clothes) 
(<zigbazigbá) 

zíg̣bẹ  v.i. [or vt?] dirty or play rough [treat 
carelessly?] with good materials, e.g. 
clothes, bedding, etc. [sentence example?  
improve translation?] [Is there also zịgbẹí ̣  
v.p. with a corresponding meaning?] 

zịgbẹí ̣  v.i.  be full of, glutted with: Fíỵaịmọ bo 
yọbọọ̀ zịgẹịdọ  The place was awash with 
different types of food. 

zịgbẹịzíg̣bẹị¹  id.  describes dirtied, ruffled 
materials, e.g. clothes, or careless rough 
behaviour 

zịgbẹịzíg̣bẹị²  superfluous; wasteful [<zịgbẹí ̣ 
x2] 

zịgbẹịzíg̣bẹị³  id.  describes a very wide 
expanse of farmland; enormous property; 
excessive size or quantity [<zịgbẹí ̣ x2] 

zịgbọlụzíg̣bọlụ  id.  describes an excessively 
fat person or big animal 
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zịgẹí ̣  v.i.  be ground well: Ngíṇàmọ zịgẹíḍọ  
The pepper has been well ground. [Any 
corresponding zíg̣ẹ?] 

zịgẹịzíg̣ẹị  id.  roughly or carelessly packed; 
untidy [Any corresponding zịgẹí?̣] 

zịgịbụụ́¹  A. dwarfish, short and squat; B.  
describes a short person wearing oversized 
clothes 

zịgịrịzíg̣ịrị  id.  rough or jagged saw edge: 
Ẹdẹịn bịbí ̣ sẹ̀ bó zìg̣ịrịzíg̣ịrị kị pàadọ́ụ  
The edge of the knife has become jagged. 

zíg̣ịzịgị  id.  describes stunted or pale growth of 
seedlings such as maize, rice, etc., due to 
poor soil or too close planting: Ọkụ́rọ̀mọ 
gboro palịmọ́ bọ̀wẹị ní ̣, bó zíg̣ịzịgị kị 
pàadọ́ụ  The okra was planted so closely 
that it is overcrowded.  (<zígizigi) 

zịịníị̀¹̣  id.  uncomfortable or publicly shamed 
because of one’s action: Wo mịẹ séibì ụ mịẹ 
bó zìṇíị̀ ̣ kị paamị  The sin he committed is 
making him feel uncomfortable; Ọrọ sẹịbí ̣ 
ìṃbẹlẹghá nì ̣, ọmịní ̣ bo zìṇíị̀ ̣ kị mịẹmị  
Because their dance was not interesting, 
they became ashamed of themselves.  

zịní ̣ì²̣  v.loc.  be strange or surprising: Iné mịẹ 
yebi ìṇọọ́ zìṇí ̣ìg̣ha  What you did is not 
strange/surprising to me. 

zịịnịzí ̣ịnị  id.  spoilt or made uninteresting, as 
food or dance 

zí ̣ịrịzì ̣ịrị  id.  describes a slow unattractive 
movement with badly fitting undersized 
clothes of another person [discuss, improve 
translation?] 

zíṃụụ  id.  describes a long lapse or passage of 
time: Béì ẹ́rịgha sụ̀n woó, zíṃụụ kpọ mìẹ̣!  
What a long time since we saw each other!/ 
“Quite an age!” (=zíḅụụ) 

zịmụzịmụ́  id.  describes a heavy and 
continuous downpour of rain; (fig.)  
describes bitter weeping 

zíṇị  (=zíni)  dem.  (harmonizes with following 
word) another; different; other  

zịní ̣ị  v.t.  rub the eyes with the fingers, to 
check tears or when they are irritating 

zịọmẹ́trìki  a.  (geom.) geometric [<English 
geometric]  

zịọ́mẹ̀tiri  n.  (geom.) geometry; tọ́n mọ gẹ̀ mọ́ 
zìọ̣mẹtiri practical and descriptive geometry 
[<English geometry] [tone?] 

zíp̣ụ  id.  describes the noise and manner of a 
little object dropping into water (<zípu) 

zíp̣ụụ  id.  getting lost: Ará ẹdẹịnbị kẹ̀ní ̣ 
zíp̣ụụ kị fàdọ́  Her knife is completely lost. 
(<zípuu) 

zịrarịị  id.  describes an unshaved head, a 
bushy untrimmed oil-palm head, or someone 
dressing in over-sized baggy clothes [cf. 
zírarìi, check tone] 

zịrí ̣ì ̣  id.  smallish, as of a person having a 
small cloth tied around the waist 

zịrịzịrí ̣  id.  continuous downpour of rain 
(<zirizirí) 

zíẓẹ  v.t.  crumble pod of pepper, garden egg, 
etc., to get seeds for planting 

zịzẹí ̣  v.p.  be well ground (as pepper), or 
crushed completely [zíẓẹ + -í ̣process]  

zịzẹịzíẓẹị  id.  in disorder 
zíẓẹmọ  v.t.  A. rinse out, wash quickly (very 

dirty clothes, without using soap); B. rub 
eyes (with circular motion), usu. tọ́rụ 
zịzẹ̀mọ; C. crush completely; squash 
mosquito with hand [zíẓẹ + -mọ causative]  

zogborúù¹  id.  A. describes an excessive 
amount of water such as that collected in 
ponds, lakes or streams after rain or flood; 
B. too much water or soup in a pot of food 

zogborúù²  id.  describes a huge tall person or 
animal in a standing position, over-grown 
grass along a path, farm or surroundings, a 
thick piece of bush, a tall and huge cluster of 
trees, or over-grown hair 

zokaa¹  id.  protruding, as a tooth or part of a 
stick or fence protruding beyond the normal 
size or level 

zokaa²  id.  describes a sudden appearance with 
no part hidden 

zóko  v.i.  over-indulge; behave proudly 
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zólolòo  id.  describes the pouring of a liquid 
that is not thick from a container through the 
mouth (> zọ́lọlọ̀ọ) 

zóngò  (=izóngò)n.  large earthernware covered 
jar with narrow neck and wide body for 
holding wine [?<English jug] 

zóo  v.i.  be preoccupied; gaze steadily: I zóo 
kayemò, yé paamà?  You look preoccupied; 
has something happened?: Erí zoo ki nì i 
dimí  He looked at me steadily. 

zorú¹  v.i.  play; perform; sẹ́ị zòrú  perform a 
dance:  

   Zorú sèí sèí   
   (Chorus) N ma zóru kpọ zòrugha 
 Let the game come to an end 
 I will not play again (closing song sung by 

boys at the end of their play) 
zorú²  n.  game; performance: 
   Zorú sèimọ má boyemò!  
   (Chorus) Okóto imgbele! 
 The spoiler of games is coming! 
 Big forehead! (song sung by girls when boys 

come to break up their play) 
zorubiribịdẹ́  n.  (tech.) costume (for public 

performance) [zorú² + bíri dress + bịdẹ́ 
cloth] 

zoruwaá  id.  describes the mood or 
appearance of one wearing a somewhat 
over-sized gown 

zoulazóula  id.  standing out, as applied to 
headscarf on head 

zózobaụ [4] (=izózobaụ) n.  three-pronged 
fish-spear; izózobaụ gbèin  fish with 
izózobaụ 

zózozo  v.i.? or id.    be in a state of 
astonishment; stare in amazement [sentence 
example to show whether verb or 
ideophone?]  

zọ́bụzọ̀bụ  id.  describes hasty eating (used 
with fí ̣ eat) [sentence example?]  

zọ́ị  id.  hot to the touch and therefore causing 
quick withdrawal: Fịnị angálàbị zọ́ị nì ̣ woó 
ìỵọụnmọmị  The lighted charcoal was hot 
and burnt him. 

zọ́ịzọ̀ị  id.  too hot to be touched comfortably 
(e.g. of food); burning; smarting: 
Bụ́mọụnbị bo ni ọ̀fíṛịdọ wò, zọ́ịzọ̀ị kpọ 
mịẹ  The sandbank has got very hot; it’s too 
hot to walk on. 

zọlí¹̣  v.t.  (usu.) apply first aid to wounds and 
sores with special herbs placed on a glowing 
piece of wood and often mixed with udeé 

zọlí²̣  v.t.  push roughly with the leg 
zọlịí ̣  v.i.  struggle and kick wildly, as animals, 

babies or adults when annoyed [to combine 
with previous?] 

zọ́lịị  id.  standing or staying alone; without any 
pair or company; conspicuously single: 
Áràụ́ zọlịị kị tìẹ̣nimí  She is standing there 
alone. 

zọ́lọlọ̀ọ  id.  describes the pouring of a small 
quantity of water or liquid scantily or 
sparingly (<zólolòo) 

zọlụkụzọ́lụkụ  id.  describes a very fat person 
zuaa  id.  immerse one’s self carefully in the 

water without a splash by walking into it, as 
by a larger person [Is there any zụaa?] 

zuazúa  id.  without restraint: Opu pẹrẹ ówèi 
okóbà akị zuazúa fịịgha  A very rich man 
does not consume his wealth as expected. 

zuenií  v.recip.  encounter; intermix: Ọrọ maá 
kìṃịmọ kẹnị báị ghọ̀ bó zùenimí  The two 
of them encountered each other one day.  

zuezué  id.  careless behaviour or eating habits 
of a person 

zugburuzúgburu  id.  describes careless, 
carefree behaviour 

zúgburuzùgburu  id.  describes careless 
physical habits or behaviour of a fat person 

zúgo (=zígo)  v.t.  contaminate, disturb or make 
dirty by stirring up, e.g. water 

zugoí  v.p.  be disturbed, dirtied or 
contaminated [zúgo + -í  process]  

zuí  v.i.  stay behind, as one of the people 
disembarking from a boat staying behind to 
continue the journey when others leave [Is 
this derived from zúu?  The meaning 
doesn’t seem right.] 
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zuinií  v.recip.  meet unexpectedly; mix; 
intermingle: Dụdụ dọụ tími mà kịmịmọ bó 
zùinimí  The two people who were looking 
for each other met unexpectedly [check 
meaning] 

zulezulé  id.  bulging here and there 
zúu  v.t.  draw (water); take out (water or oil); 

discharge, unload (cargo from canoe); land 
(person or thing): Akpamúkùbọọ puloú 
zuu ni akí ̣  Take the oil out of the kerosine 
tin: Árụbọọ̀ fịnịmọọ́ zùu  Unload the 
firewood from the canoe: Igbéda kịmị zùu  
Pull ashore and land the man; árụ zuu uru  
a special drink offered by the owner of the 
loads in his canoe to the off-loaders; beni 
zuú  draw water; bụ́ọ zuu  replay a dance 
again; it is customary that this is done after a 
dancing club has returned from a trip outside 
their town or even their quarter 

zúuru  v.t.  rinse out the mouth with water or 
gin after eating; bíḅị zuuru  A. (as above); 
B. rinse out one’s mouth at shrine of 
Kólokùmá Ègbesu after being away from 
home, as cleansing for any offences 
unwittingly committed in respect of food; C. 
present drink to one’s father-in-law on the 
morning of the second day of marriage 

zuyeé [5]  n.  plunge basket, a type of fish trap, 
conical but open at the top [see photo] 

 
 

zúzu¹  v.t.  force out palm nuts from a decaying 
bunch with an axe, usu. lí ̣ị zuzù 

zúzu²  v.t.  eat voraciously (as crocodile or 
leopard devours prey, or as person eats fish) 

zuzuí  v.p.  falling off or apart on its own 
through age, or sometimes by accident, as a 
decomposed palm bunch shedding all its 
fruits [zúzu¹ + -í  process]  

zuzuú  v.a.  A. be warm (of water, body): Bení 
zùzudọọ́  The water has become warm; B. 
(fig.)  be cheerful: Bó ni ì ̣ mịẹ́ zùzuú  Come 
and cheer me up. (>zụzụụ́) 

zụbịlịí ̣  v.i.  toy with, bungle or fumble: Ọmịní ̣ 
fìṛịbí ̣ àkị zụbịlịị kí ̣ mìẹdọ́  They have not 
handled the work seriously. 

zụẹbẹẹ  id.  describes a long untrimmed beard 
zụẹzụẹ́  v.a.  be wretched (of people, cloths) 

[sentence example?]  
zụ́kịì ̣  id.  touching (an object) lightly or faintly 
zụ́la  v.t.  be careless with; waste: Árì ̣ fíỵaị 

zụla kaamị  You are careless with food. 
zụlaịzụ́laị  id.  describes a careless wasteful 

character: Árì ̣ zụlaịzụ́laị kaamèé  You are 
careless and untidy. 

zụ́lamọ  v.cs.  waste; be careless in spending or 
in the use of clothes or any other possession: 
Kíṃị ìne bịdẹmọ́ zụ̀lamọ kụ́mọ  No one 
should carelessly scatter my clothes. [zụ́la + 
-mọ causative]  

zụọ́  v.t.  save; deliver; treat (sick person); zụọ́ 
kụ̀rọmọọ́  cure: Eri kí ì ̣ zụọ́ kụ̀rọmọmí ̣  It 
is he who cured me. 

Zụọ-owéí  n.  Saviour [zụọ́ + owéi  man] 
Zụọbọ́-èmí  n.  personal name [zụọbọ́ èmí  

He/She has a saviour/helper] 
zụọlụzụ́ọlụ  id.  very plump and shapeless 

person [roly-poly?] 
zụrẹzụrẹ́  id.  in rags; tattered; torn in pieces 
zụwẹí ̣ [5]  v.i.  scramble; struggle for [Is this 

derived from zụọ́?  Meaning seems 
different.] 

zụzụụ́  v.a.  be lukewarm, tepid (<zuzuú)  


